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INTRODUCTION 

The material presented between the covers of this book 

is not to be seen as a step-by-step program which attempts to 

describe methods by which ethnic and national identities are 

established. It is not a course outline, nor does it offer a 

theoretical perspective for development. It is not an attempt 

to find a solution to the problems associated with ethnic 

disunity in the developing world. It is certainly not a book 

to be read and understood, in linear fashion, from the first 

page to the last. It is not a Social Studies course, although 

it is concerned with social issues in many parts of the world. 

Anyone attempting to judge the material using the above criteria 

will be disappointed but, even worse, they will be mistaken 

for doing so. 

This material will be most useful in the secondary class

room which is made up of a multicultural or multi-ethnic student 

body. Due to the focus, that is, looking at the issue of identity 

in the third world, it would perhaps be most relevant in schools 

in developing countries which have been affected by colonialism. 

It could also be of use in American inner-city schools where 

there is a large concentration of ethnic diversity. There is an 

essay which iilustrates how the literature of the post-colonial, 

developing world is being used in Arizona schools, to foster 

a positive identification with traditional ethnic values in 



Navajo youth, who for reasons that are all too obvious, are not 

included in the process that describes mainstream learning in 

the United States. The Chicanos also share in a similar 

deprivation of opportunity and access, not only to education 

in the traditional sense, but also to resources which, increasingly, 

even middle-class Euro-American citizens are being denied. Many 

of the issues under consideration here are bound up with the 

concept of dignity, and the manner in which people who are 

"different" are treated by a governing body which believes in 

its inherent "superiority" and Divine Right to rule, by any 

means necessary, for its own interests. 

Political independence does not necessarily bring economic 

independence for a country, nor does it grant psychological 

independence for its people. In countries which are newly

independent, many of the writers, politicians and other intellec

tuals continue to look to the mother-country for support and 

identification. Although these new nations have identities of 

their own, the minds of many leading citizens are still in a 

state of colonialism. Their language is the language of the 

coloniser. As long as this is true, their voice, while it 

achieves wider international access, is limited within their 

own country because they (here I refer to writers) most often 

do not even communicate in the language(s) of their own people. 

Ngugi wa Thiong'o of Kenya has advocated that a process of 

decolonising the mind must ensue if developing nations are ever 

to achieve their true place in today's world. Ngugi has declared 

that he will write exclusively in his mother tongue of Gikuyu, 

and also in Kiswahili, the national language of Kenya, in order 



to make his ideas accessible to his own people. Many other leading 

writers of the developing world have followed his example. It may 

be argued rightly that writing exclusively in one's own mother 

tongue (ethnic language) will create disunity in countries 

which, like Kenya and Papua New Guinea have very diverse populations. 

I believe, therefore, that Ngugi is correct in writing in both 

his ethnic tongue as well as in the national language. Writing 

in the mother tongue is not only a matter of pride, it also 

guarantees that the message will be read, heard and understood by those 

to whom it has the most relevance, and who may not understand 

the national language. The percentage of people in developing 

nations who read or speak the language of the mother country, 

whether it be English, French, Spanish, Portuguese or German 

(the most widely-used colonial languages) is certainly very 

small, and reflects the highly-selective nature of the education 

systems in these countries. Thus, writing in colonial languages 

ensures that the colonial status-quo is maintained. 

This anthology is organised by geographic regions: 

Africa, the Americas, Asia and Oceania are represented. It does 

not pretend to be an exhaustive resource. I have included a 

bibilography, and a search through the literature will turn 

up a multitude of resources of literature written during the 

colonial period as well as the time since the drive toward 

independence began in the 1960's. It would be up to the individual 

teacher to decide how the anthology could be used in the classroom. 

!t should not be used, however, as a curriculum in itself. It is 

merely a resource and should not be mistaken as being anything 

more or anything less. 



The teacher may wish to look at various pieces, comparing 

the ways language is used. As virtually all the pieces are in 

English, notable exceptions being bilingual texts of work by 

Pablo Neruda, the readings would be most appropriately used in 

the English classroom. A significant number of the pieces use 

local words which give character to the settings and characters. 

Some of them , such as the pieces by the Jamaican women's writing 

collective, Sistren, and the work of Trobriand Islands writer, 

John Kasaipwalova, are written with great attention to local 

language patterns, and thus are authentic in their social and 

political dimensions. Teachers may wish to focus on writing from 

a particular country or region, or to compare pieces from different 

countries within a region. Different aspects of colonialism may 

be examined when comparing pieces from different regions. The 

pieces lend themselves to a wide variety of topics for class 

discussion and student reflective writing. The possibilities 

are simply too numerous to mention here, and in any case this 

is not the focus of this project. Individual teacher interest 

and class momentum would suggest the best uses for this material. 
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DEBATE ON NATION-BUILDING 

I have stirred my tongue to no avail 
in the unending colloquium on nation-building. 
There must be some hour yet unborn 
for unheard-of beliefs, 
some hour to shock the world to attention; 
many talkatives will then wake to thunder 
losing heart as to what their voices can tell. 

Those ideas not given a chance live as exil~s 
that will be recalled some day to tumultuous welcome; 
they live untarnished beyond the ministries. 
That suggestion knocked down by the crudity of selfish love 
survives in the heart as a reminder of undying desire; 
that solution kept away 
as the problem exacts its inordinate toll 
stands by for the hour of second knowledge. 

!-- I debate with rocks - phantom faces 
I live with - to endear outcast hearts. 
But there is the pain of the bruised tongue, 
since the thoughts that can pour 
a sea of fresh water from the sky, 
debates that will open up cells 
for a free march of desires 
are all held back, savaged by ineptitude. 
And when shall we all be professors and card-bearers, 
when shall we be recreated into power groups 
- the charlatans of the generation -
to be heeded for the worth of our words? 

So I will talk to the trees, 
discuss with the birds, 
parley with human-faced brutes; 
the dialogue for salvation has to be kept going 
at the expense of traditional reasoning; 
the search to bring back the cherished exile 
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has to be kept alive in dreams; 
the dream to move a sand-bogged crop 
to a fresh horizon 
haunts me with its mirages. 

The wanderer shakes his head at His Excellency's 
insolvent mind, the fat head 
who swung the electorate with sectarian frenzy. 
Let it be, the land has enough to sustain itself 
if only the blind back up the lame, 
if the team will share the boat to rescue 
imprisoned beauty from the boa's safe depths ..• 
But where is the dog's bark registered on the game; 
whose tears assuage the national thirst? 
There is so much left to chance in our bearings. 
The day we are turned right 
from the nebulous path, then will we arrive 
at our once-abandoned senses. 
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EXILE 

When I contemplate exile 
the tyrant who tramples my beautiful country 
adds bilboes to my handcuffs; 
I live in the dark hole of his hysteria. 
His god relishes drinking the blood of agony. 

When I contemplate exile 
my land wears a monstrous mask -
the fruits lose their cherished taste, 
fish desert the waters, 
and the earth shudders under human steps. 
I begin to see everybody as an agent, 
and I care not if we are separated forever. 

The atrocities perpetrated against Brutus 
weigh heavily upon my tormented heart. 
I want to leave my father and mother 
for the cosmopolis of learning. 
Solzhenitsyn beckons me out of this gulag, 
Joyce wants me out of this philistine dirt; 
I begin to sit with Milosz, entertain Cheney-Coker, 
and play butterflies with Nabokov. 

I have mapped out my escape routes, 
rehearsed unfamiliar steps in a common outfit. 
Surely a plastic surgeon has to mend my nose 
and eliminate my scars 
if I am to steal past the guards 
who aim their rifles at the heart of the land 
I want to flee. 
The exile will only begin across the border. 

Exile has become my seductress; 
I daydream of her fine eyes, hallucinate 
over her appeal ... 
But who will sing the savage song 
to rid the beautiful land of the monstrous scourge? 
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GRANNY'S BLESSING 

Granny said she buried my birthcord beside an iroko 
on which an eagle nested; 
but my hands peel in my father's smallest farm. 
I served a decade to raise my bride's price, 
and imagine how sullen I appeared to my people 
when a cobra chased her from the chamber 
before night swathed us, one body. 

I am on the road with a pocket drum, 
and I am never drunk except with songs, never bright 
except when calling my favourite gods their praisenames 
and annoying those who knock each other's teeth. 

People call me lazybones to my hearing, saying 
by the hour I reach my destination, stars will be my hosts. 
No one has called me out to wrestle with him, 
no one has struck me, or broken my bones, 
and yet I am the weakling. I am poor 
because I chew the dry end of an abandoned chewingstick. ' 
They do not see me in the deserter's mask crossing fields 
with a dog's breath at night. 

Since the old woman died, I have been wondering 
whether birds or trees are my best friends; 
I could not shoot a sunbird in the cassava farm, 
nor have I felled a fir tree all the years. 
I move on, repeating what she intoned: "The iroko cannot 
be hidden in the company of weeds, 
and the eagle will soar to his perch 
after feasting with sunbirds on the low brushes." 

And it's not yet noon in God's day. 
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Piano and Drums Gabriel Okara 

When at break of day at a riverside 
I hear jungle drums telegraphing 
the mystic rhythm, urgent, raw 
like bleeding flesh, speaking of 

5 primal youth and the beginning, 

w : I see the panther ready to pounce, 
the leopard snarling about to leap ) 

and the hunters crouch with spears poised; I 

. I 

And my blood ripples, turns torrent; 

10 topples the years and at once I'm 
in my mother's laps a suckling; 

~ i 

at once I'm walking simple 
paths with no innovations, 
rugged, fashioned with the naked 

:· 
15 warmth of hurrying feet and groping hearts 

d in green leaves and wild flowers pulsing. 

" 
Then I hear a wailing piano 

" solo speaking of complex ways 
in tear-furrowed concerto; 

20 of far away lands 
and new horizons with 
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coaxing diminuendo, counterpoint, 
crescendd. But lost in the labyrinth 
of its complexities, it ends in the middle 
of a phrase at a daggerpoint. 

And I lost in the morning mist 
of an age at a riverside keep \. · 
wandering in the mystic rhythm , 
of jungle drums and the concerto. '\ 
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Three Phases of Africa 

III Every Valley Shall be Exalted 

:I Every valley shall upright stand 

:! Earth's lowly ones shall rise 
I• 
I\ In black renascence !( 

i 
·1 

Let us burn bibles for incense I 
I 
,, 5 The rejected babe 

Drowns in the man-made ravine 

-t=: 11 
Storm-beaten, sun-scorched, fleeced 

I' Out-dooring the star of the east? 
,j 

'! 

l! 
They that ride 

IO White asses 
I! Shall roll in the debris of destruction 

Their mind did fashion 

I 
Their banquet halls are doom 
In ghosts awake 

:I 15 Their tabernacles of gold 

:I 
Shall find their joyless grave. 

! 

I, Those that grope the sidewalks 

11 
Shall find resurrection 

1: 
In crumbs of fulfilment 

,I 
i! 

I 
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20 

25 

30 

Those that chew oppression's bitter corn 
Shall reap earth's joys 
Their sweat did water 
And mud huts rise 

· Above the rubbish heaps 
Of yesteryear's cathedrals. 

But they that from their hills of greed 
Did scorn the toils of earth 1 \ 

Shall moan by empty gravesides 
At the trumpet of awakening. 

I 
For the new dawn has broken 
The upright palm goes to his farm 
The mighty are no more 
Cassocks are no more 
Sceptres no more 

35 The palm gives of its wine 
At the sacramental font. 

\ 

\ 
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Our History Mbella Sonne Dipoko 

to pre-colonial Africa 

And the waves arrived 
Swimming in like hump-backed divers 
With their finds from far-away seas. 

Their lustre gave the illusion of pearls 
As shorewards they shoved up mighty canoes 
And looked like the carcass of drifting whales. 

I 
And our sight misled us . / 
When the sun's glint on the spear's blade 
Passed for lightning 
And the gun-fire of conquest 
The thunderbolt that razed the forest. 

So did our days change their garb 
From hides of leopard skin 
To prints of false lions 
That fall in tatters 
Like the wings of whipped butterflies. 

78 
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Pain Mbella Sonne Dipoko 

All was quiet in this park 
Until the wind, like a gasping messenger, announced 
The tyrant's coming. 
Then did the branches talk in agony. 

You remember that raging storm? 

In their fear despairing Rowers netertheless held \ 
bouq~ets to the grim king; \ \ ' 

Meteors were the tassels of his crown ' 
While like branches that only spoke when the storm 

nienaced 
We cried in agony as we fell 
Slashed by the cold blade of an invisible sword. 

Mutilated our limbs were swept away by the rain 
But not our blood; 
Indelible, it stuck on the walls 
L'ike wild gum on tree-trunks. 
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The Vultures David Diop 

In those days 
When civilization kicked us in the face 
When holy water slapped our cringing brows 
The vultures built in the shadow of their talons 

5 The bloodstained monument of tutelage. 
In those days 
There was painful laughter on the metallia hell of the 

roads / 
And the monotonous rhythm of the paterhoster 
Drowned the howling on the plantations. 

10 0 the bitter memories of extorted kisse5 
Of promises broken at the point of a gun /" 

v('.),f1'oreigners who did not seem human \,../" / 
VWho knew all the books but did not know love. V 

But we whose hands fertilize the womb of the earth 

15 In spite of your songs of pride 
In spite of the desolate villages of torn Africa 
Hope was preserved in us as in a fortress 
And from the mines of Swaziland to the factories of 

Europe 
Spring will be reborn under our bright steps. 
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Africa David Diop 

Africa my Africa, 
Africa of proud warriors in the ancestral savanmths, 
Africa my grandmother sings of 
Beside her distant river 
I have never seen you 
But my gaze is full of your blood 
Your black blood spilt over the fields 
The blood of your sweat 
The sweat of your toil 
The toil of slavery 
The slavery of your chilcfren. 
AfriCa, tell me Africa, 
Are you the back that bends 

\ 

Lies down under the weight of humbleness?' 
The trembling back striped red 

\ 
\ 

That says yes to the sjambok on the roads of noon? 
Solemnly a voice answers me 
'Impetuous child, that young and sturdy tree 
That tree that grows 

/There splendidly alone among white and faded flowers 
Is Africa, your Africa. It puts forth new shoots 
With patience and ~tubbornness puts forth new shoots 
Slowly its fruits gr6w to have 
The bitter taste ofliberty.' 
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132 AFRICAN POETS IN FRENCH 

Bent, and the women's pure love cry 
-Kor Siga! 

I remember, I remember ... 
My head in motion with 
What weary pace the length of European days where now and then 
An orphan jazz appears sobbing, sobbing, sobbing. 

14. Kor Siga: Champion or protector of Siga, the term for a sister or fianct4e. 

Negro Mask 
to Pablo Picasso 

She sleeps and rests on the candor of the sand, 
Koumba Tam sleeps. A green palm veils the fever of her hair, bronzes 

her brow, curves 
The closed eyelids, a double cup with wellsprings sealed. 
In this fine crescent, the darker, scarcely heavy lip, where is the smile tl 

woman accomplice? 
The patina of the cheeks, the line of the chin sing of silent agreement. 
Mask face, closed to the ephemeral, eyeless, without substance, 
Perfect bronze head with its timeworn patina 
That neither paint nor redness nor wrinkles nor the trace of tears or 

kisses stain. 
0 face as God made you even before the memory of the ages, 
Face of the world's dawn, show no tender throat to rouse my Aesh. 
I adore you, 0 Beauty, with my monochordal eye! 

Prayer to the Masks 

Masks! 0 Masks! 
Black mask red mask vou white-and-black masks, 
Masks at the four poi~ts the Spirit breathes from, 
I salute you in silence! 
And not you last, lion-headed Ancestor, 
You guard this place from any woman's laughter, any fading smile, 

l-£oPt:>tf> SENG HOR 133 

Distilling this eternal air in which I breathe my Forebears. 
Masks of maskless faces, stripped of every dimple as of every wrinkle, 

. You who have arranged this portrait, this face of mine bent above this 
altar of white paper 

In your image, hear me! 
Now dies the Africa of empires-the dying of a pitiable princess 
And Europe's too, to whom we're linked by the umbilicus. 
Fix your immutable eyes on your subjugated children, 
Who relinquish their lives as the poor their last garments. 
May we answer present at the world's rebirth, 
Like the yeast white Aour needs. 
For who would teach rhythm to a dead world of cannons and machines? 
Who would give the shout of joy at dawn to wake the dead and 

orphaned? 
Tell me, who would restore the memory of life to men whose hopes are 

disemboweled? 
They call us men of cotton, coffee, oil. 
They call us men of death. \ 
We are men of dance, whose feet take on new strength from stamping 

the hard ground. 

The Totem 

In my innermost vein I must hide him, 
My ancestor with the lightning-scarred, the stormy skin. 
I must hide my guardian animal 
Or a scandal will break out. 
His is my faithful blood, requiring my fidelity 
To protect me from my' naked pride, 
And the arrogance of lucky races. . . . 
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Ode for Three Karas and Balaphong (excerpt) 

for Rene Maran 

After this day's hope-see how the Somme, the Seine, and the wild Slav 
rivers run red beneath the Archangel's sword. 

My heart weakens at the winy smell of blood but I have orders and my 
duty to uphold. 

May I be consoled each night at least by the migratory humor of my 
other self. 

TokO-Waly, my uncle, do you remember those long-ago nights when my 
head grew heavy on your patient back? 

Or how you took my hand in yours and guided me through signs and 
shadows? 

The fields blossom with glowworms; stars alight on grass and trees. 
There is silence all around. 
The only stirrings are the perfumes of the bush, hives of russet bees that 

dominate the crickets' thin vibrato and muffied tom-tom, the distant 
respiration of the night. 

You, TokO-Waly, you hear what is inaudible 
And explain to me the signs our Forebears make in the marine serenity 

of the constellations, 
The Bull, the Scorpion, the Leopard, the Elephant, and the familiar Fish 
And the Spirits' milky splendor in the infinite celestial tann. 
But here as veils of darkness fall is the Goddess Moon's intelligence. 
African night, my black night, mystical and bright black and brilliant, 
You rest in concord with the Earth, you are the Earth and the harmonious 

hills. 

0 classic beauty, line not angular but elastic, elegant and slender, 
0 classic face! From brow arching under perfumed forest and wide 

oblique eyes to a graceful bay, the chin, and 
The ardent outburst of twin hills! 0 sweet curves, melodic visage! 
0 my lioness, my black Beauty, my black Night, my Black one, my Bare . 

one! , 

Ah! How often you have made my heart beat like an untamed leopard's . 
in its narrow cage! 

Title. K6ra: A Senegalese harp, made with from sixteen to 
Balaphong: An African xylophone made of thin wooden slats. 

12. Tann: Great sand Hats along the Senegalase coast. 
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Night delivering me from reasons, salons, sophisms, from pirouettes and 
pretexts, from the calculated hatred of slaughter humanized. 

Night dissolving all my contradictions, melting contradictions in the 
primal unity of your negritude. 

Receive this child, a child twelve years of wandering have not aged. 
I bring from Europe but this child who is my friend, the brightness of 

her eyes amid the Breton mists. 

Chdteau-Gontier, October-December 1939 

Return of the Prodigal Son (conclusion) 

, Elephant of Mbissel, hear my pious prayer. 
·. Give me the fervent science of Timbuktu's great doctors. 

'~ Give me the will of Soni Ali, son of the Lion's foam, a tidal wave to 
conquer a continent. 

Breathe on me the wisdom of the Keitas. 
Give me the Guelwar's courage and gird my loins with a Tyedo's strength. 
let me die for the cause of my people, in the 'stink of gun and cannon 

if need be. 
May the love of this people stay fast and take root in my liberated heart. 

· Make me your Master of Language; no, make me his ambassador. 

Blessed be my fathers, who bless the Prodigal! 
· I want to see the women's house again, I played there with the doves and 

my brothers, the sons of the Lion. 
Ah! To sleep once again in my childhood's cool bed, 
Tucked in once again by the black hands so dear, 
And once mor.e the white smile of my mother. 

Tomorrow I set out again for Europe, on the diplomatic path, 
Homesick for the Black Land. ,: 
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Diptych 

The Sun, hung by a string 
deep in the indigo calabash, 
boils up the kettleful of day. 
The Darkness, frightened at the coming 
of the Daughters-of-Fire, burrows 
at the foot of fenceposts. 
The savanna is bright and crisp, 
shapes and colors, sharp. 
But in distressing silences filled with hummings 
and noises neither muffied nor shrill 
a heavy mystery hovers, 
a secret, shapeless mystery 
frightens and surrounds us. 

Nailed on with fiery nails, the dark cloth 
spread above the earth covers up the bed of night. 
Frightened at the coming of the Daughters-of-Darkness, 
dogs bark, horses whinny, 
man burrows deep within his hut. 
The savanna is dark 
shapes and colors, all are black. 
But in distressing silences filled with hummings 
pathways thick with mystery 
slowly become visible 
to those who have departed 
and to those who will return. 

Spirits 

Listen to Things 
More of ten than Beings, 
Hear the voice of fire, 
Hear the voice of water. 
Listen in the wind, 
To the sighs of the bush; 
This is the ancestors breathing. 

€t~AGo DIOP 

Those who are dead are not ever gone; 
They are in the darkness that grows lighter 
And in the darkness that grows darker. 
The dead are not down in the earth; 
They are in the trembling of the trees 
In the groaning of the woods, 
In the water that runs, 
In the water that sleeps, 
They are in the hut, they are in the crowd: 
The dead are not dead. 

Listen to things 
More often than beings, 
Hear the voice of fire, 
Hear the voice of water. 
Listen in the wind, 
To the bush that is sighing: · 
This is the breathing of ancestors, 
Who have not gone away \ 
Who are not under earth 
Who are not really dead. 

Those who are dead are not ever gone; 
They are in a woman's breast, 
In the wailing of a child, 
And the burning of a log, 
In the moaning rock, 
In the weeping grasses, 
In the forest and the home. 
The dead are not dead. 

Listen more of ten 
To Things than to Beings, 
Hear the voice of fire, 
Hear the voice of water. 
Listen in the wind to 
The hush that is sobbing: 
This is the ancestors breathing. 

Each day they renew ancient bonds, 
Ancient bonds that hold fast 
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Binding our lot to their law, 
To the will of the spirits stronger than we 
To the spell of our dead who are not really dead, 
Whose covenant binds us to life, 
Whose authority binds to their will, 
The will of the spirits that stir 
In the bed of the river, on the banks of the river, 
The breathing of spirits 
Who moan in the rocks and weep in the grasses. 

Spirits inhabit 
The darkness that lightens, the darkness that darkens, 
The quivering tree, the murmuring wood, 
The water that runs and the water that sleeps: 
Spirits much stronger than we, 
The breathing of the dead who are not really dead, 
Of the dead who are not really gone, 
Of the dead now no more in the earth. 

Listen to Things 
More of ten than Beings, 
Hear the voice of fire, 
Hear the voice of water. 
Listen in the wind, 
To the bush that is sobbing: 
This is the ancestors, breathing. 

Omen 

A naked sun-a yellow sun-
The pure yellow sun of hasty dawns 
Pours waves of gold upon the bank 
Of a pure yellow river. 

A naked sun-a white sun
A sun naked and white 
Pours waves of silver 
Upon a white, white river. 

A naked sun-a red sun
A sun naked and red 
Pours waves of red blood 
On a red, red river. 
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"courage, strength, and ideals necessary to vanquish the difficulty of our 
times," reaching a vast audience through newspapers, radio broadcasts, 
and papular reprintings. He is also the author of two new plays: Beatria 
au Congo (Beatrice in the Congo), and Monsieur Thogo-gnini. 

FR o M Africa Arise! 

In Memoriam 

"Starved to death," 
He died of hunger, 
but it won't be written on his tomb 
for they put him in an unmarked grave, 
it won't be written there in stone 
for the government rejects the truth. 

He had gone to all the offices, 
the factories, the farms: 
no jobs ... 

And thread by thread, his clothing turned to rags. 
This, with a thousand bales of surplus cloth nearby 
He slept beneath the stars. 

And he was a man like you 
a man like me, 
a man like them, 
and he lay beneath the stars, 
this man, on the bare ground 
before the palaces, 
while <>n the clcx-h m01int::iin~ c.f <'<'mC'nt wC'rC' cr0winc h::ird. 
lt won t be written there on stone . . 

that he died 
beside a palace 
with hunger in his belly, 
cold gnawing at his bones, 
his flesh grown colorless and limp, his ribs collapsing, 
the sockets of his bones rebelling. 

fJE.1tttVAt7> DAD IE 

It won't be written on his tomb 
that he died of hunger, slowly, 
slowly, while flour mildewed in the stores, 
while behind the counters with the iron grills, 
behind warehouses filled with goods 
they were pulling in the profits . . . 
A man is dying. 
A man like you, 
a man like me, 
a man like them. 
A man is dying of hunger, 
starving, in the midst of plenty. 

"Starved to Death" 
won't be written on his tomb. 
Dishonor on the government 
that degrades mankind and brings him low. 
It won't be written on his grave 
"Dead, of Hunger." 

But you, remember 
that he starved to death, 
slowly 
died of hunger, 

a man like them 
a man like you 
slowly 
died of hunger 
bit by bit 
In the midst of plenty 
staring at deaf heaven. 

This was a m:m 
ll~yoo. 
~ke them, 
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F o u R P o E M s F R o M Dance of the Days 

I Thank You, Lord 

I thank you, Lord, for having made me Black, 
for having made me 
the sum of all griefs, 
for having put upon my head 
the World. 
I wear the livery of the Centaur 
and I have carried the World since the first morning. 

White is the color of the great occasions. 
Black the color of everyday. 
And I have carried the World since the first evening. 

I am content 
with the shape of my head 
made to carry the World. 
Satisfied 
with the shape of my nose 
made to inhale the four winds of the World. 
Pleased 
with the shape of my legs 
ready to run to the end of the Earth. 

I thank you, Lord, for having made me Black, 
for having made me 
the sum of all pain. 
A thousand swords have pierced my heart. 
A thousand brands have burned me. 
And my blood has reddened the snow of all the calvaries, 
and my blood, at each dawn, has reddened all horizons. 

Yet I am content 
to carry the World. 
Happy with my short arms 

with my long arms 
with my thick lips. 

I thank you, Lord, for having made me Black. 
I have carried the World since the dawn of time 

and in the night my laughter at the World 
creates the day. 

A World to Come 

Stars in profusion 
Pure 

As the eyes of 
Wise men 

Will be as brilliant 
As the destiny of men. 

We shall be one: 
No more looks of anguish. 
We shall be brothers: 
No more looks of hate. 

And if in the sky 
There is a glow 
It will be to light our love. 
And if in the bush 
There is a song 
It will be to soothe our sleep. 

We shall be brothers. 
We shall be joined. 
And the stars in profusion 

Pure 
As the eyes of 

Wise men 
Will be as brilliant 
As our destiny. 

Ode to Africa 

DADI E 

I shall tune my lute to sing your litanies as the quiet hours pass, 
limbering my hands to play the griot's ~ra 
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along the straight and winding paths 
to sing of dead and valiant bowmen. 
I shall dress myself in velvet and in lilies 
to glide in rhythm to the frantic drums 
upon the gleaming ground that trails behind the stars. 

I shall be shod in sandals of blue shadow 
all decked with violets that loll upon the grass 
to sketch in virtuoso steps 
the ancient sabbath dances. 

I shall glove myself in daybreak and in sighs 
to praise on David's harp 
the magic spell of life's first hours. 

And on the marble of your courtyards 
I shall dance bedraped in plumes 
on a carpet made of fur from the kings of sea and bush. 

On the threshold of your Eastern palace 
I shall congregate the bards 
to celebrate on instruments diverse 
in chords harmonious and new 

your forests 
your savannas 

your grandeur 
and your metamorphoses. 

Beyond the world and windmoans in the doom palms, 
beyond the incandescent desert sands 
by pools of running water 
where daytime seems forever chasing sirens, 
I shall gather men and women 
whose hands and laughter scan the strains 
slipping from my lute onto the wing of time 
in search of a last jewel for your azure throne. 
And in ecstasy, before your fiery chariot, 
from an amphora of virgin porphyra 
I shall let Row 
drop by drop 

upon your feet 
the ambrosia 

of the gods. 

A Wreath for Africa 

I shall weave you a wreath 
of laurel and hibiscus 
set in a butterAy's wingspan 
and the calm of underbrush in blossom. 

I shall fashion you an emerald crown 
with pearls from the treasures of Atlantis 
sparkling with the moisture of my guileless tears 
and a garland 
from the song of rosy shoots and cool water. 

I shall weave you a wreath 
from the azure of the zephyr's web 
and the babbling of the breeze 
on dewy mornings when the breath 
of living things is silhouetted in the air. 

I shall weave you a wreath 
from the harmony of my springtime songs 
envied by the nightingale in bridal finery 
and I shall give you sandals made of fur 
from an angry lioness. 

· I shall fashion you a wreath 
of pure Harne mingled with the rainbow 
of former times of fort~ne 
enveloping 
the heat of the millennial fire. 

I shall fashion you a wreath 
of blue dawns 
and a necklace of pink gems 
that Time 
will never dare to tarnish! 
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I shall weave you a wreath 
from the essence of Rowers 
with pendants of human life and wisdom. 

I shall make you a crown 
softly gleaming 
with the brilliance of Tropical Venus 
and in the orb of the feverishly shimmering 
Milky Way. 

I shall write 
your name 

Hands 

in letters of 
fire, 

0 Africa! 

Free hands 
Living hands 

made 
for waking 
and not for smothering 

for giving 
enriching 

and not for taking away 
for keeping time 
for conquering hate 
Mason's hands 

rough and ready 
ditchdigger's 
woodcutter's 
cane 

cotton 
coffee-planter's hands 

Hands of a timber-hauler 
of a sawyer of wood 

Outdoor hands 
black hands 
bare hands 

of a people stripped bare, 

Hands that speak 
punctuate 
offer 
rise 
meet 
hold 

the bud of joy 
bound by Unity 

the knot of life. 

Child's hands, blossoming with innocence 
old man's, wrinkled with wisdom, 
woman's, swollen with caressing, 

Hands that wash and indicate 1 

reveal and Aourish 

Black 
hands 

made to mold Love 

Hands! 

calloused 
to wear bitterness away, 
I seek my share of the riches of the world. 
Folded in the Cape of Tempests, 
I tear the false gods' masks away 
and crown you all in dreams and laughter. 

Black hands 
builder's hands 
men's hands 

I plunge them 
into the Earth 
into the Sky 
into the light of Day 
into the diamonds of Night 
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I plunge them 
into the Morning dew 
into the gentle Twilight 
into Past Present Future 
into all that is Gleam and Sparkle 

that lives and sings 
into all that dances 

Black hands 
Brother's hands. 

I take them out 
strong and happy 
full and radiant 
to mix the colors 
and beyond oceans and mountains 

to salute YOU 
Friend! 

\ 
\ 
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not only in "Negro Tramp" and several other poems discussed above, but 
also in the poem "Africa." 

Counterbalancing the bitterness and anger vented in many of David 
Diop's poems is the overriding faith and optimism embodied in sucb 
Powerful images as that of the tree "patiently stubbornly rising again," 
the hurricane with which the future will be plowed, burning voices that 
are a sign of dawn, springtime that will grow beneath light feet, guitars 
and pestles that will sound forth into a portentous sky. Perhaps because 
of the suffering, anger, and humiliations implied in the opposing set of 
images in his poems, David Diop's optimism is not an easy or a facile one. 
It always seems blended with a certain wisdom, a wisdom that knows the 
taste of freedom will be bitter as often as it is sweet, that from delirium 
and impatience comes the working out of dreams, that days sparkling 
with joy are bought with "ragged" days, and with nights "with a narcotic 
taste." It is from these labors, both of the body and the spirit, that comes 
"the ever fertile seed of times when equilibrium is born." 

Often, too, David Diop's poems are I-and-you poems, in which 1 

single narrator sings of, or explores and defines, his relation to another. 
The "you," the other, is always a different one. It may be the comrades 
to whom he laments of the lost Mamba; it may be Africa itself; it may be 
the fictional black tramp, or the incarnation of black womanhood he calls 
"Rama Kam"; it may be the strange men who were not men but birds cl 
prey; it may be his mother, heroine of one especially moving poem. In 
'With You" it is a beloved woman who is probably his wife, but who also 
may be Africa envisioned as a woman. 

In these translations, we have tried to conserve the striking imagery 
of the originals and the compelling beat that is such a marked feature cl 
David Diop's French. 

E L E v E N P o E M s F R o M Pounding 

Vultures 

At that time 
With great slashes of civilization 
Spitting holy water on domesticated brows, 
Vultures in the shadow of their claws 

Built the bloody monument of a tutelary era. 
At that time 

J>llvtp DIOP 

Laughter died in the metallic hell of roads 
And the monotonous rhythm of "Our Fathers" 
Muffled the screams from profitable plantations. 
Oh the acid memory of kisses sundered, 
Promises maimed. 
Strange men who were not men 
You knew all the books but knew not love, 
Or hands that fertilize the belly of the earth, 
The roots of our hands deep as revolt. 
Despite the proud songs amid your charnels, 
The desolated villages of Africa dismembered, 
Hope lived within us like a citadel. 

And from the mines of Swaziland to European sweatshops 
. Springtime will bear flesh beneath our limpid feet. 

Listen, Comrades ... 

Listen, comrades of the flaming centuries 

To the passionate black shouts from Africa to the Americas. 
They've killed Mamba. 

Like the seven men from Martinsville, 
Like the Madagascan in the ghastly prison pale 
In his look, comrades, 

Was the warm fidelity of a heart without anguish, 
And his smile despite his pain, 
Despite the wounds that striped his body, 
Kept the colors of a bright bouquet of hope. 
It's true, they've killed him, 
White-haired Mamba 

Who ten times poured us milk and light. 
I feel his mouth upon my dreams 
And the peaceful trembling of his breast, 
And the memory hurts 

Like a living thing torn from the maternal breast 
~But no ... 
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What breaks out louder than my pain, 
Purer than the moming when the wild beasts woke, 
Is the shouting of a hundred peoples who crush them in their lairs. 
And my long-exiled blood, 
The blood they thought exhausted in a coffin made of words, 
Finds once again the fervor to pierce fogs. 
Listen, comrades of the Barning centuries 
To the burning Negro voices from Africa to the Americas. 
This is the sign of dawn, 
The brotherly sign, come to nourish men's dreams. 

Challenge 

You who stoop, you who weep, 
You who'll one day die, and not know why, 
You who fight to guard Another's sleep, 
You whose eyes no longer laugh, 
You, my brother with the face of fear and pain, 
Rise up and cry out: NO! 

The Time of Martyrdom 

The white man killed my father 
For my father was proud. 
The white man raped my mother 
For my mother was beautiful. 
The white man bent my brother beneath the roadway sun 
For my brother was strong. 
Then the white man turned to me, 
His hands red with black blood, 
Spit his scorn in my face 
And with his voice of master called: 
"Hey, boy! Bring me a napkin and a drink!" 

For a Black Child 

Life 
At fifteen 
Is a promise, a kingdom half glimpsed. 

In the land where houses touch the sky 
Although the heart remains untouched, 
Where hands are placed upon the Bible 
Though the Bible is unopened, 
A fifteen-year-old life can allay the river's hunger, 
A no-count god-damned nigger life . . . 
A black boy on an August eve did perpetuate the crime, 
Did dare the infamy to use his eyes and glance 
To speculate about a white 
Mouth and breasts and body, 

p :3 

A body, black boy, that only whites at orgies can ravish to the rhythm of 

· (the black man only sometimes in anonymous rooms). 
Crime doesn't pay you'd often been told I 
And so justice could be done: there were two 
Exactly two on the platform of the scale, 

your blues 

Two men against your fifteen years and the kingdom half glimpsed. 
They thought of the crazy old blind man who saw, 
Of their women besmirched, 
Of the order that was tottering, 
And your head Bew off to the sound of hysterical laughter. 

ln air-conditioned mansions 
Over cool drinks 
Good conscience gloats 
In its tranquillity. 

For My Mother 

When all about me memories arise, 
· Memories of anxious hangings on the edge of cliffs 
.. Of icy seas where harvests drown; 
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When drifting days come back to me, 
Ragged days with a narcotic taste; 
When the word becomes aristocrat 
To overcome the emptiness 
Behind closed blinds; 
Then Mother I think of you, 
Of your beautiful eyelids burned by the years, 
Of your smile on my hospital nights, 
Your smile that told of old and vanquished miseries, 
0 Mother mine Mother of us all, 
Of the Negro they blinded who once again sees Rowers 
Listen listen to your voice, 
This cry shot through with violence, 
This song that springs only from love. 

The Hours 

There are times for dreaming 
In the peacefulness of nights with hollow silences 
And times for doubt 
When the heavy web of words is torn with sighs. 
There are times for suffering 
Along the roads of war at the look in mothers' eyes, 
There are times for love 
In lighted huts where one Aesh sings. 
There is what colors times to come 
As sunshine greens the plants. 
In the delirium of these hours, 
In the impatience of these hours, 
Is the ever fer tile seed 
Of times when equilibrium is born. 

Negro Tramp 
For Aime Cesaire 

You who walked like a broken old dream 
Laid low by the mistral's blades, 
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Along what salty paths, 
Along what detours muddy with suffering accepted, 

· Aboard what caravels from isle to isle planting Aags of Negro blood torn 
. away from Guinea 
Have you worn your cast-off cloak of thorns 
To the foreign graveyard where you used to read the sky? 
In your eyes I see you halt, stooped and in despair, 
And dawns when cotton and the mines began again, 
I see Soundiata the forgotten 
And the indomitable Chaka 
Hidden 'neath the seas with the tales of silk and Are. 
All this I see . . . 
Martial music and the clarion call to murder 
And bellies gaping open in snowy countrysides 

· To pacify the fear cowering in the cities 
0 my old Negro harvester of unknown lands, 
Sweet-scented lands where everyone could live . 

. What have they made of the dawn that used to open on your brow 
Of your luminous stones and golden sabers? 
look at you naked in your filthy prison, 

. A dead volcano for others to laugh at, 
For others to get rich on 
To feed their awful hunger. 
Whitey they called you, how picturesque, 
Shaking their fat, high-principled heads 
Pleased with their joke, not nasty at all, 
But I, what did I do on your windy weeping morning, 
That morning drowned in seafoam 
When the sacred cows decayed? 
What did I do seated on my clouds but tolerate 

·The nocturnal dyings, : 
The immutable wounds, 

. The petrified rags in the terror-stricken camps? 
The sand seemed made of blood 

. And I saw a day like any other day 
. And I sang Yeba, 

.· Y~ba, like a raving animal. 
t 0 buried plants, 
,0 lost seeds, 
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Forgive me Negro guide! 
Forgive my narrow heart 
The victories postponed, the annor abandoned. 
Patience, the Carnival is done. 
I am sharpening a hurricane to plow the future with; 
For you we shall remake Ghana and Timbuktu 
And guitars will gallop wildly 
In great shuddering chords 
Like the hammerblows of pestles 
Pounding mortars 
Bursting forth 
From hut to hut 
Into the portentous blue. 

Africa 
To my mother 

Africa, my Africa! 
Africa of proud warriors in ancestral savannas, 
Africa my grandmother sings of on a distant riverbank, 
I have never known you 
But my face is filled with your blood, 
Your beautiful black blood spread across the fields, 
The blood of your sweat, 
The sweat of your toils, 
The toils of your slavery, 
The slavery of your children. 
Africa, tell me, Africa, 
Is it yours this back that is bending 
Bowed low by humility's weight, 
This trembling red zebra-striped back 
Saying yes to the whip on the sweltering roads? 
Then gravely a voice answered me: 
Impetuous son, this young and robust tree, 
This very tree 
Splendidly alone 
Amid the white and wilted Rowers, 

ls Africa, your Africa, growing again 
Patiently stubbornly rising again 
And little by little whose fruit 
Bears freedom's bitter Ravor. 

Rama Kam song for a black woman 

The wildness of your glances pleases me, 
Your mouth has the taste of mango, 

Rama Kam. 
Your body is the black pimento 
That makes desire sing 

Rama Kam. 
As you pass . 
The handsomest woman is made jealous 
By the warm rhythm of your hips, 

Rama Kam. 
As you dance 
To the tom-tom, Rama Kam, 
The tom-tom taut as my victorious sex 
Throbs beneath the griot's leaping fingers. 
When you love me, Rama Kam, 
A tornado shakes 
In the fiery blackness of your Resh 
And fills me with your breath, 

0 Rama Kam! 

With You 

· With you I have refound my name, 
,· My name long hidden 'neath the salt of distances, 
. I have rediscovered eyes no longer fever-dimmed 

And your laughter like a Ra me piercing the darkness 

DIOP 

Once more has brought me Africa despite the snows of yesterday. 
_ Ten years, my love . . . 
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Mornings of illusion and the remnants of ideas • ,· 
And sleep inhabited by alcohol; 
Ten years and the breathing of the world has poured its pain on me, 
This suffering that weights the present with tomorrow's taste 
And makes of love a boundless river. 
With you I have refound the memory of my blood 
And necklaces of laughter 'round my days, 
Days that sparkle with joys renewed. 

!'.'. 
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1. articles. 1~hp;~~~p~t<>Jg9~~ffp,Ill.\one, forest to 
another whtn ~'?{H~ }o. tnq~~ar}Cets: }ler town ' 
was also-in the.heart of.the foresC. Her going . , I ' I ' .; • 

from one m11rk~t to the,ot~er evecy day did not 
prevent;her!fi'~m1becomfn8; pregnant' But to 
the surprise:bri he people' of the~towh';.she was1 
unable t~. d~,\iy -~~her pr~gnJri~r,(f~~l'i\Venty-six 
years. Thi~ ~~~;not o~lYi..·~ h.~r_d~-~.·~~~r her but 
also a great grief io her. ,, . ,J.. . if''.) : 

One ~~raiJ~~~ she ~~;i~~--hef ~~Y to the 

mar~et; I ~~rnet~~~g ,~n?cke~,'i in;~:her .womb . 
heavily seYiif,~J.;t~fes .. Slj~,wa~:sh~9~ed m fear 
and then sn~ $_lqwed; d<;>\Vrt:her movement. She 

heard a. 's.~.t.~~n.'~.-:~~o·:··.·ic·'·_~i.¢~m\~f 01itfrom her 
w~mb:_-. I ~/~:1Y1:~P.Joth.~fJJt~y! .. :tnother! . My 
mother!" "Her pregnancy shouted from her 
womb. "l am not an ordinary child at all!" 
The pregnancy cried· to the woman, Adedoja, 
with a sharp voice. 

AMO_s 1<..Jt()OL..~ 
_yo~<J~ f2;t.k.TA-l€S 

' ' 

"What kiml of a child are you then?" 
Adedoja asked with fright.· 

•·"I am a noxiOus• guest who is not going to 
· stay "with · you, ; and my real name is 
AJANTALA!" ' 

"Ajantala, the Noxious Guest?" Adedoja 
screamed in fear as she repeated the name. 

. ,;Yes', .you are ·right.. You shall call me 
AJantata as soon af you ha~e born· mer 

. Adedoja begged earnestly. with fear. "Oh, 
let the time come. quickly because you have 
kept yourself too long in IJ1Y womb and that 
has been a terrible; burden." 

"I have peen too long in your womb? How 
many years now have I bee.ti staylng in your 
womb? Tell me nbw I" ~he, pregnancy asked, 
shouting horribly from Adedoja's womb. 

I 

•Noxious = harmful, poisonous 
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"You have spent twenty-six years in my 
womb already, and the people of the town 
mock me and never sympathise with me!" 
Adedoja explained painfully to her talking 
pregnancy. 

"And wha~ kind of burden have I been to 
you?'' wondered the pregnancy. 

11 It is too great and strange for me to 
express!" 

"You are a fool to tell me that I have been a 

terrtp~~ 
1
pwqen.l You .~ay~, 1 ;~P~r; Y;VRfl ,exp~

rienc,r~~~h:t~. are .p~He4)\~,u~d~µ~., J q~t; .)Vat. t1 ~ .. rrd 
see how trouble~ome a child 1 1~ 1~}1,en~rRu 
have borne met' . , 

1 
• ,, ... 

' ''At~hJs.'ii~~: ;Ad~d.~),~ftl~-~~~ ,k~~.~\h~t1 an 
old.woman was following her and that the old 
worTI'ari tt~d'heard the exchan&e'bt'hoi" w~rds 
betweJii.'Adedoja and her pregnancy. 'this!bld 
woman asked with great surprise:· "But· with 
whom· are you ' talking hotly like 'that?" 
Adcdoja squirmed with fear when she looked 
behind her and saw the old woman. · - i · 

1 

"You - you - ypu see, my pregnancy is 
talking to me from my womb and I am really 
_confused abc;nit the kind of preg ·~,,, ,- I" ' 

, ' • , I , • , •'' , ! 

The pregnancy hastily stopped Adedoja and 
warned her, "Shut up your mouth there and 
don't tell my secret to anyone! This old 
wm:nan is a treacherous person. A villain she 
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is. Don't tell her the truth!" , : 
• I ' ,, ;'l; 

Adedoja declined to tell the truth to the old 
woman. "Oh, thank you, rµy imother, But I 
am talking to myself!" She. feared her. preg-

, H : ·.' i . 

nancy's warning. , 1;;.;, , l ,· : 
"What are you telling me?; 11·\f~ 'you in your 

dotage?• I have heard cl~arlyJha~ you were 
talking with somebody!" the old woman said 
• '11 ' I ; " i • 
in anger. · ', · 

11., r.1L ·: ' • 
"Hmm. Well, I am talkipg to ... I" 

Adedoja stammered. 
1 

• i i. ; : 

Adedoja's pregnancy cautioned her once 
more, "Beware of yourself, ptherwise I sflall 
show· you the kind of a rioxlpus, child that I 
am. I have been lenient with.Y,OUJ'',, 

Having heard the voice of ~his t~lking preg
nancy again, the old woman Wfi~ so afraid that 
she stopped immediately askjng' questions of 
Adedoja. 1 .• \.!· : : 

Adedoja and the old woman went on to the 
I . 

market. As soon as Adedoja,..hlld .sold her 
wares and bought new ones, ~he. 'ryturned to 
the town. 

Adedoja had hardly walked heavily to the 
door-way of her house when her talking preg
nancy Shouted to the peopie , of i the house: 
"Eh, you people of the housej come and help 
my mother put her wares down!'',. 

The people ran to Adedoja. They looked 

3 

here and there with surprise and fear, but they 
did not see the person who had shouted to 
them. However, they helped Adedoja put her 
wares down. 

''The voice that we heard was that of a man 
and not of a woman!" the people remarked 
with surprise as they craped their necks and 
fastened their. eyes on Ad~doja in confusion. 

HCan a pregnancy talk?" one of the people 
asked. . · 

I ' 

I have not yet heard in my life that a preg-
nancy talks like a pers0n," another one 'of the 
people said, hoping to clarify the confusion. 
But it did not help · because Ajaittala, the 
Noxious Guest, continued to threaten Adedoja 
everyday. · 

j I 

One morning, at the very moment that 
Adedoja's pregnancy was exactly twenty-six 
years old in her womb, she was delivered of a 
strange male child before the people of the 
house. . 

1 

, 

"Ah, what a stn.nge child is' this? He has 
teeth in his mouth, bushy hair on his chin, and 
his moustache is full of bushy long hair. His 
eyes are as sharp and big as those of an old 
man; his head is full of plenty and s~rong hair 
and his chest is hairy!" The people of the 

•Dotage - weakness of mind and body due to 
old a~e 

.,, 
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house clapped with panic and shouted.· 
The people were still looking at him con

fusedly when he stood and shouted suddenly: 
''Eh, my mother, tell the people that my name 
is Ajantala and that my nick-name is Noxious 
Guest''• Willing or not, AdC(doja announced 
his name and nick-name to the people. 

"Ah,"AJa'ntala, the Noxious Guest, wel
come to the· world!". However, the people 
showed that they despised his strange name by 
repeating it in derision. 

Theh iii thJ presence of the people, Ajantala 
stood lip again by himself and shouted: "Eh, 
my m~ther; ~giv~ me the sponge. I am going to 
wash my body. It is too dirty!" Then after 
washin(f he I ~ked for clothes and Adedoja, 
who was .. sti~posed to be hi& mother, hastily . 
gave him :th~'. clothes. And he wore all as the 

' ' ·\ 

people. folded their arms and looked at him in 
' ' .'·' , .. 

fear an cl 'coi1f usion. 
Then~ 'h~ ~~ht to the sitting room. He sat on 

a chair ~rid then he shouted:"Eh, give me food 
and coid water. I am hungry badly!'' After he 
had swallowCd the food and drunk the water, 
he shouted,1

'·
11Slow me the way out!" The 

people hastily parted to the left and right and 
he passed between them to the door-way. But 
as he peeped outside, he shouted: "Ha - ahl 
Look. the dung of the domestic animals is 
everywhere on the ground. Of course, I am not 
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going to stay even a night in this dirty town! 
No! Not I!" As Ajantala was still shouting, 
hundreds of people heard his fearful voice and 
they ran to him. They stood in front of him 
and fastened their eyes on' :him. Everyone 
began to shout: "Ah, no doubt, this is not a 
human being. He must be an evil spirit!" 

These people were right; Ajantala was one 
of the evil spirits. He lived inside the Iroko tree 
which was :it the roadside on 

1

.which Adedoja 
used to travel to the market. Unfortunately, 
one morning, as Adedoja 

1

was 1 going to the 
market, she trekked . byi• the. Iroko tree, 

ti 

Ajantala, the Noxious Guest,. came out from 
; r. 

the tree and entered her 'I womb,. ' He lurked 
there just to rest for twenty~six minutes. 

In fact, Ajantala spent t~enty-six years in 
Adedoja's womb. But twenty-six years for the 
human beings were twenty-six minutes for the 
evil spirits. 

Ajantala had hardly walked to the front of 
the house when he saw a group of red people 
who were playing 'ayo'. * He rap to th~m and 
he took the 'ayo' board suddeniy and flung it 
far away. Then be abused them: "You hope
less old people, sitting down and playing 'ayo' 
in this dirty ground". 

The old people stood up at once and shouted 

*Ayo = a traditional Yoruba game using 
seeds and a game board. 

angrily: 

"You are a stupid fool! You, an ugly small 
boy like you, are insulting us . like that!" 
Ajantala without hesitation, slapped one of 
the old people on the face. Having seen him do 
so, the other people who surrounded the 
players of 'ayo' and were looking at them, 
started at once to beat him and he started to 
beat them in return. 

I 

But it was not easy at all to defeat Ajantala 
foi' he was as strong as iron. And within a few 
minutes, news had spread to every part of the 
town that a small strange man was beating a 
group of people. And thousands of people ran 
to the scene of the fight. They joined the other 
people and' all were beating him. Yet, thty 
could not overpower him. 

When Ajantala had beaten more than one 
hundred people to death, all of. the' "Baba
lawo'* of the town came with their different 
kinds ·of magic spells to the scene of the tussle. 
With great anger, they drov~ Ajantala away 
from the town by means uf their magic spells 
which were mainly prepared for driving away 
the evil spirits like Ajantala. 

*Babalawo = a priest of lfa; ffa is a god of 
divination 
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VIII 
Joma Kenyatta-The African tvlessiah 

Everybody, every.vhere, who reads newspapers or listens to 
the radio has heard of Jomo Kenyatta, the man the American 
newspapers called 'The Burning Spear', who in 1953 was 
sentenced to seven years' hard labour on a charge of having 
organized and led 'the dreaded Mau Mau rebellion' in Kenya. 
In 1945, when I first began to awaken to the meaning of 
politics, Jomo was only a legend to me, for he was in a far
away land, in England, and had been there for seventeen 
years. 

E\·cry young African knew something of Kenyatta's story. 
\Ve all knew that our fathers and their fathers in the years 
soon after the First \Vorld \Var had formed an organization 
called the Kikuyu Central Association. They did so because the 
British Government had decided to give large tracts of their 
land away to ex-soldiers from England. And we knew that in 
1928, a young mission-educated Kikuyu named Johnstone 
Kamau had become Secretary-General of the KCA and under 
the name of Kenyatta had begun to edit its newspaper called 
Muiguithania (meaning literally 'One who makes people 
agree and compromise'). All of us knew that Jomo had gone 
to Britain in 1929 to protest about the taking of the land and 
that he had started to study there at the London School of 
Economics with the great anthropologist, r-.falino1Yski. and 
that he had written a book about the Kikuyu people called 
Facing i\fount Kenya. 1l1erc were a lot of other things we had 
heard about but of which we were not so sure: that he had 
journeyed into the land of the Russians and stayed there for 
some time; that he had married an English wom;in and had 
had ;i child by her; that he was known to ;ill the powerful 
politicians in Britain; that he had many friends in the Labour 
Party which took power in 1945. 
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\Ve had all given our pennies and shillings at rallies to be 
sent to England to help Kenyatta to represent us there. \Ve 
believed that some day he would return and bring new hope 
and perhaps new laws about the land. And we believed that 
all settlers feared nothing more than a return of Jomo Ken
yatta to Kenya. And some of the illiterate people had put 
all of this hope and admiration into songs which were sung in 
the Kikuyu Country. 

The Kikuyu Central Association was banned in 1940 as a 
'subversive organization' because it kept agitating for the re
turn of the African lands and for equal rights. The Europeans 
feared that KCA would hurt the war effort in Kenya. In 1944 
the Government allowed the Africans to start another organi
zation, called the Kenya African Union. One African news
paperman began to publish a newspaper in Kikuyu which 
agitated all the time for the return of Kenyatta to Kenya. 
Then one day in 1946, after L1bour had won the election in 
England, Kenyatta came home. At last we young people saw 
him. We liked him and his bold, loud, challenging voice, and 
we liked his programme. 

To most Africans of the generation of my father and my 
father's father, Jomo's name has been associated with the 
fight about land-not \\-ith political matters as representation 
in the legislature or who shall or shall not be the first prime 
minister of Kenya. They sent Kenyatta to London in the year 
of the beginning of the Great Depression to protest about the 
land. 

As Kenyatta lived and travelled in Europe, he began to see 
the Kenya problem not just in terms of petitioning the Brit
ish Government to rectify past injustices with regard to the 
land. He saw the problem as one of teaching Africans how to 
get enough political power to control their own affairs in 
Kenya. 

Although to the older people Kenyatta was the man who 
would restore the land, to the young people of Kenya in 1946 
he was an African Messiah who would now lead them towards 
self-government just as Azikiwe in Nigeria and Nkrumah in 
the Gold Coast were doing. In 194 7 they elected him presi-
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dent of the Kenya African Union. Now, in 1964, he is, at last, 
Prime Minister of Kenya! 

'Mr l\ifbiyu' -The Man of Gethunguri 

In 1945, Joma Kenyatta was only a legend to us, but there was 
another educated Kikuyu who was with us in the flesh, and for 
whom all of us young people had great admiration. He, too, 
had spent many years overseas, but not in Britain. He had 
gone away, even before Jomo Kenyatta went to England. He 
had stayed so many years that many people thought he was 
lost and would never return. And then, one day in 1939, he 
came home again. He came wearing a long black gown and a 
flat hat with a tassel on it. He had stopped in Britain on the 
way home and studied there for a while and had diplomas 
from schools there, too. This was Peter Mbiyu Koinange, son 
of a senior chief of the Kikuyu. 

Mbiyu's father had sent him away in 1927 to the Hampton 
Institute in Virginia, U.S.A., the same school which had 
trained Booker T. 'Washington who wrote Up from Slavery. 
He had heard about this school from the Phelps Stokes Com
mission which had toured East Africa studying educational 
problems at the request of the Colonial Office. Mbiyu's 
father had told him to train himself to serve his people. 
Mbiyu spent four years at Hampton preparing for college 
entry. I have heard that he was very popular there and was a 
first-class football player, as well as a good student. 

He then went to Ohio Wesleyan College (now University), 
where after four years he took his B.A. Years later when an
other Kenya African student attended this school, Mbiyu's 
teachers and friends in neighbouring towns spoke with great 
pleasure of ha,-ing known him and of how he taught them to 
play the African game called 'Giuthi'. 

Finally, he took his M.A. at the Columbia University Fac
ulty of Education there. \Vhen he left America he decided 
to stop in England to take some lectures in anthropology at 
Cambridge and to get a diploma from the Institute of Edu
cation in London. And then he came home in the year 1939. 
I was about fourteen years old then. 
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'Mr Mbiyu' decided to form a school to train teachers for 
the Africans' 'independent schools' and so a school at Gethun
guri came into existence. It was attended by over 800 students 
ranging from seven to twenty-one years of age. Its standard 
was equivalent to the Ordinary level of the General Certificate 
of Education. The idea was to make it a University College of 
Kenya from which people could obtain their teaching diplo
mas, trade certificates, and degrees. It lasted nearly thirteen 
years until it was closed down by the Government during the 
Emergency. It was flourishing in 1941 when I tried to enter it 
after my circumcision-a story I have already told. It was only 
natural that my friends and I should have headed for Gethun
guri. Mr Mbiyu and his school represented to us the brave. 
independent Kikuyu spirit. \Ve knew the main outlines of 
Mr Mbiyu's story, and of how the school at Gethunguri was 
founded, just as we knew the story of Jomo Kenyatta. 

\Vhcn Kenyatta came home in 1946, he and Koinange be
gan to co-operate together in the building up of the Kenya 
African Union. They also attempted to found an organization 
for bringing Europeans, Indians, and Africans together in 
peaceful, friendly relations. Mr Mbiyu was very keen on what 
might be described as 'grass-roots diplomacy'. 

In 1947, Mr Mbiyu went to London to represent the Kenya 
African Union there for two years, and then was invited to 
India by Prime Minister Nehru. Later he went back to En
gland to represent Kenya Africans and was there when Mau 
Mau broke out. He was in effect exiled all though the Emer
gency but was allowed to return home for three days to visit 
his aged and very sick father who had been arrested. When 
Mr Mbiyu became the model of inspiration to us he was an 
educator. We watched him grow into a political leader, and 
we young people were proud of him. 

I suspect the fact that Mr Ivlbiyu had studied in America 
and that the first Kenyan to get a master's degree had been 
educated in that country, was one of the things that influ
enced me to want to go to America to study some day. The 
second Kenya African to go to America to study was Julius 
Gikonyo who left in 1948 and came back home in 1957 with 
a Ph.D. degree in Political Science. I was the third student 
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to go to America. Since we went, over eight hundred Kenya 
students have gone there. l\fr Mbiyu pioneered the way for 
us. Now, he is Minister of Pan-African Affairs in Kenya. 

Mr Matlz11 of tlze Legislative Council 

To the young Kikuyu of 1945 Kenyatta was the promised 
Messiah, but there was also an Elijah who had come before 
him. This was Eliud \Vambu Mathu who, in 1944, became 
the first African to sit in Kenya's Legislative Council. Due to 
pressure from the Africans it was decided that they would be 
permitted to have one representative in the Kenya Legislative 
Council-ONE. He was to be appointed by the Governor, 
although the Europeans had elected members. It was inevita
ble that Eliud Wambu Mathu would be that one. He was 
educated, mild mannered, and moderate. 

Mathu's father was a medicine-man who lived in a place 
called \Vaithaka. Young Mathu went to the Church of Scot
land mission near the town of Kikuyu, and when he finished 
he became a school teacher. In 1937 he started educating 
himself by correspondence through the University of South 
Africa, and managed to pass the very difficult matriculation 
examination of the University of South Africa. He then began 
to study for the external degree offered by the same university. 
By this time he was teaching at the Alliance High School, 
Kikuyu, the headmaster of which was Mr Greaves. Mr Greaves 
liked him and gave him much assistance and Mathu success
fully passed his examinations in political science, history, and 
psychology, and received his B.A. degree. He then went on to 
South Africa itself for higher studies and from there to Balliol 
College, Oxford, where he spent two years. He returned to 
Kenya in 1940 to become a teacher again at Alliance High 
School, Kikuyu. 

Soon after Mathu's return, his friend, Mr Greaves, was 
replaced by another European. Mathu did not get along too 
well under the new regime, so he left to establish his ovm 
school at his birthplace-\Vaithaka. His school progressed Yery 
well. 

After Mathu was appointed to the Legislative Council he 
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also went into business and was very successful. Although he 
was an appointed representative, he represented African in
terests very well. He was a fluent and fiery speaker like the 
American Adlai Stevenson or the British Aneurin Bevan. The 
Africans liked the way he talked. The Europeans respected 
him. 

Immediately after his nomination, Mathu stressed the im
portance of having a country-wide African political organiza
tion to advise on various problems in the central and local 
governments. He thus stimulated the formation of what be
came the Kenya African Study Union and later on the Kenya 
African Union (KAU). I still remember his first letter to the 
editor of the East African Standard in Nairobi on this subject, 
in 1944· The idea was to unite all Africans in Kenya irrespec
tive of tribe. All of us young Africans were proud of this man 
of our people who spoke not only for the Kikuyu, but for all 
Africans in the Kenya Legislative Council. Many of us.wanted 
to be like him some day. 

Although I admired both Kenyatta and Koinange, I think it 
was Mathu's speeches, in those days before Kenyatta came 
home, that first stirred my heart most thoroughly. Mr Mbiyu 
was quietly working away day by day building up his school. 
Kenyatta was far away overseas. But Mathu was acting in a 
drama on a stage where all could see him and hear him-in the 
Legislative Council-and his speeches were reported regularly 
in the East African Stctndard. I went sometimes to the Legis
lative Council to hear him in the flesh, and it was thrilling. 
Mathu's example made many young Kenyans yearn for a 
higher education. On my part, I began to see the salvation of 
Africans through education. I dreamed of playing some part 
in Kenya's public affairs myself when I became educated. 
And it came to pass that Mr Mathu was eventually responsible 
for something that changed the whole course of my life. 

The name Mathu means 'pawns'. The name Wambu means 
'one who shouts loudly'. There are many who feel that these 
two names actually characterize Mathu's personality. He first 
came to power as an appointed representative of the African 
people, not an elected one, and this put him in a very difficult 
position. During the Emergency between 1952 and 1955, 
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'Mathuism' meant trying to 'stay in the middle'. At that 
time Mathu found himself in a position worse than that of the 
Frenchman Talleyrand. He made mistakes, but his successes 
were enormous, too. 

In 1956, when the Kenya Africans were allowed to vote for 
their representatives to the Legislative Council for the first 
time, Mathu stood for office, but he lost the election. He lost 
again in 1958, this time to the young American-educated 
Julius Gikonyo Kiano. So he retired to his farm in Kyanugu. 
It is too early to say what :Mathu \\ill do eventually politically. 
It may be that he \\ill be like the Roman Cincinnatus. 

Mathu is like the American Al Smith, 'A self-made leader'. 
He is an energetic man, forthright and well educated, and he 
has shown that he can be tough. He always comes up on his 
feet. In 1961, he served in the Congo as Deputy Director of 
the United Nations operation there. 

Kikuyu Domination or Myth? 

There have been serious charges against my people. For 
example, that they are natural-born 'agitators', 'bush-lawyers', 
and that they organized Mau Mau in 1952 in an attempt to 
drive out the Europeans from Kenya, and consequently es
tablish the Kikuyu dictatorship over the rest of the Kenya 
tribes, followed by a return to barbarism and darkness. I am 
tempted to say something about this problem-without in
volving myself in an unnecessary controversy. 

Most of the Kikuyu live on what is called a 'Reserve', or the 
'Kikuyu land unit'. They were put there in the same way that 
the Navaho, and Fox, and Menominee Indians were put on 
reservations in the United States. A group of people from 
Europe came after the First 'Vorld \Var and fell in love with 
our land. TI1ey liked its fine climate and its fertile fields, so 
they began to settle there. At first my people accepted them 
as guests. \Vhen they began to abuse our hospitality we and 
the other Africans-the Masai, the Suk, the \Vakamba, and 
the Nandi-fought against them. But bows and arrows were 
useless against guns. As the i\fasai were our enemies of the 
past they sometimes fought alongside the Europeans against 
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us. Other Africans were later used to help fight the Masai. 
There were many more of us than there were American In
dians and many fewer Europeans. Yet, for the last sixty years 
the country was dominated by about 60,000 Europeans and 
the 7,000,000 Africans were largely confined to Reserves. 

Not all white people who came were interested in taking 
the land. The missionaries came to tell us of a new God and 
brought with them schools and modern medicine. Traders 
came to sell us many products we had never seen before. And 
people from India came to work in building railroads and later 
settled as traders. There are 2. 50,000 of them now. Against 
these there has been some resentment, but not real bitterness. 
That has been reserved for those who took our land from us. 

By 1920 there were enough Europeans in our country 
growing sugar, coffee, tea, and sisal products to make agricul
ture a profitable business. Then gold was discovered. Kenya 
was declared a Crown Colony under English rule. Many of 
my people protested as they saw more and more of our land 
being taken, and in 1923 the British Government made a 
strong statement to the effect that the rights of the Africans 
must be respected as the land was ours. 'The settlers', many 
of whom were retired soldiers, threatened to revolt and set 
up an independent state. The British Government sometimes 
tried to take our part, but it felt that it must also not go too 
much against the opinions of the settlers, their own kinsmen 
who came out to Kenya from England. 

In 1934 something occurred that hurt us much. About 
17,000 square miles of the best land in Kenya was declared 
open to white settlers only. It was called 'The White High
lands' and both Africans and Indians were barred from set
tling on it. This created a strong and deep feeling among my 
people that they had not been treated right. How can there 
be an exclusive 'White Highlands' in the Black Man's coun
try? 

The corning of the Europeans also created the 'Squatter'. 
As great farms came into being in the 'White Highlands' 
growing crops and cattle for the market, it was necessary to 
secure labour. Most of the Africans lived in their own villages 
and were not interested in working for wages. But some were, 
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and besides it was becoming harder to secure a living for 
many people as the amount of land for Africans grew smaller. 
So, as I have related, the custom arose of Africans settling on 
Europeans' farms. The African and his family would be given 
a plot of land to till, and in return he gave most of his labour 
to the European farmer. Sometimes he got a small wage, too. 
Often he did not. He was called a Squatter and his position 
was something like that of a share-cropper in the American 
South. By 1950 over one-third of the Kikuyu were Squatters. 
To a Squatter, the European farm was just a work place. The 
Reserve was really 'Home'. 

As a son of the Kikuyu people I find myself living in two 
worlds, and in the telling of my story I am telling the story of 
my people who are also caught between two worlds. I do not 
tell this story as a tribalist or a chauvinist. I do not believe the 
Kikuyu were born to rule or oppress others, or that they are 
superior to other Kenyans or Africans. I tell it because I am 
proud of the people which gave me birth and because I feel 
they have been misunderstood by many. 

Mau Mau is over. A new Kenya is in the making-a Kenya 
of many tribes and several races. New leaders are emerging
young men who, while proud of their own tribal groups, think 
of themselves first as Kenya citizens and who work together 
forgetting all about their tribal origins. I should re-emphasize 
the fact that my people have no plans or intentions of es
tablishing dictatorship in any form over anybody in Kenya. 
The more we know about each other's customs and history, 
however, the better we shall understand each other. 
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XI 
vVhite i\1an's World 

On t-.farch 5th, we arri1·ed ;it the port of Tilbury, near London. 
Now, for the first time I was in the \Vhite Man's \Vorld-the 
United Kingdom. After customs clearance, we tral'cllcd by 
train from Tilbury to London. 

I was so excited at being ne;ir the end of my journey and so 
worried about my future fate that I fear the scenery along the 
way made no impression on me. 

In London I had hoped th;1t l\fr Njonjo would be \\'aiting 
for me, but since he was not ;it the station I decided to take 
a taxi to his address. Njonjo was in Scotland but I found a 
friend of his who was living in the same building. He 11·as an 
Indian student studying for the LL.M. degree at the Uni-
1·ersity of London. Since he did not have the keys to Njonjo's 
room, and was not sure when Njonjo would return, he de
cided to get me a room in one of the students' hostels. He 
took me to Kensington Square Gardens where I remained 
until Njonjo's arrival two days later. 

Njonjo moved me to Hallam Street, where he got me a 
better room at one of the hostels provided by the \Vclfare 
Section of the Colonial Office to accommodate overseas stu
dents. There were many students from the \Vest Indies, 
Nigeria, the Gold Coast (now Ghana), Ug;mda, Zanzibar, 
but none from Kenya or Tanganyika. I made friends among 
these students. It was largely due to them that my stay in 
London \\'3S so enjoyable. This was the first time I met fellow 
students from other parts of Africa. I had to come to Britain 
to make my first Pan-African contacts. 

In general, the African and the \Vest Indian students were 
very angry with the Labour Col'ernmcnt, which was in power 
at that time, because of the Serctse Khama affair, the Central 
African federation, and political crisis in the Gold Coast, and 
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they urged that the British people vote the L1bour Col'ern
mcnt from office 01·er these issues. 

In En gland I found myself in a culture which was very 
different from the Indian culture. The Indian culture ap
peared to be less dynamic, but sympathetic-while the En
glish was very dynamic and aggressive. It was much more ag
gressive and demanding than I had experienced in Nairobi 
when I first encountered urban life. 

As regards the British people, I must say that they im
pressed me very highly, in particular by their courtesy. I 
found it very difficult to understand them, however. I was 
amazed at the difference behrccn the British people in Great 
Britain and in Kenya. In Kenya they were very arrogant, if 
not snobbish and shortsighted. Their general outlook ap
peared as if it were circumscribed by their selfishness, which 
in turn made them appear illiterate, though there were. of 
course, exceptions here and there. As for the freedom of 
speech. press and assembly, I thought that Great BritJin was 
the classic example, cYcn though I had not tral'cllcd ~JI Ol'cr 
the 11 oriel in order to make a comparison. 

I 1isitcd Hyde Park where different groups of people 
gathered to expound their nried political and religious phi
losophies. I was surprised to sec African speakers up on their 
stands side by side ll'ith \\'hitc men, speaking their minds 
vigorously and without fear. Speakers there were saying just 
what they wanted to say and dra11ing crowds to listen to them. 

.My six weeks in England were wonderful! I Yisited the 
BBC, St James's Park, the British Museum, the Haymarket, 
and l\Jadame Tussaud's. I asked someone to take me to No. 
lo Downing Street to see where the authority comes from. 
Most of the students were \'Cry busy, and had it not been for 
the kind attention of a blonde Scottish secretary at the hostel 
I would never haYe seen London. I was very grateful to her, 
and e1·cn now look back on her friendliness to me as the high 
point of the trip. She did much to open my eyes to the fair
mindcdncss and friendliness of liberal British people. I think 
what impressed me most in my rambling around was that 
Nehru and Gandhi were among the famous ones at Madame 
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Tussaud's. I spent most of my time reading and walking by 
myself. 

In my history classes over in Kenya I had learnt how Great 
Britain was able to dominate the world, particularly by her 
navy, from the time of the Spanish Arn1ada up to 1945. It was 
really incredible to me that such a tiny country could ha\'e 
done all this. Now that I was there, I started observing for 
myself the underlying causes that generated the British peo
ple's success. I attributed this success, perhaps too hastily, to 
their stable government, unity of purpose, scientific achieve
ment, diplomacy, and a grim, supreme tenacity. 

On March 13th, I obtained a United States visitor's visa, 
No. 0900/55939/257 or 1"94 No. V-104333 from the Ameri
can Consul in London. I also received $40 from Mr Graham 
for pocket money while in London. On April 17th, I received 
a letter from the Cunard \Vhitc Star Company Ltd, of Lon
don, telling me that my fare from England to the United 
States had already been paid by t\1r Graham, and that I should 
go to their office to collect the ticket. I was very happy. 

On April 2znd, I left London by train for Li\'crpool to 
embark for the United States. That e\'ening the M.V. Britan
nic left for Cobh in Ireland where Irish passengers were to 
embark. I wanted to sec Ireland \·cry much. I had heard of 
'Erin go Bragh' many times in the past and it made me feel 
that some day the Kenya Africans, too, may like to say 'Kenya 
go Bragh'l 

Our voyage from Cobh to New York was also very pleasant. 
There were a lot of beautiful American girls from Boston and 
California. Some of them were curious about why I was going 
to America and they asked me many questions about my 
country. I was a bit ill at ease when talking to them. Partly 
because I wasn't too sure about the correctness of my English. 
But I gradually gained self-confidence. 

I recalled what I had learnt over in Kenya in my geography 
and history classes about people like Christopher Columbus 
who had sailed the Atlantic Ocean to the New \Vorld. Now 
that I was doing the same I felt like a human documcn t. I 
was being a part of history myself, not just reading about it. I 
'lvas extremely happy about it. 
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On April 30th, I arrived at New York. I did not know any
body there. However, Njonjo had given me an address of an 
American girl whom he met in London, a lady belonging to a 
well-to-do white family who had become interested in the 
welfare of Africans when she was \'isiting London. At the port 
I found that Mr Graham had sent me $20 through the Ameri
can Express Company Inc. and Professor Drake had sent me 
$35 through the Western Union. 

So after our passports were examined and we had gone 
through the customs I decided to take a taxi to the address 
which Njonjo had given to me. Unfortunately, the girl was 
not in. I asked the superintendent of the building, a white 
man, whether he knew when she would come back. He said 
that he did not have any idea. I insisted that he open her 
apartment for me so that I could leave my suitcase inside it. 
He said that he could not do that but if I wanted, I could stay 
in the lounge until she came. I remained there from 7.47 p.m. 
to 11 p.m. that night. The girl did not come! The superin
tendent tried to call various hotels and the Y.M.C.A. for me 
without success. Finally, he suggested that he take me to the 
police station and said that the police authorities could get me 
a place to sleep for the night. \Ve set off for the police station. 
I did not feel frightened at mention of the police. I just as
sumed that this was a New York custom. I also trusted the 
superintendent. On our arrival we were informed that there 
was no place for me to stay that night. The police ~uggested 
two other places and we went to both of them, unsuccessfully. 

By this time the superintendent was getting tired. But he 
was \'cry friendly to me. He paid the taxi dri\·er who was driv
ing us to all these places and bought me two packets of Ches
terfield cigarettes. He was a German immigrant who had been 
there hventy-five years. By this time, having met friendly 
white people in London and on the boat, I was not surprised 
at receiving kindness from him. 

Since I did not know anybody in New York, I had already 
decided to lea\'e immediately for Chicago. My chief reason in 
trying to contact the girl was that she might advance me 
enough money for my fare to Chicago, since the money Pro
fessor Drake had sent to me could not be obtained from the 
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\Vestem Union office until the next day. I had less than $20 

and it was running out, pretty fast! 
Finally, the superintendent and I returned to the building. 

\Ve found that she had come back. The superintendent in
troduced me to her. She remembered Njonjo immediately. 
She and I thanked the superintendent for the trouble which 
he had taken. 

After the girl had asked me about Njonjo, London, and my 
voyage from Liverpool to New York, and where I was going 
to attend college, she made some coffee for me. She also got in 
touch with her boy friend and asked him to come to her place 
in his car so that they could make arrangements for my ac
commodation until the following day when I would leave 
New York for Chicago. 

In a few minutes, he arrived and she introduced me to him. 
He was a very pleasant psychology student at New York Uni
versity. All of us drove to his apartment where I was accom
modated nicely until the following morning. 

On l\fonday, both of them drove me around New York 
City. I saw many Negroes on the road. \Vhen we drove 
through Harlem I was surprised to see so many. I wanted to 
stop and go over to one of them and say: 'I am your brother.' 
I \vaS naive. I felt I'd like to start telling them about their 
brothers in Kenya. But I did not want to bother my friends to 
stop. Having seen them, I felt that I was not alone now, that 
if I got lost I could go to them and could get what I wanted. 
But it was not till I got to Chicago that I had my first chance 
to talk to an American Negro. I enjoyed seeing New York 
City very much. 

In the evening, my friends took me to the station and of
fered to pay my fare to Chicago with a hope that Professor 
Drake would refund it. I accepted happily and thanked them 
very much for their kind generosity. 

On the following day, I arri\-cd at Chicago, where Professor 
Drake was waiting. Immediately I said to myself: 'He looks 
like a Kikuyu from the Fort Hall District in Kenya or like a 
Chagga from t\Ioshi near Kilimanjaro in Tangan)ika.' Both of 
us were ,·er,· h;ippy to sec each other. I thought th;it if we 
were in Black t\fan's \Vorld o\·cr in Kenya, pcrh;ips we could 
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have strangled a spotless fat ram to celebrate the occasion! I 
thanked Ngai. 

From the station, Professor Drake took me to a cafeteria 
for late lunch. He asked about my experiences in Kenya, India, 
England, and New York. He was very kind to me. 

After lunch, he took me to a near-by Y.M.C.A. where I was 
to remain until the following morning when he would get me 
proper accommodation. 

At six o'clock, both Professor St Clair Drake and Mr Mc
Cray came to see me. This was my first meeting '"'ith !\fr 
McCray, a man who had been corresponding with me for a 
long time. I had seen his picture, so I knew how he looked. It 
was like meeting an old friend. He \vas typically African in 
colour and features. I found him very interesting and widely 
read-especially on African and \Vest Indian affairs. After two 
hours of tremendous discussion, both gentlemen left me. 

On the following morning, Professor Drake came to the 
Y.M.C.A. and I checked out for a small, nice apartment in 
Maryland Avenue. He helped me to put things in order, after 
which he took me down town to Roosevelt University. There 
he introduced me to various professors and students. About 
forty per cent of the students were Jewish, one-fifth Negro, 
and many other races were also represented. Everyone was 
very friendly to me. Some students kept on telling me: 'Mugo, 
now that you are here, you should study economics and politi
cal science.' But, one student from Kansas said: 'No, he 
should think of studying geology or engineering, they need 
this kind of training over in Africa at the present time, don't 
they?' I told them: 'We will sec.' 

Professor Drake took me around to various departments 
and finally to his own Sociology Department where he g;ive 
me a small section of his office as my study room. He also 
brought me various books on politics, economics, philosophy, 
history, English, anthropology, and sociology. To me, every
thing was strange, exciting, and confusing. Professor Drake 
helped me to get along \'cry well. He also taught me how to 
enunciate various words and names in the American way so 
that I could be understood. He really paid as much attention 
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Everything was all right. From that time on, I was always leery 
about kissing, whether a girl had false teeth or not. 

The Americans like kissing very much, and in many cases 
their way of kissing looks like birds trying to pull each other's 
beaks I 
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':, Sarah'B last chiid was a boy, and his 'birth brought 
< great joy to the house of his father,• Atj10s. The child 
.~;received three names at his baptism-:.John, Chike, 
~ Obiajulu. The !a8t niime means ''the mind at last is at 
f rest.'' Anyone hearing t~is name knew at once that its 
'bwner was either an only child or an orily son. Chike 
twas an only· sJnt , His parents had had ftve daughters 
;before him~ · · 1· I'.·:· t . ' · · ·' ' ' : · 
i~r Like his siSters Chike 'wa8 brotight up "in the ways 

_.i;.ot the white · man,!' · which meant the oppositl'! of 
~ ~itfonal. Amos had many years before bought a 

'!:·tiny bell with . which he summoned his family to 
. prayers and hymn-singing· first thing in the morning 

,; and last thing at night. This was one of the ways of the 
'.'.'white man. Sarah taught her children not to eat in 

their neighbours' houses because ''they offered their 
food to idols." And thus she sei herself against the 

,, !age-old custom which regarded childfeq as the com
".)non responsibility of all so that; no matter what the 
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excuse for lateness with:~UJuingwerable~ erudition;' He 
had said; ."ProcrastinatiJpi~iS:J.i1lazy man's 'apology." 
. The teacher's erudition .. ~~'<>~~ Jt8elf ~ _~very subject ·. 
he ~ught: His naturEi s~H~i:!e¥.-ons ~ere nie!Ilo~ble: 
Chike would always r~rtu~mberL:theUe8so~! on:.:the 
methods of seed disperSiQJ '.Mc91"ding to ~acher;there :, 
were five methods: by nlliritby;~/ by water, by -' 
wind, and by explosive tjiechaJlism. Even those pupils 
who forgot all the other methods ~membered "explo-
i . " ' .- '"!' or'1·,:u -.- ' '- -s ve mechamsm. ; • !t 1~~~1•~?:1'::·-~'.·' __ : 

Chike was naturally impressed· by teacher's explo-
sive voca~ulary. But t~e J~J,fy~d_ qtiallty which words 
had for hnn was of a ~1ft'~~~~,J@d.:Tl:1~ firs~ _sentences 
in his New Method ·R~~:yr~:-~iiijple eno~gh,and 
yet they filled him_ ~~L~.f~fiiU __ e;extiltation_z.:"Once 
there was a wizard.: H~;Uvfd.:JnJAfrlca;- He went· to · 
China to get a lamp.'~: q~~~~!:!t?v~r ~d -~ver _ 
again at home and- theH\nuut~ [a'rsong of 1k It was a 
meaningless song. -"Pel"l~et11::kot tnto it,) and alsp 
"Damascus." But it *ailike~·~:~dot'v'ihfough·which -

' • . ··; 'ih'' .. ,~~.- ····~ .. , .... " ,..; . , 
he saw tn the distance ~:&trange}magical new world~ 
Andh h 

- .. ,.i~!i··•t'' ,;:-,,.;·.1,,_- .. ,-., ... 
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Of all the different kinds of work my father engaged in, none ·: 
fascinated me so much as his skill with gold. No other occu-' 
pation was so noble, no other needed such a delicate touch,:! 
And then, every time he worked in gold it was like a festival ! 

-indeed it was a festival-that broke the monotony of ordi-~J !l · 

nary working days. , · ·' , · ;r)t . , . , 
So, if a woman, accompanied by a go-between, cros!ed the";(:;~<· 

threshold of the workshop, I followed her in at once. I kneW~i~;.~ 
what she wanted: she had brought some gold, and had comed·~f:.~;,~; 
to ask my father to transform it into a trinket. She had,col~{~""··'" 
lected it in the placers of Siguiri where, crouching over.'the . . ,. 
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river for months on end, she had patiently extracted grains 
of gold from the mud. 

These women never came alone. They knew my father had. 
other things to do than make trinkets. And even when he had 
the time, they knew they were not the first to ask a favor of 
him, and that, consequently, they wo.uld not be served before 
others. 

Generally they required the trinket for a certain date, for 
the festival of Ramadan or the Tabaski or some other family 
ceremony or dance. 

Therefore, to enhance their chances of being served quickly 
and to more easily persuade my father to interrupt the work 
before him, they used to request the services of an official 
praise-singer, a go-between, arranging in advance the fee they 
were to pay him for his good offices. 

The go-between installed himself in the workshop, tuned 
up his cora, which is our harp, and began to sing my father's 
praises. This was always a great event for me. I heard recalled 
the lofty deeds of my father's ancestors and their names from 
the earliest times. As the couplets were reeled off it was like 
watching the growth of a great genealogical tree that spread 
its branches far and wide and flourished its boughs and twigs 
before my mind's eye. The harp played an accompaniment to 
this vast utterance of names, expanding it with notes that 
were now soft, now shrill. 

I could sense my father's vanity being inflamed, and I 
already knew that after having sipped this milk-and-honey 
he would lend a favorable ear to the woman's request. But I 
was not alone in my knowledge. The woman also had seen 
my father's eyes gleaming with contented pride. She held out 
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her grains of gold as if. the whole matter were settled. My 
father took up his scales and weighed the gold. 

"What sort of trinket do you want?" he .would ask. 
"I want .... " · :·· ·:.. ;:·::.. i,, · • ,·.; 

And then the woman would not know any longer exactly 
what she wanted because desire kept making her change her 
mind, and because she would have liked aU the trinkets at 
once. But it would have taken a pile of gold much darger 
than she had brought to satisfy her whim, and from then on 
her chief purpose in life was to get hold of it as soon as she 
could. . .. 

"When do you want it?" 

Always the answer was that the trinket was needed for an 
occasion in the near future .. 

"Sol You are in that much of a hurry? Where do you think 
I shall find the time?" 

"I am in a great hurry, I assure you." 
"I have never seen a woman eager to deck herself out who 

wasn't in a great hurry! Good! I shall arrange my time to 
suit you. Are you satisfied?" 

He would take the clay pot that was kept specially for 
smelting gold, and would pour the grains into it. He would 
then cover the gold with powdered charcoal, a charcoal he 
prepared by using plant juices of exceptional purity. Finally, 
he would place a large lump of the same kind of charcoal 
over the pot. 

As soon as she saw that the work had been duly under
taken, the woman, now quite satisfied, would return to her 
household tasks, leaving her go-between to carry on with the 
praise-singing which had already proved so advantageous.7~.;·~ 
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At a sign from my father the apprentices began working 
two sheepskin bellows. The skins were on the floor, on oppo
site sides of the forge, connected to it by earthen pipes. While 
the work was in progress the apprentices sat in front of the 
bellows with crossed legs. That is, the younger of the two sat, 
for the elder was sometimes allowed to·assist. But the younger 
-this time it was Sidafa-was only permitted to work the 
bellows and watch while waiting his turn for promotion to 
less rudimentary tasks. First one and then the other worked 
hard at the bellows: the flame in the forge rose higher and 
became a living thing, a genie implacable and full of life. 

Then my father lifted the clay pot with his long tongs and 
placed it on the flame. 

Immediately all activity in the workshop almost came to a 
halt. During the whole time that the gold was being smelted, 
neither copper nor aluminum could be worked nearby, lest 
some particle of these base metals fall into the container 
which held the gold. Only steel could be worked on such 
occasions, but the men, whose task that was, hurried to finish 
what they were doing, or left it abruptly to join the appren
tices gathered around the forge. There were so many, and they 
crowded so around my father, that I, the smallest person 
present, had to come near the forge in order not to lose track 
of what was going on. 

If he felt he had inadequate working space, my father had 
the apprentices stand well away from him. He merely raised 
his hand in a simple gesture: at that particular moment he 
never uttered a word, and no one else would: no one was 
allowed to utter a word. Even the go-between's voice was no 
longer raised in song. The silence was broken only by the 

... ~.~¥~~~/ ,,,_, 
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panting of the bellows and the faint hissing of the gold. But 
if my father never actually spoke, I know that he was forming · 
words in his mind. I could tell from his lips, which kept mov
ing, while, bending over the pot, he. stirred, the gold and 
charcoal with a bit of wood that kept bursting into flame and 
had constantly to be replaced by a.fresh one... .·,,,.,,, .. _,.,.tr: 

What words did_my father utter? I.do not know. At; least 
I am not certain what they were. No one. ever told me,, But 
could they have been anything but incantations? On these 
occasions was he not invoking the genies of fire and gold, of 
fire and wind, of wind blown by the blast-pipes of the forge, . 
of fire born of wind, of gold married to fire? Was it not their ! 

assistance, their friendship, their espousal tha. t he besoug.h t?' I .. 
Yes. Almost certainly he was invoking these genies, . all of 
whom are equally indispensable for smelting gold. · l1 ',· 

The operation going on before my eyes was certainly the ' 
smelting of gold, yet something more than that: a magical /1·· 
operation that the guiding spirits could regard with favor or.·'. i 

disfavor. That is why, all around my father, there was abso- i ; 
lute silence and anxious expectancy. Though only a child, ;r,;I 
I knew there could be no craft greater than the goldsmith's. ~! 
I expected a ceremony; I had come to be present at a cere- ;i/ 

I .,. mony; and it actually was one, though very protracted. I was ''I 
still too young to understand why, but I had an inkling as l: ·1 ·1 
watched the almost religious concentration of those who · : · . 
followed the mixing process in the clay pot. · . ; · ;:;,•, . . . 11· 

.; , I,. . • f When finally the gold began to melt I.could have shouted,,_.;· I ii 
aloud-and perhaps we all would have 1f we had not beeri; .:· .· < ;J _ 
forbidden to make a sound. I trembled, and so did everyone~f' . ': , j 
else watching my father stir the mixture-it was still a heavy~~,~:,~ ·.. ! ~ 

. ·. ~Jtjt.~itJ Ii 
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paste-in which the charcoal was gradually consumed. The 
next stage followed swiftly. The gold now had the fluidity 
of water. The genies had smiled on the operation! 

"Bring me the brick!" my father would order, thus lifting 
the ban that until then had silenced us. 

The brick, which an apprentice would place beside the fire, 
was hollowed out, generously greased with Galam butter. 
My father would take the pot off the fire and tilt it carefully, 
while I would watch the gold flow into the brick, flow like 
liquid fire. True, it was only a very sparse trickle of fire, but 
how vivid, how brilliant! A!J the gold flowed into the brick, 
the grease sputtered and flamed and emitted a thick smoke 
that caught in the throat and stung the eyes, leaving us all 
weeping and coughing. 

But there were times when it seemed to me that my father 
ought to tum this task over to one of his assistants. They 
were experienced, had assisted him hundreds of times, and 
could certainly have performed the work well. But my father's 
lips moved and those inaudible, secret words, those incanta
tions he addressed .to one we could not see or hear, was the 
essential part. Calling on the genies of fire, of wind, of gold 
and exorcising the evil spirits-this was a knowledge he alone 
possessed. 

By now the gold had been cooled in the hollow of the 
brick, and my father began to hammer and stretch it. This 
was the moment when his work as a goldsmith really began. 
I noticed that before embarking on it he never failed to stroke 
the little snake stealthily as it lay coiled up under the sheep
skin. I can only assume that this was his way of gathering 
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strength for what remained to be done, the most trying part 
of his task; 

But was it not extraordinary and miraculous that on these 
occasions the little black snake was always coiled under the 
sheepskin? He was not always , there ... He: did not, visit my 
father every day. But he was always present. whenever there 
was gold to be worked. His presence was no surprise. to me.;;. , 
After that evening when my father had spoken of the guiding ·1; 
spirit of his race I was no longer astonished. The snake .was: 

1 there intentionally. He knew what the future held. Did he ' 
1 

tell my father? I think that he most certainly did. Did he tell , 
him everything? I have another reason for believing firmly 
that he did. 

The craftsman who works in gold must first of all purify i/'. 
11 himself. That is, he must wash himself all over and, of course, 

abstain from all sexual commerce during the whole time. 
Great respecter of ceremony as he was, it would have been 
impossible for my father to ignore these rules. Now, I never 
saw him make these preparations. I saw him address himself 
to his work without any apparent preliminaries. From that 
moment it was obvious that, forewarned in a dream by his 
black guiding spirit of the task which awaited him in the 
morning, my father must have prepared for it as soon as he 

arose, entering his workshop in a state of purity, his body· ... 
11 

·1·· ''I 
smeare~ with the secret potions hidden in his numer?us po~.:.:·~ .. :·:· ... ·.; .. : •.... · •..•. · .. j i of magical substances; or perhaps he always came mto bu:;\,,. ·. ' ; 
workshop in a state of ritual purity. I am not trying to make ft~ ; -.' : _,: · 1 

him out a better man than he was-he was a man and had his J#,S~~£ ;; ... :'. j ; 
~har~ of human fr~ilties-but he was always uncompromising~~ .. ·£~g;: '·~l 

1

r f 
m his respect for ntual observance. · · · '" - · ... ~;.;:.;;., · .{ ' 
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The woman for whom the trinket was being made, and who 
had come often to see how the work was progressing, would 
arrive for the final time, not wanting to miss a moment of this 
spectacle-as marvelous to her as to us-when the gold wire, 
which my father had succeeded in drawing out from the mass 
of molten gold and charcoal, was transformed into a trinket. 

There she would be. Her eyes would devour the fragile 
gold wire, following it in its tranquil and regular spiral 
around the little slab of metal which supported it. My father 
would catch a glimpse of her and I would see him slowly be
ginning to smile. Her avid attention delighted him. 

"Are you trembling?" he would ask. 
"Am I trembling?" 
And we would all burst out laughing at her. For she would 

be trembling! She would be trembling with covetousness for 
the spiral pyramid in which my father would be inserting, 
among the convolutions, tiny grains of gold. When he had 
finally finished by crowning the pyramid with a heavier grain, 
she would dance in delight. 

No one-no one at all-would be more enchanted than she 
as my father slowly turned the trinket back and forth between 
his fingers to display its perfection. Not even the praise-singer 
whose business it was to register excitement would be more 
excited than she. Throughout this metamorphosis he did not 
stop speaking faster and ever faster, increasing his tempo, 
accelerating his praises and flatteries as the trinket took shape, 
shouting to the skies my father's skill. 

For the praise-singer took a curious part-I should say 
rather that it was direct and effective-in the work. He was 
drunk with the joy of creation. He shouted aloud in joy. He 

........... _n"'••·~ - ..... "'' 
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plucked his cora like a man inspired. He sweated as if he were 
the trinket-maker, as if he were my father, as if the trinket 
were his creation. He was no longer a hired censer-bearer, a 
man whose services anyone could rent. He was a man. who 
created his song out of some deep inner necessity. And when 
my father, after having soldered the large grain of gold that 
crowned the summit, held out his work to be admired;. the· 
praise-singer would no longer be able to contain himself. He 
would begin to intone the douga, the great chant which is 
sung only for celebrated men and which is danced for them 
alone. 

But the douga is a formidable chant, a provocative chant, 
a chant which the praise-singer dared not sing, and which the 
man for whom it is sung dared not dance before certain 
precautions had been taken. My father had taken them as soon 
as he woke, since he had been warned in a dream. The praise
singer had taken them when he concluded his arrangements 
with the woman. Like my father he had smeared his body 
with magic substances and had made himself invulnerable to 
the evil genies whom the douga inevitably set free; these 
potions made him invulnerable also to rival praise-singers, 
perhaps jealous of him, who awaited only this song and the 
exaltation and loss of control which attended it, in order to · 
begin casting their spells. 

. I 

At the first notes of the douga my father would arise and 
emit a cry in which happiness and triumph. were equally 
mingled; and brandishing in his right hand the hammer 
that was the symbol of his profession and in his left a ram's 
horn filled with magic substances, he would dance the glori
ous dance: 
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No sooner had he finished, than workmen and apprentices, 
friends and customers in their turn, not forgetting the wom
an for whom the trinket had been created, would flock 
around him, congratulating him, showering praises on him 
and complimenting the praise-singer at the same time. The 
latter found himself laden with gifts-almost his only means 
of support, for the praise-singer leads a wandering life after 
the fashion of the troubadours of old. Aglow with dancing 
and the praises he had received, my father would offer every
one cola nuts, that small change of Guinean courtesy. 

Now all that remained to be done was to redden the trin
ket in a little water to which chlorine and sea salt had been 
added. I was at liberty to leave. The festival was over! But 
often as I came out of the workshop my mother would be in 
the court, pounding millet or rice, and she would call to me: 

"Where have you been?" although she knew perfectly well 
where I had been. 

"In the workshop." 
"Of course. Your father was smelting gold. Goldi Always 

gold!" 
And she would beat the millet or rice furiously with her 

pestle. 
"Your father is ruining his health!" 
"He danced the douga." 
"The dougal The douga won't keep him from ruining his 

eyes. As for you, you would be better off playing in the court
yard instead of breathing dust and smoke in the workshop." 

My mother did not like my father to work in gold. She 
knew how dangerous it was: a trinket-maker empties his 
lungs blowing on. the blow-pipe and his eyes suffer from the 
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fire. Perhaps they suffer even more from the microscopic pre
cision which the work requires. And even if there had been 
no such objections involved, my mother would scarcely have 
relished this work. She was suspicious of it, for gold can not 
be smelted ,without the use of other metals, and my mother 
thought it 'was not entirely honest to put aside for one's 
own use the gold which the alloy had displaced. However, 
this was a custom generally known, and one which she her
self had accepted when she took cotton to be woven and 
received back only a piece of cotton cloth half the weight of 
the original bundle. 
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Interview 
' 

INTERVIEWER: 
·. i . 

JUMBAM: 

INTERVIEWER: 

JUMBAM: 

:I 

INTER VIEWER: 

. · INTERVIEWER: 

JUMBAM: 

When did you first write? 
. ·1 • : . 

I started writing all sorts of things long ago. In 1962/63 
I was the editor of a student newspaper at my secondary 
school, and I have been writing in one form or another 
ever since for my own enjoyment without any real 
intention to publish. 

. ·.f 
You have a Jong history of writing and teaching. How 
have you. blended these interests together? 

At the time of unification, the focus was changing from 
1 

Nigeria t() Cameroon in educational materials. I was a 
history/gcographr teacher and had to teach without 
available :materials'. So, I ~rote my own geography and 
history textboo~s. Later, I went to teach in Bafia, where 
I taught English in a francophone area. The book from 

. which I was to teach was not available, so I wrote 
Lukong a,nd the Leopard 

Did you try to inspire your students to write? 

I used to teach creative writing to children of 13-14 
years in Mbengwi, and tried to get them interested in it. 
I noticed a lack of reading materials for these children, 
and so I wrote some things myself. Around 1978 I began 
writing my novel The White Man of God after l moved to 
Yaol.mde. I still believe in the importance of developing 
creative writing skitls in school children and want to do 
more about it. 

Is your novel, The White Man of God, somewhat 
autobiographical? 

No, it isn't really, though people presume it is. People 
ask me about certain persons or events they think they 

'{ 
1
; recognise,"! from my ofiginal area and try to identify with 

· · · the book 
1";1!. " ·.·:·;. '.: l 
~INTERVIEWER: · Did you write the novel with a particular audience in 

! 'I 1 ! I {I! ; i 

JUMBAM: 

' \ mlnd?;r-i:p!:' ' ,: : 
! 1 I 

. lfi ;1 J ii .. fj• t;l. . ; ' . : 
My audience was to be the average Cameroonian who 
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has left primary school or may have been through . . . . , 1 

secondary school. The chapters~ are almost meaqt to be 
short stories in themselves. Bech use/some people1 may . ·. · 
read it over a long period of tii:ned Wllnt them to be 
able to pick it up at any time and 1ebhtinue from where ! 

, .,,. 1 l:('.tl · 
they have left off. !~: I: ·. i · 

' '! ~· l j~) I . ' 

ffERVIEWER: From what source do most of your ideas come in your 
' ' ? : ·I ,: ' ' wntmg : Pl J!'H:pj!:; :. · ; 

:.~ :~·!;:~;-#f~-::-~:'.·) < > 
JMBAM: I have been teaching all my life ""! l Qr8w ideas from .. 

. . t ~ • l j ... , '' • ; ~ ' 

where I grew up, and relate them Jq piy teaching and 

writing. , /I ·;,~;.~~~(~~~'.<~'~ ·:. ~'.~ , . , , . 
I 1+:+k .,,. , . 

ummary of The White Man of God :~: ;i'f/11 '." 
, I _..,J , ,• ..... j !! , "' 

~ 

The central character in this novef i~ ·a yoiing bOy nained 
Tansa who lives in a village ndr Jiamend~; The story 
follows his family and friends thrij~lq ~oth small and 
si~ni.fican~ ev.ents of ~eir daily liy~,,af~e·;.arrivaJ of I t ; ·,. 

mISS1onanes m the village causes.foilllict over what-r., i;.; 
people think of 'The White mari of God.' Some people 
accept it and others resent ic X picture of how people ': 
are affected on both sides is pre~ented, 

The climax occurs when the ·parish priest attacks the 
Chief !uiu. only to disco~er tha~ ~h~:#irn behind the 
mask 1s his head catechist. The treatment of the 
character of the aging grandmother ydya and her 
difficulty to understand the whiieman's God and their 
theories on salvation and hell is i especi&Uy well done. 

1il·JJ·:I .:1. 

: "' .1: \ 
he White Man of God: Chapter 8 

The sun was already very hot. The men and the women 
sat down in groups drinking palrti wine and talking noisily. 
The boys and girls ran up and down covering one another 
with wild flowers cut from the nearby: bushes, Some of the 
girls stood in small groups playing a kind of game in which 
two girls clapped their hands and danced dextrously lifting 
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one foot and then the other to a regular beat. More people 
were still coming and the whole place was already hum
ming like a market. 
· Then there was a gunshot from Wainkar and that set the 
whole place in a commotion. The people emptied their 
cups hurriedly and put them away. The women who had 
young children ran and took them by the hand. The cat
echist took the Samba drum and gave it dippling beat that 
set all hearts thumping. Just as the drumming stopped a 
woman piped up a shrill 'Hiii-i-i-i-ii' which set one's nerves 
on edge. 
. 'Stand in your groups! Everyone to his group!' Pa Matiu 

shouted. 
The women stood together in a group. The men stood 

on either side of the big road and held their guns in readi
ness to fire. The boys aqd girls ran towards Wainker. Pa 
Matiu called them back but in the general excitement not 
a single child heeded his :call. Then the white man of God 
appeared riding on a two-wheeled iron instrument which 
he held by the ears. It passed out gas from an open anus 
at regtilar continuous intervals, porn-porn-porn-porn. The 
smell of the gas was nflUSeating to some people but I think 
I liked :it. He slowed down when he sighted the crowd and 
we ran down on either side of him. 

When he came to the crowd he stopped the wheels from 
passing out gas and dismounted. Then Pa Matiu walked 
up to him and bowed before him and spoke to him rev
erently in the white man's language. The white man of 
God spoke through his nose and Pa Matiu told everybody 
to kneel down. We all did so and the white man of God 
held his h!mds together as in prayer, then he lifted up his 
right hand, cut the air before him, first downward, then 
left and right murmuring some words as he did so. At the 
end we all said 'Amen' . 

No sooner had we stood up than there exploded a con
tinuous thunderous boom of gunshots that deafened one's 
ears, and smoke filled the air. Dogs were barking and fowls 
were cackling and children were crying all around, from 
Wainkar to Yaikar and from Rombi even up to Vekovi. 
The booming of the gunshots was quickly succeeded by 
the rippling beat of the Samba drum and the clang-clang 
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sound of the dancers' instruments'. The.~white man of God 
seemed rooted to the spot. · 1 T 1•! it.:!'' 1. • •' : : \, • 

As the Samba instruments died: ouiithe· women came 1in 
With a softer, SWeeter tone Which I Wasl taken Up by every
body. They sang and clapped tpefol hands ·and march
danced forward to the rhythm of the s9og, The white man 
o~ God called for . Pa. Matiu. and i"'hf~.~f~~·, something to 
him, and Pa Mattu 1mmed1atelv 1 apr.pliited four men to 
push the wheels to the Mission.• Thr~ t.ihey·. all joined the 
procession and I saw the white manJpf. God clapping his 
hands too. : d Iii ,:r,,r ~ :: · ! ''·" ' • ' 

Lukar's mother led the choir. She sang each verse of .the 
song and the congregation sang the chorus which was: 

Ver sha'tia ver sta'tia dji awa yua, [~:[ .. , 
Ver sha'tia ver sha'tia dji awa yua '..' .. 
Shikumkumko shikumkumko shin~n she ndzev 
Shikumkumko shikumkumko shinbnshe' ndzev 
Yibei bong ker, yibei bong ker wot~'fiya,ver wong. 
(Our greetings our greetings you'r#.w~koine. 
Our greetings our greetings you're',)Vefcome. 
Shikumkumko shikumkumko the ~iv~r bird 
Shikumkumko shikumkumko the' r~vh bird 
We are blessed that you're cominfjo ·our country). 

i'·!· ,,, 

I saw Ya ya and she smiled at me' and I went to her. 
'Wh:re i~ the c~ild?' she asked, . 1~1 it:· ; i 
'He 1s with Mana.' i · 1., ,1:. ·1 I 
'I should have taken him home with me. 'I 
'Are you not going to the Mission?', l~i 
'No, I have seen enough.' ' • :I •:: 
'We shall be coming later,' J, said :and followed the 

procession. 11.· . 

Pushing the machine was not as easy as it first appeared 
to be. I and a group of boys crowded round it and watched 
it curiously. The men pushing it had difficulty in steadying 
it on the road. Sometimes it turned 1its :head towards the 
bush and would go there. At other times it moved so fast 
that two people had to pull it 'backwards to check the 
speed. This happened when they were' descending a slope. 
We wanted to hear it make the porn-porn-porn noise but 
it did not. Some boys said that it was' better than a car 
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· · because if it got to a broken bridge it jumped across the 
river to the other side. 

There were. several groups of dancers at the Mission. 
The white man of God went round from group to group 
and danced. Each group roared its applause when he went 
to it and we followed him from group to group. When he 
had gone round all the groups he went to his house to rest. 

The cooks and the stewards were going fro' the kitchen 
to the house and back again. They were very neatly 
dressed and walked smartly .. They pulled off their shoes 

. before entering the house and put them on when going 
back into the kitchen. 

The scent emanating from the kitchen was sweet. We 
hung around enjoy\ng it. The cook called us and gave us 
vessels to fetch him some water. It was some distance to 
the spring : but' we all rushed there, glad that we were 
carrying water for the white man of God. When we came 
back the cook fried some eggs and gave them to us. There 
were baskets upon baskets of eggs in the house. 

Just then the white man of God called for the cook and 
he answered, 'Fadda'. He spoke to the cook and each time 
the cook answered, 'Yes, Fadda'. We were glad to know 
the name of the white man of God. He was called 'fadda'. 
This was great news and we ran to the field to tell our 
friends. 

Dances Continued. Men and women sat in small groups 
drinking palm wine. Food was served and we ate. There 
was feasting and making merry everywhere in the Mission. 
There were pagans too dancing and feasting with us. But 
Yaya was not there. She had gone back home. 

The follpwing morning Lukar came and told me that 
those who were going to receive their first Holy Com
munion ori Easter day were ;expected to go to confession 
on Thursday. I had known this all along but had nursed 
a secret fear. What was I going to confess? Mama was still 
in Shisong and I whs afraid to ask Papa what sins I had 
committed besides taking part in a pagan sacrifice. I re
membered that I beat Beri, my sister, that I had slept in 
church and, yes, that I told a lie to my father one day. I 
kept on repeating these to myself so that I might not forget 
any of my sins. 
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Feliy was taken to work as one of .fadda's boys. Feliy 

was one of our friends. He had been id:.Biikossi with his 
father and he used to tell us stories' 'of.that part of ttle 
world. His father was rich and bough~1him several shirts 
and short trousers and he was always neat;; He was the only 
one in Nkar who had a tennis ball1 ahd .. we loved playing 
with it. I told Feliy on Wednesday tfla~ I. was afraid to 
confess my sins because, as they said, Fadda could become 
angry suddenly and either beat or cui:Se ~omeone. , . , . 

'But he does not understand our language/i Feliy said, 
'Really!' . :i: 
'Yes.' !11 

'But he will know what I am saying.'. 
'How will he?' 
'He has the power to.' :; . 
'No, he does not understand me when I speak.' 
'But in the confessional he may.~ . Ii. 

'I don't know about that.' h; 
'Tell me, is he as wild as they say?';;; . 
'I have not been with him long enough to know that.' 
'What do the cooks say?' :L 
'I have never asked them.' !11 
'Can you find that out for me before' tomorrow?' 
'There's no need to fear.' , : I 
'Sure?' !! 
'Yes.' 
I was going to the Mission for confession when I met 

Dubila coming back already. She was. ~arryirtg her baby 
on her back. I was frightened when I saw her because she 
was not looking happy. ' 

'Dubila, am I late?' 
'No, they are still talking with those to be baptized to

morrow. They want me to call Wirsiy's father. Can you 
wait for me?' 

Wirsiy was her first son. We went together to her house. 
Fortunately her husband was in. Dubila stood in front of 
the door and said, 'They've asked me to call you.' 

'Are you speaking to me?' Fonjo asked. 
'Yes.' !:, . 
'What are you saying?' ~. ' .· 
'They say you should come.' 

1111~111111~11 . IU 
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'Who says I should come?' 
· 'The white man of God.' 

'Who' 
She did not answer. 
'When did the white man of God know me?' 
'They want you now please.' 
'Ngiri!' he exclaimed, 'what does he want me for?' 
'You better come and ask him.' ~ 
'You, Dubila, you'll bring trouble to this compound one 

day. Do you hear what I am saying? Why do you have to 
lin~ mt: with the white man of God? Didn't I tell you to 
stOJ? going there? Ah, women who don't obey their 
husbands!' 

She began to weep and I turned to go. 
'Go and tell him I ~m coming,' her husband said. 
Dubila caught up with me. 
'What does the white man of God want Wirsiy's father 

for?' 
'He says he wants to ask him something before I am 

baptized.' · 
There was quite a crowd near Fadda's house. I could see 

his head through the window. Pa Matiu was standing near 
the door. It was ajar. Dubila came and went to the door. 

~He says he is coming,' she said. 
'Did you not tell him that it was the white man of God 

himself who wanted him?' 
'I did.1 

'Ah, there he comes.' 
Fonjo mounted the steps to Fadda's door. He put his 

spears, bag and scabbard against the wall and folding his 
hands together close to his mouth with a slight bow for
ward he gently said: 'White man!' as a kind of greeting. 

Fadda spoke and Pa Matiu interpreted. 
'Do you want your wife baptized?' 
'I have not· stopped her.' 
A moment's silence. 
'He asks if she is your only wife.' 
'Tell him I have two others. She's the third.' 
A moment's silence. 
'He says are you willing to put away the other wives and 

have only this one?' 
?! 
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Fonjo was puzzled. · : ; ;['; if~ · / ' 

'Tell him that I do. not understand him~, 
The q~est~on was repeate~. , ·' !!HfiJ [i!· \

1 

'Ask hu~ 1f he wants a ":'1fe.' • ' !~I !~ ~<' . 1 

'No, he 1s not the marrymg type;LJL ; . 
'What do I get from baptism to puiilway two wives, two 

wives with children! If the white'. m4il of God wants a wife, 
there are lots of girls about. Why ~foes' he want to break 
up families! Put away two wives with 1childrenl, 

'You have not understood what h~ J&!saying,' Pa Matiu 
said. . •rill ~11~1; . 

'Pa Matiu, be careful!' Fonjo .s.aid: bringing his hand 
close to Pa Matiu's mouth. 'I say; ~e 1barefull Not under- ' 
stood! Not understood what? Not uridtrstOod that I should 
put away two wives with children for'baptism?' 

He took his spears and bent down r:to take his bag and 
scabbard. The white man of God: slhif the. door with his 
foot and shut his wiitdow and bolt~Cl. them. 

'Leave here and go home,' Fonjo ·ordered his wife. Then . '' 
turning to the crowd below he excia4ried;, 'Incomprehen
sible I' and was silent for a momentJ;No o~e said a word. 
'Whoever heard such a thing? ls :ttiis1.white man merely 
wicked! If he wanted a wife he could:certainly have these 
young girls standing here. To tell al man to put away the 
mothers of his children! And you, Pubila, if you weren't 
carrying a baby, I would have given· you the beating of 
your life.' · •'I I I 

'Fonjo, listen to me. Hear me :for on~ moment,' Pa 
Matiu said. 1'"; / I 

Fonjo turned round and his eyes were red. 'Pa Matiu, 
don't let me face you here. You are my elder, but don't 
provoke my anger any longer. I shall have to see the Fon 
about what you and this white man: are planning. These 
are the things that spoil the country." 

In the evening Yaya came into Papa's house. I was sit
ting in with him roasting fresh maize. She pu11ed her seat 
close to the hearth. r h 

'Give Y aya space to sit closer to the fire,' Papa said. 
'I am all right here,' Yaya said. ,1 

'Get a cup for her, Tansa. I have some good wine,, 
'Many thanks indeed/ Yaya said;i\ :·i 
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I brought the cup and poured wine into it for Yaya. 
'I have just come from Mborn,' she said. 'I was in 

Fonjo's house and saw a scene and heard a story. Fonjo's 
· two wives ·might have killed the third had Fonjo himself 
not been there and had Dubila not used her baby to shield 
her.~ 

'What was it a11 about?' 
'The other two wives say she was asking their husband 

to put them away and keep only her. And ;"hen women 
begin a thiqg like that it never ends. There will always be 
trouble in that house from now on.' 

l \ ·'Why did Dubila say that anyway?' 
· I 'It is yotii' church. They say she must do that if she is 
to be baptized: This is what we have always said about this 
new worship. Do you see what it is doing? In Meluv it has 
divided •children of one womb even when they• all go to 
church .. Some say they belong to this church and others 
to that one. And those of this church won't talk to those 
of that one. What sort of a thing is this? And when I say 
that there are many gods they want to kill me for it and 
yet they: worship in rival churches. What this foreign god 
will bring tp this country is still hidden. It is like a preg
nant woman. No man can say what child it will be until 
it comes. , 

'Yaya,' Papa said, 'we haven't had time to speak about 
this new form of worship yet. Now let me try to explain 
a few thing~. But I must tell you that it is not easy to make 
you understand in one day what I took more than three 
years to learn. Do you hear, Yaya?' 

'I am listening.' 
'The most important truths are these. One: there is only 

one God who made the world and everything in it. Two: 
he sent his Son to teach the world how to worship him and 
it is this new form of worship. Three: his Son taught that 
a man must love God above all things and love his neigh
bour as himself. I have studied all these things and have 
found that they are good and I believe them. I and the 
mother of my children and the children themselves.' 

'Why these different churches and the hatred between 
the believers if they all worship one God?' 

'Well; they differ in the ways of worship.' 
33 
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'And what did his Son teach?' ~· l ! · 

'Well, some people want t~ .change things to suit 
themselves.' ' ,1 ,! l!/Ui'J 1

, 

'And why do you hate them for it?T should think the 
case is between them and their godJJ i•i 1 

'You don't want to associate with .one who does the ' 
wrong thing or he will lead you the.wrong way.' 

'I shouldn't mind what you belic;ve:about God. But what 
you say that God will put some :peoplei in a burning fire, 
and let them burn there and never die,t that .has not yet 
settled in my mind.' ·t :e, <li!H.•1f 

'It is only those who hate God thaf will be so punished.' 
'How does a man hate God? No:man does.'. . , , 
'What about those who break hls laws?' 
'What laws of God do people break?',1i 
'Liars, thieves, murderers and .rather, people who do 

wicked things. Do you noti 1! think they deserve 
punishment?' ! ;:, ,1',,f·J~I · 

'Even these people still don't hate~ God. They do the 
things God does not like but that's !not the same as hating 
him. Up in Kinsenjam a thief stole four of Lukong's goats .. 
When he came back to steal the fifth Lukong saw him and 
he began to run. Lukong hit him in the back with his spear 
and he fell down and cried, "O God I'm dead. 0 my God, 
0 my God." But he was a thief.';·~ \ .; 

'What was he calling God for? God rdidn't ask him to 
steal.' ... : ··.:' .i 

'He was calling God because God was his father; because 
he knew God would console him/ .: :1 I . 

'And do you believe God would console him?' 
'Why not? He had been killed and that was punishment 

for his crime. You don't punish; a man twice for one 
crime.' r)' .. :;: 

'What about those who commit crimes and are not 
caught or known?' 

'They suffer greatly for their criines before they die. If 
they don't, God punishes them in the spirit world. That 
is why we have wicked spirits. Wicked men, witches and 
magicians communicate with theiµ; But they don't suffer 
for ever. I don't believe God is that !wicked.'· )· " 

'You are saying that what his 'Son· said of God is not .•. ; 
-·-· 

-~1•1'' " :'liir 

true.' 
'Are you sure his Son said that his father will burn peo-

ple alive and make them live for ever in flames?' 

. Questions 
::.: i ~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1 

2 

3 

6 

7 

8 

Give a character sketch of Mr Fonjo. 

Show what is funny in the description of tte' White Man 
of God's motor cycle. 

Why does Tansa secretly fear confession? What do you 
lhink of his sins? 

How do the various characters react to the White Man 
of God and what he represents? What attitudes are 
revealed? 

Discuss the conflict created between Yaya and her 
daughter because of the difference of their religious 
beliefs. 

Why is Fonjo puzzled when Fadda asks him to put away 
two wives? 

How does the author succeed in making Fadda appear to 
be other than human through his descriptive technique? 

In what way does the author's style fit in the setting and 
characterization of the novel in this passage? 
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THE MARTYR 
NGUGI WA THIONG'O 

KENYA 

It is always easier to kill when there is a clear, strong sense of injustice 
and the enemy is seen as inhuman. It is disarming to see the enemy as 
being like ourselves. The Martyr is a man who wants to kill whites 
because he and his people have been oppressed, but he is also the servant 
of the woman he most wants to kill. As her servant he hates her, but he is 
also close enough to see that she is human. 

When Mr and Mrs Garstone were murdered in their home by unknown 
gangsters, there was a lot of talk about it. It was all on the front pages of 
the daily papers and figured importantly in the Radio Newsreel. Perhaps 
this was so because they were the first European settlers to be killed in 
the increased wave of violence that had spread all over the country. The 
violence was said to have political motives. And wherever you went, in 
the marketplaces, in the Indian bazaars, in a remote African duka, 1 you 
were bound to hear something about the murder. There were a variety 
of accounts and interpretations. 

Nowhere was the matter more thoroughly discussed than in a remote, 
lonely house built on a hill, which belonged; quite appropriately, to 
Mrs Hill. Her husband, an old veteran settler of the pioneering period, 
had died the previous year after an attack or malaria while on a visit to 
Uganda. Her only son and daughter were now getting their education at 
'Home' - home being another name for England. Being one of the 

I duka • vlllqe. 
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earliest settlers and owning a lot of land with big tea plantations sprawl
ing right across the country, she was much respected by the others if not 
liked by all. 

For some did not like what they considered her too 'liberal' attitude 
to the 'natives'. When Mrs Smiles and Mrs Hardy came into her house 
two days later to discuss the murder, they wore a look of sad triumph -
sad because Europeans (not just Mr and Mrs Garstone) had been killed, 
and of triumph, because the essential depravity and ingratitude of the 
natives had been demonstrated beyond all doubt. No longer could Mrs 
Hill maintain that natives could be civilized if only they were handled in 
the right manner. · 

Mrs Smiles was a lean, middle-aged woman whose tough, detennined 
nose and tight lips reminded one so vividly of a missionary. In a sense 
she was. Convinced that she and her kind Conned an oasis of civilization 
in ir wild country of savage people, she considered it almost her calling 
to keep on reminding the natives and anyone else of the fact, by her 
gait, talk and general bearing. 

Mrs Hardy was of Boer descent and had early migrated Into the 
country from South Africa. Having no opinions of her own about any
thing, she mostly found herself agreeing with any views that most ap
proximated those of her husband and her race. For Instance, on this day 
she found herself in agreement with whatever Mrs Smiles said. Mrs Hill 
stuck to her guns and maintained, as indeed she had always done, that 
the natives were obedient at heart and all you needed was to treat them 
kindly. - I 

'That's all they need. Treat them kindly. They will take kindly to you. 
Look at my "boys". They all love me. They would do anything I ask 
them to!' That was her philosophy and It was shared by quite a number 
of the liberal, progressive type. Mrs Hill had done some liberal things for 
her 'boys'. Not only had she built some brick quarters (brick, mind you) 
but had also put up a school for the children. It did not matter If the 
school had not enough teachers or if the chlldren learnt only half a day 
and worked in the plantations for the other half; it was more than most 
other settlers had the courage to do! 

'It is horrible. Oh, a horrible act,' declared Mrs Smiles rather vehem
ently. Mrs Hardy agreed. Mrs Hill remained neutral. 

'How could they do it? We've brought 'em civilization. We've stopped 
slavery and tribal wars. Were they not all leading savage miserable lives?' 
Mrs Smiles spoke with all her powers of oratory. Then she concluded 
with a sad shake of the head: 'But I've always said they'll never be civil-
ized, simply can't take it.' i 

'We should show tolerance,' suggested Mrs Hill. Her tone spoke more 
of the missionary than Mrs Smiles's looks. 

'Tolerant! Tolerant! How long shall we continue being tolerant? Who 
could have been more tolerant than the Garstones? Who more kind? And 
to think of all the squatters they maintained!' 

'Well, it isn't the squatters who ... ' 
'Who did? Who did?' 
'They should all be hanged!' suggested Mrs Hardy. There was convic

tion In her voice. 
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86 Stories From Three Worlds 

'And to think they were actually called from bed by their houseboy!' 
'Indeed?' 
'Yes. It was their houseboy who knocked at their door and urgently 

asked them to open. Said some people were after him -' 
'Perhaps there-' 
'No! It was all planned. All a trick. As soon as the door was opened, 

the gang rushed in. It's all In the paper.' 
Mrs Hill looked away rather guiltily. She had not read her paper. 
It was time for tea. She excused herself and went near the door and 

called out In a kind, shrill voice. 
'Njoroge! Njoroge!' 
Njoroge was her 'houseboy'. He was a tall, broad-shouldered man 

nearing middle age. He had been in the Hills' service for more than ten 
years. He wore green trousers, with a red clothband round the waist and 
a red fez on his head. He now appeared at the door and raised his eye
brows in inquiry - an action which with him accompanied the words, 
'Yes, Memsahib?' or 'Ndio, Bwana.' 

'Leta Chai.' 
'Ndlo, Memsahib!' and he vanished back after casting a quick glance 

round all the Memsahibs there assembled. The conversation which had 
been Interrupted by Njoroge's appearance was now resumed. 

'They look so Innocent,' said Mrs Hardy. 
'Yes. Quite the Innocent nower but the serpent under it.' Mrs Smiles 

was acquainted with Shakespeare. 
'Been with me for ten years or so. Very faithful. Likes me very much.' 

Mrs Hill was defending her 'boy'. 
'All the same I don't like him. I don't like his face.' 
'The same with me.' 
Tea was brought. They drank, still chatting about the death, the 

government's policy, and the political demagogues who were undesir· 
able elements In this otherwise beautiful country. But Mrs Hill, main· 
tained that these semi-illiterate demagogues who went to Britain and 
thought they had education did not know the true aspirations of their 
people. You could still win your 'boys' by being kind to them. 

Nevertheless, when Mrs Smiles and Mrs Hardy had gone, she brooded 
over that murder and the conversation. She felt uneasy and for the first 
time noticed that she lived a bit too far from any help in case of an 
attack. The knowledge that she had a pistol was a comfort. 

Supper was over. That ended Njoroge's day. He stepped out of the 
light Into the countless shadows and then vanished into the darkness. 
He was following the footpath from Mrs Hill's house to the workers' 
quarters down the hill. He tried to whistle to dispel the silence and 
loneliness that hung around him. He could not. Instead he heard a bird 
cry, sharp, shrill. Strange thing for a bird to cry at night. 

He stopped, stood stock-still. Below, he could perceive nothing. 
But behind him the immense silhouette of Memsahib's house - large, 
lmposlhg - could be seen. He looked back Intently, angrily. In his anger, 
he suddenly thought he was growing old. 

'You. You. I've lived with you so long. And you've reduced me to 
this!' Njoroge wanted to shout to the house all this and many other 
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things that had long accumulated In his heart. The house would not 
respond. He felt foolish and moved on. 

Again the bird cried. Twice! 
'A warning to her,' Njoroge thought. And again his whole soul rose In 

anger - anger against those with a white skin, those foreign elements that 
had displaced the true sons of the land from their God-given place. Had 
God not promised Gekoyo all this land, he and his children, forever and 
ever? Now the land had been taken away. 

He remembered his father, as he always did when these moments 
of anger and bitterness possessed him. He had died In the struggle - the 
struggle to rebuild the destroyed shrines. That was at the famous 1923 
Nairobi Massacre when police fired on a people peacefully demonstra
ting for their rights. His father was among the people who died. Since 
then Njoroge had had to struggle for a living - seeking employment here 
and there on European farms. He had met many. types - some harsh, 
some kind, but all dominating, giving him just what salary they thought 
fit for him. Then he had come to be employed by the Hills. It was a 
strange coincidence that he had come here. A big portion of the land 
now occupied by Mrs Hill was the land his father had shown him as 
belonging to the family. They had found the land occupied when his 
father and some of the others had temporarily retired to Muranga owing 
to famine. They had come back and Ng'o! the land was gone. 

'Do you see that fig tree? Remember that land is yours. Be patient. 
Watch these Europeans. They will go and then you can claim the land.' 

He was small then. Arter his father's death,! Njoroge had forgotten 
this Injunction. But when he coincidentally came here and saw the tree, 
he remembered. He knew It all - all by heart. He knew where every 
boundary went through. 

Njoroge had never liked Mrs Hill. He had always resented her com· 
placency In thinking she had done so much for the workers. He had 
worked with cruel types like Mrs Smiles and Mrs Hardy. But he always 
knew where he stood with such. But Mrs Hill! Her liberalism was almost 
smothering. Njoroge hated settlers .. He hated above all what he thought 
was their hypocrisy and complacency. He knew that Mrs Hill was no 
exception. She was like all the others, only she loved paternalism. It 
convinced her she was better than the others. But she was worse. You did 
not know exactly where you stood with her. 

All-of a sudden, Njoroge shouted, 'I hate them! I hate them!' Then a 
grim satisfaction came over him. Tonight, anyway, Mrs Hill would die -
pay for her own smug liberalism, her paternalism and pay for all the sins 
of her settler race. It would be bne settler less. 

He came to his own room. There was no smoke coming from all the 
other rooms belonging to the other workers. The lights had even gone 
out In many of them. Perhaps, some were already asleep or gone to the 
Native Reserve to drink beer. He lit the lantern and sat on the bed. It 
was a very small room. Sitting on the bed one could almost touch all the 
comers or the room If one stretched one's arms wide. Yet is was here, 
here, that he with two wives and a number of children had to live, had In 
fact lived for more than five years. So crammed! Yet Mrs Hill thought 
that she had done enough by just having the houses built with brick. 
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'Mzuri, sana, eh?' (very good, eh?) she was very fond of asking. And 
whenever she had visitors she brought them to the edge of the hill and 
pointed at the houses. 

Again Njoroge smiled grimly to think how Mrs Hill would pay for all 
this self-congratulatory piety. He also knew that he had an axe to grind. 
He had to avenge the death of his father and strike a blow for the occu
pied family land. It was foresight on his part to have taken his wives and 
children back to the Reserve. They might else have been in the way and 
In any case he did not want to bring trouble to them should he be forced 
to run away after the act. 

The other. Ihli (Freedom Boys) would come at any time now. He 
would lead them to the house. Treacherous - yes! But how necessary. 

The cry of the night bird, this time louder than ever, reached his ears. 
That was a bad omen. It always portended death - death for Mrs Hill. He 
thought of her. He remembered her. He had lived with Memsahib and 
Bwana for more than ten years. He knew that she had loved her husband. 
Of that he was sure. She almost died of grief when she had learnt of his 
death. In that moment her settlerism had been shorn off. In that naked 
moment, Njoroge had been able to pity her. Then the children! He had 
known them. He had seen them grow up like any other children. Almost 
like his own. They loved their parents, and Mrs Hill had always been so 
tender with them, so loving. He thought of them in England, wherever 
that was, fatherless and motherless. 

And then he realized, too suddenly, that he could not do it. He could 
not tell how, but Mrs Hill had suddenly crystallized into a woman, a 
wife, somebody like Njerl or Wambul, and above all, a mother. He could 
not kill a woman. He could not kill a mother. He hated himself for this 
change. He felt agitated. He tried hard to put himself In the other con· 
dition, his former self and see her as just a settler. As a settler, It was 
easy. For Njoroge hated settlers and all Europeans. If only he could see 
her like this (as one among many white men or settlers) then he could do 
It. Without scruples. But he could not bring back the other self. Not now, 
anyway. He had never thought of her in these terms. Until today. And 
yet he knew she was the same, and would be the same tomorrow - a 
patronizing, complacent woman. It was then he knew that he was a 
divided man and perhaps would ever remain like that. For now it even 
seemed an impossible thing to snap just like that ten years of relation
ship, though to him they had been years of pain and shame. He prayed 
and wished there had never been injustices. Then there would never have 
been this rift - the rift between white and black. Then he would never 
have been put in this painful situation. 

What was he to do now? Would he betray the 'Boys'? He sat there, 
irresolute, unable to decide on a course of action. IC only he had not 
thought of her in human terms! That he hated settlers was quite clear in 
his mind. But to kill a mother of two seemed too painful a task for him 
to do in a free frame of mind. 

He went out. 
Darkness still covered him and he could see nothing clearly. The stars 

above seemed to be anxiously awaiting Njoroge's decision. Then, as if 
their cold stare was compelling him, he began to walk, walk back to Mrs 
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Hill's house. He had decided to save her. Then probably he would go to 
the forest. There, he would forever fight with a freer conscience. That 
seemed excellent. It would also serve as a propitiation for his betrayal of 
the other 'Boys'. 

There was no time to lose. It was already late and the 'Boys' might 
come any time. So he ran with one purpose - to save the woman. At the 
road he heard footsteps. He stepped into the bush and lay still. He was 
certain that those were the 'Boys'. He waited breathlessly for the foot· 
steps to die. Again he hated himself for this betrayal. But how could he 
fail to hearken to this other voice? He ran on when the footsteps had 
died. It was necessary to run, for if the 'Boys' discovered his betrayal he 
would surely meet death. But then he did not mind this. He only wanted 
to finish this other task first. 

At last, sweating and panting, he reached Mrs Hill's house and knock
ed at the door, crying, 'Memsahib! Memsahib!' 

Mrs Hill had not yet gone to bed. She had sat up, a multitude of 
thoughts crossing her mind. Ever since that afternoon's conversation 
with the other women, she had felt more and more uneasy. When Njoroge 
went and she was left alone she had gone to her safe and taken out her 
pistol, with which she was now toying. It was better to be prepared. It 
was unfortunate that her husband had died. He might have kept her 
company. 

She sighed over and over again as she remembered her pioneering 
days. She and her husband and others had tamed the wilderness of this 
country and had developed a whole mass of unoccupied land. People 
like Njoroge now lived contented without a single worry about tribal 
wars. They had a lot to thank the Europeans for. 

Yes she did not like those politicians who came to corrupt the other
wise obedient and hard-working men, especially when treated kindly. She 
did not like this murder of the Garstones. No! She did not like It. And 
when she remembered the fact that she was really alone, she thought it 
might be better for her to move down to Nairobi or Kinangop and stay 
with friends for a while. But what would she do with her boys? Leave 
them there? She wondered. She thought of Njoroge. A queer boy. Had 
he many wives? Had he a large family? It was surprising even to her to 
find that she had lived with him so long, yet had never thought of 
these things. This reflection shocked her a little. It was the first time 
she had ever thought of him as a man with a family. She had always seen 
him as a servant. Even now it seemed ridiculous to think of her houseboy 
as a father with a family. She sighed. This was an omission, something to 
be righted in future. i 

And then she heard a knock on the front door and a voice calling out 
'Memsahib! Memsahib!' 

It was Njoroge's voice. Her houseboy. Sweat broke out on her face. 
She could not even hear what the boy was saying for the circumstances 
of the Garstones' death came to her. This was her end. The end of the 
road. So Njoroge had led them here! She trembled and felt weak. 

But suddenly, strength came back to her. She knew she was alone. 
She knew they would break in. No! She would die bravely. Holding her 
pistol more firmly in her hand, she opened the door and quickly fired. 
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Then a nausea came over her. She had killed a man for the first time. 
She felt weak and fell down crying, 'Come and kill me!' She did not 
know that she had in fact killed her saviour. 

On the following day, it was all in the papers. That a single woman 
could fight a gang fifty strong was bravery unknown. And to think she 
had killed one too! 

Mrs Smiles and Mrs Hardy were especially profuse in their congratula· 
tions. 

'We told you they're all bad' 
'They are all bad,' agreed Mrs Hardy. Mrs Hill kept quiet. The clrcum· 

stances of Njoroge's death worried her. The more she thought about It, 
the more or a puzzle It was to her. She gazed still into space. Then she 
let out a slow enigmatic sigh. 

'I don't know,' she said. 
'Don't know?' Mrs Hardy asked. 
'Yes. That's It. Inscrutable.' Mrs Smiles was triumphant. 'All of them 

should be whipped.' 
'All of them should be whipped,' agreed Mrs Hardy. 

QUESTIONS 

1. Mrs Hill Is thought by her friends to be too liberal In her attitude to 
natives and to her "boys". What does the author think of her attitude to 
Africans? 
2. What resentments does Njoroge have against Mrs Hill? Why does he 
dislike her even more than he dislikes hard women like Mrs Smiles and 
Mrs Hardy? 
3. Why did Njoroge suddenly decide not to kill Mrs Hill? You might 
compare his motive with the barber's In Just Lather That's All. 

4. Why did Mrs Hill shoot Njoroge even though she had just realised for 
the first time that he was not a boy? You might compare this moment 
with the moment In Bread when the woman denounces the man as a 
thief even though she realizes he is starving. 
5. You might compare the author's attitude to newspapers with the 
view of them In Azik welwa. 



Ngugi wa Thiong'o's The River Between 

Some background on Kenya 
Kenya is located in on the eastern coast of Africa and is 

bounded by Ethiopia and the Sudan on the north, Uganda on the west 
and Somalia and the Indian Ocean on the east. It covers an area of 
224,961 square miles and has a population of 20,312,000 (census in 
1985), making it one of the most populous countries in Africa with an 
average density of 90 persons I square mile. The capital city is 
Nairobi with Mombasa as another major city. A highlands region runs 
north to south down the western half of Kenya and is cut by the Great 
Rift Valley into two sections, Mau Escarpment and Aberdare Range. 
This valley is from 30-40 miles wide and 2,000- 3,000 feet lower than 
the surrounding country. There are 30-40 different ethnic groups 
found in Kenya with 3/4 of the population professing Christianity, 1 /5 
declaring animism (the belief that natural objects, natural 
phenomena, and the universe itself possess souls of consciousness) 
and the rest either Muslim or Hindu. There are more than 40 national 
languages found in Kenya and although English is the standard 
national language, its use is limited to upper, educated class. Kikuyu 
is spoken by four million of Kenyas's 20 million inhabitants. Luo is the 
next largest language group spoken by the Luo. With the possible 
exception of Kiswahili, few Kenyans can speak languages other than 
their own. Kiswahili is the language of a coastal people and is 
understood by approximately 60 per cent of the people. 

A Brief History of Kenya 
The first Europeans to get to the interior of Kenya were German 

agents of the Church Missionary Society. The British took control 
over from the Germans. The Kenyan African Union , the first national 
political party, was founded in 1944 to give the first African unofficial 
member of the Legislative Council support. The Africans demand for 
political independence grew more and more radical resulting in an 
armed conflict between the Africans and the colonialists. It was 
directed against the presence of Europeans in Kenya and was mainly 
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a response of the Kikuyu (Gikuyu). Thousands were killed and others 
were detained or restricted. This uprising was known as the Mau Mau 
Rebellion and a state of emergency was declared in on October 19, 
1952 which lasted until December 1959. Political parties were 
banned until 1960. On December 12, 1963 Kenya declared 
independence and a year later became a republic with Jome Kenyatta 
as its first president. 

Ngugi himself 
Ngugi wa Thiong'o was born in Kamiriithu Village near Limuru, 

Kenya, 12 miles northeast of Nairobi in 1938. His father was an ahoi
a dispossessed peasant farmer forced to become a squatter on the 
estate of a well-to-do landowner. Although most such landowners 
were British, his father worked the land of one of the few propertied 
Africans. Ngugi's mother was one of four wives, and Ngugi was one of 
about 28 children in the family. He was educated at the Alliance High 
School at Kikuyu, 8 miles north-west of Nairobi. He then continued at 
Makerere University College in Kampala, Uganda from 1959-64, and 
Leeds University, England from 1964-67. He is intensely devoted to 
the task of reconstructing and strengthening the newly independent 
Kenya. He believes that the African writer author plays a crucial role 
in African society as he or she would serve to banish the people's 
sense of inferiority and contempt in which they held their own culture, 
a contempt inherited from Europeans. To Ngugi, English is a colonial 
language, used by the educated upper class and the international 
public, but excludes his own countrymen. He feels literature should 
be written so that it can reach the majority of the population, the poor. 
He is one of the only African authors to write in other indigenous 
tongues than Kiswahili. It is through writing in one's own language 
and having it translated into other African languages that Ngugi 
believes will provide a bridge between the many cultures that exist in 
Africa. In January, 1978, Ngugi was detained by the government for 
his play, Ngaahika Ndenda (I Will Marry When I Want) which explored 
the issue of social status in Kenya and was produced in the Kikuyu 
language. He remained in prison for almost 12 months without trial. 
His other writings include Weep Not Child (1964), A Grain of Wheat 



(1968), The Black Hermit (1968), This Time Tomorrow (1970), 
Homecoming (1972), Secret Lives (1975), The Trial of Dedan Kimathi 
(with Micere Mugo) (1977), Petals of Blood (1977). 

A couple of definitions which may help: 
thahu: n, a charm, curse, or spell of the Kikuyu. 
Kiama: n, a council of elders among the Kikuyu of Kenya; a 

political organization. the Kiama administers justice and the members 
are in a state of brotherhood and absolute purity among themselves 
so that impartial judgement could be ably affected. 
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FEMALE CIRCUMCISION 

Circumcision of women is used as an important part of the 
initiation rituals among many African tribes. (The practice of 
circumcision, however, is not limited to Africa. All Western 
countries have practiced female circumcision and accounts of 
using a clitoridectomy and even circumcision to cure such 
pathologies as masturbation have been reported as late as the 
1950's in the United States.) There are actually a wide variety 
of operations which all come under the vague description of 
female circumcision. The Sunna method is the mildest and most 
closely resembles male circumcision. Only the tip of the prepuce 
of the clitoris is removed, either by cutting or burning it away. 
The pharaonic method is more accurately described as 
infibulation. The clitoris and both the labia major and the 
labia minor are removed, and then the two sides of the wound are 
brought together. This can be done with a variety of materials, 
such as thorns or catgut strings. Frequently, something will be 
inserted into the wound, like a stick or a clay penis, so that 
the girl will be able to urinate and menstruate. 

Medical complications are prevalent, even in situations 
where modern techniques such as anesthesia and disinfection are 
used. Girls frequently have trouble with urination and 
infections are not unusual. At the time that a female is to lose 
her virginity, either her husband must rip her open, by forcing 
his penis into her, or by slitting her open with a knife. 
Complications frequently occur with childbirth that have a 
permanent impact on the reproductive health of the woman. The 
psychological well-being of the woman is probably permanently 
damaged. Most women who have had these operations report little 
or no pleasure in sex and many experience pain. The operation i~ 

sometimes performed more than once, for instance if a man is to 
go on a long journey, he will have his wife "sewn up" to ensure 
her fidelity. 

This is an indication that these "ri tualE·," have the definite 
purpose of controlling female sexuality. An intact scar is proof 
to a potential husband, as well as the rest of society, that a 
woman is a virgin, whether or not her hymen is intact. In fact, 
it is not unusual that a woman who has had sex will be forced to 
undergo the operation so that it appears that she is a virgin. 

Many groups are opposed to the procedures for various 
reasons. For instance, many feminists oppose female circumcision 
as another ritual which attempts to perpetuate a male-dominated 
society. (There are also feminists who perceive this view to be 
just another example of Western colonialism.) The Christian 
religion opposes female circumcision in varying stages of 
severity. However, at least in present-day Senegal, most 
Christian women are circumcised, which indicates that the amount 
of control actually exercised is probably minimal. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The two ridges lay side by side. One was Kameno, the other 
was Makuyu. Between them was a valley. It was called the 
valley of life; Behind Kameno and Makuyu were many more 
valleys and ridges, lying without any discernible plan. They 
were like many sleeping lions which never woke. They just 
slept. the big deep sleep of their Creator. 

A river flowed through the valley of life. If there had been no 
bush and no forest trees covering the slopes, you could have 
seen the river when you stood on top of either Kameno or 
Makuyu. Now you had to come down. Even then yotl, could 
not see the whole extent of the river as it gracefully, and'with
out any apparent haste, wound its way dmyn the valley, like a 
snake. The river was called Honia, which meant cure, or bring
back-to-life. Honia river never dried: it seemed to possc.;s a 
strong will to live, scorning droughts and weather changes. 
And it went on in the same way, never hurrying, never hesi
tating. People saw this and were happy. 

Honia was the soul of Kameno and Makuyu. It joined them. 
And men, cattle, wild beasts and trees, were all united by this 
life-stream. 

When you stood in the valley, the two ridges ceased to be 
sleeping lions united by their common source of life. They 
became antagonists. You could tell this, not by anything tan
gible but by the way they faced each other, like two rivals ready 
to come to blows in a life and death struggle for the leadership 
of this isolated region. t 

It began long ago. A man rose in Makuyu. He claimed that 
Gikuyu and Mumbi sojourned there with Murungu on their 
way to Mukuruwe wa Gathanga. As a result of that stay, 
be said, leadership had been left to Makuyu. Not all the 
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people believed him. For had it not always been whispered 
and rumoured that Gikuyu and Mumbi had stopped at 
Kameno? And had not a small hill grown out of the soil on 
which they stood south of Kameno? And Murungu had told 
them: 

'This land I give to you, 0 man and woman. It is yours to 
rule and till, you and your posterity.' 

The land was fertile. It was the whole of Gikuyu country 
from one horizon embracing the heavens to the other hidden in 
the clouds. So the story ran in Kameno. Spiritual superiority 
and leadership had then been left there. 

Kameno had a good record to bear out this story. A sacred 
grove had sprung out of the place where Gikuyu and Mumbi 
stood; people still paid homage to it. It could also be seen, by 
any who cared to count, that Kameno threw up more heroes 
and leaders than any other ridge. Mugo wa Kibiro, that great 
Gikuyu seer of old, bad been born there. And be bad grown up, 
seeing visions of the future and speaking them to the many 
people who came to see and hear him. But a few, more cynical 
than their neighbours, would not go to him. They called him 
an impostor. Then one night, when people were asleep, he 
vanished from the hills. 'He was soon heard of in the land 
beyond; in Nyeri, Kiambu, Muranga; in fact all over the 
Gikuyu country. And he still spoke aloud his message and 
cried: 

'There shall come a people with clothes like butterflies.' 
These were the white men. 
Or there was that great witch, Kamiri, whose witchery be

wildered even the white men at Muranga. His witchery and 
magic, before he was overcome by the white men with smiles 
and gifts, had won him resounding fame. He too, it was said, 
bad been born at Kameno. Like Mugo before him, he had 
disappeared from the hills to the country beyond. He could not 
be contained by the narrow life of the ridges. 

Another was Wachiori, a great warrior, who had led the 
whole tribe against Ukabi, Masai. As a young man he had 
killed a lion, by himself. When he died, at the hands of a stray· 
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ing white man, he left a great name, the idol of many a young 
warrior. 

The ridges were isolated. The people there led a life of their 
own, undisturbed by what happened outside or beyond. Men 
and women had nothing to fear. The Ukabi would never come 
here. They would be lost in the hills and the ridges and the 
valleys. Even other Gikuyu from Nyeri or Kiambu could not 
very well find their way into the hills. And so the country of 
many ridges was left alone, unaffected by turbulent forces out
side. These ancient hills and ridges were the heart and soul of 
the land. They kept the tribes' magic and rituals, pure and 
intact. Their people rejoiced together, giving one another the 
blood and warmth of their laughter. Sometimes they fought. 
But that was amongst themselves and no outsider need ever 
know. To the stranger, they kept dumb, breathing none of the 
secrets of which they were the guardians. Kagutui ka Mucii 
gatihakagwo Ageni; the oilskin of the house is not for rubbing 
into the skin of strangers. 

Leaders of the land rose from there. For though the ridges 
were isolated, a few people went out. These, who had the cour
age to look beyond their present content to a life and land 
beyond, were the select few sent by Murungu to save a people 
in their hour of need: Mugo, the great seer; Wachiori, the glori
ous warrior; Kamiri, the powerful magician. 

They became strangers to the hills. Thereafter, the oilskin of 
the house was not for them. It was for those who lived inside. 
These were the people whose blood and bones spoke the 
language of the hills. The trees listened, moaned with the wind 
ahd kept silent. Bird and beast heard and quietly listened. Only 
sometimes they would give a rejoinder, joyful applause or an 
angry roar. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The hills and the ridges now lay behind. This was a plain, the 
only such level stretch of land in this country. If you strained 
your eyes and peered into the misty distance you could see the 
land of Ukabi. It was all peaceful on this plain, which was said 
to have been a field of battle, once long ago. A few cattle pulled 
and mauled the grass while others lay down looking vacantly 
into space, chewing. 

Suddenly, two boys emerged from the bush. They began to 
fight. One was tall and his unusually long neck and limbs made 
him appear older than he really was. He was Kamau, son of 
Kabonyi from Makuyu. The other, Kinuthia, was shorter with 
surprisingly strong muscles. His slow wide eyes well matched 
his smooth forehead. He lived with his uncle at a village 
beyond the two ridges away from Makuyu. His father had died 
early. 

At first the boys fought with the sticks they had gone to fetch 
from the bush. The green sticks caught each other in mid-air 
several times and were soon in pieces. The boys threw them 
away and one piece touched a cow, which stood up quickly, 
frightened. It moved a few paces from the struggling pair, 
waking two others on the way. Then it looked in the opposite 
direction, unconcerned with the fight. 

Kamau and Kinuthia were now wrestling. Their arms were 
interlocked ·and the two boys went round and round without 
either getting the better of the other. Kinuthia tried to lift 
Kamau off the ground and then trap him with his right leg. The 
attempt always failed. Kamau had his struggles too. Though 
not usually voluble, today he was eloquent with threats. 

'You will know who I am,' he warned, at the same time using 
his right knee to hit Kinuthia·s stomach. 

'Cow; cried Kinuthia with pain. 
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'Hyena.' 
'Even you,' Kinuthia hissed back. 
Kinuthia appeared much more collected, and an observer 

would have thought that he would win. But he tripped over a 
sharp stone and soon was lying prostrate on his stomach. 
Karnau bent over him and pinned Kinuthia's hands behind his 
head. His face was grim and contorted as he used his head to 
dig into Kinuthia's face, making his nose bleed. The boy under· 
neath Kamau's knees felt pain. He thrust his legs in the air 
hoping to catch Kamau by the neck between the legs. Blows fell 
on him and he was bewildered, not knowing when and where 
the next blow would follow. 

Two cows that had moved away together turned their heads 
and watched the struggle for a while. Then they bent their 
heads, thrusting out their tongues to pull and maul the grass 
like the others. 

Just then, another boy came running from a group of cows a 
~~~~~ . . 

'Stop fighting!' he shouted breathlessly as he 
1
stood near the 

pair. Kamau stopped, but he still sat on Kinuthia. 
'Why are you fighting?' 
'He called me names,' answered Kamau. 
'He is a liar. He laughed at me because my father died poor 

and .. .' 
'He called my father a convert to the white man.' 
'He isl' 
'You beggar.' 
'White man's slave.' 
'You •.. you .. .' 
Kamau became furious. He began to pinch Kinuthia. Kin

uthia looked appealingly to the other boy. 
'Please stop this, Kamau. Didn't we swear that we of the hills 

were comrades?' He felt helpless. It was three days earlier that 
they had sworn to be brothers. 

'What do I care about comrades who insult my father?' 
asked Kamau. 

'I will do it again,' retorted Kinuthia between tears. 
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'Do now.' 
'I will.' 
'Try!' 
Kamau and Kinuthia began to struggle. The boy felt an irre

sistible urge to fall on Kamau; he pulled a blade of grass and 
began to chew it quickly, his eyes dilating with rage and fear. 

'Kamau,' he burst out. 
The tremor in the boy's voice sent a quiver of fear up 

Kamau. He quickly looked up and met the burning eyes, gazing 
at him. Meekly he obeyed the unspoken command. But his face 
went a shade darker than it normally was. He slunk away, feel· 
ing humiliated and hating himself for submitting. Kinuthia 
stood up unsteadily and looked gratefully at the boy. The boy 
kept on lowering his face, gazing at the same spot. The feeling 
of pride and triumph he had suddenly felt at seeing Kamau 
obey him had as suddenly subsided to one of regret at having 
done that to him. Perhaps it might have felt better if Kamau 
had stuck it out and he had had to use force to remove him. 

The boy's name was Waiyaki, the only son of Chege. He was 
quite young; not of Kamau or Kinuthia's age. He had not even 
gone through his second birth. Waiyaki was. however. already 
tall for his age. He had a well-built, athletic body. His hair 
was tough and dry with kinks that finished in a clear outline on 
the forehead. Just above the left eye was a slightly curved scar. 
He bad got it from a wild goat. The goat had run after one of 
the herdboys. Seeing this, Waiyaki had taken a stick and run 
after the goat shouting. The goat turned on him and jabbed 
him with its horns, tearing the flesh to the bone. His father 
arrived in time to save him. That was a long while ago. The 
wound had healed, leaving him a hero among the boys al
though he had run after the goat for sheer fun and enjoyment 
of the scene. That, however, was not the sole reason why the 
other boys, young and old, promptly followed him. 

Chege, his father, was a well-known elder in Karneno. He 
had now only one wife, who had borne him many daughters 
but only one son. The other two wives had died during the 
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great famine, without any children. The famine bad been pre
ceded by a very rich harvest. Then locusts and worms and a 
long drought catne to bring death to many. Chege had barely 
survived. His daughters were now well married, apart from 
one, who had died early. The other elders feared and respected 
him. For he knew, more than any other person, the ways of the 
land and the hidden things of the tribe. He knew the meaning 
of every ritual and every sign. So, he was at the head of every 
important ceremony. 

Many stories ran around him. Some people said that he had 
the gift of magic. Others said that he was a seer and Murungu 
often spoke to him. And so they said that he could see visions 
of the future like Mugo wa Kibiro, who a long time back 
prophesied the invasion of the Gikuyu country by the white 
man. Some even said that Chege was actually related to Mugo. 
Nobody knew this for sure. Chege himself claimed nothing. 
Ever since he had warned the people against Siriana Mission
ary Centre and they had refused to hear his voice, be had talked 
little, keeping all thoughts to himself. Chege had told the 
people of the ridges what had happened in Muranga, Nyeri and 
Kiambu. He told them of Tumu Tumu, Gikuyu, Limuru and 
Kijabe. They doubted his voice, saying: 

'How do you know?' 
'See them, the butterflies.' 
'Butterflies? You have never left the ridges!' 
'They are there, beyond the ridges, putting up many houses 

and some taking the land.' 
'How could you have seen the light beyond?' 
'Fools, fools,' he muttered to himself in despair. 
Nairobi was already flourishing, and the railway was moving 

across the country in the land beyond where not many from the 
ridges had been. And they lowered their voices and whispered 
together: 

'The white man cannot speak the language of the hills.' 
'And knows not the ways of the land.' 
But the white man had come to Siriana, and Joshua and 

Kabonyi had been converted. They had abandoned the ways of 
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the ridges and followed the new faith. Still people shrugged 
their shoulders and went on with their work, whispering: 

'Who from the outside can make his way into the hills?' 
Chege had then been young. Now he was growing old. How

ever, he remembered something in his old age. A light shone in 
his eyes, a flicker of hope. He would guard it and divulge the 
knowledge to none but the right one. 

The boys did not want to be caught by the darkness. They 
collected their cattle together and drove them home. Many 
paths ran through the forest to various huts scattered over the 
ridges. Unless you were careful, you could easily lose your way 
in the hills; one part of the forest looked so much like another. 
But the boys, born and brought up in the hills, knew the paths. 

Darkness was settling when Waiyaki reached home. Chege 
had been waiting for him. He called Waiyaki to his thingira, the 
man's hut. He sat on a stool, leaning against the central pole. A 
fire burnt low and, when Waiyaki entered and stood close to 
the door, Chege took a stick lying near him and poked the fire 
slowly. Sparks flew upwards in quick succession. 

'Why do you come home with darkness?' Chege at last 
asked, without raising his head. He spat on the floor. 

'We took the cattle to the plains.' 
'The plains?' 
'Yes, Father.' 
After a small silence - 'That is far to go,' he said. 
Waiyaki kept quiet. He was never at ease in front of his 

father. 
'Danger lurks in darkness.' 
'Yes, Father.' 
Again Waiyaki was uneasy. He darted a quick glance at the 

door. His father had not yet looked up. 
'Who showed you the way?' 
'I know all the ways in the ridges,' he said proudly to impress 

the father he secretly feared. Besides this, Waiyaki did not like 
to be thought young for he considered himself able to make 
decisions like a man. 
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Chege looked at his son. He contemplated him for a while. 
Waiyaki tried to puzzle what his father was thinking. And sud
denly it occurred to him that his father bad been anxious and 
bad feared for him. A feeling of pride warmed his heart and he 
wondered if the other boys could boast of such a father. 

'You have not eaten.' There was softness in Chege's voice. 
'I have just come.' 
'Go then and get your mother to give you something to put 

in your mouth. You must be hungry.' 
Waiyaki made to move. But as he was about to go out, his 

father called him back. Waiyaki now trembled a little. 
'Remember, tomorrow is the day of your second birth.' 
'Yes, Father.' 
'Do not forget,' Chege said with an unnecessary emphasis. 
Waiyaki ran to bis mother's hut. How could he forget such 

an event? 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Demi na Mathathi were giants of the tribe. They had lived a 
long way back, at the beginning of time. They cut down trees 
and cleared the dense forests for cultivation. They owned many 
cattle, sheep and goats and they often sacrificed to Murungu 
and held communion with the ancestral spirits. Waiyaki had 
heard about these two generations of the tribe and he was 
proud of them. Only be wished be knew what they had looked 
like. They must have been great and strong to have braved the 
hazards of the forest. 

Sometimes in the bush, he and the other boys played 
Demi na Mathathi. One day a boy from Koina told 
Waiyaki: 

'You cannot be Demi.' 
'Why?' he asked. The other boys came round. 
'You are not ready for circumcision. You are not born 

again.' 
Waiyaki looked at the ground and felt smatl. Then be turned 

to the group and let his eyes fall on them. His eyes were large 
and rather liquid; sad and contemplative. But whenever he 
looked at someone, they seemed to burn bright. A light came 
from them, a light that appeared to pierce your body, seeing 
something beyond you, into your heart. Not a man knew what 
language the eyes spoke. Only, if the boy gazed at you, you had 
to obey. That half-imploring, half-commanding look was in
sisting, demanding. Perhaps that was why the other boys 
obeyed him. His mother always turned her eyes away from his. 
And some women and big girls remarked that he made them 
feel shy. But then women were always shy when men's eyes 
were on them. Waiyaki was not aware of anything strange in 
his eyes. although sometimes he felt something burn in him, 
urging him to say and do daring things. 
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And that day he felt the urge come to him. For a moment he 
thought himself Demi as he answered back. 

'But I am Demi.' And then he saw a tree a little distance 
away. 'See if I don't cut down that tree.' he went on. And he 
took an axe and rushed to the tree, oblivious of everything. He 
began to cut it with all his strength and soon the stick that was 
the axe fell into pieces. At first the other boys had laughed. But 
they soon fotlowed his example and went around cutting down 
trees and clearing the forest ready for 'Cultivation' just like 
Demi na Mathathi. 

That day Waiyaki went home and told his mother: 'I must 
be born again.' 

Now the day had come. And when the sun rose and hit the 
ground and goats scratched themselves against the wall, Wai
yaki went to the back of the but and let the rays fall on his 
neck. The burning was pleasant. 

Waiyaki wanted to be happy, very happy. Was he not going 
to learn the ways of the land? Was he not going to drink the 
magic ritual of being born again? He knew he wanted to be like 
his father, knowing all the ways of the land from Agu and Agu, 
long ago. 

But he felt dejected. Something he could not define seemed 
to gnaw at his soul, having first crept through the flesh. He 
wished Kamau or Kinuthia were there to keep him company. 
And yet he had wanted this thing. As the sun shone on his skin, 
he held his muscles taut and shut his eyes, trying to recapture 
the feeling of importance he had experienced in the days of 
waiting. The anticipation had been sweet. Now it did not 
matter. Only after today he would be ready for the biggest of all 
rituafs, circumcision. This would mark his final initiation into 
manhood. Then he would prove his courage, his manly spirit. 

Much beer had been brewed and many elders were beginning 
to arrive. Two had come early in the morning and were now 
busy slaughtering a goat. Everyone who was present would eat 
meat. And the spirits of the dead and the living would be in
voked to join in the ritual. 
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The ceremony did not take long. It was not even com
plicated. His mother sat near the fireplace in her hut as if in 
Jabour. Waiyaki sat between her thighs. A thin cord taken from 
the slaughtered goat and tied to his mother represented the 
umbilical cord. A woman, old enough to be a midwife, came 
and cut the cord. The child began to cry. And the women who 
had come to wait for the birth of a child, shouted with joy: 

'ali-li-li-li-li-li-lii 
Old Waiyaki is born 
Born again to carry on the ancient fire.' 

For a time, Waiyaki forgot himself and thought he was 
Demi, bravely clearing the forest, a whole tribe behind him. 
But when he looked around and saw old women surrounding 
him, he began to cry again like a little child. He felt the pain of 
fear inside himself. He tried to open his eyes wide, wide, and 
for a moment he had a flashing maddening sensation that they 
would not open. He trembled and thought himself shrinking 
with cold. He had never felt this before and tears continued 
flowing, falling to the ground. The women went on shouting 
but Waiyaki did not see them now. Their voices were a distant 
buzz like another he had heard in a dream when a swarm of 
bees came to attack him. He cried the more. People became 
frightened. This was not what usually happened. 

Later in the day. his mother went into the field. Waiyaki, 
whose head had been shorn of hair, trailed behind her as a little 
child would follow its mother. And when she went to Honia 
river, he followed. She dipped him into the water and he came 
out clean. 

He went to bed early. A strange hollowness settled in his 
stomach. The whole thing had been a strange experience. He • 
was glad that the ceremony was over. But somewhere a glow of 
pride was beginning. He was ready for initiation. 
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ECHEWA, T(homas) Obinkaram (1940-

PERSmlAT,: 
-born December 16, 1840 in Aba, Nigeria to Nwaigwe (a 
farmer) and Ojiugc (Nwaohamua) Echewa 
-came to United States in 1961 
-married Mae Whittler (a teacher), June 5, 1865. 
-had three children: Martin, Chinyere and Olenga 
-University of Notre Dame, B.S., 1965; Columbia University, 
M.S., 1966; University of Per:nsylvania, M.A., 1972 
-lives in Philadelphia, Pa. 

CAREER.: 
-English instructor at Grambling College in Grambling, La., 
1967-70; research assistant in School District of 
Philadelphia, Pa.; English instructor at State University 0f 
New York College at Oswego, 1973-1974; associate professor 
of English at Cheyney State College in Cheyney, Pa., 1974-. 
- has be en s tr inge r for T.iJn..:;:_ and T !-·.;; ~i ew y,-).,,, l.: Tc mes and ha:: 
done free-lance work (poetry, stories and articles) for 
magazines such as New Yorke.,,,, Natinn, AmPri0a, New~w 0 Pk, 
West A¥.,,,ica and Essence 
-member of International Communication Association 
-received English Speaking Union Literature Prize for his 
first book The T.arrl·~ Inrd, published in 1976. 

MA,TOR WORXQ_: 
-The La 11d's Lord (1878) 
-The Crippled Dar 0 er (1986) 
-T Saw the Sky CaJ:;cb Fire (1SS2) 

BGOK EEVI~tyS: 

-review of Crippled Dancer by David Dorsey in Worlrl 
L..it_e_.-r at 1F e Tod av: 

-says of book that it is more than a novel about a 
society's transitional concepts of religion, morality, 
law, duty, and authority. It is about more than a 
growing boy's acceptance of (and triumph within) 
deficiencies and burdens imposed by family, community 
and fate. It is more than a romance. If tragedy b: 
perseverance in pursuit of good regardless of outcome, 
the novel has a cogent moral. It scorns, more than 
villains, ·a dancer dizzied from turning this way and 
that, or like the wind instrument on top of the school 
house, pointing wherever the strongest wind blew him." 
It suggests: 

Life was truly like a court case, and he, Ajuzia, 
had best be like the crippled man of the popular 

case. he should go home swinging, swagsing anc 
dipping, as if he were dancing . 
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ECHEWA'S OWN ARTICLES: 
-"A Nigerian Looks at America," July 5, 1882, N2ws-;.1Pek: 

-very critical of American values, in opposition to 
"African" values 

-American children impetuous, African children 
patient 

-"African Sexual Attitudes," January, 1881. fo::se~:' 

-African v. American sexual customs 
-Africa has much more open, easy-going attitude 
about sex; he says that is more healthy for 
children, helps them to accept and feel 
comfortable with their sexuality 
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One can discover a great deal about Echewa's early life 

among the Igbo people by looking at the life of the amala people 

in The Crippled Dancer. As we trace Ajuzia's life and his growth 

into manhood coupled with its grave responsibilities, we find his 

world in the midst of a cultural crisis. Colonialism has taken 

its hold in the village. European vices and values are skewing 

Ajuzia's family; leaving him torn between his obligations to his 

grandfather and the tribe and his drive for education, an 

accomplishment not valued by the older members of the village. 

The evils which exist within the present governing sytem are 

made apparent through characters like radio and the village 

chief, yet Ajuzia's victories inevitably stem from his ultimate 

reliance on the new system for justice. Herein lies a confusing 

issue which Echewa never clarifies for the reader. One must 

consider whether he is unwilling or unable to do so. 

The destruction of customs among the Igbos is not a fiction. 

Echewa may have felt the same pressures as Ajuzia does due to his 

desire for education. The temptation to leave the hardships of 

changing tribal life behind for the plush existence abroad must 

have been challenging. "By bringing young people of both sexes 

together from variant language groups and then requiring them to 

work and speak in a common language, the university threatened 

all family and communal ties" (Robert M. Wren, Achebe's World, p. 

2). But Echewa has not discarded his childhood altogether. 

Although he has been living away from his native Nigeria for a 

number of years, his writing still revolves around his homeland 
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and the types of problems his people were facing while he was 

growing up. 

Sexuality plays a large role within The Crippled Dancer. 

Frequent reference to genitals and the absence of any taboos on 

nudity or copulation make Ajuzia's life full of confusing 

contradictions. Echewa touches upon the issue more fully in an 

article he wrote for "Essence" in January of 1981: 

Like so much else in traditional Africa, sexuality has 
its proper, natural place. Within that place, the 
attitude toward sex tends to be casual .... This 
easygoing attitude is perhaps the most important aspect 
of the sex education of an African child. While 
African elders tend to pass on their comfort and ease 
about sexual matters, American elders tend to pass on 
their uneasiness and psychological hang-ups (p. 56). 

Growing up with the influence of European institutions which most 

of his people have not experienced, Ajuzia struggles between the 

expectations of his grandparents and the disciplines of his 

scholarly life. 

Altogether Ajuzia is fighting the same uphill battle which 

Echewa and his contemporaries must have faced in their lifetimes. 

The tragedy of watching a culture disappear is not made any 

easier by jumping into another lifestyle with both feet. Echewa 

has trouble accepting American values over his Nigerian 

upbringing years after he has established himself in this 

country. And the sorrow of watching his people turn on 

themselves and lose touch with their heritage in the face of 

colonialism weighs quite heavily in his words. 
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A Nigerian Loofs at ~merica'. 
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MY TURN VT. OBIN KARAM ECHEWA 

A s ·1 1red11nua1ed fore1g11 °'11udrn1 
~b~u; 1) rdurn 10 N1Qer1a :1f1er more 

than twc:ntv \ ·a1~ in the Un~tcd St;ites. I (eel 
• • \ J • 

ready to vcqtu Li·somc answers top he ques-
tion American~ b~c asked me hundreds of 

I• 
times, namely: ~1·!1a1. do ! think of their 
CDllntryry · t I 

To start, I mus observe that lborh rhc 
.country and I h;~~·e ~hanged considerably in 
the time I hav1·t b~en hc:re. \Vhe11 I firs! 
artived as a yow g r~a n who grew d ri' in rural 
ea:tern Ni!:!cria. I )found Amc:ri(:1 an en
ctL11tecJ L!a;dt:n and ;1 mat.:ic shop. Over the 

f ... ~ ... 

yq:1rs,as I bccai'1~euscd !othq!l111er.,I found 

I 
Dc·tc:st111g 1J1e ponckrous. the coh1ple.\ 

and the 111co11clus11c. Americans\ sim
plil'y arid abbrel'iate Cl't:r\'lhing they come 
across. E'en "Hello" and "Goodbye" arc 
shortened 10 "Hi" a11d "I3ye .. - \Sorn,c 
analysts ha1·e suggested that Arpaicu 
abandoned the Vietnam War effort sirn
ply bec:iuse .it ·becarne bored wih1 its:• 
inconclusi\·cncss. ! I 

· In lieu of philosophers. modern Arnerica 
produces cory\\T1ters and social scic~11ists. 
:\111eric:111 fPlk 1\'l,;tion1 e:\cluclcs ;11dthint: 
that c:1nm11 b.; pl;ic.:d u11 a poster or h;li11pc-r 
sucl-;er a11cl rcJd at a gbnce. i\merica?s like 
:1n epig'ra111 t'c a catchy ancJ ';,1Jli1cratiyc jin
gle. w11h .. if at ~II pLJSsibk. :i s'c:\ually s1ggcs-
11ve double-entcndre. : , , j I 

American sbcial :ind intdlectnal lire is so 
bath.::d in cliJhes th:q it j~. ne:irly; ir11pos-: 

' ' I " ! I : : : 

:::;::::::::::::::::::::::;:=::::::::::=:::::::=:::::::::::::::;::::::=:I 

.tJ, . 

c:111chilcl;"111clincd to bvor the rnvster\' of 
what 1s i~s1dc: the pacbg,c for son;e wl;ik. 
When hc c\'e111ually 1i11covcrs the toy, he 
11 ill pl:I\· l"_it It it only ad it t k al a timc. so as 
·!lOl[OUS~llllp. ! ~ 

· ''That iis whv you Afrii:ans 11e1·cr inadc: 
a 11 y progre,;s,i·f a;1 A 111~ric:111 fricnd said Io 
me once iwhe11; I made: the above con1pari
son. "You nev.:r tiothc:rccJ to investigate rile 
mystcric~ arot1nd:you.i' i\laybe. 

It is trt1e that one has to brcaJ,; an egg 10 
make a11:olllek1, bur a11 ;:;:g is 111uch more 
than JUSt :111 :in>:redie111 f~1~ :111 0111ek1. .-\ 
fund:1n1cn1al 'ua;h?er that Americ:i pos6 10 

· i1sell"-:1oc! tcia \\'CJrld it now domin:i1es-is 
its tendency to rclcga\e ever)' available egg 
to the mdking of iimekts. I j f 

Extremes:~ l n the firwl analvsis, Amcri-

mbch th:11 repulsed me: :111d 111uc·h 10 dis'. 
a~rec with. Thc1) again. as I stayed longer. I 
11111tun:d !O realw.e 1ha1 America. like ewn· 
country, is a.mi.~ture of goocJ and bad, with 
no monopoly onfvirt ue and wisdo61 as some 
Americans. belif'. '<:, or on vice :rnli fol Iv ns 
some det r:Jcto_rsrsuggcst. I -

Amer,ich is· fi·ismati.: :rnd elusive. The 
ricturc lh:it conncs tli 111\· mine! 1ihcn I re
·!lect on it,is 1101 ~i11gul;1r, unilorm llr coher
ent: it is not a po. 1 c:~ rd l;irnhc·:1 pc· b'u 1 a series 
of colorf¥1spl:1s1c·s. a bli1a!111g psy_-hcdcl1' 

,__, Ir . . i ' .r ll 
f-'ll'Zllg ~llCCCSSJll )' 

. cans are 61aclv hi1111ah, thougl;isoh1c bfrny 
America)1 frit;1d~ briJtlc whcn/ lufnpec! to
gether \Vith 1he !rest/ of mere h,u111~1di!Y· 
\\'hat d1~t1ngu1shcs An1cnca as a cultt1rc 1s 
the pccui\ar-blcnd ofllurnan ciiar;\ctcristics 
that arc emphasizecJ.iThosc: traii:, usu:iill' 
touted in\Fourt h of July spceches~indi\'id-
11alis111. t111rcstrai11ccJ frceclo111. :co1npe1i-
11D11-h:1.\'c ser1·ccJ the co11111ry well up 10 :i 

roi111. Tlin· arc sometimes p11rsuc:cl hl such 
n t remcs\.l10wc:vcr. 1 l;J I· I hey end 11p vu lg:i r- . 

lii:ht shc>il' I ' 
·1- As ~1 S('l1~!2.. :.\1f1l.·riL·:1 is :1 ll)lld. disL·ord:tn! 

chant.'a 1h:1us:1pd dis((l b:111tb 111 :111 c'L"la1 
ch:1111bcr. a sc:rics of ,1u1bur-;1s-1't1\\ 1 

\Vhec1 Kazot1k 1+-like the tnl tlf 11 lla1111a11 
o'r Supc:rm:111 c:1hoo11. 

Life in this ct/unt;y is cro11ckd. t're11elll' 
and breathless. r\111er1c;111s 10:11'1~ pliy"c:il 
1dle11t's.; the w:p·. nature 1s .supposed 10 
I oat he a vacu urn; s1 knee 111:11-;cs 1 hem equal
ly uncomfortab\c. · ' 

Discipline: id tcmper:1men1, ,c\meric·a is 
young and hyp~racti\'c'. u11\\'ill1n~ ancl un
able to ro1Hkr deeply or ;ll k11gth. Amer
icans apprchcnJ ratht:r tli:1n coo1prt:hc11d 
ideas. They do n!ll h:11·e the cliscipl111e or the 
endurance 10 \1'.r:1r thc:ir minds i:irou11d a 
thought. lns)eacl tlic:y prefer to grnb, snalch 
or make a stab1 at it. Th.:1r meiit:il cner
gicsarc 11su:1lly c~xerted as rulsc:s dthcrth:111 · 
ns cont in uousl l'~ floll'i 11g force. :\ 111erie<J11s 
tena to be direct and litcr:ll r:11her than 
allusive. :U\{l figt1rati1·e, stark r:lther th:rn 
s.ubtk. The;v arct1arpierdealing with statis-
tics than w11h nuances. : 

If America wc:i-c:J buildin;:, it woulcJ be:lll 
office block o'r a rkyscr:1p~r_:_,, structure(,[· 
steel, concrete and i::bss. mass11e.bu1 \\'1th
out curves or 't;t~11plica1ioii 

I 
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in modern 
America rakes 
more r/Jan n 
l i !t I e P lz i Ii s tin ism . 

sibk to 1l11nki a fresh or original th•(ught. 
Tn· 10 11i111k: in Amcnca ;111d \·ourl head 
s11~irrns 11ith ~cacl~ -111;1tk phrase~. st ob: e.\
rrcss1ons and 1nst:Jnt. prcpacbged Ideas 
Thc:se arc: co1)t111uallv txlchcd 1n10 die at
mosphere likf vcrbai cxhJust and. i1\l1akd 
like smo£ b\· ~\·crYone 11·ho J11·c:s \\'l!htn t.he 
cbu111ry·s b~r(kr-s-. · \ ' 

! Then the furn.::s arc repac~agccJ. reL1bekd 
and rc:cin:uldted b\' armies of ne1~·-idea 

: .• , I 
hucb1crs-profess1011;i/ 'or self-a1HJintecJ 
npertson huh1a11 beh31·ior. To turn apuick 
profi1. they n1:irket half-~Jf;ed ide;_is, igran
diloqucnt rad a.nd f\~destrian obscrdtions 
mJsquaading as. s.-1~ncc:. i _ 

r\111crica11~[:1r~ ai1 inquisitive people, not 
inclined to k:],·e iinnhi:1g alone. I I yoti eivc 

I • ... • I : 

an Amaican child a p;_i.:b~c. he will qu1,ck- i 

ly tear off thc wr:ippings. If he: tindsla !Qy 
inside. h<' "ill, start to play with it imfnccli- ·, 
a kly He 11 ill J'l:iy fe\ crishly for J "hi le and 
then cJ1sc:1rd 1j1e to\· out of boredom. Later, 
ht mit:hl takJ it aoari to see what m;tkcs it 
t:o. D,~ ccin1ras1. a '1radir1011::illv r.:'arecl Afri-
- - - I 

iz141g l1t11p;111 life :~ml ~pirit. 1 : . 
L11·111!!j successtully 11~ modern {\ meric:1. 

no rnatt~r holl' or where 1Jnt: chooses 10. 
li1c, c:111i be: :like:. trying lo hail i•1 c:.ib 111, 
Ti111c'5 Squ:1rc :1ftL'T the theater 011 :1 r:1i11\.; 
Saturda:-; night: it demands more thJn :ii 
little l'hilistinism1[. T.hc "Arnc:rican way of! 
life" is 1101 :foun led on /the. intcrrla1· of• 
hum:111 1iirtul:s sJprorting ancl c:ncour;1g-, 
ing one Jnother, burl ratltcr Oil C01llpeti11g: 
human drpctitc'S 1 keeping one :u101hcr in: 
chc:ck. Ah1c:ri~·:rblu11'ts or1c's li11crisrnslbili-: 
tics by il1sisting th:1:1 !if~ is a g~abl'c:~t, ;1' 
jungle. :i 'ciog;.::1l'dotl fighL - i ': : 

1 

All ()f/hc above notwitl1sta11di1ig, I h;1l'C: 
quite cnj0yc:d my:s1:iy here and ob1;1incd :~ 
good .:duotion. My criticisms apply rn:1in
lv ro An1erican insti1L11ions· ra1)!cr: th:111 
. .\mcricah pcopk. t:s individuals Ameri
cans arc kind, gracious arid vcrv £enerous: 
To put it in' clichc-'cse, some ~fr my bcsi 
frit:ncls arc: Amnic;ins. ! 

. \ 

Echc•v~ is· rhe a111hor of~ norcl. ''Th,• 
Land's Lord.~· !leis 1\·orkingon (I book 000111 

his expcr'i.:•nccs in 'Iii~ United Stares. 
I : , 

I J 
I 
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GOOD HEALTH! locket! in place. Sometimes the cervix is . 

off te> one side. In 1hu1 case. the <loc!or 
fc,0111in11edfrom pa~a 52) . . ·~ will wirhdruw !he speculum unJ !hen 

---··· · :;M~ reinsen ii uf!t:r pushing down on. your 
und .!mmediult: puy· , ~ uhdomen. 
mt:nt for !h'\,.firsl visi! 
und will hill or · · ~ Your vuginu is now open. l<1oking like 

. . \[ u small !unm:L Al rite end of 1ha1 runnel arrange ll!rrns for 
subsequent consul· ! is your cervix. Pinkish and roun<l. ii 

' . . ... · resc:m~t!s !he ht!a<l of a we! pc:nis. Your 1<11ions. Ge! u clear · - - · 
I I. I 'The'r'. are stUI . doc!or .. I miw noll! ils color la cervix unt erstam 1111! al I 1e v · 

outset. Also: make with a hluish tinge is one indicat.ion of 
women who pregnancy! und any unusual discharge or sure you do' not 

doud1~ heftirt: vour 
u ppoi n t men t. ·The 
sccretillQS of thi: rn· 

.don't' know innammation. 
There's been snmt! contwversv ubt)ut 

much 'more how often women should have ,iiJ'ap 

gina urt: importunt 
signs of he ult h or 
disL·ase. 

about their smear. It has trnditionallv been suul!ested 
th a! 10 detect ccn·i,:al · qncer. ~orrien 

body than hlrvc this simple. painkss 1cs1 yearly. But' 
Whe~ to put in March !').'>() the ,\meriL·an Cuncer lk sure to give 

vour dot•tor a com· 
·rktL' health history 

a tampon. SoctL'IY stated 1h;1( WOlllL'l1 whose,P;ip 
results are negatilL' two YL';1rs in'';i;.row 
could then have the 1es1L'Wrv1hre~ve'i1rs 
unt ii age -10. This stalL'l11L'l1t ~\·as met wi!h 
-resisla~ce from many quarters'. including 
thL' American Colkg..: tlf Ohstetrici;ms 
und Gvnecologists. whicl1 imis1s that 
yearly ·Par sn;..:ars are essen1i;1L You 
shnuld tic sure In have ;1 Par Sllll';rr 
vearlv or follow vour dnctor's advice. 
~ 1f you SUSpel't y;HI haVL' hern exposed 
10 gonorrht:a. ask that a snlL';1r frnm your 

including n family me<lical history .. A 
s..:cretary or doctor\ assistant usuully 
tak..:s your medical historv. so a· verv 
husv doctor nrnv not ulwa~s see ull th~ 
inft;rmutilrn, It'~ ur lo yo;, Ill mc:ntion 
th.: important roinls, such as s..:rious 
diseas..:s or operations. when yo'u speak 
to !ht: doctor privati:ly. 

heulth cc:nters around th..: country offer 
seminnrs on self·..:xaminatinn. which in· 
clu'k inspection of th..: c..:rvix ant! noti1· 
lion ·of thl! color und consistency of 
vaginal secretions. Not cvi:rv woman is 
inlncsrc:d in inspecting her ·cervix. hut 
rhe pht:nomcnnn of sc:lf·care di:servcs 
attention. Our llodics. 011r.1e/l'es is filkd 
wiih. advice: and helpful suggestions on 
how 10 gL'I betlt:r acquainti:d with· your 

.n:productive organs. and th.: book ,has 
i:ven ga1twred old·fashiont:d remedies 
for va~inal infections and oth~r gvneco· 
ll1~ica'1 prohl..:ms. . ' .. 

Thi:rt: art: still times when you nt:c:d 
tht: si:rvit•t:s of a gvn..:cologist. Wh..:n Villi 

. know your rt:pr:1~luc1iv.: ·self well. )·ou 
can help your doctor do u better job, O 

,\/.1. Hmd. ins is ll Flnrilia·hasecl /i·ee:
la11ce 11'1'itc1: \ 

African 
Sexual Attitudes 
millllll!llBY T. OBINKARAM ECHEWAlllllBlll!lll 

ON THE EXAMINING TABLE i.:ervix bt"lcslL'd ftir this disL·ase :ii;,well. ' The scene is a village in eastern Nigeria During your exam. more enlighii:ncd , 
Th..: actual gynecologic:rl exum m4..:s doctors mav use a hand mirror ur)c.Lnsk .10 years ago. A harcfoot. hare;brqi1s1..:d. 

manv womt:n nervous and Jmbarr:rsscd. whether \'l·iu'tl likl' to Sl'L' voii'~[c_own woman of uhout 50 pauses dramat'ically 
Ofte.n u. womull' f..:els bewildered an<l cervix. Take u look: it's r..:ally r;rs.c.~f'' .. u.'"J!ng in front of a naked five·year-olu boy. She. 
isolated in .. th..: sterile .territory of th..: 1 1 · 1 .. · · ·,•tr squints teasingly at his midsec1ion an<l 
doclor's'offict:. Evt.:rvthing ~..:eri1s so out unu IC ps ctmnecl you Wit 1 your;,.,.,·~~ .says; "W9w! You really do h'ave n hig 

. . 1 . • you:n:~nol offer..:d u chance 10":1!,'!pk"c·UI 011 ,, 1 Bi·".' un'I cur\""'! .·tn•l P'li'nti"n:• 1 ,1 · 111 ~. of her contro .. Apprehensions ure voureervixundynuwant lnsL·e:~ilsk:~·~· •· ,., ,, ' ' "' c 
lessened if u womun is well lnforn'ted und · Lust comt:s th.I! internal. ur hiniuhuul. next village! May I touc·h it'!" : 
r..:gurds h..:r gynecologist usu rurlnt•r. cx;rm. Your doctor will insert ttiehridcx The hov tee·hees and tries 10 run awav. 

Once YOU undr..:ss und lie on the und middle finger or ont: hand in1()'1'.0ur lllit she' captur..:s him ti'c'rore. he ea.n'. 
exuminin;, t11i11i:. _vi1u'IJ ht.:. tol<l to slitk . . escar..: ;ind bt.:gins tickling him ull over. " vagina while p11lpa1ing your lmv.cr:ub· . 
Jnwn so that your bullocks ure ut the dJg..: dominul wull with th..: other hund::Th..: Soml: momen~ Inter. she is stroking his 
iif thc..tuhle. You'll then rluce your heels . doctor first f..:els the size.·shap..:.·ca·n-sis· penis to the rhythm of a· well-kn.own 
in stirrups on either side i.>f.tht: tnhfe und .. tt:ncy unu position of 9our uteru~',,'.ihe'n · song: 
he nskcd f(l open your legs.' While.you're locut..:s youdullopiun tubes and (ivuriC:~.' Un;! Ui'11.1 Lita.1 Lita.1 • 

doing this. your doctor· is donning httex •At this.point.the exum is finisheih~YQu'll Jko Ri 11'wany1 abimrnla! 
glo.ws: Next he or.sh..: will duh 11 hit llf hi.: usked to dress und'jt1in the dtl~l()'r.~in ( Pc:nis! Penis! 'Rise! Rise! • 
lubricant U! yottr vuginul opening and his (lr he.r office. Thi~ is ti goou linl.e.·:~{> Your girl friend is coming!) 
Pm<:et:d to ins..: rt u sp·ccutum.· ... •. ·:_.: '-~'- ... · ·.· ., · · ·.. · · · · · · 'dis~uss i:oncerns uhout con1race·p

1
tio .. r(C:.>r ··. · I · · ' 

: A sreculum looks u bit like the OlllUth' Ill get un unsw..:r lo u question !hut S,11,cen ..• Perversion'! ,Child molestation'! No
or u duck. It holds open the.vugin:dwalls · hugging you. Dlrn'tlet yourself be fu'ShcJ. , just a common. harmless. and· friendly· 
so thntyour cervix. or neck llf !ht• uterus. You're puving for th.: time--' use ii!:~;H;;:; · teaser usuully done in front' of sever.ii 
'Will come intovit;w. Spt:l'ulumsurt: made . · • · , · · ., bvstunuers including other children ~nd 
of m1:t'lll t;r ;.;lustie .. Metul ones cun ht.: · - · · ·possibly the 'boy's parenls Its aim is to· 
. . ... 1· . EXAMINEYOURSELF? ,,,/Y:'~·:~:· · .. 
uncomfortuhlv cold if not wurmed hcfor~ cause the boy to have an erection. When 
'use't n:membc'r Jhose horrihlt• jokes uhout.. Th..: feminist movement can tak~Hfui:ti he does,'everyone laughs uproariously ns 
spcculums stored in tbt:. refrigerutor'!I.. crt:i.lit for ~nlighienin'g' womeri{iifihut ~ he tries to hide: or control it. Bevond the . 
Plustlc/spcculums. (\vhich ;·u're ; usually their· t>wn hodies . .Wom~n's IJeiilln'..:CtirJ fun of it. the tense has no other· pur'pose I 

1.lisp(;~lh\e:don't' need to he wu.frncd. -...•. mlvocut..:s~ noting thui '.'the hirth'~U'rialiis-< than to make the child ricceptand be· 
:, .The·~_i.foct(lr~ will insert 1h.:, spcculun1: .th..: mvst , pol i tlcul ·t..:rri tory':J~~j:fo~" · comfortable .with his qwn si:xuatit'y. ~ :~· . 
into your vatginu. lw1,ding irclosed .. Hc or · worlu-und m..:n control it." huvJ:wJrkcd R..:calling this pructicc. surrounded.us 
~he opcniqhe insirnment hy gmsplng tht:. • intensely to educate w{1m..:n ahouf.>(tieir: I um by 'American .si:.~uul .sensi11ilifies 
handle whik pushing.th1.""Shorti:rllUt~lde .·unique ht.:al1h:care needs. . >;p;}~);~:;; : and the constant dehutt.: about tlit: sex 

·sct•tion 'of· tHe bundle towurd .foti. The. · ·-·Som..: <if that work hus · ·ccift'ci~ll ·education of American children. I get · 
·click ~ou'll heur i!1l!uns 'the spL'c.uhlni hus ·. 1lround gyri..:cologicul self-care: ~§;fillfn'i;: · . · -~ .· . · . : . fco111i1111cd 011 page·56J. • • 

l: . .. . .., .; . 
. 84/JANUA'RY~9!ll ESlll'!NCE. .,., 
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MOTHERING 

(co111i1111ed fro11111aRe 5.// 

more a ·:hig dear· than eating. drin.king. 
sleeping or gning to the toilet. This 
easygoing atlitutk is perhaps the most 
import!'lnt aspect of the sex education of 
an African d1ild. While African elders 
tend to puss on their comfort and ease 
nhout sexuiif matters. American elders 
tend to pass on their uneasiness and 
psychological hang-ups. 

what goes on during courtship. marriage. 
intercourse, orgasm, pregnancy und child· 
bi;th. The dance ex tolls the women and -
teasingly mocks the men. . 

"Where do they all come from'!" the 
womun leading the song intones. -

·The other women raise their hands 
high above their heads. tilt their bodies 
back. then strike their crotches firmly 
with both hands. as in unison thev a'nswer: 
"They all come from a w~man·s-crotch!" 

"The chids and wrestlers living and' 
dead'!" sings the leader. · 

"Thev ull come from a woman's crotch!" 
"l-lu~tcrs. warriors and the whofe 

human race'!" 
"They all come from n woman's crotch!" 
I'm not suggesting that American fam

ilies adopt African rituals, like the crotch 
dance to tench their children about sex· 
uality. But what seems sorely needed is 
the open spirit behind such ritunls-thc 
feeling that sexuality is natural :.ind righc. 
Parents provide thcirchildre.n's first view 
of sexuality. Think about it-what arc 
you pnssing on to them'! e " 

.( 
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Ajuzia felt vague; his self-consciousness ct was<, dispersed ~: ~_¢/:F 
through a sea_ of uncertainty;. his thoughts, of, himself were.~;-:;:.;>:·:/ 
merely passing glimpses, blurred like the shadows, of hurried:~- ;t~>- ,~~· 
motion off.the corners of one's eyes. ln\a drama .that was c:~_;·'·'\·;;:·: 
supposed tobe his, other people had a•more,commandingj,.,:,; · 
presence: Radio;, Orji," Nwanyiaku,; his,,grandfather. and.;;:; .:~,:: < ·. 
grand mother and . the _amala people . crowded _, _ _the'. stage,"- · \ 
occupied their places with greater density and_ spoke. their 
lines with greater assurance. ~·: .:. ,;.:'i'• _,-,-:i':'-i"~: ·:r: 1~ -''' '" .,; ... :_, . 

Ajuzia felt a need to substantiate himself.Justas a;whale ._. __ _ 
collected large ·quantities of plankton by_ filtering-the ocean,~;:; ·r;~; '. ; · 
so perhaps he could gather the. diffuse !-elements; of his - :•. ~~;: ~~ 
personality.by running the memories of his nineteen years of ~~::\:
life. through his mind. Others also would. be:. netted. in the ·'.:ik -{~ .. 
filter, but he himself was. bound to be there somewhere. He - ''?S.-:~:·1,·:~ 
would elbow ::Radio aside,'. shrug; off ~hisngrandfather's ~:_:;:<: 
restraining clutch and, like Chief Orji, slap himself on the'.· -~ i'. . .. 
chest and declare_ haughtily: 'I .am Ajuzia! !Ajuzia_ is!' A<<>-.-~~~-: 
prime factor and not a derivative! Existing in his own right:~;,:::;:.,:":-<-~:-
and not by reference to others! _He did not mind sharing the ·;c'{~:}:,i)/ 
stage, but the stage had to be his to share as he chose, not for,'.(1')!:"~~-:c}' 
others to claim and . crowd._ He. was, the, lead, actor; the~ ..• ·:. 0::} . 
spotlight was for him; the shadows for. the _others .. lh the_:;_~~::.-~ .~ 
dance, he had to break away from the group formatiOn, and~-~;:~'{~~}{: 
dance solo - primp and jig and.flounce,_and shake,,all by <-~::'.:<if(;'~:·; 
himself. . · ~, · · · , , ,, · A , : .c_ ~.ri· ~;_,:;'r/•·:':'- i'' ";~.i;;·-n.:: d-:~_c;·:"':.~ ~;' 

However, Radio, as always rude and brusque, refused to·-_. 
be ushered away from the stage. Orji loomed so large that he'" 

-:·. 
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could not be kept in the shadows. The echo of his 
grandfather's voice whined and droned on and on in his ears, 
like the buzz of a tireless fly - questioning, judging, 
complaining and exhorting. And behind all of them was the 
unharmonised chorus of the amala people of Umu Njikara. 

Radio. Radio was clung to the mind. He was robust, full
fleshed and talkative. His face had the bluntness of a 
hammer; his voice was husky and loud. 

One time, when Ajuzia was about eight years old, they 
were in the bush looking for mushrooms - Radio and several 
other boys. Uncouth and vulgar, Radio had unabashedly 
dropped his shorts and was relieving himself into a hole he 
had dug in the ground, meanwhile chit-chatting with the 
other boys who had formed a circle around him. At a point 
one of the boys had remarked how big Radio's penis was 
getting. Radio replied that the size came from using the 
instrument regularly. 

'On whom?' everyone wanted to know. 
Radio would not say. He would only laughingly say that 

he had used it at least five or six or seven times. Maybe even 
ten or twelve times. 

The conversation at length wandered from sizes to 
curvatures, and then to Ugwumba, who was reputed to have 
the largest testicles in the whole village. 

'You can make it grow bigger and longer,' Radio said, 'if 
you whip it.' 

'Awh!' all the other boys said, screwing up their faces and 
laughing. 

But Radio insisted he was serious. 'It is true,' he said 
between grunts. Ugwumba himself had told him so. The 
thing to do was to cut a stick from an ahaba bush exactly the 
size and length of penis you wanted. First rub the penis with 
warm coconut oil, then with the juice from young and tender 
uvuru leaves. Then beat it with the ahaba stick as hard as 
possible. The stick had to be whittled smooth because, if not, 
the penis would become covered with bumps and warts. 

'Ugwumba told you that?' 

2 

·~·. 

'That is exactly what he said;' , · . '; ::;,11;; · !''~ · ,- ! . · • • :· 

'I do not believe it'.-· :··!;,;:i;·.::(.1..0.'•i; · .• · ,;:: .. ,. 

'That is your concern. You can try it if you like, or keep·,. 
your little' bottle stopper_._' . . .. -' 'i "" •• · : . 

One of •the other boys said:,' A man from my mother's .·._ 
village named I kpeoha ·_has ·an even ·bigger . penis. than\ . 
Ugwumba.: A real earth digger, and they_ say after he has._· 
used a woman; that woman is spoiled forever.'<· ;•:":>-'.··· ;;· 

'It cannot be bigger than Ugwumba's.' 
'I say much bigger.' ,: - ... -: it!;;;;..:':· • :. :~. · 
'Have you seen it?'· . :: ··' . : .. n · , · : .: ,.,,! ,· 
'Yes. One day at the stream, he was bathing and tried to'. · 

stuff it between his legs because of all the people around,. It . 
went between his legs and came out at the back like the head · · 
ofa big viper.' · --~·-, ·,:,.·_ ... · ,.,,:. ··'" 

At length someone wanted to know: 'Will it grow after the . 
first time or do you have to whip .it many times?'.,. · ,,>.: 

Radio replied that you had to keep doing it for some time; · 
'How long?' .1 '· ·· ,. : >-' . :c ,: 
'It depends on how long you want it to grow.' :. : .. ~:·~<;•:> 
'Will it not hurt? The penis is very tender..'-1: ,:_,·. · ··;;.;:~·· 
'So what if it hurts a little. lt,will not hurt. forever/ . ._. ·. ,;, 
'And once it grows, it does not shrink back?' " ,:,,.,.,;: 
'No., ': .r<:·'· "; :-:~- .:.<_,· !..-.: 1 -~: • .- ~:P,1:-:·>.~~ : ·• 1

: •• :>. ··r; ;} 

Radio cleaned himself, pulled up his shorts.and with great• 
ceremony stuffed his testicles back into them; He then said:,
'There is one girl who will cry and whine for me before this. 
market week is over.'_,, ._ • ... _.,,.-~_:..:_,.t;i,:.... . ... , ••.• 

'Liar!'. · .. · : .. i •.:);;:;;~;;: ,; . '~· · :, , .:~ i ' 
'Who is lying?' He made a belligerent gesture, but: then, : 

. ·seemed to· think better of it. 'Anyway what difference does it 
make to me if you do not believe me.'. 1 ; J· i1i1 .. • '-"'f' 

Someone asked: 'Why do women cry and whine when they 
do it?Is it because it hurts them?' . •.. ~ .. 

'I have heard they do that to make the men think th~y are 
not enjoying it.'· ...... _,_,,, ,l;,-· .• : : ,_,,.)_: .. 

'Do women enjoy it?' · . ,_ ._, 
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'Why do you think they consent to do it?' 
'Because their husbands will beat them if they do not.' 
'Women ·enjoy it as much as men. More even.' 
'Who told you? Have you ever been a woman?' 
'I have heard some women talking. Also they whine to 

encourage the men to do it harder to them.' 
.'All of you shouldjust shut up,' Radio said. 'If you want to 

know anything about it, I am the one you should ask.' 

He was about eight or nine years old .then, more likely eight, 
because that was before Nwanyiaku came. 

His mind idled, the flitting, elusive shadows of memory 
slowed, and he reached to catch them, as if by an act of the 
will he could grasp them and hold them still, then compel 
them into focus and truly see the occasion as it was - that 
occasion when he first had a woman. 

Adakurudiya had coaxed away his coyness and humility, 
and upgraded what he thought of himself to catch up with 
what apparently he had grown to become in the eyes of 
others. Having always been a boy - a mere boy as his 
grandmother was fond of saying - he had always thought of 
himself as a boy. His perception of himself lagged behind by 
many years the objective fact of his physical maturity. As for 
the act itself, he had always considered it as an exclusive 
adult prerogative, an act shrouded in whispers and mystery 
and cultish secrecy. Clothes were worn to hide it. It was 
performed behind locked doors, often in the dead of night. 

And then for a grown woman, old enough to be his mother, to 
permit him to see her naked, then touch her nakedness, to guide 
him into her, and row down with him through the eddies, surges 
and cresting waves offeeling, that was a wonder. It had made 
him think of what was often said to happen at the moment of 
death: a relative or recently dead acquaintance would meet the 
dying person at the gate, help him on his way, and guide him 
through the dark and narrow passage. 

Adakurudiya chuckled. 'You sure say this be your first 
time?' she asked in pidgin English. 
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'Yes.' .; .,,,.<:·, ... , ·,; 

'I no believe you. Anyway, if this be. your first time fm 
true:.true, then I be glad to be the one to pluck your cherry 
fruit.' 1 ~ '•r 

'What kind of fruit?' · · ·" · .: " : '·'" , . 
She laughed at him. 'No be fruit at all I :de talk about~· · 

That just be name them de call person who never do'am 
before, person who still be vagin.' She laughed. 'Me, I still be ·· 
vagin.' ",. 

'Yes, you be Vagin Maria.' 1· ' "· ....... ;~,. 

'Whassmatter? You no like'am?' ,; · .: : <.r:'~~''" L ..... ~ .. ;;.:'. 
· The experience had not been that overwhelming, nothing 

like what had been promised in anticipation and imagination. 
through all the stories he had heard since·childhood. True,1:. 
there had been a multitude of sensations which he had never•·, ·. • . 
felt before, but they had not lasted longlenough for him to· , •.·.·. 
make their full acquaintance, but had bounded off on their.:>:. 
own giddy momentum and left him haplessly behind. He had . 
not been able to ancipate them. , They. had caught· him 
unawares and unprepared. And then·they had been over so'." 
quickly that he wanted to shout: 'Stop! .Rewind the tape t() 
the beginning, and then replay the experiences slowly. Very 
slowly!' · .. , .. .,.; .. ,.. ·, :.. ~~ .<.·:;;; ''..' 

But, like so many other experiences in bis life, ~ return to ' 
the beginning.was not possible. The parade marched past 
and did not return. More than that, he realised; even now;. 
that his intellectualisations of the experience were inore 
palpable than the experience had ever been in reality;· He : 
always stayed lost between thought and action, between the. 
doer and the spectator. Would he ever experience anything;·~ 

.· in fu 11 a~d uncompromised measure? Would he ever be ready .. 
~nd fully pr.epared? Or would he always back or side-step 
mto everything unawares? ... • ~ ·.« '.·.· -'Ti : ~ ·- .. •· ·.:, ; ._:.: ,t'.1!• _. 7 ~ 

Adakurudiya's shadow lingered, and he remarked that it 
had more density and intensity - substantiality ,.,. than he 
could claim for his. Even in thought, as in the reality of their 
first encounter, she seemed more present than he was; all her 
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faculties were engaged in their fullest range; she knew what 
was coming, knew herself and knew him. And she probably 
not only knew but fully understood. As for himself, he was like a 
baby at baptism, confused by the strange rituals and the 
hubbub, and at the exalted moment gaining only the vaguest 
familiarity with the water of salvation, which was then 
quickly wiped off his face. Baptism certainly did not teach 
one how to swim. 

Adakurudiya's shadow then moved on. Radio returned. 
Radio, the dead shot with the rubber sling shot, setting 

traps that caught 'adult' game; killing' animals with his sling 
shot which adults could not kill with their cap guns, Radio, 
the side-stepper, who most mornings set out going to school 
but quite often ended up going hunting. The few times he 
himself was late to school or played truant, Radio had 
something to do with it. Most likely they had gone hunting. 
Birds and squirrels were in all the trees, eager to be tracked 
from limb to limb, from tree to tree, while time passed. 

When it was past the hour of school opening, the best 
thing to do was not to show at all in order to avoid Mr 
lrondi's punishment for lateness. So stay in the bushes until 
it was time for 'school dismissal, then march home as if one 
had gone to school. 

Radio, who had one day coaxed him to climb a tree and 
reach for fruits which grew on-a vine that had partially lost 
its hold on a branch. The fruits were large and red and 
delicious-looking, but everyone had left them alone so far 
because they grew dangerously out of reach. He had 
managed to reach them, pluck them, and toss them into 
Radio's waiting hands, but then he could not get back from 
the dangling vine to the firm part of the branch. The ground 
was perhaps twenty-five feet below, so he was not eager to 
jump. But there was no way to get back on the tree, try as he 
may. Finally he had closed his eyes and made ready to jump, 
asking Radio to inspect the ground where he expected to 
land for stumps or other things that might injure him. Radio 
ran away, saying he did not want to be called as a witness 
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when adults at home wanted to find out how he had broken 
every bone in his body. .. •:; .... : ·-~-.;.· .. ;. :-:;:. ·· .-. ._,,.,:. 

Radio, with whom one day he had been returning from 
school with other children when a· car-slowed ,down and 
stopped. (His father, Ehilegbu, had been. alive then.) A · 
White Ma·n and woman and theit three children had got Out 
of the car. The woman offered them. red. and green sweets 
wrapped in fralisparent cellophane, and,when they ran to get 
them, the man took out his camera and began taking their 
pictures. It was the middle of March and the sun was blazing 
and the ground in sandy places burned underfoot, and all the 
children were naked and sweaty and dtisty from running and 
wrestling. ·' ,._ . .--t> .. ;.; '.'ti;.;· ,. , ; · .. ,_,. 

'Say cheese,' the man said to them, 1cocking the camera 
before his eyes. 'That's right! Now make a face! ... Good! 
Now do a little dance for me. Come on, don't -be shy. Come · 
on! You want my. wife to take back the sweets? Now, that's it. 
That's better. You .are good dancers. Now run home .and 
enjoy your sweets .. .' ··. ;_: .:~.:,, .... 

But the \\_'.hite woman had run out of sweets by.the time it 
was his turn to receive one, so she. had given, him. a- penny 
instead. .., . ·-··.·.1:r:r .. -·:;i-f;j:.; .• _. ...... " .c<· 

Everyone began running home jubilantly,. singing: 'The 
white woman gave us sweets! The ·white ·man took our 
pictures! Our pictures have gone to England! iOur pictures 
have gone to England!'·; ;;. : ,.,,,, ~--;;.>.,:·,.:Jco:,:(:. ,;:~ . ,.<·· .. ;.-:; 

He lost his penny in a bet with Radio;i:,':-:·:•i·> -.:.;,';:.:., .. _ 
'I can reach that tree there before you;everi if I hop on one 

leg and you run on two.'. .. -, : ·:.,._> •. ,-.~·-\:..·;":'·~ii\".· 1 

'You cannot.' •' "-'~;>:i·,i•i;,,'; :.i. 
· . .'I bet I can.' _ ... ·,· ._,. ··", •.<:::;}:: -.1'.:: 

'I bet you cannot!' ... ,:. ;,:,;'·• ,-;;c ·-~ " , ,, .,-; 
'How, much?' - '. :~' ; ~~ .\ ~ ' .. f'.°·1·· ~~- 1 .?hs·~:::.!~~:;:~i('..:-1 ~ :_-~Y .'~: ... :;-_:; \ ~ 

:r~~;~~nun~~~ penny!',.,.,;:~;· :.~~;:.::~f~:.i!:i~t~~k:~i:·: ·:;~i~ 
'All right,. one penny!': . · ~·: ;:-l;;;: :i~>p;:~':,;·'. Y.i":"';.~-.:;;,., ,,' :..,;~1 

'Okay. Ready? Go!' . .:• :• -.' .. ·-."': :i!• ~·•:::'.''·'·:: ";.:. ;,_.:,_. 
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Radio ran on two legs until he was a few yards from the 
tree. Then he hopped the rest of the distance on one leg. 

'Let me have the penny,' he said. 
'No. You cheated. That was not the bet.' 
'I reached the tree on one leg, did I not?' Radio put his 

school bag down, grabbed him and unclenched his fist which 
was tightly clasped around the penny. 

'I will tell my father.' 
'I do not care who you tell.' 
'Thief1' 
'Your mother.'. 

1 'I will tell my mother you abused her. And my father that 
you abused my mother. Thief1' 

'Who do you keep calling thief, huh? Who do you keep 
calling thief?' 

On his knees and crying after Radio had punched him in the 
belly, he was shouting: 'Thief! Dunce!' Dunce was what the 
teachers at school called children who were not very good at 
their lessons. 

'Your mouth will some day mean your death,' Radio said. 
'You too. And your mouth is like a goat's nyash.' 
Angrily, Radio ran back and punched him again, this time 

splitting his lips and spilling his books from his school bag. 
Just before he was to enter his own compound, Radio said: 

'Here, take back your penny.' But then as he reached for it, 
Radio withdrew his hand and said: 'I will give it back to you if 
you call me your mother's lover: You want the penny back? 
Then say that I fucked your mother last night.' 

'I fucked your own mother last night!' he had said, and Radio 
punched him again. 

Another occasion. Same Radio. Similar incident. It was 
around the Christmas-harvest season. The boys in the village 
formed a masquerade dance troupe and went from compound 
to compound dancing for people and receiving money as 
tokens. Radio, the oldest boy among them, and the one with 
the strongest eyes, appointed himself the managing director 
and the treasurer of the occasion. He,. Aj uzia, wore the mask 
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and had his body covered with hot and prickly akoro fern. Other 
boys brought drums, gongs and assorted musical instruments. 

At the end of the day, Radio announced that, unfortun
ately, his pocket had a hole arid most of the money had fallen 
out. He was profusely sorry but would not let anyone frisk 
him to verify.that his other pockets were empty, And then he 
kept the lion's share of what was supposed to be left.- __ ,_ -- . 

He recalled his grandmother trying to console him about 
this event when he came home that evening, with .anger 
pumping around his chest like a volcano. ' . ; , _ 

'You have always been a good dancer,' she said, trying to 
lure his mind away from Radio .. 'You, inherited your 
grandfather's gift of rhythm, and were it not for school and 
how things have changed, perhaps you would have become a 
di-egwu like him. As a baby you began dancing even before. 
you could walk. You would pull yourself up on chairs and 
other things, hold on to them and thenjiggle up and down.' 
The memories made her shake her head with laughter. 'You 
fell down so many times and split your lips so many times: 
from jiggling so hard when you were. still learning to stand. 
You would. dance even when there was, no music,. People 
used to say you were hearing the music of the ancestors. Our 
first lkoro Dance after you were born,. people tossed so much . 
money at you that your mother was able to buy a hen with it .. 
The last of the chickens that came from that hen did not die. 
until maybe last year or the year before •. _A tailor had sewn a, 
jumper for you. Your mother had rethreaded your strings of 
cowries and hung a bell on them, and tied a_ blood-coloured -
scarf around your waist. Everyone. marvelled. at this. child 
who could hardly stand but who was in step with every beat 
of the drums .. .' · ._• · , .. ;·::-: .. '·-->;'· , i·:.::.:,,,_. 

'I want to tell Nna-nna,' he recalled himself saying. ·:: , : 
The grandmother grunted. 'Hmmmh. Well, all right. But, 

he will become very angry. He will draw his mkparajam from_ 
its. sheath and go waving it about. You know, how, with . 
everything that concerns you he becomes. so angry._ Did 
Elewachi give you anything at all?' 1 , -. : , •i .. , , .. , , · •. 
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'Three pence.' He opened his hand and showed her the 
coins. 

'At least he gave you something. Let me hold it for you.' 
'But I was the one who wore the mask and did the 

dancing. But then he said he brought the mask. He said it 
was the way the mask looked and not my dancing that made 
people give us the money.' 
·'If that were so, then people should give him money all the 

time because his face looks like a ferocious mask. The others 
who did the drumming, how much did he give them?' 

'I do not know. I think two pence. And he kept more than 
one shilling for himself.' 

'Perhaps th~ fathers of the others will get him about it. 
Anyway do not worry. These three pennies may bear more 
fruit for you than the shilling he kept. There is a saying that 
the poor man eats his crusty overnight fufu and his soup has 
no fish or meat; and the rich man's soup is full of meat and 
fish. However, when they both go to the latrine, the rich· 
man's shit does not smell any better than the poor man's. 
Come on. I have a pot of water on the fire which I was 
boiling for my own bath. I will pour it in the bucket for you, 
so you can wash off that sweat and. prickle. 

She rubbed his hairless head vigorously and then let her 
hand drop gently on his shoulder as she nudged him towards 
the kitchen. 'A gift your chi has given you,' she said; 'no one 
can ever steal or snatch from you. That is more important 
than all the money in the world. It is like a spring bubbling 
up from inside you. People can steal your water or muddy it, . 
but they cannot stop your spring from bubbling up again and 
again .. .' 

When he smiled and looked up into her face, his eyes were 
arrested by the beads of sweat which formed on the delta 
underneath her forehead and between the eyebrows. No one 
else sweated that way, with individual beads of sweat 
clustered on one spot, each droplet so distinct that you could 
actually count them - and meanwhile there were no signs of 
sweat anywhere else on her face. 
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She took his head in both her hands;· turned it to one side 
and asked: 'Did you two fight?' "' 

'No;' · ... ,· .. : ··;., · .. 
'ls this not a bruise here on your cheek?'.·'.;~; . ,;: 
'No, just a scratch from the mask.' ·· ' i 
~H'm,' she said doubtfully. 'Do not try to fight.Elewachi. 

He is bigger: than you, big enough to be your older brother 
twice removed ... You must be hungry:'. .. :~ ,,;_,, ·; · 

Probably she had noticed· how he: 0was w~tching her _. 
chewing. She opened her hand .and saidf·'lt is only a small. 
piece of gristle bone. Would you like some?'~'"'i-····' : ~· >'. 

. He shook his head and said 'No.':,;•:· , •. '.· "' F>i; «'" · :;; .. , 
She had a habit of chewing things with su~h r~lish that hi~ .· 

mouth would water and the back of his throat would flicker O:. 

. with longing, even if all she was sucking on was a piece of . 
bone or merely a piece of bitter cola;· ' '.' ,: r" l:. ..•. «' · · • . • 

.,._,>,·· ··-~_.. 1 r.r; ."· : ~i -: ,;..:,~·~;.. 

Anothbr time:··:. .·· v·. . .. :•,;;;i:i''~:;:~;•:'f. , ... :1. ·i· · ... -: ·• 

. 'I have handed Owunna a signal twig,' his' grandfather was ··· · · 
saying to his friend, Odemelam. 'It is about his son, Elewachi. 
The udara have ripened again and again he is using the base of 
the tree as.his latrine. Mounds of his shit are everywhere.'· . 

'H'm,' was Odemelam's only reply.'-•:·,. ·': .. ··:,, ... ::_ · _,, . .,'::. 
'You know· I planted a· fence last year arotirid that iree 

because of him, but termites have eaten some of the posts 
now, and the palm fronds have dried, and it is easy for him to 
squeeze through. But if he would only climb the fence or . , 
squeeze through it, as children often do.- Or just·pick a few 
udara to eat. But he picks what he. wants and spreads. 
excrement around the rest. In the old days who cared about · 
udara or any fruit tree, except cola. But in the world that we 
are now living· in, everything is for sale; But no one should 
sell fruit picked from another man's tree. Even when I built · · 
the fence I let some branches overhang it; so that outsiders , 
and passers-by· could· help themselves to some of the fruit. . 
But that is not enough for this Elewachi ;\ "' , . · :;» . · · 

'What did Owunna say?'· · ,:,,,;:· .. , 
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'He said he had heard me.' 
Odemelam chuckled, 'But what will he do?' 
'I do not know, but I have a mind to do something myself 

and teach that child a lesson.' 
'That child is a devil child. I do not know what you can do 

that will. penetrate his tough hide. You could bury thorn 
plants under the tree. If his feet get stuck a number of times, 
perhaps he will desist.' 

'But then everyone else's feet will get stuck.' -
'That is true. Perhaps you should talk to de-Izhima. Give 

him a signal twig too. Perhaps he will call in Owunna and 
make him do something.' . 

'Perhaps I should just teach that boy a lesson myself.'· 
. 'Catching him and whipping him will do little good. I have 

seen him whipped almost to the death by his father, and it did 
no good. And that was about two years ago when he was much 
smaller.' 

'I will burn his intestines,' the grandfather said. He then 
explained an old ritual. 

Odemelam sighed. 'I do not know,' he said, 'if that would 
not be too severe. People have been known to die from it, and I 
am sure you do not want the guilt of his death hanging around 
your neck.' 

'But why will not his father put him on a leash?' · 
'What has he not tried? He cannot be corrected .. .' 
Early in the. morning two days later, Ajuzia and his 

grandmother were awakened by his grandfather's screaming. 
'Ayi!' he was shouting. 'Erondu, I am dead! I am worse than 
dead that something like this should happen to me! Ayi!' 

'What?' his grandmother shouted back. 'What has hap
pened?' 

'Look at what he did! Look at what he did! Look at my loin 
cloth!' 

'Who did? What did he do?'· 
'He pushed me down! He knocked me to the ground, that 

devil child! And ran away before I could catch him. Down into 
one of his shit piles! Erondu, I am covered with this boy's shit.' 
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'Elewachi?' :::. :: >'::i•J,,.<nh; ;._.:· 
'Elewaekwesu• is the right name for him!' He tore off his 

loin cloth and flung it away and began stumping back and 
forth on his bad leg completely naked. 'Erondu, I am dead!': 
he kept repeating. 'Worse than dead. Oriala;- boil me some - . 
water because the smell of shit is all over me. He hit me and. · 
he pushed me down. I should. kill· him .. or kill ; myself. . .. 
Ajuziogu, my son, do you hear me? Ajuziogu;' Elewachi hit ·,~t:t:.. · 
your grandfather and pushed him down into a mound of shit.';·::•;' 
What will-you do about it? All ofmy•children.are dead and . · 
you are the only one left, What will you do about it? Will you·~:>':C:~;,;; 
avenge it?'~·.·;. -~~ ~ ·1 

·' • ,, • ~n f·>: .. ~} .. _ .. t..~=~~>;J,~.-i~~t~ .• :~~-.;·:.}-~;.:.~~L~, ·:, ·~-~~:?-~~ ~<~~~;f:~::.;;~~-~--
Still naked, and shrugging off the grandmother's efforts to<:./:}~-'~:;' 

console him; he sat down on one of the· logdaid over the'.,j~. :;/-: 
water pit; with his legs outstretched; both hands inserted into 1 :::,~('. 
his lap, his shoulders· pulled up and-his ncck··tucked in .·:r~t:·~'.i:.'. 

·t: t·' . ·'' "~:-· ~ 
between them. He continued shouting!' 'I 'am dead! I ·!am A~.\'i~:,,+; 
worse than dead!, I must kill· that boy; or kill myself ~·.--:.·~;:·i!1~' :;,~: 
Ajuziogu, what will you do about it?\ ~,i 1 ':, .. ;'~r.L: .u:; ,, ,::~-~: i·: ·:· ... : . 

He did not.answer. He did not' know :wharhe would do;·<{, .. ;;.O:< 
Various thoughts· tangled with one another in his mind, tied··{'~~;;~'{'.".'.·;:> 
themselves and him into knots and left him paralysed and.:0~'t-~:'.~ :: 
helpless. He had bee'n roused from sleep by his grandfather's:.·'.;"';;-~~~~:; 
screams, and had come rushing out with a machete before he>~ ",. · · 
was fully awake - a man was supposed to rush out with his•':···>- · 
weapon if he heard any shouts in the middle of the night ..,. '.·· ·· 
but he had no irresistible urge to keep on running, find Radio. -
and cut off his head for honour and vengeance;,The thought 
coursed through his mind that he might at least find Radio 
and make a noisy threat,! a token show·of force and allow .. : : i 
himself to be restrained by bystanders. He staged a fight in ' ·. t 

his mind with Radio but could not envisage winning. So he·: 
let the vision go. .,_ .. , ,. · ;, __ .. ,_.,;. ·•.:--'"-' , ..... o••>.-'. ~ ·c ·. 
·The ·sun was beginning to lift ·over the>tops: of the ·raffia.::~"-\-::\< 

·:. ··~~ ~tt .. ~ .. '.---;.:.'t' .... ,.·"';,.:-;~i, ~;~.-.-.~.--'. ~i-: r_ 
' • - • . • . . : . • "• .• .... "1.: • ·. -{t • . ~ ' . I" J'.'.'? . • : .:.. ~ . . - . 

• 'Anticipating what the .Devil will do'· ·as· opposed to Elewachi;· · 
'anticipating what God will do':· .: .. ,. ,. ·•; .. , . .;/,,:. ·' · -~ •.. 

is· .... , .J ~;,~.<c.,;;fil~:~f}ti~-;, 
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palm trees, dissolving away the morning mist; he and his 
grandmother stood on either side of his grandfather's 
outstretched legs, he on the side of the shorter left leg. 

'Come and wash yourself,' the grandmother said, sighing. 
'Me, I am merely a woman of two lips. But do not worry. You 
do have Ajuziogu. He will not always be a boy, but will grow 
up some day and avenge you fully. Come on. Your bath water 
is getting cold ... ' 

Echoes of these words were now trapped in his mind. 
Sometimes h~ could feel their voices almost like physiqtl 
entities bouncing between his ears. Often in the middle of the 
day or night, while he was doing nothing that should have 
made him think about them, they would suddenly surface on 
his consciousness and displace whatever else was on his mind: 
his grandfather's question, and his grandmother's answer. He 
was the Avenger and Vindicator. He felt like an osu agwu, a 
slave boy bought for the purpose of serving a juju, whose. 
whole life was consumed in the service of that juju, or like a 
girl, who, as a child, had been promised in marriage by her 
parents, so that when she grew up her loyalty was already 
committed, her options were used up and she had no choice. 

About ten days after pushing Ajuzia's grandfather into the 
pile of shit, Radio became sick to the point of dying from 
dysentery. 

'I did it,' the grandfather said, to everyone who cared to ask 
him. 'I did it and I am glad I did it.' > 

'But he is dying, and his death will be upon your head.' 
'He is not dying. That child will never die.' 
'You have not gone to see him, and those who have gone all 

say that he is really in a bad way.' 
'I do not wish him to die. By all the gods of this village may 

he not die! But if illness is the only thing that will lower his eyes 
a little and give him pause for a few days, then I think he more 
than deserves a pause .. .' 

Radio hung on for days, causing heavy threats to circulate 
in the village about what would happen if he should die, 
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giving his grandmother a terrible, fright,. and. the grand
father himself more than a little pause. But, in. the end, 
Radio did not die. , ,. . . 

However, the illness started some rumblings which could 
still be heard a year .later. Perhaps even longer.. _Perhaps ! ., · 

that illness and the events it set in motion .were a turning 
point in his life, and that of his grandfather, Much of what . 
happened had to.do with Orji. Chief Orji '.-·, Orji, ... ~ · 

Anyway, .when Radio was . sick,, Radio's·' father sent .. a 
signal twig, through Old Man,_Izhima. to say that. Radio's 
life was' in .. the grandfather's· hands,·; that;· if , anything ~· · . 
happened to him the.: grandfather :-would.i.be. called.'.to. '· .1 · 

account .. ·~~-·\ i .1·· .. ·.::;;···'1.'·~·::,::~'.·.;,;,__ .. ·~~~·l--~ ... ":··i.~.l' .• ";:.;:.>~·~:~;,-;·.:~~~--~ .... :~·:" 
'Is he accusing me of witchcraft?' the ,grandfather asked ... · ·· 

Izhima.•· .l· ··:···::--···:.,. .. ,.,,;MF :._. ;;,;·'~·'-':. i: 
.,, 'That word has not been-,used, 'but;.thei:drift.of his· 
allegation is that way.',,,. ·:1, 1 1 :··i··'c:-·,~;;:,1\.r:,-;,, :, !\;~:~ 

'Then tell Owunna that I do not. accept his signal twig!',_:-/ 
'Y . . . ' . . . . "_: ou cannot reject fl twig. · .. , ... ;·;·.; .. ~<~+-:<·: .,;t::.,_ 

.. 'I have rejected this one, If Owunna is _accusing me of· : , 
witchcraft, then_tell,him for me thatmy.name-foi;-.himiisc ;~ 
awtu! Awtu thatfs being fucked and is pursing and smacki~g~):~, .-. 
its lips and going taka-taka-taka! Jf he)s accusing me :of :>.: 
witchcraft, let him summon the_amala assembly and accuse'.: 
me before everyone. My ears are deaf to whispers. I do not ., 
hear them!'· .. ,. ..... · •:,•-:·•'·i·«;, .. ,." · ... ;._" ' ·". 

Later, ·word, had. ~ome, around. to Aj~zi.a's grandfath~r . 
thaLOrji was priming. Owunna~to ·make->the:case for: 
witchcraft.. His ·grandfather confronted, Orji. _and,·. in; the_, . · .. · .. 
argument which ensued, called .the. chief a,thief .. Orji swore·'.,;<~.: , · 
that he would live to regret that statement.:,.,;,; ; : ~·,. .;: it.';.::.)~+ 

'It is true,' the grandfather said .. 'It is true ·_that you have ' r ' ' 

stolen before. The heart of this village is now,faint and.no·<>~
one has dared to accuse you,.but any day you;wish,you can \';-'~ 
summon me before the amala and I will accuse,you!'.,;; i,,~,~.J·:x::: 

'When you come before the amala,' Orji ,retorted, 'it; will .~ _;- · . 
be to answer_ for your witchcraft, Onye nsi!' ':"'"*' " .. , , '',; ,. · · ::; · 

.- .. 
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His grandmother . had been sorely worried, especially 
about the quarrel with Orji. 'You are defending too many 
fronts,' she said. 'Do not challenge a gorilla to a wrestling 
match. Orji is a gorilla.' 

'When you have right on your side you can challenge 
anyone or anything. What choice do I have except to fight all 
the fights that find me.' 

'Do not find any new fights. Lie low. A python becomes a 
Grand Python by conserving itself.' 

When some weeks later Radio had recovered fully from his 
illness one might have thought that the case was over, and 
the words which were spoken in anger were forgotten. Not 
so. Orji was out to wreak vengeance on his grandfather. The 
case for witchcraft did not hold water before the village 
assembly. What his grandfather had done to bring on 
Radio's dysentery was drastic but recognised in tradition. He 
had poured gunpowder on a mound of Radio's shit, stuck a , 
vulture's feather in it, some cowries, and ofolofo roots, and 
then he had ignited the pile. That was not witchcraft. 

However, when Orji could not persuade the village 
assembly to bring a witching judgment against his grand
father, he moved the case to another forum of justice, the 
Native Court of Icheku, where he was the Head Chief. 

Orji ... Orji ... The man made his heart throttle with 
anger. 

Radio at length returned to school. His school career, 
however, was destined to come to an end a short time later. 

. It happened one Thursday afternoon during recess. Radio 
and two other boys pushed him into the boys' u~inal - a large 
pit whose bottom was covered with broken bricks and mud 
saturated with several years of urine from each of the two 
hundred boys at the school. 

The headmaster, Mr Irondi, was furious. He gave the 
other two culprits twelve strokes of his cane on the bottom 
and thirty-foot ridges to dig in the school farm. Radio he 
expelled outright, having already dubbed him incorrigible. 
In fact, two weeks before this incident, Mr Irondi had given 
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Radio a thrashing because some girls reported that he had 
placed a mirror on the floor at the. corner pf the doorway 
and stationed himself nearby, so that when,the girls stepped 
over the doorway, he could look at their underwear, if they 
were wearing any. . "-· , ... -..... ~ . '. Hr1. ·'· 

If God made Radio, then He made him late. on Friday 
afternoon, using parts left over from: the, day's and the 
week's other .creations, and .He did not. quite have time to 
chisel him to': refinement before He had to take. a break for 
the Sabbath.· His hands seemed to have been .made for 
someone else - they were too large and too long for him; his · 
legs were bowed; his feet were long and. fiat; he gave .the 
impression of being. loosely hung,. and ... of .needing. some 
tightening at the joints, and maybe also in the head. He was 
very large at the shoulders, and. his head seemed to have 
been formed from two bowls which met: at a ridge that ran . 
from one ear. to another. His face was roughly scooped out'. . ~ .. · .;: 
His nostrils flared; his nose was , of.; the.,. type . villagers ' 
described as looking as ifa large animal.had stepped on it. 
His mouth was a severe pout, .and when he forgot to hold 
up his lower lip, it drooped and;exposed-a moist and red 
underbelly. · . : .. · . : ... 1 ., i,1 '. - ..... " 'J. •.; 

Radio was the hunter, the trapper,.the.boy;whose litany 
of self-praise was longer. than what was accorded the most 
exalted of Roman Catholic saints:. One in Town! Artful 
Dodger! One Way Casanova! City to: City!. Olympic Boy! 
Most Dangerous Prick in town!, He came and went as he . 
pleased. Usually he rode his bicycle to Aba very ·early in the 
morning and sold some goods he had .bought from the local 
women the evening before - firewood; garri or fruit. He was 
back from Aba usually by mid-morning,; always. brought· .. .. 
back a copy of the Pilot, the Express or the Dai!J Times, and a · · 
gist of whatever rumours were circulating in town. From his 
return till late afternoon he, was in, the bicycle repairer's .. 
shed, telling tall tales, trouncing anyone who dared to cha!~· · 
lenge him in a game of draughts, showing off his acrobatic~· • • · .. 
on a bicycle. . .. .. , ·': 'isY·~-'.·,;:; :;:,, : . :,,, : : :•t-< :: 
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Radio hadn't always been Radio. He had begun his life as 
Elewachi or Fyneboy, a son of the weakest-kneed man in the 
strongest branch of the descendants of Njikara, nephew to 
lzhima, third or fourth cousin to him. For as far back as he 
could remember, Radio had been called the bad seed. People 
looked at him or observed his actions and shook their heads. 
Before he was eight years old it seemed that even his parents 
had already given up on him a~d, by the time he was ten, 
every man, woman, child and juju in the village had 
something against him. Elders often ~aid that he would never 
be able to pay fully in his present incarnation or his next for 
all the things he was accused of doing. Some people said they 
didn't like the way his eyes swam around furtively in his 
head, because that meant he might steal when he got older. 
Others said that he probably stole already, and could cite the 
fact that traps which he set for rabbits had been known to 
snare people's chickens, and some of these chickens had 
never been accounted for. 

The year Mr Irondi expelled Radio from school seemed to 
have been the year when all of his talents were coming to full 
bloom. It was the year Gelegelego, a woman whose head was 
not correct, who for years had slept under one of the trees at 
Ahia Orie, became pregnant. Radio was credited with the 
feat. Radio, however, denied it. Gelegelego delivered the 
child by herself one night, and cut the umbilical cord (it was 
said) with her teeth. The next time Ahia Orie was in 
session, market women threw food to her, rags and small 
coins. Children formed circles around her to watch as she 
nursed the baby whom everyone said looked like Radio. In 
all of the village festivals that year, girls and women made 
songs of the event. 

Not long afterwards, Radio left town and went to Port 
Harcourt. He was there about three months, during which 
time, by his own report, he managed to hold at least three 
jobs, including a stint as a houseboy for two prostitutes. And 
then he was back in the village as if he had never left it, 
except that he now had troves of experience as a city dweller, 
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shop clerk and prostitute's servant. Everything about prosti
tutes had become revealed to him in that short time, their 
methods of seducing men, of winning their hearts and their 
money, the preparations they made (for example, cleaning 
their thing with lime or lemon juice to dry and tighten it, 
asking their. houseboys to sample it - that was why most 
prostitutes preferred young men :as house servants, and 
Radio himself had become a great sampler).-.Unbelievable 
lore. Enough legend for a lifetime, acquired by Radio in less . 
than three months. Sordid. stuff that shocked 1and offended 
village sensibilities, made people wrinkle their faces and their 
noses and say to him 'Enough!' or. 'Stop!'. After his. return 
from Port Harcourt; Radio's reputation as a storymonger 
became even more.firmly established, and everyone began 
calling him Bush Radio.. •. ~. · _.:: ,;_.,,~;;_.,:·ir:;-,_·: ;•:: .. ,:-"•· 

Six months later Radio was off· again, .this time' as a 
migrant labourer to the Spanish island of Fernando Po. Two 
years later, back in the village with a large metal trunk, one 
poto-man-to, one radio,. one wall clock, . watch, one paper 
carton filled - curiously - with old books and magazines all 
in Spanish, a few other trinkets and incidentals. His pidgin 
English had mellowed into a mellifluous, cosmopolitan 
flavour. His vernacular had acquired . a much travelled, 
exotic inflection. His play_ at draughts was now flawless, his 
acrobatics on a bicycle unimpeachable. 

Some months later, and again the 'foreign' coating had 
worn off Radio, and he was fully back in step with the village, 
his finger on its pulse, his lips drawn and at the ready to 
repeat whatever he heard, to carry the news from wherever 
to everywhere. Radio had become fully Radio. Bush Radio! 
Chief Announcer! Zorro! Man Pass Man! Sea Never Dry! 
Rock of Ages! Rock of Gibraltar! Nimble in Danger. Artful 
Dodger! Immortal! One in Town! In fact every slogan that 
was ever written on the front of a passing lorry .. 

Radio seemed to find an enviable sort of easy comfort in 
his way of life. He was unencumbered by. thought or 
responsibility. His very survival was not a sacred duty he 
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owed to anyone else. His life was not important to anyone l 
not to his father or mother - not even to himself. He was l 
solo dancer who had broken out of the group formation anq 
refused to return to it, to be re-absorbed by it. He was no( 
dancing to the common rhythm, but challenged the music as 
he alone heard it, in step only with himself. Radio was freei 

Ajuzia felt, that by contrast, his own life made too much· 
incumbent upon him, he felt himself under far too much 
obligation. It weighed heavily on his shoulders, hung around 
his neck and threatened to strangle him, lay on his chest and 
threatened to crush it. 'Fight your ·own fight,' everyone had 
always exhorted him when he was a child. Countless times 
his father had said: Do not come to me crying!' Even when he 
had been in the right, even when a boy much bigger than he 
was had pummelled him, his father always said: 'Fight your 
own fight and win or lose it on your own strength. If you lose 
it, then bear your defeat like a man. Your father is not 
supposed to hit another child on your behalf .. .' 
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Named for Victoria, 
Queen of England 

I WAS BORN IN OGIDI in Eastcm Nigeria of devout 
Christian parents. The line between Christian and non

-Christian was much more definite in my village forty years 
agothan it is today. When I was growing up I remember ;t 
tended to look down on the others. We were called in our 
language "the people of the church" or "the association of 
GOd." The others we called, wtth the conceit appropriate to . 
followers of the true religion. the heathen or even "thc..peo-
p~ot~" 

------ThliiIUilg about it today I am not so sure that it isn't they 
who should have been looking down on us for our apostasy. 

Fint published in New Letters, vol. 40, Kansas City, October 1973; subse
quently in Morning Yet on Cmition Day, Doubleday Anchor Books, 1975. 
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And perhaps they did. But the bounties of the Christian God 
were not to be taken lightly--education, paid jobs and many 
other advantages that nobody in his right senses could under
rate. And )n fairness we should add that there was more than 
naked opportunism m the defection of many to the new 
religion. For in some ways and in certain circumstances it 
~toOd firmly on the side of humane behavior. It said, for 
mstance, that twms were not evil and must no longer be 
abandoned in the forest to die. Think what that would have 
done for that unhappy woman whose heart tom to shreds at 
every birth could now hold on precariously ti:> a new hope. 

There was still considerable evangelical fervour in my 
early days. Once a month in place of the afternoon church 
service we went into the village with the gospel. We would 
sing all the way to the selected communal meeting place. 
Then the pastor or catechist or one of the elders having 
waited for enough heathen people to assemble would address 
them on the evil futility of their ways. I do not recall that we 
made even one conversion. On the contrary, I have a distinct 
memory of the preacher getting into serious trouble with a 
villager who was apparently notorious for turning up at every 
occasion with a different awkward question. As you would 
expect, this was no common villager but a fallen Christian, 
technically known as a bac~lider. Like Satan, a spell in 
heaven had armed him with unfair insights. 

had joined the new faith as a young man and 
risen rapidly in its ranks to become an evangelist and church 
teacher.J:Jis maternal uncle, who had brought him up (his - -o~rents having died early), was a man of note in the 
village. He had taken the highest-but-one title that a man of 
wealth and honour might aspire to, and the feast he gave the 
town on his initiation became a byword for open-handedness 
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32 Hopes and Impediments 

bordering on prodigality. The grateful and approving com
munity called him henceforth Udo Osinyi-Udo who cooks 
more than the whole people can eat. 

From which you might deduce that my ancestors approved 
of ostentation. And you would be right. But they would 
probably have argued if the charge was made by their mod
em counterparts that in their day wealth could only be ac
quired honestly, by the sweat of a man's brow. They would 
probably never have given what I believe was the real but 
carefully concealed reason, namely that given their extreme 
republican and egalitarian world-view it made good sense for 
the community to encourage a man acquiring more wealth 
than his neighbours to squander it and thus convert a threat 
of material power into harmless honorific distinction, while 
his accumulated riches flowed back into the commonwealth. 

Apparently the first missionaries who came to my vil_lage 
went to Udo Osinyi to pay their res~cts and seek support for 
their work. For a short while he allowed them to operate 
from his compound. He probably thought it was some kind 
of circus whose strange presence added lustre to his house
hold. But after a few days he sent them packing again. Not, 
as you might think, on account of the crazy theology they 
had begun to propound but on the much more serious 
grounds of musical aesthetics. Said the old man: "Your sing
ing is too sad to come from a man's house. My neighbours 
might think it was my funeral dirge." 

So they parted-without rancour. When my father joined 
the missionaries the old man does not seem to have ~ed 
any serious objections. Perhaps like Ezeulu he thought he 
needed a representative in their camp. Or perhaps he thought 
it was a modem diversion which a young man might indulge 
in without coming to too much harm. He must have had_ 
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second thoughts when my father began to have ideas about 
eonverti~ hiTQ. But it never came to an open rift; apparently 
not even a quarrel. They remained very close to the end. I 
don't know it for certain, but I think the old man was the 
very embodiment of tolerance, insisting only that whatever a 
man decided to do he shouk[do it with style, I am told he 
was very pleased when my father, a teacher now, had a wed
ding to which white missionaries (now no longer figures of 
fun) came in their fineries, their men and their women, 
bearing gifts. He must have been impressed too by the wed
ding feast, which might not have approached his own 
legendary performance but was by all accounts pretty lavish. 

Before my father died, he had told me of a recent dream 
in which his uncle, long long dead, arrived at our house like 
a traveller from a distant land come in for a brief stop and 
rest and was full of admiration for the zinc house my father 
had built. There was something between those two that I 
find deep, moving and perplexing. And of those two genera
t1ons=defectors and loyalists alike-there was something I 
have not been able to fathom. That was why the middle story 
in the Okonkwo trilogy as I originally projected it never got 
written. I had suddenly become aware that in my gallery of 
ancestral heroes there is an empty place from which an un
known personage seems to· have departed. 

I3as.haptized Albert Chinualumogu. I dropped the !_,rib
ute to Victorian England when I went to the university al-

ough you might find SOJ11e early acquaintances still calling 
me by it. The earliest of them all-my mother-certainly 
stuck to it to the bitter end. So if anyone asks you what Her 
Britannic Majesty Queen Victoria had in common with 
Chinua Achebe, the answer is: They both lost their Alberti 
As for the second name, which in the manner of my people 
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is a full-length philosophical statement, I simply cut it in 
two, making it more businesslike without, I hope, losing the 
general drift of its meaning. 

I have always been fond of stories and intrigued by lan
guage-first Igbo, spoken with such eloquence by the old 
men of the village, and later English, which I began to learn 
at about the age of eight. I don't know for certain, but I have 
probably spoken more words in Igbo than English but I have 
definitely written more words in English than Igbo. Which I 
think makes me perfectly bilingual. Some people have sug
gested that I should be better off writing in Igbo. Sometimes 
they seek to drive the point home by asking me in which 
language I dream. When I reply that I dream in both lan
guages they seem not to believe it. More recently I have 
heard an even more potent and metaphysical version of the 
question: In what language do you have an orgasm? That 
should settle the matter if I knew. 

We lived at the crossroads of cultures. We still do today; 
but when I was a boy one could see and sense the peculiar 
quality and atmosphere of it more clearly. I am not talking 
about all that rubbish we hear of the spiritual void and 
mental stresses that Africans are supposed to have, or the evil 
forces and irrational passions prowling through Africa's 
heart of darkness. We know the racist mystique behind a lot 
of that stuff and should merely point out that those who 
prefer to see Africa in those lurid terms have not themselves 
demonstrated any clear superiority in sanity or more compe
tence in coping with life. 

But still the crossroads does have a certain dangerous ~ 
t<:_l!ffiia_~g_erous because a man might perish there wres_tling_ 

with multiple-headed spirits, but also he might be lucky and 
~etum to his people with the boon of prophetic vision. 
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On one arm of the cross we sang hymns and read the 
Bible night and day. On the other my father's brother and 
his family, blinded b heathenism offered food to idols. That 
was ow it was supposed to be anyhow. But I knew without 
knowing why that it was too simple a way to describe what 
was going on. Those idols and that food had a strange pull 
on me in spite of my being such a thorough little Christian 
that often at Sunday services at the height of the grandeur of 
"Te Deum Laudamus" I would have dreams of a mantle of 
gold falling on me as the choir of angels drowned our mortal 
song and the voice of God Himself thundering: This is my 
beloved son in whom I am well pleased. Yet, despite those 
delusions of divine destiny I was not past taking my little 
sister to our neighbour's house when our parents were not 
looking and partaking of heathen festival meals. I never 
found their rice and stew to have the flavdur of idolatry. I 
was about ten then. Jf anyone likes to believe that I was torn 
by spiritual agenies or stretched on the rack of my ambiva
lence. he certainly may suit himself. I do not remember any 
undue distress. What I do remember is a fascination for the 
ntual and the life on the other arm of the crossroads. And I 
believe two things were in my favour-that curiosity, and the 
little distance imposed between me and it by the accident of 
my birth. The distance becomes not a separation but a bring
ing together like the necessary backward step which a judi
cious viewer may take in order to see a canvas steadily and 
fully. ; 

I was lucky in having a few old books around the house 
when I was learning to read. As the fifth in a family of six 
children and with parents so passionate for their children's 
education, I inherited many discarded primers and readers. I 
remember A Midsummer Night's Dream in an advanced 
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stage of falling apart. I think it must have been a prose 
adaptation, simplified and illustrated. I don't remember 
whether I made anything of it. Except the title. I couldn't get 
over the strange beauty of it. "A Midsummer Night's 
Dream." It was a magic phrase-an incantation that con
jured up scenes and landscapes of an alien, happy and unat
tainable land. 

I remember also my mother's Ije Onye Kraist which must 
have been an Igbo adaptation of Pilgrim J Progress. It could 
not have been the whole book; it was too thin. But it had 
some frightening pictures. I recall in particular a most vivid 
impression of the valley of the shadow of death. I thought a 
lot about death in those days. There was another little book 
which frightened and fascinated me. It had drawings of dif
ferent parts of the human body. But I was primarily inter
ested in what my elder sister told me was the human heart. 
Since there is a slight confusion in Igbo between heart and 
soul I took it that that strange thing looking almost like my 
mother's iron cooking pot turned upside down was the very 
thing that flew out when a man died and perched on the 
head of the coffin on the way to the cemetery. 

I found some use for most of the books in our house but 
by no means all. There was one arithmetic book I smuggled 
out and sold for half a penny which I needed to buy the tasty 
elek some temptress of a woman sold in the little market 
outside the school. I was found out and my mother, who had 
never had cause till then to doubt my honesty-laziness, yes, 
but not theft-received a huge shock. Of course she re
deemed the book. I was so ashamed when she brought it 
home that I don't think I ever looked at it again, which was 
probably why I never had much use for mathematics. 

My parents' reverence for books was almost superstitious; 
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so my action must have seemed· like a form of juvenile 
simony. My father was much worse than my mother. He 
never destroyed any paper. When he died we had to make a 
bonfire of all the hoardings of his long life. I am the very 
opposite of him in this. I can't stand paper around me. 
Whenever I see a lot of it I am seized by a mild attack of 
pyromania. When I die my children will not have a bonfire. 

The kind of taste I acquired from the chaotic literature in 
my father's house can well be imagined. For instance, I be
came very fond of those aspects of ecclesiastical history as 
could be garnered from The West African Churchman J 
Pamphlet-a little terror of a booklet prescribing intermina
ble Bible readings morning and night. But it was a veritable 
gold mine for the kind of information I craved in those days. 
It had the date of consecration for practically every Anglican 
bishop who ever served in West Africa; and even more in
triguing, the dates of their death. Many of them didn't last 
very long. I remember one pathetic case (I forget his name) 
who arrived in Lagos straight from his consecration at St. 
Paul's Cathedral and was dead within days, and his wife a 
week or two after him. Those were the days when_.Wcst 
Africa was truly the white..man's grave. when those great 
lines were written of which I was at that time unaware: 

, , Bight of Benin! Bight of Benin! 
' , Where few come out though many go in! 

as we called it, was this cryptic entry: "Augustine, Bishop of 
Hippo, died 430." It had that elusive and eternal quality, a 
tantalizing unfamiliarity which I always found moving. 

I did not know that I was going to be a wrjter because I 
did not really know of the existence of such creatures untii 
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38 Hopes and Impediments 

fairly late. The folk stories my mother an Ider sister told 
me a t e 1mmemona qua ity of the sk and the forests 

_llnd t e nvers. ter, w en got to ow that the European 
stories I read were written by known people, it still didn't 
help much. It was the same Europeans who made all the 
other marvellous things like the motor car. We did not come 
i9to it at all. We made nothing that wasn't primitive an<l_ 
heathenish~ 

The nationalist movement in British West Afri~e 
Se~Dd World War brought about a mental revolution which 

gan to reconcile us to ourselves. It suddenly seemed that 
· we too might have a story to tell. "Rule Britannia!" to which 
we had marched so unselfconsciously on Empire Day now 
stuck in our throat. 

At the l!!_liversity I read some appalling novels about Af
ri'Za (including Joyce Cary's much praised Mister Tohnson) 
and decided that the sto we had to tell could not be told for 
us y anyone e se no matter how gifted or well intentioned. 
' Although I did not set about it consciously in that solemn 
way, I now know that my first boo Thin s Fall Apart, was 
an act of atonement with m ast the ritua return an 

omage o a pi:Qdigal snn. But things happen very fast in 
Africa. I had hardly begun to bask in the sunshine of recon
ciliation when a new cloud appeared, a new estrangement. 
Political independence had come. The nationalist leader of 
yesterday (with whom it had not been too difficult to make 
common cause) had become the not so attractive party boss. 
And then things really got going. The party boss was chased 
out by the bright military boys, new idols of the people. But 
the party boss knows how to wait, knows by heart the coun- / · 
sel Mother Bedbug gave her little ones when the harassed 
owner of the bed poured hot water on them: "Be patient," 
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said she, "for what is hot will in the end be cold." What is 
bright can also get tarnished, like the military boys. 

One hears that the party boss is already conducting a whis
pering campaign: "You done see us chop," he says, "now you 
see dem chop. Which one you like pass?" And the people are 
truly confused. 

In a little nondescript coffee shop where I sometimes stop 
for a hamburger in Amherst there are some unfunny inscrip
tions hanging on the walls, representing a one-sided dialogue 
between management and staff. The unfunniest of them all 
reads-poetically: 

Take care of your boss 
The next one may be worse. 

The trouble with writers is that they will often refuse to live 
by such rationality. I 
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How do you select the topics for your essays, which 
often seem to be sociological? 

As I read, ideas just keep coming to me, though I've not 
had sociological training. I see the connections during 
the course of my reading and I pkk~n a central idea. I 
then frame my reading around that topic, about which I 
know. little and which I want to develop. As I widen my 
~eadirig I thcri begin to focus and to draw more specific 
idea& together. This involves a discarding and 
construction process,' both froin the literature of the pure 
works themselves and in the literary analysis of them. 

Do. you see yourself writing poetry or novels later? 

Maybe poetry, but I :see myself spending more time on 
es~ay writing. When something fascinates me and I think 
about it late at night and form ideas in my mind, I want 
to ~rite about it and express a certain viewpoint. 

Politics seem to be a preoccupation in your essays. What 
has influenced you in this direction? 

It probably began in my first year at university. I spent 
one year in the Law Faculty here and became interested 
in the history of political ideas. The idea of justice and 
the elements of injustice in society aroused me. Then 
when I had a chance to go to Canada to study I took up 
Literature and in studying the background of Senghor 
and others, I saw my interests developing along the same 
lines. This tied in with my previous interest in politics. 

Do you write with a particular audience in mind? 

The subject Itself draws its own audience. Though I've 
, been a teaoh~r most of my life, I don't want to see 

, ,; .:fll¥~e\fas r~stricted t.o the classroom only. I want tl~ . 

, m~ch\'~v.t 1 _J.~ls affec
1
ts the ~ature or Style .of the W~lllllg 

. .iq ~ qertatn ,~ay. I don't wnte so much wllh a particular 
'in.i~1enc~, ltj 1Mind, but rather with the idea of wishing to 
Jc.a~h; pu~ itj ·expr~ssing a viewpoint on topics in which 
l'v~ de,;elcip~d a particular interest. 
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Introduction '. ;,, (,;I I :.' , : ! · : i / ( 

Those who arc familiar with writings from Africa cannot :';j 
fail to acknowledge the fact that most African writers, · 
whether in poems, plays,; n~v~'s;ore~sa~s, have concerne'q 
themselves very much with the theme of culture. Perhaps . 
this has been done with' tlle fuleunderstanding that the ;~ · 
many years of slavery .. arid, !.c.~Wn. 'i!,!; .~.~m .. in.atio·?· .' h.ave, to .. 
some extent, hampered t~e .. ;d1e,y~~ppment of md1genous 
African cultures. Culture'. can only thrive under freedom 
and liberty. It is for this 'rf~s?~:~,a~~·newlY,~independent 
African nations have concerned themselves with the prob· 
!ems of political, economit~ ~b~ial'1 

and cultural develop~ 
ment - development of th~ nation in ev~ry aspect •. 'j l ~;[ 

We have seen that imperialist domination means that the . ,, 
centre of gravity of a peoplks hisforf is .often dislocated · .::. 
and appropriated by alien ruiers1 ,1Th{historial process is .· :··r; 
negated and, in the words bf'C~bral,' 1 it follows that im! . 

• • , 1 • lf1 Ir • ,,!• ·t' · 
penahst dommation halts or negates the process of cultural 
development of a people'. The pefioct of foreign occupation 
of most parts of the continent was marked by fierce pro· 
tracted wars, and the attainment pf political independence /,~ 
did not automatically mean that the grbund had been laid 1 
for the revival of the resurgence 'of African culture at the i: ... 
national level. ; .. · " , i · ;:~'~ii 

I !JI"-·''''. •I • if 
I I i"•'r< 

What is the meaning of cultufei> 1 , t:~·" 
This is a very difficult question to' answer l considering that ~L 
there are many definitions (bot~ 'old and recent) put for. t 
ward by specialists. In our present study we shall not at· '.~ 
tempt to give the term a new.,definition: rather, we shaUt 
endeavour, after a close examination of some definitions, i 
to pick out the essential characteristics of elements that , 
constitute the culture of a given community. For Jacques 
Maquet, 'culture is the totality of .knowledge and behav
iour, ideas and objects, th~t constitute the common heri
tage of a society'. Jame's· N~gi'Aefines culture as 'a way 
of !if e fashioned by a people' in th~ir collective endeavour ' 

, I 'J l •1 • J · 

to live and come to terms with' their total environment. It 
is the sum of their art, their sderit:e arid their social insti-

,; i,, 
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tutions'. Writing in the same vein, H. L. B. Moody states 
that 'we use the word "culture" to signify what is 
peculiarly characteristic of a particular community, includ
ing its organization, institutions, laws, customs, work, 
play, art, religion, music and so on ..,.. its totality'. Cabral 
views culture 'as an essential element in the history of a 

· people: it is simultaneously the fruit of;a people's history 
and the determinant of its history'. 

1 

Thes~ .few definitioris have some common elements. 
Firstly, cultii~~ has to do with a people's history, that is 
to say with their heritage. Secondly, culture is the sum 
total of a people's way of life. Thirdly, culture grows as 
people advance through history. We view culture as a heri
tage because, 1as each generation in a given society or com
munity grows up, it receives or inherits the sum total that 
was built by other generations and makes this its property. 
This is a common heritage because it is shared by every 
member of the society. For instance, the society to which 
one belongs determines what one wears as clothing, what 
one eats as food, one's:system of marriage and what one 
worships. Equally the economy in some societies is capi
talist, whereas in others the system is essentially socialist. 

Furthermore, we have seen from the above quotations 
that the elements that go to make up a people's culture are 
many and varied, beca~se they are the products of diffcr
e1nt r~gio~s of the community and the works of people 
from all walks of life.· Let us note for the moment the 
all-important fact that one of the prerequisites for nation
building is cultural fusion. For a new nation more em
phasis should he placed on shared values than on regional 
or tribal. cultures. Just as development in the economic, 
social and political spheres must be achieved on the 
national scale, It follows that culture should present a truly 
national outlook, A national culture in this sense should 
be the whole body of effort made by a people to describe, 
justify aq~ praise the action through which that nation has 

. created itself an~ through which it sustains itself. Let us 
reffiembef ·that, the process of cultural fusion, which ulti
ma'f~l;~ 'i~vplye~'. fhe, ~cq~isit~on of shared values and m~des 
of expression among the different sub-groups of society, 
will not be oossible without some form of cultural 
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interaction. Therefore, the building of a national culture will ./; 
not be complete without a clear~cut language pplicy. Lan~ 'T 
guage expresses the national .culture;. both in its oral and ~r. 
written forms, and it therefore ser\res as a storehouse for );· 
the present and the future.' k culture is primarily trans- : . 
mitted orally. In the light of what. we have said so far, one 
may be tempted to agree with the: following definition: · · · . 

Culture is that which; b~~~fi'.;\iansicitied or~lty. :g; d 
tradition, and objectively. llhio~g~ • .-rvriting . and. other rt~ 
mean~ of expression, eriha~r~s,}n5'.'.quality of life. ~ith .;'.~ 
meanmg and value, by making p·os~1ble the formulauon, ('~ 
progressive realization. 'appretlBtfon and the achieve- '.''~· 
ment of truth, beauty and mdr~i'worth. , ; .. 'f;~ 

· '.; :~, ·:! :..'C; ·i: . i ~ 

The fusion of regional cultures. should seek to develop the 
essential value of truth, beauty and moral worth. "" 

'. ': f.;~i!1 ;;i.,:. ' .· 
Cultural fusion and the creation, of a national culture · '- . 

The key problem facing eni~rgihg African nations is that:~· 
of trying to unite the different: and. differing tribes· into t 
one entity- a nation. It is ve1y.difficult to get the masses:' 
to accept themselves as one;people.:; . ; " .:·.:-
. . . . . ;;1 !r\ i/j • . • . • • ;;.ii" 

It IS d1fficu.lt to a~h1eve .c~J~~faf UOtty: Ill ~ n~t~on tha~ .lS :r1,, 
broken up mto tnbal umts m ·which each md1V1dual owes·~ 
primary allegiance to the values bf his village or clan<,' 
(which he considers total and ~biiipiete). This happens be-: 
cause the masses ?ave ~ot be~~- th~gh~ 

1
to appreciate values. 

other than those m their areapf;~r,igm;. . . !, "·. tl~~; 
Therefore, to achieve cultural .unity, the nation must-. 

address itself to the ardous. t~sk 'bf '..'indigenizing whaf is~ 
foreign, idealizing what is indi~~Af,~s; nationalizing what,. 
is sectional and emphasizing. w~~J,is j~f rican., ~her~ iiµ~.: 
ported values are necessary, ev~rt attempt should be. maqe. 
to adapt them to the African :~ax~~f_life. This should be\ 
the case with our educational institution's, for instance, We · 
cannot afford to lay aside, merely b~cause they are foreign, 
values that the modern wo~ld .ha~' c?~e to accept as really 
useful to human progress, but ·we must not accept that a ·; 
system of value, however gotjd, w~ll apply in exactly the / 
same way in Europe as in Afdd; 1 
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In the discovery of national heroes from past history, it 
may be necessary to carry out a thorough research into the 
history of many regions that constitute the nation. We 
should not be satisfied simply with the records that were 
made for us by our colonial masters. The history of some 
African States is still centred around the coming of the 
Europeans to what, are now the capital cities and chief 
ports, and the people they encou11s-red. Newly
independent nations contain much more; they embrace ter
ritory far beyond the national capitals and the chief ports. 
Experience has shown that, even within the same nation, 

1 some regions have acquired distinctive skills. Take, for in
stance, our food habits: the Etons of the Central South 
Province of the Cameroon are very good at cutting a cer
tain forest vegetable called okok (known in Manyu as Mfuo 
or eru); the Batangas and Balundus of the South-West 
Province are fast in. plantain peeling and there are a host 
of other examples. In fusing customs, some of these qual
ities should be brought out, so that people from other re
gions may be taught to imitate them. 

The new African nations have the primary task of pro
viding a. measure of concensus among their different 
peoples: they must constantly strive to renovate and adapt 
national culture to the requirements of existence in the 
modern world. This means the setting up of institutions 
for defusing tensions between groups and the construction 
of btidges between tradition and modernity. In short, the 
laying of foundations for a new heritage is what we call 
construction or reconstruction of a national culture. Thus 
'each nation ought to have. its national or official language 
known by all citizens. Similarly, each nation must have 
institutions for legislation, the currency system, the mar
ket, the military or police system, education, the postal 
service, the transportation and communication systems'. 

The shared culture of a nation should be a means of 
uhitiri~ the people in common beliefs, actions and values. 
If it•ichieves this, tulture will fill with order that portion 
of life, which lies beyond the pale of state intervention. 'It 
will fill'ir in: such' a way as at the same time to integrate 
its· s0¢iet~ 1bn the basis of common attitudes, common 
values'.' Thus, culture creates the basis of the formulation 
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of a common destiny and ccil:~~~aclon in the pursuit of;~ 

, Ir ·:••'·.l -~ 
that destiny. :: !~l r.i;p·'.it,•11 1 1 <:,;-;,· 
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Architects of a national cultu..re,::.,l.1!p1• •. \:,,' 
It i~ customar~ to think, ~sp~iallyjn the .new natioi:s ?f ./-f 
Afnca, that, smce the natIOQ iC.~nnot. funcuon as a umt m ;;;. 
the creation of culture, the tas~: 9( ~uilding a national cul-:::.~, 
tu re devolves on the governm~.nt. o{ .the ,day. I think that;[~ 
this is a way of throwing ~~o;l,~u~~iresponsibility on the) 
government alone. The creauo.µ, Qfia,·,~1.dture and of cultural }; 
values should be a vast co-ppef~tivC.\e~terprise, depending .~ 1f; 
for its progress upon the ipsigh~>i'~pergy, genius and de~ 'I~ 
votion of many people in ~hejf~o~Uiu?ity. This is not to, 1 ' •• 

deny the fact that governments hav~•1 m; the past, encour· 
aged and promo~ed and, indee~~ con,inue to encourage and 
promote, the creation of cultu.f~·~t~1l "!·--; ., . : . ·;· 

From the stt~dy of history,,,we 1 not~ .that learning was 
very largely encouraged by, 1 ~p,l~ght~.~ed and exceptional 
rulers. This tradition has conthme41· ~ut also men and fam{ 
ilies that have become wealth}'. l~hrPU.gJi' .commerce and Jtj1' 
dustry have outstripped rul~rs:If\!Jh~ patronage of cult~~J 
life. Indeed, if the Government pr ·lfHt~tate were alone to 

,,. ' it' ' 

create and promote culture, tq~flUV~;mJq be a danger that 
it would set up standards and. stffl~.,m~. eJ1thusiasm of thoso 
who should be allowed to cr~a·te Jifpeifect freedom. i~. 

Again, if the State were ~o ppaqc:~. ~U. cultural pursuits{ 
it would tend to impose a , ~tl!~~o~yped culture on the 
masses. Any attempt to try. to jintr9~uc;:e: strictly defined 
standards would be the death l)f ct.Jlti.irc1t\fter all, life itself 
is movement, so why should. :~ultural. activity be still' or 
frozen? There have been many, pathetic Uiustrations of the 
dismal fate of authors, compo~ers;\ actors and radio and 
television officials under com~unist 1 dictatorship in our 
present century. When the Sta~~ l!llq~sjc;:omplete control.of 
cultural life to the extent thai, ~ervility and adulation take. 
the place of reverence fof :;'ifµW~Hhe interest of. tti~ 
dragooned public audiences ~~m~~.J?efore monotonous cul.i 
tural products. , . I .' lil :' ~l r1 ;., ;·' 1 ~".:: 

On the other hand, to claim tha~ ~culture can be created 
by all the people is a misconceplion~ Jor, pot everybody can 
create. Despite exceptions, the 1nass of humanity is unable 
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" Ii to create or to devise great traditions of truth, beauty or 
goodness. Therefore, in every community, the people tend 
to follow cultural standards devised and elaborated by the 
elite, by those 'outstanding personalities who, by vi_rtue of 
their superior insight, energy and example, succeed in 
some mysterious way in discovering and imparting new 
values or in giving new directions to the orally transmitted 
cultural traditions.' :J' 

The : responsibility for creating national cultures lies 
squarely dn the shoulders of politicians and creative liter-

' ary ·artists.· But in buildin~ their national culture, both 
1must have recourse to the traditional heritage of the 
African people as well as to the cultures of Europe, Amer
ica and Asia. To do this, they must also try to reject im
portation of foreign values. As we mentioned earlier, 
foreign v'alues should be; adapted to national conditions. 
However;. every effort mrtstj be made to develop a techni
cal, technological and scientific culture, in accordance with 
the demands of progress,! for it is by so doing that we can 
eventually integrate our national culture into the modern 
world~'a culture based on the critical assimilation of the 
gains made by mankind' in I the fields of art, science and 

. literature in ·o,her parts of the world. 
But· what precisely should the role of the State be in 

building a national culture? In every nation, governments 
must ,try to use the mass media - the telephone, television, 
radio\ and films - to serve as instruments to express 
national experience and to support culture. For only 
through the use of the media will citizens develop a sense 
of pride, concern and commitment to the nation. They 
should not be led to turn outside their own countries for 
the creativity of others and for the values and standards 
by which they judge their own, especially in the fields of 

'' television, film; publishing and recording. 
• 1 .1;' • ',: J /d~)loh· howev~r, wish \to imply here that we should 

' 1• • not:be ,b~tj;;to'the;:finest tnat other nations produce. No 
· ·: "·· 1 serl~ible Wrst>ri WOlilcl' like to suggest that a concrete wall 

' : 1 • 'be': ~uil~: ii$ilinst thtltrt and thought of other lands. The 
m~jor'.~)>robl~th · ~t¢tjis '.from.i the fact that quite often too 

. : ': muclr ·~ellit'nt:~ on~~ what we import from others seems to 
reffed rlh untertainty 1 ttbo~t ourselves and our identity. We 

;, 
\''.; \' 
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tend to think tha\ what we i~Jf,".m~:t necesSarily be bet· Y~ 
ter, and we lack confidence in µtc; J11ct that we\ too have .;~ 
reached, or are capable of reaching,, 

1 
standards of inter-

national excellence. : , !fl ·~ (f • , , . ;_, 
We must not rely solely on th¢,cainera of foreigners to ... 

produce a photograph of ourselves. '.!'his, in my opinion, • \: 
is a bleak and conservative outlqok, for who will doubt the <;t. 
many African achievements in :csµlgi~;tl qeativity, particu•: ; i~ 
larly since independence? Judg¢d,J:m the· quality of. our '.}4 
~rtists and their ~orks, we ca~j.c~Pfi:~~,ntly say th~t there'·:.;Jy 
is a cultural r.ena1ssance of. extriJordinary JlCcomphshment : .. ~ 

. taking place in our midst .. : . i\l<,#L~<~Hi:. . . , .. d d,:,;.'.'[~ 
It is therefore desirable that, goy~_rnplents should guide;/~. 

their citizens; to know as mu~µ as 1possible about . their'{ 
country, its history and traditiobs:~nq about their national :~ 
life and common achievements. iJt i~ iri. the national interest tE 
to give encouragement to inqiyiclu~J~~ and to institutions'. 
which express national f eelingsi \ prn~9te common under~ 
standing and add to the vafiety; an4 r~hness of our life/ 
both urban and rural. 1 }liiiifr·>. , · • · · :' ':J-p., 

In order to build a nationa~ ~ultures, the State must try> 
to discourage the massive intplsion,: 1of

4 
foreign cultures;··!f 

Our cultural industries should be, 11ble to produce at maxi•-.~ 
mum capacity, so that we too: pan 1 qistribute our cultural; 
products. For only in so doing;wilU>Uf,voice be heard be~ 
yond our frontiers. , . 1; ·1: :~:!.:: _.;1-.,:'.. 

The public, and even some! politicians, sometimes fail:: 
to realize that art and culture; play /a! crucial role in our~·
lives. It is therefore up to the iState

1 
to establish the pri1Vi 

ciples, objectives and priorities pf,go:vernmen~ support hJ • 
these areas, thereby enabling it tp resJ>ond more effectively 
to national needs. : :ii .h >. ~;J: ·' · ·. ' '::.t 

The role of the State in encc;mraging cultural activities' 
should not be overlooked, .but j~ ,119uld .initiate these acti; 
vities by making use of the t~l~nts;f'.?f pie citizens; All cul• 
tural creation must aim at natioq~l iqeptity.- We cannot and. 
should not only be identified by oby~qus national symbols·~ 
such as flags, anthems and iCafd~;:LWe, should try to seek},_ 
new forms of identification; lt.:~oul<t be absurd to think ~i 
that we can only identify ou~~lv~~~1 by, trying to project , 
what is old-fashioned and low grade~ We should not be 
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identified with overgrown hair, unshaved beards, shabby 
dresses over which we wear a leopard skin, juju-type caps 
with a feather. We should be eager to know how our cul
tures were moulded, while at the same time extending and 
promoting our cultural values. We should also try to know 
how best we can be integrated into modern culture. 

Conditions necessary for building a natio.,.l culture 
One of the principal consequences of colonial domi
nation is the depersonalization of human beings in the 
three continents ,of Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

1 Colonialism, in establishing by violence the cultural un
reality of the subjugated peoples, in petrifying their cul
tures in an immense ghetto of history, deprives the 
colonized of all identity 

The chief factor in the building of a national culture is 
national sovereignty, and for African countries this really 
means freedom from alien lute and domination. Culture 
can only evolve and thrive hi a free society. It follows that 
a complete and total liberation qf the people, through the 
eliminatio11 of all exploitative forces, is necessary for the 
building of a national culture. Furthermore, there should 
be a sound language policy which aims at the teaching and 
study of one or two national or official languages. Also, 
schools of drama and music should be set up in the insti
tutions of learning. In every nation, creative writing should 
be used to promote cultµral fusion: essays, poems, text
books and translations of outstanding works from other 
countries in the literary and scientific fields. A language 
policy must aim at promoting a shared language, such as 
Hausa or Swahili, with the avowed purpose of encouraging 
cultural homogenization that will serve as part of the 
means of promoting unity. Language is certainly one of the 
g~leways to artistic, religious, economic and, in fact, every 

. ~*pr¢ss~on of humar experknce. Therefore, African states 
'' "lil~}; tj~~:f Pf8~t .. ~e press~ng need to c~oose a. ling~istic 

coo~ ~r t~efr,own ,which w1p not unqermme their national 
cillture,t ·. ~y¢b if' !~ey are ~ompelled by circumstances to 
~~fu'#~pf:.~om~. ;?f. th~, world'~ international languages 
(ErigUsti'~:and ·'French), this should not mean the total 
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exclusion of a national, in'digen'oris: ~anguage. 
With independence, all the fetters 'to cultural renaissance 

should be removed. It should;at~ll times be rJmembered i 

that culture, like society; is1essenti~lly·dynamic: The citi- . 
zens of independent Africa shoitld set about destroying the 
old static customs and traditions•that have in the past given 
her the image of a zoo or museum of human evolution. The 
customs which are no longer :necessary for the proper de
velopment of adequate huma~;expression should be trans- .~ ... 
fo!med or done away with,1, J;his.~ ap.plies to. some of. our ~t! 
tnbal customs that have no. 'Stgmficance whatsoever m a .'.;~ 
modern society. . lJ1 im d1. 1' i '' 

lq Vlt!W! .. 

Conclusion r • 1&i1: .a~:'.tL1: · ,;,i 
In this essay we have attempted to suggest ways of building ;!i· 
a national culture., We ~ave ex~Tjneq!~ few definitions of',';]; 
culture, and Wf1 have tned to show the important elements ~.W' 
that a national culture should 'einbr~c~: With regard to the',:· 
Stat~ as a promoter and creat~i:.~?~;·~~lture, we have tried t 
to point out that its role; ne~? 1:~?\~~'. ~nd should not, be . 
preponderant. 

1 

, •1· .1•1 >'• .i. t' ·, • · · ·, ·.·.: 
I I ( ' f:f'j {'If' o " 

We have also noted that ~;'ri~t!ciii~l. culture should be .. ; 
seen as a factor in developin¢

1 f ri~fional identity and in. 
promoting unity. A national'" tuliure should be distinct 
from traditional ideological !~~~I poJitical divisions .. ·In·:: 
building their cultures, African 'nations must remain out-:; 
ward looking, but the desire to 'rffu~~ri' open should not be ' 
taken to mean that indigenous ~uhures are to be smothered: 
by alien m~dels. Indee~, 

1 

a~"apt~enti? national culture: 
must be bmlt on the basts of a sound, mtegrated cultural ,. 
policy' a policy which should :d~al witp' the overall <level-"': 
opment and be in keeping with the ec;pnomic, political and '. 
social needs of the different, grotips'

1 
that make up the . 

nation. The aims and means ~f such a policy must be de
cided co-operatively: all those con'cerned - creative artists, 
men of religion, linguists, chief~,.' elq~rs and politicians - '~: 
must be consulted. There shoµlcf° t>J. a· strong reliance on ;" 
certain traditions, such as a natioriat language which is es
sential for communicatiorl and, wlifo~' is the best means of 

. . h ' 1 l h . .l ·II if/;<, h d transmtttmg t e cu tura . ~rltfig~;;:, t~a~lh' we ave stresse ;, 
the need to base a national I cuttural • J:>olicy on the oral 
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tradition which is not only a kind of historical memory but 
also a dynamic tradition which expresses community life. 

Finally, the building of a national culture is only poss
ible if it is based on a sound political philosophy, for it is 
the nation's political philosophy which can either promote 
or mar the development of a national culture worthy of the 
name. But, again, a national culture should not be seen 
merely as the sum of several activities, but as a way of life. 
Culture, to borrow T. S. Eliot's phrase, is~ peculiar way 
of thinking, feeling and behaving.' 

Under what conditions can a culture develop and thrive? 

What dot7s the author accept as a comprehensive 
definition of culture? 

What do you understand by the phrase 'cultural fusion?' 

What role according to the author does language play in 
the development of culture? 

How does culture enhance nationalism? What are the 
conditions that favour the growth of a national culture? 
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African Literature:-
Matshoba's Call Me Not a Man 

Dudujankie 

My students and Botswana in general are faced 
with oppression as a fact of their lives. Although 
most American students are fortunate in not hav
ing to grapple daily with oppression, they, too, 
may face being oppressed because of their race, 
class, gender, or sexual preference. Using 
Mtutuzeli Matshoba's Call Me Not a Man ( i 979) as 
the central text in a unit on oppression would cer
tainly benefit both my students and yours. In the 
first place, such a unit would help students under
stand the oppression they face and perhaps make 
them better able to respond to that oppression. In 
addition, such a unit may increase students' sym
pathies for the victims of oppression and perhaps 
even motivate them to act on behalf of those who 
are oppressed. At the very least, such a unit would 
promote an understanding of contemporary Af
rican political history, for as Matshoba explains in 
the introduction to his book, 

I want to reflect through my works life on my side of 
the fence, the black side: So that whatever may hap
pen in the future, I might not be set down as a blood
thirsty terrorist: So that I may say: "These were the 
events which shaped the Steve Bikos and the So
lomon Mahlangus, and the many others who came 
before and after them." (x) 

Call Me Not a Man: A Brief Synopsis 

This collection of short stories reflects a commit
ment to exposing the evils of the South African 
policy of apartheid and the common experience of 
the Blacks under that system. All of the seven sto
ries clearly illustrate some of the different ways 
that oppression can be perpetuated. As M. 
Vaughan ( 1988) clearly points out, 
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Rather than character, Matshoba concentrates upon 
situation. Each story has an exemplary quality: it 
treats the situation that is its subject-matter as a 
model situation, from which lessons can be derived. 
(312) 

"My Friend, the Outcast" describes the plight of 
a Black family that was evicted from its township 
house under false accusations that it had rental ar
rears. But the truth was that government officials 
had accepted a bribe from a young man who need
ed housing desperately. After his role in the whole 
eviction plan was discovered, the young man de
cided not to take the house but rather help the 
family recover it. 

The little story, "Call Me Not a Man," focuses 
on the role of Black police reservists who have 
been co-opted into the South African oppressive 
machinery in order to perpetuate the ill treatment 
and exploitation of helpless Black workers. The 
process is described as dehumanizing and degrad
ing to the reservists, their victims, and the 
powerless onlookers. Matshoba provides a vivid 
example of how the reservists victimize a migrant 
worker returning home after a long time because 
he does not have his "passbook" with him. 

"A Glimpse of Slavery" throws light on the hu
miliating treatment of Black workers by their 
white co-workers. It also 

describes the system by which pass offenders and 
criminals are forced into becoming farm labourers 
(slaves in Matshoba's terms) for the duration of their 
sentences and the kind of horrors this involves. 
(frump 1988, 39) 

In "A Son of the First Generation," Matshoba 
comments on the Immorality Act. The ill-fated af
fair between Martha, a young Black woman, and 



David Steenkamp, a white man, led to the birth of 
a new "colored" child who represents the birth of a 
new generation in South Africa, a child whose very 
existence violates the Immorality Act. Matshoba 
uses this story to attack these laws. He explains, 

But I do not see what can be immoral in the mere 
existence ofa human being. Even the child born after 
an act of rape cannot be stripped of its right to exist, 
once born .... To me a so-called "colored" human 
being is a brother, conceived in the same Black womb 
as I. Child of a sister robbed of the pride of moth
erhood by the man-made immorality laws. (91) 

Matshoba explains that "A Pilgrimage to the 
Isle of Makana" was inspired by the imprisonment 
of his brother Diliza in Robben Island (vii). He 
provides a detailed description of the journey he 
undertook to visit him. The story is interspersed 
with comments on the relevant aspects of South 
African history and on the process center, "the 
place Robben Island has in African consciousness" 
(Vaughan 311). 

In "Three Days in the Land of a Dying Illu
sion," the main focus is on a traveler who was 
going to visit friends in Umtata in Transkei. 
Through him and the journey he is undertaking, 
Matshoba focuses on the "creation" of the Trans
kei homeland/bantwtan and its independence. 
The journey reflects that Transkei is "a land of a 
dying illusion." 

In "Behind the Veil of Complacency," 
Matshoba creates an idyllic world presented by 
two young Black 16vers, who wished that their 
happiness could last forever. However, their idyl
lic mood was completely shattered when a white 
shopkeeper accused Mapula (the young woman) 
of stealing an orange worth five cents. .. · 

Structuring the Unit 

Although most students will have some experi
ence with oppression, they may not bring a sophis
ticated understanding of the concept to their 
reading. Therefore, I developed my unit around a 
series of key questions designed to help students 
consider aspects of oppression that they might 
otherwise neglect. 

I. What is the cause of the oppression? 
2. What is the effect of the oppression on both the 

oppressed and the oppressor? 
3. What is the response of the oppressed to their op

pression?. 
4. Are there any possibilities for change? 

/(( 

These questions are a useful heuristic to help 
students expand their consideration of oppres
sion. Asking the first question is important, for, as 
Jonathon H. Turner, Royce Singleton, Jr., and 
David Musick (1984) explain, "distinctive social, 
cultural, and biological attributes can serve as the 
basis for labeling targets of oppression" (4). Con
sistently asking this question will help students be
come aware of the many causes of oppression. 
Asking the second question is important, for it 
helps students understand that oppression harms 
both the oppressor and the oppressed, a point 
powerfully established in many ofMatshoba's sto
ries but one that students often neglect. Asking the 
third question is important because it helps stu
dents begin to evaluate the range of responses 
available to the characters, from acquiescence to 
violence, instead of simply regarding their actions 
as inevitable. Finally, asking the fourth question is 
important, for it helps students do more than sim
ply finish a story and say, "It's so sad" or "It's so 
wrong." Such responses do little to solve the prob
lems that Matshoba poses. 

To introduce the unit I begin with a series of 
case studies that reflect different forms of oppres-
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sion with which the students may be familiar. I de
sign the case studies to highlight the importance of 
the key questions that I discussed above as well as 
to introduce vocabulary that will be useful for the 
rest of, the unit-for example, stereotype and 
scapegoat. Through the course of the unit, we dis-

The second question helps 
students understand that 
oppression harms both 

the oppressor and the oppressed. 

cuss the stories in terms of the questions. We draw 
connections between our experiences and the ex
periences portrayed in the stories. For example, 
when we read "Three Days in the Land of a Dying 
Illusion," we talk about the experience of the mi
grant· ta borers it portrays. Because many of my 
students have relatives who are or have been mi
grant laborers, we can compare their experiences 
to the experiences of the characters. Of course, 
making such connections will be more difficult for 
American teachers, but in this example, students 
could compare the experience of immigrants to 
the experience of the migrant laborers. Finally, I 
move my students to independence by having 
them work together to analyze the UNESCO film 

This/sApartheid (1970) and to produce a m"".:'"i. play 
portraying an oppressive situation that: ~ have 
not talked about in class. 

The theme of oppression runs aCTOSii ~ ~Tik 
ing of most contemporary AfriGU: w-riters 
throughout the Continent. Introducing~ stu
dents to this theme through a unit on Y-=::;:mizeli 
Matshoba's Call Me Not a Man will hdf- pcq>are 
them to read other African writers and E:2T well 
help them realize that the problems he ~ses 
affect them as well. 
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EJ SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO 

Global Perspective-on the Home Front 

Throughout the semester the object [in a freshman composition class] was 
to make all composition work, and particularly letter-writing, as real as pos
sible. Following this plan, l arranged to have my class of boys write letters to 
a class of young men of varying ages in the night school. The young men 
were foreigners from the various countries of Europe. Some, who had come 
to visit relatives, could not return because of the war, others had been here 
for a year or more, but most of them had traveled to this country to become 
citizens. Some were well educated in their own languages, and practically all 
had a trade or profession. 

* * * * * 
[On the day the responses came] The one exclamation was, "Why, they write 
better than we do! ... The questions asked by my pupils were answered 
very frankly, and the boys were delighted with the descriptions which they 
received of life in European countries. They smiled at the mistakes in En
glish idioms, but also noticed some mistakes similar to their own in the uses 
of prepositions and connectives. The last day of the semester the boys wrote 
answers, which were much better than the first letters. 
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Rena M. Odell. December 1915. "Some Problems in English 
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Navajo Students 
and "Postcolonial" Literature 

Kurt Lucas 

Cultures in Conflict 

For years, the scope of English literature classes 
has been limited primarily to works from Great 
l}ritain and its former colony, the United States. 

~his limitation, however, ignores the scores of 
( oth~r former British colonies which are producing 

their own "English-language" literatures. Writers 
from Africa, India, as well as the Caribbean and 
Pacific Islands are generating some of the world's 
most evocative literature, springing from the cul
tural conflicts between traditional peoples and 
their colonizers. With America's population hav
ing. "shifted ~ramatically from a predominantly 
white populauon to one that is substantially 'other
cultured"' (Gonzalez 1990, 16), these "post
colonial" literatures offer American students 
important insights into how other peoples have 
dealt with racial misunderstandings, inequities of 
power, and shifts in traditional values and beliefs. 

I teach Navajo students at a small rural school 
near the center of the spacious Navajo reservation, 
where the native culture is still adjusting to outside 
influences caused by-as my students say-"An
glos." Since these students are adjusting to a 
"British-influenced" culture, they generally relate 
better to themes in postcolonial literature than to 
the themes found in more traditional English 
texts. Realizing this, the school administrators and 
I decided to develop a twelve-week course for 
second-semester seniors called "Cultures in Con
flict: 'Post-Colonial' Literature from Africa the 
Caribbean, and the Pacific." ' 

Getting Started 

Attempting to cover so many diverse cultures and 
geographic regions in just a few weeks seems a bit 
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intimidating-for the teacher and the students. 
The prospects become less daunting, however, 
when everyone recognizes how similarly various 
native peoples have responded to European colo
nizers. The themes we start with in West African 
literature resurface thronghout the course. To en
sure a smooth passage among regions, I rely heav
ily on videos to provide a shared picture of the 
places we will discuss while investigating written 
works. 

On the first day, I ask the students to brain
st.orm characteristics of the three geographic re
gions we plan to study. They tend to emphasize 
the differences between themselves and post
colonial people, including many negative stereo
types they have gleaned from television and 
movies. For example, their list for Africa often 
contains derogatory terms like "spears," "slaves," 
and "savages." In order to challenge these stereo
types and open students' eyes to similarities be
tween their own situation and that of postcolonial 
people, I show a movie called Powaqqatsi (1987), 
which offers overviews of both traditional and 
modem life in pans of Africa, Latin America, In
dia, and Polynesia. As Native Americans, these 
students readily recognize how both they and 
postcolonial people have adapted their traditional 
lifestyles to survive in an increasingly "Western
ized" world. With this comparison established, we 
begin our worldwide tour of English literature 
written outside the so-called "first world." 

Literature from Africa 

I teach works from three different African re
gions-West Africa, East Africa, and Southern Af
rica-using each to investigate a different aspect 
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of the colonial period. To study a native people's 
first encounter with Europeans, we visit West Af
rica, closest to Europe, for our initial stop. Early 
contact with the English made Nigeria fertile 
ground to produce postcolonial literature's semi
nal work, Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart 
(1959). These lines from William Butler Yeats' 
poem "The Second Coming" provide this novel 
with both its title and recurring theme: "Things-
fall apart; the center cannot hold; I Mere anarchy 
is loosed upon the world" (314). 

The book opens with Okonkwo, the main char
acter, standing at the center of his culture, having 
employed the traditionally accepted means of 
muscle and hard work to earn respect and pros
perity. However, the arrival of the British in the 
late 1800s, with their new religion and educational 
system, alters the tribe's path to success. Okonkwo, 
unwilling to forsake his tribe's traditions, refuses 
to change, causing his tragic self-destruction. This 
novel's theme of traditions falling apart and giving 
way to cultural anarchy holds great appeal for 
modern students who grow up in a world much 
different from the one their parents knew as chil
dren. 

Next, the class travels forward several decades 
and across the continent to East Africa, where we 
study a traditional "song" from Uganda, Okot 
p'Bitek's Song of Lawino (1966). This ninety-page 
poem sung by a traditional woman consists of thir
teen "verses," each telling of her husband's deci
sion to abandon his traditions and imitate the 
white colonialists. While reading the poem, the 

"Postcolonial" literatures offer 
American students important insights 

into how other peoples have 
dealt with racial misunderstandings, 

inequities of power, and shifts 
in traditional values and beliefs. 

students make powerful connections between the 
cultural changes happening to Lawino's people 
and the changes they see in their Navajo tribe. On 
their reservation, as in p'Bitek's Uganda, many 
have rejected the old ways, while others have 
adapted traditions to create a culture akin to but 
distinct from the original. Lawino laments this 
molting of her people's customs, fearful the result
ing metamorphosis will produce some rough beast 

II~ 

inferior to her present culture. In the following 
excerpt, she contrasts different animals in an at
tempt to stop her husband, Ocol, from aping the 
whites: 

No leopard 
Would change into a hyena, 
And the crested crane 
Would hate to be changed 
Into the bold-headed, 
Dung-eating vulture, 
The long-necked and graceful giraffe 
Cannot become a monkey. (56) 

Passages like this encourage Navajo students to 
consider their own fears of cultural change. We 
use Ocol's situation to discuss how.the modern ma
chines-especially VCRs, compact disc players, 
satellite dishes-seduce old cultures into chang
ing. Our talks reveal the students' fear that they 
might lose their culture if their people are un
aware of outside influences. As Anthony wrote in 
his journal, 

I would feel lost if I lost my traditional ways. Just to 

~--.know how some traditional ways are is just what I 
\\'.ant. The way Ocol should [act is] taking good things 
f~om the white ways and using or applying them to 
his way of life. 

"----.... 
We study two other works before leaving East 

Africa, both dealing with the Mau Mau revolts in 
Kenya during the 1950s. At that time, the British 
were well established; consequently, many native 
·Kenyans had learned enough about British 
customs to choose how they would emulate the 
British and to what extent they would maintain 
their own traditions. Since different native groups 
adapted and adopted British ways to varying de
grees, conflict arose not only between Africans 
and British but among native peoples as well. Such 
conflict within and between groups is the theme of 
the Kenyan film, The Kitchen Toto (1987). Mwangi, 
the film's main character, is trapped between 
cultures, unable to decide where to place his loy
alty: with the British whose money supports his 
family or with the Kikuyu rebels, the people of his 
tribe. His indecision proves fatal. Our class uses 
the film to discuss the difficulties of being 
stranded between two cultures. 

We delve further into this issue by studying 
about the same revolts as presented in author wa 
Thiong'o Ngugi's novel Weep Not Child (1964). In 
this work, the Kikuyu tribe is divided against itself, 
with some members trying to maintain their tradi
tions and regain their lands, while others attempt 
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to imitate the British in order to prosper financial
ly. The book's main character, Njoroge, is caught 
in the middle, forced to choose between the tradi
tions of his family and the lure of the colonialists' 
education system. The resulting conflict between 
the different factions destroys many of the novel's 
characters, producing both anguish and a loss of 
self-identity for Njoroge. The students relate well 
to this work, realizing that they too are searching 
for a balance between their Navajo traditions and 
the promises of Anglo education. Our discussions 
focus on how to achieve equilibrium between two 
cultures. 

Our next journey takes us to Southern Africa, 
where the culture conflicts we study are more cur
rent, often appearing in the news. We start by 
viewing Richard Attenborough's film Cry Freedom 
( 1987), which shows the racial segregation and in
equality of South Africa's apartheid system. Tak
ing place in the mid- l 970s, just after the student 
protests in Soweto, this film recounts the story of 
black-rights activist Stephen Biko, who died while 
detained by South Africa's security police. Theim
ages of racial injustice prepare these Native Amer
ican students for the hate based on skin color that 
we study in other South African works. 
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We continue to examine South Africa's daily vi
olence and oppression by reading white So~th Af
rican Andre Brink's A Dry White Season (1979). 
Though naive at first, the novel's main character, 
Ben Du Toit, becomes increasingly aware of his 
country's racial injustice as he investigates the 
death of a black acquaintance. South Africa's in
stitutionalized repression attempts to force Ben 
into abandoning his quest for the truth; Ben's re
fusal to stop costs him his life. The book's final 
message calls readers to join the struggle against 
racial supremacy and cultural intolerance: 

[I wrote] it down. To report what I know. So that it 
will not be possible for any man ever to say again: I 

~ ~ -
knew nothing about it. (316) '~ 

As Navajos, the students are outraged by the 
novel's theme of human dignity torn asunder, a 
theme which stimulates lengthy discussions about 
race, human injustice, and collective responsibility 
for social wrongs. 

Having investigated some of apartheid's recent 
history, we travel back ~n time to study two of 
Athol Fugard's plays. The first, "Master Harold" 
... and the boys ( 1982), takes place in Port Elizabeth 
in 1950, just two years after many of the most 
heinous apartheid laws were established. This 
play, with its young white schoolboy and two black 
men, shows how caring interaction and intimate 
understanding can create cross-racial connec
tions, while feelings of racial superiority can rip 
those human bonds apart. As Mark Cummings 
(1989) commented in an earlier issue of English 
journal, 

Throughout the play, images of community and love 
such as a ballroom, a dance, a winner's trophy, kite
flying, and the name "Hally" are set against images of 
isolation and hate such as a whites-only bench, a colli
sion, a chamberpot, a racist joke, and the name "Mas
ter Harold." (71) 

My students readily feel the play's ache and fury, 
empathizing with the characters' failed attempts to 
create a world without collisions by "getting the 
steps right." After reading the script, we watch a 
video version of the same play starring Matthew 
Broderick and black actors Zakes Mokae and John 
Kani ( 1986). Their combined performance brings 
the immediacy of apartheid's racism directly into 
our classroom. We follow this video by watching 
another Fugard play called Sizwe Banzi Is Dead 
(1978) about the country's dreaded, inhumane
and recently repealed-pass laws. In this produc-
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tion, a black man named Sizwe must choose be
tween the self-dignity of keeping his name or the 
self-debasement of destroying that name to take 
the name of a dead man. Apartheid entraps Sizwe, 
forcing him to "kill" his own name in order to sup
port his family. My students relate Sizwe's loss to 
losses in their own tribe, explaining how they as 
Navajos have painfully had to sacrifice parts--0f 
their culture in order to ensure the tribe's survival. 

Literature from the Caribbean 

Recrossing the Atlantic to study the Caribbean, 
the students find island nations where most white 
colonists have left to resume lives in Europe, leav
ing behind only vestiges of their colonial lan
guages, values, and political systems. The video I 
use to introduce the Caribbean is in French, 
filmed on the island of Martinique. Sugar Cane Al
ley ( 1985) reveals the economic inequities between 
different Caribbean social classes while recount
ing one boy's successful use of education to rise 
through those classes. The film often shocks stu
dents by showing them how regimented-and yet 
vital-schooling is in the Caribbean. This realiza
tion of education's importance helps them ap
proach the next work we read, Jamaica Kincaid's 
Annie john (1983), a coming-of-age biography de
scribing a young girl's school experiences on the 
island of Antigua. Annie's success in education 
takes her farther and farther away from her fami
ly and friends, eventually separating her from her 
culture when she leaves to study in England. As a 
class, we consider how education lures some Nava
jos away from the reservation as well. With this in 
mind, the students reflect on their own definitions 
of success, examining how they mighu1se educa
tion as a tool for their culture's and their own ad
vancement. 

We continue our study of Caribbean class strug
gles by watching a film called The Harder They Come 
( 1972) (which, by the way, is the only English-lan
guage film with English subtitles I have ever seen). 
This film, starring reggae singer Jimmy Cliff, is set 
on the island of Jamaica and depicts a rural man 
coming to Kingstown to exploit his musical talents 
for fame and prosperity. 

Unfortunately, his ignorance of city life and his 
impatience with his slowly rising social status de
stroy him, mostly because the upper classes are de
termined to prevent such upward mobility. A sim
ilar theme of social oppression resurfaces in The 
Wine of Astonishment by Earl Lovelace (1982). This 

novel from Trinidad shows how blacks have tried 
different paths in search of success: some· have 
found satisfaction practicing the traditions they 
brought from Africa; others have abandoned 
their people, copying the colonialists in order to 
take high-status, high-paying government jobs. 
Pondering the reasons behind this cultural ex
odus, the novel's narrator speculates that the cause 
may lie in the culture's 

weakness and not the wickedness of our children that 
turn them away from us and frotn their self to try to 
be something else where they cou1d feel that they is 
human being. \ 

The students recognize this d-ang~,~f a culture 
losing its people if that culture loses its vitality. As 
Kim responded in her essay, 

A weak culture is born of weak people. If the newer 
generations get lazy and don't pass on their culture to 
their children, then the whole culture weakens. We -
must care enough to pass on all we know to our chil
dren to keep our cultures alive. 

Literature from the Pacific 

For our last stop, we traverse the Pacific Ocean to 
investigate Polynesia, where we begin our study by 
watching a film from New Zealand called Utu 
(1986). The title, roughly translated from Maori, 
means "revenge" or "paying back" for either good 
or evil deeds. This term describes the characters' 
quest for justice during the country's Maori revolts 
of the late nineteenth century. With few excep
tions, the scenery and costumes in the film are sim
ilar to what is in most "cowboy and Indian" films 
my students know. Several students have even 
asked whether portions of the film were filmed in 

-Arizona or Utah. I use this familiarity as an entry 
into one of the film's themes: a native people's at
tempt to reclaim lost lands and regain its culture: 
My students begin by cheering on the Maoris, 
hopeful the natives will avenge the army's slaugh
ter of a village. However, by the end of the film the 
class realizes that no member of either culture is 
innocent: all share responsibility for the devasta
tion of both peoples. 

We follow this film with our final novel for the 
course, Albert Wendt's Sons for the Return Home 
(1973). Set mainly in New Zealand, this story tells 
of a native Samoan using an interracial rela
tionship to bridge the more traditional world of 
his parents and the more "Westernized" world of 
New Zealand. The relationship fails because both 
cultures, reluctant to accept one another, leave the 
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main character to retreat inside himself. His intro
spective search leads him to a clearer sense of 
self-a self almost totally free from outside cultur-

. al influences. The novel ends with the main char
acter literally between cultures, pondering what 
his new self might be and what rejecting his 

The scenery and the costumes 
in the film are similar 

to what is in most 
"cowboy and Indian" movies 

my students know. 

culture means. Many of the Navajo students in my 
class fear that any people will become lost if they 
forsake their traditions; yet, with so many cultures 
in America mixing and evolving, the ability to 
leave one's ways long enough to walk around in 
another person's values and beliefs seems an 
important skill to learn. This novel illustrates for 
the students just how challenging trying on the 
"shoes" of another culture can be. 

For me, the most satisfying part of the course is 
reading the final evaluations, since many students 
leave the course having learned a new pride in 
their own culture and new sensitivity to other peo
ple's customs. As Ernestine wrote, 

From taking your class, I became aware of my Navajo 
culture. Before, I used to think that I was never really 
aware of the importance of the Navajo culture. I have 
been taught about it since I can remember, but I 
thought of it as just being there-the same as tradi
tions to be practiced forever, but I realized that many .. 
changes are going to occur. As of now, my culture is 
the most important thing because like I have said be
fore it represents me and my people .... Thank you 
for waking me up and making me realize the impor
tance of my culture and the respect for other 
cultures. 

As America becomes more culturally diverse, 
many students--not just Na.tive Americans--can 
profit from studying "postcolonial" literature, be
cause it enables people to recognize similarities 
and differences between their own cultures and 
the many cultures they will encounter during their 
lives. As they become more aware of these other 
peoples--no matter how different from them-
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selves-students can begin to grasp and overcome 
the barriers that divide people, whether in differ
ent countries or different neighborhoods. 
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56 SH i ~, K. KUM~ R . ( ( ,..t !> ( A.) 
DAYS INiNEW· YORK1 

- )-.: ; . "': ~ . 

Here I live fu a garb~ge can.:• .. 'o i·.: · it:: 

The pile grows bigger each week h. : . · ' , 
with the broken homes ./p:•'· ~_,.,;~;:1i.1;. ~ ,~. 

li t .ed 11 "''"" d · " . I 1 
·' ' , sp n er a .... vun ·.: •. : ... .. •:>ru1w.:,.,· · ..... , .•. 

A black cat chases a.shadow;;~·:b;f..;;,r.i,,...;,~"'~' . · 1·~i. 
down the. passageway:~! .>j!l !~~i~:~l;lifti';-~: i ::trIJ 
its whiskers presagc'1JU1othe~ sriowsto!rii.• t;i;«mrn 

~.' ·.:,~, ... ~'4°1·'6~· ·'· ···:r.ii.~-1·. i~.,,,,,{ '' 

The ~~i~~ ~f~h~n~grS~aid's ey~~alls··•': 11 t''J~, 
istheonlyclearilliitlghere; :.' ·'" .,,:;;'·lY: .. .: 

besjdes, of course, the quart gallo'n 
1cartori ofinilk ' ' ' squattingatmy"door:' ·."· ,. .. : ''';:t•'f•: . .> ,,.,, 

They wouldn't believe it .. here ,,..,, . .,( ,,. , .i 1 
that Ganges water can work rmracles:· . '. 

1

" 

in spite Of the Cartloads,; ' .!'. :>:' ' i '! ·\.'i! I ! 'i•.JW 

of dead men's ashes and 1bohes"n i):a:i: [l!o: h'ri 

daily offerings to the'river. .c)ii1.,rlq1;i;h; · ;;i·tJ · 

. ' 

Ii""'"!n 1 i·:>i'i.d.~: ·•.•(~·· '1" · ... i ~,1,.,r.( ,,, ~-=1 1rr·· 
I o~en each, morrung .my n,e1g~bo~:s .7irne,r>,,~; l/ . 
whisked away from his door · ' ,< ·'- 't': . : , . . '. ':.,..w. ~,t-.ru1.::d. ~,u. 
before he stirs. · . "'.·.· · '""' Jt!: . r. . 
Gloved hands.leave rio finMnri~"''I'·:· ! •i .. 

11
;

1

'

1 

And a brisk reyiew of all our yesterd;;ys is no sin. 
• ···- ~)I : i;; ... "' ~ .. , ' f ' •• ·1; ....... i. ..' : ..: 

.f-..-:.~·.ir.;:_'<~i-~};r:}itt~.~Ji~~ n~:i•ji": ,!f.:\¥·~r:w~t 1 :·• 1 i rj;.~l. 
En. route to. perdition.;:· . i ,,;.f: h «n t:. 1r;1n·1; ~:ff' 
I sometimes stop at Grand Central to piss.,:',b .: 
Where else can one. ease one's,nerves1 .~!IJ 1 .. :11 .\ 

when the bladder fills UP<;•'.i.~· ~, .. ,1'.~.!x'.-:: '.,,I! l.t.;1 

like a child's balloon? · . «'" ; · ~l ~" ;~;;., . i'J!i;r 

In the Gents, each in his stall,~·. <-·:· · 

we stand reduced to the thing Itself. { 
Questions catapult in the air:~ .. : ;~. · 
'Are you a Puerto Rican? ' ","'.": f:.i.-;-2, 

A Jamaican? A RCd Indian?' 
;;_ ;:,i· '!· 

·----

1 This is a revised venion; the original of which appears in Su~t,,.fugu (Oxford 

University Press, 1976) as 'A Letter from New York'. 
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L PARTHASARATHY ( (fl-I> IA) 
. . . : . . . . -

Come.in, and see for yourself ... '. !; 
It's taken thirty odd years .. :<.!!di · 
Now, a small hand will do ... _,;.,.,., 

'.: ,;,, ,10 d: '· .;,. :' :~· 
It w~ the Au~t heat · .f.1,· .· " 

brought the stars to a 009, · ': f : , .. 
and you asked me about constellations. 

'• ' 'I ·•I . 
Ye~~ by i~eir, ;6~ ~and 'J~ ~ ~ 

, . , I 

I could reach, even touch . I . . . , , 
in the sand with my half-inch tcleseopic 

. I 

fingers. Overwhelm the flight ~"'<·HA !. 
of human sJ?CCCh. Thus celebrate , . 
something so perishable, trite. : ·.::::'. ( 

. ~ 
.. i r ;,. ~-~ L.J 

~-!1.rj;,.,:~;:~l !H r.·-~n·'";d,, 

·from· HOMECOMING 

. :-;-.;:::~t~· ',.·.;':,:~~~'.~: ::!:·( 
My tongue~in E~gfuh chairis; ""1 ; ... ri_ 

I return, after a generation, to you .. , 

I am, ~~.th~t~d,;.: 1 •• ,·, ,_:. :;,:· '.., 

f • :.t...:: 'd' : 'th . . » I .. { ! o my ~ .. VI 1c te er; )•i/ .:<·:_':': .• : 
hunger for you unassuaged. · 
I falter sttimble:• ·'•'·' · ·· 'X !Jci-~' ;J 

•, - . ·:-: ; ·: ~!-~;,-~>( :--)-~~h ·.~;-1 ~~ 
. '. . ' . . . ' : . . . . ~ 

Speak a tired language \ Vi:>l~ ~:.·c.v l•7 
wrenched rroin its sleep in the lf"1al,l ' 
teeth, palate, lips still new•,·:-':. ,-'.• ·· 

.. ·»'ti,!~ » t;-.; ._,; 

to its agglutinative touch. :O; · ': ~v ·.
Now, hooked on celluloid, you reel 
down plush corridors. · i .· -· • '' ; 

. - ' , ·., i .~ • I : ".iJJ ;· 

1 Tamil cla.mc of the third or fourth century A.I>. by Valluvar. 

""'-:"'°"'"""'~~ • ··r . 

,~-~ 

., r 

1\i' , .. :1·~ 
~s i .. 

1. 

~'., ·• ,,,· .... ~'·.·~~~~:;~l?~~li~~~:.~1~) 
·:And so 1t eventually happencd~_g;;:.;f~ ~ .... ~::...,·~ ;~~,\ 1 

• ' • . . . j ~"In-~~<.- t,;;:~< ",:. 

a farruly rcuruon not heard of .. :{·: · · :t ... ,.,,.~t-.. ;,:. ~.;. 
• • • ....'('. .. _.to.'- ···%;j~·~~~~,:;.~ 

. smce grandfather died m '59-:.-m,~ >- ~ · ,1t-S~ "?£..~;.; · · 
' . . ·~' • '"'·. uor'" 1 1: .,,,~..,,~ .. ~· t ,,.~-· .,J! .. }<{~>t..1',,u·, .. -,.,,,.t. .......... -",,,,r.>,...{;~ii· !j";""" ·, 

\ , ...___ "' . • r \ • _;,,cl .""';tt-'·l..~f'-~~ 
1: !J:o.L!..'. ' • ~·eo·' .~·~l'"!'.i'L~T'r ri~li:V:!i:•f ... ~.:-~ ':-: ~· >iJ>"•' 
1 1 u= year. usms amvcu u1 iruc (;uanur ,,.,,. 4'."n ~j; ;~t" 

\ l in overcrowded private buscs~;;·:~t·:·~1 '1<1":(;_;f~it1~\~~~ 
\

• ,• .- , .r .• ,}.",,,·';~:!'.~Iv;_~, 
' the dust of unlettered years-~<:,'.')' ,., ·:-.c, -: -.. ' »·:·:;31?\ -~- .,. . 

\ • • . . 1~ • : ;~·;:1~-f~~~~:,~~1. ? .\f~l~{L 
l clouding mstant

1
recogrution, •. ~ :,. ·. i~ .... r >··,;;•,; .. -:~,T-7' 

. L h . ulled . I -t;..;.uQ ~t::t'I !tli.1"'"' '·>,~'>''!'">"~!(I' ; ater,eac onep , .. , "c- l·;.~:,,_'i~-~ ~~, .. t;·,;~~·''"'-::·. • . . . . . ..+·•"•"~ ~tt"\~~·:;-:..j:' . .,, -~~:i.. 
, . sitting crosslegged on·the ste~~~:.::.ilr:~!.:';.cf iM·~r.lf~~ · 

..... 1:i.;J.,;:i~ •ir:::w ;•.:,..;·,r.,• '<!"'; 
. ' ~' . " •• ··~. '"'-'"":..IG<lf,' ';,i.,· . .,, '-'·t~.ai~ . c01_1l:i; 

r-i, f*h' il ·~f \•• i·~.:'m1ii;rr.itn«•Y'lrr.>l.;i:''"-~·' ; .• ;o:_,~~~· ,,}.·: ·,. ~ o t e c o try,. i:c:. coconum ... ~ . ., J.rf · :: :"i-~,_~;f ~:;;;~· 
'·~~out of the fire··~5·1:..~r.:l'1~--.. _, : ',f¥.!.;n:; 
····-·... ·• , . . .... f;>~ ·'::•i. .. !'!'.~J':'-'r· . '"',. ~~{~~· 

' of nce-and-ptclde·aftcrnoom, '· ·:., -~~" ,~\li'; 
'.· ·, .. : . ... .-0.·;:1~~.:'f~f.f/~:~::tt~q\;::;~ 
;stiridari, who had 5quhTCI1ed up and doWI1f,:~~it;." 
; r. b'dd ' . 'd • . ... • .... '-1.: .. ~: .. t~ ·'.·?' '"i · 1or 1 en tamarm trees m·.,cr ong DAU'-'.J;.;;t;t·J~ 

I ' ' '.' • • ' ' »~A.'" ~ ' ' .:C':\J.i'~'''"~-°'i ",every morning with•me,~~J~l~-..i:i1'.~ "\:'~~ 
~ ?· .. ~ ,.. . or.J~'!-c; }in;; ;rl,~~trr~f}~fr.:;~~t~):;..~f~ 

':. ',; st(;odtherc, that day~ forty years alner,:~;\ :"):'.~:.~ 
\her_ tlu'ee daughters floating~d_;m~. ~;, ;[C:·~ 

. '.filike safe planets .near. her,~~ ~~fo~;$ :'.~i,~~ 

·· :,~;,;:t··.r~:it~-;~if 
., • '-,:1_ .'"-· .. , • "': ... .., -,.t ... f~.· ~!fr;~~w1ot. ;;,;"'.'1''.Kii_ t°"·'"· ;;::.. 

; ... '. ..,.... · .. 1• ,t' ~~ .. ¥~-· -·-·"~ .. ~f.:;!,/i~:-"'i'·~· 
· ·: .·I made myself ari expert :;-j."•;;0~¥,~.:1;lt;1;;it~i'~i~_.;, . 

~ .. ~.;·. ' ' ,: .. "' ... ,,,,, .. ~.~·;;•;.,;(.'.'l.:f~::1~,;/l, 
•.. ,,;; .m farewells.;An'1JlexpectediNo'vcmbCi'4'J'(; ~f; ~!( 
- ~'.shut the door in my facc:~··~a~:.. ;F;Y~i 

.. ~--,.,,~~' ';~ ... ..-.,.~-
". (...,,.,1 -~ 1 . Y~,i~-\l' .. :;Yr ~, , ·.. ~,.:r.i.~·:1~.fJ·· 

• • _, ,_ l> ~ ~ ~"!(! r.· .... ..- ·"-
, I c~hed, a gl~ho~ ''f ·;,. ,·_--~:~i~5('«~;~-~-~~~~- .·Y~~;;:r' 
·hit by the stone of Father's~death--'~1'~ 

' . ' t ' . f!d:! ~·' 
~t, the burning ghat t~ur~~:~~fl:.~i~ 
>·:;. :" ,·:("•i·;~.·· .•·:l:.J;,.~•i:'O::.f.~ici':h:'·:!• 

. : • -·»ff.f.:.";;1.11~.".!V,.,_~'ti!oi'J."'1~:i,.m:.... . ... 

. ·: ~:~: :tti_t~-~~-;~~;~t;;~bP_·;~'1~~~ ;~_._;, 
· ofthelast shred of family likeneis~wJ~p'-'3}·,Y~~~<'..'.'' ' 
. .· · . "·::.; , : .. ~.'-i>-~:··::1,.,~;_,.:r,::_.·;;:',,~~~~~~~'!';t·'.~ > 

>- _,) 1 lnn L"'~ .. ~--~~"'lQ'"r.! ·' """«Ji~"·· ·· · .. . <7tii~:~f ': ;JkW~~,~,'·,, 
' . ;)~?.· 

--· '----~--·-·. -•--·~· -· ~- ' \,,~---. 
,, 
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R,. PARTHASAllATHY 

I am my father now. . 
_The lines of my hands . . . 
hold the fine ct>mpass of his g0ing: 

. i. ":-" . ' ..... _ " .... " .··.;[ 
I shall follow. And after me, 
my unborn ~n, through the eye of this nccdle 

of forgetfulness. . ' : ' r • 
•' . ·: 

-··! 

8 
.: -·J" .. . ... \' '; :> -·.: \""- j 

With paper boats boys tickle.her ribs, . 
and bu£falos have turned her ~ a pond. 
There's caglewood in her hair 

) .... : 

and stale flowers. Every evening, 
as bells roll in the forehead of temples, 
she secs a man on the steps 

' ~ • · •• "i . : •• 

clean his arse. Kingfishers and egrets,' 
whom she fed, have flown : .~ . : 
her paps. Also emperon and poets 

who slept in her arm.. She is become 
a sewer, now. No one has any use for Vaika.i, 
river, once, of this sweet city. 

10 
., '· ' ) i 

The street in the evening tilts homeward · · 
· as t:r&ffic piles up; · · · 
It is then I stir about •. 

· Rise from the table and shake die duat · ·' , 
from my eyes. Pick up , · 
my glasses and look for myself 

~ ) ! 

in every ~k and comer . . 
of the night. The pavement tUms informer 
hearing my steps. A pariah dog 

.. 
;. 

. \~. 
•••• 1-

', 

/ 

·'· 

7 
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·:.r 

slams an alley in my face. c .' 

I have exchanged the world . ", .. , .. ·-! i-/!"t ,., ii! '11 · _,. 

for a table and chair. I shouldri,t oompliilii~ . ::r '. --;: . 
~ -,_ ·~t)~- .. ,~.,·,yf!t··;, __ . --~ .. :, ~-!\~::?_:·.;·;it .. 

• ,,,, .... ,'..t·.~1 ~:·rn·,.,·tt-; ~ !i'N '·, ·: ..• _ ... ,, .. ,_.. 

!I ,,, him n~~··'~g~l;h~1~R~lli1~ta6~;; 
J'he door is open., Jt is evening;;)~'v,:t-r.~~r:-;1tt:~:-~' 

'.._on the la.wm the.·chil.dr.·e· n play:.~'.1.~~·?.·.'~~ .... :v~~;~~!··· .· .· .. · .. ;z.~.l.·;.:; .. 
• - \, . : . .. (~ .. (:!_;~; .;·,_.,, .. ·' .. :, \'."'('i~J~iilk ... ~~" )~(., . . ~;.' . 

He ;,,ent f~r: t'.ii'e ·~rig ~-,fr~iii~the;~f~. 1~:i;}-;tt(~~~ 
A d . d ... · . ,1,..:~·~i.:1 .. ~:i •• ·'-"· • ..... 1. ti!t:;~li-

• n marriage ma e .1~rworse(.{'~~'!i~:·:'·;..~"'f.'"' ';:"~!:'t~)'7··:(. 
He hadn't read his Greek poet! wCll?l~;~·~-:t;it:.11~·,~~; 

· .. • · • '" ·""'' ·.111·' ....... .., ... ~.'!i:i.t;o'il-:.~ 
• . ·,, .··.~ 1....7.,:· Jt ·:'ol•.""'~.-:r~.·'!t'~·ll~ ·'-""~ . .:.~~-·-.~~·-.~~(.~~~-"' 

better to.bury a'\;,~orii~nthan'~{rfY;h~i.'1 l ;~:: ~ ''~~~~r;.~ · 
' . .. . •, .. """h ,\.i<l"Jk•,!K<'·.~·":"'" Now he teaches.· Reviews verse:·" · -""'*- .. ' ·~" · ·: · - ·. '..f''; :<•':"" 

.written by others. Is invited to cb!J~1cii'ccs"' _·:~>::?~ ~;"'-
.1 '. ";' i.tj~ '%· ........ , 

and attends the"m. How lo~g i~ ~'9.d iakcnl~i~ :, .. 1'! .~ f ·:;1'<. 
. . ' h ,_: F· .. : t.: .i-\..+ f.. .,U~J.;..· .. 

him to learn he had no talent'~'·".~.~t'tet·: .,-:;.~."'. · · •. · .. .:~ .. ·<id.·.·.·~ ... 
-~""l:·J'~i ~ ~. /'1:~~-.>~1 ~·- -11;1)'{.:J':;:""_!·f. 

at all, although words came easy;·;~m~t .. f"'". _ , ... ~'"'· ;~·; ·~.,.~ 
. . . . ... , ... " .. ·!: 1"'vj1)~;.: ~L~·<::?ifr~'·;~~~i~~··. · 

One can be articulate about nothing.11;! ~.ii; :f:!',iiii~ ~.ti'.; 
Or, was it simply:. ,_.:~l·'~:~f<~.'•;!;~·,~ .\1ZJ. · '\''. r . .'~ fH 
his god had left him? ,~::~ ~~~~ ... ,t!.;~A.!~J ... ': ~ > <l'i~ ~·~ 

. ' ,. : .. i' •-_;, :~·.\':t··~ fr:;~··~~ -~-~i· (~·;t·~~;~/.~ '..''. ~ .'i.;-.,~~;~t-lks-\iif.s-;fj\ 
Pedalling his bicycle g~, he asks,~ -/:'J •_.";.:.,;:.f~;L. 
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14 DHRuV A.KUMAR JOSHI ( f /l J:> I~ 

Homecoming 
DHRUVAKUMAR JOSHI 

I had to leave the shores 
that they should see fit 
to do me honor. 
Now, accounts of my passage 
through the Golden Gate 
adorn drawing-room gossip-shelves . 

Advice they want on how 
to squeeze a passage 
to a University on an assistantship. 

Sneakily, in the other room, 
daughters (ripe and waiting) 
are chaperoned before me. 

Friends who mocked 
at my exercise of freedom once 
now pat me . 

Fathers and mothers 
uncles and aunts 
cousins-in-law 

scan me like customs men, before 
certifying me fit 
for their homely girl. 

A brief exile is all I had. 
It is over. And that · 
has made all the difference . 
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TONY CONNOR 

A British Military Graveyard 
In The Himalayas 

TONY CONNOR ( f fl j) I A) 
This wife, "Much loved, much cherished," 
crumbles among long grasses. 
She is no more remembered 
than the sad young subaltern 
who composed her epitaph, 
then went on to die elsewhere-
surrounded by grown children, 
perhaps. 

She was "nineteen years"
whether she died of fever 
or in childbirth the gravestone 
does not say. Certainly she 
was well-born: the other ranks 
and their women were buried 
lower down - with no such view 
of distant Tibetan peaks. 
Here, daisy and wild iris 
sweeten the indignity 
of forgotten vows, and words 
the weather has scoured away; 
tall pines and a grand vista 
stand over the broken gate 
like an apter reminder 
of Imperial conceit, 
where everything is broken: -
tombs toppling, vaults cracked open, 
urns askew in undergrowth. 

I doubt they'd have allowed me 
to enter the gate before 
Independence, - certainly 
not as a corpse. Even now 
I'm incongruous among 
these dead Public School tyrants 
and the extravagantly 
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TONY CONNOR 

phrased eulogies they composed 
for one another. I can't 
think of them as my people; 
only "Much loved, much cherished"
whose name has flaked from the stone -
moves my curiosity 
towards unearned affection. 
Indeed, the dutiful men 
rotting here at attention, 
are nobody's people now -
unless Mr. Chatterjee, 
(who owns most of the mountain, 
so it's said) claims them as his. 
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46 G. S. SHARAT CHANDRA 

A Quick Glimpse of Buddha's Children 
On The American TV Between 

Its Commercials 

Kampuchean boy 
after his daily breakfast 
of Thai wind, ricemud, raindust, 
covers his nose from his sister 
who sleeps through it-
She chose to breed flies in her eyes, 
nostrils, in her sweet red mouth. 
He can already see her 
in Buddha's heaven 
rainbows in her wings. 

The Moon 
DINA NATH NADIM 

The moon looked like a pancake as she rose 
behind the hills. She looked dull as a robe 
of pampore tweed worn off threadbare and torn 
at the collar-band out of which peep the scars 
on a marble breast, and pale as a counterfeit 
silver coin which robs a coolie of her mite. 

The moon looked like a pancake and 
the hills looked hungry; and the clouds put out 
the fire in western skies. But in the east 
the wood nymphs lit the moon's cooking stove 
in whose soft glow shoots of the steaming rice 
seemed to spring upon the hills. I whispered 
hope to my hungry belly, and gazed and gazed, 
wirh hungry looks, at the moon-flooded sky. 

Tramlased from the Kasbmiri by }. L Kaul 

- --··.,.'."""'~I ~t~,"' ..,, 
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Kt.:SHA V MALIK 

Two Poems 

KESHAV MALIK 

In Praise of Guns 

The cloud~ bursr in praise of guns, 
Especially when Cains rehearse 
The ancient curse. 

Then trumpeters trumpet the hearse 
Of each brave son-
Circumcised and non. 

God in heaven, who pour out in such fun, 
When scorn answers in cold coin of scorn 
Tooth for tooth, eye for eye. 

From age to age so the show goes on
The soul's gaze fixed 
On mirroring pools of blood. 

The clouds burst in praise of guns 
In praise of sons-
A red thread running through a hole in lungs. 

Lightning and thunder commend violence, 
The charioteer winks approval, let 
Shot answer shot. 

The Date 

Where would you like to meet her? 
Suddenly, under the smooth hypnotic wheels 

'Upon the elegant highway! Or 
Would you rather care to greet her 
Accidencally, head on, by the swaying necklace 
Of the well-lie bay. Perhaps 
You will neck her by night 
In the slim streets of the beloved 
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Circumcision 

Having hauled down my pyjama!> 
they dragged me, all legs and teeth, 
that fateful afternoon, to a stool 
before which the barber hunkered 
with an open cut-throat. He stropped it 
on his palm with obvious relish. 
I did not like his mustachios, nor 
his conciliatory smile. Somehow 
they made me sit, and two cousins 
held a leg apiece. The barber 
looked at me; I stared right back, 
defying him to start something. 
He just turned aside to whisper 
to my cousin who suddenly cried 
'oh look at that golden bird', 
and being only six I looked up; 
which was all the time he needed 
to separate me from my prepuce. 
'Bastard, sonofaplg' I roared, 
'sister-ravisher, you pimp 
and catamite', while he applied 
salve and bandaged the organ. 
Beside myself with indignation 
and pain, I forgot the presence 
of elders, and cursed and cursed 
in the graphic vocabulary . 
of the fanes, acquired at leap-frog, 
marbles, and hlindman's buff. 
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Still frothing at the mouth they fetched 
me to bed, where an anxious mother 
kissed and consoled me. It was not 
till I was alone that I dared 
to look down at my naked middle. 
When I saw it so foreslwrtened, 
raw, and skthed in lint', I burst·· 
into fresh tears. Dismally 
I wondered if I would ever .· 
be able to pee again. . . , . 

·This 
was many many years ago. _•:, 
I have since learnt it was more 
than a ritual, for by the act . 
of a pull and downward slash, 
they prepare us for the disappointments 
at the absence of golden birds 
life will ask us to look at 
between our circumcision and death.c 
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r 5 Playing the English Gentleman 

My faith in vegetarianism grew on me from day to day. Salt's book 
whetted my appetite for dietetic studies. I went in for all the 
books available on vegetarianism and read them. One of these, 
Howard Williams's The Ethics of Diet, was a 'biographical history 
of the literature of humane dietetics from the earliest period to 
the present day'. It tried to make out that all philosophers and 
prophets from Pythagoras and Jesus down to those of the present 
age were vegetarians. Dr Anna Kingsford's The Perfect Way in 
Diet was also an attractive book. Dr Allinson's writings on health 
and hygiene were likewise very helpful. He advocated a curative 
system based on regulation of the dietary of patients. Himself a 
vegetarian, he prescribed for his patients also a strictly vegetarian 
diet. The result of reading all this literature was that dietetic 
experiments came to take an important place in my life. Health was 
the principal consideration of these experiments to begin with. But 
later on religion became the supreme motive. 

Meanwhile my friend had not ceased to worry about me. His 
love for me led him to think that, if I persisted in my objections io 
meat-eating, I should not only develop a weak constitution, but 
should remain a duffer, because I should never feel at home in 
English society. When he came to know that I had begun to interesi 
myself in books on vegetarianism, he was afraid lest these studi" 
should muddle my head; that I should fritter my life away iii 
experiments, forgetting my own work, and become a crank. He 
therefore made one last effort to reform me. He one day invited me 
to go to the theatre. Before the play we were to dine together at the 
Holborn Restaurant, to me a palaiial place and the first big 
restaurant I had been to since leaving the Victoria Hotel. The stay 
at that hotel had scarcely been a helpful experience, for I had noi 
lived there with my wits about me. The friend had planned to taki 
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Playing the English Gentleman . 6 r 

me to this restaurant evidently imagining that modesty would 
forbid any questions. And it was a very big company of diners in 
the midst of which my friend and I sat sharing a table between 
us. The first course was soup. I wondered what it might be made 
of, but durst not ask the friend about it. I therefore summoned the 
waiter. My friend saw the movement and sternly asked across the 
table what was the matter. With considerable hesitation I told him 
that I wanted to inquire if the soup was a vegetable soup. •You are 
too clumsy for decent society,' he passionately exclaimed. 'If you 
cannot behave yourself, you had better go. Feed in some other 

. restaurant and await me outside.' This delighted me. Out I went. 
· There was a vegetarian restaurant close by, b1:1t it was closed. So I 

went without food that night. I accompanied my friend to the 
theatre, but he never said a word ~bout the scene I had created. On 
my part of course there was nothing to say. 

That was the last friendly tussle we had. It did not affect our 
relations in the least. I could see and appreciate the love by which 
all my friend's efforts were actuated, and my respect for him 
was all the greater on account of our differences in thought and 
action. · 

But I decided that I should put him at ease, that I should assure 
him that I would be clumsy no more, but try to become polished 
and make up for my vegetarianism by cultivating other accom
plishments which fitted one for polite society. And for this purpose 
I undertook the all too impossible task of becoming an English 
gentleman. . 

The clothes after the Bombay cut that I was wearing were, I 
thought, unsuitable for English society, and I got new ones at the 
Army and Navy Stores. I also went in for a chimney-pot hat costing 

• hineteen shillings ~ an excessive price in those days. Not content 
with this, I wasted ten pounds on an evening suit made in Bond 
Street, the centre of fashionable life in London; and got my good 

. and noble-hearted brother to send me a double watch-chain of 
· gold. It was not correct to wear a ready-made tie and I learnt the art 

of tying one for myself. While in India, the mirror had been a 
luxury permitted on the days when the family barber gave me a 
shave. Here I wasted ten minutes every day bef!)re a huge mirror, 

t watching myself arranging my tie and parting my hair in the 
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correct fashion. My hair was by no means soft, and every day it 
meant a regular struggle with the brush to keep it in position. Each 
time the hat was put on and off, the hand would automatically 
move towards the head to adjust the hair, not to mention the other 
civilized habit of the hand every now and then operating for the 
same purpose when sitting in polished society. 

As if all this were not enough to make me look the thing, I 
directed my attention to other details that were supposed to go 
towards the making of an English gentleman. I was told that it 
was necessary for me to take lessons in dancing, French and 
elocution. French was not only the language of neighbouring 
France, but it was the lingua franca of the Continent over which I 
had a desire to travel. I decided to take dancing lessons at a class 
and paid down £3 as fees for a term. I must have taken about six 
lessons in three weeks. But it was beyond me to achieve anything 
like rhythmic motion. I could not follow the piano and hence found 
it impossible to keep time. What then was I to do? The recluse in 
the fable kept a cat to keep off the rats, and then a cow to feed the 
cat with milk, and a man to keep the cow and so on. My ambitions 
also grew like the family of the recluse. I thought I should learn to 
play the violin in order to cultivate an ear for Western music. So I 
invested£ 3 in a violin and something more in fees. I sought a third 
teacher to give me lessons in elocution and paid him a preliminary 
fee of a guinea. He recommended Bell's Standard Elocutionist as 
the text-book, which I purchased. And I began with a speech of 

Pitt's. 
But Mr Bell rang the bell of alarm in my ear and I awoke. 
I had not to spend a lifetime in England, I said to myself. What 

then was the use of learning elocution? And how could dancing 
make a gentleman of me? The violin I could learn even in India. I 
was a student and ought to go on with my studies. I should qualify 
myself to join the Inns of Court. If my character made a gentleman 
of me, so much the better. Otherwise I should forego the ambition. 

These and similar thoughts possessed me, and I expressed them 
in a letter which I addressed to the elocution teacher, requesting 
him to excuse me from further lessons. I had taken only two or 
three. I wrote a similar letter to the dancing teacher, and went 
personally to the violin teacher with a request to dispose of the 
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violin for any price it might fetch. She was rather friendly to 
me, so I told her how I had discovered that I was pursuing a false 
idea. She encouraged me in the determination to make a complete 
change. 

This infatuation must have lasted about three months. The 
punctiliousness in dress persisted for years. But henceforward I 
became a student. 

16 Changes 

Let no one imagine that my experiments in dancing and the like 
marked a stage of indulgence in my life. The reader will have 
noticed that even then I had my wits about me. Th.at period of 
infatuation was not unrelieved by a certain amount of self
introspection on my part. I kept account of every farthing I spent, 
and my expenses were carefully calculated. Every little item, such 1 

as omnibus fares or postage or a couple of coppers spent on 
newspapers, would be entered, and the balance struck every 
evening before going to bed. That habit has stayed with me ever 
since, and I know that as a result, though I have had to handle 
public funds amounting to lakhs, I have succeeded in exercising 
strict economy in their disbursement, and instead of outstanding 
debts have had invariably a surplus balance in respect of all the 
movements I have led. Let every youth take a leaf out of my book 
and make it a point to account for everythingthat comes into and 
goes out of his pocket, and like me he is sure to be a gainer in the 
end. 

As I kept strict watch over my way of living, I could see that it 
was necessary to economize. I therefore decided to reduce my 
expenses by half. My accounts showed numerous items spent on 
fares. Again my living with a family meant the payment of a regular 
weekly bill. It also included the courtesy of occasionally taking 
members of the family out to dinner, and likewise attending parties 
with them. All this involved heavy items for conveyances, especial
ly as, if the friend was a lady, custom required that the man should 

' pay all the expenses. Also dining out meant extra cost, as no 
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deduction could be made from the regular weekly bill for meals not 
taken. It seemed to me that all these items could be saved, as 
likewise the drain on my purse caused through a false sense of 

propriety. 
So I decided to take rooms on my own account, instead of living 

any longer in a family, and also to remove from place to place 
according to the work I had to do, thus gaining experience at the 
same time. The rooms were so selected as to enable me to reach the 
place of business on foot in half an hour, and so save fares. Before 
this I had always taken some kind of conveyance whenever I went 
anywhere, and had to find extra time for walks. The new arrange· 
ment combined walks and economy, as it meant a saving of fares 
and gave me walks of eight or ten miles a day. It was mainly 
this habit of long walks that kept me practically free from ifl. 
ness throughout my stay in England and gave me a fairly strong 

body. 
Thus I rented a suite of rooms; one for a sitting room and 

another for a bedroom. This was the second stage. The third was 

yet to come. 
These changes saved me half the expense. But how was I to 

utilize the time? I knew that Bar examinations did not require .. , 
much study, and I therefore did not feel pressed for time. My weak 
English was a perpetual worry for me. Mr (afterwards Sir Frederic) 
Lely's words, 'graduate first and then come to me,' still rang in my 
ears. I should, I thought, not only be called to the Bar, but havt 
some literary degree as well. I inquired about the Oxford and 
Cambridge University courses, consulted a few friends, and found 
that, if I elected to go to either of these places, that would mean 
greater expense and a much longer stay in England than I wal 
prepared for. A friend suggested that, if I really wanted to have tht 
satisfaction of taking a difficult examination, I should pass tht 
London Matriculation. It meant a good deal of labour and much 
addition to my stock of general knowledge, without any extn 
expense worth the name. I welcomed the suggestion. But tht 
syllabus frightened me. Latin and a modern language were com. 
pulsory! How was I to manage Latin? But the friend entered i 
strong plea for it: 'Latin is very valuable to lawyers. Knowledged 
Latin is very useful in understanding (aw-books. And one paper~1 
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Roman Law is entirely in Latin. Besides a knowledge of Latin 
means greater command over the English language'. It went home 
and I decided to learn Latin, no matter how difficult it might be. 
French I had already begun, so I thought that should be the modern 
language. I joined a private Matriculation class. Examinations 
were held every six months and I had only five months at my 
disposal. It was an almost impossible task for me. But the aspirant 
after being an English gentleman chose to convert himself into a 
serious student. I framed my own time-table to the minute; but 
neither my intelligence nor memory promised to enable me to 
tackle Latin and French besides other subjects within the given 
period. The result was that I was ploughed in Latin. I was sorry but 
did not lose heart. I had acquired a taste for Latin, also I thought 
my French would be all the better for another trial and I would 
select a new subject in the science group. Chemis.try which was my 
subject in science had no attraction for want of experiments, 
whereas it ought to have been a deeply interesting study. It was one 1 

of the compulsory subjects in India and so I had selected it for the 
London Matriculation. This time, however, I chose Heat and Light 
instead of Chemistry. It was said to be easy and I found it to 
be so. 

With my preparation for another trial, I made an effort to 
simplify my life still further. I felt that my way of living did not yet 
befit the modest means of my family. The thought of my struggling 
brother, who nobly responded to my regular calls for monetary 
help, deeply pained me. I saw that most of those who were 
spending from eight to fifteen pounds monthly had the advantage 
of scholarships. I had before me examples of much simpler living. I 
came across a fair number of poor students living more humbly 
than I. One of them was staying in the slums in a room at two 
shillings a week and living on two pence worth of cocoa and bread 
per meal from Lockhart's cheap Cocoa Rooms. It was far from me 
to think of emulating him, but I felt I could surely have one room 
instead of two and cook some of my meals at home. That would be 

, a saving of four to five pounds each month. I also came across 
books on simple living. I gave up the suite of rooms and rented one 
instead, invested in a stove, and began cooking my breakfast at 
home. The process scarcely took me more than twenty minutes, for 
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there was· only oatmeal porridge to cook and water to boil for 
cocoa. I had lunch out and for dinner bread and cocoa at home. 
Thus I managed to live on a shilling and three pence a day. This was 
also a period of intensive study. Plain living saved me plenty of time 
and I passed my examination. 

Let not the reader think that this living made mt life by any 
means a dreary affair. On the contrary the change harmonized my 
inward and outward life. It was also more in keeping with the 
means of my family. My life was certainly more truthful and my 
soul knew no bounds of joy. 

I 7 Experiments in Dietetics 

As I searched myself deeper, the necessity for changes both internal 
and external began to grow on me. As soon as, or even before, I 
made alterations in my expenses and my way of living, I began to 
make changes in my diet. I saw that the writers on vegetarianism 
had examined the question very minutely, attacking it in ill 
religious, scientific, practical and medical aspects. Ethically they 
h.,,-1 -i~~ ..... ...I .... .. L - - - ' , • 
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5 · Education of Children 

r: 1eff ', ~:1?tr~~:,:·.>:rrr· ', ',A , , , F 

When I landed at Durban in January 1897, I had three children 
with me, my sister's son ten years old, and my own sons nine and 
five years of age. Wherewas I to educate them? 

I could have sent them to the schools for European children, but 
only as a matter of favour and exception. No other Indian children 
were allowed to attend them. For these there were schools estab
lished by Christian missions, but I was not prepared to send my 
children there, as I did not like the education imparted in those 

', schools. For one thing, the medium of instruction would be only 
English, or perhaps incorrect Tamil or Hindi; this too could only 
have been arranged with difficulty. I could not possibly put up with 
this and other disadvantages. In the meantime I was making my 
own attempt to teach them. But that was at best irregular, and I 
could not get hold of a suitable Gujarati teacher. 

I was at my wits' end. I advertised for an English teacher who 
hould teach the children under my direction. Some regular in

ction was to be given them by this teacher, and for the rest they 
hould be satisfied with what little I could give them irregularly. So 
engaged an English governess on £ 7 a month. This went on for 
me time, but not to my satisfaction. The boys acquired some 
owledge of Gujarati through my conversation and intercourse 
'th them, which was strictly in the mother-tongue. I was loathe to 
d them back to India, for I believed even then that young 

ildren should not be separated from their parents. The education 
at children naturally imbibe in a well-ordered household is 
possible to obtain in hostels. I therefore kept my children with 
. I did send my nephew and elder son to be educated at 
idential schools in India for a few months, but I soon had to 

II them. Later, the eldest son, long after he had come of age, 
ke away from me, and went to India to join a High School in 
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Ahmedabad. I have an impression that the nephew was satisfied. 
with what I could give him. Unfortunately he died in the prime of· 
youth after a brief illness. The other three of my sons have never 
been at a public school, though they did get some regular schooling 
in an improvised school which I started for the children of 
Satyagrahi parents in South Africa. 

These experiments were all inadequate. I could not devote to the 
children all the time I had wanted to give them. My inability to give 
them enough attention and other unavoidable causes prevented me 
from providing them with the literary education I had desired, and 
all my sons have had complaints to make against me in thiJ. 
matter. Whenever they come across an M.A. or a B.A., or event 
matriculate, they seem to feel the handicap of a want of school, 
education. . 

Nevertheless I am of opinion that, if I had insisted on their being 
educated somehow at public schools, they would have been 
prived of the training that can be had only at the school · 
experience, or from constant contact with the parents. I shou 
never have been free, as I am today, from anxiety on their sco 
and the artificial education that they could have had in England 
South Africa, torn from me, would never have taught them 
simplicity and the spirit of service that they show in their li 
today, while their artificial ways of living might have been a seri · 
handicap in my public work. Therefore, though I have not 
able to give them a literary education either to their or to 

satisfaction, I am not quite sure, as I look back on my past ye 
that I have not done my duty by them to the best of my capad . 
Nor do I regret not having sent them to public schools. I ha . 
always felt that the undesirable traits I see today in my eldest 
are an echo of my own undisciplined and unformulated early Ii 
regard that time as a period of half-baked knowledge and in 
gence. It coincided with the most impressionable years of my el 
son, and naturally he has refused to regard it as my time 
indulgence and inexperience. He has on the contrary believed 
that was the brightest period of my life, and the changes, effe 
later, have been due to delusion miscalled enlightenment. And 
he might. Why should he not think that my earlier years reprt:' 
sented a period of awakening, and the later years of radical chan ·• 
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years of delusion and egotism? Often have I been confronted with 
various posers from friends:. What harm had there been, if I had 
~ven my boys an academical education? What right had I thus to 
clip their wings? Why should I have come in the way of their taking 
degrees and choosing their own careers? 

I do not think that there is much point in these questions. I have 
come in contact with numerous students. I have tried myself or 
through others to impose my educational 'fads' on other children 
too and have seen the results thereof. There are within my knowl
tdge a riumber of young men today contemporaneous with my 
sons. I do not think that man to man they are any better than my 
sons, or that my sons have much to learn from them. 

But the ultimate result of my experiments is in the womb of the 
future. My object in discussing this subject here is that a student of 
the history of civilization may have some measure of the differente 
between disciplined home education and school education, and 
also of the effect produced on children through changes introduced 
by parents in their lives. The purpose of this chapter is also to show 
the lengths to which a votary of truth is driven by his experiments 
with truth, as also to show the votary of liberty how many are the 
llcrifices demanded by that stem goddess. Had I been without a 
ltnse of self-respect and satisfied myself with having for my 

ildren the education that other children could not get, I should 
I.ave deprived them of the object-lesson in liberty and self~respect 

at I gave them at the cost of the literary training. And where a 
:&ice has to be made between liberty and learning, who will not 

that the former has to be preferred a thousand times to the 
er? 

1
• The youths whom I called out in 1910 from those citadels of 
ibvery - their schools and colleges - and whom I advised that it 
· far better to remain unlettered and break stones for the sake of 

rty than to go in for a literary education in the chains of slaves 
Iii! probably be able now to trace my advice to its source. 

b. 
I 
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roper place. The seed had been 'long sown. It only needed 
... a.tering to take root, to flower and to fructify, and the watering 

1lame in due course. 

10 The Boer War 

ust skip many other experiences of the period between i 8 97 
d 1899 and come straight to the Boer War. 

en the war was declared, my personal sympathies were all 
th the Boers, but I believed then that I had yet no right, in such 
.es, to enforce my individual convictions. I have minutely dealt 
h the inner struggle regarding this in my history of the Satyagra
in South Afric:i, and I must not repeat the argument here. I invite 
ecurious to turn to those pages. Suffice it to say that my loyalty to 
··British rule drove me to participation with the British in that 
t. I felt that, if I demanded rights as a British citizen, it was also 
·:duty, as such, to participate in the defence of the British Empire. 
· 1d then that India could achieve her complete emancipation 
twithin and through the British Empire. So I collected together 
hany comrades as possible, and with very great difficulty got 
'r services accepted as an ambulance corps. 

e average Englishman believed that the Indian was a coward, 
ipable of taking risks or looking beyond his immediate self
. est. Many English friends, therefore, threw cold water on my 
,. But Dr Booth supported it whole-heartedly. He trained us in 
1Ulance work. We secured medical certificates of fitness for 
ice. Mr Laughton and the late Mr Escombe enthusiastically 
'otted the plan, and we applied at last for service at the front. 
Government thankfully acknowledged our application, but 

-'that our services were not then needed. 
ould riot rest satisfied, however, with this refusal. Through 
troduction of Dr Booth, I called on the Bishop of Natal. There 
many Christian Indians in our corps. The Bishop was delight-
_ th my proposal and promised to help us in getting our services · 
lted. 
~e too was working with us. The Boer had shown more 11luck, 
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determination and bravery than had been expected; and our 
services were ultimately needed. 

Our corps was r ,too strong, with nearly 40 leaders. About thrct 
hundred were free Indians, and the rest indentured. Dr. Booth was 
also with us. The corps acquitted itself well. Though our work was 
to be outside the firing line, and though we had the protection of 
the Red Cross, we were asked at a critical moment to serve within 
the firing line. The reservation had not been of our seeking. TM 
authorities did not want us to be within the range of fire. Tht ,, 
situation, however, was changed after the repulse at Spion Kop, 
and General Buller sent the message that, though we were not 
bound to take the risk, Government would be thankful if we would 
do so and fetch the wounded from the field. We had no hesitation, 
and so the action at Spion Kop found us working within the firing 
line. During these days we had to march from twenty to twenty·6vt 
miles a day, bearing the wounded on stretthers. Amongst the 
wounded we had the honour of carrying soldiers like General 
Woodgate. 

The corps was disbanded after six weeks' service. After the 
reverses at Spion Kop and Vaalkranz, the British Commander·in
Chief abandoned the attempt to relieve Ladysmith and other places 
by summary procedure, and decided to proceed slowly, awaiting 
reinforcements from England and India. 

Our humble work was at the moment much applauded, andtht 
Indians' prestige was enhanced. The newspapers published lauda-'' 
tory rhymes with the refrain, 'We are sons of Empire after all.' 

General Buller mentioned with appreciation the work of the 
corps in his despatch, and the leaders were awarded the War 
Medal. 

The Indian community became better organized. I got into cl~ 
touch with the indentured Indians. There came a greater awakeo
ing amongst them, and the feeling that Hindus, Musalmans, 
Christians, Tamilians, Gujaratis and Sindhis were all Indians and 
children of the same motherland took deep root amongst them. 
Everyone believed that the Indians' grievances were now sure toli' 
redressed. At the moment the white man's attitude seem~d to br. 
distinctly changed. The relations formed with the whites during the 
war were of the sweetest. We had come in contact with thousand& 
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of tommies. They were friendly with us and thankful for our being 
there to serve them. 

I cannot forbear from recording a sweet reminiscence of how 
human nature shows itself at its best in moments of trial. We were 
marching towards Chievely Camp where Lieutenant Roberts, the 
son of Lord Roberts, had received a mortal wound. Our corps had 
the honour of carrying the body from the field. It was a sultry day
the day of our march. Everyone was thirsting for water. There was 
a tiny brook on the way where we could slake our thirst. But who 
was to drink fir~t? We had proposed to come in after the tommies 
had finished. But they would not begin first and urged us to do so, 
and for a while a pleasant competition went on for giving prece
dence to one another. 

11 Sanitary Reform and Famine Relief 

It has always been impossible for me to reconcile myself to any one 
member of the body politic remaining out of use. I have always 
been loathe to hide or connive at the weak points of the community 
or to press for its rights without having purged it of its blemishes. 
Therefore, ever since my settlement in Natal, I had been en
deavouring to clear the community of a charge that had been 
levelled against it, not without a certain amount of truth. The 
charge had often been made that the Indian was slovenly in his 
habits and did not keep his house and surroundings clean. The 
principal men of the community had, therefore, already begun to 
put their houses in order, but house-to-house inspection was 
undertaken only when plague was reported to be imminent in 
Durban. This was done after consulting, and gaining the approval 
of, the city fathers, who had desired our co-operation. Our co
operation made work easier for them and at, the same time lessened 
our hardships. For whenever there is an outbreak of epidemics, the 
executive, as a general rule, get impatient, take excessive measures 

' and behave to such as may have incurred their displeasure with a 
heavy hand. The community saved itself from this oppression by 
voluntarily taking sanitary measures. 

But I had some bitter experiences. I saw that I could not so easily 
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206 . My Experiments with Trnth . 
count on the help of the community in getting it to do its own duty, 
as I could in claiming for its rights. At some places I met with 
insults, at others with polite indifference. It was too much for 
people to bestir themselves to keep their surroundings clean. To 
expect them to find money for the work was out of the question. 
These experiences taught me, better than ever before, that without 
infinite patience it was impossible to get the people to do any work. 
It is the reformer who is anxious for the reform, and not society, 
from which he should expect nothing better than opposition, 
abhorrence and even mortal persecution. Why may not society 
regard as retrogression what the reformer holds dear as life itself? 

Nevertheless the result of this agitation was that the Indian 
community learnt to recognize more or less the necessity for 
keeping their houses and environments clean. I gained the esteem 
of the authorities. They saw that, though I had made it my business 
to ventilate grievances and press for rights, I was no less keen and 
insistent upon self-purification. 

There was one thing, however, which still rem~ined to be dollf, 
namely, the awakening in the Indian settler of a sense of duty to the 
motherland. India was poor, the Indian settler went to South 
Africa in search of wealth, and he was bound to contribute part of 
his earnings for the benefit of his countrymen in the hour of their 
adversity. This the settler did during the terrible famines of 1897 
and 1899. They contributed handsomely for famine relief, and 
more so in 1899 than in 1 897. We had appealed to Englishmen also 
for funds, and they had responded well. Even the indentuml 
Indians gave their share to the contributions, and the system 
inaugurated at the time of these famines has been continued evtt 
since, and we know that Indians in South Africa never fail to send 
handsome contributions to India in times of national calamity. 

Thus service of the Indians in South Africa ever revealed to me 
new implications of truth at every stage. Truth is like a vast tree, 
which yields more and more fruit, the more you nurture it. The 
deeper the search in the mine of truth, the richer the discovery ol 
the gems buried there, in the shape of openings or an ever greater 
variety of service. 
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CARIBBEAN POETS IN FRENCH 

Obsession 

A taste of blood comes 
A taste of blood rises 
Irritates my nose 

eyes 
throat 

A taste of blood comes 
A taste of blood fi.lls me 

nose 
eyes 
throat 

A taste of blood comes 
acridly vertical 
like 
the pagan obsession 
for incense 

There Are Nights 
For Alejo Carpentier 

There are nights with no name 
there are nights with no moon 
when a clammy 
suffocation 
nearly overwhelms me 
the acrid smell of blood 
spewing 
from every muted trumpet 

On those nights with no name 
on those nights with no moon 
the pain that inhabits me 
presses 
the pain that inhabits me 
chokes 

• 
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Nights with no name 
nights with no moon 
when I would have preferred 
to be able no longer to doubt 
the nausea obsesses me so 
a need to escape 
with no name 
with no moon 
with no moon 
with no name 
on nights with no moon 
on nameless nameless nights 
when the sickness sticks within me 
like an Oriental dagger. 

Position 
For J. D. 

The days themselves 
have taken on the shape 
of African masks 
indifferent 
to any profanation 
of quicklime 
the homage of 
moonlit sighs 
any size 
played on a piano 
the refrain 
repeated in 
shrubbery 
gondolas 
et cetera 
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Hiccups 

For Vashti and Mercer Cook 

I gulp down seven drinks of water 
several times a day 
and all in vain 
instinctively 
like the criminal to the crime 
my childhood returns 
in a rousing fit of hiccups 

Talk about calamity 
talk about disasters 
I'll tell you 

l\1y mother wanted her son to have good manners at the table: 
keep your hands on the table 

And then 
and then 

we don't cut bread 
we break it 
we don't gobble it down 
the bread your father sweats for 
our daily bread 

eat the bones carefully and neatly 
a stomach has to have good manners too 
and a well-bred stomach never 
burps 
a fork is not a tooth-pick 
don't pick your nose 
in front of the whole world 
and sit up straight 
a well-bred nose 
doesn't sweep the plate 

and then in the name of the Father 
and the Son 
and the Holy Ghost 

at the end of every meal 

And then and then 
talk about calamity 
talk about disasters 
I'll tell you 

My mother wanted her son to have the very best marks 
if you don't know your history 
you won't go to mass 
tomorrow 
in your Sunday suit 

This child will disgrace our family name 
This child will be our ... in the name of God 

be quiet 
have I or have I not 
told you to speak French 
the French of France 
the French that Frenchmen speak 
French French 

Talk about calamity 
talk about disasters 
l'll tell you 

My mother wanted her son to be a mama's boy: 
you didn't say good evening to our neighbor 
what-dirty shoes again 
and don't let me catch you any more 

DAM AS 

playing in the street or on the grass or in the park 
underneath the War Memorial 
playing 
or picking a fight with what's-his-name 
what's-his-name who isn't even baptized 

Talk about calamity 
talk about disasters 
I'll tell you 

My mother wanted her son to be 
very do 
very re 
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very mi 

very fa 
very sol 
very la 
very ti 
very do-re-mi 
fa-sol-la-ti-

do 
I see you haven't been to your vi-o--lin lesson 

a banjo 
did you say a banjo 
what do you mean 
a banjo 
you really mean 
a banjo 
no indeed young man 

you know there won't be any 
ban-or 

jo 
or 

gui-or 
tar 

in our house 
They are not for colored people 
Leave them to the black folks! 

Sell Out 

For Aime Cesaire 

I feel ridiculous 
in their shoes 
their dinner jackets 
their starched shirts 
and detachable collars 
their monocles and 
their bowler hats 

@ 

I feel ridiculous 
my toes not made 
to sweat from morning until night's relief 
from this swaddling that impedes my limbs 

DAMAS 

and deprives my body of the beauty of its hidden sex 

I feel ridiculous 
my neck caught smokestack style 
with this head that aches 
but stops 
each time I greet someone 

I feel ridiculous 
in their drawing rooms 
among their manners 
their bowings and scrapings 
and their manifold need of monkeyshines 

I feel ridiculous 
whh all their talk 
until they serve each afternoon 
a bit of tepid water and 
some teacakes snuffiing rum 

I feel ridiculous 
with theories they season 
to the taste of their needs 
their passions 
their instincts 
laid out neatly every night 
like doormats 

I feel ridiculous 
among them 
like an accomplice 
like a pimp 
like a murderer among them 
my hands hideously red 
with the blood of their 

ci·vi-li-za-tion 
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Blues 
For Robert Romain 

Give them back 
to me 
my black 
dolls 
to dissipate the picture 
of pallid wenches 
merchandising love 
who stroll along 
the boulevard of my ennui 

Give me back my black 
dolls 
to dissipate 
the never-ending image 
the hallucinating image 
of buxom puppets with big bottoms 
whose stinking misery 
is carried in the wind 

Give me the illusion I'll no longer 
have to satisfy 
the sprawling need 
for mercy 
snoring beneath the world's disdainful nose 

Give my black dolls back to me 
So that I can play with them 
the simple games of my instincts 
instincts that endure 
in the darkness of their laws 
with my courage recovered 
and my audacity 
I become myself once more 
myself again 
out of what I used to be 
once upon a time 

II 

without complexity 
once upon a time 

when the hour of uprooting came 

Will they never know the rancor in my heart 
opened to the eye of my distrust too late 
they did away with what was mine 

ways 
days 
life 
song 
rhythm 
effort 
footpath 
water 
huts 
the smoke-gray earth 
the wisdom 
the words 
the palavers 
the elders 
the cadence 
the hands 
beating time 
the hands 
the feet 
marking time 
upon the ground 

Give them back 
to me 
my black 
dolls 
black 
dolls 
black 

black 
dolls. 
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E. R. BRAITH\\':\ITE 
To Sir, lf'lfh Lo-,:e and Wa)'S of 51111/ight are two books which 
ha Ye been rroduced by \\'est Indians in London. The first or 
these im·oh-es a hlad: man 11ith \\ hite characters. The second 
contains no 11hite characters. 

To Str 11 ·rrh lm·e is a record of the experiences or a blad 
teacher at a tough school in a slum area of London. 

Two early charters tell about the aurhor's experiences of 
colour prejudice during eighteen months of job-hunting in 
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THE P.T. CLASS 

London. Before this, he had serYed for six \"Cars in the R.A.F. 
1\ here rhe colour of his skin had not mattered at all: 'I had 
forgotten about my black face during those years. I saw it daily 
\'Ct newr noticed its colour.' 
· \\'hen the chance of a teaching appointment came, \1r 
Braithwaite seized it . 

. -\t school, the teenage boys and girls did their best to shock 
and discourage their new teacher. But he \\as able to understand 
their aggrcs~i1e beha1iour: they 1\ere insecure and under
pril'ilcgcd and had been pushed around. As a black man in 
England he knew what that kind of experience could do to a 
human being. 

Bl' the c~d of the hook, the teacher, Mr Braithwaite, has 
tauiht his pupils to he patient and tolerant-just as he has been 
in his encounters with colour prejudice. He has transformed an 
undisciplined hunch of near-savages into a decent, civilised 
group of pupils. 

The selection from Tn Sir With Lou is in two parts. ln the 
first 1\t: sec the violence which is nner far from the li1·es of the 
hms as the\' react to the hulh-ing of \Ir Bell, the l'h1sical 
Tr.aining master. . , . 

In th(5 incident, ~1r Braith11aitc appears in a more farnurahlc 
lie:ht than \Ir Bell. One of the critici~ms lncllcd against this 
b;)()k is that the 1Hiter tends to belittle the efforts o(his fello11 
teachers 1\ hi le he shows himself as a superior kind of person. 
This ma~· be part!~· the result of the fact that \Ir Braith11aite 
is not onh- the author, hut he is presented as the main figure 
in the hook. You should think about this criticism as mu read. 

The second part of the selection introduces the colour 
problem. The passage ends on a note of reconciliation . 

. -\nother criticism of the hook is that J\tr Braith11aite's suc
cesses seem to come too easih- and that we do not see the 
problems in all their bitterness.· Follo11 ing this up, critics have 
suggested that the author is too sentimental and that his eas1· 
soJ~tions are part of a game of 1\ ishful thinking. Again, rni.1 
mi~ht like to consider these criticisms as ~·ou read the extract. 
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The P.T. Class 
Just about this time a new supply teacher', \!r Bell, was 
sent to our school as supernumerary to the staff for a fe,,. 
\\eeks. He was about 40 years old, a tall, wiry man \\ho had 
had some previous experience with the Army Education 
Service. It was arranged that he should act as reliefte1cher 
for some lessons including two periods of P.T. with senior 
boys. One of Mr Bell's hobbies was fencing; he was some
thing of a perfectionist and impatient of anyone whose 
co-ordination \\as not as smooth and controlled as his own. 
He \Hrnld repeat a P.T. movement or exercise owr and over 
again until it was executed with clockwise precision, and 
though the boys grumbled against his discipline they seemed 
eager to prove to him that they were capable of doing any 
exercise he could devise, and with a skill that very near!~· 
matched his own. 

This was especially true in the cases of Ingha111, Fern man 
and Scales, who \\Ould always place themselves at the head 
of the line as an exa111ple and encouragement to the others. 
The least athletic of these was Richard Buckle\·, a short, fat 
hoy, amiable and rather dim, who could read a~d write after 
a fashion, and could never be provoked to an~· se111blancc of 
anger or heat. He was pleasant and jolly .ind a favourite 
with the others, who, though they themselves chiHied him 
unmercifully, were ever ready in his defence against 
outsiders. 

Buckley was no good at P.T. or games; he just was not 
built for such pursuits. Yet such is the perversity of human 
nature, he strem;ously resisted any efforts to leave him out 
or overlook him when games were being arranged. His 
attempts at accomplishing such simple gymnastic per
formances as the 'forward roll' and 'star jump' reduced the 
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rest of the P.T. class to helpless hilarity, but he persisted 
with a singleness of purpose, which though unproductive, 
\\as nothing short of heroic. 

Buckley ~\as Bell's special whipping boy. Fully aware of 
the lad's physical limitations, he would encourage him to 
try other and more difficult exercises, with apparently the 
sole purpose of obtaining some amusement from the pitiably 
ridiculous results. Sometimes the rest of the class would 
protest; and then Bell would turn on them the full flood of· 
his invective .... 

.\1atters came to a head one f\londay afternoon. I was not 
present in the gym, but was able to reconstruct the sequence 
of events with reasonable accuracy from the boys' reports 
and Bell's subsequent admissions. 

During the P.T. session he had been putting them 
through their paces in the astride nult over the buck, all 
except Buckley, who was somewhat under the ,,·cather and 
wisely stood down from attempting the rather difficult 
jumps, hut without reference to or permission from Bell, 
who was not long in disconring the absence of his favourite 
di,·ersion. 

'Bucklev' he roared. 
'Yes, Sir.' 
'Come on, bm-. I'm waiting.' He was standing in his usual 

position beside the buck in r~adiness to arrest the fall of anv 
lad who might be thrown off balance by an awkward 
approach or incorrect execution of the movement. But the 
boy did not move, and the master stared at him amazed and 
angry at this unexpected show of defiance by the one 
generally considered to be the most timid and tractable in 
the whole class. 

'Fatty can't do it, Sir, it's too high for him,' Denham 
interposed. 
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'Shut up, Denham,' Bell roared. 'If I want your opinion 
I will ask for it.' He left his station at the buck and walked 
to where Buckley was standing. The boy watched his 
threatening: approach, fear apparent in his eyes. 

'\\.ell, Buckley,' Bell towered over the unhappy youth,' are 
you going to do as you're told?' 

'Yes, Sir,' Buckley's capitulation was as sudden as his 
refusal. 

The others stopped to watch as he stood looking at the 
buck, licking his lips nervously while waiting for the 
instructor to resume his position. It may have been fear or 
determination or a combination of both, but Bucklev 
launched himself at the buck in furious assault, and in spit~ 
of Bell's restraining arms, bo\" and buck crashed on the floor 
with a sickening s;und as o~e leg of the buck snapped off 
with the sound of a pistol shot. The class stood in shocked 
silence watching Buckley, who remained as he fell, inert and 
pale; then they rushed to his assistance. All except Potter; 
big, good-natured Potter seemed to have lost his reason. He 
snatched up the broken metal-bound leg an<l advanced on 
Bell, screaming: 

'You bloody bastard, you f-ing bloody bastard.' 
'Put that thing down, Potter, put it down,' Bell splut

tered, backing away from the hysterical boy. 
'You made him do it; he didn't want to and you made 

him,' Potter yelled. 
'Don't be a fool, Potter, put it down,' Bell appealed. 
'I'll do you in, you bloody murderer.' Bell was big, but in 

his anger Potter seemed bigger, his improvised club a fear
some extension of his thick forearm. 

That was where I rushed in. Tich Jackson, frightened by 
the sight of Buckley, limp and white on the floor, and the 
enraged Potter, slobbering at the instructor in murderous 
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fury, had dashed upstairs to my classroom shouting: 'Sir, 
quick, they're fighting in the gym.' I followed his disappear
ing figure in time to see Bell backed against a wall, with 
Potter advancing on him. 

'Hold it, Potter,' I called. He turned at the sound of my 
voice and I quickly placed myself between them. 'Let's have 
that, Potter.' I held out my hand towards the boy, but he 
stared past me at Bell, whimpering in his emotion. Anger 
had completely taken hold of him, and he looked very 
dangerous. 

'Come on, Potter,' I repeated, 'hand it over and go lend a 
hand with Buckley.' He turned to look towards his prostrate 
friend and I quickly moved up to him and seized the 
improvised club; he released it to me without any resistance 
and went back to join the group around Buckley. Bell 
then walked away and out of the room, and I went up to 

the boys. Denham rose and faced me, his face white with 
rage. 

'Potts should have done the bastard like he did Fatty, 
just 'cos he wouldn't do the bloody jump.' 

I let that pass; they were angry and at such times quickly 
reverted to the old things, the words, the discourtesies. I 
stooped down beside Buckley, who was now sitting weakly 
on the floor, supported by Sapiano and Seales, and smiling 
up at them as if ashamed of himself for having been the 
cause of so much fuss. 

'H(J\\ do you feel, old man?' I enquired. 
'Cor, Sir,' he cried, smiling, 'me tum does hurt.' 
'He fell on the buck. You should ha,·e seen 'im, Sir.' 
'Gosh, you should\·e heard the noise when the leg 

smashed.' 
'J\1r Bell couldn't catch Fatty, Sir, you should've seen 

him.' 
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\lost of them were trying to talk all at once, eager to give 
me all the details. 

'Bleeding bully, always picking on Fats.' This from 
Sapiano, whose rnlatile !\laltese temperament was inclined 
to flare up very easily. 

'If I'd had the wood I'd have done the f--er in and no 
bleeding body would have stopped me.' Denham was 
aching for trouble and didn't care who knew it. Bell had 
slipped a\Yay unharmed after hurting his friend, and 
Denham wanted a substitute. But I would not look at him, 
or even hear the things he said. Besides, I liked Denham; in 
spite of his rough manner and speech he was an honest, 
dependable person with a strong sense of independence. 

'Can you stand up, Buckley?' 
\\"ith some assistance from Se;"tles ;"tnd Sapiano the hoy 

got to his feet; he looked wry pale and unsteady. I turned to 
Denham: '\\.ill you help the others to take Buckley up to 
Mrs Dale-Enns and ask her to give him some sweet tea: 
leave him there and I'll meet yo~ all in the classroom in a 
fe\\ minutes.' 

Without waiting for his reply I hurried off to the staffroom 
in search of Bell. 

Funeral 
On December 6th, Seales was not in his place and I marked 
him absent. Just before recess he came in and walked 
briskly to my table. 

'Sorrv I can't stav, Sir, but mv mother died earh· this 
morning and I'm he.lping my Dad with things.' . 

As if those words finallv broke all his efforts to be strong 
and grown up. his face cr~mpled and he wept like the small 
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boy he really felt. I got up quickly and led him unresisting 
to mv chair, where he sat, his head in his hands, sobbing 
bitte~h-. , 

I gave the news to the class; they received it in shocked 
silence, in that immediate sympathy and compassion which 
only the young seem to know and experience, and then many 
of them were weeping too. 

I spoke comfortingly to Seales and sent him home; then 
I went to see ,\lr Florian to acquaint him \\t'th the 
circumstances. 

After recess, as I was a bout to begin our History lesson, 
Barbara Pegg stood up; she had been asked by the class to 
say that they had agreed to make a collection among them
selves to purchase a wreath or other floral token of sym
pathy, to be sent to Seales' home. I said I was agreeable, 
providing I was allowed to contribute also. We learned that 
the funeral was fixed for the Saturday. Barbara collected 
the contributions throughout the week, and by Friday morn-

' ing had nearly two pounds. I was delighted at this news, 
and after assembly we discussed together the type of floral 
token they wished to purchase and the nearest florist from 
whom it could be obtained. Then I remarked: 

'Which of you will take it over to his home?' 
Their reaction was like a cold douche. The pleasantly 

united camaraderie disappeared completely from the room, 
and in its place was the watchful antagonism I had 
encountered on my first day. It was as if I had pulled a 
thick transparent screen between them and myself, effec
tiveh- shutting us away from each other. 

It.was ugly~to seer i felt excluded, even hated, but all sn 
horribly quickly. 

'What's the matter with you?' \ly voice was loud in my 
ears, '\\.hat's suddenly so awful about the flowers?' 
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i\1oira stood up, '\\"e can't take them, Sir.' 
'\\"hat do you mean l\\iss Joseph? \\'hy can't you take 

them?' 
She looked quickly around the room as if pleading with 

the others to explain. 
'It's what people would say if they saw us going to a 

coloured person's home.' She sat down. 
There it ''as. 1 felt weak and useless, an alien among 

them. All the weeks and months of delightful association 
were washed out b,· those few words. 

Nothing had really mattered, the teaching, the talking, 
the example, the patience, the worry. It was all as nothing. 
They, like the strangers on buses and trains, saw only the 
skins, never the people in those skins. Seales was born 
among them, grew up among them, played with them; his 
mother was white, British of their stock and background 
and beginnings. 

All the hackneved cliches hammered in m,· head. :\ 
coloured bov with. a white mother, a \\.est India.n bov with 
an English .mother. Always the same. Never an r:nglish 
bo\' with a Negro or West Indian father. No, that would he 
placing the emphasis on his Englishness, his idcntitication 
with them. 

It was like a disease, and these children "horn I loved 
without caring about their skins or their backgrounds, they 
were tainted with the hateful virus which attacked their 
vision, distorting everything that was not white or English. 

I remembered a remark of \\"eston's: 'They're morons, 
cold as stone, nothing matters to them, nothing.' 

I turned and walked out of the classroom, sick at heart. 
I wanted to talk to someone about it, but to ''horn~ The~ 
were all white, all of them, even Gillian, so what could they 
sav that was different. Maybe they were, by education and 
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breeding, better able to hide it, to gloss it over with fine 
words. 

I walked into the Head's office. He listened, his face 
mirroring the deep humanity and sympathy which were so 
truly a part of him. 

'I'm glad this has happened, Braithwaite, for your sake, 
especially.' 

'\\'hy, Sir?' 
'Because I think vou were setting too much store bv 

quick results. After ~ll, we are not c;nccrned here mere!;· 
with academic effort; our idea is to teach them to live with 
one another, sharing, caring, helping. It's not easy for them.' 

Here we go again, I thought. Everything those little 
bastards do is right, even this. Was he never prepared to 
see any point of view except that which supported their 
case? 

'\\'hether it is easy or not, Mr Florian, Seales is one of 
them, he has grown up with them, he's no stranger like 
mvself.' 

·,This is a community with many strong racial and 
religious tensions and prejudices, most of them of long 
standing.' 

'Tha; ma\· be so, Sir, but \\rs Scales was a white woman 
of this area,' and she worked at the local laundry with many 
other parents of these children; they knew her as well as 
the\· know her son.' 

(was feeling angry with him for his attempt to excuse 
their conduct. 

'You ha\'e been taking too much for granted, because of 
Your success in the clascsronm ... I a~ sure that the\ all 
iike Seales \"CT\' much, hut once outside the school things 
are different, a~d I think Scales ''ould be the first to appreZi
atc that.' 
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'But \Ir Florian ... 
'You must be patient, !\lr Braithwaite,' he continued, 

rising. 'You'n been here, how long? From .\lay to no\\, 
nearly seven months, an<l you've <lone a great <lea! with 
them. Be patient. \laybe next year, the year after--who 
knows? Go back to them and show them some of the same 
tolerance and patient goodwill you hope to get from 
them .... ' 

They were quiet in the classroom. I wanted to say some
thing, but no words came. Jacqueline Bender rose. 

'Sir, I don't think you understood just now. \\"e ha\·e 
nothing against Seales. \\·e like him, honest we do, but if one 
of us girls \\JS seen going to his home, you can't imagine 
the things people would say. \\'e'd be accused of all sorts of 
things.' She sat, evidently overcome by this long speech. 

'Thank you for making that so clear, \liss Bender. Does 
the same thing apply to the boys as \\ell?' 

They were not defiant now, but their eyes \\ere averted. 
'I'll take them.' Pamela stood up, tall and proudly regal. 
'\\"by should mu, \liss Dare: Aren't \'OU afraid of what 

might be said oi· you?' . 
'No, Sir, gossips don't worry me. :\fter all, I've known 

Larrv, I mean Seales, since in the Infants.' 
'T.hank you, 1\1iss Dare. The funeral is at ten o'clock. 

I'll take mv usual train and perhaps I'll see you there. 
Thank mu.' 

I left it at that, pleased and encouraged by her words, 
and we returned to our lessons. 

That evening I told Gillian of the boy's mother's death 
but made no mention of the other thing. I \\anted to try and 
forget it as quickly as possible. 

On Saturday morning, I caught an early bus from 
Brentwood. I sat on the top deck in the rearmost seat, 
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disinclined to sec or be seen, to speak or be spoken to; 
\\ ithdra\\n and wishing only to be as far removed from white 
people as I possibly could be. I had given all I could to those 
children, even part of myself, but it ha<l been of no use. In 
the final analysis they had trotted out the same hoary 
excuse so familiar to their fathers and grandfathers: '\\' e 
have nothihg against him personally, but .. .' How well I 
knew it now! If he'd been pimp or pansy, moron or 
murderer, it would not have mattered, provided he was 
white; his outstanding gentleness, courtesy and intelligence 
could not offset the greatest sin of all, the sin of being black. 

They had been glib at the Student's Council2, and bright 
and persuasive. It had sounded great coming from them, 
that talk of common heritage and inalienable rights; glib and 
easy, until they were required to do something to back up all 
the talk, and then the facade had cracked and crumbled 
because it \\as as phoney as themsel\'es. Crucify him because 
he's black; lynch him because he's black; ostracise him 
because he's black; a little change, a little shift in geo
graphical position, and they'd be using the very words 
they'd now so vociferously condemned. 

The whir and rattle of the bus was a rhythmic percussion 
syncopating the anger in my heart into a stead~·, throbbing 
hate, until I felt rather light-headed. I disembarked outside 
the London Hospital and walked towards Commercial Road 
and Priddlc Street where the Seales lived. As I turned into 
the narrow roadway I could see the drearily ornate hearse 
parked there, and the small group of curiosity-seekers who 
somehow ah,ays materialise to gape open-mouthed on the 
misery of others .. \nd then I stopped, feeling suddenly 
washed clean, whole and ali\T again. Tears \Hre in my eyes, 
unashamedly, for there, standing in a close, separate group 
on the pa\'ement outside Scale's door was my class, m\· 
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children, all or nearly all of them, smart and self-conscious 
in their best clothes. Oh God forgive me for the hateful 
thoughts, hecause I love them, these hrutal, disarming 
hast:irds, I love them .... 

I hurried over to join them to he again with them, a part 
of them. They welcomed me silently, pride and something 
else shining in their eyes as they gathered close around me. 
I felt something soft pressed into my hand, and as I looked 
round into the clear, shining eyes of Pamela Dare, I dried 
m\· own eves with the tinv handkerchief. 

. . . from To Sir, With Lore 

BR.\ITH\\":\ITE, E. R. (British G11ia11a). 
Bom in British Guiana 1922. 
rnt C.HIO:": Briti.<11 Guiana a11d C.:11ited States. 
Sefl'ed in R . .4.F. 
Pl Bl.lCATIO:"S: To Sir \\"ith Lo\e /9.)9: <xpaiC11re< rr/11/e tearhi11g in 

a l.011do11 srlrool. 

NOTES 

Paid ScnJnt 1962---11 report 11!•011/ 1relj;1r,· 1rorJ: 111 

l.011do11 . 
. \ Kind of Home-coming: 1963-11 ;·isit to A/rica . 
. \ Choice of Strnws 196S-a 11o;·el. 

1 (p. 87) A supplr leather: :\teacher used b\ Education :\uthoritics 
to fill temporary \·acancies, as they arise from school to school. 

2 (p. 96) They had been glib at the Studmt's Co1111nl: .\ reference to a 
student council meeting at which the pupils had spokrn of their 
belief in the ideal of the brotherhood of man rq!ardless of colour. 
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CL.\LDE \1cKAY 
:\ reaJing of ClauJe \lcKa\''s B11111111t1 Bottom will shO\\" wh\ 
mam readers consider de L.isser's Tire Wlrite Witclr of Rosehail 
to he reactionary anJ insignificant in \Vest Indian writing. For 
\\hi le de Lisser's nO\·el cnJs with a rejection of the West 
Indies, \kKa\·'s is an assertion of \\'est Indian life and manners 
and a protest. against the insensiti\'e imposition of European 
\·alucs on West Indians. 

Claude \kKay was a ,·cry different kind of person from <le 
Lisser: he was black, he was poor, anJ he found it necessary to 
lea\'e Jamaica and seek a li\'ing in the Cnite<l States. 

In \kKa\''s novel the heroine is a black West Indian. Bita 
Plant is brciug:ht up and sent to an English university (Con
tinental tour included) at the expense of the Reverend Malcolm 
Crai\! and his wife Priscilla, missionaries to the colon\'. The 
Crai~s consider Bita Plant their great experiment and they plan 
that she should marry a local ho~-, the pompous Herald Newton 
Da\. a promising: student at the Tahernacle Theolo[!ical College. 
Bit a \\otild then he the lad\· of the parish, an example of rectitude 
and piet\' to her untutored people. 

B,111t111t1 Botrom is the ston· of hrm Bita strips herself of a 
European polish \\ hich is unnatural and irrelc\'ant in a West 
Indian context. She \\reeks the plans of the Craigs by resisting 
their uq!ing:s to remain aloof from her peasant people. She 
ritualh- destrO\s the photographs of her uni\'ersit~· and in the 
end marries the \!ood, silent and stron\! \\orkman Juhban. 

The nmel gi\~s a ,.i\'id picture of Jamaican life in the 18c;os 
and it is the sense of a Banana Bottom societ\· with honest \'alues 
and a spontaneous openness to experience.\\ hich makes Rita's 
rejection of European fastidiousness and inhihition a credible 
act of emancipation. 

In this passage from Bt111.i11.i Rl/trnm, Bita goes to the market 
and finds herself re\'ellin\! in the ~i\!hts and sounds of her nati\'e 
land. She is accompanied to the ;11ission house h\· the dandy 
Hopping Dick and incurs the displeasure of \\rs Crai~. 
This episode mark- a clear hl'ginning in Bita's mm-cment 
to\\ards self-liheration from an imposed and uncongenial wa\' 
of life. 
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Banana Bottom 
From the front verandah of the m1ss1on one could look 
down on the market. It was a vast square where the peasants 
used to come down from the mountain to barter and sell in 
the open before Jubilee grew to be a town. Now it was 
fenced in, half stone wall, half wire. At one end a long 
shingled shed with stalls for meats and poultry, grain, sugar 
and other native products, and at the other another shed 
packed with donkeys, mules and horses hitched close 
together and biting, scratching and kicking one another, 
and in between the wide uncovered ground, where the 
majority of the peasants sat together dispensing with the 
cost of stalls and crying their stuff under the merciless 
blazing sun. 

The market was the centre of the tm\ n. :\main macadam
ised road from the city, another from the little fruit port, 
and one coming down sharply from the mountains over 
Banana Bottom picked up the foot\\ays and mule tracks 
winding out of the greeny blue and fruiting little 'ilbges, 
and com·erged upon the market. 

Rosyanna, broad, dark blue and spreading like a pruned 
orange tree was joyful to go marketing with Bi ta for a change, 
anticipating some novel first-hand news which she could 
retail to the sisters of her set. Rosyanna \\as the low-down 
news agent between the mission and the tmrn. She empha
sised the importance of her being a sen·antofthe mission by 
getting hold of first news, such as what preacher was 
exchanging pulpit with \lalcolm or Priscilla Craig on such 
a Sunday, what church member was going to be invited to 
dine with the visiting preacher, and what date was fixed for 
a harvest festival or missionary meeting. But of the private 
life of the mission she had little to say, for outside of the 
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and yampies, breadfruit and the unrefined cane sugar that 
lay caked rich brown and sweet in upright oblong tins. 

Three times more women than men higgling and ped
laring, broad warm faces of all colours between brown and 
black, sweating comfortably, freely in gay calico clothes, 
the full hum of their broad broken speech mounting and 
falling in strong waves under the sheer downright sun. 

Bita mingled in the crowd, responsiYe to the feeling, the 
colour, the smell, the swell and press of it. It g:;iye her the 
sensation of a reservoir of familiar kindred humanitY into 
which she had descended for baptism. She had ne\'~r had 
that big: moYing feeling as a girl when she visited the nati\'e 
market. :\nd she thought that if she had never gone abroad 
for a period so long, from which she had become accustomed 
to Yiewing her native life in perspectiYe, she might neYer 
haYe had that experience. 

\!any young natiYes had gone to the city or abroad for 
higher culture and had returned aloof from, if not actually 
despising, the tribal life in which they were nurtured. But 
the pure joy that Bi ta felt in the simple life of her girlhood 
was childlike and almost unconscious. She could not reason 
and theorise \\h\· she felt that way. It was just a surging free 
big feeling. 
~The rn;ises of the market were sweeter in her ears than 

a symphony. :\ccents and rhythms, moYements and colours, 
nuances that might haYe gone unnoticed if she had never 
gone away were- now reY~aled to her in all their striking 
detail. And of the foodstuff on Yiew she felt an impulse to 
touch and fondle a thousand times more than she wanted to 
buy. 

Some of the church folk detained her for a few pk;isa nt 
words. And she was such a long time g:ettin)! done with her 
purchases that Rosyanna was fairly rebellious. :\t last they 
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were ready to go back to the mission. Rosyanna's basket was 
packed and her hands full. At the moment of departure 
Bita spied a splendid sugar-pineapple. She bought and 
carried it herself, Rosyanna protesting. For at Jubilee and 
similar towns nice persons did not carry packets or anything 
heaYier than a fan or a cane. There were numberless little 
brats always ready to run errands and tote things. Among 
the aspiring natiYe youth who got away from the soil and 
were being trained to use a pen profitably and read and 
figure fluently it was considered quite disgraceful to use 
those same fingers to tote a little bundle. 

• • • 

Swinging her pine through the main )!ate uf the market, 
Bita was accosted by Hopping Dick, \\ho, pretending that it 
\\JS accidentally, struck a gallant attitude and said: 'Such 
hands like yours, \liss Plant, were trained for finer \\ork than 
to carry common things like pineapples.' 

'Do you think this will spoil them?' laughed Bita, who 
\\as instinctiYely coquettish and not the sort to turn sour 
oYer a compliment. 

'Too much will, indeed,' said Hopping Dick. 'There's 
more big-foot country gals fit to carry pines than donkeys 
in Jamaica. Please giYe me the pleasure to relieve you, as I 
;im walking your \\a~·.' 

So Hopping Dick insisting, Bita allt,wed him to take the 
pine while Rosyanna's face under her basket was heavy with 
disapproYal. Annoyed by Hopping Dick's remark, being a 
country woman and barefooted, she was also amazed at his 
audacity in offering to walk along with Bita and her per
mitting. She was a servant of the mission and a sister of the 
church, and Bita was too much identified with both to walk 
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the street \\ith a grngshop customer, J horse-gamhler :ind J 

notorious feminine he:irt-bre:iker. 
Hopping Dick turned on his dandiest strut walking up 

the main street \\ith Bita. Out of the corner of his e\c 
he saw a group of his set in the door of the grogs hop watch
ing him open-mouthed; but apparently unseeing, he strutted 
more ornamentally, ostentatiously ahsorhed in cnn\'Crs:ition 
\\ith Bita. I le \\JS as much :istonished himself at \\hat he 
\\JS doing, for although he had the reputation of J fast 
\\Orker and successful, it \\JS not with girls of Bita's st:ind
ard. He \1ould ne\'er haw apprnacheLl Bita alone. It was 
just his famous luck being with Belle Black that morning 
and getting introduced on it. It was no wonder th~H people 
stared. :\fter the first compliments I lopping Dick was 
stumped of what to say. He was Yery ready-tongued with 
the local girls in the market and at the tea-meetings, but 
he felt he could not use the same talk upon a person like 
Bita, and he wanted to shine. So the few minutes between 
the market and the mission \\ere mostly spent in perfecting 
his strut. 

Once he said 'That \\JS one beautiful perfurmance that 
you ga\·c for the henetit of Jubilee, \1iss Plant, and \\C :ill 
proud and talking about it.' 

'Oh, you \\ere there" said Bita. 
Hopping Dick hesitated: 'No, I missed out, hut \liss 

Black told me all about it. Ne\'er been much to church 
meetings, but I'll he going from ncrn· on \\·henc\'er you 
play.' 

Now they were at the gate of the mission and Rosyanna, 
who had puffed out to balloon proportions in the meantime, 
rocked testily through without a word, lea\·ing Bita who 
stopped a moment to exchange formalities with !·fopping 
Dick. She thanked him, taking the pine. 

H 
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'You will find Jubilee too small to li\'e in after li\'ing 
abroad,' said Hopping Dick. 

'I don't think so. I belie\'e I could li\'e am-where there's 
air to breathe and space for free mo\·ement.' 

'There's not enough here. This place is too small. The 
\\hole island's too small.' 

'Oh well, small things arc better for comfort, sometimes,' 
and Bita said good-bye. 

'Good-bye, \liss Plant. I hope l shall ha\·c the honour of 
more con\crsation with you. You're s11 intelligent. There 
aren't any intelligent young people in Juhilec.' 

'Not any; Not e\'cn you; Then \\C must find some,' she 
said. 

\\'hether Ros\·anna informed \lrs Crail! that Bita was at 
the gate with Hopping Dick or .\!rs Craig had spied them 
from the front \'era nda h, which ga \'e a good \'iC\\. oft he gate, 
Bita was nc\'eF sure. But as soon as \lrs Craig \\as alone 
with her she said: ~ 

'How did you meet that man; I'm sorry you\·e been talk
ing to him.' 

'Oh, I met him with Belle Black and he offered to carry 
my pmc.' 

'He's not a fit person for you to be seen in the street 
with, Bita. And he had no right to take ad\'antage of your 
ignorance and force his company upon you. He is a brazen, 
bad rnung man.' 

'He didn't force himself on me. He asked me if he could 
come and I said all right.' 

'Of course I excuse you. Since you're ljUitc like a stranger 
here after so mam· years a\\ay. There arc lots of things \\C 

ha\'e to talk about. You know there are certain things we 
just can't do, simply because they reflect on the mission.' 

'But I <lon't think walking and talking a little with \1r 
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Delgado could have anything to do with the mission. Even 
if he's not a person of the best character.' 

'Rita, my child! Don't try to be ridiculous. A mere child 
even could see the right thing to do. You have received 
an education to make you see and do the correct thing 
almost automatically. Even Rosyanna feels a certain res
ponsibility because she is connected with the mission. :\nd 
\Ir Craig and I-we put the mission first in everything. 
\\"e neYer forget we are living examples of right conduct. 
That we are public servants.' 

Bi ta retired to her room. And the more she thought of the 
incident the more resentful she became. She wondered, 
now that she had come home to it after all the vears of 
training, if she would be able to adjust herself to the life of 
the mission. 

from Banana Bottom 

.\le!\::\ Y. Cla11dt" l]amalra). 

Born 1n ].11n111r.i 1890. Died 19-18. 
EDLCHIO'.': ].ima1ca and Cmted States. 
PUJLICHIO,s: .Songs of Jamaica 1912. 

!\OTES 

Constabulary Ballads 1912. 
Spring in ?\:~w Hampshire and Other Poems 1920. 
Harlem Shadows: the Poems of Claude \kKay 1922 
Home to Harlem 1928-a no1el. 
Banjo 1929-a no1·e/. 
Gingertown 1932-short storin. 
Banana Bottom 1933-a no1·e/. 
:\ Long Way from Home 193i-autohiography. 
Harlem: >.:egro \letropolis 19./0 
Selected Poems 1953. 

I (p. 39) Coloured Chorr.<tas: In the noYel. the church choir of 
Jubilee: composed of young people from the parish. 
(p. 40) Tea-matings: :\ great social occasion among the people. 
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BA'.':..\'.':..\ BOTTO\! 

There \1·ould be an auction of cakes and other items, refreshment 
for the pJrticipants, singing and other kinds of concert performances. 
the selection of a queen. and dancing. It was partly a fund-raising 
de\ ice on behalf of the holder of the tea-meeting. It was generally 
frowned upon by the missionaries and the decent middle-classes. 
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. Jamaica Kincaid 

AT Tl~E BOTTOM 
OF '11-IE RIVER 

Bi .:JANAJCA 1<.1)JCA-(f) 

PICADal 
puhlishc<l hy r~n Uooks 

G l. ll I-' 

Wash the white clolhes on l\fonday and put 
~ 

them 011 the slone heap; wash the color 

clothes 011 Tuesday and put them on the clotliesline 
to dry; don't walk hard1cad in the hot sun; cook 

pumpkin fritters in very hot sweet oil; soak your 

little cloths right after you take them off; when 
huying colto11 to make yourself a nice blouse, he sure 

that it doesn't have p,11111 on it, because that way it 

won't hold up well after a wash; soak salt fish over

night hcfore you cook it; is it true that you sing henna 

in Sunday school?; always cat your food in such a 

way that it won't turn someone else's stomach; on 

Sundays try to walk like a lady and not like the slut 

you arc so bent on becoming; don't sing henna in 

Sunday school; you mustn't speak to wharf-rat boys, 

not even to give directions; don't cat fruita on the 

.,,. 



INFORMATION TO HELP YOU READ ANNIE JOHN 

A brief history of Jamaica Kincaid 

Jamaica Kincaid's mother named her Elaine Potter Richardson when she was born in 

1949 in St. John's, Antigua. Like Annie John, she lived with her mother and the man she 

knew as her father (her stepfather) in a house that he had built. She went to government 

schools where, she says, "No one expected anything from me at all. Had I just sunk in the 

cracks it would not have been noted." At age sixteen she left Antigua to be an au pair in 

New York. Once in the US, she attended Franconia College for a year, but returned to New 

York to work for a magazine called Art Direction. She was eventually fired for writing a 

controversial article on black American advertising, although she "can't really remember what 

it was that made everyone so upset." She managed--miraculously, it seems--to meet a man in 

a elevator who introduced her to another man who wrote for The New Yorker. He suggested 

she do so as well, and arranged for her to have lunch with the publisher, after which she 

immediately began writing Talk pieces. All of her writing except for A Small Place appeared 

in the magazine before it was published. 

As far as this whole metropolitan experience was from her childhood which one 

interviewer characterized as "tropical poverty" (whatever that might mean), she has never 

been able to leave Antigua Behind; "I never give up thinking about the way I came into the 

world, how my ancestors came from Africa to the West Indies as slaves," says she. Even 

more intimately, she can't escape her mother. In response to the question "Is Annie John 

autobiographical?" she says "I didn't want to say it was autobiographical because I felt that 

would be somehow admitting something about myself, but it is, and so that's that." She is 

currently happily married and living in Bennington, Vermont with her husband (the son of the 

publisher of The New Yorker) and their two children. She says, "I decided that happiness is 

too much activity, too busy. I don't really yearn for happiness; I yearn for an absence of 

anxiety." 
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History and Geography of Antigua 

The small island known as Antigua lies about 250 miles east southeast of Puerto Rico. 

It is one of the Leeward Islands in a chain of islands known as the Lesser Antilles. These is

lands form a natural boundary between the Atlantic ocean to the east, and the Caribbean sea 

on the west. Antigua (an-tee-ga) is about 108 sq.mi. (approximately the size of Philadelphia) 

with a current population of 85,000. The island's center is mainly low and fiat while the 

outer edges gently curl upwards to form a series of peaks and cliffs. The capital, St. Johns 

(pop. 27 ,000), is located alongside a deep bay on the island's northwest coast. The weather 

on Antigua is generally warm (avg. daily temp. 81 f.), dry (avg. yearly rainfall 44in.-

Compare to Dominica, two islands to the south of Antigua, which has over 200in. of rain per 

year), and is subject to frequent droughts. 

Christopher Columbus bumped into the island in 1493 and named it after a church in 

Seville. The island, at this time, was inhabited by a peaceful group of people known as the 

Arawaks. The fiercer, more warlike Caribs had conquered much of the Lesser Antilles from 

the Arawaks centuries before the Columbian era, but had apparently left Antigua alone. After 

earlier unsuccessful attempts at settlement by the Spanish and French, the British colonized 

the island in 1632. 

The first sugarcane plantation was established in 1674 by Sir Christopher Codrington. 

Soon, Africans were imported as slaves to work on these plantations and they quickly 

outnumbered their white owners. Forests were cleared to make room for more sugarcane and 

even today many Antiguans blame the lack of trees on the island for its frequent droughts. 

Sugar and rum became the island's cash crops (I know, rum is not a crop, but it comes from 

sugar and you know what I mean). In October 1736, owners uncovered a slave conspiracy 

designed to murder all whites on the island and establish a new government under the 

leadership of the former slaves. Had this plot succeeded, Antigua, not Haiti, would have been 

the first slave colony to demand its freedom and achieve self-rule. 

The revolt never occurred, many whites left the island in fear of new uprisings, and 

slaves had to wait nearly a century before emancipation in 1834. Unfortunately, with all the 

farmland in the hands of the plantation owners, many of whom were not even living on the 

island, freedmen were still economically tied to these plantations in a way that was no better 
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than slavery. It was not until the mid-twentieth century, when trade unions were finally 

allowed, that the majority of Antiguans began to achieve economic and political power. 

Sugar continued to be the colony's chief export until the 1960's, when sugar prices 

dropped appreciably. The last sugar refinery closed in 1972 and tourism has since been the 

main staple of Antigua's economy. Education is an Antiguan strong point with 9 years of 

mandatory schooling and a literacy rate of over 90%. English has been the island's official 

language for over 300 years. 

The Antigua of Annie John (about 30 years ago) was a slow paced, rural, agricultural 

community of about 60,000. Sugar production was coming to an end, and tourism had not 

started yet. It would be easy to understand how some people (like Annie John or Jamaica 

Kincaid) might feel stifled or suffocated on such a small and isolated place. 

In 1967, Antigua was made a self-ruling colony of Great Britain, and on November 1, 

1981, Antigua became an independent nation now known as Antigua and Barbuda (Barbuda is 

a smaller, sparsely populated island 25 miles north of Antigua). The Antigua of today has 

become highly commercialized. Hundreds of thousands of Americans flock to the many high 

price resorts that line the nation's 365 beaches. It has been said that nearly the entire 

coastline of Antigua is now privately owned by these resorts. 

Religions of Antigua 

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in many colonies not under the 

possession of Britain, the catholic missionaries were very active in converting the African 

slaves; however, in those colonies that were under British control, like Antigua, the Church 

of England did not assume the role of a missionary church. The Church of England did not 

allow the participation of the African slaves as it was seen as a religion only for White 

settlers and officials. With this lack of attention from the religion of the slaveowners many 

of the slaves decided to tum to other religious movements and to cults. 

The Church of England was not the only system that prevented the conversion or 

baptism of the slaves in the name of Christianity; their owners also refused to allow these 

things to occur. The slaveowners believed that the conversion of their slaves would be a 

threat to their authority because of the possible development of unity among a slave 
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population that outnumbered them. The slaveowners also detested the conversion of their 

slaves because once they were baptized they would have had to look at them as their brothers 

who deserve humane treatment. This would have gone against their use of brutality as a form 

of control. 

In 1770 Methodist missionaries arrived to Antigua and requested the permission to 

visit the slaves. Initially many planters were very hostile and refused their requests. Once 

the Methodists were able to convert a few of the planters, they were able to begin the 

conversion of the slaves. Their work began with the development of the Methodist Society 

which consisted of a few converted planters, slaves, and lower class whites. They held 

weekly worship meetings in the homes of various members and tried to uplift the spirits of 

the slaves. This alarmed some of the upper class Antiguans and many landowners did not 

allow missionaries on their property. The Methodists relied on slaves to be leaders who 

could hold meetings and visit the sick within their estates. Once uprisings began to develop, 

especially the revolt in Haiti during the 1790's, the white population began to question the 

role of Methodist missionaries. Therefore a number of estates banned the instruction of their 

slaves and many Methodist churches were destroyed and many preachers were either harassed 

or imprisoned. 

In 1833, slaves accounted for 23,000 of the 32,000 members of the West Indian 

Methodist Church Districts. Some time after emancipation the number of Blacks who 

belonged to the Methodist Church began to decline as their disillusionment with the power of 

the religion increased, due to the conditions that they remained under and the large gap that 

still persisted between the white and the black population. Still, as many blacks realized that 

they were still not welcome by the Church of England, many returned to the Methodist 

Church. As they returned, many white members left and became Anglicans; therefore the 

Methodist Church developed into the Church for the black and colored people. 

During slavery, after slavery, and today many blacks rely on the obeah religion as a 

system of guidance. The word "obeah" has African origin and proves that throughout the 

centuries the African beliefs that were first brought over to the New World by the slaves 

could not be obliterated. Many slaves and many blacks turned to this religion because the 

traditional churches failed to provide for them. 
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Obeah, a system of magic, involves the belief that spirits can be used to hurt the living 

and can also be called off by various rituals. The obeah man or woman, one who practices 

this magic, plays the role of a witch doctor, faith healer, marriage counselor, fortune teller, 

and a medical doctor. They are looked to as a medical doctor usually due to the distrust of 

modem medicine and its expensive cost. Various leaves and herbs are believed to contribute 

to one's strength, health, and well-being and are often used by the obeah man in situations of 

illnesses, human misfortune, and when evil spirits must be kept away. There are various 

ways to protect oneself from evil spirits, including fasting, praying, wearing channs, drinking 

consecrated water, bathing in consecrated water or herbs, anointing oneself with oil, and a 

number of other strategies. Annie John makes reference to ritual baths. 

Other times, it was a special bath in which the barks and flowers of many different 
trees, together with all sort of oils, were boiled in the same large caldron. We took 
these baths after my mother had consulted with her obeah woman, and with her 
mother and a trusted friend, and all three of them confirmed that from the look of 
things around our house ... one of the many women my father had loved ... was trying to 
harm my mother and me by setting bad spirits on us." (A.J. pg. 14 & 15) 
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Chapter Five 

Columbus in Chains 

Ou,tside, as usual, the sun shone, the trade 
winds blew; on her way to put some starched clothes 
on the line, my mother shooed some hens out of her 
garden; Miss Dewberry baked the buns, some of which 
my mother would buy for my father and me to eat 
with our afternoon tea; Miss Henry brought the 
milk, a glass of which I would drink with my lunch, 
and another glass of which I would drink with the 
bun from Miss Dewberry; my mother prepared our 
lunch; my father noted some perfectly idiotic thing 
his partner in housebuilding, Mr. Oatie, had done, so 
that over lunch he and my mother could have a good 
laugh. 

The Anglican church bell struck eleven o'clock
one hour to go before lunch. I was then sitting at my 
desk in my classroom. We were having a history 
lesson-the last lesson of the morning. For taking 
first place over all the other girls, I had been given a 
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prize, a copy of a book called Roman Britain, and I 
was made prefect of my class. What a mistake the 
prefect part had been, for I was among the worst
behaved in my class and did not at all believe in set
ting myself up as a good example, the way a prefect 
was supposed to do. Now I had to sit in the prefect's 
seat-the first seat in the front row, the seat from 
which I could stand up and survey quite easily my 
classmates. From where I sat I could see out the 
window. Sometimes when I looked out, I could see 
the sexton going over to the minister's house. The 
sexton's daughter, Hilarene, a disgusting model of 
good behavior and keen attention to scholarship, sat · 
next to me, since she took second . place. Th~ min
ister's daughter, Ruth, sat Jn the lb.st row, the row 
reserved for all the dunce girls. Hilarene, of course, 
I could not stand. A girl that good would never do 
for me. I would probably not have cared so much for 
first place if I could be sure it would not go to her. 
Ruth I liked, because she was such a dunce and came 
from England and had yellow hair. When I first met 
her, I used to walk her home and sing bad songs to 
her: just to see her tum pink, as if I had spilled hot 
water all over her. 

Our books, A Hisfory of the West Indies, were 
open in front of us. Our day had begun with morn
ing prayers, then a geometry lesson, then it was over 
to the .science building for a lesson in "Introductory 
Physics" (not a subject we cared much for), taught by· 
the most dingy-toothed Mr. Slacks, a teacher from 
Canada, then precious recess, and now this, our his-
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tory lesson. Recess had the usual drama: this time, I 
coaxed Gwen out of her disappointment at not being 
allowed to join the junior choir. Her father-how 
many times had I wished he would become a leper 
and so be banished to a leper colony for the rest of 
my long and happy life with Gwen-had forbidden 
it, giving as his reason that she lived too far away 
from church, where choir rehearsals were conducted, 
and that it would be dangerous for her, a young girl, 
to walk home alone at night in the dark. Of course,_ 
all the streets had lamplight, but it was useless to 
point that out to him. Oh, how it would have pleased 
us to press and rub our knees together as we sat in 
our pew while pretending to pay close attention to 
Mr. Simmons, our choirmaster, as he waved his baton 
up and down and across, and how it would have 
pleased us even more to walk home together, alone 
in the "early dusk" (the way Gwen had phrased it, a 
ready phrase always on her tongue), stopping, if there 
was a full moon, to lie down in a pasture and expose 
our bosoms in the moonlight. We had heard that full 
moonlight would make our breasts grow to a size we 
would like. Poor Gwen! When I first heard from her 
that she was one of ten children, right on the spot I 
told her that I would love only her, since her mother 
already had so many other people to love. 

Our teacher, Miss Edward, paced up and down in 
front of the class in her usual way. In front of her 
desk stood a small table, and on it stood the dunce 
cap. The dunce cap was in the shape of a coronet, with 
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ari adjustable opening in the back, so that it could 
fit any head. It was made of cardboard with a shiny 
gold paper covering and the word "nuNcE" in shiny 
red paper on the front. When the sun shone on it, the 
dunce cap was all aglitter, almost as if you were being 
tricked into thinking it a desirable thing to wear. As 
Miss Edward paced up and down, she ·would pass 
between us and the dunce cap like .an eclipse. Each 
Friday morning, we were given a small test to see how 
well we had learned the things taught to us all week. 
The girl who' scored lowest was made to wear the 
dunce cap all day the following Monday. On many 
Mondays, Ruth wore it-only, with her short, yellow 
hair, when the dunce cap was sitti~g on her head she 
looked like a girl attending a birthday party in The 
Schoolgirl's Own Annual. 

It was Miss Edward's way to ask one of us a ques
tion the ~swer to which she was sure the girl would 
not know and then put the same question to another 
girl who she was sure would know the answer. The 
girl who did not answer correctly would then have to 
repeat the correct answer in the exact words of the 
other' girl. Many times, I had heard my exact words 
repeated over and over again, and I liked it especially 

I 

when the girl doing the repeating was one I didn't 
care about very much. Pointing a finger at

1
Ruth, Miss 

Edward asked a question the answer to which was 
"On the third of November 1493, a Sunday morning, 
Christopher Columbus discovered Dominica." Ruth, 
of course, did not know the answer, as she did not 
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know the answer to many questions about the West 
Indies. I could hardly blame her. Ruth had come all 
the way from England. Perhaps she did not want to 
be in the West Indies at all. Perhaps she wanted to 
be in England, where no one would remind her con
stantly of the terrible things her ancestors had done; 
perhaps she had felt even worse when her father was 
a missionary in Africa. I could see how Ruth felt 
from looking at her face. Her ancestors had been the 
masters, while ours had been the slaves. She had such 
a lot to be ashamed of, and by being with us every 
day she was always being reminded. We could look 
everybody in the eye, for our ancestors had done 
nothing wrong except just sit somewhere, defense
less. Of course, sometimes, what with our teachers 
and our books, it was hard for us to tell on which 
side we really now belonged-with the masters or the 
slaves-for it was all history, it was all in the past, and 
everybody behaved differently now; all of us cele
brated Queen Victoria's birthday, even though she 
had been dead a long time. But we, the descendants of 
the slaves, knew quite well what had really happened, 
and I was sure that if the tables had been turned we 
would have acted differently; I was sure that if our 
ancestors had gone from Africa to Europe and come 
upon the people living there, they would have taken a 
proper interest in the Europeans on first seeing them, 
and said, "How nice," and then gone home to tell 
their friends about it. 

I was sitting at my desk, havmg these thoughts to 
myself. I don't know how long it had been since I 
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lost track of what was going on around me. I had 
not noticed that the girl who was asked the question 
after Ruth failed-a girl named Hyacinth-had only 
got a part of the answer correct. I had not noticed 
that after these two attempts Miss Edward had 
launched into a harangue about what a worthless 
bunch we were compared to girls of the past. In fact, 
I was no longer on the same chapter we were study
ing. I was way ahead, at the end of the chapter about 
Columbus's third voyage. In this chapter, there was 
a picture of Columbus that took up a whole page, and 
it was in color--one. of only five color pictures in the 
book. In this picture, Columbus. was seated in the 
bottom of a ship. He was wearing the usual three
quarter trousers and a shirt with enormous sleeves, 
both the trousers and shirt made of maroon-colored 
velvet. His hat, which was cocked up on one side of 
his head, had a gold feather in it, and his black shoes 
had huge gold buckles. His hands and feet were 
bound up in chains, and he was sitting there staring 
off into space, looking quite dejected and miserable. 
The picture had as a title "Columbus in Chains," 
printed ,at the bottom of the page. What had hap
pened was that the usually quarrelsome Columbus 

. had got into a disagreement with people who were 
even more quarrelsome, and a man named Bobadilla, 
representing King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, 
had sent him back to Spain fettered in chains at
tached to the bottom of a ship. What jtist deserts, I 
thought, for I did not like Columbus. How I loved 
this picture-to see the usually triumphant Colum-

,. l 
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bus, brought so low, seated at the bottom of a boat 
just watching things go by. Shortly after I first dis
covered it in my history book, I heard my mother 
read out loud to my father a letter she had received 
from her sister, who still lived with her mother and 
father in the very same Dominica, which is where 
my mother came from. Ma Chess was fine, wrote my 
aunt, but Pa Chess was not well. Pa Chess was having 
a bit of trouble with his limbs; he was not able to 
go about as he pleased; often he had to depend on 
someone else to do one thing or another for him. 
My mother read the letter in quite a state, her voice 
rising to a higher pitch with each sentence. After she 
reaci the part about Pa Chess's stiff limbs, she turned 
to my father and laughed as she said, "So the great 
man can no longer just get up and go. How I would/ 
love to see his face nowl" When I next saw the picture 
of Columbus sitting there all locked up in his chains; 
I wrote under it the words "The Great Man Can No 
Longer Just Get Up and Go." I had written this out 
with my fountain pen, and in Old English lettering-
a script I had recently mastered. As I sat there looking 
at the picture, I traced the words with my pen over 
and over, so that the letters grew big and you could 
read what I had written from not very far away. I don't 
know how long it was before I heard that my name, 
Annie John, was being said by this bellowing dragon 
in the form of Miss Edward bearing down on me. 

I had never been a favorite of hers. Her favorite 
was Hilarene. It must have pained Miss Edward that 
I so often beat out Hilarene. Not that I liked Miss 
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Edward and wanted her to like me back, but all my 
other teachers regarded me with much affection, 
would always tell my mother that I was the most 
charming student they had ever had, beamed at me 
when they saw me coming, and were v~ry sorry when 
they had to write some version of this on my report 
card: "Annie is an unusually bright girl. She is well 
behaved in class, at least in the presence of her 
masters and mistresses, but behind. their backs and 
outside the classroom quite the opposite is true." 
When my mother read this or something like it, she 
would burst into tears. She. had hoped to display, 
with a great flourish, my report card to het friends, 
along with whatever prize I had won. Instead, the 

. I 
report card would have to take a place at the bottom 
of the old trunk in which she kept any important 
thing that had to do with me. I became not a favorite 
of Miss Edward's in the following way: Each Friday 
afternoon, the girls in the lower forms were given, 
instead of a last lesson period, an extra-long recess. 
We were to use this in ladylike recreation-walks, 
chats about the novels and poems we were reading, 
showing each other the new embroidery stitches we 
had learned to master in home class, or something 
just as seemly. Instead, some of the girls would play 
a game of cricket or rounders or stones, but most of 
us would go to the far end of the school grounds and 
play band. In this game, of which teachers and par
ents disapproved and which was sometimes absolutely 
forbidden, we would place ·our arms around each 
other's waist or shoulders, forming lines of ten or so 
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girls, and then we would dance from one end of the 
school grounds to the other. As we danced, we would 
sometimes chant these words: "Tee la la la, come go. 
Tee la la la, come go." At other times we would sing 
a popular calypso song which usually had lots of 
unladylike words to it. Up and down the schoolyard, 
away from our teachers, we would dance and sing. At 
the end of recess-forty-five minutes-we were miss
ing ribbons and other ornaments from our hair, the 
pleats of our linen tunics became unset, the collars 
of our blouses were pulled out, and we were soaking 
wet all the way down to our bloomer5. When the 
school bell rang, we would make a whooping sound, 
as if in a great panic, and then we would throw our
selves on top of each other as we laughed arid shrieked. 
We would then run back to our classes, where we 
prepared to file into the auditorium for evening 
prayers. After that, it was home for the weekend. But -
how could we go straight home after all that excite
ment? No sooner were we on the street than we would 
form little groups, depending on the direction we 
were headed in. I was never keen on joining them ' 
on the way home, because I was sure I would run 
into my mother. Instead, my friends and I would go 
to our usual place near the back of the churchyard 
and sit on the tombstones of people who had been 
buried there way before slavery was abolished, in 
1833. We would sit and sing bad songs, use forbidden 
words, and, of course, show each other various parts 
of our bodies. While some of us watched, the others 
would walk up and down on the large tombstones 
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showing off their legs. It was immediately a popular 
idea; everybody soon wanted to do it. It wasn't long 
before many girls-the ones whose mothers didn't 
pay strict attention to what they were doing-started 
to come to school on Fridays wearing not bloomers · 
• under their uniforms but underpants trimmed with 
lace and satin frills. It also wasn't long before an end 
came to all that. One Friday afternoon, Miss Edward, 
on her way home from school, took a shortcut through · 
the churchyard. She must have heard the commotion 
we were making, because there she suddenly was, 
saying, "What is the meaning of this?"-just the very 
thing someone like her would say if she came un
expectedly on something like us. It was obvious that 
I was the ringleader. Oh, how I wished the ground 
would open up and take her in, but it did not .. We 
all, shamefacedly, slunk home, I with Miss Edward 
at my side. Tears came to my mother's eyes when she 
heard what I had done. It was apparently such a bad 
thing that my mother couldn't bring herself to repeat 
my misdeed to my father in my presence. I got the 
usual punishment of dinner alone, outside under the 
breadfruit tree, but added on to that, I was not allowed 
to go to the library on Saturday, and on Sunday, after 
Sunday school and dinner, I was not allowed to take 
a stroll in the botanical gardens, where Gwen was 
waiting for me in the bamboo grove. 

That happened when I was in .the first form. 
Now here Miss Edward stood. Her whole face was on 
fire. Her eyes were bulging out of her head. I was 
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sure that at any minute they would land at my feet 
and roll away. The small pimples on her face, already 
looking as if they were constantly irritated, now 
ballooned into huge, on-the-verge-of-exploding boils. 
Her head shook from side to side. Her strange bot
tom, which she carried high in the air, seemed to rise 
up so high that it almost touched the ceiling. 'Vhy 
did I not pay attention, she said. My impertinence 
was beyond endurance. She then found a hundred 
words for the different forms my jmpertinence took. 
On she went. I was just getting used to this amazing 
bellowing when suddenly she was speechless. In fact, 
everything stopped. Her eyes stopped, her bottom 
stopped, her pimples stopped. Yes, she had got close 
enough so that her eyes caught a glimpse of what I had 
done to my textbook. The glimpse soon led to closer 
inspection. It was bad enough that I had defaced my 
schoolbook by writing in it. That I should write under 
the picture of Columbus "The Great Man ... " etc. 
was just too much. I had gone too far this time, de
faming one of the great men in history, Christopher 
Columbus, discoverer of the island that was my home. 
And now look at me. I was not even hanging my head 
in remorse. Had my peers ever seen anyone so arro
gant, so blasphemous? 

I was sent to the headmistress, Miss Moore. As 
punishment, I was removed from my position as pre
fect, and my place was taken by the odious Hilarene. 
As an added punishment, I was ordered to copy 
Books I and II of Paradise Lost, by John Milton, and 
to have it done a week from that day. I then couldn't 
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wait to get home to lunch and the comfort of my 
mother's kisses and arms. I had nothing to worry about 
there yet; it would be a while before my mother and 
father heard of my bad deeds. What a terrible morn
ing! Seeing my mother would be such a tonic-some
thing to pick me up. 

When I got home, my mother kissed me absent
mindedly. My father had got home ahead of me, and 
they were already deep in conversation, my father 
regaling her with some unusually outlandish thing 
the oaf Mr. Oatie had done. I washed my hands and 
took my place at table. My mother brought me my 
lunch. I took one smell of it, and I could tell' that it 
was the much hated breadfruit. My mother said hot at 

\ 
all, it was a new kind of rice imported from Belgium, 
and not breadfruit, mashed and forced through a 
ricer, as I thought. She went back to talking to my 
father. My father could hardly get a few words out of 
his mouth before she was a jellyfish of laughter. I sat 
there, putting my food in my mouth. I could not 
believe that she couldn't see how miserable I was 
and so reach out a hand to comfort me and caress 
my· ch~ek, the way she usually did when she sensed 
that something was amiss with me. I could not be
lieve how she laughed 

1

at everything he said, and how 
bitter it made me feel to see how much she liked 
him. I ate my meal. The more I ate of it, the more 
I was sure that it was breadfruit. When I finished, 
my mother got up to remove my plate. As she started 
out·the door, I said, "Tell me, really, the name of the 
thing I just ate." 

I 
I: 
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My mother said, "You just ate some breadfruit. I 
made it look like rice so that you would eat it. It's 
very good for you, filled with lots of vitamins." As 
she said this, she laughed; She was standing half in
side the door, half outside. Her body was in the 
shade of our house, but her head was in the sun. 
When she laughed, her mouth opened to show off 
big, shiny, sharp white teeth. It .was as if my mother 
had suddenly turned into a crocodile. 

~ 

/ 

~ 
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Mc cyaan figat dcm lick le tings wch me madda used to 
tell me. 'Member sch man a green lizard.' she used to say. 'Man is a 
ting wch change. Di instant when dcm sec one next woman. dcm no 
waan boddcr deal wid yuh, especially when dcm sec yuh tight pon 
yuh money.' 

Yuh sec. she was disappointed by a man and dat cause her fi go 
tru a whole heap. While she was living wid me faada and pregnant 
wid me, him plan fi married to smaddy else and never tell her. 
When she find out, dem argue it out and den she tek time go back 
home a fi-her yard, as she never waan box him down or not ten like 
dat. She always lick it inna me head sch man a one no good sinting. 

It happen dat Mama meet dis lickle short man name Mr Jimmy 
and dcm married. Me and him gree to a certain extent. but him and 
Mama couldn't grce at all for him wouldn't give her no money fi 
food. Oat a di first me sec di direct oppression weh fi really mek 
yuh mawga down over life. 

Mr Jimmy could a trace. Him used to siddung pon a chair pon 
one lick le bump where di kitchen deh and trace Mama. 'Gweh yuh 
warra-warra bitch 1 When yuh say yuh gone a church, yuh gone 
ketch man.' When Mama hear dcm tings and know sch a no true, 
she would a use all a piece a mortar stick and come ·woorEN 1

' inna 
him side. Den yuh hear him, 'Lawd!' Him cyaan fight. Di ongle 
ting him have a him mouth. Him trace like a any batty man 1 Him 
talk and ning off him hand. 

One day, when him a tell her some breed a somcting. she just tek 
di chair wid him and him felt hat and bend-mouth walking stick, 
and throw him a gully. Him and di chair roll down dch and me 
madda not even look pon him. lfyuh ever sec him. him turn up him 
eye like when yuh ning way puss 1 When him come up him say, 'Yuh 
bitch yuh' Yuh waan me fi dead and lcfmc land. but ifyuh kill me, 
ah gwine tear out yuh whats-it-nots-it 1' 
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It happen dat Mr Jimmy ketch pneumonia and a Mama same 
one did haffi nurse him. Dem tell him no fi mck rain wet him. Him 
wouldn't hear. Hirn go a bush and rain wet him and him dead. 

After dat. a just Mama and me live. She used to say we talk one 
language. When she cook di food she always dish it out inna one 
pudding-pan and me siddung dch so. and she siddung yah so, and 
we cat. She cook meat and throw it inna one dish and di two a we 
cat out a one dish. 

So. she always show me sch. 'Be independent fi yuh pon fi yuh 
own. Depend upon yuh own income. If dcm give yuh nottcn and 
yuh save sinting out dch, no mck him know. Save dat to yuhsclf. 
No go show him sch, "Me a save dis fi me and yuh." cause at times 
him will tck it way from yuh and run vuh wav and yuh no have 
nottcn.· It just grow inna me sch me must have someting fi mcsclf. 
She say to me sch. 'First ting in life. yuh must try and have a bed fi 
yuhself.' Oat mean when di man put yuh out, yuh have yuh bed. 
Yuh no haffi go beg anoddcr woman cotch. If yuh even pack up 
yuh clothes inna carton box. remember yuh fi have a bed fi lie down 
pon. Again. she used to say. 'If di man have a bed. di man can run 
yuh off a di bed and yuh haffi bounce it pon di !loor. Wherein. if 
yuh have yuh bed. yuh can say, "Come off a me bed!" Wherever 
him waan go, dat a fi-him business. Mck sure sch him cyaan put 
yuh off a di bed. for a fi-yuh bed. 

'A iron board is essential. A wash pan is essential. Yuh musn't 
borrow dcm dch from woman. When clothes-iron time. mck sure 
yuh have. if a even ONE clothes-iron fi yuhsclf. Yuh no fi go next 
door go borrow dcm tings dch.' 

Me always have dcm ting dch in me mind. From me have sense 
tck over mcsclf. me always a throw me licklc pardncr. Mc waan 
know me have sinting fi mcsclf and him have fi-him own too. so 
none a we cyaan show off pon we one anoddcr. Mc have me bed 
too, dat ifhim put me out me have me bed fi move wid. Mc no haffi 
inna no problem wid him. Mc no haffi go wid so-so bundle. No! 
When me come out a me house. it haffi cmrty like smaddy move 
out. 

Yes' Mc madda show me what and what is essential fi a woman 
have. And me mck sure ha vc dcm. All di same is not all di time me 
and Mama used to grcc .. 

It did kind a lonely which part me and Mama did live. It come in 
like sch we live inna a desert by we-self. House never dch ncarbv. 
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Yuh haffi walk far. Mama and me mussy live like when yuh have 
big yard and di people dcm dead out and lcftwo lick le people inna 
di yard. Di yard lonely. When she gone a church and me come from 
school. a would a me alone stay dch. \Vhcn me sec pickney a pass. 
me wi find sinting fi give dcm. fi play wid dcm lick le bit ancl talk to 
dcm lick le bit. · 

Mc used to inna di yard a siddung pon one chair a di window. Me 
never used to do nottcn more dan look tru di glass, and di day run 
off. One day me see one guy a pass inna one car. Him stop and me 
and him start talk. Him ask who and me live dch and weh me faada 
dch and wch me madda dch. Den him say, 'Bwoy, from me pass 
and me sec yuh me really love yuh. Yuh have any bwoyfriend')' Mc 
did have one lick le bwoyfricnd name Malton Edwards, but to how 
Mama grow me is like she never waan me fi chat to him. Di woman 
mek me couldn't did talk to him none at all. So me say. 'No.' 

'Which school yuh go?' Mc tell him. 
'Yuh a go school Monday?' Mc say. 'Yes.' 
'All right. Mc wi sec yuh anoddcr time. Mc wi come back come 

look fi yuh.' 
Mc did like him one sort a way when him say him love me. 
One Monday lunchtime. him come a school. All elem time dch 

me did shy. Mc never did too waan talk to bwoy. So me tell him sch 
school over two-thirty and me haffi wait till four o'clock inna di 
evening before di bus come. Me have a long waiting fi stand up pon 
cli white road and so him can come den. 

Him come and him carry me inna him car and we go cat lunch 
and laugh and chat. Me no tck bus dat deh evening. Him carry me 
home inna him car and him drop me near to di gate. 

Mc madda ask me, 'Di bus come already?' 
Mc say. 'Yes. Mama.' 
Afterward. me madda did really hear di bus blow and she ask 

me, 'How di bus a blow if it pass?' 
'It could a hruck down and it just a move off.' And me nice her 

up. 
Di next day. him come back. Him carry me fi lunch and him wait 

fi me and we drive come home again. Hirn drop me near a me yard 
and me walk go up. She say 'Yuh come home good. Yuh a come 
home early a evening time.' 

'Yes /\1ama. Mc a come home early tru me know sch a yuh one 
dch yah.' 

Him was bigger smaddy clan me. Him was working selling tings. 
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Mc was round sixteen and him was round twenty-odd. When me 
come home inna night, it come in like me head a go blow off me 
body di way how me feel nice. Mc just cyaan wait fi day light. 
\Vooo' Mc cyaan sleep. Mc a pray fi day light fi me sec him. Mc a 
say, 'Yes. Mc find one bwoyfricnd. Mc find one bwoyfricnd now.' 

Di next day, him come again. And den him come and him come 
and him come and him come and everyday him come. 

After one time now, him say to me 'Yuh ever have sex yet?' 
Mc say 'No man. Yuh mad' Mc madda wi heat me if she know.· 
'Den yuh madda no haffi know.' 
'She wi know cause me wi expect baby.' Mc know sch people 

must have sex fi have baby. but me never know in terms a how. Mc 
never start fi have me period yet and me never know nottcn hout 
me body. 

'No man.' him say. 'Mc won't mck yuh have no baby.' 
'Mc madda always say. anytime she find out sch me pregnant she 

a go run me out.' Mc a tell him wch me madda say bout man and we 
laugh and we laugh. Him park him car and we siddung. A di first 
time me taste how beer taste. 

One day. him bring one bathsuit fi me and him say, 'Yuh know 
weh me carry dis fah? Me carry it fi me and yuh go a beach when 
school over.' Lawd, me feel nice sch me a go a beach down a Port 
Maria! Me glad when school over and we go down a di beach and 
me put on me bathsuit. Nobody like me now. Me get way' Yeah' 
Man a no nottcn 1 

Him say me must tell me madda di evening sch me nah go come 
home di next evening. Mc a go stop a Hampstead. Mc tell her. She 
say. 'How yuh so hot fi go stop a Hampstcad'r 

'A no nottcn. hut me just feel fi stop down dch tru me never stop 
down dch dis long time. Dem may say me used to down dch and me 
no come back.' Di evening, me no go a not a Hampstead at all. We 
dch a Port Maria whole evening a drive up and down pon di white 
road. Inna di night now, we go a one guest house. 

Lawd' Him gimme one nightie out a di somcting him use to a 
sell. Him say me must sleep inna dat. When him a park di car. me 
go upstairs fi go a bed. Mc put on di nightie and go siddung a di bed 
foot. Him come and stretch out pon di bed and say, 'Yuh nah come 
lay down,_,, 

'No man. Mc no feel fi lay down. Mc a talk firq.' We talk and 
him say, 'Come lay down. man.' 

'No man. Mc no feel fi lay down.' me say. 'Yuh know. me feel 
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funny fi a go sleep wid man and me never do dat yet.' 
'Just get used to me, man. Yuh no know sch yuh a me licklc 

girlfriend? Look how long me and yuh a talk. A time fi we go to bed 
now. 

Mc go and lay down. Mc cotch out a di bed foot and him hug me 
up. 'Come up man. Yuh fraid a me')' him say. 

'Mc no fraid a yuh.' Mc lay down dch and we a talk. Him tell me 
bout him parents and him brcdda. Him say if in case me get 
pregnant him wi married to me. Mc a tell him sch me madda nah go 
accept <lat 'cause yuh hair no pretty and yuh no brown'. 

Mc madda always a emphasise pon di blackness a me faada and 
a say, 'Di colour a yuh skin a di colour a yuh mind.' She feel sch all 
black man handle woman bad. 

'Wah' She will like me man.' him say. 
'Yuh tan dch tink me madda a go like yuh' She a go feel a way 

because she a go say how she spend her money and me let her 
down.' Him a talk. And den we go to bed. 

Lawd have mercy! Dat was a judgement inna me life. 0 God! It 
hot. It hot. 0 God' Mc start to bawl. Him say, 'When yuh have sex 
di first time it always hot!' Jesus Christ' Jesus Christ! Ah cry' Ah 
cry! Ah cry' Ah cry' Till me never know me could a ever stop. Mc 
tell him fi carry me home. Mc tell him sch me waan go home. Him a 
say, 'No.' 

'Lord God! A wch me a go tell me madda sch?' Di bed nasty up 
wid hlood. Mc start fret for me feel sch me madda a go find out. She 
never used to tell me bout period so me believe sch she a go sec sch 
me a sec me period and feel sch it cause from having sex. It stop 
now. Mc promise him me nah go do it again under Judgement 
Land. Mc stay down a Hampstead di next evening. Mc tell di lady 
sch me a sec lick le blood. She send me go buy a pack a Safcx and 
she gimme. 'Yuh turn big woman now. Dis a yuh period. If yuh 
have anyting fi do wid a man, yuh wi get pregnant.' 

'Sec dch now,' me say inna me mind. 'me a breed.' Mc a fret. Mc 
cyaan cat. It come in like me a get off a me head. Inna me head feel 
light. Evcrytimc me member pon it me blood run cold. Me haffi all 
siddung and hold up me jaw. 

Di blood go way inna di next day. Round two days after, him 
come hack. Mc no waan him chat to me. Mc no waan hear nottcn 
from him. Him say. 'Yuh never feel like sch it would a happen one 
day,_, If it never happen wid me, it would a happen wid some-
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body else. so yuh no haffi feel no way.' Him say, 'A no nottcn fi 
shame bout.' Mc swear sch me nah do nottcn again. Mc never 
know bout no virgin nor nottcn. Mc never tink bout sex yet. Mc 
never know it a go he so much painful agony. else all now me 
wouldn't do it yet. 

Anyway. it happen dat me go do it again. Oat was di time me 
get pregnant. Di first time me sec it, was when a did agony inna 
me life. Di second time me do it again me sec licklc bit a blood 
round two days after. Den notten nah come again. Me no know 
what a clock a strike. Mc feel glad. Him ask me if me sec it again. 
Mc say. 'No. Don't me done tell yuh seh me nah go do nottcn 
again.' Him dch-dch and him still come look fi me and bring tings fi 
me. 

Anytime me inna class now, it come in like when yuh cat stale food. 
Yuh feel logi-logi. One day. me cat a fish at school and me vomit up 
di fish and feel upset. Everyting me cat. me feel fi vomit. Me feel 
inna me breast tough-up. Mc say. 'How dis never inna me breast 
yet'?' 

Couple days later inna di car. me a tell him how me feel and him 
say to me. 'Yuh know sch yuh a breed.' 

'Yuh mussy mad. \Yeh me a go tell me madda sch?' Mc start fret 
bad-bad because me know Mama a go run me out. Mc no know 
wch fi do. Mc no know wch fi say. Mc no know not ten. Mc no know 
wch fi tell Mama sch. Mc cyaan tell di lady up a Hampstead 
because she a go send call Mama and Judgement a go gwan inna 
me skin. Mc no waan come home. Mc no know when me madda a 
go know for me no know nottcn bout pregnant. 

One day. me go school and me no bodder go home back. Mc just 
come a town wid him. Him and him madda did live up a 
Waterhouse. Him tell him madda sch me pregnant. 

'Yuh go breed di \I.Oman lick le gal'' she say and she come talk to 
me and ask me if me madda know. Mc tell her no. And me go live 
wid dcm. Dem handle me nice. hut me feel inna one different 
world. Mc a fret, but me haffi tan dch. 

One evening. dcrn buy one Star and bring it come. When me 
open it and look. me sec one school picture wch me did have. inna 
di Star. It say me missing and if anybody know me whereabouts. 
dcm fi talk. When me sec dat me say, 'Jesus Christ' Mc waan go 
home'' And me start cry. Him madda say she a come wid we fi go a 
di yard. for me haffi go home. 

., 
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Di day now, when we reach right which part him used to drop me 
a evening time, him park di car. Mc siddung dch and him and him 
madda walk through di next yard and go down inna our yard. Mc 
could a sec Mama from up a di car and me sec when dcm reach 
down. Di woman ask her if she a me madda. She say she sec di 
notice inna di Star, and she know some information she can tell 
her. 

'Lawd, Lady.' Mama say, 'tell me. A di one tickle gal me have. 
Dem did kill one gal up a Guy's Hill Road weh used to come a 
Grantham College. Could a dat happen to she.' George madda say 
she know which part me dch. 

'Yuh could a carry me go show me?' She say she waan me fi come 
back and di two a we live. 'Look from when me no eat food. Look 
how me mawga.' 

'She up a di road.' 
'Up di road?' Mama say. 'Den wah mck Bess fraid fi come a him 

yard?' She tell di lady fi come call me. 
'No,' she say. 'me have somcting fi clear wid yuh first.' Di lady 

gwan like she a one Welfare Officer from di Community Centre 
nearby wch walk di area and check out bout pickney. if dcm a go 
school. She have a lick le book inna her hand. Mama a talk how me 
and she live and a say. 'Mc no sec wah mck him could a run way. A 
must some man carry him way.· Mc decide fi come down a di yard. 

When Mama sec me a come she say, 'Bess' Wah mek yuh lcf me 
yard'' \Yeh mck yuh go way'l Look how me and yuh live yah so 
long. Massy God' Lawd have mercy. man! \Vah mek yuh wicked 
so? Yuh know from when me no nyam food and di two a we live 
yah and \Yoo' Murder' Woo' Judgement Woo' God a go charge 
yuh 1 Yuh wicked'' 

Di lady a say, '\Ve want to sit down and talk. because this can't 
remedy the situation.' 

Dem go inn a di house and dcm draw one chair and dcm siddung. 
Mc never did waan go in but di lady say. 'Come, Bess,' and so me 
go in and me siddung. 'It's no point hiding this from you.' di lady 
say. 'Bess is pregnant for my son.' 

From Mama hear 'pregnant fi me son.' she get up and say. 
'Lady' Lady' Come out a me house' Come out a me house' COME 

OUT t\ ME HOUSE' Lawd Jesus' Christ! Di whole a me money wch 
me spend gone down di drain. WOOOO' WOOEEEE 1' and she start 
bawl and a galang. And she roll in di dirt in front a her house which 
part she used toning Mr Jimmy over di lick le hill. She bawl and she 
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bawl and she say. 'Oh Jesus! Can Jesus bear di cross alone?! 
MURDER! Woman. come out a me yard. Mc no waan yuh inna me 
YAAARD 1' And she start to gwan like Poco woman, which wherein 
she was not a Poco woman. hut she jump and gwan and she, 
'Alleluia' My GA WD 1 Jesus'' 

And di lady a say. 'Well. I'm not leaving. I'm not leaving at all. 
We're big people and we can sit and talk.' 

Rut r--·1ama a bawl and a say, 'Mc no waan no talking. Mc have 
me pasture and me have me goat and me hog. Mc no waan no 
charity.' 

And di lady dch-dch a talk and talk. Mc look pon George and a 
say, 'A yuh do it' A yuh do it 1' Him just a look pon me. 

One man name Mister Lenny, who did waan married to Mama, 
did pass. Him stop and say, 'But. Miss Mira. yuh haffi gwan so? 
Yuh must know sch it would a happen.' 

'Look yah, Mass Lenny. yuh know wch me know'1 Galang' Go a 
yuh yard' Yuh wife cook yuh dinner and it dch-dch a cold. Gwan a 
yuh yard' Come out a me business' Mc no waan yuh inna me 
business,' she say and Mass Lenny gone. 

Di lady a talk and a talk till Mama say, 'Dat bwoy? Oat bwoy 
dch! Mmgh' Mmgh' Mc God' Mc tink sch di gal would a look up 
off a di ground. Instead di gal not even raise up him head, him hold 
it down. A black man' Wid rolly-polly black pepper head! Mc no 
waan dat dch pickncy. None at all. Mc no waan him yah. Look pon 
di quality of yuh hair wid dat dch black pepper grain. Mmmmgh' 
\1M111MHH' 111MMMllH' Ecchh' Ecchh! Ummm' !TEmmgh! Oil MY 

Cii\ \\'[)•' She definitely feel sch if yuh hair no straight, yuh nah 
gwan wid nottcn. But den. di joke is, fi-hcr breed a bongo breed 
too. 

Di lady did gimme some nightie and every lick le ting. She never 
did haffi directly buy dcm, tru she and di son sell dcm. She gimme 
also duster. bed slipper and a pail wid a basin and soap dish and 
chimmy. She bring some cloth fi mck madda's frock fi me anytime 
me pregnancy get big. And me madda say, 'No. Tck dcm up. Mc no 
waan dcm. Further. me no waan di pickncy inna me yard. Mc no 
waan it. Cause di faada not even have licklc colour.' 

Di lady say. 'Yuh difficult fi deal wid.' 
'Mc difficult fi deal \\id'l Mc difficult'' lnn~1 me owna yard'? A 

fi-me yard'' and she start so-till George madda go way. 
When me sec she a galang me run up di road. Mc go a di car. Mc 

say me a go wav back wid elem. but she say me fi stay. She say me 

l 
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madda a go set police. Oat a di only reason wah mek she wouldn't 
waan me fi come back dch. Mc never insist fi mck him tck me wid 
him. Mc a say Mama wi waan me fi come back to her. But if she 
know sch me gone again is anodder coal dat pon me head. Me 
never waan fi go stay a no place wch George could a put me. Me 
waan fi stay dch. Mc prefer fi dch round di yard mek she sec sch me 
dch-dch. Mc decide fi stay and face it. Mc say if she lick me down a 
so: hut me a stay. Di lady say George will come back di next day fi 
find out what happen. Mc just feel sch she will talk till she stop. Mc 
feel sch a me madda and she nah go do me nottcn too hard. 

When di woman gone, she go inna di house and tek out a white 
sheet. She spread out di white sheet and put all me clothes elem in 
dch. All me clothes' She tic it up inna one big white bundle and she 
carry it come put pon one mango stump out a di gate. She put one 
fork, one knife, one spoon. one tinnin lamp, one plate and one olc 
chamber right a di road side fi everybody pass and sec elem. And 
den she start complain to all di people passing wch she and elem 
talk. 

Mass Lenny pass and she tell him and him try fi talk to her and 
say 'Miss Mira, a so and so and so .. .' But she nah listen. She nah 
pay him no mind. 

Evcrytimc me come near di gate she say, 'Gweh' Gwch 1' 

Night come down. Mc siddung out a di mango hump ready fi 
spend di night wid me hundlc. One a di time. me sec she a walk fast 
a come. Mc tink a me she a come fi come lick and me r;1n. Den she 
say, 'Gweh' Slut dog' Gweh' Anywch yuh ketch yuh cold go hlow 
yuh nose dch.' Mc nah pay her no mind. She come tck way di 
bundle and say, 'If anyting. people a go say a me put yuh out so 
mek me tek elem up.' She carry elem go put hack inna di house. 
Lickle bit later she come out and den she go in. She come out. She 
go in. She come out and me just haffi keep running till me hear she 
slam di door. BOOM' Mc tck me time and go push di door fi find 
out if it open. It lock and she gone a her bed. Mc go inna di outside 
kitchen go sleep pon di bench. 

Inna di morning me wake up early and run out a di kitchen go 
siddung out a di gateway. \Vhcn time fi school pickncy pass, me 
move and go round inna di bush part go siddung. Mc no waan 
nobody fi sec me. She come and she cuss and she cuss and she cuss 
and she cuss. When me sec sch she gone a bush, me go inna di 
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kitchen go boil me tea. Mc hear a car come down and when me look 
a George. Him say him madda send him back come sec what 
happen. Mc tell him and him say. 'Mc madda say me no fi carry yuh 
back cause she no waan nottcn go happen.' We drive go a Linstcad 
and him buy up bully beef and sardine. We drive come back and we 
siddung up di road and we laugh and chat. Laugh, yes' And chat 
and drink di drinks. Him soon gone a him yard now and me one up 
deh. Mc one. Mc start to cry and him say. 'Bwoy. it really happen: 
hut it could a go less dan so.' 

'It couldn't go less dan so,' and me start bawl now cause him a go 
way and a me haffi go sleep inna di kitchen. And den him gone. 

All right' Everyday him wi come anytime me madda gone a 
bush. When me fi go a clinic, him carry me. Each time him come. 
him carry food. Sometime him carry box food. Sometime him 
carry food from him yard come dch. If a me madda, me would a 
never get hot water. She mck sure out her fire when she a go bush 
and lock her kitchen. Mc haffi pop out di wattle fi go inna di 
kitchen. Den when she come now is a different somcting. 

Bout two weeks after me come home. me tink sch she gone a 
church cause me sec her when she come out and gone. not knowing 
she did over next door. Meanwhile George come bout eleven 
o'clock. Mc sec di car and me go up dch. Mc feel glad. Mc go meet 
him and we a chat. She sec di car up di road and she feel sch me 
mussy dch somcwch bout. She no badder go a no church now. She 
go down back a fi-hcr house go puddung her Bible, tck off her 
boot. clothes and hat. Den she go up a di coconut tree and pick up 
some coconut husk. She come down back and watch. She sec me 
and him stand up a talk. She start ning a whole heap a coconut 
husk and stone after me. She run after me and she cuss. Me run. for 
she a ning three and four pieces one time. 

'No come back' Me no waan yuh fi di pickncy Poopa 1 If di 
pickncy born me nah go register him inna fi-yuh name. Me a give 
him fi-mc name. Mc no waan yuh inna me breed'' George no say 
nottcn to her. Him just go way. 

From d<it. him never come b<ick. Mc lca\·c lonely. Mc no have 
nobody.,\ just me alone inna di kitchen and dmrn di gully. If me 
rnck up lick le fire. as she sec di smoke a raise. she ning stick and 
say. 'Slut dog' Go find yuh bull wch breed yuh. Gwch dog' Gwch 
dog-dog 1' She come down di gully and tck weh di breadfruit. go 
cook it fi her hog and me hungry. Mc haffi feed pon ripe banana for 
me nah get no food fi cat. 

k 
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One time, ah just wait so-till she have her pot a mutton soup pon di 
fire. She siddung right near to di door a sew. Ah go in and tck piece 
a cloth and lift off di pot off a di fire. As me mck to come out 
through di door, who me buck up pon? No she?! Di pot drop from 
me and she start ning after me. Mc run round di track and come up 
back. Dat time she run gone a ning after me. Mc hungry. Mc 
desperate. Ah tck me mouth and sup some a di soup off a di 
ground. 'Ssooop, ssshclep!' 

One day, she have a big laying hen inna di yard and ah just use a 
mortar stick and lick him down and kill him. Mc pick him and tck 
her coconut oil and cook him. When di last licklc piece a chicken 
wing inna di pot a fry. me hear di donkey a come in. Me haffi tck up 
di pudding-pan and run. Ah just lcf all di feather dcm inna di 
kitchen. When she come in, she never quarrel same time, cause she 
did tired. After dat she cuss me. 

Mc bathe a di tank inna di yard. It did have a pipe so me can 
bathe anytime. She have a pan out dch me can use. But di 
bathroom wch deh round a di side. me dare not go in dch-so. Mc 
bathe out-a-door. 

One day me tan up pon a one lickle hill and she tan up down a 
bottom and a wash and chat bout. 'Him have him man and di man 
breed him and gone lef him.· 

Mc say. 'Ah yuh mck him gone lcfmc 1 Yuh mussy did want him'' 
Den she bawl fi days and months. 

Mc say. 'Bwoy 1 Mc a live hard life.' Mc nah tink notten bout no 
baby, like sch somcting would a happen. Mc not even tink sch it 
would a hard fi me have di baby. dat me would a haffi go a hospital. 
She did tell me already sch she nah go send me back a school cause 
me waste di money already. She did really gimme money. Das whv 
she feel me shouldn't did go get pregnant.;\ no because a wants 
mek me get pregnant. f\lc no know wah mek me go get prcgn~1nt. ,\ 
no tru me did inna wants a nottcn. 

One man name Zedekiah Mightv. who a some cousin to her. sec 
me all bout wild. Mc tell him wah a gwan and him say him a go talk 
to her. Dat time me did round six months pregnant. Mc get big 
now. So Mass Zcddy talk to her and tell her how me belly get big 
and me can have baby a bush. 

One day. me dch pon di tank a sleep. cause yuh know when yuh 
pregnant yuh lazy and yuh waan sun. No care how yuh hot. yuh 
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stay inna di sun fi di whole day. Me deh pon di tank top a sleep inna 
di trash. Me just hear when smaddy come over me and say, 'A dem 
life yah yuh love. ce? Yuh enjoy it.' Me get up and see her and go fi 
run now. She say. 'No boddcr run. Carry up dis.' A one basin wid 
some clothes in dch. 

Mc carry it up and me go put it down. Me say, 'Yuh no spread 
out di clothes dem, Mama?' Me spread out di clothes. Den she say, 
'Look inna di house pon di table. yuh sec some dinner. lfyuh want 
it. yuh can tck it.' Mc cat and me go inna me room go lie down and 
get a good sleep. 

Mc dch-dch now. Mc feel like 'Alice in Wonderland' for she nah 
talk to me fi round a week. If she gone a bush. me sweep up di yard. 
wash up plate and clean (if a time fi clean). Dem ting dch weh me 
never use to do whcntimc me never pregnant. \Vhcn me know sch 
she near fi come. me light di fire and put on di pot pon it. When she 
come. she wi put in her food. 

Whentime me fi have di baby. me couldn't have di baby. Di onglc 
time me did go a clinic a whentimc George did carry me. After me 
come home, me start go a clinic few time. When me in labour now, 
di baby did hitch inn a me leg so him couldn't did born. Di midwife 
tell Mama fi carry me go a Linstead a hospital. She go call one car 
and dcm carry me go hospital. Dem send go call di doctor and him 
come. Him push up him hand inna me belly. Oat was anoddcr 
terrible pain again. Di same evening bout two o'clock me have di 
ha by. 

Mc dch a hospital fi round two weeks after me have di baby. 
George come a hospital come look fi me. Mc no know how him did 
get fi know sch me did dch a Linstead, but him come. It was a 
Saturday. Him see sch a bwoy baby me have. Him bring some 
lick le tings fi di baby: some orange. whole heap a lick le grocery fi 
me fi put inna me locker. 

Mc madda come now and she ask me how me get elem. 
'Miss Birdie bring it come give me,' me tell her. 1v1iss Birdie did 

live inna di district. 
'Lawd. a wch do Miss Birdie now 1' she a say.· A weh Miss Birdie 

a push-up, push-up himself fi a carry sinting fi come give yuh. She 
not even have not ten fi herself. but she a carry tings come give yuh. 
Dem mussy tck it turn ta hie talk. Ah could a ha\e a mind clash it 
way. 

'No boddcr dash it way. man. God will charge yuh. Member sch 
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yuh a go a church.' And she !cf it and never know sch a him bring it. 
It happen den dat me leave and dch a me granny. Mama say me fi 

dch-dch cause she no know bout baby again and she cyaan boddcr 
wid it. Mc dch-dch long-long now, till she come tek set. She waan 
me fi come back cause a she one dch-dch and she fraid. She lonely 
so-till me come home and me and her live. 

George come to di yard two time. He couldn't come a me granny 
but him come a Mama come sec me and come look fi di baby and 
carry clothes fi di haby. Dem time dch di baby cyaan wear di 
clothes. for ifmc madda sec di clothes dcm, is a different story. She 
could a put me out dis time all togcddcr and me no come in back. 
Mc haffi wait so-tills he gone a hush and me go a clinic. Mc wash di 
hahy clothes. Mc put dcm on pon di hahy. Him wear dcm go a 
clinic. Mc wash dcm out when she gone a bush di next day. and me 
tck dcm up off a di line before she come and hide dcm. 

One time. she ketch him come dch again. Oat was anoddcr long 
story again. 'Yuh come fi breed her again'l' 

Him turn round and say, 'A yuh mussy waan me fi hrccd yuh.' 
And she start bawl. 'Ah pray God fi yuh,' she say to me. 'Yuh 

carry man fi come cuss me and di .Judgement of di Lawd going 
come down pon yuh. · Dat time, a she put it inna him way clat him 
did haffi say somcting. So she vex bout clat. Him couldn't come 
back dch. So George gone now. Mc no sec George again and again 
and again. Mc lcf just so. 

George did only sec Craig when him did lick le. Tomek more of an 
effort to get in touch wid Craig. him would a haffi go fight J\1arna. 
E-E 1 Acyc 1 Massy me Goel' 

To how she gwan is like sch she never waan me fi chat to no man 
at all. She no must expect sch me would a tck a man inna some way'.' 
She feel dat by telling me 'man a green lizard' she would a prevent a 
situation, but she mek it worse. Madda fi really siddung and talk to 
elem daughter inna certain ways of life. Yuh as a madda fi mck a 
daughter know wch she a go face inna life. No just mck she go out 
deh just go drop pon it so. Mama did really waan licklc teachmcnt 
for she did backward. Inna Mama time if yuh no white. yuh 
couldn't go a high school and so all elem tings mussy mck her 
believe di colour of yuh skin haffi do wid yuh ahility. Yuh knn"' 
wch did happen to she') She did feel sch she would a live forever. ~o 
Craig wouldn't waan no faada. She could a never k"rmw sch she 
would a dead. 

-~ l ' 
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Me did licky-licky. Das why me did run go talk to George. Mc 
did waan car drive and nice tings. But data no notten. Di ting wch 
me go wrong at was di pregnancy. Yuh can have a bwoyfricnd, but 
yuh no must get pregnant before yuh ready. A fi yuh safeguard 
yuhself gains! pregnancy. No matter what nice tings a man a go tell 
yuh sch fi have sex, remember a YUH a go get pregnant. Mc would a 
tell a one say, 'Aaah bwoy, mek sure yuh have some licklc 
cduca ti on in na yu h headfirst before yuh get pregnant ... for from 
yuh have pickncy ... Bwoy 1' 

Being a madda meself so young, me never enjoy it. Yuh haffi 
siddung deh wid dat pickney from him come out, from him face di 
earth and yuh haffi dedicate yuhself to dat child and nottcn more 
else. Yuh have no freedom fi go up and down unless yuh have 
smaddy fi keep dat pickney deh. Yuh just siddung wid yuh pickney 
and if anyting happen a yuh response. When time me have Craig 
me no have nobody fi stay wid him for me madda gone a bush. Me 
one haffi siddung deh. All ifme hear one lick le dance up di road or 
one lickle picture up di road, she say me cyaan go because di 
pickncy a go wake up and bawl in her cars. And at di same time me 
would a carry di pickncy go a him bumpy-bumpy head faada, but 
she no waan me carry him go deh. 

After me turn big woman, Mama dead. After she dead, me did 
feel like smaddy deserted, weh no have nobody, like when yuh have 
piece a land and yuh no pay di land no mind. It grow up alone. It 
and bush. She never waan me fi live me owna life. She never waan 
me fi grow up. Every gal pickney have a struggle fi meet from dcm a 
young miss. but if dcm even dch wid ticfing man, no care how di 
madda no like it. she haffi lcfher. All she can do is mek sure she and 
di daughter can reason good. Me madda never tell me 'thanks' yet. 
She never tek nottcn from me. She always a gimme. All dem lick le 
tings rest pon me mind when me member how she used to say, 'Be 
independent, fi yuh pon yuh own.' 
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1t my eyes' toucli, cvcrythiug tighlcm~tl, tuned, 

Sunday, 
the <lead Victrola; 

{ Sunday, n child 
! hrenthi11g wilh l1111gs of hrcacl; 
' Sunday, the sant:tl silc11cc of lll:td1i11es. 

Mama, 
your son\ gliml drt:11·s your lost house, looking In 
l11crn11prchc11silil)' Ill Its 1l11111h lr.111111t~ 
like lishcs husily l1111111lil1lc IH'liinrl gin~~. 
while the caqwntl'r's Gothic joke, A, W, A, W, 
Warwick and Alix involved i11 its caves 
hreaks with hc!rny11l. 
You stitched llS l'l111 l11:s r rfllll I 111· lll':trr·~;I dcmcnts, 
made shirts ol rain :11111 frcslilr ironed clouds, 
then, singing yo11r int11 hy11111, yo11 riveted 
your feet 1111 t.lomLy lo the oi,l 111ad1i11e. 

Then Moml:ir ph111g1!d her ar111s 11p lo the elbows 
111 a foa111l11li,1111d!'r a lil11c-snap sky, 
the wcl lle<-ls saikd tl1c ~·anl, :11111 cvr:ry hulihlc.l 
with its l1c11t,' 111111li111wd',wi111lmv, op1·1u:d . 

its llllllt: of Cll\'}' i11 llw d1ilc1'<; J'.ll't'll f'}'C 

of that mvcrr.i1'.11-l1r:11bl; pink-i:lwr·kcd liastar<l Bulihlcs 
in thr. fro11lispi1·1 c nl l'r·ars Ci d111wdia. 

l\ising in crystal ~.plw1cs, wen hi alter world~. 
I • .. -

1' They melt f 10111 )'Oil, ro11r sons. 
:. "Your anus grow f 1111 of rain. 

la 

. ii I 
•' 

iii 'i 

Ol(l l10•1sl", ol(l wom:m nld room, t, 
o)rJ pJ:incS, old l~1Hkli11g lllClllhrallCS of the WOnlh, ;I 
trri11~l111:r•11t w:il!s, ;t 

I " 
lm·11tl11' 1l1rrnq~h ~·1111r ti111lif'rs; g11~p '. ~Y; 
arll11ili(', c1111i1q~ J .. ·;1111.s, :;·1· 
<:011gh iu old :1ir ~L i 
slii11h1J' with 111111c'~; ~lair 7 n ,1 n11 v~ I 
polhlir.'d 11111l 11·1•o1ll'..1rl'd Irr tlw l111111h nf strnu~rrs, ~· 1., •. t,.)

1 

di1• \I 11 li tJefl~'fl{..'( il1·t H11g your grey eye.~, ~ -v ~OJ • · 

111!1(1'-; 111 :I SV~lif 1111', tr J·ttv-V'"J I 

your tii11l•t'I~ l111111111i11J~ with ronstcllalions of carcinomn,. IJ{,t~- ! i 
yo11r l>1d !1:11111» gl11wi11r, with radium, {{.; I..! '. 

11 
cold ir111i dllali11J~ llw f1~\'!'.f of your hnd}', . {)Jj _ _ . )J<.e<Jfl.c,_;t,.j ~I 
wlii'1: 11.•: i•.:ih ;,11i· .. ·il iro11 s11ap~ i11 spasms of 11 ai11, rr I""\._, ....-- I;( 
li11t :1 11<111\1: giv1 ~ ''" n111n , .'"7"i"lA_, J~ -~~ 

. ,A-;7 J • I 
ii l11:a1•; llw cl•·l'I 111f lnr!'sl, of ocean nml motlier. ', fiu !., 

l~~:lt rq11s11111i11g 1111: nllrcr Y ' ;J 
\~ilh lllCllllll)' ::111111111;•;(:. I·: 

\\I I 
. . I .. ~ ,:I 

' 1y s 11111111 w.· \'. • "P (11r d11111 1 thi11gsr · : 
I .. 

Tlii\ r:::li:111u: nf ,f1.11i1•J~ 1:xtc11ds lo the si111plcsl object~. 
lo :i f:iv11111ilr: ln1111111•r, a pai11lli111\h, a toothless, 

g11111 \l1ni "", .1.1 ·.111,1', 

to llw l11 ·1i11 ol :i < l11lclliornl rno111, rda1dnl, 
lol111!;1111i\•·.t .. 1 ih l11111;111rr., 

~t11t!r-1 i11!; it" i11\ 1·11!111 y Ill acciderrls: 

wliy !Iii'; d1:ii1 "L11 I.! d, 
wlic11 did llw tiglil1·111·d sncarn 

1:1 

:1'. 
~ f 

i1 
I: 
I 
! 
I 
1: 
I' 
1' 

I; 
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NGUGI WA THIONG'O 

George Lamming's In the Castle of My 
Skin 

It will be our argument that although it is set in a village in a period 
well before any of the West Indian islands had achieved independ
ence, Jn the Castle of My Skin (New York, 1954) is a study of a 
colonial revolt; that it shows the motive forces behind it and its 
development through three main stages: a static phase, then a phase 
of rebellion, ending in a phase of achievement and disillusionment 
with society poised on the edge of a new struggle; that it sharply 
delineates the opposition between the aspirations of the peasantry 
and those of the emergent native elite, an opposition which, 
masked in the second phase, becomes clear during the stage of 
apparent achievement. The novel itself is built on a three-tier time 
structure corresponding broadly to our three stages: the first three 
chapters describe stable life, a village community whose social 
consciousness is limited to a struggle with immediate nature; the 
next six chapters deal with a village whose consciousness is 
awakened into a wider vision, involving challenge of and struggle 
against the accepted order of things; while the last chapters show 
the ironic denouement; a new class of native lawyers, merchants, 
teachers has further displaced the peasantry from the land. But 
underlying the story's progress in time is a general conception of 
human history as a movement from the state of nature to a 'higher' 
consciousness; it is a movement from relative stability in a rural 
culture to a state of alienation, strife and uncertainty in the modern 
world. ' 

The restless note is struck at the very beginning: looking at the 
rain, the hero can see the raindrops in terms of his interior life: 'our 
lives-meaning our fears and their corresponding ideals-seemed 
to escape down an imaginary drain that was our future' (p. 2). The 
image anticipates the end, where the boy now about to embark on 
an adult's world away from home casts a last glance behind him: 

The earth where I walked was a marvel of blackness and I knew 
in a sense more deep than simple departure I had said farewell, 
farewell to the land. (p. 312) 
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who from the moment he came down 'an' tells us that the Lord 
ain't going to drop manna in we mouths I start to think', Mr Slime 
kindles in them a dream ('he speak the other night how he goin' to 
make us owners o' this land ... I couldn't sort of catch my breath 
when I hear it, but 'tis a big thing to expect ... '), which makes 
them look differently at the hitherto existing relations on the 
Estate. It occurs to them, for instance, that the landlord is as much 
dependent on them, the village, their labour, as they on him. 

''Tis true,' said Mr Forster, 'you couldn't have the land without 
the village.' 

'And he can't do without the village either,' said the overseer's 
brother. 

'He couldn't feel as happy anywhere else in this God's world 
than he feel on that said same hill lookin' down at us.' (p. 95} 

Because of the new mood, they haul Creighton down from God's 
heaven on the hill and reduce him to human proportions, on the 
Estate: hence they can now look at him consciously and critically, 
rejecting for instance his paternalism, or seeing his humanitar
ianism for what it really is: 

He's a nice sort of man, the landlord; he kind, he will give you 
if he think you really need, he's really like that, but if he got to 
spend any r'al sum of money, it give him heart failure. And he 
got more than he could ever spend in this God's world. (p. 94) 

A privileged minority is the most charitable and humanitarian in 
any society: they possess God's own benevolence and regulate their 
relationship with the lower orders from Olympian heights, carrying 
themselves with divine aloofness. They must avoid contact, must 
never assume human flesh, for to be human, Lamming tells us in 
another beautifully realised episode involving the boys and a 
fisherman, is to be vulnerable. It is in this context that Creighton's 
anger and pain are understandable once the people not only reject 
his paternalism but actually show, or seem to show, disrespect to 
his person. Instinctively, he realises that any personal disrespect is a 
challenge to the value-system that legitimises his power over the 
people: 

He (the landlord) say to me sittin' in the sun beside the heap o' 
hay, he says we won't ever understand the kind o' responsibility 
he feel for you an' me an' the whole village. He say it was a real 
responsibility. There ain't much he can do whatever anybody 
may say, but he'd always feel that responsibility. We ain't his 
children he say, but the feelin' wus something like that. He had 
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sort o' take care o' those who belong to the village. Things wus 
never as they should be, he say. He know that full well. But 
nothin' take away that feelin' o' responsibility he feel for you 
an' me an' all o' we here in this corner o' God's earth. An he 
say we wus lucky 'cause there be some in this islan' who never 
knew anybody to feel that kind of responsibility for them. 

Ma, who has sympathy for the landlord and is pained by the 
current mood of disrespect, had gone t(j see him to apologise for 
her people's sacrilege. She is old and religious, and she is resigned 
to the status quo. She distrusts violent changes, and the future 
anyway is always dark and unpredictable. But her husband, Pa, 
infected with the new mood, rejects his wife's cautionary tale. It is 
Pa, gropingly, puzzled, but welcoming the new dream, who best 
summarises the prevailing thoughts and attitudes: 

I ain't know exact, Ma, an' Mr Slime never so much as say 
except that he feel that you an' all the rest who been here donkeys 
years, 'tis time that we own it. If Mr Creighton an' all the 
Creightons from 'time past can own it, there ain't no reason 
why we mustn't. (p. 84) 

This is a revolutionary thought: what it calls for is a total overhaul 
of all the relations hitherto governing the island-the colonial 
plantocracy. Not surprisingly, some people are frightened: Ma in 
her religious reverence for life and continuous order, instinctively 
perceives the suffering attending any revolutionary changes; she 
fears for the children, 'the young that comin' up so fast to take the 
place of the old'. But most of the villagers, even when they are 
nervous at the daring of their own thoughts, are mesmerised by the 
possibilities for them and their children. Mr Slime has gained their 
confidence, not merely by kindling a dream where there was a 
vacuum, but by actually pointing at a concrete agency: a Friendly 
Society and a Penny Bank, which has grown in strength over a 
year, has shown them what their united action can· achieve. The 
achievement of Mr Slime is this: he has given the people a measure 
of self-respect, a new estimation of their own worth; arising from 
the self-confidence regained, their imagination and thoughts rage, 
and like flames, reach out for other accepted notions in religion 
and eduation. 

In In the Castle of My Skin Christianity, juxtaposed with Nature 
and with natural, healthy relationships between people, is seen as 
disrupting peoples' lives. Sometimes this brings about comic 
situations like that of Jan, Jen, and Susie. 

... But apart from ·it~ destructive effects on individual lives, 
Lamming shows us how Christian values legitimize colonial 
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Lamming's short sentences, reporting as if he was both inside 
and outside the people's hearts: 

There was a kind of terror in the air. The villagers were quiet 
and frightened within. The sun came out and dispersed the rain 
clouds and soon it was bright all over the land. All the shops 
were closed. The school was closed. In the houses they tried to 
imagine what the fighting was like. They had never heard of 
anything like it before. They had known a village fight and they 
were used to fights between boys and girls. Sometimes after the 
cricket competition one village team for various reasons might 
threaten to fight with the opponent. These fights made sense, 
but the incidents in the city were simply beyond them. There 
was fighting in the city. That was all they were told, and they 
repeated the words and tried to guess who were fighting whom. 
But they couldn't follow it clearly. It wasn't Mr Forster or Bots' 
father or the overseer's brother who were fighting. It was simply 
the fighting. They were fighting in the city. And the fighting 
would spread in the village. That was all clear. And they couldn't 
say they understood that. (p. 193) 

Gradually we learn what has happened in the city. A crowd of 
waterfront workers sent a delegation to the Governor; The sentries 
would not allow the delegation to pass. Hence fighting breaks out 
during which the police fire at the crowd and kill Po, a small boy. 
Rioting spreads in the town and into the surrounding villages. The 
peasants resent the town people, but watch with breathless expec
tation as the workers ambush Mr <::reighton, who is saved from 
death by the timely arrival of Mr Slime. Disappointed, because 
they wanted to avenge Po's death, the men disperse. Soon the 
police arrive at the village with rifles and 'bayonets shining dull 
and deadly in the night' and things return to 'normal'. 

Has anything happened? We are told, ironically, I think, that 
the years have changed nothing. The riots are not repeated, but 
things are clearly never the same again in the village. For the boy
hero, his immediate world has gradually withered away: 'where 
you wus sittin' wus a worl' all by itself, an' you got to get up an' 
go to the other world where the new something happen'. The 
break-up of the old is an inevitable process of growing up and what 
the boy uncomfortably feels-that he is seeing things for the last 
time-is part of the transition from adolescence to manhood. But 
his transition coincides with, or is a symbol of, a deeper historical 
experience the village community is about to undergo: the further 
dispossession of the peasants, thus adding them to the army of the 
rootless urban workers. This experience, as in many events in 
Lamming's novels, has a peculiar irony: the final dispossession 
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logically follows their own agitation and their awakened con
sciousness. The strike and the riots make Creighton depart from 
the Estate; he sells the land to the Penny Bank and the Friendly 
Society. The people with the most shares get the first choice in the 
purchase of land and the house plots. These are lawyers, teachers, 
doctors and members of the legislative Assembly-in a word, the 
emergent national bourgeoisie. 

'Tell me,' the shoemaker said (when given verbal notice to quit 
his home by the new owner) 'what sort o' nancy story you tell 
me 'bout you buy this Ian'; how the bloody hell you can buy 
this, who sell it to you, where you get money to buy it from, 
since when you an' a white landlord is friends for him to call 
you in secret an' sell you a spot o' land that I been on for only 
God knows how long. This ol' shop been here for more'n twenty 
years, an' you come on a big bright morning like this to tell one 
some shitting story 'bout this spot belonging to you ... ' (p. 246) 

His incredulous outburst and protesting gestures are futile; he sobs 
loudly; he was one of the first and the most consistent followers 
of Mr Slime; he is painfully conscious of the irony that he, and 
the other peasants, had put 'signature' to a warrant for their exile. 
To emphasise that the process we are witnessing is the dispossession 
of the peasantry, the central importance of land is stressed over 
and over again. 

Houses were built and houses were sold in all parts of the island. 
But it was different with the land. This thing which stretched 
high and low and naked under the eye, the foot, the wind and 
the rain had always seemed to carry a secret buried somewhere 
beneath its black surface. Why did people respect land as they 
did? He didn't understand, but it was a kind of visitation that 
assisted or terrified, an infectious disease which money made 
imperative for the rich to inherit. The poor understood the same 
issue in a different way; since they couldn't own it, they rooted 
themselves into it. Dirt was cheap as the villagers often said, 
and sand was free; but land was the land, priceless, perennial 
and a symbol of some inexplicable power. · 

In this clash in which the peasants are exploited and dispossessed, 
turned into urban labourers even, we can hear echoes of a similar 
process in Africa and Latin America. The implacable power of 
money in this process and in destroying personal relationships is 
constantly emphasised. The feudal colonial relationship
Creighton's paternal 'responsibility' and the peasants' customary 
rights-is finished. Above all, cash now regulates personal relations 
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l•111\!r.q•h1c·J\. .rnd pHth a clm•nick 11f d1an\!c in the Yilla~e. 

( )n <•Ill' hJnd. the Juth11r e1·11ke' .1 childh1111d tilled" ith 1u11ct1·. 
""ndcr Jnd di,c111n1. \\ith h.ilf-l11rmt.:d feelin\!s and ahsur~l
·'"Uilllin\! 'pecu!Jti11n: "ith the e1ll\le,s clut1cri1;~ of h(l\S, and 
"ith the achenture thJt h111s and \!ir\, .il\\a1.; 'l'e!ll 111 he Jhk to 
c\tr.1ct t"r11rn their 'urr11un.din\!,. 

(ln the 11thcr hJ11d. then: j,·.1 p11rtr.1it .,f the 1ilb~l· Ito; "'l'' 
Jre set. Jnd it, 11e1111k 'eem t" tit int" their pbn·-. in the corn
mun1t1: S.1111r1. the nwhik t.111JLI merL·h.1nt. .ir11und 11 ho,c cart 
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the 1 il!J\!l'. Un J hill 111nl1111ki11c: the 1 ilLi:.!e i' thL· hi\! h11ll'l' 
"hnc tli'e "h1te landl"rd li1c'. I lL· c1111tr"I' -the tenanh thr"u\!h 
.1 hl.1ck 111cr,LTr. The 1111r\d 11f thl· 1ilh!-'.l'r' 1, di,tinct trom the 
,phnL· ,,f the bndl<1rd. It i.; J kud.il 'et~lll'- 11 ith pri1 ik\!e' rnd 
11 ith dcpri1ati11n'. hut it i.; a .;tJhk 11r~.1111'Jti1111. 

lh the end 11( the h1111k. childh1111d h,h p.1',ed. rnd the 11ld 
\\;ll t1f lii"c in the 1 ill.1!Ce \u, hccn di,turhl'll The 1ild nun. Pa. 
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is put in the :\lms House and the hoy, G, no'' grcrnn-up, is 
ahout to lea\'C his island. The \la\· in which the author combines 
the story of the passing of childhood with the chronicle of the 
,·illage to produce a complex work about change and identity 
cannot properly he gone into in this anthology; nor is there 
space to discuss the social and political implications of the hook. 

This passage from /11 the Cr1st!e of,\!.)' .)'1'111 illustrates ''hat 
is its most memorable feature: its expression of the quality of 
h1,yhood in a typical West Indian village. 

The details of the incidents are \Vest Indian hut their general 
appeal to the spirit of hoyhood crosses regional boundar[es. 

The first extract opens with the author as a hoy, G, heing 
bathed hy his mother in the open ~·ard. 

The extract is vividh· presented to our senses: from the 
shift in[! pehhles under G's feet to the tlcm of water down his 
hod\'; from the convulsive mm\!mcnts of arms and hodv to the 
quiet of perfect halance; from the S\\·ishing of the water over 
the hod\' to the smooth flo,,· downwards. There is a variet1· of 
sound e.ffects-from the bughter of the spYing hoys and girls 
to the complaints of the hoys' mothers. The comhination of 
d.ialo[!ue and action also contrihutes to the strong sense impres
s10ns. 

The second extract sees G joining his friends on the seashore 
as they perform a solemn ceremon~" The passage is an attad 
on the senseless educational svstem which forces \\'est Indian 
schoolhoys to learn ahout Kin~ Canute, but the attempt of the 
ho\'s to rnnnect C\en this ohscure gentleman with their li\TS is 
a t.riumph for the spirit of hm·homl. 

In the Castle of Mr Skin 
The skillet 11as caught up and canted and the 11ater crashed 
against my head and down my body in a swishing: cataract. 

'Google, goog:le, no more,' I s;iid, 'goog:le g:ong:le, no 
more.' The pebbles loosened by the moisture from the e:irth 
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slipped beneath my feet. My arms were thrown out, with
drawn, clasped in a shivering lock, opened again, folded 
once more. The pebbles shifted under my heels. My body 
tottered from the rapid, convulsive gasps for breath. Now 
quiet, erect. Balance perfect. The pebbles reassorted. The 
basement firm. I was ready. The hand was hoisted and the 
skillet poised. 

'Yes,' I said, 'I like it so. Slow. Not fast. Just like 
that.' 

The body was firm, hard, erect, a paved brown track 
down which the water contoured in, out, around, off. 

'I want to see,' a voiced raised over the neighbouring 
fence. 'G. mother bathing him.' 

'Get down,' the elder voice snapped, 'you too fast and 
malicious. Come inside, you red scamp.' 

'She's right,' my mother said in a low, approving tone. 
'He's too fast, wanting to see everything except what 
concerns him. The children today. My God.' The skillet 
sallied about and over my head and the water poured down 
slowly, steadily. 

'Get up quick,' another voice raised from the opposite 
fence, 'they going to finish soon.' The heads groped 
testily over the fence and the eyes peering down on the 
spectacle widened with delight. 

'Look,' I said, pointing at the boys, 'they looking.' 1'vly 
mother wheeled round swinging the skillet by its wire 
handle. The heads darted below the sagging fence. 

'Vagabonds,' my mother said, 'what you peeping at l 

You all don't bathe;• 
The fence swayed from the pressure it had borne as the 

boys leapt to the ground. The pumpkin vine snapped and 
fell. 

'Look what they do,' my mother said, letting the skillet 
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fall and moving towards the fence. She held the vine with 
intimate concern, tracing its ragged zigzag along the fence 
to where the roots might have been. Now her mice was 
cracked, tremulous, hardly audible. 

'Look what they do,' she said, letting the snapped vine 
slip between her fingers. 'They kill it, and it was just going 
to bear.' 

Suddenly the whole aspect of the morning had changed. 
Something it seemed had emerged to call a halt in prepara
tion for a new beginning. 

'\Vhat they do?' the neighbour asked keeping her balance 
above the fence. 

'Kill the pumpkin vine,' my mother said, turning away 
from the fence with hardened indifference. 'Whv the hell 
anybody worry to plant anything round here ~nly God 
knows.' 

Now the voice spoke as if from an inner void beyond 
which deeper and deeper within herself were incalculable 
layers of feeling. The neighbour looked deeply hurt. 

'Bob,' she said, 'look what you do to the neighbour 
pumpkin \'ine.' 

Bob climbed on to the fence. It S\\a\·cd to and fro. I le 
looked down self-pityingly at the \'inc,. and then across to 
where I stood naked on the pool of pebbles, waiting. His 
lips parted involuntarily, and the broad, cream teeth shone 
in the sun. 

'And you laughing,' his mother said. 'You kill the 
neighbour pumpkin \'ine, and on the back of it you laugh?' 
Her eyes reddened and the black skin stretched tight across 
the hone. 

Bob's glance fell obediently to the vine. He winked his 
e\ cs as if he wrntcd to cry. 
. '\\ell, what you going .to tell her?' his mother shouted. 
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Bob plugged his thumb into his mouth keeping his eyes on 
the vine. 

'Don't look like a jackass,' his mother said. 'What you 
going to tell her?' 

'I going tell her sorry,' Bob groaned, passing the dripping 
wet thumb between his nose and eyes. He felt the damp on 
his face and looked up at my mother. 

'I sorry,' he said. Then his glance caught me where I 
stood, naked, waiting. He let his eyes fall to the ground, 
and against his will laughed. No word was spoken, but the 
clenched fist boxed mightily into his ear. His head dropped 
forward, and the body fell over the fence into our yard. 
It struck out over the fallen vine in convulsive shrieks. 

'You shouldn't hit him like that,' my mother said, raising 
the body. 

The woman's fury lrnced her like an ache. She threw her 
hand out to grab Bob's shoulder, and the fence swayed ... 
forward, then back, forward again and back, and in its final 
approach dropped to the ground with a resounding crash. 
\1y mother dragging Bob away narrowly escaped, but the 
woman was thrown forward into the yard where she lay 
half-conscious. The two yards merged. The barricade 
which had once protected our private secrecies had 
surrendered. 

'What trouble is this this morning,' my mother said. She 
lay Bob on the ground, and looked around feeling for some 
power within or outside her to dictate the next step. My 
mother on such occasions looked pitiful beyond words. I 
had often seen her angry or frustrated and in tears, but there 
were other states of emotion she experienced for which tears 
were simply inadequate. Seized by the thought of being left 
alone, she would become filled with an overwhelming 
ambition for her child, and an even greater defiance of the 
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odds against her. Then she \\ould he silent as she was now, 
or she would talk in a way that was mechanical while her 
meaning seemed to go beyond the words. She would talk 
about pulling through; whatever happened she would come 
through, and 'she' meant her child. She stood there in the 
yard looking now a little sheepish as the people like a routed 
squad of bees appeared, wondering what had happened. 

Boh's mother was trying to recover her balance. 
'Take Bob inside, quick' I said; 'take him before she see.' 
'Yes,' my mother said, 'yes, quick.' We knew what height 

his mother's fury could reach. 
My mother beckoned two of the spectators and they 

carried Bob over the fence and hoisted him through the 
window. I\ly mother received him on the inside and perched 
him in the corner behind a sack. 

'Stay there,' she said, 'and don't move till I tell you.' 
Whose side my mother took, the parents' or the child

ren's, I could ne\·er tell. 
.\ly mother had come hack in the yard, and Bob's mother, 

it seemed, had fullv regained her senses. 
'\\.here is rnu ?'-she 'said. 
'I here,' mv mother said. 
'I sorry,' Bob's mother said with much feeling, 'I realh

sorr\·.' 
f\i\· mother didn't answer. 
'B~t if I put my hand on him this morning,' Bob's mother 

cried, 'he don't live another second.' 
On all sides the fences had been weighed down with 

people, boys and girls and grown-ups. -The girls were 
laughing and looking across to where I stood on the pool of 
pebbles, naked and waiting. Thev looked at Bob's mother 
and the hrnken fence and me. The sun had dried me 
thoroughly, and IHrn it seemed that I had not heen bathed, 
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hut brought out in open condemnation and placed in the 
middle of the yard waiting like one crucified to be jeered at. 

'Look,' one girl said pointing me out to her friend. 
'Yes, I sec,' the other said, grinning between her teeth. 
I pretended not to hear. 
'\\"hat you doing there naked as you born.:• my mother 

said. 
It seemed she had forgotten me, and had suddenly 

become aware of a situation in which I appeared un
pa rd on a hie. 

'Waiting,' I said, 'I didn't know you were finished.' 
'You little fool,' she said, 'mu don't want a little boy like 

rnurself to see vou, and vou ~an stand there in the mid~llc of 
the yard and l~t the wh~lc world look at you!' 

She came towards me with a broken branch. I tiptoed over 
the pebbles, keeping a keen eye on the branch. 

'Don't move,' she said, 'if n>u move I lash vou.' 
'I3ut I didn't know you fini~h,' I said. -
She came closer. She had hardly stated her case before the 

arm was raised above her head, and the blow struck. I 
shifted under the upraised arm, circled her twice, keeping a 
loost: hold on her \\aist, thrn slipped through her legs and 
ran off to a corner. On all sides there was laughter, and the 
fences swayed. 

'Don't move,' she said. 'If you mo\"C I lash you.' She came 
closer, and we played a game of cat and mouse in the corner, 
she darting to one side, I to the other. The fences rocked 
with laughter. Then she leapt forward, missed her balance 
and fell lightly against the fence. I tripped over the pebbles 
and ran into the house. The fences swayed as the laughter 
peal by peal pelted through the trees. 

'It ain't nothin' to laugh at,' Bob's mother protested. 
'The children bring too much bothcration to parents nowa-
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days. Look what that other one make me do this morning, 
but let him hide. Night run till day catch him 1.' 

# # # 

There they were, Bob, Trumper and Boy Blue. They 
stood on the very spot over which a fisherman's dead body 
was once washed. Their backs were turned to the land and 
they made a\·, with Bob as the point where the wings of the 
letter would fuse. It looked like the kind of ritual one saw 
when men came out to preach at the street corner. Their 
faces were turned to the sea and Bob's hand was held up 
with all hut two fingers clenched as if he were blessing the 
unseen fish .. \leanwhile, Trumper and Bov Blue looked 
closely at the sand deepening below his '~eight. I went 
quietly down the slope of the beach trying to make sense of 
the affair. They kept their hacks turned, and no one saw or 
heard my approach. I stood directly opposite Bob, so that 
the \" had now been con\·erted into a diamond with Bob 
and me as the points where the wings would haYe fused. 
Far out, the sea tumbled. The waYes jumped and skipped, 
crashed and flattened out, dying a foaming white death 
before they could reach the boys. 

'\\'e'll wait for the next,' Trumper said. 
The next \\a\e leapt and went the \lay of the others. 
'You'd better go nearer,' Trumper said. Bob took a step 

fon,·ard towards the sea. The waYes fell in a foaming 
monotony along the blue surface. They waited, Boh looking 
out to sea, while the others looked dmrn \\·here his toes and 
heels left their line in the sunken sand. The scent of the air 
was like iodine, and ra" fish and grape leaf. It tilled the 
nostrils and the ears and the eyes so that e\·erything smelt 
and looked and felt like iodine and raw fish and the liquid 
of the grape leaf 
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'Remember,' Trumper said, 'remember not to forget the 
words!' 

'\\'hat's the words again?' Boy Blue asked. 
'What yuh mother give you ears for?' said Bob. 
'I don't remember with my ears,' Boy Blue said. 
'What mu remember with?' Bob asked. 
'\\'ith ~y rememberin',' Boy Blue said. 
'Stop argurin',' Trumper said. 'This is too serious a 

matter.' 
'\\'hat's the words again?' Bob asked. 
'Chris', you worse than Boy Blue,' Trumper said. 
'Quick, before the wave comes,' Bob said. 
'Open yuh ears and hear,' Trumper said. 
'He don't hear with his ears,' Bo\· Blue said. 
'All right, don't start that again,; Trumper said. 'These 

are the words.' 
'Q~1ick,' said Boh. 'Quick.' 
'Good,' said Trumper. 'Listen, the words are: Sea Come 

:\o Further.' 
'\\hen is he to say that?' Boy Blue asked. 
'just when it goin' to touch yuh toes, Trumper 

explained. 
'Good,' said Bob. 
'You better repeat it beforehand,' said Trumper. 
'Yes,' said Boh. 'Sea Come No Further.' 
'You better say it to you'self all the time in case you forget 

at the last moment,' Trumper said. 
'No,' Bo\· Blue argued, 'you won't believe it after a 

time. I fin' .when I repeat a thing, a word, for example, it 
sound after a time as if it ain't a word, hut just a kind of 
noise. 

'That's true,' said Boh. 'I'll sa\ for the last time. Sea 
Come No further.' 
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'An' just when it goin' touch your toes,' Trumper said. 
':\n' suppose it don't touch?' Bob asked. 
'Then you'd be better than the King,' Trumper said. 
'\\'ho king is this?' Boy Blue asked. 
'Canute,' said Trumper, 'King Canute.' 
'Where he come from?' asked Bov Blue. 
Bob and Trumper laughed. . 
'I-k's the king in the hist'ry book,' said Trumper. 
'But where he live?' asked Bov Blue. 
'He don't live,' said Trumper, getting angry. 'It's hist'ry.' 
'You mean a story?' said Boy Blue. 
'If you want to call it that,' said Trumper. 
'Where did mu read it?' said Bm· Blue. 
'In the ;\1ichael John 2,' said Bob: 'It's really wha' I hear 

the others say, 'cause I don't read that sort of joke. I prefer 
the newspaper.' 

'I know ;\lichael John,' said Trumper. 'It's the book wid 
B.C. 55 and the Battle of Hastin's.' 

'An' it's in that they give the joke about Canute?' Boy 
Blue asked. 

'It ain't no joke,' said Bob. 'Look! Look! Look!' The 
wave climbed the air like a mountain heaving itself forward 
with the spray flying and the body getting ~10re and more 
hollow. It came forward like a fat fool, not knowing where it 
was going, or \\hat to do with its fury. I retreated up the 
beach. 

'You better start sayin' the word now,' Boy Blue said. 
'Yes,' said Trumper. 'NO\\!' and he and Boy Blue made 

readv to run. 
B~b arched his back and we heard the syllables stumbling 

past his lips. 'Sea Come No Further. Sea Come No 
Further.' His rnice went out like the squeak of an insect to 

meet the roar of the wave. 
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'Come no further,' said Bob, shivering \1ith fear, 'come 
no further.' 

The wave came forward like a thundering cloud, crashed 
and shot like a line of lightning o\"Cr the footprints that were 
the only sign of our fugitive king. \\"e collapsed in the grape 
vine, sick with laughter. 

from In The Castle of.\~y SJ:i11 

L:\.\l.\ll:--;G, George (Barbados). 
!Jorn i11 Rarhados 1927. 
mt THIO~: Barbados. 

l'l lll.ICATIO:\S: Norris In the Castle of .\ly Skin 1953. 

:--;OTES 

The Emigrants /9.i./. 
Of :\ge and Innocence 1958. 
Season of :\d1 enturc /960. 

f.<.<ays The Pleasures of Exile 1960. 

1 (p. 11 J) Sight run till day catch him: Even the day catches up with 
the night c1·entually. 

2 (p. 115) .\fichael John: A school text-book in history. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

MIGUEL STREET 
V. S. NAIPAUL 

V.S. Naipaul was born in Chaguanas, Trinidad, on August 17, 
1932. His father was a journalist and a writer of short stories. 
His grandfather was Banyans trained Brahman. As a child, he 
lived between matriarchal twari clan house in Chanaguas and 
bustling streets of Port of Spain. He was influenced by Hindu 
orientation of East Indian community. He was somewhat intolerant 
of ancestral Hinduism and of colonial society. At the age of 18, 
in 1950, he went to England where he attended Oxford. In 
England, he worked for the BBC as a book reviewer. He continued 
to be a journalist in the following years. He began writing 
seriously at the age of 23. Naipaul is a satirist. He travelled 
to London, Africa, the Caribbean, India, South America, and the 
United States. His journeys are clearly reflected in his 
writing. He studied different languages such as spanish, french, 
and english. 

Miguel Street, Naipaul's first book, was only published in 
1959. Naipaul's other works include The Mystic Masseur(1957), 
The Suffrage of Elvira(1958), A House for Mr. Biswas(1961), Mr. 
Stone and the Knights Companion(1963), The Mimic Men(1967), 
Guerrillas(1975). He published essays and short stories, such as 
"The Overcrowded Barracoon", "A Flag on the Island", "In a Free 
State", "The Middle Passage", "An Area of Darkness", and "India: 
A Wounded Civilization". Later on in his career, Naipaul wrote 
travel books. 

Naipaul was often resentful of colonialism. "His strength 
remains in his ability to discern the inner corruption of men who 
neither know nor are capable of effecting an authentic existence 
for themselves." His plot often depicts human nature under 
pressure. Miguel Street centers on politics and corresponds to 
the elections in 1946, and 1950. He brings life to East Indians 
and mixed communities in Trinidad. The book shows the different 
personalities within a community. 

DEFINITIONS 
Ramayana: great Sanskrit epic of India, perhaps written in 2nd 
century B.C. It includes 43,000 couplets of 16 syllable lines. 
It tells the adventures of Rama, heir to kingdom of Ajodhya, who 
with his hall brothers, collectively made up an avatar 
(incarnation) of God Vishnu. 

Calypso: In the West Indies, a song consisting of a spoken or 
intoned story or comment on the news, or on a celebrity in the 
news, accompanied by drumming and guitar strumming. It contains 
rhymes of a sort, usually in couplets, but not regular meter. 
Its fascination lies in the singer's ability to fit in any number 
of words in each line. The words are in English. (Dictionary of 
Afro-Latin American Civilization, Benjamin Nunez, 1980) 
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Port of Spain, the capital city and chief seaport of 
Trinidad and Tobago, situated near the northwest corner of the 
island of Trinidad, facing the Gulf of Paria. The city has a 
sheltered harbor and carries on a large trade, chiefly involving 
the export of copra, cocoa, sugar, fruit, coffee, rum, asphalt, 
and petroleum. It also serves as a distributing center for 
Venezuelan trade from the Orinoco region. 

Industries in or near Port of Spain produce rum, bitters, 
beer, cigarettes, oils, tile plastics, lumber, textile, and 
canned fruit. Good roads connect the capital with the rest of 
the island. (Encyclopedia Americana, Volume 22, 1990) 

Venezuela, because of its closeness to Trinidad, was often 
used a location to hide from the authorities. Smuggling of goods 
was extremely frequent. Criminals could often escape prison by 
fleeing the country to Venezuela, where a new identity could be 
found. 
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

Atta: 5,128 sq km (l,980 sq miles); of which Tobago is 300 sq 
km (116 sq miles). 

Monday), :30 !day (Corpu:i Christi), 19 June (Labour Day), 1 
August (Di;;cuvery Day), 31 August (Independence Day), 24 
September (Republic Day), 21 September* (Divali), 25-26 
December (Christmas). 

Population (official estimate at mid·l988): 1,235,400. 
Capital: Port of Spain (estimated population 59,200 at mid· 
1988). 1992: 1 January (~ew Year's Day), 2-3 March (Carnival). 4 

April* (Id al-Fitr), 17-20 April (Easter). 8 .June (Whit :\londay), 
18 June (Corpus Chri;:;ti), 19 June (Labour Day), i August 
<DiSCQvery Day), 31 August (Independence Day), 24 September 
<Republic Day), IO September* (Divali), 25-26 December 
(Chri.,;tmas). 

Language: English (official); French, Spanish, Hindi and 
Chinese are also spoken. 
Religion: 60% Christian (34% Roman Catholic), 25% Hindu, 
6% Muslim. 
Climate: Tropical: average annual temperature is 29°C (:~-FF); 
annual average r.Unfall is 1.630 mm. • Dependent on lunar sightings. 
Time: GMT -4 hours. Cum!ncy: Trinidad and Toha~o dollar; TT $100 £13..!9 
Public Holidays CS :S23.53 (30 June 1990). 
1991: 1 January (N'ew Year's Day), 11-1.2 February (Carnival), 
29 March-I April (Easter), 16 April* (Id al-Fitr), 20 .'.\fay tWnit 

Weights and :\leasures: The imperial ;;ystem is in force. but 
the metric sy:;tem is being introduced. · 

The two islands which constitute the modern state of TrinidaO 
and Tobago were first Jinked by British colonial administratjoti: 
in 188& Trinidad had been discovered in 1498 by a Sparusli 
expedition, led by Christopher Columbus, and was subject to 
Suanish control until it was captured by Britain in 1797. The 
i,-hnd was formally ceded to Britain by Spain in 1802. Tobago 
wa..~ plundered and claimed by a succession of European navies 
t:!Hil Britain took possession in 1762 after 100 years of French 
t><.'X'Upation; France ceded the island to Britain in the follo\\ing 
H•ar under the Treaty of Paris, but it wa;; not until 1814 that 
8r.tain was formally granted the island in perpetuity. As was 
a],-o the case elsewhere in the Caribbean. African slaves were 
fo~ihly tnrnsported to the islands in the 18th century, to 
p!".>Vide labour for European-owned estates. mainly plantations 
oi ,u~ar cane. The Africans were joined, after the emancipation 
c,f ~Ja\'es in 1&14. hy large numbers of indentured Indians. 
Cr.inest anrl .?\ladeirans, brought in to sustain the supply of 
c:-.t:-ap agricultural lahour. 

THE ~IOVE TO I:'.\1DEPE~1JESCE 
Fr,r a long time. the racial diversity thu.5 created, and the 
r .. ,ulumt competition among the \·arious ethnic groups in the 
P"!'ulation:> of the two islands, pro\·ided Britain \\ith ample 
excu:>e to withhold political conces<;ions. However, disturbances 
N-,ulting from the depressed economic conditions of the 1930s 
pr•,\·ided suitable conditions for the ;"oundation of labour move
m.,-nts, which, in turn, evol\'ed into political organizations, 
pa!""..icularly after the introduction of full adult suffrage in 1946. 
Par!.v po}itics was unstructured during the 1940s and early 
19:,.:i~. but developed into its modern shape in 1956, when 
the People's National Movement (P.\"~!J. founded by Dr Eric 
Wi:iiams (a formidable intellectual who subsequently domi· 
natt-d the politics of the country until his death in 1981), 
established iL~elf as thP. islands' leading nationalist political 
party by winning control of the Legislati\"e Council, under 
the provisions of the new constitutional arrangements that 
pro\·idt-d for self-government. Dr Williams became Trinidad 
and Tobago's first Chief Minister. 



~r--iidad & Tobago: "Capitalism Gone Mad" 

4 t the southern tip of the Windward Island chain. nine 
1ilc ,ffthe coast of V enezuda. lies the twin-island nation of 
rin•\;~ °t Tobago. Like Jamaica. Trinidad is an economic 
1d po •... ..:al leader in the English-speaking Caribbean. It is a 
ac ,;here trends are made and brokr:n-as in 1962. when thi: 
;th awal of both Trinidad and Jamaica from the West 
1dies Fedi:ration spelled the end of the federal venture. Since 
:e I0"70s, Trinidad & Tobago's oil-based r:conomy has be.i:n 
~e 1 ilthiest in the region. making the country's 1.2 million 
:oP"' the major market for intra-regional trade. The end of 
1e oil "boom". in 1982 has not only spelled disaster for 
rin id. therefore, but has been a negative blow to its 
Al .:."OM trading partners as well. 

The history of frinidad & Tobago has left it with an 
hnic and cultural mix unique within the English-speaking 
Jri ean. Originally a Spanish colony. Trinidad gavl! havl!n 
' S· . .!ral thou~and Fn:n.::h royalists t1eeing Guadeloupe. 
!aninique and Haiti during the French revolution. By the 
'90 Trinidad had chani.?ed from a .. backward Amerindian 
ilo go\erned by Spain into a Spanish colony run by 
renchrrien and worked by African slaves. " 1 Britain con-
1c:red Trinidad in 1797 and took possession of it under the 
rea of Paris in 181 ~. In 1889 the neighboring British island 
T ago was annexi:d to Trinidad. 

After the emancipation of the slaves, the British brought 
hr- ireds of thousands of indl!ntured laborers from India to 
'ir!. n Trinidad's sugar estatr:s. The East 1 ndians became the 
1ckuone of the country's agricultural peasantry, while th!! 
~cd slaw~ mo\ed ;rn;1y from the c:-;tat.:s to form :in incipicnt 

.l·h .dies Federation. This struggle. togcthcr with Trinidad's 
d;•~1H: financial independence due to oil. rcndcn.:d its kadcr
.hin comparatively resistant to capture by U.S. influence aftr:r 
nJ >endcnce in 1962. 

'"The center of West 1 ndian StK;ety a~ a culture sui gt'nais 
is Trinidad and not Jamaica:· writes GtHdnn K. l.ewis. 1 t"his is 
s, he argues. because Trinidad escaped the ~tilling effects of 
p fonged unbroken British rule. I n~tead. its culture is a rich 
amalgam of African, East lndian. Spanish. Fn:nch, Brni~h. 
an<i :\orth Ami:rican int1ui:nces. In addition. the di\ision 
\I i:lin the ruling class berneen British Protr:stants and French 
(__tholics allowed breathing space for a working-class culture 

to develop. 
Trinidad is bi:st known for the prc:-Lenten festival of 

( rnival, which draws on both the French Catholic tradition 
of Mardi Gras and the b!J.ck emancipation ct:lebration c.illed 
Canboulay. Trinidadian culture is l1a\orcd by the irreverent 
v .ind picong (exchange: of personal insults) of the: cJI~ p-
s _ 1ians. who perform their new compositions each yc:ar at 
Carnival time [see Part\ 11. Ch. 4]. In much the sam.: \ein, 
e' :toral campaigns are marked by ribald mud-slinging and 

urban working class. In 1857, oil was discov.:red in southern 
Trinidad. and U.S.-based oil companies arri\ed in the early 
20th .:entury. Oil accounted for almost 60'( oiTrin!dad and 
Tobago·s exports by 1935. the rest consisting mainly of sugar 
and .::ocoa. The growth of the oil sector set Trinidad apart from 
most 0f the Caribbean islands. where: the pe.isantry predom
inated and the working class was small. It mi:ant that the 
Trin;dadian masses were split \ery early into industrial and 
agra.::in sectors, broadly corresponding to the racial split 
bern een blacks (in the oil industry and urban areas) and East 
I nd1a:is (in the rural sugar-growing arc:as). Tobago. hov.ever. 
ri:rr.a:ned almost entirdy black. · 

.\second major factor which shaped the country·s hi~tory 
was •he construction of the U.S. na\ al basi: at Chaguaramas 
Jur!:·.g \Vorld War fv.o. With ··Yankee dollars- pouring into 
thi: e.:unomy. many people left thcir homes to seek work on 
and .lround the base. further enlarging the \\Ork1ng class and 
supe:-;mposing North .-\merican int1L:ences on the already 
corr.;- !ex T rinidadian cultural sceni:. 

The presence oi the base also intluenced the: anti-colonial 
naticn:ilist movement which f1owi:rc:d after the v.ar. Lc:d by 
blac:,.,. intellectuals, it was embodii:d in thi: Pwple"s \atio~:.:! 
Mo\ .!ment (PNM) of Dr. Eric Williams. a scholar educated at 
Oxford in England and later in the L' nited States. Williams 
wek:omed foreign investment. which he saw as a basis for 
indi.:mializing Trinidad. but rejected colonial and neocolonial 
political control. On April 21. 1960. the P\M led a march 
thro·Jgh Port-of-Spain di:manding that the u.S. give Cha
gu..i~:imas back to Trinidad to bc:comc: the capit.il ~itc: for the: 
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- In 1959 the Government of Trinidad objected to the 99 
year lease to the Americans for the base at Chaguaramas. 
Here is part of a speech by Dr Eric Williams, Prime ~tinister. 

What are his objections? Why had the present Government 
inot been able to control the lease in 1941? 

r sonal rivalries. often at thi: expense of substantive pol~tical 
i~~ues. Fea-t: ntt; CNZl.eii......-,::W ') ~ ~~jt.....Oh1Y'IC 1"8; 

!The position, to put it bluntly, is this. The Government of Trinidad 
!and Tobago knows nothing of what is going on at Chaguaram.is. 
The Americans ignore us completely, and behave as ii the 19-+I 
Agreement gives them the right to do as they please. Chaguaramas 
means we are a part of modem total war, on the air, on I.ind, on sea 
and under the sea. American reports and defence hearings in Con
' gress are conspicuously silent on Chaguaramas. Either it is too in
significant - in which case American stubbornness is sheer malice 
towards the P.N.M. [People's National Movement], or Chaguara
mas is too significant - in which case we are involved in God 
knows what. As head of the Government I receive day after day in
terminable reports about what is going on at Chagu;uamas. or 
about what people suspect is going on. They may or may not be true. 
It is impossible for me even to attempt to find out what is true md 
what is not true. What is important is that no government ought w 
find itself in such a position in respect ofa foreign power, and 1frh': 
Americans were not here, then we would not have to carrv th;, 
heavy and unnecessary burden. We will not stand it any more. 
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Of all the images .-... rt rayed of Caribbean women, those most frequently cited have 
been in the idiom of the calypso. Although the calypso originated in Trinidad and 
is identified mainly with the southern Caribbean, it is an art fonn which is well 
received by both men and women throughout the region. Elder, writing in 1968, 
tells us that 'the calypso is predominantly a man's song about his own emotional 
confrontation of the world of rivals, his conquests and his defeat, his hopes and his 
fears' (Elder 1968, p. 29). The male singer's portrayal of women has constituted the 
core of calypso music for the last several decades, a fact which has been noted by 
many observers (see, for example, Elder 1968; Rohlehr 1970; Warner 1982).
Gordon Rohlehr notes that 'The calypso ... is of prime sociological importance 
to anyone who seeks to study some of the attitudes of the West Indian male towar:.. ,<" 

women' (Rohlehr 1970, p. 89). 
What are these attitudes as revealed by calypso? Elder, using statistical methods 

to analyse Trinidadian popular music by leading singers over a SO·year period, con
cluded that 'the female figure as theme predominates over the whole calypso tradi
tion ... aggressiveness in calypso towards the female figure has increased steadily 
throughout the calypso tradition' (Elder 1968, p. 33). 

Male/female themes might be roughly collected under four categories. First are 
those which centre around the uneasy relationships between the sexes. The male
female relationship is portrayed as based on mutual suspicion, mutual exploitation. 
For the male it is often 'pursuit, conquest, desertion' (Rohlehr 1970), although he 
frequently refers to the 'smartness' of women. 'Man smart, woman smarter' is the 
challenge to warlike and mutually antagonistic behaviour to prove otherwise. 

Secondly, there are the calypsos based on male 'ego-inflation' (Warner 1982, 
p. 99). As Warner explains it in his book on calypso, 'by far the most overworked 
theme is that of the calypsonian 's alleged insatiable sexual appetite, which causes 
innumerable females either to cry in ecstasy, beg for more or groan in agony if they 
cannot cope with their too-ardent lovers'. Calypsonian Sparrow, says Rohlehr, 'has 
done more than anyone else to project the idea of the West Indian male as a walking 
phallic symbol'. As Sparrow's 'Village Ram' boasts: 

-- ... if a woman ever tell you that I 
~ Ever leave her dissatisfy 
'-() She lie, she lie, I say she lie. 

And Mr Rake-and-Scrape avers that, for him, any woman will do for his sexual 
gratification: 

I'm a busy man with no time to lose 
Ah . . pM.• ,.,, ,and, -- -.tn't I .1d ch ___ _ 
So any kind o'woman, one foot or one hand 
Dey cannot escape from me Mr Rake-and-Scrape. 

Thirdly, there is a large body of calypsos which deal with 'denigration and degra
dation' of the female (Warner 1982, p. 99). In the crudest possible terms, women 
are castigated as being ugly, dirty, stupid, vile, predatory, smelly, evil, etc. (see 
examples given in Warner 1982; see also Rohlehr 1970; Hodge 1974). Pan of this 
includes the categorization of women by stereotypes which convey 'semantically 
offensive overtones' (Elder 1968, p. 25) such as 'Hog-mouth Mary' and 'Gate-way 
Janie'. 

Finally, there are those calypsos which deal with 'pejorative accounts of female 
acts', in which the male is frequently victim (Warner 1982). The woman is cast in 
various negative postures: demanding money for sex, attempting to saddle the male 
with false paternity, cuckolding him, trying to ensnare him with witchcraft, etc. 

Throughout, the woman as the victim of male condemnation is also subjected to 
threats of violence and verbal abuse as a means of keeping her in line. 'Girl you 
looking for blows,' Sparrow warns his sweetheart Rose. He tells the world: 

Every now and then cuff them down 
They'll love you long and they'll love you strong 
Black up dey eye, bruise up dey knee 
And they will love you eternally. 

However, the female is also seen as quite capable of defending herself physically. 
Shadow's Jane in 1976 was threatening that , ' 

I might pelt a big stone and mash up your jawbone 
You better leave me .alone. 

The calypso is recognized as double-edged. Matched against the calypsonian's 
bravado and contempt is his fear of the female, whom he perceives as scheming and 
untrustworthy, and who, when all else fails, will resort to trickery including obeah 
and black magic to bind him. Views of the female as scheming were also held by 
the men in the Barbados study, who described women as 'avaricious, materialistic 
and calculating'. These men, like the calypsonians, viewed their relationships with 
women as 'uneasy' and 'dangerous' (Barrow WICP 1986b). 

It is of interest that the more recent development of popular music in Jamaica -
the ska to reggae to dee-jay tradition - has followed the same pattern as calypsos 
where themes are concerned. The earliest themes dealt mainly with issues of social 
protest and were against male authority figures such as the police, judges, soldiers, 
the rich elements of society castigated as 'Babylon', etc., just as Elder found for the 
earlier period in Trinidadian calypso. Analysis of contemporary Jamaican popular 
music would show that an inordinate amount of song themes, especially in the 
newest dee-jay style, are similar to the calypsos in so far as they deal in female 
deniifation and d.ewadation versus male elevation. 
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·The Media 

Within the U.S. media's gll1bal reach. the Carihhcan is an 
especially fertile ground for inllucncc through newspapers. 
tele\tsion, radio. and lilm. Thi, 1s true lirst of all hecau~ much 
of the Caribbean speab Engla,;h. and until rcl'cntly was under 
British control. In his book fl1~ JfeJia Are American. Jeremy 
Tunstall describes Britain as the "'linchpin"' of the worldwide 
spread of the lJ.S. media. Britain's ascendency as the first 
media power made English the language of mass communica
tions. and collaboration bet~een the U.S. and British media 
pa••ed the way for U.S. penetrJtion of the Commonwealth, or 
British Empire, market. 1 Sec~'ndly, both the Caribbean and 
Latin America are subject to special controls operating to 
ensure U.S. hegemony in the i":ernisphae. In media. as in the 
labor movement, the Lnited States began serious dforts to 
gain control during the First \\,•rid War and consolidated that 
control at th<! end of World \\a r f wo. 

The Major Dailies: Voice of the Bourgeoisie 

The major media is privately owned in most of the larger 
Caribbean territories. including Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados. 
the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, and the French and 
Dutch Antilles. Newspapers and radio stations operate in 
competition and without formal government restrictions. 
leading the t.:.S. to deem the media -rrl!eM in theSI! countries. 

In reality. however, each countr: "'Jliminatcd b: 1>nc tn 
f1.1ur daily newspapers owned by ~ ~ J'.t hy families or c,'tn
mcrcial conglomerates. While nth.:r n.:· ... ,paper' arc 11'1t illcg.tl. 
tht:y are ovcrshado"'°ed by the est..!'.llr,hmt:nt paper' .1;~J 

orerate under financial and ;omcti:-:-.~~ political pn;,~urt:s_ 

Jamaica's only daily paper is the con~r\Jtive Daily (j/t'r..Jller 

(alc,ng with its evening edition, The Sr.:r>. It is published by the 
Gkaner Company, which is contro\::.:J by members 1li the 
island's elite "21 families." The corn pa:-.:. ·s board of direc111rs ,, 
heJded by the powerful Ashenheim :·.::.:nily which also holJ, 
intaests in cement, steel. sugar. insura:-::e. real .:stat.:. touri,1!1_ 
and manufacturing. The more liberal i..~:iily Sews. ac4u1n:J b~ 
th:.: \lanley gO\·ernment in 1979. wa~ ~ .. 'sed Jown b~ ScJp .:1 
A;:inl 1983. Seaga also purged the sta::-,,\\ nt:d J BC tek\ 1si,1:1 
n:.::.,,ork of progressive journalists ,;-_,':<!y afta he ca:nc "' 

P'"' er. 
Be~ides the Gleaner. the 0ther ::-.:~uential dailies 111 th;: 

Er:='ltsh-speaking Caribbean ar:.: tht: 5.::.~bados ..tdi·o< r..JI<' J;-...; 
.\a1ion and the Trinidad Guardian an-: Express. The latto::r ~1•: 
both owned by Trinidadian conglome:-.::.:es. the Expre55 by the· 
'.\eal & Massy group and the Guardi,.;.n by the McEnearne~ 
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THE THING WITHOUT A NAME 

The only thing that Popa, who called himself a carpenter, ever 
built was the little galvanized-iron workshop under the mango 
tree at the back of his yard. And even that he didn't quite finish. 
He couldn't be bothered to nail on the sheets of galvanized-iron 
for the roof, and kept them weighted down with huge stones. 
Whenever there was a high wind the roof made a frightening 
banging noise and seemed ready to fly away. 

And yet Popa was never idle. He was always busy hammering 
and sawing and planing. I liked watching him work. I liked 
the smell of the woods - cyp and cedar and crapaud. I liked the 
colour of the shavings, and I liked the way the sawdust pow
dered Popa's kinky hair. 

'What you making, Mr Popa?' I asked. 
Popa would always say, 'Ha, boy! That's the question. I 

making the thing without a name.' 
I liked Popa for that. I thought he was a poetic man. 
One day I said to Popa, 'Give me something to make.' 
'What you want to make?' he said. 
It was hard to think of something I really wanted. 
'You see,' Popa said. 'You thinking about the thing without 

a name.' 
Eventually I decided on an egg-stand. 
'Who you making it for?' Popa asked. 
'Ma.' 
He laughed. 'Think she going use it?' 
My mother was pleased with the egg-stand, and used it for 
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about a week. Then she seemed to forget all about it; and began 
putting the eggs in bowls or plates, just as she did before. 

And Popa laughed when I told him. He said, 'Boy, the only 
thing to make is the thing without a name.' , 

After I painted the tailoring sign for Bog;ut, Popa made me 
do one for him as well. 

He took the little red stump of a pencil he had stuck over his 
ear and puzzled over the words. At first he wanted to announce 
himself as an architect; but I managed to dissuade him. He 
wasn't sure about the spelling. The finished sign said: 

BUILDER AND CONTRACTOR 

Carpenter. 
And Cabinet-Maker 

And I signed my name, rui sign~writer, in 
1

the bottom right-hand 
comer. 

Popa liked standing up in front of the sign. But he had a little 
panic whert people who didn't know about him came to inquire. 

'The carpenter fellow?' Popa would say. 'He don't live here 
again.' 

I thought Popo was a much nicer man than Bogart. Bogart 
said little to me; but Popo was always ready to talk. He talked 
about serious things, like life and death and work, and I felt he 
really liked talking to me. 
. Yet Popo was not a popular man in the street. They didn't 
think he was mad or stupid. Hat used to say, 'Popa too con-
ceited, you hear.' 1 

It was an unre~nahle thing to say. Popo had the habit of 
taking a glass of rum to the pavement every morning. He never 
sipped the rum. But whenever he saw someone he knew he 
dipped his middle finger in the rum, licked it, and then waved 
to the man. 

'We could buy rum too,' Hat used to say. 'But we don't show 
off like Popo.' 
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I myself never thought about it in that way, and one day I 
asked Popa about it. 

Popo said, 'Boy, in the morning, when the sun shining and it 
still cool, and you just get up, it make you feel good to know 
that you could go out and stand up in the sun and have some 
rum.' 

Popo never made any money. His wife used to go out and 
work, and this was easy, because they had no children. Popo 
said, 'Women and them like work. Man not make for work.' 

Hat said, 'Popa is a man-woman. Not a proper man.' 
Popo's wife had a job as a cook in a big house near my school. 

She used to wait for me in the afternoons and take me into the 
big kitchen and give me a lot of nice things to eat. The only 
thing I didn't like was the way she sat and watched me while I 
ate. It was as though I was eating for her. She asked me to call 
her Auntie. 

She introduced me to the gardener of the big house. He was 
a good-looking brown man, and he loved his flowers. I liked 
the gardens he looked after. The flower-beds were always black 
and wet; and the grass green and damp and always cut. Some
times he let me water the flower-beds. And he used to gather 
the cut grass into little bags which he gave me to take home to 
my mother. Grass was good for the hens. 

One day I missed Popo's wife. She wasn't waiting for me. 
Next morning I didn't see Popa dipping his finger in the glass 

of rum on the pavement. 
And that evening I didn't see Papa's wife. 
I found Popa sad in his workshop. He was sitting on a plank 

and twisting a bit of shaving around his fingers. 
Popa said, 'Your auntie gone, boy.' 
'Where, Mr Popa?' 
'Ha, boy! That's the question,' and he pulled himself up 

there. 
Popo found himself then a popular man. The news got 
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around very quickly. And when Eddoes said one day, 'I wonder 
what happen to Popo. Like he got no more rum,' Hat jumped 
up and almost cuffed him. And then all the men began to 
gather in Popo's workshop, and they would talk about cricket 
and football and pictures - everything except women - just to 
try to cheer Popo up. 

Popo's workshop no longer sounded with hammering and 
sawing. The sawdust no longer smelled fresh, and became 
black, almost like dirt. Popa began drinking a lot, and I didn't 
like him when he was drunk. He smelled of rum, and he used to 
cry and then grow angry and want to beat up everybody. That 
made him an accepted member of the gang. 

Hat said, 'We was wrong about Popo. He is a man, like any 
of we.' 

Popa liked the new companionship. He wis at heart a loqua
cious man, and always wanted to be friendly with the men of 
the street and he was always surprised that he was not liked. So 
it looked as though he had got what he wanted. But Popo was 
not really happy. The friendship had come a little too late, and 
he found he didn't like it as much as he'd expected. Hat tried 
to get Popo interested in other women, but Popo wasn't inter
ested. 

Popo didn't think I was too young to be told anything. 
'Boy, when you grow old as me,' he said once, 'you find that 

you don\care for the things you thought you woulda like if you 
coulda afford them.' 

That was his way of talkin~, in riddles. 

Then one day Popo left us. 
Hat said, 'He don't have to tell me where he gone. He gone 

looking for he wife.' 
Edward said, 'Think she going come back with he?' 
Hat said, 'Let we wait and see.' 
We didn't have to wait long. It came out in the papers. Hat 
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said it was just what he expected. Popo had beaten up a man in 
Arima, the man had taken his wife away. It was the gardener 
who used to give me bags of grass. 

Nothing much happened to Popo. He had to pay a fine, but 
they let him off otherwise. The magistrate said that Popo had 
better not molest his wife again. 

They made a calypso about Popo that was the rage that year. 
It was the road-march for the Carnival, and the Andrews 
Sisters sang it for an American recording company: 

A certain carpenter feller went to Arima 
Looking for a mopsy called Emelda. 

It was a great thing for the street. 
At school, I used to say, 'The carpenter feller was a good, 

good friend of mine.' · 
And, at cricket matches, and at the races, Hat used to say, 

'Know him? God, I used to drink with that man night and day. 
Boy, he could carry his liquor.' 

Popo wasn't the same man when he came back to us. He 
growled at me when I tried to talk to him, and he drove out 
Hat and the others when they brought a bottle of rum to the 
workshop. 

Hat said, 'Woman send that man mad, you hear.' 
But the old noises began to be heard once more from Popo's 

workshop. He was working hard, and I wondered whether he 
was still making the thing without a name. But I was too afraid 
to ask. 

He ran an electric light to the workshop and began working 
in the night-time. Vans stopped outside his house and were 
always depositing and taking away things. Then Popo began 
painting his house. He used a bright green, and he painted the 
roof a bright red. Hat said, 'The man really mad.' 

And added, 'Like he getting married again.' 
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Hat wasn't too far wrong. One day, about two weeks later, 
Popo returned, and he brought a woman with him. It was his 
wife. My auntie. ' 

'You see the sort of thing woman is,' Hat commented. 'You 
see the sort of thing they like. Not the man. But the new house 
paint up, and all the new furniture inside it. I bet you if the 
man in Arima had a new house and new· furnitures, she 
wouldnta come back with Popo.' 

But I didn't mind. I was glad. It was good to see Popo 
standing outside with his glass of rum in the mornings and 
dipping his finger into the rum and waving at his friends; and 
it was good to ask him again, 'What you making, Mr Popo?' 
and to get the old answer, 'Ha, boy! That's the question. I 
making the thing without a name.' I 

Popo returned very quickly to his old way of living, and he 
was still devoting his time to making the thing without a name. 
He had stopped working, and his wife got her job with the same 
people near my school. 

People in the street were almost angry with Popo when his 
wife came back. They felt that all their sympathy had been 
mocked and wasted. And again Hat was saying, 'That blasted 
Popo too conceited, you hear.' 

But this time Popo didn't mind. . 
He used to teU me, 'Boy~ go home and pray tonight that you 

get happy like me.' ' · 

What happened afterward! happened so suddenly that we 
didn't even know it had happened. Even Hat didn't know about 
it until he read it in the papers. Hat always read the papers. He 
read them from about ten in the morning until about six in the 
evening. 

Hat shouted out, 'But what is this I seeing?' and he showed 
us the headlines: CALYPSO CARPENTER JAILED. 

It was a fantastic story. Popo had been stealing things left and 
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right. All the new furnitures, as Hat called them, hadn't been 
made by Popo. He had stolen things and simply remodelled 
them. He had stolen too much as a matter of fact, and had had 
to sell the things he didn't want. That was how he had been 
caught. And we understand now why the vans were always 
outside Popo's house. Even the paint and the brushes with 
which he had redecorated the house had been stoleri. 

Hat spoke for all of us when he said, 'That man too foolish. 
Why he had to sell what he thief? Just tell me that. Why?' 

We agreed it was a stupid thing to do. But we felt deep inside 
ourselves that Popo was really a man, perhaps a bigger man 
than any of us. 

And as for my auntie ..• 
Hat said, 'How much jail he get? A year? With three months 

off for good behaviour, that's nine months in all. And I give she 
three months good behaviour too. And after that, it ain't going 
have no more Emelda in Miguel Street, you hear.~ 

But Emelda never left Miguel Street. She not only kept her 
job as cook, but she started taking in washing and ironing as 
well. No one in the street felt sorry that Popo had gone to jail 
because of the shame; after all that was a thing that could 
happen to any of us. They felt sorry only that Emelda was 
going to be left alone for so long. 

He came back as a hero. He was one of the boys. He was a 
better man than either Hat or Bogart. 

But for me, he had changed. And the change made me sad. 
For Popa began working. 
He began making morris chairs and tables and wardrobes 

for people. 
And when I asked him, 'Mr Popo, when you going start 

making the thing without a name again?' he growled at me. 
'You too troublesome,' he said. 'Go away quick, before I lay 

my hand on you.' 
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\·. S. N:\IPAUL 
.\fig11el Smet is the thirJ hook 11ritten by \". S. Naipaul. It is 
maJe up of a number of stories about the inhabitants of a 
fictional street. The author creates the impression of a fixeJ 
context within which his characters are \'i\·iJ and indi\·idual. 
Some are ahsurJ, some are amusinl.!, hut whatever their in
Ji\'i<lualit;., each is in some 1\ay pathetic. For ,Higuel Street is 
not just a funny book about oJJ people: it is a mo\'int' picture 
of frustrated li\'es anJ 1\asteJ abilities in a limiting society. 

The extract from .\11g11el Street is the story of B. WorJsworth, 
a poet-calypso-man, 11 ho li1·es anJ dies in total obscurity. 
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B. Wordsworth 
Three beggars called punctually every day at the hospitable 
houses in Miguel Street. At about ten an Indian came in his 
dhoti and white jacket, and we poured a tin of rice into the 
sack he carried on his back. At twelve an old woman smoking 
a clay pipe came and she got a cent. At two a blind man led 
by a boy called for his penny. 

Sometimes we had a rogue. One day a man called and 
said he was hungry. We gave him a meal. He asked for a 
cigarette and wouldn't go until we had lit it for him. 
That man never came again. 

The strangest caller came one afternoon at about four 
o'clock. I had come back from school and was in my home
clothes. The man said to me, 'Sonny, may I come inside 
rnur nrd ?' 
. He. was a small man and he was tidily dressed. He wore a 
hat, a white shirt and black trousers. 

I asked, 'What you want?' 
He said, 'I want to watch your bees.' 
We had four small gur-gur palm trees and they were full 

of uninvited bees. 
I ran up the steps and shouted, '\la, it have a man outside 

here. He say he want to watch the bees.' 
\ly mother came out, looked at the man and asked in an 

unfriendly way, '\\.hat you \\ant?' 
The man said, 'I want to \\atch your bees.' 
His English was so good, it didn't sound natural, anti 

could see nw mother \\JS worried. 
She said t;i me, 'Stay here, and watch him while he watch 

the bees.' 
The man said, 'Thank you, ;,\adam. You have done a 

good deed today.' 
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He spoke very slowly and very correctly as though every 
word was costing him money. 

We watched the bees, this man and I, for about an hour, 
squatting near the palm trees. 

The man said, 'I like watching bees, Sonny, do you like 
watching bees?' 

I said, 'I ain't have the time.' 
He shook his head sadly. He said, 'That's what I do, I just 

watch. I can watch ants for days. Have you ever watched 
ants? And scorpions, and centipedes, and congorees
have you watched those?' 

I shook mv head. 
I said, '\Vhat you does do, mister?' 
He got up and said, 'I am a poet.' 
I said, 'A good poet?' 
He said, 'The greatest in the world.' 
'What your name, mister?' 
'B. Wordsworth.' 
'B for Bill?' 
'Black. Black Wordsworth. White Wordsworth was my 

brother. We share one heart. I can watch a small flower 
like the morning glory and cry.' 

I said, 'Why you does cry?' 
'Why boy? Why? You will know when you grow up. 

You 're a poet too, you know. And when you 're a poet you 
can cry for everything.' 

I couldn't laugh. 
He said, 'You like your mother:• 
'When she not beating me.' 
He pulled out a printed sheet from his hip-pocket and 

said, 'On this paper is the greatest poem about mothers 
and I'm going to sell it to you at a bargain price. For four 
cents.' 
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I went inside and I said, 'l\la, you want to buy a poetry 
for four cents?' 

l\ly mother said, 'Tell that blasted man to haul his tail 
away from my yard, you hear?' 

I said to B. Wordsworth, '~h mother sav she ain't have 
four cents.' . . 

B. \\'ordsworth said, 'It is the poet's tragedy.' 
And he put the paper back in his pocket. He didn't seem 

to mind. 
I said, 'Is a funny way to go round selling poetry like 

that. Only calypsonians do that sort of thing. A lot of people 
does buy?' 

He said, 'No one has yet bought a single copy.' 
'But why you does keep on going round, then?' 
He said, 'In this way I watch many things, and I always 

hope to meet poets.' 
I said, 'You really think I is a poet?' 
'You're as good as me,' he said. 
And when B. \\.ordsworth left, I prayed I would see him 

again. 

About a week later, coming back from school one after-
noon, I met him at the corner of J'..ligucl Street. 

He s;iid, 'I have been waiting for you for a long time.' 
I said, 'You sell any poetry yet:• 
He shook his head. 
He said, 'In my yard I have the best mango tree in Port 

of Spain. And now the mangoes arc ripe and red and very 
sweet and juicy. I have waited here for you to tell you this 
and to invite you to come and eat some of mv mangoes.' 

He lived i~ Alberto Street in a one-room~d hut~ placed 
right in the centre of the lot. The nrd seemed all green. 
There was the big mango tree. Th~re was a cocon~t tree 
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and there was a plum tree. The place looked wild, as though 
it wasn't in the city at all. You couldn't see all the big 
concrete houses in the street. 

He was right. The mangoes were sweet and juicy. I ate 
about six, and the yellow mango juice ran down my arms to 
my elbows and down my mouth to my chin and my shirt 
was stained. 

\h mother said when I got home, '\Vhere rnu was? You 
think you is a man now a';,d could go all o;er the place: 
Go cut a whip for me.' 

She beat me rather badlv, and I ran out of the house 
swearing that I would ne~er come back. I went to B. 
Wordsworth's house. I was so angry, my nose was bleeding. 

B. \\'ordsworth said, 'Stop crying, and we will go for a 
walk.' 

I stopped crying, but I was breathing short. \\'e went for 
a walk. \\'e walked down St. Clair avenue to the Savannah 
and we walked to the racecourse. 

B. Wordsworth said, 'Now let us lie on the grass and 
look up at the sky, and I want you to think how far those 
stars are from us.' 

I <lid as he told me, and I saw what he meant. I felt like 
nothing, and at the same time, I had never felt so big and 
great in all my life. I forgot all my anger and all my tears 
and all the blows. 

When I said I was better, he began telling me the names 
of the stars, and I particularly remembered the constellation 
of Orion the Hunter, though I don't really know why. 
I can spot Orion even today, but I have forgotten the 
rest. 

Then a light was flashed into our faces, and we saw a 
policeman. We got up from the grass. 

The policeman said, '\\'hat you doing here?' 
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B. Wordsworth said, 'I have been asking myself the same 
question for fortv vears.' 

\\'e became frie~ds, B. \\.ordsworth and I. He told me, 
'You must never tell anvbod\· about me and about the mango 
tree and the coconut tr~e and the plum tree. You must ke~p 
that a secret. If you tell an\' bod\', I will know, because I am 
a poet.' . . . 

1 gave him my word and I kept it. 
I liked his little room. It had no more furniture than 

George's front room, but it looked cleaner and healthier. 
But it also looked lonelv. 

One day I asked him:'f\1ister Wordsworth, why you does 
keep all this bush in your yard? Ain't it does make the place 
damp?' 

He said, 'Listen, and I will tell you a story. Once upon a 
time a boy and girl met each other and they fell in love. 
They loved each other so much they got married. They were 
both poets. He loved words. She loved grass and flowers and 
trees. They lived happily in a single room, and then one 
day, the girl poet said to the boy poet, 'We are going to have 
another poet in the family.' But this poet was never born, 
because the girl died, and the young poet died with her, 
inside her. And the girl's husband was very sad, and he said 
he would never touch anything in the girl's garden. And so 
the garden remained and grew high and wild.' 

I looked at B. \\'ordsworth, and as he told me this lovely 
story, he seemed to grow older. I understood his story. 

\Ve went for long walks together. We went to the 
Botanical Gardens and the Rock Gardens. \\'e climbed the 
Chancellor Hill in the late afternoon and watched the dark
ness fall on Port of Spain, and watched the lights go on in 
the city and on the ships in the harbour. 

He did everything as though he were doing it for the first 
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time in his life. He did everything as though he were doing 
some church rite. 

He would say to me, 'Now, how about having some 
ice-cream ? ' 

And when I said yes, he would grow very serious and say, 
'Now, which cafe shall we patronise?' As though it were a 
very important thing. He would think for some time about 
it, and finally say, 'I think I will go and negotiate the 
purchase with that shop.' 

The world became a most exciting place. 

One day, when I was in his yard, he said to me, 'I have a 
great secret which I am going to tell you.' 

I said, 'It really secret?' 
'At the moment, ves.' 
I looked at him,. and he looked at me. He said, 'This 

is just between you and me, remember. I am writing a 
poem.' 

'Oh.' I was disappointed. 
He said, 'But this is a different sort of poem. This is the 

greatest poem in the world.' 
I whistled. 
He said, 'I have been working on it for more than five 

\'ears now. I will finish it in about twentv-two vears from 
~ow, that is, if I keep on writing at the p;eser1t ;ate.' 

'You does write a lot, then?' 
He said, 'Not any more. I just write one line a month. 

But I make sure it is a good line.' 
I asked, '\\"hat was last month's good line?' 
He looked up at the sky, and said, 'The past is deep.' 
I said, 'It is a beautiful line.' 
B. \\"ordsworth said, 'I hope to distil the experiences of a 

whole month into that single line of poetry. So, in twent:-
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two years, I shall have written a poem that will sing to all 
humanity.' 

I was filled with wonder. 

Our walk continued. We walked along the sea-wall at 
Docksite one day, and I said, 'Mr Wordsworth, if I drop 
this pin in the water, you think it will float?' 

He said, 'This is a strange world. Drop your pin, and let 
us see what will happen.' 

The pin sank. 
I said, 'How is the poem this month?' 
But he never told me any other line. He merely said, 'Oh, 

it comes, you know. It comes.' 
Or we would sit on the sea wall and watch the liners come 

into the harbour. 
But of the greatest poem in the world I heard no more. 

I felt he was growing older. 

'How you does live, Mr Wordsworth?' I asked him one 
day. 

He said, 'You mean how I get money?' 
When l nodded, he laughed in a crooked way. 
He said, 'I sing calypsoes in the calypso season.' 
'And that last you the rest of the vear ?' 
'It is enough.'. . 
'But you will be the richest man in the world when you 

write the greatest poem?' 
He didn't reply. 
One day when I went to see him in his little house, I found 

him lying on his little bed. He looked so old and so weak, 
that I found myself wanting to cry. 

He said, 'The poem is not going well.' 
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He wasn't looking at me. He was looking through the 
window at the coconut tree, and he was speaking as though 
I wasn't there. He said, 'When I was twenty, I felt the power 
within myself.' Then, almost in front of my eyes, I could 
see his face growing older and more tired. He said, 'But that 
-that was a long time ago.' 

And then-I felt it so keenly, it was as though I had been 
slapped by my mother. I could see it clearly on his face. It 
was there for everyone to see. Death on the shrinking face. 

He looked at me, and saw my tears and sat up. 
He said, 'Come.' I went and sat on his knee. 
He looked into my eyes, and he said, 'Oh, you can see it, 

too. I always knew you had the poet's eye.' 
He didn't even look sad, and that made me burst out crv-

ing loudly. . 
He pulled me to his thin chest, and said, 'Do you want me 

t0 tell you a funny story?' And he smiled encouragingly at 
me. 

But I couldn't reply. 
He said, '\\"hen I have finished this story, I want you to 

promise that you will go away and never come back to see 
me. Do you promise?' 

I nodded. 
He said, 'Good, well listen. That story I told you about 

the girl poet, do you remember that? That wasn't true. It 
was something I just made up. All this talk about poetry 
and the greatest poem in the world, that wasn't true either. 
Isn't that the funniest thing you have ever heard?' 

But his voice broke. 
I left the house and ran home crying, like a poet, for 

everything I saw. 

I walked along Alberto Street a year later, but I could 
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find no sign of the poet's house. It hadn't vanished, just like 
that. It had been pulled down, and a big, two-storeyed 
building had taken its place. The mango tree, and the plum 
tree and the coconut tree had all been cut down, and there 
was brick and concrete everywhere. 

It was just as though B. Wordsworth had never existed . 

NAIPAUL, Vidia S. (Trinidad and Tobago). 
Born in Trinidad 1932. 

from .Miguel Street 
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WHO ARE THE REAL AMERICANS? 

Handout 13-3 
Page 1 of 2 

Since the "<liscovery" of North and South America b~ F.uropeans in the fif
teenth century, the use of the Qeographic term America has varied, reflectin~ 
changing circumstances and different cultural perspectives. 

Although Native Americans were the first to arrive--over 15,000 years 
aqo--none of the names by which they referred to the land as a whole has 
survived in common usage. The first Europeans to visit North America, the 
Vikings, referred to it as "Vinland.• Columbus, thinking he was in Asia, 
called the islands he discovered the "Indies." Even after reaching the 
1'1ainland, Columbus still thought it was pact of Asia, persisting in that 
belief ~ntil his death in 1506. John Cabot, the Italian sailing for Britain, 
reached the coast of North America in 1497, but he also thought he had· 
reached Asia, probably the northern coast of China, and referred to his 
discovery as •New Found Lana.• Neither the Native Americans nor these early 
explorers were given the honor of naming the two continents. That honor, 
thrQugh a twist of circumstance and good publicity, belonged to the Italian 
merchant and banker, Amerigo Vespucci. 

Ameciao Vespucci, a native of the Italian city of Florence, worked for the 
~edici family and was the supplier for Columbus's third voyage. Intrigued by 
the stories of the "Indies," he joined an expedition in 1499 organized by 
Alonso de Ojeda, who had accompanied Columbus. They explored the coast of 
South America along what is now Venezuela and Rrazil. In 1501 Vespucci 
Ct!turned with a Portuquese expedition and sailed down the coast of Brazil, 
probably as far as the mouth of the Rio de la Plata. It was Vespucci's 
letters about these journeys, written in colorful language and full of exotic 
<letails, that established his fame in Europe. He was one of the first to be 
convinced that the land he had discovered was a "New world:" 

There is much more to this earth than Europe and Asia 
and Africa. There is also a New world, a new half of the 
earth, a never-before-dreamed-of western Hemisphere. 
There is a whole new continent waiting for the men of 
Europe to explore and possess and theron to build a new 
civilization • • * 

Vespucci's letters cauaht the imaqination of many Europeans and went throuah 
n111n~r0us printings. One of those to read them was a German cartographer, 
11.:irtin Waldseemuller, who published a map of the world in 1507 that included 
two narrow land masses representing the continents of the New World. Across 
the southern continent, he wrote "America." In his preface, Wal<lsee1'1ull<:>r 
e>'.f'Jlained, "Since another fourth part (of the world) has been discovered by 
Americus Vesputius--1 do not see why anyone should object to its being 

*Prerlerick J. P0hl, Amerigo Vespucci: 
1 '}(jf,. 
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Colonialism, Dictatorship, and Revolution 
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Central America has recei\'ed scant allention from schobrs in the United 
States. This neglect is panly due to the rclati,·e paucity of archives, 
libraries, and research centers in the nations of the isthmus. It is partly 
due to the smallness of the indi\'idual countries, which makes them 
appear less significant than Argentina, Brazil, or Mexico. And it is also 
due to the common assumption that the countries of Central America 
are backward: the least developed areas in a de\'eloping world. Domi
nated by dictators, the "banana republics" of the isthmus were ,·iewed 
as sleepy relics of the past, the last places where popular revolt would 
strike. 

The recent upheavals in Nicaragua and El Salvador have sharply 
challenged this image. If we discard modernization theory and instead 
follow an approach which places Central America within the context of 
the capitalist world economy, the history of the region begins to acquire 
new meaning. As we shall see, Central America came to develop classic 
plantation economies, and this fact had a decisi\'e effect on social-class 
relations and political outcomes. The isthmus thus prO\·ides yet another 
variation on the interplay between socioeconomic change and political 
transition. 

Central American history furthermore offers an opportcnity to ex
amine and comprehend the policies of the United States. Through 
trade, im·estrnent, invasion, and diplomacy, the U.S. obtained extraor
dinary influence over trends and events in the region. The use (and 
abuse) of this power not only yields iflsight into the behavior of the 
United States. It also enriches our understanding of the ways that Latin 
Americans have interpreted the moti\'es and actions of the "colossus of 
the north." 
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Colonial B<Lrkgro11nd 
)';ature e11cl1J\\ed C:t'!llLd .\rnerica ,,·11h ,111g1tl;1r IJc;tlltY. And from 
Guatemala tn P;mama. tlw isthmus exhihi1' 111;1111· contrasts: a spectac
ular rnount;iin range. studded hy nilc;rnoes of 10.000 feet or more; 
some atid zones: ;rnd \erdanl jungles along tl1e cuasts. \fuch of the soil 
is fertile and the n:;1r-round climate is temperate. "·arm in the morn
ings and cool in the afternoons. The re J IT lakes i 11 the mountainous 
areas hut no !llajor na\·igahle riYers (''·ith the possible exception of the 
Rio San Juan in ~ic;1r;1g11a). ;\or does either coast ha1·e adequate nat
ural deep-sea h;irhors. :\ature can bring calarni11-. 100. through torren

tial rains, h1nric111es. and \iolent earthquakes. 
During precolonial times Central ,.\meric1 was a meeting ground for 

tvleso-American, South .\meric;in, and Carihhe;in cultures. In contrast 
10 t-.lcxico and Peru. it was not the site nf a cenrrali1ecl Indian empire. 
Indigenous peoples li,·ed in stable. autonomous communities and en
gaged in trade with one another. After 500 B.C. a relatiYely advanced 
ci\'ilization appeared in the highlands of (;uatemala and El Salvador, 
and it was gre;itly influenced by Olmec culture from the Veracruz
Tabasco co;ist of ~fexirn. Nahuatl settlements later followed, and clas
sical 1\fayan ct1lt11re appeared in the lowlands of northern Guatemala. 
The period from A.D. flOO to 900 marked the apex of the Old Maya 
Empire, as it was formerlv called, though it did not constitute a highly 

organized political unit. 
Spaniards first came to the area in 1501. \'asco :\unez de Balboa 

sighted the Pacific Ocean in 1513 and established his power in what is 
now Panama. 1 n the 1520s. already tinder pressme from Spanish crown 
authorities, Hernan Cortes went as far south as Honduras. Pedro de 
Al\'arado laumhed an expedition from Mexico Cit\' ;iround this same 
time and. like other rnnciuerors. he was able to take arhantage of hos
tilities bet\\·een 11rn Indian groups. the Quiches and the Cakchiquels 
(1,ho became hi> allit:s) .. .\s also happened elsewhere, the conquerors 
soon fought among tliemseh-es. Ah·arado's column reached a stalemate 
in its encounter with the forces of Pedro Arias de A\'ila, better known 
as Pedrari;is Da1·ila. who founded Panama City in 1524. 

In the mid-sixteenth century the Spanish crown established the King
dom of Guatemala as part of the vicerovalty of '\ew Spain. The King
dom included what later became Costa Rica, '\icaragua, El Salvador, 
Honduras, Guatemala. Belize (British Honduras), and the \lexican state 
of Chiapas. Its capital "·as the highland city of Antigua, Guatemala. 
then referred to as Santiago de Guatemala. Panama fell under the ju-

risdiction of Peru. 
The di\·ersity of Indian cultures meant that Spaniards penetrated 

Central America in stages, not all at once, and each conciuest required 
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Jose de Bustamante managed to maintain Spanish control of Central 
America, mainly by forging an alliance with ladinos and Indians against 
the upstart creoles. He was forced out in 1818, however, and Spain's 
adoption of a liberal constitution in 1820 sent repercussions through
out the area. In mid-1821 Agustin de Iturbide's declaration of the Plan 
de Iguala in Mexico forced the independence issue. Partly fearing "lib
eration" by Mexican troops, the socially conservative landowners de
cided to break with now-radical Spain, and in January 1822 proclaimed 
annexation of the isthmus to royalist Mexico. The following year Itur
bide's abdication led to complete independence. Chiapas remained with 
Mexico. The other states, from Costa Rica to Guatemala (excluding 
Panama), became the United Provinces of Central America. 

Despite discord and disagreement. Central America managed to sep
arate itself from Spain-and from Mexico-in a relatively peaceful 
fashion. The peoples of the isthmus did not suffer nearly the same 
level of physical destruction that occurred elsewhere in the 1810s. And 
as a result, the colonial social order survived almost intact. 

The isthmus thus achieved full independence as a politically unified 
republic. The ideal of unification had long inspired local patriots, and 
would continue to be a highly valued goal in years to come. But it also 
proved hard to sustain. 

As happened elsewhere in Latin America, the Central American po
litical elite divided into two factions: Liberals and Conservatives. The 
Liberals advocated continuation of reforms started by the Bourbon 
monarchy. They called for increased restrictions on clerical power, for 
the abolition of slavery, for the elimination of burdensome taxes, and 
for the promotion of economic development. They drew their support 
from emerging professional classes, white and ladino, and from upper
middle sectors excluded from the circles of the landed creole aristoc
racy. They espoused the idea of unification, too, and had considerable 
strength in the outlying provinces. 

ConserYatives stood for order, moderation, and stability. They up
held Hispanic institutions, especially the church, and they expressed 
suspicion of progressive reform. Led by creole landowners, they first 
advocated free trade, then reverted to a protectionist stance \\·hen they 
felt the impact of British commercial competition. 

Violence erupted in the 1820s and Liberals appeared to have the 
upper hand. The constitution of 1824 ~re resemblances to both the 
U.S. constitution and the Spanish constitution of 1812. In 1829 Liberal 
forces under Francisco Morazan of Honduras defeated a ConserYative 
army, and in the wake of victory Liberals began a campaign to elimi
nate Conservatives from positions of power. Before Jong the tide would 
turn. 
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Rafael Carrera and Conseroative Supremacy 

The year 1837 brought shocks to Central . .\merica. Jn the mountain 
regions of Guatemala there began a massi\·e rebellion, a peasant revolt 
that challenged the Liberal state. Village pru·'its exhorted their poverty
stricken parishioners to join the uprising. proclaiming that a cholera 
epidemic-which started late the year before-was a sign of heavenly 
wrath. Indians flocked to the cause. Race war spread from Guatemala 

to the other provinces. 
Leader of this movement \\'as Jose Rafael Carrera. a /,adino swineherd 

with no formal education. In mid-1837 he defined the goals of the 
revolt as: ( l) reinstatement of traditional judicial procedures, (2) resto
ration of religious orders and ecclesiastical pri\·ilege. (3) amnesty for all 
those exiled in 1829, and (4) obedience to Carrera himself. His forces 
soon controlled Guatemala, and in 1840 he defeated \forazan. 

The triumphant Carrera emerged as the dominant figure in Central 
American political life, a position he held until his death in 1865. Start
ing in 1839, the Guatemalan legislature proceeded to dismantle the 
Liberal program. Merchant guilds were reestablished, the archbishop 
was asked to return, education was turned over to the church. Roman 
Catholicism became the official state religion, and priests regained pro
tection of the ecclesiastical fuero. Carrera maintained his grip on the 
military, and in 1851 he assumed the Guatemalan presidency as well. 

It was an era of Conservative ascendancv. 
The Carrera rernlt ushered in some lasting changes. A few Indians, 

but more especially /,adinos, began to play active roles in political life. 
The white elite regained its social supremacy but lost its monopoly over 
the state. And under Carrera, the government abandoned the goal of 
trying to assimilate Indian masses. It adopted instead a policy aimed at 
protecting the Indians, much as the Spanish crown had done, and this 
policy helped contribute to the segregation that has persisted to this 

day. 
The Carrera era also brought an end to the Central American con-

federation. In 1838 the congress declared each of the states to be "sov
ereign, free. and independent political bodies." The ideal of unification 
had come to be identified with the Liberal period of 1823-37 and was 
seen as a failure, so Carrera discarded the dream. At the same time, he 
sought to impose like-minded Consen·atives in the (increasingly sover
eign) states. In Nicaragua this impulse eventually culminated in one of 
the more bizarre episodes in the history of inter-American relations--

the William Walker affair. 
Geographical and economic considerations had long stimu-

lated interest in the idea of an inter-oceanic route through Central 
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Colonial Central America grew modest amounts of coffee. Costa Rica 
began serious production in the 1830s, shipping exports first to Chile 
and later to Europe. Guatemala promptly followed suit, and by 1870 
coffee was the country's leading export, a position it has held ever since. 
El Sal\'ador, Nicaragua, and Honduras joined the coffee trade in the 
1870s and 1880s. Central American coffee exports have not risen to 
enormous \'Olumes-never accounting for more than 15 percent of the 
world supply-but they have always been of high quality. 

Coffee had important social consequences. Since it was grown in the 
cool highlands, along the mountain slopes, it did not everywhere re
quire large-scale usurpation of land from the peasants. There were 
substantial takeovers in Guatemala and El Salvador, though perhaps 
less dramatic than occurred in Porfirian i\lexico. In Honduras. Nica
ragua, and Costa Rica most peasants li\'ed in the lowlands, however, so 
dislocations were less common. Also many coffee plantations were 
modest in size, and they were usually owned by Central Americans. 
Foreign in\'estors came to play an important part in coffee production 
in late nineteenth-century Nicaragua, and Germans acquired substan
tial amounts of coffee-growing land in Guatemala. But in general, cof
fee production remained in Central American hands. 

Though liberal leaders sought to encourage immigration (more than 
Mexico's cientificos), Central America never received the kind of mas
sive, working-class influx that went to Argentina, Brazil, and the United 
States. Labor for coffee cultivation instead came from the mostly In
dian and mestizo peasants. In time they fell into two groups: colonos, who 
lived on the plantation and leased small plots of land for subsistence 
cultivation; and jomaleros, day laborers who worked for wages while 
living at home and retaining control of some land. In either case they 
retained close contact with the earth and retained outlooks of tradi
tional peasants, rather than forging class consciousness::~ a rural pro
letariat. 

The banana trade would eventually become emblematic of Central 
American culture, but it had a small-scale start. In 1870 a New England 
sea captain named Lorenzo Baker began shipments from Jamaica to 
the east coast of the U.S., and in 1885 he joined with Andrew Preston 
to form the Boston Fruit Company. In the meantime Costa Rica had 
engaged Henry Meiggs, the dynamic railway entrepreneur, to lay track 
along the Caribbean coast in exchange for grants of land. Meiggs turned 
the contract over to two of his nephews, Minor Cooper Keith and Henry 
Meiggs Keith. In 1878 Minor Keith began shipping bananas to New 
Orleans, and soon established the Tropical Trading and Transport 
Company. 

In 1899 the two companies merged, with Preston as president and 
Minor Keith as \'ice-president, to form a singular enterprise: the United 
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Fruit Company (UFCO). Here began a remarkable chapter in the his
tory of u .S. i n\'eSt ment. penetration, and control in Central America. 

U FCO, or la jrutera (the fruitery), as Cent r;il .-\ merica ns ca lied it. es
tablished a virtual monopoly on the production and discrihution of ba
nanas. Through government concessions and other means. the com
pany acquired ,·ast tracts of land in the hot·. humid, sparselv settled 
Caribbean lowlands. Through the Meiggs connection it dominated 
transportation networks and owned a major corporation. International 
Railways of Central America. It built docks and port facilities. In 1913 
UFCO created the Tropical Radio and Telegraph Company. Lajrutera 
possessed a large number of ships, widely known as the "great white 
fleet," and it had enormous influence on marketing in the Cnited States. 
UFCO tolerated and even encouraged small-scale competition, but it 
was never seriously challenged in the decades after \\'oriel War I. 

The banana trade created enclave economies par excellence. UFCO 
supervisors and managers came from the U.S .. most notably from the 
South, and black \'.'Orkers were imported from Jamaica and the West 
Indies. One result was to alter the racial composition of the eastern 
lowland population. Another was to create harshlv enforced racial di-

visions within la jn1tera itself. 
The industry became a giant foreign corporation. Some banana lands 

remained in local hands, but UFCO possessed control of technology, 
loans, and access to the U.S. market. Because of natural threats from 
hurricanes and plant disease, UFCO also sought to keep substantial 
amounts of land in reserve. These could usually be obtained only by 
go\'ernment concession, a fact which required the company to enter 
local politics. The picture is clear: UFCO prm·ided relatively scant stim-
11lus for Central America's economic development. but became directly 

involved in local matters of state. 
Coffee and bananas dominated economics after the wrn of the cen-

tury. As shown in Figure 9-1, the two products accounted for more 
than 70 percent of Central America's exports in 1913 and 1938 and 
nearly as much in 1960. The proportion declined by the early 1970s. 
as cotton and such other goods as meat. sugar, shrimp. refined petro
leum (from refineries in Panama) and light manufacturers gained in 
importance, but the traditional products still carried great weight. 

One implication of this fact is obvious: the Central America economy 
became thoroughly dependent on the export of tv.·o commercial crops, 
coffee and bananas. The economic fortunes of the isthmus now de
pended almost entirely on the vagaries of the international market. 
When coffee or banana prices were down, earnings were down, and 
there was little room for Aexible response-since coffee and banana 
plantations could not be easily or quickly converted to producing basic 
foodstuffs (assuming that the ov.·ners wanted to do so. which was hardly 
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such areas as electrical equipment, prepared foods, pulp and paper 
products, and fertilizers-as the isthmus embarked on the path of im
port-substitution industrialization. But CACM made little headway in 
the agricultural sector, where protectionist policies remained the rule, 
and it failed to meet the challenge of unemployment (which stood at 
9.4 percent in 1970). 

CACM also suffered from political disputes. Honduras had begun to 
complain about the distribution of benefits in the mid-l960s and with
drew from the market after an armed clash with El Sal\'ador in 1969 
(described below). Honduras has since negotiated bilateral agreements 
with the other countries-except El Sal\'ador-but CACM lost a good 
deal of precious momentum. 

Notwithstanding these efforts the regional economy has remained 
primarily agricultural, and its society has continued to be mostlv rural. 
Around 1900 less than IO percent of the population li\'ed in ciries. By 
1970 the figure ranged between 20 and 40 percent (compared to 66 
percent for Argentina, for example, and 61 percent for Chile). Even 
the biggest cities of Central America ha\'e been small by international 
standards. In 1970 Guatemala City, by far the largest, had well under 
a million inhabitants (731,000), and the other capitals had populations 
ranging from 200,000 to just over 400.000. Crbanization came late to 
Central America. 

This delay has, in turn, produced a major social fact: Central Amer
ica has never had a substantial urban working class. There are some 
workers in the cities, of course, and there ha\'e been sporadic efforts at 
unionization since the 1920s. But the de-empht:•is on manufacturing 
and the smallness of the cities have not given rise to the scale of work
ing-class movements that appeared in Argentina, Chile, Brazil, or Mex
ico. (In Nicaragua, for example, the unionized share of the economi
cally acti\'e population in 1973 came to a paltry 2 percent.) A principal 
collective actor has been largely absent from the scene: just as Argen
tina has not had a classic peasantry, so Central America has lacked an 
urban working class. 

Furthermore, the historical de-emphasis on manufacturing meant that 
the agricultural sector would never be challenged by an industrial sec
tor. To be sure, CACM helped give shape and strength to a fledgling 
business group. but it did not lead to an outright assault upon the social 
order. Consequently there would be little. incenti\'e to form the sort of 
multi-class populist alliance that often emerges from sectoral conflict 
(as in Argentina, where Peron joined together industrial workers and 
entrepreneurs in a common attack upon the rural aristocracy). In the 
absence of an industrial threat, landlords and peasants, mostly Indian 
in Guatemala, faced each other in the Central American countryside. 
When conflict occurred, it would accordingly tend to follow class lines. 
Control of land would be the overriding issue. 

Central America: Co/aniahsm, Dictatorship, nnd Rn•olution 

The most act i\'e groups in Central America's cities have generally 
consisted of middle-sector merchants and professionals-lawyers, jour
nalists, intellectuals, and students. They ha\'e not displayed much 
middle-class consciousness, but they h;1Ye spawned some reformist po
litical mo\'ements and produced a considerable number of ci\'ilian po
litical leaders. As time passed their role in state and society steadily 

increased. 
Despite this growth and cle\·elopment, the masses of Central America 

have remained poor. Per capita incomes are lo\\· (between 528 and l,512 
U.S. dollars in 1980) and \\·ealth is tightly concentrated. As indicators 
of social welfare, national literacy rates re\·eal that in 1970 only 45-60 
percent of adults could read and write in El Sah·ador, Guatemala, Hon
duras, and Nicaragua (Costa Rica, always the exception, was near to 90 
percent). The proportion of young children (ages 7-13) who went to 
school was 70 percent or more for all countries but Guatemala-the 
largest country, where it was 50 percent. But this was more than offset 
by the low proportions of teenagers attending secondary schools: less 
than 20 percent in El Sah·ador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua, 
only 33 percent in Costa Rica. If Central America's children were get
ting any education at all. their exposure to school was generally brief. 

In time. this pattern of development and depri\'ation would exert 
tremendous pressure on the region's political systems. Cnderstanding 
of this process requires a brief examination of each country's recent 

history. 

Panama: A Nation and a Zone 

Panama did not become an independent republic until after the turn 
of the century. During the 1800s it was a province of Colombia. Be
cause of poor communications and distance from Bogot<i it had become 
semi-autonomous. The energetic president of Colombia. Rafael Nunez. 
tried to assert central control during his tenure in office (1885-94), and 
partially succeeded. After his death the country fell into disarray, and 
Liberals and Consenati\'es began a frightful struggle that culminated 
in Colombia's "War of the Thousand Days" ( 1899-1903). The conflict 
ended with the Liberals in defeat, the econom\' in paralysis, the govern-

ment near bankruptcy. 
In view of these conditions Panama might ha\·e sought independence 

on its own. as it had long been chafing under rule from Bogota. Ulti
mately, howe\'er, Panamanian so\'ereignty would not arise from an in
digenous popular mm ement. It would grow out of big-power diplo-

macy and international intrigue. 
At issue was an inter-oceanic canal, a time-honored \ ision for Central 

America. Plans went back as far as the snenteenth century. In 1878 
the go,·ernment of Colombia authorized a Fre11ch group under Ferdi-
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tides Royo abruptly resigned, turning office over to the vice-president. 
Roya cited poor health but most obsen·ers believed that he had been 
dismissed by the National Guard, possibly because of Royo's inability to 
deal with labor unrest---0r because of the presidential ambitions of the 
leader of the Guard, General Ruben Dario Paredes. Either way, one 
thing was clear: Men in uniform were in control. 

Costa Rica: Fragile DeTTl()cracy 

Costa Rica has long been unique. Despite its name ("rich coast"), it was 
of minimal economic importance to Spain, and as the southernmost 
area in the kingdom of Guatemala it was relatively remote from the 
rest of Central America. Sparsely populated from the outset, it never 
developed a large-scale black or Indian subservient class. Nor did it 
have a wealthy landed oligarchy. 

Coffee cultivation began on modest, family-sized farms in the 1830s. 
The flourishing commerce gave rise to a substantial and prosperous 
agrarian middle sector-and to a merchant class in the cities-without 
creating a landless peasantry. United Fruit established banana planta
tions on the east coast in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen
turies, and bananas soon became the country's leading export. 

For economic and demographic reasons Costa Rica emerged as a ra
cially and socially homogenous society. By I 925 about 80 percent of 
the population was white, 4 percent was black (mostly workers on ba
nana plantations), 14 percent was mestizo, and less than I percent was 
Indian. Middle-class culture prevailed, and racial conflict was largely 
absent. 

Social consensus led to broad acceptance of constitutional politics. 
Early twentieth century governments fostered welfare programs (so 
Costa Rica, like Uruguay, inevitably came to be compared to Switzer
land). Consen·atives exchanged power with Liberals. There was not 
much to fight about, and democratic traditions began to take root. 

Then worldwide depression in the 1930s bred social discontent. The 
National Republican Pany came forward as an alternative to commu
nism. The Liberal-Conservative distinction faded and, with leftist sup
port, National Republicans won the presidential elections of I 936, I 940, 
and 1944. A progressive social security system and labor code were put 
in place. 

Two leading factions then emerged. One was the vehemently anti
communist National Union Party, led by Otilia Ulate Blanco. The other 
was the left-of-center (but anti-communist) Social Democratic Party, or
ganized by former Conservative Jose ("Pepe") Figueres Ferrer. In the 
1948 elections both movements joined in a coalition against the Na
tional Republicans. Violence flared, disputes erupted. and Figueres as-
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sumed authority. Acting with vigor and decisi\·eness. he dissolved the 
army, levied new taxes, called a constituent a<>semhh·. and-as was oc
curring at this time elsewhere in Latin . .\merica-()tJtlawed the com
munist Popular Vanguard. The dust settled and l'late Blanco took office 

Figueres won the presidency in l<:l52 and normaln returned. He in 1949. 

stimulated agricultural exports and ncgo1;.1ted a ne\,. contract with 
United Fruit, under which the Costa Rican ~hare of profits increased 
from IO to 30 percent. With support from \\'ashington he withstood 
an uprising in I955. The election of 1958 went srnoorhly. Said Figueres 
after the loss by his party's candidate: "l consider our defeat as a con
tribution, in a way, to democracy in Latin :\merica. It is not customary 

for a party in power to lose an election." 
Subsequent events would bear out his claim. Voter participation in 

Costa Rica has generally been over 80 percent. one of the highest rates 
in the world (compared to 55---60 percent in the U.S.). And moderation 
has prevailed: less than IO percent of the \'Ote has gone to extremist 
candidates of left or right. In contrast to so much of Central America, 

Costa Rica has a strong and viable political center. 
Economic straits, as always, put the system to a stringent test. Under 

the dubious administration of Rodrigo Carazo (1978-82) Costa Rica 
ran up a foreign debt of $4 billion U.S. dol!;1rs. enormous for a country 
its size. The growth rate declined from 8.9 percent in 1977 to -2.4 
percent in 1981, during which year the local currency (the col&n) was 
devalued by more than 400 percent. Cnemplo~·ment climbed to 10 per-

cent and appeared to be still rising. 
The election in 1982 of Luis Alberto \ionge. a cautious pclitician 

and fiscal conservative, offered hope that Costa Rica could weather its 
financial crisis. It would require firm direction. Whether Costa Rica's 
fragile democracy could meet the challenge was an open question. 

Nicaragua: From Dynasty to Revolution 
For much of its history Nicaragua has been a pawn of outside pcwers, 
especially the United States. During the nineteenth century it received 
unceasing attention from avaricious adventurers, many of whom sought 
to build a canal, and it endured the brief but ignominious presence of 
William Walker. The pattern would continue into the twentieth cen-

tury. The British conceded the Caribbean basin to the U.S. sphere of in-
fluence in the 1890s, and Washington eagerly seized the opportunity. 
The U.S. occupied Cuba, "took" Panama, and established a protecto
rate in the Dominican Republic. To justify these and future actions, 

Theodore Roosevelt proclaimed in I904: 
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tional Guard, which he constant!)' nurtured and protected; the landed 
elite, with whose members he entered into numerous partnerships: and 
the Cnitecl States, whose political power structure he knew so well how 
to manipulate. 

Amassing an enormous fortune for himself and his family, Somoza 
promoted ~icaragua's economic growth and cultivated U.S. aid. He was 
struck by an assassin in 1956 and rushed to a hospital in the American
controlled Canal Zone. E\·er grateful for Somoza's rabid anti-commu
nism, President Eisenhower sent his personal surgeon to try to save the 
dictator's life. Somoza nonetheless succumbed. 

The family enterprise endured. The elder son, Luis Somoza Debayle, 
took O\'er and was elected to the presidency by an 89 percent majority 
in 1957. A trusted family associate, Rene Schick, assumed office in 1963. 
Four \'ears later Luis Somoza died of a heart attack. Power then passed 
to Anastasio Somoza Debayle. a West Point graduate and, like his fa
ther, head of the National Guard. Self-seeking, ruthless, corrupt, So
moza clamped an iron rule on the country, but offended thoughtful 
Nicaraguans by his excesses. It was rumored, for example, that he ex
acted large-scale economic profits from the reconstruction of Managua 
after a de\'astating earthquake in 1972. 

The complete absence of represencati\'e institutions meant that op
position to Somoza could take onlv one form: armed resistance. In the 
1960s a strong guerrilla mm ement emerged, and it consisted of three 
major groups. One. known as Prolonged Popular War (GPP), formed 
in the earl\· 1960s among rural peasants of the mountainous north. 
Second ''ere the Pro/etan·os, who splintered Crom the GPP in 1973 to 
carry the mo1 ement to workers and especially intellectuals in the cities. 
Third were the Terreristns, a politically moderate and anti-communist 
group led by Eden Pastora. renowned from his military exploits as the 
legendan "Commander Zero." Taking their name from Augusto Cesar 
Sandino. the mm·ements all combined to forge the Sandinista National 
Liheration Front. 

After years of struggle the Somoza regime suddenly collapsed in 1979, 
just as Batista had gi\·en wav in Cuba two decades before. Safely exiled 
in ~fiami. Somoza would lay the blame on forces bevond his control. 
"The .'\'icaraguan people ha,·e not thrown me out. l was thrown out by 
an international conspiran that today has a majority of communists 
and that toda\· desires :'\icaragua to be a.communist country." Anasta
sio, Jr., later met his death at the hands of assassins in Paraguay. 

Once in power, the sandinistas proclaimed two broad policy goals. 
One called for implementation of an "independent and nonaligned" 
foreign poliC\", which meant no further submission to the U.S. The other 
envisioned the creation of a "mixed economy'' in order to achie\'e so
cioeconomic justice. 

The reYolution got off to a µromising start. President Carter im·ited 

Cernral A mn-ica: Colonialism, Dictatarship, and Revolution 

Nicaragua's leaders to the White House, sent $8 million in emergency 
relief to Managua, and secured an additional authorization from Con
gress for a $75 million aid package. Their domestic task was eased by 
the magnitude of the Somoza family fortune, which included about 20 
percent of the country's cultivable land. It was therefore possible for 
the revolutionary government to nationalize these holdings and to ini
tiate an agrarian reform without having to face the diehard opposition 
of an entrenched landed aristocracy. 

The Nicaraguan re\'olutionaries quickly attacked the same social 
problems the Cubans had become famous for liquidating, such as illit
eracy, inadequate pre\·enti\'e medicine and insufficient vocational and 
higher education. Nicaragua welcomed approximately 2500 Cubans (the 
count was carefully monitored by the CIA and State Department)
doctors, nurses, school teachers, sanitary engineers-to help the revo
lutionary government raise basic living standards. Cuban military, po
lice, and intelligence personnel also arrived to help consolidate the re
gime against what the sandinistas (and Cubans) were convinced would 
be counter-revolutionary attacks from within and without. 

The Nicaraguans also solicited help from the U.S., which responded 
in late 1979 with a very modest USAID program of $75 million. Far 
more important financial help came from West Europe-especially West 
Germany, France, and Spain. The So\'iets, on the other hand, offered 
no hard-currency credits. The Nicaraguans therefore appeared as of 
early 1983 to have a better chance to avoid complete trade and finan
cial dependence on one ideological bloc than did Cuba in 1959-61. 

The Nicaraguan euphoria did not last long, however. In the U.S. the 
Republican Party electoral platform of 1980 formally deplored "the 
:vfarxist sandinista takeover of Nicaragua," and the Reagan administra
tion thereafler began a persistent campaign to undermine the sandi
nista government. One key issue centered on intervention, as President 
Reagan and Secretary of State Alexander Haig accused Nicaragua of 
lending support to guerrillas in El Salvador: the Nicaraguans re
sponded by accusing the U.S. of training anti-sandinista rebels in 
neighboring Honduras. Another disagreement focused on Nicaragua's 
military buildup from 20,000 to 50,000 troops (including reservists and 
militia): Washington contended this could only he intended for subver
sive purposes, while Managua insisted it was for legitimate self-defense. 
Nicaraguans grew apprehensi\'e over this marked deterioration in re
lations with the United States. As junta member Daniel Ortega Saa
vedra remarked in August 1982, U.S. officials "leave open the possibil
ity of invading or sending mercenaries against Nicaragua .... Our 
country has been invaded by the United States various times before, 
and we have every right to believe that, under the present circum
stances, this could happen again." 

There were internal difficulties too. After some hesitation the san-
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bevond doubt: The armed forces retained ultimate power in Honduras, 
and the temptation to meddle in the affairs of other countries contin
ued to exist. 

El Salvador: From Stability to Insurgence 

Oligarchic control eventually took hold in nineteenth century El Salva
rlor. In 1863 Rafael Carrera launched an invasion from Guatemala and 
imposed a Consenative of his own liking, but Liberals countered with 
a successful revolt in I871. Legal decrees in the 1880s prohibited the 
collective ownership of land by Indian communities and thus paved the 
way for the usurpation and consolidation of land by a tiny aristocracy
/as catorce, the notorious "fourteen" families (which have meanwhile ex
panded in number and size). Coffee became the leading export crop, 
commerce flourished, and from 1907 to 1931 political power rested in 
the hands of a single family, the patriarchical Melendez clan. 

Peasants did not accept this passi\·ely. Angered by the loss of land, 
they staged four separate revolts between I870 and I900. The move
ments were crushed but they carried a message: like the z.apatistas of 
Mexico, the peasants of El Sah·ador were willing to fight for their rights. 

The ruling coalition of coffee-growing oligarchs, foreign investors, 
mi Ii ta I)' officers-and church prelates-pre\ ailed throughout the I 920s. 
The crash of 1929 had se\ ere repercussions in El Salvador, since in

,J dependent small farmers and plantation laborers suffered greatly from 
the drop in coffee prices. In I 931 a C .S. military attache, Major A. R. 

:) Harris, filed this report: 

~ 
There appears to be nothing between . . high-priced cars and the oxcart 
with its barefooted attendant. There is practically no middle class between 
the l'ery rich and the 'en· poor. . Roughly 90 pc1·cent of the wealth in 
the countn is held h~ about one-half of one percent of the population. 
Thirty or fon,- familie., own ne:irl' nen·thing in the country. They li,·e in 
reg;il splen<lor [while] the rest of the country has practically nothing. 
A socialistic or communistic revolution in El Sah-ador may be delayed for 
several vears, ten or eYen twenry. but when it comes it will be a blo0<lr one. 

ft would not take that long. 

On May Day 1930 a popular throng of 80,000 held a demonstration 
n downtown San Sah·ador against deterior~ting wages anrl living con
iitions. The next year an idealistic landowner and admirer of the Brit
sh Labour Pany, Arturo Araujo, won the presidential election with the 
upport of students, peasants, and workers. Somewhat naively, he an-
10unced that the Sah·adoran Communist Party would be permitted to 
ake part in municipal elections in December I 931. Exasperated by this 
>rospect, the armed forces dismissed him from office on December 2 
nd imposed a right-wing general, Maximiliano Hernandez Martinez. 

Central Ammrn: Colnnialism, Diflatnrship, 11nd Rf110/11tion 

The peasants broke out in rebellion. In late January 1932, as a chain 
of volcanoes erupted in Guatemala and northwest El Salvador, bands 
of Indians armed with machetes made their wav out of the ravines and 
tangled hillsides down into the towns of t.hc :irc'J. Led by Agustin Far
ibundo Marti, a dedicated communist whu harl fought alongside San
dino in Nicaragua, the peasants murdered some landlords and plunged 
the country into a state of re\'olt. 

Hernandez Martinez responded with ferocit\'. .-\s military units mo\'ed 
in on the rebels the conflict took on the appearance of a racial war, as 
Indians-Dr anyone resembling Indians-5uffcred from the govern
ment attack. In the tiny country of I .4 million inhabitants between 
10,000 and 20,000 Salvadorans lost their lives. 

The events of 1932 sent several messages. Peasants learned to dis
trust city-bred revolutionaries who might lead them to destruction. In
dians began to seek safety in casting off indigenous habits and clothes. 
On the political level, leftists concluded that they could still cultivate 
followings in rural areas, especially in the absence of a reformist alter
native. The right drew a stark lesson of its own: the way to deal with 
popular agitation was by repression. 

A proto-fascist sympathizer, among the first to recognize the 1936 
Franco regime in Spain, Hernandez Martinez stayed on till 1944. Mili
tary officers seized power with the consent and blessing of las catorce. 
Major Oscar Osorio headed a moderate dictatorship in 1950-56. In 
1960 his handpicked successor, Colonel Jose Maria Lemus, was over
thrown by a civilian-military group with slightly leftist leanings under 
Colonel Cesar Yanes Urias. Just one year later Yanes Urias was ousted 
by rightists under Lt. Col. Julio A. Rivera, whose Party of National 
Conciliation (PCN) took control of the state. This alliance of civilian 
conservatives and military officers would reign supreme till the late 
1970s. 

A reformist challenge finally came from Jose Napoleon Duarte, who 
founded the Christian Democratic Party (PDC). As mayor of San Sal
vador (1964-70), the dynamic and articulate Duarte built up a strong 
following among intellectuals, professionals, and other urban middle
sector groups. The PDC bore a commitment to peaceful reform through 
electoral means. Though Duarte may have won the presidential elec
tion of 1972, the recalcitrant military turned power over to one of its 
own, Colonel Arturo Armando Molina. Duarte himself was impris
oned, tortured, and exiled-but he did not take to the hills. 

Conditions in the meantime worsened for the peasants. Coffee ex
ports were thri\'ing but the poor were suffering. About 80 percent of 
the people lived in the countryside, and by I 975 about 40 percent of 
the peasants had no land at all--<:ompared to only 12 percent in 1960. 
Increasingly unable to gain access to the soil. the campesinos of El Sal
vador were getting ready to rebel. 
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way. Consequenth· the election became a contest between the political 
right and the tattered remnants of the center. 

Voter participation \,·;is remarkably high. if official statistics can be 
belinecl, and the 1·esults ga"e power to the right. Duane's Christian 
Democrats won 35.3 percent of the \'Otes. or 24 out of 60 seats in the 
constituent assemblv. LL\ubuisson's partv, the National Republican Al
liance (AREi\A), \\'On 25.i percent, or 19 seats, but managed to form 
a working coalition with other right-wing groups and take control of 
the assembly. "i\fajor Bob" became the head of El Sah·ador's constitu
tional com·ention. The inte1im presidenn· went to Ah·aro !-.fagana, ;in 
apolitical and soft-spoken economist who had for many years sen·ed as 
director of the National ~fortgage Bank. 

But the battle continued in the countryside. Guerrillas made periodic 
raids. Aided by C.S. militarv ''trainers'' (not called "advisers," in order 
to avoid association with Vietnam), government forces conducted 
sweeping search-and-destroy missions. Villagers and peasants grew 
fearful of both sides. By early 1983 the conflict appeared to farnr the 
guerrillas. On its outcome hinged the future of El Sah·ador. 
~o less important was the battle for U.S. public opinion toward El 

Sah-ador. As of earlv 1983 the l'.S. was supplying $205 million in eco
nomic aid and 526 million in military assistance, with higher requests 
pending in CongTess. Fe\\' observers doubted that without this aid the 
regime in El S;ih ador would collapse. Growing opposition to the U.S. 
aid came from Congressional liberals and religious groups, especi;ill) 
the Catholic Church. still incensed over the 1980 killing of four Amer
ican Catholic women in El Sah·ador. apparently with El Sah-adorean 
arm\· collusion. if not direct inrnh·ement. The intensity of l! .S. oppo
sition feeling rnuld be seen in the bumper stickers that read "El S;ih·a
clor is \'ietnam in Spani~h." 

Guatemala: Reaction and Repression 

Guatemala has a long history of strong-man rule. After Rafael Carrera 
died in 1865. Justino Rufino Barrios established a 12-vear dictatorship 
(1873-85) and :\fanuel Estrada Cabrera followed \\·ith a 22-ve;ir. iron
fisted regime (1898-1920). the longest uninterrupted one-~an rule in 
Central America. In 1931 General Jorge l.'bico came to po\\'er. and 
immediateh· launched a camp;iign to crush the fledgling Communist 
Panv. Instead of rch-ing 011 coffee planters alone. Lbico built a tenta
ti,·e base among agrarian workers b\· abolishing debt sJa,·cry. The na
tional police maintained l;1w an<l order. As Lhico once said of his tac
tics: "I ha,·e no friends. onh dorneqic11ed enemies." 

A \\'a,·e of strikes and protests led Lhico to resign in July 1944. He 
was replaced h,· <l militan tritm1,·irate. and this in turn was ousted hv 

~ 1 .f 

U.S. policy in Central America prompted a great deal of public controversy 
and debate in 1983. Above, cartoonist Tony Auth satirizes President Reagan's 
position and the hesitancy of the U.S. Congress in ,·oicing opposition; below, 
Steve Benson dramatizes the left-wing threat to L.S. interests. (Reprinted with 
permission of the Washington Post Writers Group.) 
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in Cl!!!L1 111 riit· llli<i-tl11rr1c~ \\·lien the c'<>llllllun1s1 rnrner11en1 ,,·;is gcr
ring srarrcd. \\.ell. if \\l' do11·1 l(}ok our. ''T ,,·ill 1,·akc up \Olllt: 

morning ;rnd 1 c;!f! in the ne1,·spapers rhar rln:re happened in So111h 
. .\merica rhc s:rn1e k.iJJd of thing thar h;1ppe1Jed in China in 1949." The 
test cimc iJJ Gu;1temaL1. 

LFCO puhlici,rs ;ind rhe Dulles brothers ;in-used the :\rbenz regime 
of being ··.-.oft" 011 communism. aJJd hr;111ded 11 ;i threat to the t.;.S. 
securir1 ;md to rile free 1qirld at hrge. The1 cul111.ued fears thar defrar 
iJJ (;u;irem;tla might le;1d to a Sm iet takeo1·cr of rhe ]\mama CaJJal. 
The1 1,arned rhat if Guatemala fell. then the rest of Central America 
might gr> ;1~ "·ell trhc "dorniJJo thcon ··). Bur rl1e pri11cip:tl issue was 
agr;11i;i11 reform. Such ''Titers as D;miel Jimes of T/11' .\'n,, Leatln warned 
that C<Jlllfll1111iq, \\otdd u.;c the progralll as ;1 sreppi1Jg-sto11e to gain 
conrrr>I nf (.i1.11ern:1L1. \\'harcn•r hi.; inrt·rnio11s. the l·.s. imisted. Ar
lienz \\·;1' j1,q .1 ··.qooge· tor the Russ1;i11'. 

In .-\uguq Jll.">'.\ tl1c l·.s. decided tlJ :1e1 Johll Foster Dulles led ;1 
cin1paiQ:n in the 0.\S ro hr;111d G11;11u11;1l;i .is the :1gc111 of ;111 cxtra
hemisphcric 1>011cr phc Sm·iet L'nion) and rhercforc subject to OAS 
collecti1e action under rhe Rio Trc;m of 1947. \\'hen the Eisenhower 
adminisrratinn p1·essecl for rhis interpretarion ar a Caracas meeting of 
the 0.-'l.S in earh 1954 all it got 11.is ;1 declaration stating that comn111-
11ist domination of a member gm·ernment would cau'e concern and 
should in theon· lead to collecti\e action-lrnt wirh no specific mention 
of Guaremala. 

The . .\rbt·nz gmernmenr no\,. <;1" 1h:11 l·.s. 1111enc1H1011 1,·<1s likch-. 
The regime cracked down 011 domesuc opposition aJJcl turned to East
ern Europe for small arms. ''hirh ,,·ere en route b1 \lay. \lean\\'hile 
the L.S. gm·crnment \\'as deinancli11g. in incre<isinglr blunt language. 
compemation for l'.S. proper!I in Cuatcmala. meaning. of course, 
Lnitcd Fruir. 

Hai ing failed ro get OAS sponsorship for i111cn ernion in Guatemala, 
the Eiscnhn1H·r gon•n1mc111 opted for co1·en .inion. fhc State Depart
ment had motrnrcd the diplomatic uffensi1e: nmr it w;is the turn of 
. .\lien Dulles :111d the Central lnrelligcncc . .\genn. The Cl:\ organized 
an exile irl\asio11 tmder an oli,cure renegade Guatemalan colonel. Car
los Castillo Armas .. .\ rebel column of a fe\\' hundred men was assem
bled across rlic border in neighhoriJJg Honduras. The,· were equipped 
and dirertcd h1 rhc Cl..\. which set up and operated a rebel radio sta
t11J11 ;111d prm idcd ;1 fr\,. \\'orld \\';1r 11 lighter pL111cs to strafe Guate
mala Citr. l·11der attack b1· these planes. and cominced that a large 
arm1 was approachiJJg the capital. ..\ri><·n1 lmr Im 11enc and ga,·e up. 
The Listillo Armas rebels rolled inro rlw c1pi1al 1 irtuallv unopposed. 

The ne\\· gm er11rnent purged comrnunisrs and radical nationalists, 
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re1·ersecl the expropriation of Lnited F111ir lands. and cl11tilulh· signed 
a \l11tual Defense ..\ssisrance P<ict with the l'.S. in 1455. The errant 
Central American republic had been brought back into line b1· a rela
ti1·ely cheap and efficient CIA operation. These were rhe posrwar years 
of maximum L.S. influence. nowhere rnore con-;picuous than in Cen
tral . .\ rnerica. 

The L'.S. was strongly denounced by Latin AmericaJJ nationalists for 
irs inten ention in Guatemala, <incl to this dav it is a s\ mbol for Latin 
Americans of cynical L.S. action. As described twen11· 'cars later bv a 
CIA officer who had been intimately im·oh·ed in the o,·erthrow of Ar
be111: "Castillo Arm;1s ,,·as a had president, tolerating corruption 
throughout his government and kowtowing to the Lnited Fruit Com
pany more than to his own people. The Lnitecl States could ha\e pre-
1·ented this with the ,·igorous exercise of diplomatic pressure on Cas
tillo Arma~ to assure that he pursued social reform for the manv rather 
than 'enal satisfaction for a fe1,·. Instead, Washington breathed a col
lccti'e ~igh of relief a11d turned to other problem~ ... F\·cn so, the fate 
of the Arbenz regime would senc as a wan1ing ro i1ationalist leaders 
who contemplated challenging L'.S. corporations. 

The 1954 coup marked a turning point in Gu:irernalan history. It 
,·inually eliminated the forces of the political center (as represented by 
An.~\·alo and Arhenz). So the country had onh a lefr and a right, and 
the right was in control. Coffee planters, other la11do,,11ers, and for
eign im·estors and their subsidiaries regained their pm,·er under the 
protection of neo-consen·ati,·e militan regi111e,. Since rhen indi\idual 
rulers h;l\e come and gone but this alignment ha~ persisted. Castillo 
Armas was assassinated in 1957. General ~ligucl Y cl igoras Fuentes, who 
had lost to Arbenz in 1950. ruled from 1958 to 1963. Then came Col
onel Enrique Peralta :\zurdia. From 1966 to 1970 rhc presidenn was 
held by Julio Cesar \lendez \lonrencgro. a r:tlented ci' ilian who traced 
his political lineage hack to ..\re1alo, hut rhc .. 1rmed torces kept him 
tighth· in check. He wa~ followed I)\ Colonel C1rl1>, \r:!lla Osorio (19i0-
i4), bv General Kjell Langcrucl Carcia (!974-/l"i. aJJd h\ General Ro
meo Lucas Garcia (1918-82). In March 1982 po1,-er "·as seized bv Ef
rain Rios Montt, a flamboYanr 'nu ng officer and born-again e\·angelical 
Christian; in mid-1983 he was ousted b\· General Oscar Humberto \fe
jia \'ictores. The more the leaders changed, the more the svstcm ~tayed 

the same. 
One feature ol rhis entire period, c'pecialh ;dtcr rhc mid-1460s. \\·as 

the frightful abuse of human rights. l'aramilitan· death squads. most 
notoriouslv .\fano Blanra ("\\'hite Hand") and Ojn f10r Ojo ("Eve for an 
Eye"). carried on a murderous campaign ;1gainst political dissenters. !'io 
less than 30,000 people were killed between l96t) and 1982. The gov-
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ALTURAS DE l\lACCHU PICCHU, Ill 

El ser como el maiz se desgranaba en el inacabable 
granero de los hechos perdidos, de los acontecimientos 
miserables, del uno al siete, al ocho, 
y no una muerte, sino muchas muertes llegaba a cada uno: 
cada dia una muerte pequefia, polvo, gusano, lampara 
que se apaga en el lodo del suburbio, una pequefia muerte 

de alas gruesas 
entraba en cada hombre como una corta lanza 
y era el hombre asediado del pan o del cuchillo, 
el ganadero: el hijo de los puertos, o el capitnn oscuro 

del arado, 
o cl roedor de las calles espesas: 

todos desfallecieron esperando su muerte, su corta muerte 
diaria: 

y su quebranto aciago de cada dia era 
como una copa negra que bebian temblando. 

PAllT 11, called The Heights of Macchu Plcchu Is made up of twelve 
poems suggested by a visit Neruda made In 1943 to the old ruins of 

Macchu Plcchu, high In the Andes. 
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THE HEIGHTS OF MACCHU 
PICCHU, Ill 

The human soul was threshed out like maize in the endless 
granary of defeated actions, of mean things that 

happened, 
to the very edge of endurance, and beyond, 
and not only death, but many deaths, came to each one: 
each day a tiny death, dust, worm, a light 
flicked off in the mud at the city's edge, a tiny death with 

coarse wings 
pierced into each man like a short lance 
and the man was besieged by the bread or by the knife, 
the cattle-dealer: the child of sea-harbors, or the dark 

captain of the plough, 
or the rag-picker of snarled streets: 

everybody lost heart, anxiously waiting\ for death, the 
short death of every day : · 

and the grinding bad luck of every day was 
like a black cup that they drank, with their hands 

shaking. 

Tranalated b.'I Jamea Wright 

/ 
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DESCUBRIDORES DE CHILE 

Del Norte trajo Almagro su arrugada centella. 
Y sobre el territorio, entre explosion y ocaso, 
se inclin6 dia y noche como sobre una carta. 
Sombra de espinas, sombra de cardo y cera, 
el espafiol reunido con su seca figura, 
mirando las sombrias estrategias del suelo. 
N oche, nieve y arena hacen la forma 
de mi delgada patria, 
todo el silencio esta en su larga Hnea., 
toda la espuma sale de su barba marina, 
todo el carbon la Bena de misteriosos besos. 
Como una brasa el oro arde en sus dedos 
y la plata ilumina como una luna verde 
su endurecida forma de tetrico planeta. 
El espafiol sentado junto a la rosa un dla, 
junto al aceite, junto al vino, junto al antiguo cielo 
no imagin6 este punto de colerica piedra. 
nacer bajo el estiercol del aguila marina.. 
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DISCOVERERS OF CHILE 

Almagro brought his wrinkled lightning down from the 
north, 

and day and night he bent over this country 
between gunshots and twilight, as if over a letter. 
Shadow of thorn, shadow of thistle and of wax, 
the Spaniard, alone with his dried-up body, 
watching the shadowy tactics of the soil. 
My slim nation has a body made up 
of night, snow, and sand, 
the silence of the world is in its long coast, 
the foam of the world rises from its seaboard, 
the coal of the world fills it with mysterious kisses. 
Gold burns in its finger like a live coal 
and silver lights up like a green moon 
its petrified shadow that's like a gloomy planet. 
The Spaniard, sitting one day near a rose, 
near oil, near wine, near the primitive sky, \ 
could not really grasp how this spot of furious stone 
was born beneath the droppings of the ocean eagle. 

Translated by Robert Bly 

I 

PAllT IV, caned' "The Liberators" Is the longest section In the book, with 
over fifty poems. It concentrates on the liberations In the various 
South American countries from th~ European nations that had col
onized them. We have chosen the twenty-eighth poem, on the liberator 
of Haiti, Toussaint L'Ouverture. There are fine poems also on 

O'Higgins, Lautaro, San Martin, Bolivar, Jos~ Marti, and others. 
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j Y si despues de tantas palabras, 
no sobrevive la palabra ! 
j Si despues de las alas de los pajaros, 
no sobrevive el pajaro parado ! 
i Mas valdria, en verdad, -
que se lo coman todo y acabemos ! 

i Haber nacido para vivir de nuestra muerte ! 
j Levantarse del cielo hacia la tierra 
por sus propios desastres 
y espiar el momento de apagar con su sombra su tiniebla ! 
i Mas valdria, francamente, 
que se lo Coman todo y que mas da ! . . . 

j Y si despues de tanta historia, sucumbimos, 
no ya de eternidad, ' 
sino de esas cosas sencillas, como estar 
en la casa o ponerse a ca vilar ! 
j Y si luego encontramos, 
de buenas a primeras, que vivimos, 
a juzgar por la altura de los astros, 
por el peine y las manchas del paiiuelo ! 
i Mas valdda, en verdad, 
que se lo coman todo, desde luego ! 

Se dira que tenemos 
en uno de los ojos mucha pena 
y tambien en el otro, mucha pena 
y en los dos, cuando miran, mucha pena 

! 
I 

I 

i Entonces ! ... i Claro! ... Entonces ... j ni palabra ! 
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And what if after so many words, 
the word itself doesn't survive! 
And what if after so many wings of birds 
the stopped bird doesn't survive! 
It would be better then, really, 
if it were all swallowed up, and let's end it! 

To have been born only to live off our own death! 
To raise ourselves from the heavens toward the earth 
carried up by our own bad luck, 
always watching for the moment to put out our darkness 

with our shadow! · 
It would be better, frankly, 
if it were all swallowed up, and the hell with it! 

And what if After so much history, we succumb, 
not to eternity, 
but to these simple things, like being 
at home, or starting to brood! 
What if we discover later 
all of a sudden, that we are living 
to judge by the height of the stars 
off a comb and off stains on a handkerchief! 
It would be better, really, 
if it were all swallowed up, right now! 

They'll say that we have a lot 
of grief in one eye, and a lot of grief 
in the other also, and when they look 
a lot of grief in both. . . . 
So then!, ... Naturally! ... So! ... Don't say a 

word! 
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Tran1lated b.'I Robert Bl.I/ 
with Dougla1 Lawder 
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"LA COLERA QUE QUIEBRA AL 
HOMBRE EN NINOS" 

La c6lera que quiebra al hombre en niii.os, 
que quiebra al niii.o, en pajaros iguales, 
y al pajaro, despues, en huevecillos; 
la c6lera del pobre 
tiene un aceite contra dos vinagres. 

La c6lera que al arbol quiebra en hojas, 
a la hoja en botones desiguales 
y al bot6n, en ranuras telesc6picas; 
la c6lera del pobre 
tiene dos rfos contra muchos mares. 

I 

La c6lera que quiebra al bien en dudas, 
a la duda, en tres arcos semejimtes 
y al arco, luego, en tumbas imprevistas; 
la c61era del pobre , 
tiene un acero contra dos pufiales. 

La c6lera que quiebra el alma en cuerpos, 
al cuerpo en 6rganos desemejantes 
y al 6rgano, en octavos pensamientos; 
la c6lera del pobre 
tiene un fuego central contra dos crateres. 

26 octubre 1937 
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"THE ANGER THAT BREAKS A 
MAN DO,VN INTO BOYS" 

The anger that breaks a man down into boys, 
that breaks the boy down into equal birds, 
and the bird, then, into tiny eggs ; 
the anger of the poor 
owns one smooth oil against two vinegars. 

The anger that breaks the tree down into leaves, 
and the leaf down into different-sized buds, 
and the buds into infinitely fine grooves; 
the anger of the poor 
owns two rivers against a number of seas. 

The anger that breaks the good down into doubts, 
and doubt down into three matching arcs, 
and the arc, then, into unimaginable tombs; 
the anger of the poor \ 
owns one piece of steel against two daggers .. 

The anger that breaks the soul down into bodies, 
the body down into different organs, 
and the organ into reverberating octaves of thought; 
the anger of the poor 
owns one deep fire against two craters. 

Tranalated b,'I Robert Bl.If 
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EXPECTING THE BARBARIANS \ P. Li/.~ ~~t:' 

What are we waiting for, assembled in the pul?lic; square? . : ; .. , : 1, ; •• 

,,J:'':f\1,•lh . .,j I ::- .. 
The barbarians are to arrive today. 

: : l. ti: ;r i. . r ·; ,~i. I · i ·~. i .. ., ... 

WhysuchinactionintheSenate7. :•J,Jiiir: ,·;.1: ""':f;_;,Jil 
Why do the Senators sit and pass no laws? • : : · 

. . .. iL, j (.1f I ):i ( .- ; \:. i; '; '.:~ ·./ ~ ':.1: i 1· :.:. 

Becausethebarbariansaretoarriveto~ay._11 ,11 :! , . 1. ;, .,t 1 1<. 
What further laws can the Senators pass? i 

When the barbarians come they will ma~e the Jaws,': ii: · ! u 1 , ; 1 •• < L 

I · ' lj! I '); ! ' ; · ' 

Why did our emperor wake up so early, · 
and sits at the principal gate of the city, 
on the throne, in state, wearing his crown? 

Because the barbarians are to arrive today. 
And the emperor waits to receive 
their chief. Indeed he has prepared 
to give him a scroll. Therein he engraved 
many titles and names of honor. 

Why have our two consuls and the praetors come out 
today in their red, embroidered togas; 
why do they wear amethyst-studded bracelets, . 
and rings with brilliant glittering emeralds; · 
why are they carrying costly canes today, 
superbly carved with silver and gold? 

Because the barbarians are to arrive today, 
and such things dazzle the barbarians. 

Why don't the worthy orators come as usual 
to make their speeches, to have their say? 

28 
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Beeause the barbarians are to arrive today; 
and they get bored with eloquence and orations. 

. ' .! l ~ ' . ' . 

Why this sudden unrest and confusion? 
(How solemn their faces have become.) 
Why are the streets and squares clearing quickly, 
and, all return to their homes, sq deep in thought? 

Beeause night is here but the barbarians have not come. 
Some people arrived from the frontiers, 
and they said that ~ere are no 'onger any barbarians. 

' And now what shall become of us without any barbarians? 

.. ~--! 
!\ 
') 

::! 

Those people were a kind of solution. 

·' 
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;:. ,;~~· :i1lP:1~11r:m: 
. . ... _ .:'l•J,if,,:"·:r~ rr~1.,A,1~1 1 ~1ri: 

'~\n~1~.tr:ci11:i~h.~ '.ll• ''>!•• .; : !!: i:j · J: ·l • l{.:)l 
-·~H.:'i-t> .~. -.:, .. , ~ . .,, .·+': • ii~.;,,. 1: LJ_,.ur,,,J 
·.'~.~~GENCE OF··· THE-~.~~.-~~.'~. ~N.;:~ :···!) .. ~.·~! .. 
, by C1'1llenno Fuen.frlru , .. ' .. , . j :f : 

1 
+Jt 

·-~.i·;.i.r,·Ht;r-~·Lq:~ '·l::~~t'.~l l.~ ·;:-.:(;J,·r Bf;, i~p~~J.:kH·;'{~:;l~~ 

~-~~~~!~ :Zt=~:;Jeh1 ~~~=n~7;· 
::i ~ eStfmated there ar~ ov~ iWd 'fuilf. 1.,,: .· . ,, 
'

. . . . . ... ··. ~ ., ... -~-· - .a :- former' director of the Prestdent'' whlto1 If~ "''111 
/:mittee· on· Meifc8'1· &nerlcart -·~ iliijr~·' '· ,_1,~ 
r:: eight' tci twelv~ m.tllion.; The ~hi~:'.~ :t;:o'i'fl 10f; ·~t 
~· lraiy forces 1n. ~\ir histOtr; he is ifc>~uett>~ 'and'. &) 

:"'.

1

q.·uered;'.;.'tichUpni_·_ ··:and·ma1g·ma;·:·~.
1

eron·\·n ·di.~., .... _ ;~''Aztec Prince_ and Christian.·c~':: ·
1 ,,:~J. ~~ 'ti_ 

{ naliZe4 all of them. J'In our h · · cQ · ·still .,, ":L 
"."·· Cuaubtem' ' ,, : Cbt' '~. :. i-. ~ ', d :_ ... l!.:i1 :,:., n. OC, "says a C4110, v~•wfl llll _.l\"!!>"'f 
;'.'Cor!ru'I Go~ :In hi• ·• i '. f _;,...·~ ., , ' "1.:i;.;;.;l·i;,; ''. , . . ...r ·\ - ~. . .'"! ~ 9,P ':'"f'#lln,l ~~ 

~1·:t Amj Jpaq~_ ... '.'. says,. '.'I;, ode, \Yf. ili,1 ;J.\ ey9. tuup~ .• _··· 
_ agalnst1n!yself,', The word phl~o, ~ l¥i111j9~ 
';"'-' contradictions. Some of th~ ~l4er ~ell~~oq_ pl>jiijM~1 
i~; the te~ for they ~Y it derived,~rq Pi~::\~i· 
.~.·~iy).·some say it refomcl_ *<> tll~ ~eSt of !fiel t;W 
~-the street,,, le of the l> ··"· anm· and' o&t•;i;m.J. (· - . ' p ' um>''. 1 _g :,~ 

'Soni. _ .'e say ir: .. orl.~ted In. bJi>i1o ""'li ~' ·• , ::• :: 
from' Chlh\iahua-thus, a Chi-~:'. ~me ha~ dig 
ruBed ti With anctent origms, sa)'lDt ft!bom~ frO~. ~Ci, 
Nahuatl wotd Me:dcanoob, refefririg tf> the god Q\ulH1~·::~, 

- .. _L_. . - 1~.tci--11·r;;i: ·ialcoatl, iJi which the :r w~ pronoumiea •h. ~d ~ r~ ' ~ i/ 
. ' ' I ' i • • 1 , :: '; '-- "f""'o-pronounced by the Spaniard: MuhkaiW becaJno ~e:r;~r;:' /~$ 

. I \· : :·'.·-;'. 1 ~i~itf 
! • · · ':fA 

ci.~)!)\'~~{f.,~ 
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• 'i\':!ii-4-4 ~4'~:,.,~. ;• .. ''· 
-]Jweet' reason ,and k~~J t;iJ~J! !~hi1~~ ~l'~~~~tiuons 

tee .. J.· his td ·stallc o .. ·ur 1an __ · d;:: ~ ;· \ !Hi .;t;;~ iii:;r. ~) !f: ;If ,)·li'Hi•i~i~ .• -.,_: l 
JWbere,•where,•one asks ohe's ~IfiCW.'t>ri~ look for ~~p~ 
~g about hi the darhiess, I ainremfode<J ofthed''otj!f 

·~~ .. f,']o.h_ n·o. f. th.·~ .. c_.~ .. ' .. !'Adm.· fr .. ~·l>i··.e;_. C:osa. : •.. · •. les qti~; Si h~.·q·.·· Dp.~.b. rosa;_\'alwn. ·.b_.·~ .. · .J4:n~he,;' !J1¢:uar.tn~ ·.I . of riJ.gh ~.;·~. r_: 1Jfudfug QQI' m~ .'rational sense,• fllllDllnat Ollf · m ~ ~~-
~illtJ. Se~) illuriilit~tes mtr spbit/· BroWD, , ~ ~ Br!yi' 
!inti to theln~ for a change of c<>nsefollin frOm liii6' 

~.to~ .ym"fU.m, ""J 'fsO ~ !iuw7 ~ ~· 
J~. ID E.., ~ t,;,,,.;.: ~~if oil~ ~ 
·R 'of the spirif of Orpheus a11d Narc4swi.· OCtaWo P~. m 

, ~te Altemti, sa)'s: "La actttu~ ricCtderilaJ 1es eruJ~~: 
(moral, Gran alsladorii. gnin sepilnidora; la ~oriJ, P#t~i&i 
wi~omb.r e.; Volver ~~:.mu· 'dad. d.e .'~'. v.~.·~n_.· ·.~-~he~ 
·· e~, alma.r mundo._" Apd thus w~ .see 41,:a ,·, t,us b«.O,m_ , 

i$cape from the tyninny_of reason and t6~ to mrs«~. 
<! symbollc forms of thought; The phenolri~n~n of c!rug$lf5[, 

:a~btcide~ce: u 1s a d!rect response.!o_th~ ;E!E: :·
1 wc.rpp~t~£ 

'f}j>f, our culture, It is only part of a great 5Rlfi . , re~':~:~{f 
~~_._which has .. le~ .olU'. most pt"Oph~tfo; ~~i ers ~ '~ J~~:lt 

~·()f both ~~rp- and Wester_n: ~ystiff5IB>~a~r~1'5;~~ 
,. ! ~onnerly Ricbf1 ~pert relates a. ~Plaf~ made ;to~ ;r~: 

'.A'.T. 1be·. tan holy man: .. GOd came to. Am ... erl(!ll tn the ~.OfTil '~ 
. 'Sp," Certainly the slmnltaneous dUcovflrr. of th8 son 
~" tdushrooms of. Mexico and. the in~e~Uon of L$p 1n ~ ;~t 

!,,laboratory_ point. to a.simil~ty _With,9th~r ou~cfop-;··~!;:~ 
1p_!lf the Zeitgeist such as the multiple sf~ultaneous: ln-! fh~~ 
~tfQils of the automobile, th~ airplane, etc. j: ' j .·· • · L . . ! ·. >!'~ 

)f,W. time the reade, m"" be asldng himSelfi oic:: oic, i . ; \~ 
· )vhat does all this have to do with the C~cano? Very; j W 

!~~e Chicano stands squarely at th~ point w~ere both l' ':!.', 
and West meet. He has access to the i:>ccidental modes i 1 < .. . ., 
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). ,;. ·u'i-~·-!~:~ ·:-... ~~~;.! 

}>~~~~~at thbJ~~h!!~~~~-tq'. fh~· i>;fClli 'liii~ prieti<l ~~ . ' 
tionofthe Meditqfftµl~:and he ha(,ecently,disco\T~raj 
th~. dignity and;iwr~4e?1 ~cif the.: pon~rattonaI ilidige11e0us 

• '. ; ' . :·~ ,,.. : . ' t~ • > : ,·,. t".' • ~ ' . • . . . .. · · ·•' 

mind, ~,ti. :; :"}• k~! 11 (.i~~i'.Y'.'J..;1tq<;f1;' ,,il: ; < './H!;, ~f1,.~ri: 
.SftFor ~e Chiean7J:l.\<Uari\fonns ·and !i)'ffihols' are no "1£1 
:·~ofij;'.l'hey ·aie~T 1j~ l~~.bl(reUgtori; !in<\~ ptiliur~, 
. Wh. . o l>ut the .Ghi.:·~~-·."Jl:·"'. t ... er'Bµt. t~ Jo brid. ge the. gap ~ 
·tWeen ·West_ &ii :;ra q:l·i. iPi!UldJnon~ Western srmbo_USrn~. 

·~·"l..:·n , ''Jf' ~ ..... ~ . .,. ~· ·' ''''Ii 

~ T~ .triWslate Jec~~~~t~ ~tryP Is· he .. not. in tht~, ~ 
~~Jn_o_reme~~r~·· i_.il~Y •. :.the;:8J>irit an. d .the. worl.c!"..· .. pu_, 
a5under by a tech l~cill irilperiallsm? .. ,.... · · · '':.".~:~ 
-~L ' •.'•I "': ·~';"I of~·•t•w ,. ' • "• ,' ·'·"• '• !l1

•1fJ4 

~?,f~h; Chicano: r,~~ .~~~~~f~!t.the crisis of man's exfsten, 
:O~· '1te:eaJth,,Uie_J ~teJie!r Jo. the.culture of th~ flJ1till' 
,'"_hluni ·.' t.1'·1·.;~''deri_ n'"''Jew ,e:iiled Arab :'11~ . , m . ty.o, ~I'. Ni, .. g , . . . . . '··~r"r~ 
-~_ .... -·. Indian '.s" I ''. ',i...·';.''<4·· ...... 'd an-"_,Aineiiean .. h::·.' 01i 

. . ,. . •, .. ,~...-. .. 'i. . ,Prp !Uli)' ·~ 
~ve~in your lari~i~r~;µ,ie;fu1~ of Europe; ~~Yo~ 

J>l004 the mysterYj~WiS4P.lll1Pf Nativ~~~tjtj~ an4~tlii 

:_9_,~_itent:and-Afri~.'.·.mi''l4_Ak .. _·~Q>mil9:~Rac~.njF~-~~y~ur. Jf~. ·.· 
and sing and you 11 ~Ve.tile world," n ,'. : •i' -..• ,;,~ 

·r1:·i:~ !I'.·~~;.- .,_ ! :::,~! ·i~.:~;.J·,,~~-l_;..··;,· .:. , ·':'. .... · -.~""~·-1r;i 
.-'! ~,.' .. '}.r··,:· .. ·•' •'·. 'I "·.:f;-;>.;,~;-:•-.· ·'·"·"· .. · .-. .. ·•· ..•. _,;~~-' . ·'·'· '··""i.f •· . ' I·" 1· ·i$"'tl•! ''• ··;·,- ..... , I. ·.:· .• ~ -'j~ : ( /•;(:)i J ; •• i~''.j 'I! ,.. ~j;'·•r 't' .:.·~,'·\;,·1~~~9· .• t' t 'l ft,~ 

i,~·.;~:::1.~. : ·! ;"1if·it,!!;\:
1
;;;·'..:·'y ... h·::<'> .·>·~~,. 

~! E~'GRITO , : ,,1c! l1·it·11_, ;·::" . .. , , ·.'.: ·,>t>~ 
. . .• .· . I , .• ,- :!'l,·T· ~ . . ' .. ·_ . > ..... l ... 

;~ .. . }.r, .;.'.\,.: .· ;; ~ ! .j, i1!.i?·~·_·~ ,! .'i ( >. f~.;. : , .. ·, I .,:; ,, .. ll.\t'r~ 
/·~l ·~~ \~' ·, by ~~.tI:~ · '· · · . · .. '.rt .. fi.:~ 
~':·~·: A : .· Reles Tijerina haS."defined the Chicanos as a ';N 
~;) . : 4 . Breed''.-::Uke ;·the Hebre~ In Egypt,", he has 
ifI;;.: ··}~ ·' The rite$ pf ·~ge ffom the hyphenated inaii;': 

ff~.·~,'r_,.d 1~.tl . "passive.'j;M~.·.·. C$0~,\JD.erican··· "who drank ~-e·l)~OOd .. '~ .. 
fJ.:. ,, .· Christ1" to .. th.e_,. puciu10," w,ho "will not ciawl'' !Ind ... -~~ 
~ > ~ desf . " '.::..;.-·. ' n L~ historicall . 00e th' ·• ''·, · ·· ·· res to uo a man, .... ve y n e 

-~~-;~l: .. ·t of the y.~th\;.~. d so the joum. ey begins .. In the~.· . ~~ 
t..J'·W .· ;j . , In his ;' gr;tto,~!· the young ~arriC? poet 1 Guadalur! 
~} J:{ . ,i .'1 Saavedr~,yo~~ the students restlessnesS,:angern 

~.J~L'. i . I ; ' !~: . :, . .. . 
f.'4.·c··· · 111 · · · 

l;ii~~ ti: ' ; ,,, id,:i:;,,:;-:·(,,,. j' (;' ,,,. _:, 
Ji!'~"' ,~ · '! .,1 !Udl11b~1;.,..., .·;frJ~;;:.-1: .: 

.. _ ~m11111·11~f,' · 
t'','. , ;::;~:ttii~1~~?iW1ll: ~,~ l\ 
i' , to the ldeoiogy' of Chlcanismo. (f'El grtto,'11 !14 }laza ~r 

Yearbook, Sept.; ig68.) . \• ;,I , I '.' 1"(1_tfiJ . . 
.. ,, ·.,,:i 1

• ·' • ; .1: 'I' :.·1/fj·~~ 
,, '' '.'t~ ~6~ ~d th~ ~~~trir ~-r .·., pr 

, ' in oovle h~igh .. tS wh6 hfd6 r1 hind j•':Hl~i:f':~ :· \ . ' . . . ~ . ' ' . . . . .' :· ''" ,, 
l :i, \

1 

':ithe 'thin
1

veil of ano.nymit}' \•. }· 'i tj.\I'. ;·1~j~.{.~;=.·.\.·¥ 
:::'.~~-1 I . ,~,; ;,\;,'.r~-:: ",' r:~· '.". : l : . :: r:;' 1'.:~l?~rm 

yesterda'.y you caned me a good chfcano ..•• ; • ! ,: J7,'[~i;;~ 
~1•.;., .. ·1· ... ·: ,; •. :.. ,.,,.,_, ···.·;!-·1'",,o/··~~;~: 
;~as meeJc. humble, god-damned 1gnor!Uft. 1 i·l'l · rf· ~~:~:~f)F 
T,'8 young. passiv~ •. !,,, r::'· '. l.:11 1. H ;:!; . i : .·tt··· ';_'f~;J,,,iF~'; 
: .. :~ . ·. another pawn in a game you play.: ~f :\iii~:;;;.;f; 
\ . .' :: . kn ' iled ' h d ' ' ! .. l~ '•~:<•;:;.;;->:'f 

,,,mt my ee, sm . , ec oe •! i , ~ :1 •,j · , ,,~ .: 1 '.'.i:;~t\"'"/<'cl~ 
'·~ . "my.country ... ,right.or, wropg.'.'. ... q.~;,Ji[ .. '_,_:k_··~.-~·;;,J: 
~Uatted, listened, as ab~ ~glq preac~e<l; ~ \',~;,l:·~-· 
~1::. "come now, let us reaso" together." i·· ;1~Lif~~7}~; -~:··· , • . :· ·1 ... ·,·r·· ,, ... ,}r:.:· 
.~the blood of christ, .. !· i', i <I .· . i· ; '~;{:;~; 
l¥"<•. t did bl d dry . · 1 I 0. "":'"'" i:i!:"·· ye ven os e me . ;·· : ,1 ,,,;;;_.;_·~~ 

'") 

11

:-!-' ood ; i ' ' J·~ ·t <·1.[f~/~~~:fl ~as a g american,. , . , , .. I : i '·' .. l~ >i'\':'1'1 

·· l'"~~- i lick. ed th. e hand that fed m~. crum. .bs .. ;.: ·;~-~i:;1,_· .•. _:,;,.· ',_ ... 'i.··::~ 
"- . •. : . ,;:f. ·l 

. .-. . ': ; . ~ i " . : .I . • . ·• i . .\. ~ ~· i ' ' 1 . :; i i ~- ; . ; ,-i:.; i; 
Jil yesterdar; r,ou called me a good chicano, ; ; , . i : :;; lti~F 
'" ' . I · · ' · · · '1 q ··'! :·.'''""' 

the yM b~ve'fled, I'm bade,'· ., '. t . ; :'/\'.~~)t!E: 
You crawl-·-.· -beh1dd ask. 1rt.i' 111

_! '· :.· . m.'fF~.i,~_~.,_.:: __ .'" _··· 
•• • . ' ., \ ''" < •.• . ••.•••• lJi ·fi my greetings upon you, . . .. ' •; "' !s -'V.'l. · ')1\~t . . . ' . . . ' J I 1··'.•":.:· •.•:·~ ~\ denier worm seek ll co\Vard s gr ve. . l; tf. ;;,.;-; o:• ;,,,'~~ 

;w.· d before yo\1-·-· humbly; : ·, '·', . : t:!.Ji~ii{·~_:r;~J~ 
~- i am SSilvedra: a writer, a ~t '!~;>': .. ;; 1,:,,.\ 
~~bomaman, ,:+ ' I ihF~l}''.t~i 

has learned ~o stand up, bear· the · . ! , · ' . . -;! 
. . burden of his people on his b~ckj ('. ·., :~·~ 
o longer dead 1-'--alive : 1

' • • ,, I · ·~ -•, .. , · · ·!::[I 
.• . . ! . ! :;:,;;/:~~! 



·- "'' ·.·' ... ,-' ... ' l~lft1i~;[P!l!!~~·1t~"" ~·<;:•i"''::\"' ~-;-z~~~~~"f:~~ 
iJ,"l_i·_.~h~}-/ my heart i.Pf~·~piy Ninple•'11_'fu-~1··-. " __ ·f_.,,_;, .. ,.~·-1 ~J.c'!:.:~~-~;....1:·.~~ ... ;1tr°.~,.-~,·: .... .,. ·.-::.- .. , ··_;_~i~"'~~:.~.:rr-·:: ·.·-: .. ·· _,_!}~\ 
~.;j ~:numherouS;llP•'ll~ .;15f~j'.kl~;:i~fr.> · .. <Jt~~2 

· ~-11 d~~:r~ ;~~~~;~~r~t:_td·7·,·,._,_;_· ·:.~ .- · . -~>~~ 
:_fl_ : :~~%-f AD~~M .. ·J!1~~J'!G~~s. ~GEUNO~tr~J 
dlf ,, ,., ,._ ARRIBA• ~-- PE;J~RQNZE;,:; • • ';'..-Hi&.• • .. ,..! . ; .. ! •\' -~ f - - l ~·. -~~ •. ·.;.~<,.,!, .•. _,. •. . . '. ~~ 

cga,: . '-i<: +1 !Hill· , ;~·1Wftf!.l;"·:1lfi QµERIDAI ·-~ 
: .~ '. .' : QUE! ~~~MI°J\AzAi<: . , '.>•F-1 "! >·; •.tc1~: 
~~· '"· 1 • ' ·:>. I ai:jtf:·;,~,~1Ml MZA .. QUERIDAI_,,,:. )H; 

:~"'··;~ :\ · --.: · ~ -; 1 _T, .t1·:~~~~f~ 1: :,.: •.• : ~- ': c1x:~·-;· :~-~. ~f 
;t!see:my people rising;·;~·~-,~-~~-··:->~;)~ -"'' ._, . ., .. v.~ _,;~ -.!~(\ 
~'.Pil; ;~( <~ : my ~t bi~ ~gs With ·pride.i ,:"L f.~.Jii-
~~ ~t;; '--' . ·~ ,~, ::·.~ '; ... ;. ·. ' . .. . _·, __ -::-:.c: 
-.??.sec, my people !efuffl µ>J~ilid,l,; 11 :C, · ':· -·-· · ... ~i,; ', ~':tri,;1 

::;' Jl1¥i' proStihit~ rof IP\ianglo ddg.:•m.· :,: ; 1 <:·.i1oi~~ 
se;,;a'lii~titude!of ~le_ Qcii~Jists, ~:;:: · -·'.~- · ·· :_"-. '_ ~~·:~~~ · 
. ,f\~ ~-' .. icasthi .· IJ', -~ f d th I : r , i ~; Jl'i . "!# .}!·-~· . _, g o;t; 1,. _; <c.,. : o 

1
ea . . __ -_ · '': , , '· ~?"'!. 

~·brothers joined:h,&h~;fq ~d, '''· - · , '' '• , ,·.)~\: 
-~~-!r;s'~ mu5c~;¥~ ~~ilg,- march. ~fore' the·~~-
tender the &me of ~lrt!1•. ·<,; ,· - •. · i;i '.. · -- ._._·-~ 
-~-~ .• ;;;;,_·forge th.;_:..u;ords. · -_:;f tomorrow·: i. 1:'- i::;.; . .; _;,_·1 
~.,1.,. .. • • .j;· I "fi.,'ifY'f t •''·"'• 

~-'feel silver faiiuiid;Ji~'.J~_-_''1 f,.,_,_,.,; ,t; •· ,-.1:;u ·:·/ 
1- ". r• ,,•r, ·' .. ; . 

·:-·~}~ ::..;;, run do~ my Cheeks of brown. . . ,'-::, 

, __ \:>.: __ \ _-·~ '~_ ·_ '\;··--_·_ ,_ .. , .. _ •. ii_;a_.:~_-_·-·r·-~:-vu-;- !;,,,-'_· .. • __ ·· .. '"_"·_·"_-l---.-_-_-_· I l'\J \1f:,.;'1' '".':'(·· • ; I ;: l~l ;t·•'.1:' ! ... ; , , . • . -. · :,o 

~ -~·until y· esterday you· -~"a good chicano .. 1 • ";; 
..< l . 'I • I • " . "• - . . . 'i • 

, i! toc!ay you refer' tq ~j'_. · _ '~-~~o, .. • .' .. : i ; •. ~;:?, 

'-,,f~j] ~1 :c:~~,i~:~:~f~~:·:_~' .. ·;;; .,<:_~-' 
J .r.. : : ..: because Jdare pot ~ ~ent, ·· _. .. .. : ~" 
;f~ ~~-l .lj:, · _-. beCause ~~.~f ~e ~ige·•. :, '.--.~ 
~ ~;~ ' you }la~e l>µfltof me, i • - , 
•\:); , because t ~oo~ ~qo live ._ . ,, ,, ; :·qi 

'· · · 1; or end ~Yi~.~-anetemal si8't&..r-'.: ~( 
1 ; _, :; .. • . : ' j 1li .u;:fr~·j;;" ;·it'. -: ,., ,._.! .1;;.r'·~i}· 

i~f;'; :, :: you point at me as militant.:·/: d~ . . :. .,_.!ii:; 
'it}·:.. . !~; - ! ; i~! . _· . . . . . _ ... > 

tf11'1jj0·1. 
'"l'~~'!!ll' 1 !'r, >-'l .. ,. ! h1 

:'P·~" · .:•~f~'1!Al:r::'1~ ~ .. 
f.lc ·;~ because f Will not crilwL' · \· . 

'.'~;.,_,..,,because t have learned to willc,j· 1 · 

· · hecau5e i seek to uproot the hell . i: : ;1;> 

· '_ pfbe~gthesy~e~·$_d~i .1:! ::: ; !; j/~ 
_ p_att~n.,~_.~ ~--' __ ·.~ea __ .d t :_ ·'_ Nlc~--- ·BOY,: i.~~n-Rf_~~.:_ 
\ , ... ,;.-.,.,,~ 1 ~.,;.., i . • : L:_, ; 11 d· ,, PAN9uo,~:'' 

., , k wliile ~finger is jammed iight;upmy ass, jt~;i(:'. 
· ·· fvv-_..use' desire to be a an ·1 -' ... ' -- j' "•·'-: l'-; .. , __ \•:i!· i.r-- A m .. ·!1r .:···'·''·-::-;·'·:· 
.:n~ ...... , . IJsten ...•••. " ~--, :

1 
,, -:-

1

;;;-·<;;Wt 
· . · there is a message~ _the wind, I :' ]. . j-.;, ;:.;,;·:,;~1 

•. ·_l_1i-: as a people c_. ry. against the rains pf inj.ustf ce_ ; :' ,_:_, ;:._,_,;_~~:,·_l 
,·,each day new voices join. 

1 
•. , • - I , ,_ - : . · 1-,,. -::i~. 

~- ' "' ,.; . I ·1 . i· ~· .. _,., ':i ~·.:.:?. · · - • in a united front, 1 ·: ·: • • ',j,,~;,:: .. ,.: · ~?·· · - - - - -I ·_ · : ; · 1, ;• ··:~;:~i; 
· ~t' to take the l~:~~~;c';:~ ,JlckJ~~t:d~~ 

-- I i · • -· I· i;!j;~,~"~-
,J.. . . , -i . ~ I ~i·hllr~~1~::~~}~ 
IUCATION ANODE-EDUCATION . ' '.: ~,~::-; 

, - - - · . 1 I _ ; .. I . ; : ; :<1·~· 
.f<: ~.n the schools the youn! Chicanos Ji4ve engag~ ~ •:;t~r:~ 
;t: ·, stru~e for their souls, The an~ ,of high~~~ f;:;,~i:"'..,,_, 

"1 ·. rates, ' illiteracy in two languages, : an~ drug ~ftion '}> ·~I 
is refl~e<J in the rueful iropy pf ''.Th~ Writing p-, the ;hi:~'{, 

;;:, Black~" by teenage students fn ~ Angeles (°"' ·· <·,~ f'.~1 
· · Safos, Fall, .1g68). Education is de-education to the '·'/·-{ 

E: Chicano _clrlld, for he has ,been taught ~forget hli lan- · :. '''.~1. 
':'""'" guage and· his culture writes Prof~r- Sabine R. ·Ult· ::''~ ;< · ' . - 1 1 '· . ".¥,;,T > bani in "The Word Was Made F1111ib" (Cultutal li'.m~ .•.'rt'' 
~:; age of the Southwm, Cab~t Conµ1Utfee HearinP oq :. · 
:~., t.tencan-American. Affairs, ~ P~. <;>ct. 1e&T),r;'fo . ,,:·:; :::. , 
· some educaton the '1earntng prol>~ of most M~- ·: h · : . :') 

{iJ. ~-Ame~ children generany atjse from the hOme· .' J: :{~' 
~~= situation" (&luca&n of tJwi JIBXfcon...Mnmcan, Rue. )\)~~.#.
"';:be · )b · th- ·--om· '1 · ·d · • N- · ' 1 '..":·::;z. ·:'; _ n E. Aguirre, ut e U.S. . ce o E ucatJon J pa- : , ';'·}'if 
~~ ttOnal Advisoiy Committee ori Mexican American Ed~ · · · ·· ~p 
~ • j l . 
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:.· ,-<"1~'.~~-r. .. ,.,~i:h·.·~;-·ikmal ..... 
. ·i '" ucaJtor . b!n~~:.. f!!r-~ . . systein in gaum-

' f·f ("The;~ ... 1 I , ~,_g¥d: .~Qw,~ve We raued 
,~,~ ·:!f Htmr1 QrWrf, i~lfV.'iN·S.,QfB~ pf Education." 

•··.· ~. ·:. . Nauonai 1 A'13-1' ·rri.~Difuittee"on M~e&n American 
:~k ! ! ·c· Educatlo~!Qf ,~~\i~·~~~ dfrect<>r, 1g68)J 

" :a·;~ ,;· > And tho ~J&·'.~~ti'~ve voiced their own opitr1 
.. ~ ' ~ ~ ... · ion of Ui, ~Qc;i; fii'~ .baiTiO.Wtde strike of the l.ps An!. 

;r!• {~~·.'gel~ ~iti!F,~~~~ tile ~og.n "Ed~c&uon; -~of 
:·(;1: . <~ : ~catioHf·~~Pilc?~~ OU~I·'.'. ChWano Smc · 

~ ~~, i; New1, MifChl5.f~968)J~)~L·,.\"·,·.!·:• ·"· . J.l!J 
"*J>:1 ·it1 ,,. i 1il·1 .. :;..,, fw r·' ··r .. ' .,1, 
~ ~ :,:.. l • ! ' ~ t !i ~:l, \ ,,..i • 17. J l • ,. 

:!/'~ ~j:. ,. ; 1 • In· ~~tr.11.J .. " . "· Jrr~ : i ' ~ • r·' ~f . 
1

J' 1 • / ~ _.·~ ~ • . I 

~f' .r. : ·. . : l :. JJI '..1~ 1 ,.rt):11:.:-:\·~t~>i, ~ 1-' .-,~ 

,i~T;~~~ri~ing ?in·~H~~~,~~~boa~d .' . 
~l ·,,~~: > · Students of l-tJa'~~elsi; !fl.:t. . . " \!.! • · 

!...,.~·.::w~<~.t~··.~ :;1 .. 1 :·1·~''li1~.'.:~~i.·ff1{{· .,J. 
'1{~ :;'.~ ' i am 1 ':.'!~ 1~·i'.Jl'j j' ; .,,, 

i 1{;~ .;'J · .t . a chicanom ~~;~;'.·t 1, ; 
"''),,.:ii ')" · · one of that_lqyely,race

1 
•. 0 .. ''J ~·il: .,.~ ,~ ;. .. ·: _':'?· . 1.~ ... . (\) tH: .. ,~ . a race bnm on ~o;e but fed hiite • 

~': ~L~.~ 'i i am i. '. ·: i'! iF\T;~ : ,1., .. . ! , . , 

,~1,/J>: ::~ ! ·: lti :~(! ''.. •· .. ,Michael Sanchez, age 15. 

~!r , ··•.:~· ; . .· .. · : i11\ar\ '. ·.":. , :. , .». 
~'·'.')." 1 ~·.~,' Theonly~g~rh1w~todoisdie.• .. ':r. 
~.· : • 

1 Baby, don~ let them tell you anything else;".· 
, .. ' You don't Jiave to lower your hems.:·.,. I 

' ·' You don\bave t<)i)ayyour taxes.; .. :, • 
·They may'.bOOtyoo and send you to jail, 
But you don't have to let them; :, ' "· " ··· 
You can nlli,·\Jefend yo'urself, or end it all 
in this wick~ world. : ; /• \ ; '" 
' • :,.11li 'i ~") :7 ·; ,,,~.; i· .. ; .... , ,:;.,i 

__ : , f·: Iii i~:·;.::::p;.~;=•l" 01ga eeballosi age i 

I
. ;;: . ' 

~ .~ ~ 

:H ·.:· . 
·' ~ '" _,.,.;,,,., ::i;.: " • ,, IH:~,,t~~.41-;.~~;..ir!,fr.,·,;,,: 

f'f:ft•'l!j 1• 1 ~,1;; 
fi 11·1 1 .;_ ~ -:-1.~ .. .t;:~-:tg,li 

~~:~ ' . .· ' . • ; ! ; .: ! ' .: . l '.t#;; 
'j;pt~w some guy named Chino. He was real, nice. He was a;! 
".Qholo, He was from Clover. He us'ed to lllw'ays get lo~dedi) .. 
"iided pn anything. He'. didn't really care alxnit· anyiliirig[~i 
":"Wbuld\atways get t~rcld~ fn and o~t; I}emembefi.;op. 
.. ,t'1ne ·~ hllrl and my ·cousin ~lmple5 went to 'a p!@r~r 
~f6',w8S,ft\g~~ flght;H~ ~tu~ 5onie '.' ·tie wil$!~ ;r, 
.-;et.fie was going to get mamed l\'ith my~usfn ~bl~;,~~. 

,~,Joved her a lot. He loved her~ muc~ he'put a tat~~~ ~i~iii 
,(,I.ti said CHINO just like that. The last Um. e:I ~.~ hlln;~f"!}g· 
~Juneral. fie was 19 years old hefo~ he die<f"!;MY~~1 
~ had broke up with him. He told me ~at h~ ~ ~~t'.:' 
,~ for her. He was never going ~~ giye ~er pp~~;:' 
,loved her alot, and his kid, his daughter. It was chicke 
J:~ay he dled,.The guys from 3f~ ~II~ ¥mwi~-~Y.. 
]{es':..chains. ~e ~ real nice. H~ could .~ave ,beell llll~ . 
1l1Sffl in law. . , ·I ,I, I· 1 ·' 1 /il' ::;.,J<;·,. A . . ·;. . · "'!·'·![~}tr:··; ·.i:1"i1 

ld~b , mlda UaJ. age'i3 r:t~<L';.~:~~ 

•': i . . . r <l:r.~··~i 
I love a hamster because we had these ; 

. ' i '' . . . ' l \ j -~ 
.. , . hamsters ~d th. ey died'. I hate my, 1 • : . t' ;. : [ 

; . ; School because lhere are bad .. ' , iJ ' ' 1 I . : ,,,•! ' 
-~·~tL. ' " . ·... '. 11 ·, • • J>e?P I j l :, 

ii<;\: over there. Th~ End. : .. , . : :: ~ i . ! i ' 
~ . . . i 
.t · : , ·: Genetilev6 lJUu I .. 
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E. A. Mares 

He would arrive like the approach of a sudden storm coming in from the 
west. First there was the din of the iron-rimmed wheels as they scraped'"' 
and thumped on the pebbles, rocks; and hard-packed dirt of New York 
Avenue, as the dirt road leading into Old Town was somewhat preten
tiously called. Then came the clatter of hooves mingling with the groan
ing wheels, the rattling old boards of the wagon, the creaky harness and the 
crack of a whip in the clean blue air of a late summer day. Out of this 
clamor would come the joyous and piercing shout of Florinto-Heyaaahhh ! 
Heyaaahhh!-as he encouraged Relampago, his old long-suffering, and 
reluctant donkey tugging at the harness to make the effort to pull the clap

trap cart just a little further on, un poco mas alla, mas all a. 
For us, the children of Old Town, nothing in our experience quite 

compared with the arrival of Florinto. 
"jAquf viene Florintoooh! Here he comes! Herc he comes!" 

"Heyaaahhh! Heyaaahhh! Relampago! iAndaleeeh!" 
"Pablo, throw a rock at him. Watch what'll happen!" 
"I will, but you better not tell on me when school starts. Sister Caritas 

will really give it to us." 
"Hijola, he stopped the cart! Run, run, he'll catch us for sure!" 
This general uproar caused by the sudden appearance of Florinto in 

our midst was the moment of highi;st drama in our days which were not 

without other adventures, especially toward the end of summer when we 
knew we would have to crowd our good times into the short space remain

ing before grade school started once again. 
I was one of the youngest and smallest members of the Old Town 

"gang," as we called ourselves. Despite my age and size, I was always 
ready to plunge into the mysterious world that Old Town was for every 
member of the gang. On many a summer afternoon, I sneaked out the 
bedroom window of my home during nap time, rounded up the other 
boys, and launched a commando raid on the forest of magical fruit, the 
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cherry orchard, which belonged to Mr. Alarid, my parents' landlord. I 
was among the daring few who slipped through the broken door panel 
and crept up the stairs of the "haunted house" at the corner of Old Town 
Plaza. It was a deserted adobe building filled with junk and abandoned 
furniture covered with sheets which the layered dust of many years of neg
lect had turned the color of weathered parchment. For us it was gothic 
and forbidding because an old woman had lived and died there. Some 
said she had murdered her children and no one would ever go near her 
and that was why the building was locked up. If you listened carefully, 
you could hear her crying and howling in the wind which came whistling 
through the cracked vigas and the broken windows. The moaning sound 
would wither all but the stoutest hearts. I was also one of the altar boys 
who raided the priest's wine cupboard behind the altar of San Felipe Church 
and drank deeply of that sacred beverage. Not even the hours of dawn 
which turned the statues of every medieval saint lurking in the d~rk cor
ners of the sacristy into exterminating angels deterred us from those fre
quent and delicious raids on the wine. But there was something about 
florinto which made me hesitate and retreat from the aggressive and cruel 
teasing with which the gang taunted him. 

It was certainly not fear of Sister Caritas which prevented me from 
tormenting Florinto. My knuckles still hurt when I remember how she 
would rap us because of our misdeeds. She would stand me in line with 

~ the other rowdy children of San Felipe School, hands extended palms down, 
N and then strike us one by one with a wooden ruler. Sometimes the ruler 
~ would break into flying splinters as it crashed down on the backs of our 

hands. Nor was it only respect for the opinion which my parents and all 
the grownups had of Florinto which made me pause and reflect about 
teasing him. They thought him to be an "inocente," one who was capable 
of no evil and who, indeed, was especially protected by God. Rather it 
was the burning depth of his eyes which fascinated me, made me wonder 
if he saw something which I could someday understand. 

I even felt ashamed of myself for participating in and enjoying the 
mild practical jokes which the altar boys played on Florinto. There was 
the Sunday morning, for example, when my friend Pablo who was serv- .. 
ing Mass with me lured florinto into creating a disturbance in Church. ~:r 
"Florinto, si pegas un gritim, if you shout or make a little noise during 
Mass, I'll give you a nickel," Pablo said to him before the service began •. 
Right after Father Nunez finished his sermon, Florinto made a noise from 
between his tobacco stained teeth which sounded something like an owl
" whoo whoo, whoo whoo." No one dared laugh out loud, especially those 

tLvtdNTu 1 lJ 

parishioners who were caught in the dark glances and frowns of the women 
in black dresses and black shawls, the grandmothers and widows and eld
erly aunts of Old Town, but many blushed and coughed nervously in their 
effort to feign a composure which had, in foct, been shattered. Florinto 
looked at the gathered faithful with mischievous eyes and a wide and proud 
smile, much as a young child who has just performed a very successful 
stunt or prank. Father Nui1ez, ;i strict Jesuit fresh from Spain, glared at 
Pablo and me. He know who the culprits were. The very next day, Mon
day morning, Sister Caritas administered the inevitable justice to us. Our 
hands, as well as our behinds, were very sore for a little whik~ 

I'll never forget the day Florinto's mother died. It was the same day 
the carnival came to celebrate the Old Town fiesta. My grandmother, my 
mother, and my many aunts took me, an unwilling hostage, to the velorio, 
the wake which was heid for the departed. Florin to lived with his mother 
and his elderly sister in :an ancient adobe house, really ;i converted stable, 
on the Rancho Seco Road, a mere wagon rut winding off New York 
Avenue. Florinto's mother died in the morning. When we arrived, early 
in the evening, she was laid out in black and holding a black rosary with a 
silver cross in her h;inds. We viewed the body and prayed the rosary led 
by Juana la Rezadora, the veiled and saintly woman who said the rosary 
and mourned at all the Old Town funerals. 

Then we filed into the kitchen for the ritual meal. The long table was 
filled with huge kettles of posole, steaming dishes of tamales, and plates 
of empanaditas fresh from the oven. Every neighbor had contributed some
thing and everyone was there, except Florinto. Much later, just before 
midnight, he returned from the carnival. 

"Florinto, shame on you!" His sister scolded him. "Your mother's 
body is still warm and you arc out celebrating at the carnival. Havt· you 
no shame?" 

"cPues que mal hice?" he asked in a just and resonant voice. He said 
that he had been celebrating because his mother was now in heaven and 
he knew that only her body was here and that all good friends and vecinos 
of Old Town would be praying for her soul. He said that was why God 
had sent the carnival, tn celebrate this occasion with joy. "No hice mal." 
No one, of course, was Jble to answer Florin to. 

At Christmas time Florinto would go from house to house. "011' 

;0 'ta mis crismes?" he would ask. It was the middle of the Great De-
' pression and everyone In Old Town was poor, but no one turned Flor

into away empty handed, even if the gift was only a couple of oranges, 
or an old piece of clothing. Once, for Christmas !vtidnight MJss, Flor-
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into showed up wearing in great splendor the pale blue pin-striped Palm 

Beach suit my father had given him much earlier in the year. The next 
day, Relampago was seen to be sporting Mr. Duran's one-time favorite 

sombrero. 

During the rest of the year, Florinto supported himself by collecting 

old clothes, rags, and the garbage once a week from all the homes in Old 
Town. Some people paid him fifty cents, others only a quarter. He would 
go from house to house in his cart pulled along by Relampago. It was on 
these occasions that we children experienced the most welcome and exhil
arating moment of the entire week. 

"1 Aquf viene Florin to!" 
First we heard a far-off tremor in the air, the beginning, so it seemed, 

of a small earthquake. Then the very curtains of heaven were rent in half 

by the thunderous cry: "Heyaaahhh! Heyaaahhh!" At that moment, in 
the screeching uproar of metal wheels on the graveled road, Relampago 

would heave into sight with his head raised high and proud. 

"Let's chase Florinto!" 
"Get some rocks!" 

"Throw the rocks and run because he'll get you." 

"Yeah, Florinto is fast! You've gotta watch him!" 

"i A la chingada !" 
There in the middle of all the dust and noise stood Florinto in his 

cart looking as I imagined a Biblical prophet to look. His white and untamed 

hair formed a riot of light about his head. His body was ramrod straight 

and his eyes were filled with a secret and fiery knowledge. He held the 
reins firmly in his gnarled fist while high above his head he whirled his 
right arm like a sling shut as he prepared to fling small stones at us. 
Miraculously, no one was ever hit by Florinto's stones, which shot past our 
ears with a menacing whiz. 

I would hang back from the gang at these times and hide myself behind 
a convenient elm tree, or behind Mr. Alarid's garage door. From some 
such vantage point I would watch the attack and subsequent panic and 
rout in the wake of Florinto's counteroffensive. 

On one of those memorable days, I was so transfixed by the drama 
that 1 forgot to nm away. florinto stopped in front of me. The other boys 

had scattered into alleys and over backyard fences and he knew there was 

no sense continuing the chase. He knew that I had not participated in the 
attack on him but that I had witnessed it. He said nothing to me. He stood 

there. We stared at each other. What I clearly remember now, all these 

many years later, was the intensity of that moinent beneath the blazing 
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summer sky. His eyes seemed youthful in an otherwise old and deeply 

wrinkled face, and as always there was the hint of mild humor in his 

expression. 
We stood there in a moment of time that hall no beginning and no 

end. His eyes held me and as I looked into them I had the sensation that 
the whole history of my family was unfolding in that gaze. I saw my father 
and my father's father before him, and an infinite regression of lives and 

passions and histories which had led to this moment. They were all there: 

the Mares brothers who drove cattle north from Guadalajara.Jeep in Mex
ico across the Jornada del Muerto and then on to Santa Fe and Taos; the 
Martinez clan which settled in Abiquiu and pushed branches of the family 
into the valleys of the Chama and up into the high country of the Sangre 

de Cristos;.the Gutierrez and Garcias who helped found Old Albuquer
que and built the San Felipe Church as a testament to their great need to 

span the distance from earth to heaven; the Devines, those restless Irishmen 
who were dreamers, soldiers, adventurers, poets and musicians. I saw the 

generations of sons and daughtas of the Mares and Martinez families who 

had endured everything and survived, even the wars and depressions which 

had led to the loss of their land and sent them hurtling south again, down 

the tracks of the Santa. Fe Railroad, south to Albuquerque, to Old Town, 
to marry with the Irish Devines. I knew what it was to be a coyote, a 
half-breed who was to live forever on the fringes of the swirling cultures 

to which I was heir. I could not, at that time, have found the words to 
express this effect which Fll1rinto had on me. It had come from the dream 

time, only for a moment, and then had returned to the dream time. florinto 
never uttered one word. He only smiled. Then he turned abruptly, walked 
back to his cart, climbed on board, and gave rein to Relampago. Florinto 
never looked ba:k as the cut went rumbling down the road, down New 
York Avenue. 

Another summer had come and gone, and then allot her and another, 
and after that I lost track of them. World War II had ended and a trickle of 
tourists, soon to become a flood, came to Albuquerque to visit Old Town. 
About that time, the city decided to pave New York Avenue and change 
its name to Lomas Boulevard, which had a mort authentic, native ring. A 
long dead tongue of ;1sphalt now ran from Old Town cltar up into the 

Heights at the other end of town. The Anglos who lived in the 1 kights 

began to travel down the new road into Old Town in ever large n11111bers. 
They would come in their shiny cars and wearing their beautiful new clothes. 

They would walk around the plaza, take pictures, visit the San felipe 

Church, and go to on~ of the restaurants on the plaza where they would 
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enjoy "authentic Spanish food," which was really Indian and New Mexi
can food prepared with a very mild chile sauce. They came, most of all, to 
recreate in their minds a fantasy of the "Spanish way of life," to confirm 
what they had seen in countless Western movies, complete with real Indi
ans who sat around the plaza selling the jewelry they had made. The mer
chants of the city moved quickly to take advantage of the tide of money 
which poured into Old Town. The Spanish-speaking familes which had 
lived there for centuries were shunted aside, forced by new zoning laws 
and by economic pressure to move to the poorer neighborhoods near the 
Rio Grande. Florinto's crumbling home on the Rancho Seco Road fell vic
tim to a bulldozer and he and his very old sister found an even more 

delapidated shed near the river bank, with a tiny corral for Relampago. 
Old Town had a smart prosperous appearance now but it was no 

longer the same community. I tried to hold on to the vision Florinto had 
shared with me for one moment so many years ago. But as I struggled 
with my own adolescence that vision began to blur in the face of the changes 
which were taking place in myself and in the surroundings where I lived. 
One by one the elders of the community died and with them went their 
songs and their stories and much of the Spanish language. Their sons and 
daughters packed up and left in ever-increasing number for California where 
lite was supposed to be fast and there were more and better jobs to be 
had. The yearly fiesta was still celebrated but it became more organized 
and formal and much more commercial. The carnival was still fun but 
there were more fights and stabbings then ever before. I enjoyed the 
brashness, the new excitement in myself and in the plaza, but there was a 
part of me which I did not understand then that longed for the stories 
told by the viejitos, for the ballads and corridos played on a cherished 
guitar or a violin in the cool evening in the plaza, for at least one song to 
rekindle the fire at the very center of the bowl of life rimmed by moun
tains to the east and volcanos in the west and reflected in the infinite and 
immense sky above, for one more triumphant cry from Florin to. 

Our gang was beginning to scatter but there were still enough of us 
left in Old Town to gather in the city park nearby, or loiter around the 
drug stores and filling stations, or the plaza itself, where we could watch 
the tourists and flirt with the pretty girls who would walk by. One day, 
late in the afternoon and toward the end of summer, we sat listlessly on 
the worn-out tires in the empty lot behind Hedges' filling station. We 
cracked gross adolescent jokes and watched the endless traffic go by on 
Lomas Boulevard. 
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"This new road is ~ure going to be the end of Florinto," I said. 
"Yeah, Ernesto, as the newsreel says at the movies, 'time marches 

on,' bah hah." No one thought Pablo's humor was very funny. 
"Pablo, where at'e you going to school this fall?" 
"I dunno, Fidel. I guess Albuquerque High. How about you?" 
"I guess Saint Mary's. I dunno. What arc you going to be, Frankie, 

when you grow up?" 
"I am grown up, cabron.'' 
"You now what I mean, Frankie jodido. Arc you going to school 

or what?" • 
"I dunno." 
"Well," Ramon said, "we have to go to school until we're eightLTIL 

Then I'm cutting out for the coast, man." 
"Yeah, well that's okay," Abel said. "I don't care what I do or where 

I go just so long as those nice-looking women arc waiting for me there." 
He already considered himself a Don Juan. 

"I haven't seen Flot into in a long time," I said. 
"Nab, neither have I,'' said Pablo. "He's getting pretty old though." 
"I bet Relampago is getting stiff legged by now." 
"Don't worry about Florinto so much, Ernesto. His time has come 

and gone," Frankie s,iid. 
"But summer used to be more fun when we could chase him. Hijola. 

Do you remember when-" 
"Yeah, but those days are done for," Frankie interrupted me. "lies ides, 

he'd get killed on Lomas now." 
For me the idea of a world without Florinto was unthinkable but I 

said nothing. A car honked somewhere off in the distance. There was the 
shrill sound of brakes, then silence, and once again the common rumble 
of traffic. We had already smoked a kw cigarettes and we had passed 
around the terrible sweet wine, Orchard Delight Tokay, that Frankie had 
bought at the Palms .Bar with his phoney l.D. card. David, "El Sonso" ;1s 
we called him, was bored and spoke to no one because no one wanted to 
butt heads with him .. He !tad a forehead with the bone structure of Nean
derthal Man. He was not the toughest kid in the gang but no one in Old 
Town could stand up to him in a head butting contest. I could take only 
one or two head-on butts with him and the scaring pain would mah nu: 
give up. It was late and twilight was beginning lo drift toward night. Wr 
were about to part, head for our separate homes and call it a day whc11 
suddenly we heard a murmur far down Lomas Boulevard. The murnHll" 
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turned into a ripple and then quickly built up to a raucous tumult of sound. 
Just another great big Mack truck, we thought, probably Navajo Freight. 

"Heyaaahhh ! Heyaaahhli ! i Andale Rel am pa go I Heyaaahhh !" We 
were so stunned th;it we didn't move. Instead of the Mack truck, there came 
florinto hauling a load of clanging trash cans and empty paint buckets 
which he had picked up at some construction job. Our astonishment lasted 
but a second. "Florinto, Florin to, Florintooo!" the battle cry went up. The 
older boys, aware of their growing strength, only skimmed small stones 
at him, but everyone joined in the chase. 

Everyone except me. Once again I stood back and looked steadily at 
what was happening. Florinto, older now but in great form, stood straight 
in his cart and held his own. Relampago, a true veteran, never lost his 
stride or even wiggled an ear to acknowledge the hail of small stones. 

"Heyaaahhh ! i Relampago! jMalcriados! 1Diablitos! 1No saben .lo que 
hacen !" he shouted in a still vibrant voice. His right arm flailed the air in 
the grand old manner and he let fly a truly fearsome stone which shot 
right though our midst without harming anyone. 

Passing cars swerved and honked furiously. Red-faced drivers shook 
their fists in impotent rage at Florinto. Nothing touched his composure. 
He ignored the blaring cars as if they were fragments of a passing nightmare. 
He had something more serious on his mind and would not be distracted. 
He had set his course on a destination un poco mas alla, further on down 
the road, around the distant curve into the dream time where the carnival 
whirled and the good times rolled forever. He cracked the whip above 
Relampago's head and pushed on towards the realm of song and the burn
ing bush at the center of life. Florinto went clattering off into the night. 
He had cast the final stone, the mirror stone of memory, against death 
and oblivion and it had found its mark. 
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The small Texas school that .1 attended carried out a tradition every year 
during the eighth grade graduation; a beautiful gold and green jacket, the 
school colors, w~s awarded to the class valedictorian, the student who 
had maintained the highest grades for eight years. The scholarship jacket 
had a big gold S on the left front side and the winner's name was written 
in gold letters on the pocket. · 

My oldest sister Rosie had won the jacket a few years back and l 
fully expected to win also. I was fourteen and in the eighth grade. I had 
been a straight A student since the first grade, and the last year I had looked 
forward to owning that jacket. My father was a farm laborer who couldn't 
earn enough money to feed eight children, so when I was six I was given to 
my grandparents to raise. We couldn't participate in sports at school because 
there were registration fees, tmiform costs, and trips out of town; so even 
though we were quite agile and athletic, there would never be a sports 
school jacket for us. This one, the scholarship jacket, was our only chance. 

In May, close to graduation, spring fever struck, and no one paid any 
attention in class; instead we stared out the windows and at each other, 
wanting to speed up the last few weeks of school. I despaired every time I 
looked in the mirror. Pencil thin, not a curve anywhere, I was called 
"Beanpole" and "String Bean" and l knew that's what I looked like. A 

flat chest, no hips, and a br~1in, that's what l had. That really isn't much 
for a fourteen-year-old to work with, I thought, as I absentmindedly 
wandered from my history class to the gym. Another hour of sweating in 
basketball and displaying my toothpick legs was coming up. Then I remem
bered my P.E. shorts were still in a bag under my desk where I'd forgot
ten them. I had to walk all the way back and get them. Coach Thompson 
was a real bear if anyone wasn't dressed for P.E. She had said I was a 
good forward and once she even tried to talk Cramlma into letting me 
join the team. Grandma, of course, said no. 

I was almost back at my classroom's door when I heard angry voices 
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anJ arguing. I stopped. I Jidn't mean to eavesdrop; I just hesitated, not 
knowing what to do. I needed those shorts and I was going to be late, but 
I didn't want to interrupt an argument between my teachers. I recognized 
the voices: Mr. Schmidt, my history teacher, and Mr. Boone, my math 
teacher. They seemed to be arguing about me. I couldn't believe it. I still 
remember the shock that rooted me flat against the wall as if I were trying 
to blend in with the graffiti written there. 

"I refuse to do it! I don't care who her father is, her grades don't 
even begin to compare to Martha's. I won't lie or falsify records. Martha 
has a straight A plus average and you know it." That was Mr. Schmidt 
and he sounded very angry. Mr. Boone's voice sounded calm and quiet. 

"Look, Joann's father is not only on the Board, he owns the only 
store in town; we could say it was a close tie and-" 

The pounding in my ears drowned out the rest of the words, only a 
word here and there filtered through. " ... Martha is Mexican .... 
resign .... won't do it. ... "Mr. Schmidt came rushing out, and luckily 
for me went down the opposite way toward the auditorium, so he didn't 
see me. Shaking, I waited a few minutes and then went in and grabbed 
my bag and fled from the room. Mr. Boone looked up when I came in but 
didn't say anything. To this day I don't remember if I got in trouble in 
P.E. for being late or how I made it through the rest of the afternoon. I 
went home very sad and cried into my pillow that night so grandmother 
wouldn't hear me. It seemed a cruel coincidence that I had overheard that 
conversation. 

The next day when the principal called me into his office, I knew 
what it would be about. He looked uncomfortable and unhappy. I decided 
I wasn't going to make it any easier for him so I looked him straight in 
the eye. He looked away and fidgeted with the papers on his desk. 

"Martha," he said, "there's been a change in policy this year regard
ing the scholarship jacket. As you know, it has always been free." He cleared 
his throat and continued. "This year the Board decided to charge fifteen 
dollars-which still won't cover the complete cost of the jacket." 

I stared at him in shock and a small sound of dismay escaped my 
throat. I hadn't expected this. He still avoided looking in my eyes. 

"So if you are unable to pay the fifteen dollars for the jacket, it will be 
given to the next one in line." 

Standing with all the dignity I could muster, I said, "I'll speak to my 
grandfather about it, sir, and let you know tomorrow." I cried on the 
walk home from the bus stop. The dirt road was a quarter of a mile from 
the highway, so by the time I got home, my eyes were red and puffy. 
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"Where's Grandpa?" I asked Grandma, looking down at the floor 
so she wouldn't ask me why I'd been crying. She was sewing 011 a quih 
and didn't look up. 

"I think he's out back working in the bean field." 
I went outside and looked out at the fields. There he was. I could si:e 

him walking between the rows, his body bent over the little plants, hoe in 
hand. I walked slowly out to him, trying to think how I could best ask 
him for the money. There was a cool breeze blowing and a sweet smell of 
mesquite in the air, rut I didn't appreciate it. I kicked~t a dirt clod. I 
wanted that jacket so much. It was more than just being a valedictorian 
and giving a little thank you speech for the jacket on graduation night. It 
represented eight years of hard work and expectation. I knew I had to be 
honest with Grandpa; it was my only chance. He saw me and looked up. 

He waited for ine to speak. I cleared my throat nervously and claspi:d 
my hands behind my back so he wouldn't see them shaking. "Grandpa, I 
have a big favor to ask you," I said in Spanish, the only language he knew. 
He still waited silently. I u ied again. "Grandpa, this year the principal 
said the scholarship jacket is not going to be free. It's going to cost fifteen 
dollars and I have to take the money in tomorrow, otherwise it'll be given 
to someone else." The last words came out in an eager rush. Grandpa 
straightened up tin.:dly and leaned his chin 011 the hoc handle. He looked 
out over the field that was filled with the tiny green bean plants. I waited, 
desperately hoping he'd say I could have the money. 

He turned to me and asked quietly, "What docs a scholarship jac
ket mean?" 

I answered quickly; maybe there was a chance. "It means ynu've earned 
it by having the highest grades for eight years and that's why they're giv
ing it to you." Too late I realized the significance of my words. Grandpa 
knew that I undersiood it was not a matter of money. It wasn't that. He 
went back to hoeing the weeds that sprang up between the dcliGlte little 
bean plants. It was a time consuming job; sometimes the small shoots were 
right next to each other. Finally he spoke again. 

"Then if you pay for it, Marta, it's not a scholarship jacket, is it? Tell 
your principal I will not pay the fifteen dollars." 

I walked back to the house and locked myself in the bathroom Im a 
long time. I was angry with grandfather even though I knew he was right, 
and I was angry with the Board, whoever they were. Why did they have 
to change the rules just when it was my turn to win the jacket? 

It was a very sad and withdrawn girl who dragged into the princip.tl's 
office the next day. This time he did look me in the eyes. 
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"What did your grandfather say?" 
I sat very straight in my chair. 
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"He said to tell you he won't pay the fifteen dollars." 

Marta Salinas 

The principal muttered something I couldn't understand under his 
breath, and walked over to the window. He stood looking out at some
thing outside. He looked bigger than usual when he stood up; he was a 
tall gaunt man with gray hair, and I watrhed the hack of his head while I 
waited for him to speak. 

"Why?" he fi11ally asked. "Your grandfather has the money. Doesn't 
he own a small bean farm?" 

I looked at him, forcing my eyes to stay dry. "He said if I had to pay 
for it, then it wouldn't be a scholarship jacket," I said and stood up to 
leave. "I guess you'll just have to give it to Joann." I hadn't meant to say 
that; it had just slipped out. I was almost to the door when he stopped me. 

"Martha-wait." 
I turned and looked at him, waiting. What did he want now? I could 

feel my heart pounding. Something bitter and vile tasting was coming up 
in my mouth; I was afraid I was going to be sick. I didn't need any sympa
thy speeches. He sighed loudly and went back to his big desk. He looked 
at me, biting his lip, as if thinking. 

"Okay, damn it. We'll make an exception in your case. I'll tell the 
Board, you'll get your jacket." 

I rnuld hardly believe it. I spoke in a trembling rush. "Oh, thank you 
sir!" Suddenly I felt great. I didn't know about adrenalin in those days, 
but I knew something was pumping through me, making me feel as tall as 
the sky. I wanted to yell, jump, run the mile, do something. I ran out so I 
could cry in the hall where there was no one to see me. At the end of the 
day, Mr. Schmidt winked at me and said, "I hear you're getting a scholar
ship jacket this year." 

His face looked as happy and innocent as a baby's, but I knew better. 
Without answering I gave him a quick hug and ran to the bus. I cried on 
the walk home again, but this time because I was so happy. I couldn't wait 
to tell Grandpa and ran straight to the field. I joined him in the row where 
he was working and without saying anything I crouched down and started 
pulling up the weeds with my hands. Grandpa worked alongside me for a 
few minutes, but he didn't ask what had happened. After I had a little pile 
of weeds between the rows, I stood up and faced him. 

"The prinripal said he's making an exception for me, Grandpa, and 
I'm getting the jacket after all. That's after I told him what you said." 

Grandpa didn't say anything, he just gave me a pat on the shoulder 
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and a smile. He pulled out the crumpled red ha11dkcrchicf that he alway' 
carried in his back porket and wiped the sweat off his forehead. 

"Better go see if your grandmother needs any help with supper." 
I gave him a big grin. He didn't fool me. I skipped anJ ran back to 

the house whistling some silly tune. 
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THE WOMEN GATHER 
(for Joe Strickland) 

the women ga'.her 
because it is not unusual 
to seek comfort in hours of stress 

a man must be buried 

it is not unusual 
that the old bury the young 

though it is an abomination 

it is not strange 
that the unwise and the ungentle 
carry the banner of humaneness 

though it is a castration of the spirit 

it no longer shatters the intellect 
that those who make war 
call themselves diplomats 

we arc no longer surprised 
that the unfaithful pray loudest 
every sunday in every church 
and sometimes in rooms facing east 

though it is a sin and a shame 

so how do we judge a man 
111ust of us love from our need to love not 
because we find someone deserving 
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most of_us forgive because we have tn:spassed not 
because we are magnanimous 

most ofus comfort because we need comforting 
our anciem rituals demand that we give 
what wt: hope lo receive 

and how do we judge a man 

we lean.1 to greet when meeting 
to cry when parting 
and to soficn our words at times of stress 

the women gather 
with cloth and ointment 
their busy hands bowing to laws that decree 
willows shall stand swaying hut unbroken 
against even the determined wind of death 

we ju~lgc a man by his dreams 
not alone his deeds 

we judge a man by his intent 
not alone his shortcomings 

we judge a man because it is not unusual 
to know him through those who love him 

the women gather strangers 
to each other because 
they have loved a man 

11 1s not unusual to sift 
through ashes 
and find an unburnt picture 

EGO TRIPPING 
(there may J,e a reason why) 

i w;is born in tht: l•mgo 
I walked to the fertile nesn:nt and built 

the sphinx 
I designed a pyramid so tough that a star 

that only glows every one l1111ulrcd years falls 
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into the center giving divine perfect light 
ram bad 

I sat on the throne 
drinking nectar with allah 

got hot and sent an ice age to europe 
to cool my thirst 

My oldest daughter is nefertiti 
the tears from my birth pains 
created the 11ilc 

am a beautiful woman 

r gazed on the forest and hurneJ 
out the sahara desert 
with a packet of goat's meat 
and a change of clothes 

I crossed it in two hours 
I am a gazelle so swift 

so swift you can't catch me 

For a birthday present when he was three 
I gave my son hannibal an elephant 

He gave me rorne for mother's day 
My strength flows ever on 

My son noah built new/ark and 
I stood proudly at the helm 

as we sailed on a soft summer day 
turned myself into myself and was 
jesus 
men intone my loving name 
All praises All praises 

am the one who would save 

I sowed diamonds in my back yard 
My bowels deliver urnniurn 

the filings from my fingernails are 
semi-precious jewels 
On a trip north 

I caught a cold and blew 
My nose giving oil to the arab world 
I am so hip even my errors are correct 
I sailed west to reach cast and had to round off 

the earth as I went 
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The hair from my head thinned and gold was laid 
acro~s three continents 

I am so perfect so divine so ethereal so surreal 
I cannot he comprehended 

except by my permission 

I mean ... I ... can fly 
like a bird in the sky 

" 
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Q ne night at Christmas when I was six years old, my mother 
swallowed· a chicken bone. The Professor, eternally ab
sorbed in his insatiable thirst for knowledge, never ob
served th'1t holiday-or any other-but the household 
servants always celebrated Christmas Eve. They set up a 
creche with crude clay figures in the kitchen; then everyone 
would sing Christmas carols and give me a present. Several 
days in advance they prepared a dish that had originally 
been concocted by slaves. In colonial times, the prosperous 
families gathered on December 24 around a great table. 
The remains of the masters' banquet made their way into 
the bowls of the servants, who chopped all the leftovers, 
rolled them in cornmeal dough and banana leaves, and 
boiled them in great kettles, with such delicious results that 
the recipe was handed down through the centuries and is 
still repeated every year. Today, however, the dish is no.t.
made from the-table scraps of the masters; each ingredient 
must be cooked separately in a tedious and time-consuming 
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process. In the back patio, Professor Jones's servants raised 
chickens, turkeys, and a pig they fattened all year for that 

· one occasion of gluttony. A week before the event, they 
began forcing rluts and tum down the gullets 6f the fowls 
and feeding the pig liters of milk with brown sugar and 
spices so the animals would be juicy and tender.· While the 
women steamed the banana leaves and readied the pots and 
braziers, the men slaughtered the fowls and. the pig in an 
orgy of blood, feathers, and squeals, until everyone was 
drunk from liquor and death~ and sated from tasting the 
meat, swigging the thick broth in the kettles, and singing 
lively tunes to the Baby.Jesus until they were hoarse. Mean
while, in the other wing of the house, the Professor liv'ed 
a day like any other, not even realizing it was Christtna!. 
The fateful bone passed undetected irt a m~rsel of dough: 
and my mother did not feel it until it lodged in her throat. 
After a few hours she began to spit blood, and three days 
later she slipped away without any fuss, just as she had 
lived. I was at her side, and I have never forgotten that 
moment, because from that day I have had to sharpen my 
perception in order not to lose her among the shadows
of-no-return where disembodied spirits go to rest. 

She did not want to frighten me, so she died without 
fear. Perhaps the chicken bone severed something vital and 
she bled internally, I do not know. When she realized that 
her life was draining away, she took me with her to our 
room off the patio, to be together until the end. Slowly, 
not to hasten death, she washed herself with soap and water 
to get rid of the odor of musk that was beginning to disturb 
her. She combed her long hair, put on a white petticoat 

"she had sewn during the hours of siesta, and lay down on 
the same straw mattress where she and a snakcbitten Indian 
had conceived me. Although I did not understand then the 
significance of that ritual, I watched with such attention 
that I still remember her every move. 

"There is no death, daughter. People die only when we 
forget them," my mother explained shortly before she left 
me. "If you an remember me, I will be with you always." 
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"I will remember you," I promised. 
"Now go call your godmother." 
I went to look for the cook, the enormous mulatto woman 

who had helped me into the world and who at the proper 
time had carried me to be christened. 

"Take good care of my girl, madrina. I'm leaving her in 
your hands," my mother said, discreetly wiping away the 
thread of blood trickling down her chin. Then she took 
my hand and, with her eyes, kept telling me how much 
she loved me, until a fog clouded her gaze and life faded 
from her body without a sound. For a few seconds I thought 
I saw something translucent floating in_ the motionless air 
of the room, flooding it with blue radiance and perfuming 
it y.rith a breath of musk, but then everything was normal 
again, the air merely air, the light yellow, the smell the 
simple smell of every day. I took my mother's face in my 
hands and moved it back and forth, calling "Mama, Mama," 
stricken by the silence that had settled between us: 

"Everyone dies, it's not so important," my madrina said, 
cutting off my mother's long hair with three clicks of the 
scissors, planning to sell it later in a wig shop~ "We need 
to get her out of here before the patron discovers her and 
makes me bring her to the laboratory." 

I picked up the braid of hair, wrapped _it around my 
neck, and huddled in a comer with my head between my 
knees; I did not cry, because I still did not realize the mag
nitude of my loss. I stayed there for hours, perhaps all 
night, until two men came in, wrapped the body in the 
bed's only cover, and carried it away without a word. Then 
the room was pervaded by unremitting emptiness. 

After the modest funeral coach had left, my madrina came 
to look for me, She had to strike a match to see me because 
the room was in shadows; the light bulb had burned out 
and dawn seemed to have stopped at the threshold. She 
found me in a little bundle on the floor. She called me. twice 
by name, to bring me back to reality: Eva Luna ... Eva 
Luna. In the flickering flame of the match, I saw large feet 
in house slippers and the hem of a cotton dress. I looked 
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up and met her moist eyes. She smiled in the instartt the 
uncertain spark died out; then I felt her bertd over in the 
darkness. She picked me up in her stout arms, settled me 
on her lap; and began to rock me, humming some soft 
African lament 'to put me to sleep. 

"If you were a boy, you could_ go to school and then study 
to be a lawyer and provide for me in my old age. Those 
sticky-fingered lawyers are the ones who make the money. 
They sure know how to keep things in a muddle. Muddy 
waters," she used to say, "means mdney in their pockets." 

She believed that men had it best; even the lowest go0d
for-nothing had a wife to boss around. And years later. I 
reached the conclusion that she may have been right, al
though I still cannot imagine myself in a m~n's body, with 
hair on my face, a tendency to order people around, and 
something unmanageable below my navel that, to be per
fectly frank, I would not know .exactly where to put. In 
her way, my madrina was fond of me, and if she never 
showed it, it was because she thought she had to be strict, 
and because she lost her sanity at ari early age. In those 
days she was not the ruin she is today. She was an arrogant 
dark-skinned woman with generous breasts, a well-defined 
waist, and hips that bulged like a tabletop under her skirts. 
When she went out on the street, men turned to stare; they 
shouted indecent propo5itions at her, and tried to pinch 
her bottom. She did not shy away, but rewarded them 
with a smack of her pocketbook-What you think you're 
doin', you black devil, you?-and then she would laugh 
and show her gold tooth.· She bathed every night standing 
in a tub splashing water over herself from a pitcher and 
scrubbing with a soapy rag. She changed her blouse twice 
a day, sprinkled herself with rose water, washed her hair 
with egg, and brushed her teeth with salt to make them 
shine. She had a strong sweetish odor that all her rose water 
and soap could not subdue, an odor l loved·because it made 
me think of warm custard. I used to help her with her bath, 
splashing water on her back, enraptured at the sight of that 
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dark body with the mulberry teats, the pubis shadowed by 
kinky fuzz, the buttocks as stout as the overstuffed arm
chair that cushioned Professor Jones. She would stroke her 
body with the rag, and smile, proud of her voluminous 
flesh. She walked with defiant grace, head high, to the 
rhythm of the secret music she carried inside. Everything 
else about her was coarse, even her laughter and her tears. 
She became angry at the drop of a pin, and would shake 
her fist in the air and swing at anything in reach; if one of 
those swipes landed on me, it sounded like cannon shot. 
Once, not meaning to, she burst one of my eardrums. In· 
spite of the mummies, which she did_ not like at all, she 
worked as the Professor's cook for many years, earning a 
miserable wage and spending inost of it on tobacco and 
rum. She looked after me because she had accepted a re
sponsibility more sacred than blood ties. Anyone who neg
lects a godchild is damned to hell, she used to say. It's 
worse than abandoning your own child. It's my obligation 
to raise you to be good and clean and hardworking, because 
I will have to answer for you on Judgment Day. My mother · 
had not believed in original sin, and had not thought it 
necessary to baptize me, but my godmother had insisted 
with unyielding stubbornness. All right, comadre, Consuelo 
had finally agreed. You do whatever you want. Just don't 
change the name I chose for her. For three months my 
madrina went without smoking or drinking, saving every 
coin, and on the designated day she bought me a straw
berry-colored organdy dress, tied a ribbon on the four 
straggly hairs that crowned my head, sprinkled me with · · 
her rose water, and bore me off to church. I have a pho-. 
tograph from the day of my baptism; I was done up like' · 
a happy little birthday present. She did not have enough 
money, so she paid for the service with a thorough cleaning 
of the church-from sweeping the floors and waxing the 
wooden benches to polishing the altar ornaments with lime. 
That is how I came to have a little rich girl's baptism, with 
all the proper pomp and ce~emony. 

"If it weren't for me, you'd still be a pagan. Children 
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who die without the sacraments go to limbo and stay there 
forever," my madrina always reminded me. "In my place, 
anyone else would have sold you. It's easy to place girls 
with light eyes. I've heard the gringos buy them and take 
them to their country. But I made a promise to your mother, 
and ifl don't fulfill it; I'll stew in hell!" 

For her, the boundaries between good and evil were very 
precise, and she was ready t9 save me from sin if ~he had 
to beat me to do it. That was the only way she knew, 
because that was how she had lea.med. The idea that play 
and tenderness are good for children is a modem discovery: 
it never entered her mind. She tried to teach me to be quick 
about my work and not waste time in daydreams. She 
hated wandering minds and· slow feet; she wanted to see \ 
me run when she gave an order. Your head's full of smoke. \ 
and your legs are full of sand, she used to sari, and she 
would rub my legs with Scott's Emulsion, a theap but 
famous liniment made from cod-liver oil, which, according 
to the advertisement, when it came to ·tonics was equal to 
the philosopher's stone. · 

My madrina's brain was slightly addled from rum. She 
believed in all the Catholic saints, some saints of African 
origin, and still others of her own invention. Before a small 
altar in her room she had aligned holy water, voodoo fe
tishes, a photograph of her dead father, and a bust she 
thought was St. Christopher but was, I later discovered, 
Beethoven-although I have never told her because he is 
the most miraculous figure on her altar. She carried on a 
continuous conversation with her deities in a colloquial yet 
proud tone, asking them for insignificant favors; later, when 
she became a fan of the telephdne, she would call them in 
heaven, interpreting the hum ·of the receiver as parables 
from her divine respondents. She believed that was how 
she received instructions from the heavenly court toncem
ing even the most trivial matters. She was devoted to St. 
Benedict, a handsome blond high-living man women could 
not leave alone, who stood in the fire until he crackled like . 
firewood and only then could adore God and work his 
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miracles in peace, without a passel of panting women cling
ing to his robes. He was the one she prayed to for relief 
from a hangover. She was an expert on the subject of 
torture and gruesome deaths; she knew how every martyr 
and virgin in the book of Catholic saints had died, and was 
always eager to tell me about them. I listened with morbid 
terror, begging in each telling for new. particulars. The 
martyrdom of Santa Lucia was my favorite. l wanted to 
hear it over and over, in minute detail: why Lucia rejected 
the emperor who loved her; how they tore out her eyes; 
whether it was true that her eyeballs had shot a beam of 
light that blinded the emperor, and that she grew two 
splendid new blue eyes much more beautiful than the ones 
~he had lost. 1 

My poor madrina's faith was unshakable; no misfortune 
that ever befell her could change it. Only recently, when 
the Pope came here, I got permission to take her from her 
nursing home to see him; it would have been a shame for 
her to miss seeing the Pontiff in his white habit and gold 
cross, preaching his indemonstrable convictions in perfect 
Spanish and Indian dialects-as demanded by the occasion. 
When she saw him advancing down the freshly painted 
streets in his fishbowl of bulletproof glass, amid flowers, 
cheers, waving pennants, and bodyguards, my madrina, 
who is now absolutely ancient, fell to her knees, persuaded 
that' the Prophet Elias was on a tourist's trip. I was afraid 
she would be crushed in the crowd and I tried to get her 
to leave, but she would not move until I bought a hair 

. from the Pope's head as a relic. Many people seized' that 
opportunity to become righteous; some promised to for
give their debtors and, to avoid saddening the Holy Father, 
not to mention the class struggle or contraceptives. In my 
own heart l had no enthusiasm for the illustrious visitor, 
because I had no happy memories of religion. One Sunday 
when I was a little girl, my madrina took me to our parish 
church and made me kneel down in a curtained wooden 
box; my fingers were clumsy and I could not cross them 
as she had taught me. I became aware of a strong breath 
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on the other side of the grille: Tell me your sins, the voice 
commanded, and instantly I forgot all the sins I had in
vented. I did not know what to answer, although I felt 
obliged to try to think of something, even something ven
ial, but I could not dredge up a single transgression. 

"Do you touch yourself with your hands?" 
"Yes ... " 
"Often, daughter?"· 
"Every day." , 
"Every day! How often?" 
"I don't keep count ... many times ... " 
"That is a most serious offense in the eyes of God!" 
"I didn't know, Father. And if I wear gloves, is that a 

sin, too?" . , +-
"Gloves! But what are you saying, yoti foolish girl? Are \ 

you mocking me?" •. · . · 
"No-no," I stammered in terror, at the same time think

ing how difficult it would be to wash my face;• brush my 
teeth, or scratch myself while wearing gloves. 

"You must promise not. to do that again. Purity and 
innocence are a girl's best vimies. You will pray five hundred 
Ave Marias in penance, so God will pardon you." . 

"I can't, Father," I answered, because I could only count 
to twenty. 

"What do you mean, you can't!" the priest bellowed, 
and a rain of saliva sprayed over me through the grille. I 
burst from the box, but my madrina nabbed me and held 
me by one ear while she consulted with the priest on the 

. advisability of putting me out to work before my character 
was even more warped and I lost my almighty soul forever. 
,. After my mother's death Jame the hour of Professor 
Jones. He died of old age, disillusioned ~ith the world and 
his own learning, but I would swear that he died in peace. · 
Faced with the impossibility of embalming himself, thus 
assuring a dignified eternity amid his English furniture and 
his books, he left instructions in his will for his remains to 
be sent to the distant city of his birth. He did_ not warit the 
local cemetery to be his final resting place, .to lie covered 
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with foreign dust beneath a merciless sun, and in promis
cuous proximity with who knows what kind of people, as 
he used to say. He spent his last days beneath the ceiling 
fan in his bedroom, steaming in the sweat of his paralysis, 
and with no company but the man with the Bible, and me. 
I lost my last fear of him when his thundering voice changed 
to the unrelieved shallow breathing of the dying. 

I wandered freely through that house closed to the out
side world, headquarters to death ever since the doctor had 
begun his experiments. The servants' discipline collapsed 
the minute the Professor could no longer leave his room 
to threaten them from his wheelchair and harass them with 
contradictory orders. I watched them, every time they left 
the house, carrying off silverware, rugs, paintings, even 
the crystal flasks containing the Professor's formulas. The 
master's table with its starched tablecloth and spotless china 
stood unattended; no one lighted the crystal chandeliers or 

_ brought the Professor his pipe. My madrina lost interest in 
the kitchen and served up fried bananas, rice, and fish every 
meal. The other servants gave up on the cleaning, and 
grime and mildew advanced along the floors and walls. 
No one had tended the garden since the incident of the 
surucuw several years before, and the consequence of this 
neglect was an aggressive vegetation threatening to devour 
the house and overrun the sidewalk. The servants slept 
through the siesta, went out at any hour of the day, drank 
too much rum, and played a radio all day long, blaring 
boleros, cumbias, and rancheras. The miserable Professor, 
who in good health had tolerated nothing but classical rec
ords, suffered inexpressible torment from all the racket, 
and tugged unceasingly at his bellpull to summon a servant, 
but none came. When he was asleep, my madrina climbed 
the stairs to sprinkle him with holy water she had filched 
from the church; it seemed a sin to let the man die without 
the sacrament, like a common beggar. 

The morning the Protestant pastor was shown in by a 
maid dressed only in underpants ,and brassiere because of 
the sweltering heat, I suspected that order had sunk to its 
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lowest point and t had nothihg left to fear from the Pro
fessor. I began to visit him often, at first peering in from 
the threshold, then going farther and farther into the room, 
until finally I was playing on the bed. I spent hours with 
the old man, trying to communicate with him, until I was 
able to understand the mumbling blurred by both his stroke 
and his foreign accent. When I was with him, the Professor 
seemed temporarily to forget the humiliation of his decline 
and the frustration of his paralysis. I brought books from 
the sacred bookshelves and held them for hini so he could 
read. Some were written in Latin, but he translated them 
for me, apparently delighted to have me for a student, 
loudly lamenting the fact that he had not realized sooner I\ 
lived in his house. I may have been the first child he had \ 
known, and he discovered too late his vocatio'\ as a grand-
father. · -. · 

"Where did this girl come from?" he wo~ld ask, his 
gums chewing air. "Is she my daughter? My granddaugh
. ter? A figment of my sick mind? She has dark skin, but 
her- eyes are like mine. Come here, child. Come close so 
I can sec you." · 

He was unable to connect me with Consuelo, although 
he remembered very well the woman who had served him 
loyally for more than twenty years and on~e had swelled 
up like a zeppelin following a bad attack of indigestion. 
He often talked about her, certain that his last days would 
have been different if she had been there to care for him. 

·She would not have betrayed me, he used to say. 
It was I who put wads of cotton in his ears so the songs 

and dramas on the radio would not drive him mad. I washed 
. him, and slipped folded towels beneath his body to prevent 
his mattress from being soaked with urine; I aired his rooin; 
and spooned pap into his mouth. The old man with the 
silver beard was my doll. One day I heard him tell the 
pastor that I was more important to him than-all his sci
entific discoveries. I told the old man a few lies: that he 
had a. large family waiting for him in his country; that he 
had several grandchildren, and a lovely flower garden. In 
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the library there was a stuffed puma, one of the Professor's 
earlie5t experiments with his miraculous embalming fluid. 
I dragged it to his room, put it on the foot of his bed, and 
told him it was his pet dog-didn't he remember? The 
poor animal was pining for him. 

"Write in my will, Pastor. I want this little girl to be 
my sole heir. Everything is to go to her when J die." I 
heard him say this in his half-language to the minister who 
visited him almost every day, ruining the pleasure of his 
death with threats of eternity. 

-My madrina set up a cot for me beside the dying man's 
bed. One morning the invalid awoke more pale and tired 
than usual; he would not accept the cafl con .ltche I tried to 
give him, but did allow me to wash him, comb his beard, 
change his nightshirt, and sprinkle him with cologne. 
Propped up on his pillows, he lay absolutely silent until 
midday, his eyes on the window. He refused his strained 
food for lunch, and when I settled him for his siesta, he 
asked me to lie down beside him. We were both sleeping 
peacefully when he stopped living. 

The pastor arrived at dusk and took charge of all the 
arrangements. Sending the body back to Professor Jones's 
homeland was not at all practical, especially since no one 
there wanted it, so he ignored those instructions and buried 
the Professor-without fanfare. Only we servants were pres
ent at the dismal service; Professor Jones's reJ>utation had 
been eclipsed by new advances in science, and M one both
ered to accompany him to· the cemetery, even though the 
notice had been published in the newspaper. After so many 

· years of seclusion, few remembered who he was, and if 
some medical student referred to him it was to mock his 
head-thumping for stimulating intelligence, his insectS for 
combating cancer, and his fluid for preserving cadavers. 

After the patr6n was gone my world crumbled. The pas
tor inventoried and disposed of the Professor's goods, us
ing the excuse that he had lost his reason in his last years 
and was not competent to make decisions. Everything went 
to the pastor's church, except the puma, which I did not 
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want to lose; I had ridden horseback on it since I was a 
baby and had so many times told the sick man it was a 
dog that I ended up believing it. Wh_en the movers tried 
to put it on the truck, I kicked up a fearful row, and when 
the minister saw me foaming at the mouth and screaming, 
he chose to yield. I suppose, besides, that it was no use to 
anyone, so I was allowed to keep it. It was 'impossible to 
sell the house; no one wanted to buy it. It was marked by 
the stigma of Professor Jones's experiments, and it sits 
abandoned to this day. As the years went by, it was said 
to be haunted, and boys went there to prove their manliness 
by spending a night among scurrying mice, creaking doors, 
and moaning ghosts. The mummies in the laboratory were \, 
transferred to the Medical School where they lay piled in \ 
a cellar for a long time. Then, one day, there was a sudden 
resurgence of interest in the doctor's secret fotmula, and 
three generations of students industriously hacked off pieces 
and ran them through different machines, until they were 

.. reduced to a kind of unsavory mincemeat. ' ' . . 
The pastor dismissed the servants and dosed the house. 

That is how I came to leave the place where I was born-
1 carrying the puma by its hind legs and rny madrina car
rying the front. : 

"You're grown up now, and ' can't keep you. You'll 
have to go to work and earn your living and be strong, 
the way it should be, 0 said my madrina. I was seven years 
old. / 

. . ' 

My madri~ and i waited in the kitchen; she ·sat tam rod 
straight in a rush chair, her bead-embroidered plastic hand
bag in her lap, her breasts swelling majestically above the 
neckline of her blouse, her thighs overflowing the se:tt of 
the chair. I stood beside her, inspecting out of the comers 
of my eyes the iron utensils, rusty icebox; cats sprawled 
beneath the table, the cupboard with its fly-dotted latticed 
doors. It had been two days since I left Professor Jones's 
house, but I was still bewildered and confused. Within a 
few hours I had become very surly. I did not wantto talk 
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with anyone. I.sat in the comer with my face buried in my 
arms, and then, as now, my mother would appear before 
me, faithful to her promise to stay alive as long as I re
membered her. A dried-up, brusque black woman, who 
kept eyeing us with suspicion, was fussing about among 
the pots of that unfamiliar kitchen. 

"Is the girl yours?" she asked. 
"How could she be mine--you see her color, don't you?" 

my madrina asked. 
"Whose is she, then?" 
"She's my goddaughter. I've brought her here to work." 
The door opened and the mistress of the house came in, 

a small woman with an elaborate hairdo of waves and stiff 
curls. She was dressed in ~trict mourning and around her 
neck she wore a large gold locket the n'Ze of an ambassa
dor's medal. 

"Come here where I can see you," she ordered, but I 
could not move, my feet seemed nailed to the floor. My 
madrina had to push me forward so the patrona could ex
amine me: the scalp for lice, the fingernails for the hori
zontal lines typical of epileptics, the teeth, ears, skin, the 
firmness of the arms and legs; 

"Does she have worms?" 
"No, dona, she's clean inside and out." 
"She's skinny." 
"She hasn't had much appetite lately, but don't worry, 

she's a good worker. She learns easy, and she's got good 
" sense." 

"Does she cry a lot?" 
"She didn't even cry when we buried her mother-may 

God rest her soul." 
"She can stay a month, on trial," the patrona declared, 

and left the room without a goodbye. 
My madrina gave me her last advice: don't talk back; be 

careful not to break anything; don't drink water in the 
evening so you won't wet the bed; behave and do what 
you're told. She started to lean over and kiss me, but thought 
better of it, gave me a clumsy pat on the head, and turned 
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and marched purposd\JJly out the servants~ eritran~but 
I knew she was sad. We had always been together; it was 
the first time we had ever been separated. I stood where 
she left me, eyes on the floor, fists clenched. The cook had 
just fried some banarias; she put her arm around my shoul
ders and led me to a chair, then sat down beside me 211d 
smiled. . • . . • . 

"So, you're .going to be the new girl .... Well, little 
bird, bt," and she set a plate before me; "They call me 
Elvir2. I was born on the coast. The day was Sunday the 
29th of May, but I don't remember the year. All I have 
ever done in my life is work, and it looks like that will be 
your lot, too. I have my habits and my ways, but if you're \ · 
not sassy, we'll get along fine.· I always wanted grand
children, but God made me too poor ever to have a family." 

That day was the beginning of a new life for ine. I bad 
always worked, but not, until then, to cam a living, just 
to imitate my mother, like a game. The house where 1 l_leld 
my first job for pay was filled with furniture and paintings 
and statues and fems on marble columns, but those adorn
ments could not hide the moss growing on the pipes, the 
walls stained with humidity, the dust of years accumulated 
beneath the beds and behind the wardrobes. Everything 
seemed very dirty to me, very different from Professor 
Jones's mansion where, before his stroke, he had crawled 
on all fours to run a finger around comers for dust. This 
house smelled of rotted melons, and in spite of the shutters 
dosed against the sun, it was suffocatingly hot. The owners 
were an elderly brother and sister-the doild of the locket 
and a fat sexagenarian with a pitted, fleshy nose tattooed 
with an arabesque of blue vein~. Elvira told me that for a 
good part of her life her dona had worked in a notary's 
office, writing away in silence and storing up a craving to. 
scream that only now, retired and in her own house, she 
could satisfy. She spent the day issuing orders in a piercing 
voice, pointing with a peremptory finger, untiringly har
anguing and harassing, angry with the world and with 
herself. Her brother limited himself to reading his riews-
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paper and racing form, drinking, dozing in a rocking chair 
in the corridor, and walking around in pajamas, slapping 
his slippers on the tiled floor and scratching his crotch. In 
the evenings he roused from his daytime lethargy, dressed, 
and went out to play dominoes in the cafes-every eve
ning, that is, except Sunday, when he went to the racetrack 
to lose what he had won during the week. Besides the 
brother and sister, the inhabitants of the house were a 
maid-big-boned and birdbrained, who worked from 
morning to night and at the hour of the siesta disappeared 
into the bachelor's room-the cook, the c.its, and a scruffy, 
tongue-tied parrot. 

The patrona ordered Elvira to bathe me with disinfectant 
soap and bum all my clothing. She did not shave my head, 
as they did to servant girls in those days to get rid of lice, 
because her brother kept her from it. The man with the 
strawberry nose spoke gently; he smiled often, and was 
always pleasant to me even when he was drunk. He took 
pity on my misery at the sight of the scissors and rescued 
the long hair my mother had kept so well brushed. It is 
strange that I cannot remember his name .... In that house 
I wore a dress the dona had sewed on her sewing machine, 
and went barefoot. After the month's trial had passed, she 
explained I had to work harder because now I was ea~ing 
wages. I never saw them; my madrina collected the money 
every two weeks. At first I anxiously awaited her. visits 
and, the minute she appeared, dung to her skirt and begged 
her to take me with her, but slowly I got used to the hew 
house. I looked to Elvira for help and made friends with 
the cats and the parrot. When the patrona washed out my 
mouth with baking soda to cure _my habit of muttering to 
myself, I stopped talking aloud with my mother, but con
tinued doing it in secret. There was a lot to be done; in 
spite of the broom and the scrub brush, the house looked 
like a cursed caravel run aground on a reef; there was no 
end to cleaning that shapeless florescence that crept along 
all the walls. The food was not varied or abundant, but 
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Elvira hid the masteT's leftovers and gave them to me fot 
breakfast because she had heard on the radio that it was 
good to begin the day· with something on ypur stbmach: . 
So it will go to your brain, little bird, she used to say, and 
you will grow up to be smart. No detail escaped the spins
ter: today I want you to scrub the patios with Lysol; re
member to iron the napkins, and be careful not to scorch 
them; dean the windows with newspaper and vinegar, and 
when you get through I wilt show you how to polish the 
master's shoes. I riever hurried to obey, because I soon 
discovered that if I was careful .1 could dawdle and get 
through the day without doing much of anything. The· 
dona of the locket began issuing instructions the minute she 
arose; she was up at the crack of dawn, dressed in her strict 
mourning, locket in place and hair intricately cofu.bed, but 
she would get confused about what orders she had given 
and it was easy to fool her. The patnSn showed very little 
interest in domestic affairs; he lived for his horse races, 
studying bloodlines, calculating the Jaw of probabilities, 
and drinking to console himself when he lost his bets. There· 
were times his nose turned the color 0£ art eggplant, and 
then he would callme to help him get into bed and to hide 
the empty bottles. The maid wanted nothing to do with 
anyone, least of all me. Only Elvira paid any attention to 
me, making me eat, teaching me how to do domestic chores. 
relieving m~ of the heaviest tasks. We spent houn talking 
and telling each other stories. It was about that time that 
some of her eccentricities began to surface, like her irra
tional hatred of blond foreigne,-s, and her horror of cock
roaches, which she battled with every weapon in reach, 
from quicklime to broom. On the other hand, she said 
nothing when she discovered that I was feeding the mice -
and guarding their babies so the cats could not eat them. 
She feared a pauper's death, that her bones would be tossed 
into a common gtave, and to avoid po$thumous humili
ation she had bought a coffin on credit, which she kept in 
her room and used as a catchall for odds and ends. It was 
a box of ordinary wood, smelling of catpenter's glue, lined . 
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in whit~ satin, and trimmed with blue ribbons she had 
taken from a small pillow. From time to time I was given 
the privilege ofJying inside and closing the lid, while Elvira 
feigned inconsolable grief and between sobs recited my. 
nonexistent virtues: "Oh, Most Heavenly Father, why have 
You taken my little bird from me? Such a good girl, so 
clean, so tidy-I love her more than if she was my own 
granddaughter. Oh, Lord, work one of Your miracles and 
return her to me. '1 The game would last until we both 
burst out laughing, or till the maid lost control and began 
to howl. 

. All the days were exactly the same except Thursday, 
whose approach I calculated on the kitchen calendar. All 
week I looked forward to the moment we would walk 
through the garden gate and set off to market. Elvira would 
help me put on my rubber-soled shoes and my clean dress, 
and comb my hair into a ponytail; then she would give me 
a centavo to buy a brilliantly colored round lollipop, almost 
impervious to the human tooth, that I could lick for hours 
without noticeably reducing its size. That treat lasted for 
six or seven nights of intense bliss and many giddy licks 
between difficult chores. The patrona always took the lead, 
clutching her handbag: keep your eyes peeled, pay atten
tion, stay right beside me, the place is alive. with pick
pockets. She marched through the market briskly, looking, 
squeezing, bargaining: these prices are a scandal; jail is the 
only place for moneygrubbers like these. I walked behind· 
the maid with a bag in each hand and my lollipop in my 
pocket. I used to watch people, trying to guess their lives 
and secrets, their virtUes and adventures. I always returned 
home with shining eyes and a joyful heart. I would run to 
the kitchen, and while I helped Elvira put things away I 
besieged _her with stories of enchanted carrots and peppers 
that turned into princes and princesses when they fell into 
the pot and jumped out of it with sprigs of parsley tangled 
in their crowns and broth streaming from their royal gar
ments. 
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"Sh-h-h! The do~ is coming. Grab the broom, little 
bird." 

During the siesta, the hout when quiet reigited in the 
house, I used to abandon. my tasks and go to the dining 
room. A large painting in a gilded. frame hung there, a 
window open onto a marine horizon: waves, rocks, hazy 
sky, and sea gulls. I would stand there with my hands 
behind my back, my eyes fixed on that irresistible seascape, 
lost in never-ending voyages and sirens and dolphins and 
manta rays that sometimes leapt from my mother's fan
tasies and other times from Professor Jones's books. Among 
the countless stories my mother had told me, I always 
preferred those in which the sea played some part; after
ward I would dream of distant islands, vast urlderwater 

· cities, oceanic highways for fish navigations. We must have 
a sailor ancestor, my mother said every time I asked for 
another of those storie5, and thus was born the legend of 
the Dutch grandfather. In the presence of that painting, I ' 
recaptured those earlier emotions, either when I stood close 
enough to hear it speak or when I watched it while I was 
doing my household chores; each time I could smell a faint 
odor of sails, lye, and starch. . 

"What are you doing here!" the patrona would scold if 
she discovered me; "Don't you have anything to do? We 
don't keep that painting here for. your sake." 

From what she said, I believed that paintings wear away, 
that the color seeps into the eyes of the person beholding· 
them, until gradually they fadeiand vanish. : ·. · 

"No, child. Where did you gi!t such a silly notion? They· 
don't wear away. Come here, give me a kiss on _my nose 
and I'll let you look at the sea. Give me another and I'll 
give you a centavo. But don't tell my sister, she doesn't 
understand. Does my nose disgust you?" And the pdtron 
and I would hide behind the ferns for that clandestine ca
ress. 

I had been told to sleep in a hammock in the kitchen, 
but after everybody was in bed I would steal in the servants' 
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room and slip into the bed shared by the maid and the 
cook, one sleeping with her head toward the top and the 
other with her head toward the foot. I would curl up beside 
Elvira and offer to tell her a story if she would let me stay. 

"All right. Tell me the one about the man who lost his 
head over love." 

"I forgot that one, but I remember one about some an-
imals." 

"There must have been a lot of sap in your mother's 
womb to give you such a mind for telling stories, little 
bird." 

I remember very well, it was a rainy day; there was a strange 
odor of rotted melons and cat piss on the hot breath blow
ing from the street; the odor filled the house, so strong · 
you could feel it on your fingertips.· 1 was in the dining 
room on one of my sea voyages. I did not hear the patrona's 
footsteps, and when I felt her claws on my neck, the sur
pris·e jerked me back from a great distance, leaving me 
petrified in the uncertainty of not knowing where I was. 

"You here again? Go do your work! What do you think 
I pay you for?" 

"I finished everything, dona ... " . 
The patrona picked up a. large vase from the sideboard 

and turned it upside down, dashing stinking water and 
wilted flowers to the floor. 

"Clean it up!" she 9rdered. · --
The sea disappeared, the fogbound rocks, the red tresses 

woven through my nostalgia, the dining-room furniture 
-all I saw were those flowers on the tiles, growing, writh
ing, taking on a life of their own, and that woman with 
her tower of curls and locketed throat. A monumental 
"No!" swelled inside me, choking me; I heard it burst forth 
in a scream that came from my toes, and watched it explode 
against the patrona's powdered face. When she slapped me 
I felt no pain, because long before she touched me I felt 
only rage, an urge to leap upon her, drag her to the floor, 
claw her face, grab her hair, and pull with all my might. 
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But the bun yield~. the curls crumbled, the topknot catne 
loose, and that entire mass of brittle hair lay in my hands 
like a dying fox. Horrified, I realized that I had snatched 
the dona bald-headed. I bolted from the room, ran through 
the house and tht garden, and rushed ~to the street without 
any sense of where. I was going. After a few minutes the 
warm summer rain had soaked me through, and fear and 
wetness brought me to a halt. The shaggy trophy was still 
in my hands; I flung it to the edge of the sidewalk where 
it was carried off with other debris in the drainage ditch. 
I stood for several minutes observing the shipwrecked curls 
swirling sad,ly away, and once they were out of sight t\ 
began to walk aimlessly, convinced I had come to the end\ 
of my road, sure there was no place I could hide after the . 
crime I had just committed. I left familiar stteets, passed 
the site of the Thur:sday market, continued through the 
residential zone of houses shuttered for the siesta, and walked 
on and on like a sleepwalker. The rain had stopped and 
the late afternoon sun was evaporating moisture from the 
wet asphalt, swathing the world in a sticky veil. People, 
traffic, noise-a lot of noise: construction sites with gi
gantic, roaring yellow machines, ringing steel, screeching 
brakes, horns, the cries of street vendors. A vague odor of 
swamp and fried food drifted from the cafes, and I re:. 
membered that I usually had something to eat at this hour. 
I was hungry, but I had no money, and in my flight I had 
left behind the remnants of my weekly lollipop. I reckoned 
that I had been walking in circles for sever11 hours. I was 
awestruck. In those days the city was not the hopeless 
disaster it is now, but it was already growing-shapelessly, 
like a malignant tumor, assailed by lunatic architectUre in 

' an unholy mixture of styles: Italian marble palaces, Texas · 
ranch houses, Tudor mansions, · steel skyscrapers, resi
dences in the form of ships, mausoleums, Japanese tea
houses, Swiss chalets, and wedding cakes with plaster icing. 
I was in shock. 

Toward evening, I came to a plaza bordered with ceibas, 
· solemn trees that had stood guard over that place since the 
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War oflndependence; in the center was a bronze equestrian , 
statue of the Father of the Nation, a Aag in one hand and 
reins in the other, humiliated by the irreverence of pigeon 
shit and the disillusion of history. In one comer of the 
square, surrounded by curious onlookers, I saw a white
clad campesino in a straw sombrero and sandals. I walked 
closer to watch. He was reciting in a singsong voice, and 
for a few coins, in response to the individual client, he 
would change his theme but continue to improvise verses 
without pause or hesitation. Under· my breath I tried im
itating him, and discovered how much easier it is to re
member stones when you rhyme-the story dances to its 
own music. l stood listening until the ·man picked up his 
coins and went away. For a while I' amused myself by 
searching for words that sounded the same: what a good 
way to remember; now l would be able to tell Elvira the 
same story twice. The minute l thought of Elvira, I could 
almost smell the odor of fried onion; I felt a cold chill down 
my back as l realized the truth of my predicament.' Again 
I saw my patrona's curls rippling down the drainage ditch 
like a dead cat, and the prophecies my madrina had so often 
repeated rang in my ears: Bad, bad girl. You'll end up in 
jail, that's how it begins. You don't mind, and then you 
act smart-and you end up behind bars. Listen to what 
I'm telling you, that's how it's going to be. l sat down on 
the edge of a fountain to look at the goldfish and at the 
water lilies drooping from the heat. 

"What's the matter?" It was a dark-eyed boy wearing 
khaki pants and a shirt much too large for him. 

"I'm going to be arrested." 
· "How old are you?" 

"Nine, more or less." 
"Then you have no right to be in jail. You're a minor." 
"But I scalped my patrona." 
"How?" 
"With one jerk." . 
He sat down beside me, watching me out of the comer 
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of his eye and digging the dirt from beneath his fingernails 
with a penkrtife. · 

"My name is Huberto Naranjo. What's yours?" 
"Eva Luna. Would you be my friend?'.' .... 
"I don't hang around with women." But he stayed, and 

until it got late we were showing each other our scars, 
sharing secrets, getting to know each other, and beginning 
a long relationship that would lead us along the paths of 
friendship and love. · 

From the motnent he could look after himself, Huberto 
Naranjo had lived in the street, first shining shoes and 
selling newspapers and then scratchirig a living through\· 
hustling and petty thievery. He had a natural. gift for con- · 
ning the gullible, and I was given immediate\ proof of his 
talent there at the plaza fountain. He began a spiel to catch 
the attention of passersby, and soon had gathered a small 

· crowd of clerks, old men, poets, and a few guardia sta
tioned there to be sure that everyone walking past the 
equestrian statue showed the proper respect. His challenge, 
was to see who could grab a fish from the fountain; it" 
meant plunging your upper body into the water, rooting 
around among the aquatic plants, arld blindly feeling along 
the slimy bottom. Huberto had cut the tail of one fish, and 
the poor creature could only swim in a circle like a top or 
lie motionless beneath :i lily pad, where.Huberto knew to 
fish him out with one swoop. As he triumphantly hoisted 
his catch, the losers paid up-'-with both shirt-sleeves and 
dignity considerably dampened. Another way of earning 
a few coins consisted of betting on finding the pea beneath 
one sheU of the three he moved rapidly acro.ss a piece ·of 
cloth unfolded on the ground. He could slip'off a stroller's 
watch in less than two seconds, and in the same amount 
ohime make it vanish in thin air. Some years later, dressed 
like a cross between a cowboy and a Mexican charro, he 
would sell everything from stolen screwdrivers to shirts 
bought in factory closeouts. At sixteen he would be the 
leader of a street gang, feared and respected; he would own 
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several carts selling roasted peanuts, sausages, and sug
arcane juice; he would be the hero of the whores in, the 
red-light district, and the nightmare of the guardia, until 
other concerns took him off to the mountains. But that 
came much later. When I first met him, he was still a boy, 
but if I had observed him more carefully I might have seen · 
a sign of the man he would become; even then he had ready 
fists and fire in his heart. If you want to get ahead, you 
have to be macho, Huberto Naranjo used to say. It was 
his crutch, based on male attributes that were no different 
from-those of other boys, but that he put to the test, mea
suring his penis with a ruler or demonstrating how far he 
could urinate. I learned that much later( when he himself 
scoffed at such standards-after someon'e told him that size 
is not irrefutable proof of virility. Nevertheless, his ideas 
about manhood were deeply rooted from childhood, and 
the things that happened to him later, all the battles and 
passions, all the encounters and arguments, all the rebel
lions and defeats, were not enough to change his mind. 

After dark we made the round of nearby restaurants, looking 
for something to eat. Sitting in an alley across from the 
back door of a cheap cafe, we shared a steaming pizza that 
Huberto had traded for a postcard of a smiling blonde with 
stupendous breasts. Then, climbing fences and violating 
private property, we twisted our way through a labyrinth 
of court.yards until we reached a parking garage. We slipped 
through a ventilation duct to avoid the fat guard at the 
entrance, and scrambled down to the lowest level. The.re; 
in a dark comer between two columns, Huberto had im
provised a nest of newspapers where he could go when 
nothing better presented itself. We settled in for the night, 
lying side by side in the dirkness, drowning in fumes of 
motor oil and carbon monoxide as thick as an ocean liner's 
exhaust. I made myself comfortable and offered him a story 
in payment for being so nice to me. 

"All right," he conceded, slightly baffled, because I be-
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lieve that in all his life he had never heard anything remotely 
resembling a story. 

"What shall it be about?" 
"About bandits," he said~ to say something. 
I took inspiration from several episodes I'd hea~d on the 

radio, some ballads I knew, and a few ingredients of my 
own invention, and began spinning a story of a damsel in 
love with an outlaw, a real jackal who resolved even minor 
disagreements with bullets, strewing the landscape with 
widows and orphans. The girl never lost hope of redeeming 
him through the strength of her love and the sweetness of\ 
her character, and while he went around perpetrating his \ 
evil deeds, she gathered in the very orphans created by the \ 
insatiable pistols of the evildoer. When he showed up at 
the house, it was like a gale from hell; he stomped in, 
kicking doors and emptying his pistols into the air. On her 
knees she would plead with him to repent ofhis cruel ways, 
but he mocked her with guffaws that shook the walls and 
curdled the blood. "How've you been, honey!" he would 
shout at the top of his lungs, while terrified youngsters ran 
to hide in the wardrobe. How are all the kids? and he would 

· open the door and pull them out by the ear to see how tall 
they were. Aha! I see they're getting big, but don't you 
worry. Before you can say boo! I'll be off to town and I'll 
make some new orphans for your collection. Arid so the 
years went by and the number of mouths to. be fed kept 
growing, until one day the sweetheart, weary of such-abuse; 
realized the futility of continuing to hope for the bandit's 
salvation and decided to stop being so good. She got a 
permanent, bought a red drC$s, and turned her house into 
a place for parties and good times where you could buy 
the most delicious ice cream and the best malted milks, 
play all kinds of games, and dance and sing. The children 
had a wonderful time waiting on the customers; poverty 
and misery were ended and the woman was so happy that 
she forgot all the unhappiness of the past. Things were 
going very well~ but gossip reached the ears of the jackal 
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misfortune, perished from hunger, beatings, and tropical 
diseases. Not a breath of any of this was reported on the 
radio or published in the newspapers, but Elvira found out 
through rumors on her days off, and often talked about 
them. I loved Elvira very much; I called her grandmother, 
abutla, I would say. They'll never part us, little bird, she 
promised, but I was not so sure; I already sensed that my 
life would be one long series of farewells. Like me, Elvira 
had started working when she was a little girl, and through · 
the long years weariness had seeped into her bones and 
chilled her soul. The burden of work and grinding poverty 
had killed her desire to go on, and she had begun her 
dialogue with death. At night she slept in her coffin, partly 
to become accustomed to it, to lose her feat ofit, and partly 

. to irritate the patrona, who never got used to the idea of a 
coffin in her house. The maid could not bear the sight of 
my abutla lying in her mortuary bed in the room they 
shared, and one day simply went away, without advising 
even the patr6n, who was left waiting for her at the hour 
of the siesta. Before she left, she chalked crosses on all the 
doors in the house, the meaning of which no one ever 
deciphered, but for the same reason never dared erase. 
Elvira treated me as if she were my true abutla. It was with 
her that I learned to barter words for goods, and I have 
been blessed with good fortune, for I have always been 
able to find someone willing to accept such a transaction. 

I did not change much during those years; l remained 
rather small and thin, but with defiant eyes that nettled the 
patrlmll. My body developed slowly, but inside something 
was raging out of control, like an unseen river. While I felt 
I was a woman, the windowpahe reflected the blurred im
age of a little girl. Even though l did not grow much, it 
was still enough that the patron began to pay more attention 
to me. I must teach you to read, child, he used to say, but 
he never found time to do it. Now he not only asked for 
kisses .on his nose; he began giving me a few centavos to 
help him bathe and sponge his body. Afterward he would 
lie on the bed. while I dried him, powdered him, and put 
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his underwear on him a5 if he-were a baby. Sometimes he 
sat for hours soaking in the bathtub and playing naval 
battles with me;-other times he went for days without even 
looking in my direction, occupied with his bets, or in a 
stupor, his nose the color of eggplant. Elvira warned me 
with explicit clarity that men have a monster as ugly as a 
yucca root between their legs, and tiny babie!i come out 
of it and get into women's bellies and grow there. I was 
never to touch those parts for any reason, because the sleep-
ing beast would raise its horrible head and le~p at me-

. with catastrophic results. But I did not believe her, it sounded 
like just another of her outlandish tales. All the parrcSH had \ 
was a fat, sad little worm that never so much as stirred, \ 
and nothing like a baby ever came from it, at IC2st when 
I was around. It looked a little like his Aeshy nose, :ind that 
was when I discovered-and later in life proved-the dose 
relationshit> between a man's nose and his penis. One look 
at a man's face and I know how he will look naked. Long 
noses and short, narrow and broad, haughty and humble, 

, greedy noses, snooping noses, bold and indifferent noses 
good for nothing but blowing-noses of all kinds. With 
age, almost all of them thick~ grow limp and bulbous,: 
and Jose the arrogance of upstanding penises. ' 

Every tirrte I looked outside from the balcony; I realized 
that I would have been better off h:id I not coint back. 
The street was more appe11ing' than that house where life. 
droned by so tediously-daily routines repeated :it the same 
slow pace, days stuck to one another, all the same color, 
like time in a hospital bed. At' night I gazed at the sky and 
imagined that I could make myself as wispy a~ smoke and 
slip between the bars of the locked gate. I pretended that 
when a moonbeam touched my back I sprouted wings like 
a bird's, two huge feathered wings for flight. Sometimes 
I concentrated so hard on that idea that I flew above the 
rooftops. Don't imagine sucli foolish things, little bird, 
only witches and airplanes fly at night. I. did not learn 
anything more of Huberto Naranjo until much later, but 
1. often thought of hitn, placing his dark face on all tny 
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fairy-tale princes. Although I was young, I knew about 
love intuitively, and wove it into my stories. I dreamed 
about love, it haunted me. I studied the photographs in 
the crime reports, trying to guess the dramas of passion 
and death in those newspaper pages. I was always hanging : 
on to adults' words, listening behind the door when the 
patrona talked on the telephone, pestering Elvira with ques
tions. Run along, little bird, she would say. The radio was 
my source of inspiration. The one in the kitchen was on 
from morning till night, our only contact with the outside 
world, proclaiming the virtues of this land blessed by God 
with all manner of treasures, from its central position on 
the globe and the wisdom of its leaders to the swamp of 
petroleum on which it floated. It waS'the radio that taught 
me to sing boleros and other popular songs, to repeat the 
commercials, and to follow a beginning English class half ' 
an hour a day: This pencil is red, is this pencil blue? No, that 
pencil is not blue, that pencil is red. I knew the time for each 
program; I imitated the announcers' voices. I followed all 
the dramas; I suffered indescribable torment with each of 
those creatures battered by fate, and was always surprised 
that in the end things worked out so well for the heroine, 
who for sixty installments had acted like a moron. 

"I say that Monted6nico is going to recognize her as his 
daughter. If he gives her his name, she can marry Rogelio 
de Salvatierra," Elvira would sigh, one ear glued to the 
radio. 

"She has her mother's locket. That's proof. Why doesn't 
she tell everyone she's Monted6nico's daughter and get it 
over with?" 

"She couldn't do that to the man who gave her life, little 
bird." 

"Why not? He left her locked up in an orphanage for · 
eighteen years." 
. "He's just mean, little bird. They call people like him 

sadists." ' 
"Look, abut/a, if she doesn't change her ways, she's going 

to have a hard time all her life." 

···-: 
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"Well, you r1ccdn't Worry, everything will work out 
fine. Can't you see she's a good girl?" , 

Elvira was right. The long·suffering always- triumphed 
and the evil received their due. Monted6nico was struck 
down by a fatal illness, pleading from his deathbed for 
forgiveness; his daughter cared for him until he died, and 
then, after inheriting his fortune, married Rogelio de Sal
vatierra, giving me in passing an abundance of material for 
my own stories-although only rarely did I respect the 
standard happy ending. Little bird, my abut/a used to say, 
why don't people in your stories ever get married? Often 
only a word or two would string together a rosary df 
images in my mind. Once l heard a delicious new word 
and Rew to ask Elvira, Abuela, what is snclw? From her 
explanation I gathered it was like frozen meringue. At that 
moment I became the heroine of stories about the North 
Pole; I was the abominable snow woman, hairy and fe
rocious, battling the scientists who were on my trail hoping 
to catch me and experiment on me in their laboratory. l. 
did not find out what snow really was until the day a niece 
of the General celebrated her debut; the event was so widely 
heralded on the radio that Elvira had no choice but to take 
me to see the spectacle-from a distance, of course. A 
thousand guests gathered that ntght ~t the city's best hotel, 
transformed for the occasion into a wintertime replica of 
Cinderella's ca5tle. Workmen ·trimmed back philodendron 
and tropical fems, decapitat"ea palm trees, and in their place 
set Christmas trees from A,laska trirnmed with angel hair 
arid artificial icicles. For i~skating they installed a rink of 
white plastic imitating polar ice. They painted frost on the 
windows and sprinkled s0 much synthetic snow ~ery
where that a. week later snowflakes were still drifting into 
the operating room of the Military Hospital five hundred 
meters away. The machines imported from the North failed 
to freeze the water in the swimming pool; instead of ice, 
all they obtained was a kind of gelatinous vomit. They 

, decided to settle for two swans, dyed pink, awkwardly 
trailing a banner between them bea!1ng the name of the 
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debutante in gilt letters. To give more panache to the party, 
they flew in two scions of European nobility and a film 
star. At midnight the honoree, swathed in sable, was low
ered from the ceiling in a swing built in the shape of a 
sleigh, swaying four meters above the heads of the guests, · 
half-swooning from heat and vertigo. Those of us on the 
fringes outside did not see this, but it was featured in all 
the magazines; no one seemed surprised by the miracle of 
a tropical capital hotel shivering in Arctic cold-much more 
unbelievable events had happened there. In all that spec
tacle, I had eyes for only one thing: some enormous tubs 
filled with natural snow that had been placed at the entrance . 
to the festivities so the elegant guests could throw snow
balls and build snowmen, as they had heard is done in lands 
of ice and snow. I pulled free from Elvira, slipped between 
the waiters and guards, and ran to take that treasure in my 
hands. At first I thought I had been burned, and screamed 
with fright, but I was so fascinated by the color of light 
trapped in the frozen, airy matter that I could not let go. 
A guard nearly caught me, but I stooped down and scooted 
between his legs, clutching the precious snow to my chest .. 
When it melted away, trickling through my fingers like 
water, I felt deceived. Some time later, Elvira gave me a 
transparent hemisphere containing a miniature cabin and a 
pine tree; when you shook it, it set loose a blizzard of 
snowflakes. So you will ha\le a winter of your own, little 
bird, she told me. 

At that age I was not interested in politics, but Elvira 
filled my head with subversive ideas to offset the beliefs 
of our employers. . 

"Everything in this country is crooked, little bird. Too 
many yellow-haired gringos, I say. One of these days they'll 
carry the whole country off with them, and we'll find 

. ourselves plunk in the middle of the ocean-that's what I 
say." , 

The dona of the locket was of exactly the opposite opin
ion. 

"How unfortunate that we were discovered by Chris-
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topher Columbus and not an Englishtrian. It takes deter:. 
mined people of sturdy stock to build roads through the 
forests, sow crops on the plains, and industrialize the na
tion. Wasn't that what they did in the United States? And 
look where that. country is today!" . 

She agreed with the General when he opened the border 
to anyone wanting to flee the misery of postwar Europe. 
Immigrants arrived by the hundreds, bringing wives, chil
dren, grandparents, and distant cousins; with their many 
tongues, national dishes, legends, holidays; and nostalgias. 
Our exuberant geography swallowed them up in one gulp. 
A few Asians were also allowed to enter and, once in the 
country, multiplied with astounding rapidity. Twenty years 
later, someone pointed out that on every str~ comer there 
was a restaurant decorated with, wrathful tlemons, paper 
lanterns, and a pagoda roof. Once the newspaper reported 
·the story of a Chinese waiter who left the customers un..: 
attended in the dining room, climbed the stairs to the office, 
and with a kitchen cleaver cut off the head and hands of 
his employer because he had not shown the proper respect 
for a religious . tradition when he placed the image of a 
dragon beside that of a tiger. During the investigation of 
the case, it was discovered that both protagonists of the 
tragedy were illegal immigrants. Asian passports were used 
a hundred times over; since the immigration officers could 
barely determine the sex of an Oriental; they certainly were 
not able from a passport photograph to tell them apart: 
Foreigners came with the intention of making their fortune 
and retuming home but, i insttad, they stayed. Their de:
scendants forgot their mother tongue, conquered by the 
aroma of coffee and the happy nature, the spell, of a· people 
who still did not know envy; Very few set out to cultivate . 
the homesteads granted by the government, because there 
were too few roads, schools, and hospitals, and too many 
diseases, mosquitoes, and poisonous snakes. The interior 
was the territory of outlaws, smugglers, and soldiers. Im
migrants stayed in the cities, working diligently and saving 
ev~ry centavo, ridiculed by the native-born, w~o though.t 
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extravagance and generosity were the greatest virtues any 
decent person could have. 

"I don't believe in machines. This business of copying 
the gringos' ways is bad for the soul," Elvira maintained, 
scandalized by the excesses of the newly rich, who were 
trying to live life as they had seen it in the movies. 

Since they lived on their respective retirement pensions, 
the elderly brother and sister had no access to easy money; 
as a result, there was no money squandered in that house, 
although they were aware of how the practice was spread
ing around them. Every citizen thought he had to own an 
executive-model automobile, until soon it became almost 
impossible to drive through the choked streets. Petroleum 
was traded for telephones in the shapes· of cannons, sea
shells, and odalisques; so much plastic was imported that · 
highways inevitably became bordered by indestructible 
garbage; eggs for the nation's breakfasts arrived daily by 
plane, producing enormous omelets on the burning asphalt 
of the landing strip when a crate was cracked open. 

·:The General is right. Nobody dies of hunger here
you reach out your hand and pluck a mango. That's why 
there's no progress. Cold countries have more advanced 
civilizations because the climafe forces people to work." 
The patron made these assertions lying in the shade, fanning 
himself with a newspaper and scratching his belly. He even 
wrot~ a letter to the Ministry of Trade, suggesting the 
possibility of towing an iceberg from the polar zone, crush-

. ing it, and scattering it from airplanes to see whether it 
might change the climate and combat. the laziness of his 
countrymen. 

While those in power stole without scruple, thieves by 
trade or necessity scarcely dared practice their professiOn: 
the eyes .of the police were everywhere. That was the basis 
for the story that only a dictator could maintain order. The 
common people, who never saw the telephones, disposable 
panties, and imported eggs, lived as they always had. The 
politicians of the opposition were in exile, but Elvira told 
me that in silence and shadow enough anger was brewing 
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to cause the people to rebel against the regime. The patrones 
were unconditionally loyal to the General, and when mem
bers of the guatdia came by the house selling his phot<>"' 
graph, they showed them with pride the one already hanging 
in a place of honor in the living room, Elvira developed a 
relentless hatred of that chubby, remote, military man with 
whom she had never had the slightest contact, cutsing him 
and casting the evil eye on him every time she dusted his 
portrait .. 
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Author's Note 

Most Samoan proper nouns have meanings. 
Matai titles are usually derived from historical events and 

are handed down from generation to generation. 
The names of most of the main characters in this novel 

have been coined or chosen deliberately to fit the allegorical 

nature of the work 
For instance: 

Tauilopepe means: The Young Child Who Was Chosen 

Specially. 

Lupe: 
Masina: 
Malo: 
Pepe: 
Toasa: 
Sapepe: 
Tagata: 
Moa: 
Faitoaga: 
Galupo: 

Pigeon 
Moon 
To Win 
Young Child 
Sacred Warrior 
Aiga of Pepe 
Human Being 
Center of the Belly 
Cultivator 
Sea Wave of the Night 
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The Price of Copra 

It had rained nearly all day, and Tauilopepe had remained in 
the main fale (house) plaiting sennit. Now it was evening, 
time for prayers, and the throbbing chorus of cicadas ached 
through Sapepe village. Masina, T auilo's mother, came in 
from the kitchen fale where she had been helping cook the 
evening meal, opened the large wooden trunk, got out the 
Bible which had been in her aiga, her family, since the mis
sionaries came, and sat down facing her son. Tauilo stopped 
plaiting and put on the shirt that was lying beside him. The 
rest of the Aiga T auilopepe, his wife and three children and 
other relatives, entered and sat down at the back posts of the 
fale. 

Masina coughed, put two fingers to her mouth, and 
through the gap between them spat a thin streak of spittle out 
into the falling dark.. She began to sing a hymn. The others 
joined her, but a moment later Tauilo was neither singing nor 
listening. Head bowed, he sat mentally adding up the profits 
he hoped to make from the copra he was going to sell at 
Malo's store the next day. He broke from his thoughts when 
his only son sat down beside him. Sensing that Pepe was 
going to speak, he placed his hand over the boy's mouth 
gently. He could feel Masina looking at him, so he started 
singing again. 

Should get twenty pounds, he concluded as the hymn 
faded into the amen. Masina began to read from the Bible. 
T auilo remembered that they owed Malo fourteen pounds; it 
was a man's duty to pay his debts; all that work for nothing; 
all to Malo. Pepe moved up against Tauilo's side and put his 
head on his father's knee. T auilo tried to concentrate on the 
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reading but failed. The bitter thought of all that mone\ 
disappearing into the steel drawer in J\llalo's store defeated 
him. And at least two pounds had to lie donated that Sunda_\ 
to the upkeep of their pastor Filipo. "Keep us, 0 Lord, fro111 
straying into the sinful ways of the world," Masina prayed 
lrnmccliately he felt guilry, and fm the rest of rhe prayer ill 
repeated every word to himself to try to distract his thoughh 
from the debt. He'd leave it to Cod, he decided as i\1asi11~1 

said amen and closed the 13ilile. 
Tauilo still kept his eyes shur He'd been cheated. lh 

whom he didn't !mow or want to know; he\.l been cheated, 
that was all. \Nhen he heard the crunching sound of bare f cu 
coming tow;nd him over the pebble Aoor he opened his eyes. 
I !is wife, Lupe, loomed above him in the gloom. She placed 
the kerosene lamp in front of him, gave him a box of 
matches, and waited for him to light the lamp. He pushed the 
box open, pushed too hard, and the matches spilled into his 
lap. He cursed under his breath, picked up a match, and 
struck it furiously across the box. The match exploded with 
light. He glared up at Lupe. Seeing how angry he was, she 
looked away quickly and lifced the lampshade. He stabbed 
the burning match at the wick. The lamp spluttered, then its 
light ballooned across the fale. He looked across at Masina; 
she looked away from his anger too. He looked at the other 
members of his aiga. They got up silently and left the fale. 
Lupe put the lamp on the floor near the massive center post 
and went to the kitchen fale. He watched her go. Pepe 
jumped up noisily to follow her. 

"Don't ever do that again'" Tauilo \Varned him. Pepe 
looked questioningly at him, sat down again, and started to 

jab his fingers into the floor. Tauilo cuff eel him across the 
head. Pepe jumped up again and ran out of the fale. 

"\Nhere's the meal?" Tauilo called to the kitchen falc. 
1\lasina sat gazing out into the darkness. 

Soon his two daughters entered with food mats laden with 
fried fish and taro. He didn't look at them. Vao, the elder 
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girl, with bowed head, placed the food mat in front of him, 
retreated, and sat down at a back post. The rest of their aiga, 
except Pepe, entered with basins of water and baskets of food 
;111d arranged themselves beside Vao, all ready to serve Tauilo 
and Masina. They remained silent and avoided looking at 
hi111. 

L1uilo didn't wait for \ 1lasina, \1 ho usually said grace be
fore this 111ain meal of the day; he mumbled a short prayer 
and dug into his food. Masina glanced at him, then started to 

cat also. The\· ate in strained silence. 
i\!lorhs and tiny beetles danced around the Lrn1p, safe from 

the \Vax-colored lizards watching them from the rafters, as 
rhc crying of rhc cicadas faded into the night which now 
drencl~ed 'the village. From the neighboring 'fa le, pockets of 
light in the darkness, came the clatter of dishes and the 
n;uffied sound of conversation and laughter. The ride was 
surging in over the reef. It would soon be licking the crablike 

roots of the mangrove trees behind the Tauilopepe home. 
Tauilo finished eating and pushed away his food mat now 

littered with fish bones and taro crusts. Vao brought him a 
chipped enamel basin of water. He washed his hands and 
mouth and dried them on the hand towel she gave him. She 
returned to her place. The rest of the aiga started their meal. 
Tauilo watched them and picked at his teeth with his fingers. 

He suddenly noticed Pepe wasn't there. He was going to 
ask why, when Pepe slipped in from the darkness and sat 
down between Lupe and Vao. Lupe placed a large fish, 
which she had reserved specially for him, on his food mat. 
Pepe ate eagerly. 

The track to the pool was a wet snake with its head buried 
somewhere ahead in the darkness and the lapping of waves. 
The mud was slippery under his feet. Tauilo usually bathed 
at night, a habit he had acquired from his father when, as a 
boy, he had accompanied him to the pool. The stench of pig
sties veined the still air. He stopped, blew his nose into the 
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end of his towel, coughed and spat, and continued on his 
way, 

He looked down at the pooL It seemed to have snared the 
last traces of light. Beyond it the sea and sky were an invisi
ble murmur of water shifting and stirring. He picked his way 
down to it over the rocks and boulders, They felt smooth 
and warm. 

Tauilo's skin prickled, anticipating the cold that would 
shock it. He dived into the water. The cold stung him; he 
surfaced, gasping, and swam swiftly to the bank. He lathered 
his body with the piece of soap he had brought with him and 
tumbled back into the water to wash it off. After a while the 
cold didn't bother him, so he floated and gazed up at the few 
stars blinking in the black belly of the sky. Dogs barked from 
nearby fale. He didn't think of the debt until the cold seeped 
back into his bones. He flipped over, swam to the bank, 
clambered up, got his towel, and dried himself quickly, His 
bladder ached. He urinated into the rocks. He heard a crab 
scuttling under the rocks and remembered he hadn't urinated 
by the pool since that time long ago when his father had 
caught him and slapped him again and again on the back and 
shoulders. The memory of those painful blows reminded him 
of the debt, and his frustration and anger returned. 

vVhen T auilo entered the fa le Masina was reading to Pepe 
from the Bible, and his daughters and Lupe were hanging up 
the mosquito nets. They paused, briefly but noticeably, when 
they saw him. He went to the wooden trunk where most of 
their clothes were kept, got a bottle of coconut oil, and 
rubbed oil into his body until it glistened. He wrapped his 
sleeping sheet around himself, flattened down his unruly hair 
with his hands, and sat down a short distance from Masina 
and his son. Lupe and the girls left for the pool. 

The mos(1uito nets stirred lazily in the breeze that was be
ginning to blow in from the sea. Masina's voice flowed into 
his mind, but the words were the blank, flimsy whiteness of 
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the mosquito nets, the flicking of the beetles against the glass 
lampshade, the shadows crouching at the edge of the light. 

Pepe yawned. Masina told him to go to bed and to re
member to say his prayers. Tauilo glanced at his son. Pepe 
smiled back, got under the sleeping net, said his prayers 
loudly so 1\ilasina and his father could hear him, and, ending 
\vith an extra loud amen, stretched out on his mat and pulled 
his sleeping sheet up to his neck. Tauilo looked out at the 
darkness, and because some of his anger had gone, the shad
ows no longer seemed hostile. 

"Is the copra ready:i" Masina asked. Tauilo flicked the re
mainder of his cheroot out of the fale and watched it fizzling 
on the damp ground. Masina began to speak again. He got up 
and left the fa le. 

Flying foxes screeched from the mango trees which di
vided his land from that of the Aiga Toasa. He walked to

ward Toasa's fale. Always, when he had nothing else to do at 
night or when he was feeling troubled, he visited Toasa and 
played cards, the old man's favorite occupation. 

His father and Tuasa had grown up together. They had 
spanned fifty years before his father died in 1928. In his 
memories of them T auilo could never quite separate one 
from the other. They had both brought him up, nurturing 
him as one father, yet they were so different: T oasa full of 
laughter and vigor; Tauilopepe Laau, his father, aloof and si
lent, almost unapproachably cold. He had thought of them as 
making one complete human being-T oasa the flesh and bone 
and his father the calculating mind, the real power behind 
their leadership of Sapepe. But when his father died Toasa 
absorbed unto himself the being of his father, as it were. 

Tauilo stopped outside Toasa's fale and looked in. Toasa 
was sitting in the middle of the fale, scrutinizing the rows of 
playing cards in front of him on the floor as if he was study
ing a difficult puzzle. One of his sons, a few years older than 
Tauilo, was making a fish trap at the far side of the fale. A 
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large mosquito net, shivering in the hree;.e, stretched across 
the fale behind the old man. its harsh whiteness heightening 
the color of his cbrkly tanned body, which w;is hare to rhe 
waist. I !is aln1nd:111r !icily hung in folds over the rhick lc:nhcr 
belt that held up his lavalava. Periodicallv he slapped at the 
mosquitoes which settled on him, but his eyes never lefr the 

cards. T:rnilopepe entered. 
Toasa looked up. "Have \"Oll come, L1uilo;" he said. 

Toas:1 was the only man in S;1pepe who didn't address 
Tauilnpepe by his full 111arai rirle, bur rhen Toasa didn't ;1d
dress rhc other 111:irai hv their rirles either liur called thC111 Ii\· 
their ordinary 11:1111es. Crinning broadly, Toas;1 w:1ved T:1uilo 
down to sir <»pposire him. "Jus~r wh:ir J\c been w:1iri11g fnr··--:1 
fish to snarc 1" ·1;ll1ilo did11'r rc:illv wam to pl:iv c:1rds, liut 
Toasa, :is usual, \vas intent on heating him at Suipi, the game 
he had started to reach L1uilo on rhe day he proved to 

Toasa's satisfaction that he could shuffle a pack of cards 

properlv. 
Before he was comfortahlv settled Toasa collected the 

cards and srarred shufHing rhern. He squared the pack and 
hanged it down in front of Tauilo, who cut and handed it 
back to him. "Now, watch the champion move 1" Toasa said, 
dealing out the cards faster tha11 anyone else Tauilo had ever 
seen. 

Toasa won the first game easily, quickly. 
The women of rhe aiga entered and strung up more mos

quito nets. They and the children got under them, and rhe 
oldest woman started to tell the children the legend of Sina 

and the Eel. 
"Those papalagi have got airplanes now," Toasa said dur

ing the second game. 
"Airplanes~" his son asked. 
"Flying machines," replied Toasa, taking another point 

with a loud whoop. r-lis son looked puzzled for :1 moment hut 
then returned to his work. 

Tauilo wondered how Toasa kne\1· about the :1irplanes, cs-
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pccially as he hadn't visited Apia for over a year. To most of 
the people uf Sapepe the outside world was something heard 
about but never quite believed, a world as mysterious as those 
airplanes, rhosc thing machines that Toasa had lllentioned so 
casually, as if he knew all there was to know about them. 
Apia was a place to be visited perhaps twice a year, marveled 
at, and returnee! from with bewildering tales of mechanical 
marvels, ice crealll, big stores that sold everything a person 
could want, and a picture theater where cowboys (brave 
heroes) and Indians (villains)-in true stories, mind vou
killcd one another without anv thought of Jehovah ~H of 
moral consequences_ But bcyo1;d these~ tales a1~d the fallliliar 
and secure \vorld contained \vithin the coral reefs lay a 
hir_vl:md ruled liv papalagi, rhc builders of those airplanes 
and the messengers of Jehovah, the papalagi who, after es
tablishing Christi:mity in Samoa, had themselves reverted to 

pagan ways. 
As he played, Tauilo thought of the first time that Toasa 

and his father had taken him to Apia. A group of Sapepe 
rowers rowed rhem in a fautasi, because there were no roads 
to town then. v\lhen they arrived the two men dressed him in 
his best clothes. Then his father held his hand as they led the 
frightened boy from the jetty to the main street. Only a few 
impressions remained: how the men took him to the town 

market-the biggest and noisiest and dirtiest building the boy 
had ever seen-and to the milk bar where he had his first 
thrilling taste of ice cream; how he tried to make the ice 
cream last as he walked between his father and Toasa 
through the town and they named the main sights for him; 
but how the sweet cold thing melted quickly in the heat and 
he cried as his father wiped his hands and clothes clean from 
it; how, tired and hot from walking, they rested in the mar
ketplace packed with people and, eating bread and butter (a 
luxury he had never tasted before), watched the carriages 
and wagons swaying past, while he \vondered why the weird 
contraptions and horses were in such a hurry and where they 
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were hurrying to; how Toasa unconsciously blocked the path 
of a young papalagi-dresscd in white trousers, white shirt, 
and tanned shoes, which the boy could see his reflection in 
who pushed Toasa off the footpath; and how Toasa did11't 
rebuke or hit the papalagi for his rudeness as he usually did 
when a Sapcpcan was rude to him; and how he, Tauilo, won
dered why and was ashamed for Toasa, ashamed and embar
rassed fo; Toasa and his father, who in that moment of 
frightened humility ceased to be the giants they had aka\·s 
been in his thoughts; how, after the papalagi had humiliated 
roasa and his father they bought some things to take bacl;, 

got into the fautasi, and were rowed home, with neither man 
speaking to the other, and with the boy vowing that he 
would someday kill that papalagi and noticing how the t\1 o 
men were avoiding having to see their shame in each other's 
eyes, 

"Airplanes have two wings and an engine." Toasa inter
rupted Tauilo's thoughts, 

"\Vings;" his son asked. There was a noticeable break in 
Toasa's play. 

"Yes, wings," Toasa said, covering up his lack of kno\1·1-
edge by playing enthusiastically. 

Tauilo suddenly remembered the small wireless at the p:1s
tor's house. That must be where Toasa had got his informa
tion about airplanes. The wireless, which had been given to 
their village by the government, kept telling them about 
"Progress"-a mysterious but evidently very important thing, 
because the wireless always emphasized it-which was being 
established in Samoa by the New Zealand Administration. 
"Progress"-which most Sapepeans were suspicious of 
chiefly becrnse they didn't understand what it meant-was 
something that wm;ld lead to a higher standard of living; it 
was a force and blessing which would benefit their children 
and future generations, the wireless claimed. And Tauilo, 
who had experienced more than most Sapepeans of this 
"Progress" in action in Apia and at the theological college he 
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had attended, believed in it and wanted to possess it not only 
for his children but for himself. 

"There, bc;ir you again'" Toasa announced. Tauilo tossed 
in his cards, hoping Toasa had had enough, but he gathered 
them up and began to shuffle rhem again. "Two more 
games," he said. Most of the lights across the road had gone 
our. Tauilo cleaned his left ear with a drilling morion of his 
forefinger. 

Someone in the mosquito nets started snoring. T oasa 
reached behind him for his bamboo ali and hurled it at the 
net. It landed with a dull thud on the someone's head; there 
was a yelp of protest, then silence again. 

"Your copra ready yet"" Toasa asked. Tauilo nodded as 
he fanned his cards. "Should get quite a bit for it, ch)" Toasa 
said. "Knew a man in the old days. Worked till his back was 
bent like a camel's to make a fortune in copra. Know what 
happcnecP I le collected about ten tons. Wrecked his wife, 
children, aiga, and horse doing it. The palagi trader gave him 
all the credit he wanted while he was slaving to get his copra, 
and when it was ready told him the money it brought was 
just enough to pay the debt he'd run up at the trader's store. 
Poor, ignorant fellow! He tried to kill that palagi trader. 
Was arrested and charged with assault and put in jail!" Toasa 
stopped playing and laughed. Tauilo looked at Toasa's son; 
they smiled at each other. Toasa laughed on, his spraying 
spittle peppering Tauilo's face, and as he laughed and re
peated parts of his story, a very upsetting thought seeped into 
Tauilo's mind: Toasa was laughing at him. Feeling hot, he 
pushed his sleeping sheet down off his shoulders. 

Toasa swooped up the last two points and won again. 
Tauilo collected the cards to shuffle for their last game. 

As the game progressed, with Toasa chuckling and joking 
about fools and copra and unscrupulous traders, an accusing 
thought clogged Tauilo's head. He had always known that 
Toasa cheated at cards. In the past it had been something to 

laugh about, for it had meant nothing; but now-feeling that 
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Toasa was laughing at him-when he caught Toasa's right 
hand sweeping up a card he had hidden in the folds of his 
lavalava, "Stop cheating'" he heard himself say loud and 
clear. "Every night you insult me by cheating'" 

Toasa stared at him in disbelief. "Is it that importallt;" he 

said. 
Tauilo flung down his cards, sprang to his feet, and 

stamped out of the fale. 

I le got under rhc Jllosquiro net and lay down beside f ,upe. 
She rolled onto her left side, turning her back to him. I le 
moved against her back and embraced her. "Don't come r<> 
me because you want to use me to lose your fears and anger 
about everything," she whispered. He clutched her shoulder 
and turned her over onto her back. "Don't'" she said, but she 

didn't push him away. She lay still. 
"You're my wife," he muttered, his face buried in the 

softness of h~r neck. Her body was like unforgiving stone. 
"Don't do that to me. Hold mc 1

" 

"Don't just use me," she said. But he ignored her. 
So she tolerated him. 

2 
In the Rain 

Tauilopepe watched the skeleton of his conscience glowing 
rib by rib as rhe gray morning light filtered through the fale 
blinds and dispelled the dark trapped in the ner and the fale 
dome. He gazed at Lupe for a long while, reached out to 
wake her and apologize to her, but didn't; he rolled out of 
rhe net, put on his stained singlet and working lavalava, and 
raking his bushlmife from the thatching of the kitchen fale, 
crossed the road and walked between the sleeping fale. Only 
a fe\v pigs and hens were about, foraging in rubbish heaps 
and puddles. Everything was covered with a fine layer of 
dew. He climbed over the high rock fence behind the village 
onto the track that led to his plantation. Gray clouds gripped 
the mountain range to the east. No birds. Nothing to break 
the monotony of gray sky. 

When he reached his plantation he immediately started to 
slash the creepers off the banana trees. He worked with a fu
rious intentness. Ants and bugs stung his arms and face, and 
he was soon soaked to the skin. The bushknif e got tangled in 
the creepers and was wrenched from his hand. He paused, 
gazed up at the mountain range stretching like a storm cloud 
right across the center of the island, sighed, and wiped the 
rain and sweat off his face with the end of his lavalava. It had 
started to drizzle. 

Near noon, the light drizzle having stopped, Tauilo 
stretched out in the shelter of a clump of banana trees and 
for the first time that day felt pangs of hunger tugging at his 
belly. He ignored them stoically. A spider dangled from the 
banana leaves toward his face. He reached up and crushed it. 

His plantation, part of the aiga land that went with his 
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5 
Orators and Gold 

All the ceremonials were over. God's blessing and protection 
had been asked for, and the kava had been pounded, mixed 
with water, shared out, and drunk, as was the custom. Be
cause Toasa, Tauilopepe, and Malo held the three most im
portant Sapepe titles, T oasa occupied the middle post at the 
right-hand side of the fale, Tauilo the post directly opposite 
To:is'.l, and Malo the middle front post. The other matai, the 
heads of the other twenty or so Sapepe aiga, occupied the 
remaining posts. On the back paepae were gathered a large 
group of untitled men who had come to listen, observe, and 
learn from their elders. In Toasa's kitchen fale, half-hidden 
from view by a thick hibiscus hedge, many people were busy 
cooking food which would be served to the matai at the end 
of the meeting. A silent crowd of children sat in the shade of 
the kapok trees beside the main road. The late morning sky 
was webbed with luminous strands of white cloud. 

Like the untitled men on the paepae, T auilo had rarely 
missed these important meetings when his father was alive. 
Through them and through Toasa's expert tutelage he had 
become a proficient orator. But, even when he had received 
the aiga title and hence become a member of the matai coun
cil, he seldom spoke at the meetings. Now, however, he had 
to speak because he wanted a major share of the uncultivated 
land; he knew that the importance of his title gave him a 
right to such a share, but he needed T oasa's support, because 
Malo was maneuvering for the same thing. 

Malo, dressed in khaki, with expensively sandaled feet, 
bril liantined hair, and bespectacled face, sat fingering the ac
count book in which all the matai's debts were recorded. 
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Toasa was plaiting sennit; his lavalava had slipped down, ex
posing the tattooed lower half of his back and top of his but
tocks. He appeared not to be listening to the speeches, but 
everyone knew that he wasn't missing anything. 

The matai spoke one after another. They all agreed to the 
land being brought under cultivation, but no one discussed 
the question of \vhen and how it was to be divided. For most 
of them the meeting was just another opportunity to display 
their verbal brilliance; to a few of them the food at the end 
was most important. All of them knew that Malo was after a 
major share of the land, and they resented him for it but 
were afraid to challenge him openly because of their debts to 
him. They were waiting for T oasa to stop Malo from getting 
an unfair share hy using their debts to frighten them into 
supporting him. Only Toasa seemed impervious to the tense 
silence that fell as soon as Malo started speaking. Mala's ora
tory was the sty le of the town: a glib, crisp mixture of almost 
colloquial language and often inappropriate poetic phrases 
and proverbs. The sharp light reflecting off the stones of the 
paepae was trapped firmly in the rims of his spectacles. 

"Business is business," Malo said. "And land is now good 
business. We must wake up to this fact and cultivate our land 
now. Use the money to build a new school and hospital. If 
most of you are too weak to cultivate the land, then you 
must leave it to those who can. And, with God's help, the 
strong will conquer this land for the benefit of Sapepe'" 
T auilo fidgeted uncomfortably. Malo explained that their 
forefathers had come out of the sea, driven by war and the 
godly desire to find peace; they had claimed all this district 
for their heirs and had def ended it against others so that all 
Sapepeans could lead prosperous lives. Their forefathers had 
known nothing about making profits out of the land. Can we 
blame them' he asked. No, because their beloved fathers 
hadn't gone to school, hadn't known what money was; the 
papalagi hadn't arrived with the marvelous blessings of edu
cation, the Bible, and money. He wiped his face with his 
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handkerchief. He was the only Sapepean who used handker
chiefs. They were living in a predominantly papalagi world, 
he continued, and, even if papalagi were greedy and arro
gant, Samoans could no longer do without them and what 
they had brought, were bringing, and would continue to 

bring. 
He paused for a few seconds and scrutinized his audience. 

If they wanted to be equal to the papalagi they had to use the 
papalagi's weapons. Paused again, dramatically. If their land 
was well planted and looked after it would yield them the 
necessary money, the necessary dough, to give their children 
a good life. (Malo, the other matai knew, was well ac
quainted with town slang. They also believed he was the 
only Sapepean who could speak English fluently.) When he 
stopped speaking this time they thought he had finished, but 
when he picked up the account book and put it in his lap 
they knew he wasn't going to stop hunting them. If they 
didn't want to cultivate the virgin land they had to allow the 
stronger members of their peaceful community to do so, he 
told them. Then, smiling benignly, he declared that he had 
never cheated them in anything, that he paid their teacher's 
salary and most of the money toward the upkeep of their 
pastor and church. Paused. Coughed. If they couldn't carry 
out the back-breaking job of clearing and cultivating the land 
they had to say so-it wasn't a sin to admit one was weak. He 
reminded them of the parable of the talents and said that it 
was the duty of the strong to protect their less fortunate 
brothers. 

Toasa coughed. Malo stopped speaking. 
They all looked at Toasa. The old man had stopped plait

ing and was gazing at Malo. They sighed in thankful relief. 
"Yes, the land must be divided fairly," Malo continued 
valiantly. Toasa's cough had broken the spell of fear which 
Malo had cast over the matai. ''This land bequeathed to us hy 
our forefathers to be cared for as we care for our children. 
Soifua 1

" Malo ended his speech. 
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They all expected T oasa to speak then but he didn't. He 
coughed loudly again and looked at each matai in turn. 
\Nhen his gaze settled on T auilo he nodded, and T auilo real
ized, with his heart thudding loudly, that the old man wanted 
him to speak. Half a lifetime of trying to master the awesome 
skill of manipulating language and the massive and intricate 
heritage that went with it were now to be demonstrated in 
his f-irst major speech before the council, before the expert, 
critical scrutiny of Sapepe. 

He spoke and, to his surprise, the words came easily. 
\Vhen he sensed that Toasa was listening attentively he knew 
he was displaying his thoughts in the right words in the right 
way. For method was everything to Toasa: style and tech
nique were the justification for almost everything. If you had 
to do something, anything, you had to do it better than it had 
ever been done before. Even when you shat you had to do it 
with style, he remembered Toasa joking once. 

" ... The land is our greatest blessing from God, our most 
precious inheritance from our forefathers. Without it we 
would have no roots, we would be a canoe without a secure 
anchor, birds with no permanent and safe nesting ground. 
The land defines us, gives meaning to our titles and history; 
and besides our titles and the memories we will leave behind 
us when we die it is the only worthwhile possession we can 
bequeath to our children. Therefore it must never be alien
ated. Our forefathers-and they were farsighted, valiant men 
-made sure our land was not lost; they knew that without it 
we would be nothing." 

He paused and looked at his listeners. "Not all that the 
papalagi has brought and is bringing has been good. Our way 
of life, our precious faa-Samoa, is changing-some say for the 
worse, some say for the better. This humble person for one 
believes that some of the changes, such as the new education 
and medicine, have been very beneficial. This humble person, 
who has no right to speak so loudly and at such great length 
before you today, wants these benefits, these blessings, for 
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Sapepe. This unworthy person believes too that we can ac
quire these blessings with God's guidance." 

Lowering his voice, he explained: "For a long time now I 
have, in my own stumbling way, searched for the best means 
of acquiring these blessings for our beloved district. I have 
gone to God and asked Him in prayer. And in His \Visdom 
and Grace the Almighty has whispered to my heart that we, 
His beloved children, must now use the most valuable gift 
He has bestowed upon us. And what is that gift, Dignity~ of 
Sapepe~ As I have already stated, it is our land. Yes, the land 
and the "vealth it keeps locked in its body .... " 

He continued elaborating on this point, immersed in the 
poetic flow of his own imagery. A little later he was saying: 
"This person agrees with Malo, who is the most able and 
generous and hardworking among us, that the land must be 
cultivated and its wealth used to educate our children, build a 
hospital, construct a tap water system, and-most important 
of all-used to build a more beautiful church to glorify our 
most generous Father in Heaven. Malo himself has shown us 
through his efforts how the land can be cultivated using the 
new implements and knowledge of the papalagi, cultivated so 
efficiently that it will yield a limitless bounty. Malo has 
shown and is showing us the way. Let us follow him." 

Another dramatic pause. Malo's eyes were shut and he was 
smiling. Tauilo looked away from him to Toasa and said: 
"We must divide the uncultivated land among all the aiga 
and we must divide it equally. That is my unworthy opinion. 
Even if one aiga is weaker than another it should still get an 
equal share-that is the true faa-Samoa, the true way of jus
tice which God and our forefathers laid down." He noticed 
that the other matai were trying not to look at Malo, who 
was now staring at him. "However, in my humble opinion 
Malo was correct to remind us of the parable of the talents, 
and we should now agree that we all believe in using our 
talents to the fullest, and we must exhort our children and 
aiga to do likewise. Nevertheless, how an aiga chooses to use 
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its share of the land should be left to that aiga. That is this 
humble person's advice. You may choose another way. This 
humble person, whose mind is still young like new grass, will 
accept any decision you make." 

After another brief pause, he concluded, "Dignity of Sa
pcpe, this morning \viii be remembered in our history as one 
of the great !llornings, second only in importance to that 
morning when Jehovah and His story reached our shores. 
This rnorning will be remernhered as the morning the Dig
nity of Sapepc chose to heed God's advice, which He has so 
wisely put into our hearts, and to reap the rich promise of 
our land. . . Soifua, and may God's blessing be always on 
our cou11cil 1

" 

\Vhen Tauilo finished speaking T oasa slapped his thigh 
and laughed. "Our young friend has an eloquent tongue," he 
said. "I h;l\'en'r heard such good oratory for a long time. And 
he owes it all to me, his gifted teacher~" Except for Malo ev
eryone laughed. 

When Tauilo got home late that afternoon, after he had 
helped Toasa eat a whole suckling pig, he hurried into the 
fale and told Masina what the council had decided. She sim
ply nodded her head and went on smoking. 

"\Vhat do you think'" he asked. 
She looked up at him. "vVhy don't you become a deacon?" 

she said, ignoring his guestion. "The pastor has been wanting 
you to be a deacon for a while now." 

"All right," he replied without much thought. 
The full implications of his commitment to Masina dawned 

on him as he strolled toward the kitchen fale where Lupe was 
fanning a fire over which a pot was boiling. He stopped. 
Ever since he inherited the aiga title Masina had wanted him 
to become a deacon. It was her way of showing Sapepe that 
her son (and the Aiga Tauilopepc) had nor failed, that the 
disgraceful episode at the theological college was well in the 
past, something to be forgotten. He had refused her, con-
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vinced that Sapepe would never let him forget his disgrace; 
but as he stood there in the blazing heat with Lupe watching 
him he experienced a dizzying feeling of freedom. He was 
sure that God had intervened on his behalf that morning at 
the meeting. Becoming a deacon would be one \vay of repay
ing God. 

"What's the matter?" Lupe called. He shook his head and 
went into the kitchen fale. He sat down on the log beside 
her, picked up a piece of firewood, and jabbed it into the tire. 
The fire spat sparks. They watched it. "I am with child," she 
said. 

"What are we going to call him?" he asked, as if he had 
known all along that she was pregnant. She grinned at him. 
Ile laughed and drummed the stick against the side of the 
soot-coated pot as the breeze shuffled through the caves and 
folded blinds and played in Lupe's hair. He saw Pepe walk
ing toward them. Behind their son some boys were sticking 
wickets into both ends of a cricket pitch they had marked 
out. Tauilo was sure that their unborn child would be a boy. 
And the future was a dazzling vision of a huge plantation and 
two male heirs. Nothing was impossible. The flames danced 
in his eyes. With Toasa's support at the council meeting he 
had been given the right to cultivate the largest portion of 
the land: a wide, well-watered valley that stretched from the 
end of his aiga's land right up to the foothills and the rim of 
the range. It was all virgin bush, but in his mind's eye he saw 
it transformed into a lush, profitable plantation. 

Vao and Niu approached the kitchen fale, with buckets of 
water hanging from yokes across their shoulders. He realized 
they were developing into comely young women, especially 
Vao. His daughters went around to the back, put down their 
loads, sat down on the paepae, and began to talk. He vowed 
he would pay more attention to them. 

A pig darted across Pepe's path as he neared the kitchen 
fale. His hand curved down swiftly to a stone and, in one 
sweeping motion, threw. He missed. Tauilo laughed, and be-
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fore the pig disappeared into the taro patch behind the 
kitchen fale he pushed it out of sight with a stinging stone. 
Pepe \vhoopecl. Then he came and leaned against the fale post 

beside Tauilo. 
"\Vhere've vou been;" Lupe asked. 
"Helping some people \vith their umu." 
"You spend most of vour time helping others and not me 

<111d your sisrers," she said. 
Pepe shrugged his shoulders, knowing she was 011ly pre

tending to he angry. "Do you believe in aitu)" he asked. 
"\Vho's been talking to you about aitu;" 
"No one. Did you ~kno~ there's a headless, wailing, weep

ing, ferocious aitu living in Toasa's plantation?" 
"So it's Toasa \Vho's been telling you that;" 
"This airu cats bananas and rats and owls and mis

sionaries," Pepe said. His parents laughed. Pepe watched 
them skeptically. "Toasa's going to take me to see him some
day. I wanted Toasa to take me right away, but he said some
day. It's always someday. Even the lions." 

"The what)" asked Lupe. 
"The lions," said Pepe. "Toasa reckons there are lions right 

on top of the mountains. You know, where all the rivers in 
Sapepe start from. He's the only man who's seen the lions." 
His parents struggled to suppress their laughter. "I believe 
Toasa even if you don't 1 " he said. His parents tried to look 
serious. "Do you know the valley behind our plantation)" 
Tauilo nodded. "Well," continued Pepe, "Toasa believes if 
you burn down all the trees in the valley and dig up the 
ground you'll find gold there." 

"That's our valley now," Tauilo said. "Toasa made sure 

we got it." 
"Does that mean we can burn down the bush and dig up 

all that gold)" Pepe asked. 
''.But there's no gold in Samoa," Lupe said, trying to look 

senous. 
"There is gold!" laughed T auilo. "Gold that grows out of 
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the fertile ground." He sprang up and danced mincingly 
around the fire while Pepe and Lupe laughed and Vao and 
Niu watched them from outside the kitchen fale. 

That night Tauilo didn't go to meet Moa; he spent a long 
time beside the lamp, reading the Bible. 6 

To Market, 
To Market 

They were traveling straight for the morning sun. The truck 
groaned on, its wheels crunching at the unsealed road and 
kicking up a cloud of dust. It was l\!lalo's truck; Moa had got 
it for Tauilo. He glanced through the rear window at the 
baskets of bananas. Five young men of his aiga sat on the 
baskets, guarding them. All the men of his aiga had spent the 
previous day cutting down the bunches and packing them. 
The work had been arduous, for they had to carry the heavy 
baskets on their shoulders three miles from the plantation to 

the village. A clinging heat started to stir in the compart
ment. 

The driver was Mala's fat brother, Timu. He was dressed 
in baggy khaki trousers and a tattered T-shirt with a faded 
picture of Superman on the front. Because of his enormous 
belly Timu looked as though he was finding it extremely 
difficult to steer the truck and change gear. 

"Hot, isn't it?" Tauilo remarked. 
"Yes, very hot," Timu replied. Tauilo lit a cigarette and 

gave it to him. "Thanks," said Timu. "Got a big load of ba
nanas there. Going to sell them at the Apia market?" Tauilo 
nodded. "Going to make a lot of money," said Timu. Tauilo 
lit a cigarette for himself. 

Pepe, who was sitting between them, all the while watch
ing Timu's actions and the dials on the dashboard, bumped 
against Timu when the truck hit a deep rut. "First time 
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after he had said a short prayer of thanks to God for guiding 
T auilopepe back to the true path. Then, without waiting for 
Tauilo, he broke a biscuit of cabin bread in half, put it into 
his mouth, and crunched it noisily. "Don't forget God and 
His Church when you succeed," he said through a bulging 
mouth, "because it will lie He who will open the treasures of 
this world to you. We'll accept you into the church as a dea
con two Sundays from today, the Lord willing." 

Tauilo picl<ed up one biscuit of cabin bread and started to 

cat. Being a deacon had definite advantages, he thought, feel
ing the sweet pulp of well-chewed cabin bread slipping 
smoothly down his throat. As he lifted the mug of cocoa to 
his lips he looked up at Filipo's photograph. Then he raced 
f iii po through rhe cabin bread and cocoa. 

'Td like you to take the sermon the first Sunday next 
month," Fili po said when they had eaten everything. "If you 
need any help in preparing your sermon, remember I'm al
ways here, always available." 

Tauilo had never felt so complete as now when he pictured 
himself up there in the pulpit telling the people of the myste
rious ways of Jehovah. He would have to buy a new suit and 
a black tie, and he must remember to wear his new sandals. 

8 
Lions and Aitu 

The sound of the sea faded as they penetrated deeper into the 
plantations, about a hundred men in single file meandering 
over the track, all carefully avoiding the puddles. It was early 
morning and some of them were still half-dazed with sleep; · 
they were hungry also for they hadn't eaten. They carried 
bushknives and axes. Dew dripped off the vegetation, and a 
few birds streaked over the trees, heading for the sea and the 
village the men had left behind. Ahead, a blanket of mist cov
ered the bush-clad range. The sun was not yet visible over 
the barrier of trees to their left, and they hoped that a kind 
shield of cloud would keep it off them while they worked. 
The night before, T auilo had summoned about half the 
Sapepe matai to his fale, and after a heavy meal had told them 
of his plans for clearing his new land. T oasa had immediately 
offered to allow the men of his aiga to work for Tauilo. Most 
of the other aiga heads offered also. 

Some of the men started to sing a sea chant: the stirring 
rhythm of paddles and sea, of taut muscles, and the promise 
of a large catch rose up to the waking sky. T auilo didn't join 
the singing; he was busy thinking up methods of getting the 
most work out of the men. In front of him shuffied Toasa 
leaning on his walking stick. He had insisted on accompa
nying the work party despite Tauilo's warning that the heat 
and distance might prove too much for him. T auilo was glad 
he had come though. With the old man watching them the 
men would be sure to work hard. Tauilo hoped that Lupe 
and the women of his aiga were starting to cook the food to 
feed the men in the afternoon. The food had cost him over 
half the contents of one of his money-filled corned-beef tins. 
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Cacao trees, burdened \Vith scarlet fruit, lined the sides of 
the track; among them were gatae shrubs and sometimes 
sugarcane, taro, and taamu; beneath them lay a carpet of 
cacao leaves. Fie heard Toasa's labored breathing and wanted 
to help him, but he knew the old man would ref use help. I le 
was stubborn and vain, boasting often of the times he had 
lifted hefty loads twice his weight and walked miles with 
them, swum oceans, knocl<ed out men with one punch. N<1 
idle boasting either. All the old people could vouch for 
Toasa's strength. 

The sun emerged from the trees, sucking the mist off the 
range and the dew off the bush. The murmur of the sea had 
ce~ed. A flying fox circled above them; then, when someone 
shouted, it curved off and disappeared. They came to a stand 
of papaw trees, yellow with ripe fruit; some of the men 
picked the fruit and distributed them. T auilo accepted some 
slices. The thick sweet juice dribbled down his chin as he ate. 
No one sang now. It was going to be a hot day. That night 
they would sleep deeply, with aching bones and muscles, and 
with the ferocious sun still pulsating in their heads. But be
fore sleep they would listen again to the healing sermon of 
the sea. 

They were climbing now, knowing that over the hill lay 
the valley and, a few miles further up, hard grinding work. 
Sweat. Strained muscles. Fearless insects stinging their bodies. 
Wood dust in their eyes. And hunger. 

The plantations grew fewer, looked more impermanent 
and neglected after they passed Tauilo's plantation and began 
dipping into the valley. There were only a few banana trees 
and taro, smothered by creepers, and stands of massive trees 
became more numerous-wild defiant barriers against the 
wind-and silence, always the green threatening silence. The 
track was harder to follow. Bushknives slashed at the under
growth blocking their way. The dank smell nf rotting wood 
and leaf and wet earth pervaded everything. 

Then came the clearing, stretching for a hundred yards ()r 
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so-a carpet of tenacious creeper over lava rock. Beyond it, 
virgin bush confronted them. They stood and stared at it in 
silence: they had been away too long, had become men of the 
easy shore lands: this gigantic wall of tree and liana and 
creeper they had combated only in their nightmares; now it 
was real, and they felt puny, helpless. Some of them looked 
at their bushlmives and axes and shook their heads. This 
work needed fire, blazing hungry flame. Tauilo stood beside 
Toasa, not knowing what to do to restore the men's faith in 
themselves. I le stabbed his bushknife into the ground. 

Only Toasa broke from the line and started to make his 
way across the clearing, his walking stick stabbing footholds 
into the creepers, like a blind man painfully searching his 
way across unfamiliar territory. The men watched him. 
Halfway across the clearing he stopped and turned to face 
them. Somehow he no longer looked ridiculous set against the 
background of bush-this lone figure of an old man who had 
come home r-0 the airn and lions and legendary creatures he 
insisted on filling the children's imaginations with. Suddenly 
they saw his body shaking. His face contorted in a strange 
way and they thought he was weeping. But the sound which 
issued from his mouth and echoed across the clearing was 
laughter. 

One by one they made their way toward him. T auilo was 
the last. 

"There she is," T oasa said, sweeping his walking stick 
across the bush. "No one has touched her before. Anyway no 
one who's alive to tell us, eh:i She has remained pure since 
God created these islands. Line up!" 

All the men except Tauilo, who remained beside Toasa, 
formed a line at the foot of the green wall. "Remember, no 
one has touched her before!" T oasa shouted. The men ad
vanced cautiously. "What are you waiting for, eh' You don't 
want to deflower her' You scared of her?" A few of the men 
laughed. Tauilo advanced to a short tree and chopped it 
down with one blow of his ax. "There, see that'" called 
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T oasa. "It's easy. She won't scream and charge you in court 
with rape'" Many of the others followed Tauilo's example. 
"Good' Come on now, raise your baby-sized manhoods and 
chop, cut, burn'" The line advanced; the axes and hushknives 
started biting into the Aesh of the living wall. 

V\'hen the first big trees thundered to the ground, tearing 
and leveling all the small vegetation before them, some of the 
men cheered. Their axes and bushknives took on greater 
fury. Soon the snapping, chomping sound of iron biting deep 
shattered the silence and chased the birds like wood chips 
into the air and away toward the range. Toasa moved from 
group to group, encouraging them to hack and chop. "Prove 
your manhood'" he said. 
. As the men advanced, leaving behind them fallen trees and 
cleared undergrowth alive with lrngs and gnats and ams, 
Toasa tired of what he had turned into a game. That walk 
across the clearing had reminded him of a previous journey 
he had made across a similar clearing. (Or had it been the 
same clearing)) But when had he made that journey, walking 
ahead toward the bush with other men watching him, stop
ping, turning, and laughing for no reason at a!P Had he only 
dreamed it~ A nightmare perhaps~ Or was it just a trick his 
imagination was playing on him~ An old man's mind wan
dered, forgot things, made up things. Only one thing was not 
a trick: he had felt as he walked across the clearing that this 
would be his last journey into the bush. He sat down on a 
boulder in the shade and smoked, and studied Tauilo. 

To Toasa the bush had always been a mystery-impersonal 
and aloof yet always there watching, like the sea. After ap
pea..sing it with prayer and ritual his ancestors had taken 
from it only ·what they needed; had cleared only small areas 
for food gardens. They had learned through the centuries to 
live with the mystery and the gods in the mystery. They had 
believed that the gods and the land and the bush and the sea 
and all other living creatures were indivisibly part of that 
perpetual cycle of birth, life, death, and rebirth. ·rhey had 
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drawn boundaries over the land from the shore to the moun
tain ridge, but it had been for ownership, not to burn and 
clear the land for farming and profits. Ownership of land 
gave meaning to their way of life, to the titles and status of 
their aiga. Disputes over land had ofren resulted in open war
fare, but \vhcn the feuding ended the victors lcf t the land as 
it had been-bush-clad, proof of one's mana, the scene of 
onc"s valiant deeds. 

\Vhcn the papalagi came they outlawed the bush. They 
bought land, bush-free land, in other districts, with guns, 
cheap goods, and lies. Then with fire and steel they drove the 
bush and gods inland, and erected barbed-wire fences. All for 
copra. With the missionaries, these papalagi settlers shattered 
the taboo that had ensured the survival of that cycle in which 
man had respected all other living things. Now Toasa was 
witnessing his own people continue that process of destruc
tion. Even the mosquitoes seemed agitated; he counted four 
on his arm but left them alone. In that slow walk across the 
clearing he had finally accepted the inevitable. He had looked 
at the bush, then back at Tauilo; he had realized he was 
standing between them and had decided to make way. That 
was why he had laughed. To T auilo the past had no real 
meaning. He had seen that often enough in his eyes after he 
had returned from theological college. The deck of cards had 
been cut years before, even before these men were born, and 
he, Toasa, had lost. Luck, as Lafo said, was either for you or 
against you. You either had it or you didn't. And he didn't 
have it, not anymore; the papalagi had made sure of that. 
The world he was trying to prop up would sooner or later 
collapse completely. 

When he was a boy the changes introduced by the papa
lagi had bewildered him. He thought again of Tauilopepe 
Mosooi, Tauilopepe's great-grandfather, the only matai who 
had resisted missionary penetration into Sapepe, and who had 
died in the last pre-Christian battle, hurling himself at the en
emies' spears, yelling, "I'll die a man 1

" One last defiant ges-
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ture. After him Sapepe had accepted totally, relinquished the 
old religion. and everything else which offended the mis
sionaries, to gain the mana of the new God. The years accel
erated the establishment of the Church. He, Toa~a, growing 
up with Tauilopepe Laau and conditioned by a faith which 
had become a vital part of the Sapepe way of life, he too had 
accepted Christianity, even though the pull was strong in him 
of what the missionaries and pastors condemned as "a pagan 

past \vithour light." 
Bur this had not meant the adoption of papalagi values and 

ways. When he assumed the aiga title his leadership was 
rooted firmly in tradition and the values of the faa-Sapepe. 
the Sapepean way, or in what he believed these values had 
been. Together with Tauilopepe Laau, the other half of what 
he called his "private aiga," he had successfully curbed the 
missionaries and traders, prevented wholesale radical change. 
Even Malo, he had believed, through whom the threat of the 
town was growing stronger, could do little to alter the bal
ance of power in Sapepe. The Sapepean way of life could not 
be changed, he had believed then, for had it not been given to 

them by Jehovah, who alone could change or destroy it, 
Most of the matai of his generation had believed this also, so 
that Christianity had not weakened their way of life but 
strengthened it. He had encouraged this belief. But now most 
of those men were dead. 

A male child came into his life, his friend Tauilopepe 
Laau's youngest son. He loved him more than his own chil
dren, and he helped Tauilopepe Laau to bring him up. T oasa 
had hoped that the boy would continue their system of lead
ership, and he hadn't really wanted to take part in Tauilo
pepe Laau and Masina's relentless attempt to make their son a 
pastor. But he did; and he felt hypocritical for having clone 
so. The boy returned from Malua Theological College a fail
ure to his parents, who f cit he had disgraced their aiga, and a 
failure to Toasa, who felt he had turned into a stranger. a 

man of the rown. 
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When Tauilopepe Laau died only he, Toasa Faaola Ma
tagifa, was left, the last of a generation. Eccentric. Cantan
kerous. Obsolete. A quaint cardsharp who no longer fully 
trusted the younger matai, especially those like Malo and 
Tauilopepe. To such men loyalty to anyone or anything was 
barrerable; integrity was a commodity which could be sold 
and bought. So now, as he watched the men working. as the 
trees crashed to the ground, he concluded that, like the hush, 
he had become obsolete. His one inconsolable regret was that 
Tauilopepe, the son of his friend, of the man he had loved so 
much, would be responsible for the final destruction of his 
world. At the meeting of matai, by allowing Tauilo the best 
share of the hnd, he, T oasa, had chosen T auilo as his execu
tioner. 

Slapping at the mosquitoes on his arms, he flicked his 
cheroot into the creepers and watched it die slowly. The des
perate hope came that perhaps the strength of the past which 
encompassed Sapepe would absorb the new changes, would 
subtly modify them as it had absorbed and modified Chris
tianity. He squinted as he looked up at the sun now near its 
zenith. At least the sun would never change. 

The trees kept on falling. 
When Toasa saw T auilo approaching him he straightened 

up and was again the old man whose sole preoccupation in 
life was card playing and the acceptance of whichever way 
the cards fell. 

"The work is going well," Tauilo said. Toasa nodded. 
Tauilo sat clown beside him. They watched the men work
mg. 

"Going to he a deacon, eh)" Toasa said. Tauilo grinned. 
"That's good. Your father was a very good deacon despite 
the fact he could hardly read or write." Tauilo cringed visi
bly, and Toasa wanted to hurt him. Why? He didn't know 
or care. "Neither could I. Never bothered to learn, never saw 
the use for it, ch. But your father had a prodigious memory. 
Like a book centuries old. He could remember far more than 
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I could of Sapepe history. Even a storehouse of songs, chants, 
and rituals that went out when the missionaries came in. But I 
suppose you knew that about him;" Tauilo nodded. Toasa 
knew Tauilo was lying-Tauilopepe Laau had revealed al
most nothing of what he knew to others, and especially not 
to his own son. Toasa had never understood ,vhy his friend 
hid behind an impregnable mask of secrecy, especially from 
his own wife and children. But he had never aslzed him. 
There had been an unwritten pact between them-there were 
to be no questions; they had each to accept the other as he 
was and to trust each other w the point of death. It had 
proved a lifetime trust which neither of them had ever bro
ken or doubted. 

"Your father was a great fellow," he said. "I would have 
given my life for him, and I'm sure he would have given his 
for me." He saw Tauilo shift uncomfortably. "But I suppose 
you know what trust is. Honor, integrity, and all that ancient 
excrement, eh?" T auilo tried to smile. "Did you know we 
were the only people who ever reached the top of the moun
tain range)" Tauilo shook his head. "The only two since the 
missionaries and traders nailed us to the seashore. Do you 
know what we found)" He paused, and looking steadily at 
Tauilo said, "We found lions and aitu and important memo
ries." 

For an instant T auilo looked stunned. T oasa thought, Ah, 
he's afraid I've gone mad. So he went on. "We were only 
twelve years old-foolishly brave because we didn't know 
what fear was. One night we dared each other. Later we'd 
have liked to break the challenge, but we didn't want to 
admit to each other we were still without hairs, eh." He 
laughed. T auilo didn't laugh. "We stole out early in the 
morning, and I can still remember the barking dogs, the cold 
feel of the dew, the noisy pigs, and the fear. We pissed over 
the rock fence and watched the steam rising as the water 
slapped into the ground. Your father's back was turned to 

me. He was a prude; he never discussed sex or farted openly 
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or told bawdy jokes. A bit like you 1 " He glanced at T auilo 
and saw the downcast eyes. 

"'v\i ell, \\'e hurried through the trees, carrying our basket 
of taro and bottles of water. No one knew we had left. We 
thought we'd be back the same day. At first the going was 
easy-we knew the track well. But two hours later the track 
ran out and we were scared. \Ve looked at each other and 
kne\>.: \ve couldn't break our bargain. 'Come on,' said your 
father. He always led when the going got tough. I was his 
shadO\v, tagging along because a shadow can't do anything 
else. We didn't take the trail we came on today: we dipped 
into the valley from the western side. He stumbled. I caught 
him, straightened him up. 'Shall we go back)' I asked. With
out speaking he crawled ahead through the undergrowth 
down toward the valley floor and into a clearing where we 
rested and gnawed at our dry taro and gulped down the 
water. Afterward I pulled up my lavalava and shat. He 
looked away. And he laughed, eh. The first time he'd ever 
laughed at anything like that. And I had to laugh too. And 
our fear started to disappear. Going up the valley onto the 
foothills was easy. We pretended we were warriors stalking 
enemy troops. 

"It was late afternoon when we reached the top of one of 
the hills halfway up the range. We rested under the wild 
trees and watched the wood pigeons and remembered what 
Tauilopepe Faiga, your grandfather, had told us about the 
great pigeon hunters of the ancient days. War and pigeon 
hunting were the sport of alii; something gone now, forgot· 
ten. Anyway I shouted, and in a clatter of wings the pigeons 
were gone. I've never seen any as free since then. Free. Keep
ing to the range, away from the rifles. It's slaughter to hunt 
with guns. No skill or art about it. In the old days a hunter 
would even wait for days to snare a pigeon, using a live, 
trained decoy to lure it into a trap. That was arc All gone. 
Today, it's aim, fire. Beauty exploded in a brutal instant, eh!" 
His voice reached a passionate intensity. Then he remem-
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bcred where he was and who he was talking to, blinked, and 
laughed. 

':-\.-Ve got up and went on. Always up and ahead, with the 
sun sinking and our fear returning because we'd heard of the 
aitu the missionaries had exiled to the bush and range. An
cient aitu, gods who'd fallen from grace, out of date yet still 
believed in when the dark fell. Over lava boulders we 
crawled, scratched and bleeding. Helping each other up to

ward the sky and the wind curling through the trees. Then 
\Ve \vere there, on the top, under the highest trees. And the 
ocean was before and behind us, slipping away into nothing 
at the ends of the world. Below us the ridges and valleys and 
the plains lay blue and still, as peaceful as our forefathers 
must have seen them when they first settled here. Any way 
we sprawled out and fell asleep. The aitu didn't haunt us. \,Ye 
didn't even feel the mosquitoes." 

He stopped again and saw that Tauilo was looking at the 
range. "\Ne woke at dawn, wet and cold and hungry, our 
bodies blistered with mosquito bites. And our fear returned 
when we realized where we were, feeling the aitu and the 
gods watching us from the trees, from the mist. Your father 
got up, saw I was crying, and said, 'They won't hurt us. I 
know.' Your old man was always a strange fellow. I never 
once saw him afraid of the supernatural. I think he actually 
believed in the ancient gods. Not that it stopped him from 
being a good Christian deacon. One god isn't so different 
from another. It all depends on the man. When he said that, I 
suddenly felt free-the mist, the shadows, the wind, the bush, 
and the gods-or whatever they were-weren't against us but 
were with us. Do you understand) They were our friends." 
He sniffed hard and spat. 

"Then we saw the rock platform under the highest tree, 
facing the east. \,Y c went to ir. You know what we found, 
ch) ... Two conch shells cracked and brown with age. 
Nothing else. Nothing to show who'd brought them all that 
way. Do you know what conch shells were in the old days)" 
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Tauilo shook his head. "In many villages they were symbols 
of the gods, the voices of certain gods. But l didn't know that 
then. Up to that moment your old man had always been the 
brave one, so I thought I'd better prove I had hairs too. So 
guess what l did, ch) I picked up one of the shells and got 
ready to blow it. The shell was nearly to my lips when
hoom-your old man hit it out of my hands. I just stood 
there, really angry with him. He picked it up gently and put 
it back on the platform. 

"'Why did you do that)' I asked. He only glared at me. It 
was only an old useless thing, and there he was looking at me 
as if l should be dead. '\,Yhy::i' I said again. I sat down when 
he told me what his father had told him about conch shells. 
He sat down too and we stared at the shells for a long, long 
time. \Nhen the first rays of the sun hit them your father and 
I made a bargain: we would never reveal the location of the 
platform to anyone else. Not even to the people we trusted. 
Why we made that bargain we didn't know. Only that we 
felt it was important to make it, to keep the shells a secret, 
perhaps forever. It was important. Do you understand what I 
mean, Tauilo? There are things a man-and your father and 
I became men when we made that journey-must commit 
himself to, even if most people consider them meaningless. 
To us, the conch shells were important." 

His voice broke, and he looked at Tauilo, who was watch
ing the men working. "Anyway," he sighed, "we agreed to 
keep the shells and shrine a secret. And to make sure we'd 
never reveal their whereabouts we agreed to ref er to them as 
'lions.' Of all the names we could have called them, we called 
them lions." He laughed lightly, but he was feeling tired, 
sensing that Tauilo was far away, lost in the fertile valley. 
"When we returned home we got the thrashing of our lives. 
They'd spent the whole night searching for us. But we never 
told them where we had been. Never." He paused. "I won
der what would have happened if I had blown the conch, the 
voice of the gods, eh) Do you think they would've returned 
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out of the grave? . . . Lions, aitu, and memories!" He 
slapped T auilo's shoulder and started to laugh. Stopped sud
denly and said, "What are you going to plant?" 

"Cacao, taro, and bananas," replied T auilo. 
"And money, eh!" said Toasa. "Pity money doesn't grow 

on trees. It'd be a lot easier for everyone if it did, wouldn't 
it?" 

Tauilo said nothing. 
The sun had clambered pasr noon and chased the shadows 

from the two men sitting there impervious to the heat. Toasa 
gazed up at the range, now a dark blue haze against the blind
ing sky, and thought of the journey that had turned him and 
Tauilopepe Laau into men and inseparable friends. When he 
became aware of Tauilo again his heart longed for the boy he 
had loved who was now lost within the stranger beside him. 
Then he remembered Pepe and determined to try again. Pepe 
understood the lions and aitu. Were the lions still up there, 
waiting to be found, waiting for the human breath that 
would bring them back to life? J\1laybe waiting for Pepe:: 
Pepe was his son. 

At first Tauilo had listened attentively to Toasa's tale, 
eager for a glimpse of the father he had never really known. 
But T oasa had revealed little of him. He had exaggerated as 
usual, Tauilo thought: they had probably never been up on 
the range, had never endured that trek; the whole story was a 
product of Toasa's imagination. As for the lions and aitu, that 
was just too much. Toasa was becoming senile. So he had 
stopped listening, catching only bits of the story and nodding 
his head. 

Not long after Toasa finished his story, Lupe and Pepe and 
other members of the Aiga T auilopepe arrived, carrying bas
kets and pots of food dangling from yokes. In the brilliant 
light they looked like panting beasts of burden. Pepe, who 
was carrying a black kettle, broke from the group, ran to 
Toasa, and handed him a large baked taro. The old man 
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broke the taro in half and they started eating. The others 
took the food and rested in the shade. 

A tree swayed and crashed down. Pepe stared wide-eyed. 
"Did you see that, eh)" he asked Toasa. "just missed those 
men. You think they would have got killed) Do you think 
so, eh:>" 

"VI ould've flattened them," replied T oasa. "Flattened 
them like flies." T auilo winced. 

"No hope, eh)" said Pepe. 
"No hope whatsoever. Even a miracle wouldn't have saved 

them." 
"What's a rniracle)" asked Pepe. 
"A miracle)" Toasa paused and, looking at Tauilo, said, 

"That's when something comes out of nothing and nothing 
comes out of something. Like when fish grow legs and walk 
ashore." 

"Oh," said Pepe. Toasa laughed. He looked at Tauilo and 
dug him in the ribs with his elbow. "What kind of fish are 
those?" Pepe asked. 

"Miracle fish," replied Toasa. 
"Can you eat them, eh?" asked Pepe, developing the joke 

further. 
"Only miracle workers can eat them." Toasa swallowed 

the last bit of taro and belched. 
Pepe handed him his own piece of taro and asked, "Are 

there any miracle workers in Sapepe?" 
"Oh, those. Yes. They're odd fellows, very odd." 
"Why odd)" asked Pepe. Tauilo wished the senseless con

versation would stop. 
"Well, because they're hairless, eh. Every time they per

form a miracle they lose ten hairs. So too many miracles re
sult in baldness." 

Pepe laughed and said, "Was Christ bald then?" A tense 
pause. Tauilo glared at Pepe and Toasa looked at Tauilo, 
amused. 
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"No, Jesus wasn't bald." 
"Therefore Jesus was no miracle worker, eh'" reasoned 

Pepe. T auilo waited eagerly for T oasa's answer, for the heret
ical declaration, but he hadn't taken Toasa's subtle brain into 
account. 

Suddenly Toasa stood up and said, "Attention 1 " Pepe 
snapped to attention. Tauilo was confused, so confused he 
was angry with being confused. He thought Toasa really was 
senile but waited to see what he and Pepe were up to. "At 
ease, lion!" Toasa ordered. Pepe obeyed smartly. Tauilo's 
confusion became more junglelike. Toasa was either senile or 
he had gone mad. Tauilo cursed to himself. Another tree 
crashed down; the sound boomed across the valley. 

"Who are we~" chanted Toasa. 
"Lions three-you, me, and 
the miracle fish; the mountain, 
sky, and bloody sea!" recited Pepe. 

Lupe and the people in the shade laughed. Tauilo's confu
sion changed into embarrassed, angry bewilderment. Toasa 
wasn't senile or insane, he was just plain stupid. 

"Who are we?" chanted Pepe. 
"Aitu three-you, me, and 
Filipo's tea; money, 
sharks and Sapepe's pig!" recited Toasa. 

Some of the men stopped working and laughed. 
Lupe came over and sat behind Tauilo. "Is the food 

ready?" he asked her in an attempt to stop himself from lis
tening to Toasa and Pepe. 

"Yes," she replied. "How long will it take~ The work, I 
mean~" 

"Don't know." 
"Lot of work," she said. 
Tauilo couldn't take his attention from Toasa and Pepe. 

They had stopped laughing and were now whispering to 
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each other and pointing at the range. "ls there enough food~" 
he asked Lupe. 

"I think so." 
"Are you sure~" 
"Yes, I'm sure." 
"You don't have to get angry," he said. 
'Tm not angry." 
"You are'" he accused her. Another tree thundered to the 

ground. 
''I'm not, but you are'" she replied. They suddenly noticed 

that Toasa and Pepe were looking at them, and they stopped 
quarreling. One punch and she'd be out cold, Tauilo thought. 
Would serve her right for talking back. Lupe got up and re
turned to the shade and the other women. When he felt that 
no one was looking at him he moved into the shade too. But 
To as a and Pepe followed him and sat only a few yards away 
from him. 

"What is your name?" he heard Toasa ask Pepe. The 
laughter was gone. 

"My name is Pepe Tauilopepe. Descendant of the House 
of Sapepe, Heir to the Estate of the Dead, future Protector 
of the Living, Guardian of the Unborn," Pepe recited. It was 
the same ritual that Toasa had taught him at Pepe's age, a rit
ual he had responded to wholeheartedly then but discarded at 
theological college-and rightly so. 

"What must you do?" asked Toasa. 
"Be a leader, strong and merciful. Be a man, just and . 
"Be a man just and fair," Toasa prompted. Pepe recited the 

whole answer again. 
"What must you remember always?" Toasa asked. 
"That the Dead of Sapepe are with us, and we, the Living, 

are with the Dead and the yet Unborn, forever and insepa
rable. Our duty is to uphold what the Dead bequeathed to us 
to guard and bequeath to the Unborn when we too join the 
Dead," chanted Pepe. 

T auilo recaptured the time when he had visited T oasa and 
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told him how he had learned at the pastor's school that Moses 
was the prophet who had miraculously caused water to flow 
out of a barren rock. T oasa had started there and then to 
teach him the oral ritual he was now reciting with Pepe. A 
few days later he had informed Toasa that the pastor was 
sure Jehovah had created mankind from Adam and Eve and 
the snake. T oasa laughed and told him the Sapepe myth of 
the Creation. 

"In the beginning there was only the Void," Toasa had 
told him. "Different colors formed in the Void. These colors 
turned into solid matter, combined, and formed the world. 
The gods then covered the world's nakedness with creepers. 
After centuries of light and darkness the creepers rotted and 
turned into maggots. Out of these maggots emerged Man, 
who, on his death and the falling of the dark, turned into 
maggots again." Tauilo was extremely loyal to Toasa then, so 
he didn't tell the pastor about this heretical story. He even 
believed maggots were beautiful, and he continued to visit 
T oasa in the evening to learn the ancient beliefs and history 
of his people. But now, as he gazed at the land being cleared, 
he resolved that his son's future was with the land and the 
promise of profit it held, not with Toasa and his peculiar 
madness. And yet, as he listened to Toasa and Pepe, he 
thought of the Living and the Dead and the Unborn, and 
remembered the maggots, a terrifying squirming mountain, 
feeding on itself and disgorging mankind. He got up, took his 
bushknife, and hurried to bury his fears in the ritual of work. 

An hour or so later everyone gathered in the shade, and 
the men had their meal of tinned herrings, corned-beef stew, 
baked taro, and bananas. Swarms of flies buzzed around the 
food; the women warded them off with small branches while 
the men ate. Vao and Niu went around with buckets of 
water, filling enamel cups which the men emptied in long 
gulps. All the men were streaked with dirt and stank of sweat 
and wood sap; their hair was brittle dry from the heat and 
webbed with dead insects, bits of leaves, and wood chips. 
They ate without talking: there were groaning bellies to fill, 
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cool baths and sleep to think about. Bur they still had hours 
of work to do, a taunting sun to tolerate and curse until it 
fled laughing over the western ridge, and the long, dreary 
march home. 

Pepe shared Toasa's food mat. They were the only ones 
with enough energy to talk. "How are your manhoods 
now)" Toasa asked the men. A few of them looked up from 
their food. "Can't stand up, eh) The bush too much of a 
woman for you?" Some of the men grinned. Tauilo gritted 
his teeth. "\Vhen I was your age I could work all day long. 
Chopped down whole forests and still had time to snare a 
shark or two at night." The grins turned into chuckles. 
"Used to eat them raw too. Good for the liver, and the fe
male sharks loved it 1 " The chuckles changed into lewd 
laughter. Some of the women giggled. Tauilo tried to smile. 
"Looking at you tired fellows, anyone would think you've 
been working," Toasa continued, until he had most of them 
talking and joking back. 

"Were there any trees in your day?" a man asked. 
"Trees! Just oceans of them. So tall you couldn't see their 

tops, eh. The trees you've been chopping are only weeds." 
"What about axes?" asked another man. 
"Axes? Who needed them? We used to break trees down 

with our bare hands!" Toasa said. Except for Tauilo he had 
them laughing, even most of the women. 

Lupe handed around two packets of tobacco. The men 
rolled cigarettes and lit them with a smoldering branch that 
Niu brought. After the cigarettes and a short rest they re
turned to work, the women started back to the village, and 
Pepe and Toasa slept in the shade. 

Shortly after, most of the men stopped working and 
looked up, shielding their eyes with their hands. Tauilo no
ticed their silence and looked up too. They had never seen so 
immense a tree: its sheer height took T auilo's breath away 
for a moment. He joined the others under the tree-a banyan 
tree. It looked like a gigantic octopus squatting on the land, 
its tentacles rooted firmly into the earth, and casting an eerie 
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trembling shadow which seemed to frighten the surrounding 
bush and the valley itself. Tauilo sat down on a tree trunk. 
Centuries old, the banyan looked as though it had always 
been there. Men had probably come, looked at it with bewil
dered astonishment, and passed on into oblivion. The base of 
the banyan was larger than the paepae of the biggest fale in 
Sapepe. It would even dwarf the church. Only the sea could 
match it. 

Two men rushed to it and began chopping at one of its 
roots. The others laughed. It would take a month to destroy 
it, Tauilo thought, a month of strained muscles and curses 
and perhaps final def eat. A month wasted and his money run
ning out. Fire might do the job, but ... 

"What shall we do with it)" a man asked. 
"We'll burn it down some other time," Tauilo replied. 
They passed on to less formidable trees that were more 

pliant to their vanity. But as Tauilo worked, he stopped often 
and gazed up at the banyan. He couldn't understand why he 
was growing angry; it had to do with T oasa's tale of the trek 
and the lions and aitu and the maggots, and Pepe, and now 
the banyan, all these made him feel small, made him feel he 
hadn't achieved anything worthwhile, and he didn't want to 

feel that way. He swung his ax, felt it sink into the flesh of 
the tree he was felling, and enjoyed the sense of power, his 
power. He suddenly wanted a woman, a big insatiable 
woman who needed a lot of power to satisfy her. 

When the sun squatted on the shoulders of the western 
ridge Tauilo ordered the men to stop working. They woke 
Toasa and Pepe and started trailing homeward, already feel
ing the cool water on their skins, the hot food in their bellies, 
smelling the sea and tasting the salt in the night breeze that 
would surely rise from the sea, hearing their children. And 
their women around them like the sea. And sleep. 

"Going to call the new plantation Leaves of the Banyan 
Tree," Tauilo said. A few of them nodded. The rest were 
too tired to care. 

9 
Truly Inspired 

Hidden in the mangrove trees, Tauilo counted the money he 
had left in the one remaining corned-beef tin. He compared 
what he had spent in feeding the men with the area they had 
cleared and planted, and concluded that every penny had 
been worth it. Nearly a hundred acres of taro and banana 
and cacao trees planted in just over a month. 

The tangled roots and branches of the mangrove trees 
were like an impregnable wall around him. Through the gap 
above him he glimpsed a sky covered with a mattress of gray 
cloud, but he knew it wouldn't rain. He counted the money 
twice aloud. The tide was out and he was buried to his ankles 
in mud. Only ten men hadn't lasted the month of exhausting 
work: five had taken ill, the others had just stopped coming. 
Tauilo peeled fifteen one-pound notes from the roll, debated 
a moment, then put two of them back. He'd give thirteen 
pounds to the men; perhaps they would use it for a feast. He 
squatted back on his haunches. There had been times when 
the men had nearly given up, but he had challenged them 
with day-long displays of hacking and chopping, no rest even 
for food, from morning to sunset, until he could hardly 
swing an ax. It had worked. The men had kept up. He 
sighed, his mind caressing the dazzling picture of his new 
plantation, the crops growing lushly, bearing fruit, and then 
more money. 

A large black pig, caked with mud, broke through a gap in 
the tangled roots, snout nosing the mud aside. T auilo 
scratched his genitals and thought of Malo's house and store, 
and of Moa. The pig grunted and looked warily at him. His 
hand edged down and around the empty corned-beef tin. The 
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WESTERN SAMOA 

Salepa had a very lively sense of his own worth and assumed that his 
special talent would get him everything he wanted. 

It hadn't rained for over a month, and, sitting in his fale, 1 which was 
the smallest one in Sapepe village, Salepa (everyone called him Sale) 
cursed the endless heat and the flies and the stench of the mangroves 
and the shrieking of his neighbour's children and the audibly complain
ing hunger in his belly and his wife Lagilelei (everyone called her Lagi) 
who had left him, taking their three children with her, the week before. 
After cursing his wife - calling her a mean, sullen, ungrateful, ugly bitch 
who had sucked the marrow out of his gullible bones for eighteen years 
- he recursed all the other things he had cursed before cursing his wife. 
The fourth time he repeated this, he was a pulsating bundle of angry 
muscle and mouth and breath cursing the whole 'sinful planet' (his phrase) 
and the whole meaningless forty.four years of suffering (for no reason at 
all) which had brought him to that September without rain and the 
moaning of his empty belly. 

His mother, Faaluma, who he thought was out in the kitchen Cale 
cooking him a meal, entered the fale quietly, and he didn't notice her 

tale ~ Samoan hut. 
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until she pulled out her basket from under their only bed, and then 
turned to leave again. 'Where are you going?' he asked her. (Now in her 
sixty-seventh year, she was bent and shrivelled like a crooked orator's 
staff onto which a meagre distribution of flesh had been fastened; she 
reminded him of an underfed sow which had given birth to a gluttonous 
brood of piglets.) She continued to leave, and he remembered she was 
deaf in one ear (the left one). 'Where are you going?' he almost shouted. 

Without turning or stopping, she said, 'Out!' 
'To where?' he called. No reply, only the sound of her feet shuffling 

out of his hearing. So he cursed her too, called her a sour and ignorant 
woman whom he didn't deserve as a mother. 

He got a pillow, which was stained with coconut oil, off the bed, 
flung it down on to the floor, thumped his head back into it as he lay 
down and tried to sleep. Found he couldn't, not with the heat and the 
flies and the mangrove stench and his hunger and his wife and children 
and now his mother deserting him. 

After what seemed an hour, his body blistered with sweat, he realised, 
with even more depressing depression, as it were, that no other whole 
family in Sapepe had ever deserted their matai 2 - it just wasn't done. 
Everyone was going to accuse him of having been mean and heartless 
and cruel towards his family. (For a mother to leave her son was irre
vocable proof that her son was a stone-hearted ingrate.) Trust everyone 
to blame him and not his ungrateful family! But did he have any choice 
- no one was going to believe him. He had to get his family back, and 
stop his village from ridiculing him for a sin he wasn't guilty of. Any
way, he asked himself, who were going to serve him as a matai? Who 
were to cultivate the plantation, cook his food, and do all those chores 
meant only for women and untitled males? His belly roared more hung
rily and convinced him further to get his wife back (and she wasn't 
really a bad woman, at least she didn't nag him and she was a good cook 
and she did satisfy his modest sexual needs - and the more he thought 
about this and his modest sexual needs became more immodest, so to 
speak politely, the more he was persuaded he wanted her back); he also 
needed his mother and children - they respected him (and he admitted 
to himself that there weren't many people who respected him), and he 
did love them, for wasn't it a sin for a father not to love, treasure, cherish, 
and console his own flesh and blood? 

But how was he going to get them back? This question hit him in the 
core of his head like an expertly delivered right-hook, and forced him up 
to a sitting position, his left hand clutching at his forehead. He couldn't 
just go to her and, in front of her whole pretentious f1UDily (who were 
nobodies), plead with her to return with the children - it wasn't proper 
or fitting for a matai (and a man) to humiliate himself that way. No. No, 
he wasn't going to ask them back! But as his hunger squirmed more 
painfully, he tried to force himself to swallow his pride: he would 
only have to humiliate himself once, other men wouldn't hold it against 
him, and he could always make it appear that she was deliberately 
humiliating him (and in public at that). Later, he concluded it wasn't 
2 matai = head of family (patriarch). 
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proper him considering this important problem while he was desperately 
hungry, a hungry person wasn't logical, he'd think about it later after he 
had eaten. Remembered that his mother, who was supposed to have 
prepared his meal, had gone, and he nearly wept with frustrated hungry 
anger. 

He got up reluctantly (it was absolutely beneath the dignity of a matai 
to cook his own food), went into the kitchen fale (and it was difficult for 
his empty stomach to carry his huge body there), started a fire, and put 
some bananas (there was nothing else to eat) on it to boil. While the 
bananas boiled, he searched the whole fale for some money to buy some 
tinned fish or meat to go with the bananas. Flung everything aside. No 
money. She had taken it all. Tried not to weep. Decided to go to the 
only store in Sapepe and get some food on credit. Remembered they 
already owed a lot of money, and Tauilopepe, the owner of the store, 
had told them they weren't allowed any more credit. Arse! Arse! Arse! 
he swore aloud. 

Through the falling darkness and the thick crying of the cicadas, he 
hurried to the store, avoiding being seen by anyone; waited under the 
breadfruit trees outside the store until all the other customers had left, 
and then entered and found only Tau ilopepe sitting behind the counter, 
reading a magazine. 

As always, the store smelled of kerosene. Salepa didn't hesitate: tears 
started streaming down his face as he moved up to the counter and gazed 
at Tauilopepe who looked up, saw the tears, and asked, with obvious 
concern, 'What has happened, Sale?' 

'My wife and children 1 ' he replied. 'My poor wife and children!' 
More tears. 

Tauilopepe was the wealthiest and most powerful matai in Sapepe, 
but, as Salepa had discovered years before, under the hard exterior of the 
shrewd businessman was the soft heart of the failed theological student 
Tauilopepe had been in his youth; or, in other words, an easy touch if 
one knew the correct way to touch. 'Has some trouble happened to your 
family?' Tauilopepe asked. 

Salepa swallowed and wiped his tears with a corner of his tattered 
lavalava. 3 'As you know, sir, they - my poor family, that is - went to 
visit her family last week: her old mother is very ill - dying, they tell 
me.' Paused. More tears. 

'Yes?' Tauilopepe prompted him. 
'I need to go to them,' replied Salepa. 'One of my children - you 

know, my little son Amiga - is very, very ill, sir.' Wiped his tears again, 
noted that he had convinced Tauilopepe, and said, 'I need your help, 
sir. This poor worthless person needs your help, sir!' 

'Will $5 do?' asked Tauilopepe. 
Salepa nodded his head. 'Thank you, sir. I also need some food to 

take them. As you well know, sir, my wife's family is very poor!' 
Salepa left the store a few minutes later with three tins of herrings 

in tomato sauce (his favourite), three tins of corned beef (again his 
favourite brand), $5 clutched in his left hand, and two large tins of 
powdered milk for his 'sick son'. 

3 lavalava = wrap-a.round garment. 
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That night he ate a tin of herrings and a tin of corned beef with the 
bananas. Then, feeling dizzy from over-eating, his large belly now weigh· 
ing him down, he showered in his neighbour's shower, as was his family's 
practice because his family didn't have a shower of their own. (His 
neighbour, Sava, was a distant cousin so he was family.) 

He decided to visit Apia the next day, see a cowboy picture maybe; 
and then, on his way home, call in and see his wife, children, and mother. 
No need to hurry. 

He fell asleep thinking of his son: he was sure the boy would blo~m 
into an important and wealthy man like Tauilopepe who would care for 
him in his old age. 

He was up early the next morning because he wanted to catch the first 
bus into Apia where he would breakfast at Savalalo Market on hot pan· 
cakes and tea - a luxury he didn't enjoy often enough. Before showering, 
he realised he needed a shave so he borrowed his neighbour's razor; as 
usual, he promised to replace the blade. He put on his one and only good 
shirt (a white one which he wore to church every Sunday), his only 
unpatched lavalava (a black one which he had borrowed the year before 
from his brother who lived and worked in Apia as a government driver), 
and his only belt (a thick leather one which he had stolen the previous 
Christmas from one of the town stores). He whistled as he combed his 
hair, realised he needed some hair oil, thought of his cousin and neigh· 
bour Sava but persuaded himself not to as there was a limit to the 
generosity of any human being, even blood relatives, and decided he 
would buy a tin of brilliantine hair oil (his favourite) in Apia that day -
thanks to Tauilopepe's generosity. 

When the bus stopped in front of him, he noticed it was full, so he 
injected an expression of pain into his face and then limped up to and 
into the bus. Most of the passengers In the front seats noticed hla limp, 
and three of them stood up and asked him to sit down. Thanking them, 
he sighed as he sagged into the nearest seat just behind the driver. The 
young man, who had given him the seat and who was now standing in the 
aisle, offered him a cigarette but he refused it, saying he was very ill and 
was on his way to Apia Hospital to consult a papalagi4 doctor there. 

After consuming twelve pancakes and four mugs of hot tea, he 
wandered round the market, rretending he was going to buy some food· 
stuffs: he'd examine the taro or bananas, ask after the price, the vendor 
would quote it, and he'd shake his head, mutter Too much! Too much!, 
and move on to the next vendor. One of the taro vendors, a Sapepean 
he knew well, asked him why he was all dressed up. Going to see the 
Public Works about a job, he replied. What kind of job? the man asked. 
Driving one of the Cabinet Ministers' cars, he said; and, before the man 
could ask him where he had learned to drive, he said he had to hurry or 
he'd be late for his appointment. Only a few paces away, he gasped, 
stopped, furn bled in his shirt pocket, and then returned to the taro 
vendor. 

'Think I've lost all· my money!' he said, 'Or some Apia thief has 
stolen it!' Searched in his pocket again, this time more frantically. 'How 
am I going home?' 

4 papalagi = name for white European. 
S taro = edible potato-like bulbous root. 
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'Can I help?' the vendor asked. 
'No, the money should be in my clothes somewhere,' he said, re

searching the folds of his lavalava and then his shirt pocket. 
'Here, take this,' the vendor offered, stuffing a dollar note into 

Salepa's shirt pocket. 
'No, no, no!' protested Salepa and tried to return the money but the 

man pushed his hand away. 
Two Sapepe vendor victims later, Salepa had collected a further $4. 

He now had $9.25 altogether, and it was only mid-morning. He went to 
the fish counters, found he couldn't get up to the front because of the 
crowd bustling around the counters, again pretended he was crippled in 
his left leg, and one l11dy, who looked like the wife of a pastor, asked 
him if she could buy the fish he wanted for him. He thanked her, handed 
her $8 and told her to buy as many strings of fish as possible - he 
needed the fish for his daughter's wedding that evening, he added. He 
watched her fight her way through the crowd. 

She handed him the basket in which she had put the strings of fish 
she had bought for him. Eight strings at a dollar a string, she told him. 
He thanked her and started limping away from her, with the basket. She 
rushed up to him and shoved a dollar note into his shirt pocket. To help 
with his daughter's wedding, she whispered to him. 

He sold seven strings to various people at $1.50 each, as he went along 
Beach Road; kept one string for his brother Folo, the driver at P.W.D. 
$12.75 he had now. And he whistled as he went to see his brother. 

Folo, who had left Sapepe nearly ten years before, had eight children 
(five were attending school and the fees were high), lived in a rented 
fale (more a shack than a fale) on rented land (a half-filled in swamp 
section at Fugalei), was perpetually consulting one traditional healer 
after another to try and cure his ever-aching stomach, and was earning 
only about $35 a month. Unlike other Sapepeans who envied any of 
their relatives who worked for wages in Apia, and especially those who 
were government employees, Salepa didn't envy his brother at all: Folo 
was too obedient, servile, and unimaginative and deserved all the suffer
ing, especially the aching guts, he was receiving. 

His brother gladly accepted the string of fish - unlike Salepa, he 
hadn't eaten that morning. He had been out fishing most of the night 
but hadn't caught much, Salepa said to him. Folo asked how their 
mother was. She was healthier than ever and sent him her blessings 
and she needed some money for her church donation that Sunday, 
Salepa replied. Again unlike Salepa, Folo never refused any requests 
from his mother, and Salepa knew this. He didn't have any money on 
him, said Folo, but he'd go and borrow some from his supervisor. How 
much was needed? Folo asked. Three dollars would be enough, replied 
Sale pa. 

Salepa couldn't control his curiosity, as though he wanted to savour 
every detail of Folo's suffering, when Folo returned and gave him the 
money. How much did he have to pay back to his supervisor? he asked 
Folo. $3 plus twenty per cent interest, Folo replied, his eyes gazing at 
his feet. A lot of money, remarked Sale pa, folding up the $3 and sheath
ing iUn his shirt pocket. 
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On his way back to the market for lunch Salepa wondered why such 
a person as Folo - and he did love him - continued to tolerate such a 
humiliating fate. 

After lunching on two large helpings of chop suey, rice, and taro, 
which he paid 80 cents for, he counted his money under the table (there 
were innumerable thieves in Apia). $14.95. Excellent take, the best 
he had made so far in one morning, he congratulated himself. 

Still two hours before the matinee started. 
On his way along the waterfront towards the Tivoli Theatre, he 

came across a small poker game taking place under one of the pulu 
trees. He stopped and, with a scatter of onlookers, watched the three 
men playing. He knew that such games were illegal but he just couldn't 
resist it when one of the players threw in his cards and left. From their 
appearance, the two remaining players looked really formidable Apians 
well-schooled in all the arts of relieving unwary villagers of their money. 

'May I?' Salepa asked. One of the players, a stringy man with a 
badly pockmarked face and a thin moustache and a large bald spot and 
thick dirty hands, nodded to him to sit down. 

'Where are you from?' asked his partner who, bare to the waist to 
reveal rippling muscles and an eagle tatto on his chest, had a stye in his 
left eye. 

'From a village in the back,' Salepa deliberately used a favourite 
expression used by Apians to emphasise their pretension of superiority 
to villagers. 

'Which village?' the stye-eyed one asked as he shuffled the cards. 
Salepa gave him the name of the remotest village on Upolo. He noticed 
(but deliberately ignored) the wink which stye-eyed gave his friend; 
he now knew what kind of poker the two Apians, Stye-Eyed and Dirty
Hands, wanted to play with him. 

'Are we playing for money?' he asked. 
Stye-Eyed and Dirty-Hands looked at each other in disbelief. 'Yes,' 

Stye-Eyed replied, 'but the stakes aren't high. We're only playing for fun.' 
'Five cents?' Salepa asked, taking out all his money so they could see 

it and be overcome with greed. 
Dirty-Hands nodded, his eyes caressing Salepa's money. 'Five cents 

down but you can bet up to ten cents. Is that all right?' 
'As long as it's for fun,' said Salepa. He tossed five cents into the 

centre. His opponents did the same. 
Stye-Eyed dealt out the cards after Salepa had cut the pack. 
Salepa lost $2 quickly. He asked one of the onlookers for the time. 

One hour before the matinee. 'Got to go soon,' he informed the others. 
'How about raising the stakes to ten cents and up to twenty cents 
betting?' Stye-Eyed and Dirty-Hands agreed greedily. And Salepa lost 
another $2 in one game. He suggested doubling the stakes as he could 
only play three more hands because he had to be at the police station 
at 2 p.m. 

'Why are you seeing the police?' Dirty-Hands asked. 
'The Commissioner is my relative. Have to see him about some family 

business.' 
Both Stye-Eyed and Dirty-Hands couldn't believe it when Salepa won 
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all the next three hands and S8 of their money, got up and said he really 
had to go. 

'But you can't just leave with all our money!' Stye·Eyed protested, his 
milky-white eye gazing threateningly at Salepa. 

'You've got to give us a chance to win our money back" threatened 
Dirty-Hands. 

'Who says?' Salepa asked. 'As I've told you already, I've got to see my 
cousin the Commissioner of Police.' 

'He's not your cousin!' challenged Dirty-Hands. 
'Want to find out?' asked Salepa. 'Just touch any part of me and 

you'll find out soon enough!' 
As he moved away, he heard Stye-Eyed calling, 'Some day, fat man, 

we 'II fix you!' Sale pa turned and waved to them with the hand in which 
he was holding the money he had won off them. 

He now had over $20. 
Too full from lunch and disappointed with the western because there 

wasn't much fighting in it (and he didn't understand a word of all that 
English), he had fallen asleep half-way through the film. People near him 
had to wake him up repeatedly so as to try and rid their ears of his loud 
snoring. Now, as he waited in front of the market for his bus, he found 
he was hungry again, so he went, bought two pineapple pies and a large 
bottle of orange soft drink, devoured them, and then bought six loaves 
of fresh bread, two dozen coconut buns, some butter, and a tin of jam 
to take to his wife and her nobody family. 

The bus swerved and they were round the last bend and into his wife's 
village. Surreptitiously so the other passengers wouldn't notice, he 
folded the paper money round the change, leaving out only $2, and 
carefully hid the money under the back of his belt. His wife's family 
was located in the middle of the village beside the church. He called to 
the driver to stop, and got off the bus, with his arms wrapped tightly 
around his large parcel of food. 

He refused to lower his head as he walked toward the main fale of 
his wife's family, sensing they were all watching him and castigating him 
and joking about his size and just behaving rudely like nobodies that 
they were. He couldn't see his wife or mother or children anywhere. 
Arse to them all! he swore under his breath. 

Once inside the Cale and seated crosslegged on the floor and leaning 
back against the centre front post, Salepa was greeted in the customary 
way by his wife's father, Sosoatu, a lean fisherman who possessed a 
lackadaisical silence about him similar to the sea's silence at night. 
Sosoatu's oratory was slow but enthusiastic and mentioned nothing 
about what was wrong between them. Salepa's reply, as usual, was exag
gerated, over-enthusiastic, and similarly avoided any mention of what 
was wrong between them. While Salepa orated, he looked around the 
fale and then into the kitchen fale and then into the nearby fale that 
belonged to the family, but he couldn't see his wife or children or 
mother anywhere. After the formal greetings, the two men talked, with 
Salepa, as usual, doing most of the talking as he couldn't tolerate any 
lengthy silent pauses in any conversation he was involved in. An hour 
or so later, evening settling down over the village, Salepa still couldn't 
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see his family anywhere but he wasn't going to ask. 
Before the hurricane lamp was lit, all of Sosoatu 's family - his wife 

and ten children and their children and a numerous assortment of other 
relatives - came into the fale. As was the practice, it was time for even
ing lotu.6 (All through it, everyone would avoid looking at Salepa, as if 
he was invisible.) After the hymn and Bible reading, Sosoatu acknow
ledged that Salepa wasn't invisible by asking him to say the prayer. The 
theme of Salepa's prayer was forgiveness: he pleaded with God to teach 
each and everyone of them to forgive one another; he emphasised the 
importance of forgiveness between husband and wife. When he opened 
his eyes at the end of his prayer, he saw his wife and children sitting 
among the people at the back posts of the fale. They immediately left 
with everyone for the kitchen fale to prepare the evening meal. 

At mealtime, during which, as was the custom, only Sosoatu and his 
wife and Salepa were to eat first and be served by everyone else. Ponaivi, 
Salepa's eldest daughter who was eighteen years old but still without 
noticeable breasts, brought him his food on a foodmat. He smiled up at 
her. Her face, which she turned away immediately, remained an unforgiv
ing blank. 

He took his anger out on his food, eating every morsel on his food· 
mat. 

After the meal, during which his wife's mother (a fat woman with a 
permanent scowl on her face) had refused to speak to him, Fusi, his 
second and most favourite daughter (he was proud of her beauty which 
was already turning the heads of every male in Sapepe) brought him a 
towel, a clean lavalava, and some soap. He thought she would smile at 
him; she didn't. 

He returned from his shower to find himself alone in the spaciously 
large fale (even Sosoatu was nowhere in sight). A mosquito net, obviously 
meant for him, had been strung up at one end of the fale. Arse to them 
all! he swore under his breath as he whistled and combed his hair and sat 
down in front of the net as if he wasn't concerned about anything. Arse 
to all them nobodies, including his daughters who were acting exactly 
like their nobody relatives! 

A short while later, Sosoatu entered and told him that he was sorry 
he couldn't stay and keep him company as he had to attend a church 
meeting at the pastor's house that night, and left quickly. So there he 
was -· all alone in an empty Cale with the hurricane lamp hanging from 
the rafters ablaze with accusing light for all the inhabitants of his wife's 
nobody village to see he was all alone and being punished for being cruel 
to his own flesh and blood. 

He lay down on the pillow and the sleeping mats in the net and pre
tended he was asleep, forgetting it was very, very early. She'd come to 
him in the night and beg for his forgiveness, he thought. 

She didn't. 
This game continued for three days and three nights during which 

time Salepa optimistically expected Lagi, his wife, to visit him at night 
but she never did; he also expected his children, especially his ten-year· 

6 lotu = devotions . 
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old son Amiga, to at least smile at him, but they didn't. (His family 
didn't even sleep in the same fale as him.) He was treated as an important 
but unwelcomed guest: he was confined to the main Cale from the time 
he awoke in the mornings to the time he went to sleep at night, provided 
with good food, clothes, and conversation with Sosoatu during meal 
times, but, like a guest, he wasn't invited to participate in any family 
activities. When he offered to go fishing with Sosoatu, who usually went 
fishing every day except Sunday, Sosoatu told him he wasn't going that 
day. Early one morning he saw his daughter Ponaivi cutting the grass 
outside the kitchen fale, and he went out to help her but, as soon as she 
saw him, she ambled off to the tap where her mother was washing a large 
pile of washing. During meal times, when his wife and children helped 
serve him his food, he tried to look for a chance to speak to anyone of 
them but no opportunity was ever allowed him by his watchful oppon
ents. So during the day time, he played patience with a pack of cards 
which he found on top of the family food safe, and tried to devise a way 
of defeating them; he also made numerous trips to the family lavatory 
which was situated on stilts about twenty yards from the shore over a 
rickety causeway made of stones and hunks of coral, and he didn't care 
that he was doing all this in full view of his wife's family and village. 
Arse to them all; he'd wait them out: they'd soon tire of feeding him, 
having him around as an expensive guest, and they'd either hint to him 
that he leave, or come out openly and discuss the trouble between them. 

Nothing of the sort haf pened for a few more days, and it wasn't 
until Sunday after to'onai that he found the opportunity to talk to 
Lagi. He didn't go with Sosoatu to the pastor's house for to'onai not 
because he didn't want to but because Sosoatu didn't invite him to; he 
ate alone in the main fale, served by many of Sosoatu 's family who, 
throughout the meal, once again avoided looking directly at him but 
their ominously arrogant presence made him feel like an insect that was 
being scrutinised minutely and then being rejected as being worthless. He 
gobbled his food and thanked them. No one said anything, they all got 
up and left to have their to'onai in one of the smaller family fale at the 
back, and left him gazing out at the lagoon flashing in the late morning 
light like a knife blade. Just as he was drifting off to sleep, he caught 
sight of Lagi taking a mat and pillow towards one of the shady mango 
trees near the rock fence bordering the family compound. She spread out 
the mat in the shade and then lay down on it. He pretended he was 
asleep but he observed the rest of the family until they were all asleep, 
then, pretending he was going into the plantation, he clambered over the 
rock fence, and crept along behind the fence until he was under the 
mango tree and behind the fence opposite his sleeping wife. He rested for 
a few moments, trying to control his breath and anger - and he was 
pulsating with anger: it was humiliating what he was doing, what his 
wife was forcing him to do. Then, after peeping over the fence and 
surveying the family compound and noting that nobody was awake, he 
climbed over the fence (and he was careful not to dislodge any of the 
rocks), and lay down in the narrow gap between the foot of the fence 

7 to'onai = Sunday lunch. usually held after morning service. 
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and Lagi, so her family wouldn't see him. 
Only her face was exposed, a white sleeping sheet covered the rest of 

her, and she was snoring softly through her slightly parted mouth. For 
what seemed an insane moment - and he nearly gave into it - he wanted 
to strangle her, yes, his hands wrapping around her fat throat, his fingers 
digging in and in forcing her rebellious tongue to unclench and lengthen 
out of her disobedient mouth dripping saliva and froth, her eyes bulging 
like the eyes of dead fish, her limbs twitching. She stirred and turned 
over to her left side and faced him and he broke from the spell. 

Why was he spending all this time and effort and trouble and humili
ation over that ungrateful cruel woman, he'd never fathom. She was 
bloody ugly as well. Once she had been quite comely, but such comeli
ness had disappeared into fat. He could get any woman he desired, he 
thought. But could he? He shut his eyes and tried to obliterate the sight 
of a short fat man being laughed at by a group of children and women. 
Slowly, hesitantly, he opened his eyes and reached out and touched her 
lightly on her arm. 

Her eyes blinked open and she stared at him. For a moment, he 
couldn't believe she was awake. 

'Don't touch me!' she said and then turned her back to him. 
'You were awake all the time?' he asked. 
'I've got nothing to say to you!' 
'You were awake all the time, weren't you?' he repeated, convinced 

that she had been awake and had planned for him to come to her. She 
maintained her silence. He clutched her shoulder and tried to turn her 
round to face him, but she shrugged off his hand. 'I'm talking to you!' 
he threatened. 

'But I'm not talking to you!' she replied. 
'Why did you plan this meeting then?' he asked. 
'I didn't!' 
'You did!' 
'I didn't!' 
'You did!' 
'Keep your voice down!' she said. It was all so ridiculous, he realised 

suddenly, so he said nothing as he breathed his anger up into the tangled 
branches of the mango tree. 

'Why did you do it?' she asked finally. 
'Do what?' he pretended not to know what she was referring to. (He 

had acquired - and he never used any other word for it - $10 off their 
Sapepe pastor. Lagi had found out about it, and, when she had castigated 
him for it, calling him a thief, he had beaten her with his fists.) 

'You know what!' she said. 
He sighed. 'I don't know what,' he said, his anger gone. 
'Why did you steal that money?' she said. 
'I didn't steal it,' he replied. 
Ignoring his answer, she said, 'You promised you'd never do it again 

but you went right ahead and did it, and you did it to our Man of God!' 
'He gave me the money,' he insisted. 
'But you told him one of your stories. You lied to him.' 
'Our pastor is a generous man. He has more than enough money to 
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feed his family, whereas people like us don't. He was only helping us. 
And I'm going to pay him back anyway!' He reached over and caressed 
her shoulder, and this time she let him. 

'Why can't you be like other men?' she asked. 'Why can't you be like 
Folo who has a steady job and supports his family that way? Or culti
vate a plantation, or do something honest and honourable like that?' 

Tm no good at any of those. You know that, you've seen me trying 
for the last five years. In all that time, I never once used my only talent. 
I tried, Lagi. I r~ally tried, but I couldn't bear being a failure any longer; 
I couldn't bear watching you and our children being hungry and poor. 
We couldn't even afford school fees for our children. I had to use my 
one and only talent. I couldn't help it any longer. Some men are born 
like me: our only talent may be ·against the law, but it's the only talent 
we possess. And you know what Jesus said about not wasting your 
talents.' He realised she was crying softly into her pillow. He caressed her 
shoulder and back as he continued whispering that he couldn't help 
what he was because God had meant him to be that way. Eventually, she 
turned over and face'd him. Before she could say anything, he promised 
he would never again use his only talent to acquire money, and other 
things like that, off other people. Tears brimmed out of his eyes. She 
smiled at him and told him that it was time they all went back home to 
Sapepe, and that she was sorry she had left him. In tum he vowed he 
would never beat her again, and that if he ever broke this promise, may 
God strike him dead. Did she believe him? he asked. She smiled and 
nodded her head. 

Women were so gullible, he thought, as they walked back to the main 
fale to pack their things for their return home. 

The following morning they returned to their fale in Sapepe, the 
money, which he had obtained in Apia, dropped out of his lavalava as he 
undressed. He stooped down quickly. Too late. Lagi had seen it. She 
picked it up and returned it to him as if nothing unexpected had 
occurred, and, by reacting in this unexpected manner, she immediately 
made him suspicious, but he took the money and put it in the large 
family chest where they kept all their clothes and valuables. 

For the whole of that day and the next one, she mentioned nothing 
about the money to him, and he surmised that perhaps, like any other 
sensible wife who needed money to keep her family alive, she had 
reconciled herself to his talent. On Thursday night as they lay in their 
mosquito net, she informed him, casually, that she had used $15 of the 
money to pay their debt at Tauilopepe's store. 

'But ... but ... ', he started to protest, remembered his promise to 
h.er, stopped and whispered, 'That's good, very good.' 

'We'll give the rest of the money as a donation to our pastor this 
Sunday,' she said. And what are we going to use for money next week? 
he wanted to ask her but didn't when she moved over and embraced him 
and, in a few minutes, was expertly satisfying his modest sexual needs. 
He fell asleep believing she was the best wife any man could have. 

On Monday afternoon, their son returned from school with a note 
demanding immediate payment of his school fees or he wouldn't be 
allow'ed back into school. Lagi read the note, handed it to Sale, and 
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then left for the kitchen Cale as if the note had nothing whatsoever to 
do with her. After lotu that evening, his mother, who had returned 
home a few days before after living with cousins in the next village, 
informed him that she needed $5 for Women's Committee affairs and 
that Lagi too needed money for the same purpose. Late into the night, 
the problem of where he was going to get the money from held him 
between its teeth and shook him, and he again cursed his fate and a 
September without rain. 

Before daybreak, he woke Lagi and told her that he was going into 
town to see if he could borrow the money from Folo. He knew that she 
knew that he was lying but was surprised when she did nothing to stop 
him. As he got into the bus, Lagi and their children and his mother 
waved to him as though they were giving him unconditional permission 
to use his talent to its most rewarding potential. Without any reservations 
his family - bless them! - had finally accepted who he was totally; they 
had seen the light and would never regret it, he concluded. In relation to 
his family, he could now be completely himself openly, honestly, without 
shame. 

At first, he went to Apia only once a week. (And sometimes, if his 
take was large, only once a fortnight.) His weekly take was never below 
$5, enough at first for what they needed to buy from the store and 
contribute towards Sapepe and family affairs. As time passed, however, 
the more money he brought home, the more money his family expected 
the next time he went in: his wife and mother expected new clothes, so 
did his daughters; instead of eating tinned fish, they now ate tinned 
corned beef and other expensive food daily; and everytime he visited 
Apia, they expected him to return with exotic food such as apples, 
saveloys, salted beef, cabin bread, coconut buns, and finally, after he 
brought home $30, they asked him to buy them a radio, then, later on, 
a large wall mirror and tallboy, and later on still sandals for everyone in 
their family; Lagi even got him to buy himself a second-hand woollen 
charcoal suit to wear to church. Consequently, three months after he 
started, he discovered he had to take more precarious risks to satisfy 
their demands. Jt became more and more difficult to find victims -
people were beginning to recognise him. After he narrowly escaped being 
caught one afternoon, he returned home and told Lagi that he needed to 
stay out of Apia for at least a month. She ignored his plea and informed 
him that she and Faaluma had planned to visit Apia with the Women's 
Committee that Saturday and needed $10 for fares and spending money. 
It was impossible for him to work (and his whole family now used this 
word to describe his Apia activities) in Apia that week, he told her. She 
refused to satisfy his modest sexual needs that night (and the next two 
nights). On Thursday night, after he promised he would visit Apia the 
next day and get the money they needed, she rewarded him with her 
expert talent. (And he had to admit that this was her most precious 
talent which, once she had allowed him the right to legally exercise his 
only talent, she had developed to complement his talent in skill and 
intensity and demand: she now couldn't do without his talent, and 
he couldn't do without hers, one talent fed ore the other, an insatiable 
and compulsive craving.) 
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After acquiring $15 off a group of taro vendors, he was arrested as he 
boarded the Sapepe bus that afternoon. 

A week later he was tried - Lagi refused to attend his trial - and 
sentenced to six months in prison. 

His mother visited him a month afterwards in jail and informed him 
that Lagi had run off with another man (and how was she, a sick old 
woman, going to support his children? she asked). The following Friday, 
Ponaivi, his eldest daughter, who because she was breastless had always 
worried him, eloped with a youth from the next village; and Fusi, his 
favourite daughter, went off (against her grandmother's wishes) to live 
with her mother's family in Savaii. His son Amiga was expelled from 
school for not paying his fees. 

Arse, arse, arse! he cursed his fate. It was all God's fault for having 
created him with his peculiar talent. 

QUESTIONS 

1. At the beginning of the story Sale pa tells himself how important it is 
to get back his wife. To what extent does the rest of the story confirm 
that she is valuable to him? 

2. Do you feel the same way about Salepa when he gets money from his 
brother, Folo, as when he gets it from the card sharps, Stye·Eyed and 
Dirty-Hands? 

3. Why don't we hear why Salepa's wife left him until quite late in the 
story? 

4. When Salepa's wife agrees to have him back he gloats that she is 
gullible. Is this the view we form of her by the end of the story? 

5. Salepa prided himself upon his availability to use the gullibility of 
others to his own advantage. Was he a good judge of character? 

6. What do you think of SaJ~pa's view of his fate; "It was all God's fault 
for having created him with his peculiar talent!?" 

7. "We don't simply judge Salepa as being immoral; we also find him 
interesting and amusing". What do you think of him? 
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For Mother who was never 

taught to read or write 

H oly men, you came to preach: 
'Poor black heathen, we will teach 

Sense of sin and fear of hell, 
Fear of God and boss as well; 
We will teach you work for play, 
We will teach you to obey 
Laws of God and laws of Mammon ... ' 
And we answered, 'No more gammon, 
If you have to teach the light, 
Teach us first to read and write.' 

k'ATff lJALKEa.. 
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White Man, Dark Man 

WHITE MAN 

Jibo man, we 
fiTo you have brought 
Our social science, 
And you we have taught 
Our white democracy. 

DARK MAN 

White man, who 
Would teach us and tame, 
We had socialism 
Long before you catne, 
And democracy too. 

WHITE MAN 

Poor blackfellow, 
All you ever had 

Was ancestor Biami, 
Except the big bad . 
Bun yip and his bellow! 

I 
DARK MAN 

White fellow, true 
You had more for pride: 
You had Jesus Christ, 
But Him you crucified, 
And still do. 
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W e who came late to civilization, 
Missing a gap of centuries, 

When you came we marvelled and admired, 
But with foreboding. 
We had so little but we had happiness, 
Each day a holiday, 
For we were people before we were citizens, 
Before we were ratepayers, 
Tenants, customers, employees, parishioners. 
How could we underst;md 
White man's gradings, rigid and unquestioned, 
Your sacred totems of Lord and Lady, 
Highness and Holiness, Eminence, Majesty. 
We could not understand 
Your strange cult of uniformity, 
This mass obedience to clocks, time-tables. 
Puzzled, we wondered why 
The importance to you, urgent and essential, 
Of ties and gloves, shoe-polish, uniforms. · 
New to us were jails and orphanages, 
Rents and taxes, banks and mortgages. . 
We who had so few things, the prime things, 
We had no policemen, lawyers, middlemen, 
Brokers, financiers, millionaires. 
So they bewildered us, all the new wonders, 
Stocks and shares, real estate, 
Compound interest, sales and investments. 

, Oh, we have benefited, we have been lifted 
'! :/ With new knowledge, a new world opened. 
/Ji' - - - Suddenly caught up in white man ways 

; 
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/ _ - 1~· Gladly and gratefully we accept, 
'l~\~(v?j, ,',1) ;,; And this is necessity. 
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'Mother, what is that one sea, 
Sometimes blue or green or yellow?' 

'That Biami's waterhole. 
He big fellow.' 

'Mother, what make sunset fire, 
Every night the big red glare?' 
'Biami's gunya out that way, . 
That his camp fire over there.' 

'How come great wide river here, 
Where we swim and fish with spear?' 
'Biami dug him. 
You see big hills all about? 
They the stuff that he chuck out.• 

Note: Among white people Bia mi is the best known of the 
great Aboriginal Anceston who made the world and men. 
They were not gods, not worshipped, but were highly 
venerated. 
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N o more boomerang 
No more spear; 

Now all civilized
Colour bar and beer. 

No more corroboree, 
Gay dance and din. 
Now we got movies; 
And pay to go in. 

No more sharing 
What the hunter brings. 
Now we work for money, 
Then pay it back for things. 

Now we track bosses 
To catch a few bob, 
Now we go walkabout 
On bus to the job. 

One time naked, 
Who never knew shame; 
Now we put clothes on 
To hide whatsaname. 

No more gunya, 
Now bungalow, 
Paid by higher purchase 
In twenty year or so. 

Lay down the stone axe, 
Take up the steel, 
And work like a nigger 
For a white man meal. 

No more firesticks 
That made the whites scoff. 
Now all electric, 
And no better off. 
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Bunyip he finish, 
Now got instead 
White fella Bunyip, 
Call him Red. 

Abstract picture now
What they coming at? 
Cripes, in our caves we 
Did better than that. 

Black hunted wallaby, 
White hunt dollar; 
White fella witch-doctor 
Wear dog-collar. 

No more message-stick; 
Lubras and lads 
Got television now, 
Mostly ads. 

Lay down the woomera, 
Lay down the waddy. 
Now we got atotn-bomb, 
End everybody. 
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WE LOOK AFTER 
OUR OWN 
KATH WALKER 

AUSTRALIA 

Kath Walker Is well known In Australia for her poems. This story, which 
Is based on actual events, is published for the first time In Stories From 
Three Worlds. 

The old man sat, hair Inclined against the wall. His back was playing up 
again. The Easter holidays would soon be with them. The drought con
tinued to dry up the land. The lake, usually teeming with wild life, 
looked limp and even the hyacinths were turning yellow. 

He thought of the bougalnvlllaea. How vivid they were. When they 
bloomed, their beautlrul floral clusters of purple, brick red and white 
decorated the landscape. 

Funny, he thought, how pretty they looked, like they thrived on 
droughts. Perhaps when they felt the spirit of death close by they tried 
to please him by blooming all over. 

His mind slipped away and back to his youth. Riding the hills, stirring 
the dust In the hot tropical sun. Smelllng again the sweat of horse, 
saddle and blanket, mingling again with his own human sweat. 

He smiled as he saw himself, much bigger then, not wasted away to 
skin and bones like now. They were hard days but good. He thought of 
his woman and how she stayed with him and the dust and flies and 
droughts. Rearing the children, more often alone as he rode the track 
stockdrlving. 

Always there to comrort him when he returned, until that day the 
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spirit of death kindly but firmly touched her shoulder and stilled her 
heart and left him lonely and alone. 

Now he lived with his daughter. The drought was taking Its toll. The 
farmer up the road had, that morning, shot six of his cows. Stock food 
was too scarce and too dear to buy. 

He shifted his position towards the right, to ease his aching back, as he 
watched his daughter carry two buckets of water up Crom the water bins. 
He wished he could help her. She looked older than she was. It's hard 
on women where dust and flies and drought are a way of Ure. 

When he couldn't keep up with the rest or the stockmen, he gave It 
away and settled down with his daughter and her husband who worked 
at the abattoirs three miles away. 

Lately he found himself dozing, falling asleep orten and his eyes were 
falling him. He forgot things too. After his retirement he became bored 
with nothing to do. . 

He was still an active man. He applied for, and got, a job on the local 
council but, when he turned seventy, they told him they could no longer 
employ him. They needed younger men. 

His needs were simple, he worked hard and paid for whatever he 
wanted •n saved up cash. No credit system for him. If he didn't have the 
money for what he wanted, he went without until he had saved enough. 
He owed nothing to any man or firm. . \ 

His daughter Interrupted his dreamlngs. 'Time for a bath, Dad', she 
said. · . 

He tried to put his feet firmly on the floor arid stand up, but some· 
how he couldn't make It. His daughter came, put her strong arms around 
his waist and half carried, half dragged him to the bathroom . 

She noticed he looked much thinner and his strength was falling. He 
was no longer the big man she remembered. Now, he drew on her 
strength and she knew he was fast getting worse. He had developed bed 
sores which, no matter what she did, would not clear up. She had to 
carry him often now and It made her tired and bad-tempered. 

Her husband suggested she put him In a home for the aged. This 
horrified her. Their kind had always looked after their own, young or 
old. 

They were proud Islanders whose great-grandfathers had been kid
napped into Australia to work the canefields of Bundaberg. 

She .was ,fifteen when she married her man. He was the only man 
she ever went out with or even wanted to. Their five children had 
grown up, married and gone their own ways. 

She knew her man was worried for her health and the thought of 
putting the old .man Into a nursing home, she knew, horrified him as 
much as It did her. 

Without telling her, he went to see their local member of Parliament, 
who promised to call and talk to his wife. 

A week later she woke with a splitting headache. Her man had 
already left for work. She dragged herself out of bed and went to her 
father's room. He lay on his bed staring vacantly at the open window. 

'The day promised to be even hotter and more humid than ever. 
The sky was devoid of clouds. She gently touched her father. He seemed 
In a sort of coma. She drew the bedclothes off and tried to llrt him Into 
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a sitting position. A sudden panic gripped her. She knew her father was 
dying. She spoke. He didn't answer, didn't seem to even hear her. 

She fled from the room and flung herself onto the sofa In the lounge 
and gave way to a sudden burst of uncontrollable crying. 

She never heard the man come up the path nor did she see him stand 
undecided at the open doorway. . 

'Mrs Edwards', he said. 'It's me, Mr Knight. Your husband asked me 
to call and see you about your father'. She hurriedly wiped her face on 
the hem of her gown. • 

'It's not our way to send our old ones away from us. We look after 
our own. We look after our own', she sobbed, her voice rising as she 
struck her tightly clenched fist Into the palm of her other hand. 

Mr Knight entered the room and sat down on a chair and waited for 
her to calm herself. 

'We always look after our own', she cried again, 'but I can't bear to 
watch my father die'. 

He calmed her as he talked of a rellglous nursing home In town. He 
talked of her own falling health and her husband's worry about her and 
her father. 

She quietened down then and listened as he explained to her that he 
would phone the home to see if they would take her father. She made 
him a cup of tea and, after he had drunk It, he left promising to let her 
know at once If there was room for her father. ' 

After he left she cleaned the kitchen and washed up. Her father 
seemed to be sleeping so she did not disturb him. ' 

Shortly Mr Knight returned to tell her that the nursing home was 
prepared to take her father. 

'You can visit him whenever you like,' he said, 'and It's but half a 
mile away so he won't be far.' 

'Will they take him today, Good Friday? It's a hollday', she asked. 
'Yes, there ls no problem', he replied. Mr Knight took the mattress 

off one of the spare beds and placed It In the panel van. He bought 
sheets and a pillow as she changed her dress and combed her hair. 

'Take him to the front entrance, they will be waiting for you', he 
said. 

He carried the old man out to the van, surprised at how light and thin 
he was. He placed him gently on the mattress and covered him with 
the sheet. 'Will you be alright or should I come with you?' he asked. 'Do 
you feel up to driving the car?' 

She told him she could manage and thanked him for all his trouble.: 
He waited until she had turned the van towards the township before he 
entered his own car. 

Her face wet with her falllng tears, she pulled up at the front entrance 
of the nursing home. She took a look at her sleeping father, walked Into 
the waiting room and rang the bell. 

She heard the rustle of the nun's habit as she came down the corridor. 
'Yes dear, what can I do to help you?' the nun asked with a smlle. 

'Sister, my name is Mrs Edwards. I have come about my father. Mr 
Knight· rang about him coming Into the home today.' She spoke rapidly 
In case her voice failed her. 

The sister's smlle vanished. 'My dear there must be some mistake, we 
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thought, that ls we didn't realise, I mean. Look dear, ls your father 
llghter or darker than you?' the sister asked. 

'Why do you ask that sister?' Mrs Edwards asked. 'Are you prejudiced? 
Are you racist?' 

'No, no, not me my dear,' replled the sister. 'You don't understand. 
It's the other patients. They may say terrible things to your father and he 
may get hurt'. 

'Sister, my father ls dying and I can't bear to watch him die. I can't 
bear to do that,' Mrs Edwards repUed. 

'I am sorry my dear but he might hear other patients saying terrible 
things and .... ' 

'Sister, ' Mrs Edwards broke In, 'my father does not even know me 
and I don't think he can hear what anyone Is saying. We always look 
after our own but my father ls dying sister, dying'. 

'I'm sorry my dear but have you tried the general hospital? I'm sure 
they wlll take him there. You will have no trouble getting him In', the 
sister said. Mrs Edwards stood up and walked towards the door. 

'Be of good cheer, dear. They will look after your father. I'll see you 
to your car.' The sister opened the door for her. 

She peeped at her father lying so still, then she cllmbed In. The 
sister stood on the footpath. 

Mrs Edwards turned the key In the Jock as the sister said, 'God bless 
you dear'. Her foot felt for the accelerator and she had difflculty seeing 
the dashboard through a veil of tears. · 

'And God pity you sister,' she said as she drove away In a swirl of 
dust which rose between her car and the nursing home. 

Easter Sunday dawned bright and clear. The humid heat of early 
morning told of another dust·fllled day and still no sign of rain. Mrs 
Edwards leaned against the garden gate watching the road to town. She 
awaited her relatives and friends who would come from near and far. 
They would come to comfort her and strengthen her to help her bury 
her dead. · 

She bent her head to listen as the town's church bells called and 
pealed, summoning the Christians to prayer, to mourn, to remember, 
a son, a father and a past crucifixion. 

(Thil is a true story aB told to Kath Walker in North Queensland.) 

/ 

QUESTIONS 
I 

1. Early In the story, how ddes the author develop our Interest In, and 
sympathy for, the old man? 

2. Why don't we learn that the old man and his famlly are Aboriginals 
until the same moment as the nun? How does this make the nun's 
reaction specially shocking for the reader? 

3. What does the nun's comment about tbe General Hospital show 
about her? 

4. What Is the point of the last sentence? 

5. How does the meaning of the title become fuller after we have read 
the story? · 
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Estimates of Aboriginal population vary from 100,000 up to 
16P.000. The Melbourne Age ( 14/11 /72) reported that: 
'Australia"s present Aboriginal population of about 140.000 is 
expected to exceed 300,000 by the end of the century. The 
growth rate is at least double the rate of increase of the total 
population of the count,Y. 

About 70.000 live in or near the major cities and country towns, 
about 50.000 in missions and settlements mainly in the northern 
and central parts of Australia and up to 15,000 live on pastoral 
properties. 

A few hundred live in independent communities in the north. 
A small number have been completely assimilated in the white 

community where they live and work with equal status but most of 
them have not been assimilated and live in comparatively poor 
circumstances 
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A White Problem 
Our past record 

Amon~ the first English settlers to come to 

Australia were a number of men who were 
trouhlcd hy what they saw as the 'plight' of 
the Ahoriginals. In the early da)'S of the 
colony high value was placed on the rewards 
of a Christian way of life and it was felt by 
some that the Aboriginat;., as well as the 
convicts, would benefit from conversion to 
Christianity. 

Despite the efforts of the British govern
ment to protect the Aboriginal, conflict soon 
arose between the new settlers and govern
ment officials and the 'first Australians'. 
Some sett!ers attacked the Aboriginals with 
guns or gave them poisoned flour. Any black 
uprisings brought down 'slaughter expedi
tions'; in most cases the law turned a blind 
eye. White men took over Aboriginal tribal 
lands, drove away the animals they relied 
upon for food and introduced diseases, such 
as small pox, which wiped out huge numbers 
of black people. As the years passed some 
Aboriginals were driven further inland; 
others became virtual slaves of the white man. 
The white settlers introduced the black man 
to alcohol; the black woman to prostitution. 
Aboriginals were subjected to white man's 
law which usually settled things in the white 
man's favour. Aboriginalsactinginaccordance 
with their own tribal laws felt an enduring 
sense of injustice. 

For I 52 years the Aboriginals were 'pro
tected' by segregation on reserv~s. The land 
selected was usually remote and barren and 
the spiritual significance of tribal lands to 
Aboriginal people was ignored. The cheapest 
housing, food rations and clothing were 

supplied. Progressively degraded, the Aborigi
nals built up an antagonism toward the whites. 
The white Australians considered them 
inferior and so made them 'wards' in all 
their legislation. 

By the 1930s a rise in Aboriginal population 
and the influence of the anthropologist, 
Professor A. P. Elkin, led the Commonwealth 
and State governments to bring out a new 
policy of 'assimilation', but this was not 
officially introduced until the late 1950s. So, 
in Western Australia, until 1954, an Aborigi
nal had to get government permission before 
he could marry. 

As you know, the Australian States grew 
up separately. Each developed its own 
policies toward Aboriginals and this situation 
still exists. However, in 1901, Australia 
became a federation and all States gave up 
some powers to the new Commonwealth 
government. Do you know your own Con
stitution well enough to know what powers 
were given to the Commonwealth to act on 
Aboriginal affairs and in what areas? 

If you are interested in the past, perhaps 
you could find out how the Federal govern
ment behaved toward Aboriginals between 
1961 and 1967. 

In 1967, the Federal government, by a 
Referendum, asked all adult Australians to 
give it greater power over Aboriginal affairs. 
A majority of Australians agreed to the 
proposed amendment to the Constitution. 
Can you find out how the Referendum was 
worded; what new powers the Government 
obtained; how the Constitution was re-

5 
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wages in 'hand money' or 'pocket money' and 
had the remainder paid into their bank
books. 

Though recently some Aboriginal workrrs 
have been able to hold their own pass-hooks, 
even today Police Protectors may still hold 
the bank-books of Aboriginals. These Pr<>
tectors may have been as many as a hundred 
miles away; they decided what proportion 
of the wage was paid into the book, regardless 
of what the Aboriginal worl<cr wanted and 
when they received letters of request they 
determined whether they would permit the 
worker to spend money on· the goods he 
wanted. Some Protectors arc alleged to have 
stolen money from illiterate Aboriginal 
workers. 

This system has been called humane by 
comparison with the Northern Territory in 
the 1960s, where wages were only half the 
~eensland award rates. In 1966, in the 
Kimbcrleys and northern South Australia, 
there was no minimum wage rate nor any law 
enforcing payment in cash. It has been alleged 
that some Aboriginals in these areas were 
paid in methylated spirits, which they drank. 

Where workers came from a country 
reserve in ~eensland, they were paid as 
single men, but had to contribute to the 
policeman in charge of their settlement for 
support of their families living there. In 
addition, Aboriginal workers paid taxation, 
on the same rares as all Australians, and 
furthermore, until 1965, the Department of 
Native Affairs deducted annually, from the 
money paid into Aboriginal bank-books, 
five per cent of a single man's earnings and 
two and one half per cent of a married man's 
earnings for the Natives Welfare Fund. 

Things began to change during the 1960s. 
In 1960 at Cairns the Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islanders Advancement League issued 
a Declaration of Rights, demanding equality 
of wages, possession of bank-books, direct 
payment of wages, and worker's compensation. 

8 

Following further such criticisms, especially 
those of the Australian Council of Trades 
Unions, Queensland's government raised 
wages for Aboriginals, increased their one 
week annual leave to three, and removed 
the sution manager's right to the free labour 
of his emplo)·ec's wife. 

Meanwhile the Australian Workers' Union 
applied to the ~eensland Arbitration Court 
to have deleted from wage awards any sections 
which excluded Aboriginals. No doubt, 
Aboriginal membership of trade unions can 
greatly help to abolish the whole system of 
economic inequality and give Aboriginals 
some chance of becoming 'integrated'. 

In 19il, the Queensland government, 
under Federal govern men! pressure to change 
its laws, legislated to allow Aboriginals to 
leave a reserve whenever they wished and to 
prevent Aboriginals from being forced, 
against their will, to live on a reserve. One 
year later the legislation had still no! been 
proclaimed, and the (bieensland government 
was still being criticised for not making 
Aboriginals equal citizens. 

Mr Whi!lam, then Leader of the Opposi
tion, a!lacked the (bieensland Premier be
cause the legislation did not give Aboriginals 
land rights to their reserves. Other criticisms 
were that Aboriginals did not gain control 
over the running of the reserves; that the 
State government still had over-riding control 
of all Aboriginals living on reserves (about 
30,000); and still had the power to stop 
persons visiting a reserve. 
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White law vs. black law 

How diJ Ahmi)!inal cuhure change after 
contact with the more materialistic British 
pioneers' Did i:reeJ oust myth' 

Not onh· was there a clash between white 
law and trihal heritage but missionary ~uper
intendants and police were required to 
suppress 'injuriou; cuswms'. The Ahoriginal 
decision maling organisation was broken. 
\\'ithout continuity of leadership from the 
elders there was no social control. This was 
largely hrought about hy rapid depopulation; 
the result of slaughter and disease. Economic 
resources were lost, and the remnants of 
tribal groups were lumped together in a few 
reserves in remote areas. 

Loss of control over sacred places under
mined the authority of the elders and weak
ened religious beliefs which gave tribes a 
purpose for living. 

Whites took away their water-holes in arid 
areas and destroyed the native animals, and 
then attacked the Aboriginals if they used 
their hunting slills to take sheep or cat1le. 
Unable to live from hunting. Aboriginals 
adapted to their environment and became 
employees. They could not supply anything 
for markets and their only experience in 
agriculture or the pastoral industry was being 
told what to do and being paid in goods not 
cash. So they had no opportunities to learn 
how to use money or how to adjust to a 
completely changed environment-a new 
materialistic world. 

Aboriginals were seldom, if ever, aggres
sive. They had no practice in systematic 
warfare nor anyone of authority to negotiate 
war settlements. Thev were victims of their 
own peaceful system: Their religion taught 
them the acceptance of the inevitable whereas 
white men might have taught them the moral 
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virtues of hard wmk, diligence, thrift, saving 
and perhaps inculcated the belief that material 
success in this life is an indication of salvation 
in the next. Aboriginals still lack the urge to 
compete. In Aboriginal society each contri
buted to the common lot according to his 
ability. 

Aboriginals clung to gerontocratic rule 
which was necessarily conservative. It was 
stern and harsh when a sexual taboo was 
violated or ritual observances ignored to the 
threat of the spiritual health of the tribe. The 
severity of the councils of the elder men 
brought them into conflict with white law. 
Aboriginal religion had no experience of 
alcohol to draw on and so too the councils of 
the elder men had no experience of what to do 
in a desperate crisis such as the 'invasion' by 
the whites. 

Aborigines 
will get more 
legal advice 

Victoria's Aborigines will 
soon get a full-time field 
officer to help them with 
legal problems. 

The socretary of the Vic· 
torian Aborigines· Legal 
Service, Melbourne barrister 
Mr. A. R. Cast.an, has in· 
vited applic.ations for the 
field officer's job and also 
for a secretary assistant. 

He said the field officer 
would have to work closely 
v.ith other organisations in 
tht Aboriginal community 
and seek out situations in 
which legal assistance would 
help Aborigines. 

Mr. CasU!ln said the ser
,·ice would prefer an Abo
risdne for the job with some 
Ldministntive experience 
i;nd practical or academic 
;:.1rial work qualifications. 

Some activity work for you 
l. Would you agree with this statement? 'Aboriginal 
culture, if we will learn from its religious values, may 
contribute more to living in this pollution-threatened 
continent then we have ever been able to.' 

2. Can you find evidence of Aboriginals rejecting some 
of their tribal values and accepting the values of white 
society? Is this a good or bad tendency? 

3. How is the Aboriginal agitation for land rights 
related to Aboriginal religious beliefs? 

4. Find out: 
(a) whether lower wages can still be paid to 
Aboriginal workers in some parts of Australia; 
(b) what degree of representation Aboriginal 
workers get when the ACTU presents a National 
Wage Oaim to the Commonwealth Conciliation 
and Arbitration Commission. 

There is still a clash between white law and 
tribal law. In 1967 in Port Headland, for 
example, Yadabooka was sentenced to five 
years for manslaughter, although tribal 
custom and tribal elders demanded that he 
kill the offender. If whites forbade the old 
ways of righting wrongs, then Aboriginal 

social order was bound to dissolve into chaos. 
Today, almost without exception, Aboriginals 
appear in courts because whites have taken 
them there. And there are no Aboriginal 
lawyers to explain the Aboriginal background 
to the offences. 

11 
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Equal rights for whites movements in the Northern Tenilory 

RACIST OR NOT? 
We're no 
racists, 
say NT 
rights 
men 
The Northern Territory 
White Rights Movement 
is trying to change its 
ima~e. 

Want to know 
""Our commillee wants to 

know what the policies of 
the Government are and .see 
them implemented lor tho 
good o! the Aboriginal 
peopl<. 

.. Nothin,e: has coml' out of 
prtvious (lovrrn~ent po· 
l 1cies. s nd &di :.~ r. Br)"ftnt 

"f'{'lll" tu 11(' (JUIOJ! b !J:JH'rt<f 

111,:: a ff"IA· more million do! 
lar'.'>." Mr. Macfarlane f;t1:rl 

1 hr commillf'r which h• 
hred!'> ha .. a~kf'd 1hr Fetk1a 1 
Ciovernment for $.5(.:)(J ~o 11 

l ~n gather rvidenct to ~up 
,>nrt its df'mand<; (or a 
Hoyal Commission into tlir 
Department of Aborioginai 
A.ff airs 

The money was Tequesttd 
in a telrgram srnt to tht 
Prime Mrnistrr (Mr. Ylhh· 

.;.am) at tlle wct"kend. 

The movement. u"o<ricial. 
J\· known .as Equal R1~hts 
fi:1r Whites. is a1temp1ing t(\ 
throw off its raCi!;t tag 

It has bttn suggr!'tcd thar 
it be knoY. n as The Com
m it t ~ e to end D1!!· 

crimination. 
The chairman of th• 12· 

man commiltee formed at 1: 
pub!K: meeting in Katherinl· 
last week {Mr. Lts Macfar· 
lane) said yesterday move· 
ment members were sick or 
heinv r11Jl.·!1 raristc;. 

··v. c BH: not conccrnrlf 
with PL'Ople, wr cire c.on· 

What is your opinion? 

cuned Y. llh policies:· ht 
said 

1o "~:~ =~~n:i"h~~~l('~~;/r~<i)~~ 
1ht· Lnr~1rwtu1 and Abor1i;in· 
al <"ommunnh·~ 

Mt'anwh111'. the MHR for 
the Northern Trrritory (Mr 
Calder) ha!-> supportt>d ttw' 
righb rnovt'rnt"nt 

'Deep concern' 
lie said thr 11tendancr of 

f:OO at the Katherine mrtl· 
ir1g showed 1he tremendous 
d('pth of con.ce-rn felt by 
people in the district 

··1 don't bebeve it wa.c; a 
raci~t mf'eting - simply an 
rxprrs~ion of concern at at· 
t i l u des shov.:n by Mr. 
Br\'&nt and ~ome of hi!> ad· 
,·iSers in their recent stalt>· 
menLc; and actions," he .said. 

• • Like P"'Ople at 1hr 
Katherine meeting t believe 
the Minister i5- getting on VJ 
dangerous ground." 

the Age March 1973 

The mcerin~ at hatherine was sho" n on the 
trln·ision r.roparnme, 'This Da,· Tonight'. 

Sreake" \\ere sh11"11 mabng remarks to the 
meet inc such "' those of a _\lr I.en Smith: 
'The :\.uqralian :\horigine is inherenth· laz\". 
Educition j..; a \\J~tc uf time and money for 
them . Thn 're just hlud~ers and p;11s1i
tu1es'. 

Asked to reph' on this rrn,rammc, the 
'.1inistn for :\lmri~inal :\ffairs, at that time, 
'.Ir (iordon llna;ll, said the head of his 
Dep:irtrnrnl lud attended the mcetin~ 

and they \\ould consider the comrlaints. But 
he commented sharpll' that 'there arc dreadful 
and degrading conditions imr11scd on Ahori
cines throuchout Australia': that there arc 
4rn1,!KlO squ~rc mib in the !\11r1hcrn Tcrri

tor\' for the "hitc Australians "ho arc 
cu;rentl~· an~ry at Ahorit!inals rcceiYin~ a 
1.'00 -2,000 squan· mile grant at \\'attic 
Creel. ':\hori~inal rescrYes in the ~ort~,r1l 
Terriron· onh'. occur,· %,OlllJ square m;~~, 
he said ~.I':>')_",.., 
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Present Needs 
Missions. reserves and settlements 

There are still one third of Australia's 
Aboriginals (about 50,000 people) living on 
missions, reserves or settlements. Aboriginals 
on Northern Territory settlements cm, at 
present, be paid a 'training allowance' which 
is less than the basic wage, and often they 
remain on 'training allowances' indefinitely. 
They are under the control of the often 
paternalistic Mission Superintendant. 

One of these missions is the Santa Theresa 
Mission, fifty miles south-east of Alice 
Springs, where 600 members of the Aranda 
tribe live in 480 square miles of desert. This 
is a rock, sand, limestone-diffs area; a gidyea
tree plain. Tapping of underground water 
and the building of a hospital were paid for 
by government grants. Houses were origin
ally built from limestone blocks cut from the 
cliffs. 

Can such missions provide answers to the 
Aboriginal search for cultural and economic 
advancement? It cannot grow cash crops. 
One of its aims is to establish the Catholic 
faith. The Superintendent, Father Clancey, 
justifies this aim by claiming that Aboriginals 
have lost their spiritual life and have to have 
some replacement for their old religion. He 
deplores the fact that Australians have been 
aiming at making Aboriginals 'little capitalists'. 
'My policy,' he says, 'is to persuade people to 
leave ... to go to school ... to advanced 
studies ... to take their place in towns.' 

If the Aranda people leave this desert 
reserve, how will the white community 
receive them? Will they be obliged to lose 
their culture and tribal identity and assume 
the ways of the white man? 

How true is this comment: 'At present 
tribal and semi-tribal Aborigines face a 
Hobson's choice: either stay on their settle
ments or reserves and see the erosion of their 
traditions by the dominant white culture or 
attempt to join the white society on its own 
terms.' (Age,'15/12/72). 

Another Northern Territory Mission is 
Amoonaguna, a Government reserve outside 
Alice Springs. Here tourists may see pretty 
brick houses, a meeting hall and a modern 
shop which sells boomerang souvenirs. How
ever, Tony Clifton reported to the Melbourne 
Agr that the Mission's back regions, which 
house most of the Aboriginals, are almost 
devoid of shade for the rectangular alumin
ium sheds standing on concrete. These sheds 
have no glass in the windows, no insulation 
against the summer 48°C temperatures, no 
electricity, and no running water. Many 
Aboriginals prefer to live in the dry creek 
beds. 

Palm Island reserve in Q.ieensland was 
criticised recently by Mr Gordon Bryant. The 
island's 2,000 people, he said, were 'denied 
freedom of movement and control of their 
affairs'. Could this be so) 

Under the provisions of the Q.ieensland 
Aborigines Act 1971 and the Torres Strait 
Islanders Act 1971, one has to obtain per
mission to visit Palm Island. Any person 
breaking this condition is liable to forcible 
ejection and a fine of $200. People have to 
apply under the schedules of the Act for 
permission to Ii ve at Palm Island, and this 
permit may be withdrawn without reason 
being given. It is the Aboriginal who has to 
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Doing their own thing 

Migration of Aborigines to cities is high and 
is increasing. Since the Arbitration Court 
decision to introduce, by stages, equal pay 
for blacks and whites, pastoralists have 
employed about a third less Aboriginals than 
they did. A drift from cattle stations to 
mis.sions and reserves and then to the cities 
is likelv 10 continue. 
The~e are now possibly ten thousand 

Aboriginals living in Sydney. For company 
and security they tend to get together with 
relatives who bave moved to the city earlier. 
As black unemployment is seven times that 
of the community in general !hey can only 
afford cheap housing in slum ('inner city') 
areas, and they often overcrowd the houses. 
A corn mon rent for a low-grade house is 540 
a week and S56 would be a common unskilled 
worker's wage. 

Then the problems multiply-poverty, 
lack of education, unemployment, ill-health, 
drunkenness, petty crime, and finally hos1ili1y 
',from white Australians living near by. 

This is what happened in early 1973 in 
Redfern and Chippendale in Sydney, where 
one third of the twenty year old Aboriginals 
were unemployed; where whites claimed 
they were no! safe at night (their wives were 
afraid of hcing molested) and where whites 
'were always being bitten for two bob'. 

For the past fifty years Aboriginals have 
found refuge in the nineteenth century 
houses of the Louis Stree! area, where onlv 
one quarter of the houses have running wale;, 
bathroom or kitchen. Perhaps three thousand 
Aboriginals were living there recently when a 
Sydney development company purchased the 
area for demolition and rebuilding. Police 
evicted the Aboriginal tenants, who wen! 
temporarily !O a church hall. Some returned 
to the deserted houses, squaued there, and 
were jailed. 

A committee was set up by Did Blair, (of 
the Aboriginal Legal Service), which sen! 
pleas to Mr Bryant, then Minister for Abor
iginal Affairs, to purchase the area for an 

Aboriginal community. This community 
would have its own hospital, kindergarten 
and school, would pay rent 10 the govern
ment, and would control the behaviour of 
everyone allowed to live there. 

This idea of Aboriginal communi!les 
controlling themselves, preserving what they 
want of their !raditinnal ways, asserting their 
own social system, and dealing with the sur
rounding community through the economic 
relationships of employment, appealed to 
Mr Bryant. He has long advocated giving 
power lo Aboriginals to bu>ld their own 
structures of social cohesion and discipline 
from their own ways of thought rather than 
from ours. 

However there was soon a biller white 
reaction locally. Thirty white residents of 
the adjoining area held a protest meeting 
against the scheme. They were supported by 
Aldermen of the South Sydney Council, who 
said the scheme was 'benign apartheid'; that 
the Aboriginals mus! be split up and that the 

only way to assist them was to assimilate them. 
Miss George, of the National Aboriginal 
Consultative Education Committee, counter
attacked: 
'Would you like to be split up? Don't you 
feel happier living with your own people i• 

Mrs Faith Bandier, the General Secretary 
of the Federal Council for the Advancement 
of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders, is 
proposing that the Federal government buy 
land on city outskirts where Aborigines 
could farm, grow vegetables, and catch a 
train to daily employment in the city. 

In the north there are other experiments 
being made to set up independent Aboriginal 
communities, where Aboriginals can return 
to the land yet c<rexist with the general 
economy. 

Perhaps you could find out about the 
Aboriginal mining community in the Pilbara 
area of Western Australia or the Arnhem Land 
attempts to make productive enterprises out 
of running cattle, traditional crafts and 
breeding turtles or crocodiles. 
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New policies 

Following his appointment, as Minister for 
Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Gordon Bryant, (whn 
promised to stir up the dust) went on tours 
of Northern and \\'estern Australia to meet 
Aboriginals and discuss their problems with 
1hem. 

One of his sweeping new plans was the 
selling up of the all-Aboriginal Consultative 
Council of thirty to fortv members, elected 
from the Aboriginal a~d pan-Aboriginal 
population. Maps were drawn up which 
now provide the electorates for this Giuncil 
in all mainland states and in the Northern 
Territory. This was done in conjunction 
with the Commonwealth Electoral Office 
and government mapping expens. The 
Giuncil's purpose is to advise the Aboriginal 
Affairs Minister. Mr Brnnt also ;mended to 
expand the Aboriginal "staff of his Depart
ment, believing Aboriginals are often the 
best people to handle their own problems; 
indeed, he hoped that there would be 
positions made available to Aboriginals 
within the Commonwealth Public Service as 
a whole. 

He was committed to granting Aboriginal 
tribal ownership and control of reserves. 
Mr Justice E. A. Woodward is preparing a 
report on the best methods of granting land 
rights and the form these should take. Mr 
Brvant said: 
'\\:e have to define a new concept of land 
ownership-not leasehold or freehold but 
something else. We have to combine usage, 
and the Aborigines' concept of land as parr 
of the spirit of their life and livelihood'. 

This is a future development which you 
could follow in the press, or Hansard or on 
television. In early 1973, the Government 
undertook to provide S50 million, over the 

next ten years, to buy land for Aboriginal 
communities. 

Mr Bryant obtained SI0-8; million ntra to 
· be spent. on Aboriginals straight a"a)', and 

pressed for the enlarging of his budget to 
assist Aboriginals catch up to the rest of the 
community. One of the items on which the 
extra money is currently being spent is a 
$850,000 programme to provide legal aid to all 
Aboriginals coming before Australian courts. 
He also hoped to dramatic:illy and quickly 
improve Aboriginal health and lower the 
inexcusable infant mortality rate. He intended 
too, to launch an Australian-wide study in 
order to get all Aboriginals on award wages. 

• • Will his initiatives succeed? 

• What steps need to be taken to ensure that 
Aboriginals make a success of their new rights 
to properties' 

• Have the new policies 'promised moun
tains, but delivered only molehills'? 

• Will the Black Power mo,·ement soon have 
nothing to be violent about? 

;.;,,;. 
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COMMONWEAL TH 
ABORIGINAL SECONDARY 
GRANTS SCHEME
EXTENDED PROGRAM 1973 

~r-ellcalloiu are lri\1i.d tor 197J Aborigl111I &lc011duy Or1"'9 
'1<dlH the new tertr.• of •llg1tnltty 1nno1,1ne.d by tf\1 Pr1rr19 
MHH1ll9r. T~ gr11"1lt .. rn a>. &enabl1 frolft lrM .. ,,. 1171. 
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lr>o gr11111 u• Cl~'"' to """-""" 1tvde111I of ~ran. 
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A • wot9 1' .,..,.. of •O- ~ lmdof 11 ,..,. .. 1 ~"f 
1173; 

• •ill bo ettol\dlng a. 1171 eri app"°"'" p.tlfMry N 
Mcondary e.chool h •I'll Auttral!&11 lt1i. ... blte.md 
l•rr11ory; 

• arw m .• 1,. le buwflt frol'tl nl'lt.llftlftl et ed'l..t 

O• 
8. • .. ,. ndff 14 ,.a,. er _. • 1 ,.....,, ttTll 

• wm h altaf\.dillt hi Hf'S wt •"'11wd llMlllMlmJ ...._.. 
1in -r A.u.1r1Uu It.He or lt1Wt"lll tonttofy. 

Th• conth11,111lon of a '""' 61 1ub~ct '° h a1Vdell1 -"-"'"
Ing •chool t•;ut•rtr end kl hla conduct and p~r•H t.ina 
a&li1l1CtotJ. 

Tha cir1nt1 l"ch,11h 111l1tanoo wnti Uving Cotti, actiool teoa. 
clothing and tut booltl and atMr 1apina11 ... oc11t1ul •iMI 
eltending IChool. 

UPUCATIONI 

Appllc1Uon tormt end tvtthor dot.ii• Mey IN ebtllrtoed trore 
l1'lil CommonwHll'h O.p1r\1Mnl Of (duce!IOR •t h add!ou 
~low or from oftic.e1 Of lhO Mlnl•tlJ Of Aberitlnlil All'aira N 
oome 1Chool prlnclp1t1. 

APPLICATIONS &HOUlO .. IUBM1nu A& SOON AJj 
POSSIBLE TO: 

TM F\eglotl.IJ DINctor 
V.clorian Sl•M Office 
Commonwe1lth 01p1rt~n.t ef Edut•t!M 
4SO St. Klld• ~Old 
l.lELBOURNE, VIC. 9004 
lolartio .... ?t7 n•• 

DEPARTMENT OF 
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS 
VACANCIES 
~e ~~,: T:~~r:n= .~o.-~~~I :r:::n=!:nl;. 
~ ro decide Ou p.ce and nature ol ~Ir tutu.re ~l11Pment 
a-s. 1t1nin.:an1 compon-em:1 wl1hJn • dlvvw Austr.:l.lan aoclety. 
To ass!~ I.hem to accompllsh thb, th-t: ~p&rtmen( ol. Abol1&1o.o\ 
Aff.Ura U V'f'kin& new recrulte;, 

~u~;~;:;!; :::n:i~ ~ ~:~e~':~1-~~1~: 
• mutu.irJ ""6pecl wW'I Aboti1ln1! Communlt.les. en ~ 10 
ca rry out a non di n!!ICt tw 4ld'vl IOl'Y rote. ahne-d st enoou.rq 1 nJ 
the communltits to become Rl'1 reli-.n.t and to rnak'e their own 
6-echJons a.s to their futu~. VICarlciies exist tor the IOllowin1 
p~MJ~ -

Regional Welfare Officer-
3 POSITIONS 
~~~00-~98~~~ .J~ :~'! ~r!:N~~~ =)e) 
Durttt - R.Hponslble ror the ~r'(!Jll:.tion • .-upervhlon and In· 

',:~~~~ ~~l~m~~yth!,;o~O:.i":r~~~tnlmlt, tncludlna 
Quall~Uons - A.pproprt~ •codenrlc qu1li1kat1ons in • tlr'ld 
(lf sociaJ science- •nd wide admlnbtnOve .-xperienoe delirable. 
E.xpertenct" tn Abonaina.J and 04'.her aodal work 11n advanlq-e. 

District Welfare Officer 
8 POSITIONS 
S1l.uy S7934-852S plut dlstr1c:t allow•noe flee footno1e) 

~:~~~-~t~Tn ~ih~~i0:.~~~ ~~·s~~:.~'1:;~: 
aula (G~ £yl11ndO, Nhulunbuy (Ge.we), 
Du1ios - l>ndcT <f1f"f!(l(jon or the R-eek>nal Welfare omoer, tn 
chuge o( wclrue 11cUvlttes includlna; Aborignail and «her 
w-elta.re 91ervJces. 

~c~~~~ps~ ~dm~~tl~ '!t,~~~1"r:~1e:tbeor ~!tu.! 

Superintendent 
SEVERAL POSITIONS 
Salary - S8818·9'W9 plus d.Jtlrict allowance (Stt footnote) 
Ltx:ation - IK any (7( the varioU$ Aborfaln•I Set.tlemenu an the 
No rt hem Terrttory. 
Duties - ResPonstble for the IOci•I •dvanoement pcJ'Oir..mmc 
tor the AbortalrwtJ population, tbe C<Wttrol of ata:n on, and the 
emclent man1eem-ent ot • Set<Hlment. 

~bi~::;c~~s~~~~~te~ ~~51;e.~:r=~1:.nd 

Superintendent 
SEVERAL POSITIONS 
&alery S7!U4-8525 plus distrtor: 11llon'W'U~ (5tt tootno<e) 
l..oC&t.lon - 11 any of the va.rlout A.boria:lnal SetUemenu in tbe 
Northern Teniltory. 
DuLiH - Responsibbe tor the IOCIM advancement progr:amme 

~~c!~ r:~.~~i~~~~l•~~~!':nt~ ot .wr on, end the 

~:1~1::c:~~pe-;_,~d~~1~n~~ ~ ~-:1~·~ S:rd~~~~:b1:.nd 

Gordon Bryant, M.H.R. 
!--abor's fir;t minister for Abcx-r. YI net-I ~t-rf 
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Can you ans1Ner 
these? 
1. 1 )o Ahnri!!i11als share possessions with friends and 
rcL11in·s, fail to s:l\'l' moill'\", and fail to l'OlllJH·tc with 
\\ hit.-s hcc11isc of their tribal hcrit;l!!l' or hcc111sc the~ 
arc a rcjcl"lcd )!"roup of frin!!"c dwellers? 

2. I low <.'<Hiid local go\"crnment be used to promote 
local harmony between Aboriginals and whitl'S? 

:l. I low can Aboriginal groups command respect from 
local whites? 

4. \\"hich technique mi)!"ht do more to ad\"ancc A horii!i
nal groups-i:o\"crnment systems of administration or 
small face-to-face action !!"roups in towns and schools? 

5. Do we rcco1misc the rii:ht of the Aboriginals to be a 
distinctiYc people? \\'ill we prO\·idc for their representa
tion as a distincti\·c people? 

(1. \\"ill we chan)!"e the whole course of our history and 
acknowledge that Aboriginals ha\"c rights because of 
their prior occupancy of Australia? 

Though baptised and blessed and Bibled. 
We are still tabooed and libelled. 
You devout salvation sellers, 
Make us equals, not fringe dwellers. 

Kath Walker, 
Aboriginal Poet 

{ 

Preserving the Aboriginal Heritage 

Uta Jungala a: work on traditional painting at the Papunya settlement in the Northern 
Territory 
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i_ ·'t~fL{h;~'.:f ~:~·-J~/ ;;:)r:) :· :: i!>;r ·, 11 ·l!-~ .. ' ·: : '. .. 
· · {:;:;.;i~fFodmostiiof>m~: year11 1in ·Papua,/ most Papuans and most 

expatriates! have,(egarded ·it as axiomatid that the white man's way 
was:best;'''.;"1,,,J,_.i·'h"·;, i; ·.:r::, ,, t:· :j , . • · ... , 1 

-~·':'{N,of'quite:'ail1 expatriates: Some;. iik~ Sir Hubert Muriay; felt a 
genume admiration: for the: Papuan ltfe-sfyle; and were not too sure 
thatfapuitnl(w<>Uld l)#n~fi~ in ihe''Jon~ ~n by abandoning it for that 
of the';wbite1man~ SOme Papuans; op~ th~: other hand, recoiled from 

iX\. whatJljey felt\to ~ t~e harsh?eshuid s~tflshness of the white man's 
'· · · highly individualliipc .way of bfe.<1:Put ~most Papuans, dazzled by the 

white:qnan's;itechnolclgy and affiuence, ;aspired to become brown 

) :\ 

r f · 

Australians~.h:~1:·1,!". 1 ; '., • 11 L .. 1 1, 'I' 
::r:, ,The·.~ belated·> b~rge0ning •: of ; Pagliinean nationalism, 1 dating 

. . •. • I ·:.. . ., :··•·' ! . 

roughly' from~- ·and probably not' unconoe~ted with, the establishment 
of. the Univ.· ersiitf1o(fapua New: Guµie~ in 1967, bas changed all 
thatt,Now ·therp \is a ~ighly vocal deman~ that "western cults" must 
be_ rejected; and 1,that things must be dotje in a Melanesian way. 

What. is this .•'Melanesia11 way"?,; i 
~:1 \It i_.is; i or .. was,,; a :life-style i whlch was comrnunalistic and 
egalitarian,·: making itil declslo~ ~)' ~ons~nsus and achieving its aims 
by c~~ration.1Jt ii a veiy attra~iv~ style, and it is understandable 
t~ar~ai,iY:~~u~g~_Mclane_~ians!1ifepel~~ jby the harsh lndlvidualis?1 
~n~. competitiv~ness ~~-the white: man's ~odd, feel a deep postalgia 
for,ilh'Iand :~aht!~lq>reserv~ _(>r f~st~~e it .. I sympathize with them. 

I}µ~ ~P~. i~ be1do11e?,;, ~- , . ;\i ·i . i h , I 
JK~* lf •we take : a, hard look at i the carcumstances under which the 
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Melanesian life-st~le came ilt~ ~iJ~t~e: ~4'.JJf it ~w up- in 
small communities which Ii~ed 1 P,~f~~~sly1J1erqme<l haJ>y, hostility 

. : -the hostility of nature, thF ;~~~Htit.<>f men, ;!Wd·Jllej W!9R~~ . 
hos~ty of spirits .. Tb~ . co~m~piJ~~.:. fOUld no~." ~ord .the~luxury . 
of dissent, of a mmonty 10 oPP1rflM~~;fo,,the m~Jon_ty, 1They could 
not afl?rd ~o have, the poof; e~~l9~~P.f~~~~ .. ricfl-. Anc\1JheJ.:: ~ lfQ 
co-opef~~ i~ ;ord~~~ to. survi~e~li 1111\i~:Jlfe,-"strl~J>, ~~~~f>Ol~,\lpcm 
them_ by the cucQD1Stances und~f'~Jijcblthef(tlive4~~~ Ir 

: .. ·1 bCliev~ it fo _be.;stari-Y~l11_11_cri~rio_·~4~·tsoma~1nntMdi~for ·. ,I \ ~ '. / , ; , ffl ::J!1p;J" :~ > J • • ·, , ;._, 

egalitarianism _and co-operation '.¥Ji ihc.M~)anesian charactert a-. ~ir 
which Win cau'se. theae quali.ti~$'. ;P,9jl!~~o~'tr>t<j ~fl?W~~,,;l~ :.on& 
!he. ~ick~ white .co~oni~~ts: ~~v1~~go~~~~w,~r!~~~g\th~~·,nasty md1V1duahsm and_.competitivene~ 1 '!i~\pte~t.~M· h,;~·t::iint'-':.~:,·.\r·, 

On the Papu.ao coast th~ 11p,~iq~s~Jal~.~nomi~;_and political 
unit was the descent group, a; gr~1;1~ ~. se!Je~all>' iabout'. fifty peovle 
all fairly closely jelated, wit~, th~j ~~~le;_addi~on; of :onc"oi:: Jwo 
adopted mem b_e~s. The secon~~r),'. ~ ·~-~j~~ ~W~.J ifi~ .i ~ag~ _,pr; llamlet
cluster, : compnsmg a numbe~,l~q~.41:pf!~W~~10g_ 1 ~p,;,.o(l'lsuc~ 
descent groups living in onq pla~ [ efl~\ ~pefaJµtg >,~O ;QWt~tain: 8 

modest prosperity .. and to presel)!ift··:r¥ffJtfflitr~kJ0JflF~~µeJQ.i~ •. 1" 

Only rarely, were there µnit$}iblggei-*piaDFa1 singlet.village:or 
hamlet-cluster; and even these1,.uriitstwere•.not .iallowed·ito i exceed 
certain manageable optimum liml~i!f;'.Jltesc,:wero.1normally~approxi· 
mately fifty for a descent group.~iid,;it>P~t 1ive:hundred;iri2the·'case 
of a village or hamlet-c.lu~ter~ I~i;t~~y~grewi.biggerhthantthis,' ~e 
descent group would spht mt~ ,nyp,tpr~,'1iLthe1~se,:of:an1ovet:-btg 

village? one or ?1ore descent :gro~.~ .. ;.~w_:.· Pp!fl;h_ive1off ·an. ~Fe8tablis.·h :a 
new village. Tius happened. becaus~ 1;0XJ?Cfience ,had: taught that be~ 
yond these limits the easy-going,-~e.la. ne~_Ja~r;.wa~'!'oul~.J.n~ Jo. ~ger 
work. . , ! . ., lt!'r-.,,:~~·~:i~~,t~ :,, ... Ja~~7\i-,~-,-. 

Within these limits it was' p0s~blelto.•arrive:at~decisio0s,by · 
consensus, because the people: makiOg;tlleni> wer~ doter-related· and 
inter-dependent. Within these I limitS' I t09 :;it . was I possible Jor: the 
descent group headmen (a more i;suitable:>word ! than;-, rchiefs") .'to ' 
maintain order and coherence within!theJrarilework ,of ;~tom and . 
tradition, without the aid of a• panoply;; of ·codified1; laws;~ co0119j 

li d. • .;.,· .. ;'' ·".t:';-1·.1 ... ,,., .. ·• '" po cc an pnsons. :·· .,,.,: .. ·J111,_, ·:'· .11 .. 1Hi·' ,,.,, 
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· ~: ;_J egalitarianism ... gone,·; and . with . the people of Papua New Guinea 
" ; , . / coming:itogeth~f\~~: a,.,large;scale,i ~ulti-trjbal ''.nation", can the 

'L ~:~::~~!~:l~~~t~;j;_~o~er.~~~in~ :~ 1ou1~. likei~~~ ~~ch 
1
to think 

.{ . t.\U ~. 111 addition to all this, the Melanesian life-style emerged in a 
'1 . ~ubsjstence: economy,; and :in' a special kind of sut>sistence ~conomy 
I · • -·· · · ·· . · ·· • · ' ! ' ·I · , · l 

. I . ~ny;;which: .lack~d, stcirab. lq, grain i crops~. On the 1 fal}illin. F_ ast the 
. ;~. . , ·· ' most11storable crop Wli!I ·the- yam,· whi¢h barely tastedflq: g9qd con-

.. ~·-.·. '._·. d. itip!'~from.·to··. n~ __ .. ;,~~.·rves~,jto.:the .. ne~tl- Affiu.encie 1 by. ~oar~ing. ~as 
. :'· (_; · tmpo~s1ble;: the~ l>est,_tha~ could be; a1rped at was prestige ~y gmng 

._,_.~~ ;~( . !lW~Y~ Jn.~.~. as~, eco. horny. , mliby.· fagui~eans have. come to realize that 
' ' /•1.·, .. ; m.o~efj !an.~' hoarde~,;an~1:that~ there are savings banks! only too 

'~l;' · wdhng toi; assist: them 'n · h~~rding ilt. '.i . • , I · t · ;i, ! 1, ir Chief: ¥inister.· Micbae,1 So. marei .. h~. s, with courage and: sincerity, 
:: declared himself for. a new ~galitarian ~oclety in Papua New Guinea. 
· B_ut µiany 

1 
of., the j>eople .1 lie Jules have bittetj . into the ! apple of 

-1 ?IDuence;.not "·very big bit~ yet, per~aps, but enough to ~ve them 
~ .. ,Jas.te '.for,!;a.~d, e~en"a.~; a~d~ctio11,_, to, thi.s seductive fruit. They'O 

i"~ ,,. 

·i 
J 

n~ver ,be,quite, the, same 1 aga~·;:: .' •: : · . . ; . . , 

11~1ii.fo.the,:f1ebreW ~tofy,o~,creat1on, f" angel with a flaming sword 
parreq '.the, way.· paqk i to , th~' 9,arden qf Eden. The angel who bars 
lhe way ba~k ttj. th~: Melane~ia11 Eden. ~rasps in his hand a transistor 
radio,. its sword-like antenna glittering hypnotically. 

;: \ .. » : ·,•, !.~ i:;), . ;; ! ·;,; : " : :: 1 I I 

1 · •: ,. One ~f. the· chief . characteristl~s •I of traditional Paguinean life 
was .its eleme~tof discontinuity. Such ;activities as clearing land for 
new gardens 'nd planting; tending and harvesting food crops had 
their . times 1and . seasons. Certain kirids of fishing, especially the 
catching of crayfish, turtles and dug~ng, were . also seasonal. Life 
was a series of starts and stops; and since traditional education was 
geared to these activities it alsQ proce~ded by starts and stops. 

· · .: This element. of discontinuity was! present in traditional religion 
too .. The great· feast-danees In! horiotir of the :spirits of the dead 
began~ with ·a· few tentative,, seductive drum taps in the still heat of 
the •early' afternoon, and worked slowly up over a period of weeks 
to+~;cJimax: of~non-stop darlclng in which the dancers sometimes 
dropped· in thelr;Jracks f ro'1'.I exhaustto~ and had to be dragge4 away 
and reVived/ Then; , following~ the distribution of the food collected 

,,. !.-
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on the sacred platfo~m. the cer~ritcfn¥l;~~ryapt1y~.e~ded,~Jbe 1~ead-j - ! . :; ·\ . . ,·· .. ,. , .. · . . , i , 
dresses and oi:naments_._were puti ~,M>'l:f.of J~~m~f.fu,~r¥1icel~bra!i~ny 

1
. .. . ;;o!"~' Equal. in popularity with "the Melanes!an "!ay' as one o~. the 

and the participants went back to:.mo~~ti'iun<lane~occupatio~~~ . ,. in-phrases: of emergent .Paguinean nationalISm 1S the phrase our 
· In place of this;start-stop_'1~~·::!~!~~·1,haye1.s~bi!i~~:~~ am~: I traditional cult.ure'!1 Many ,of those ~h.o.pse this phr~ appear to 

to 4 pm office hours, school atten~~~;,fi~':e _dar~f a :wee~,~nd_'_re~i- I be under. the impressio!1, that ~y, ;rev1vtng a few. trad~t1onal ~ancc:s 
gious services at set hours and to aisetjpattem_on'.Sundays,:~ear 10 :. I divorced from,theirionginal s1gnificance:,or by growmg the1r 1 ha1r 
year out. 1n my ~arty_ ~ears at ~a~u~~~d~ rit. wd: _not' uneoinmori t~r . tong they are preseriing their tradttiona1 cuttur~. · . I . 
a young man domg qmte well m antoffico.~: ob· suddenly to throw 1t ; In my book,, "culture" means a way of hfe-the wtl>le of it. 
up and ~o back~to .aUfe. of .huntin~jfp,~f!@: t~n~ .. P.Tde~g;'_fle w~. It includes language -,and religion; as: w~ll. as. songs and dances. 
bored with .'contmmty. Life 10 thers\\~tst~ ~,i,economy was, ha~der ··. Indeed,. the, songs 

1

9f. Papua .New, Guinea mvolved language,, and 
work. tharf a wage-eaming'job in! a~,~~CJ;~~t it:;~a~'~ore;variecy, ·· many: of •tbe: dances ·involved ;rellgion,1 They were: not danc~ for 
and ;r he. had a watch he could: !hf~~i~H,~!a~~i:to ;.,the:sun,day • · I · fun, though'\ no doubt the.~articipants got; a lot of ~n out of ~hem. 
servtces, it was one of my pastor,.c9~ea~(!Sr,.whotonccr;said to •me, ; 

1 

They. were. danced. as rehgt9us, ritual, geqerally as .part of the cult 
"Rice is alright, but yob .~et tir~ ~~~l~'.if_!you,:~~v~· ~~. ~k~}°,.;~:e. · · - of the spirits of the dead. who -.,vere _com~emorated: by them. I . 
same way at every meal. : '' ;~IJ~.1r~ "_.v<· .. , ... '_:·1u.: .. ";.;.:,~: I :,~. ·•·There is of course· no harm in reviving out of context partt-

We probably can't afford to adniit' ·M~.~~iim disci>D.&uitf t?io cular 'feature; of 'traditi~nal culture; Indeed, I'm all for it. But let 
our offices and factQries, but we coUld t~rhil~ find a place1 for)t . us recognize that that is what we are doing, and cut out the blab-blah 
in our educational system. 0ne can envi8a!Wstart-stbl> style' counes; about ''preserving the traditional cutture".; n seems to me somewhat 
each one designed to teach a particulai:'.~kilf. (using' t~'wcird }n its comic when a young coastal Papuan bearing some such name as 
broadest sense) at a particular leveq~+}.~~fh, pf ~the}ciu~~e:;}elgbt 1. '· John,, Peter or: Thomas; and s?°rting a : l>e~rd which. bis an~stors 
vary from a few days to a few real-Y, -~~~~ins:,t~ ~h_e_~,~~~~ ~d j ' would only have grown as a sign ~f mo~mmg, declauns about the 
level of the skill t~ught, but it w~~ld ltta.!":'~~ ~!'11\"B I JIOI?,\ a!\~_?I /) importance ol preSiirvlng the tndlnonal qulture; and .'hen proceeds 
climax. Once the climax was reached;Ht•woitld stop1·and Jhe educand · : to sing a Motu "love song", set to a pepped up vemon of a nine-
would wander off either to chase sorite' fu~her skill or}to "earn a · teenth century English hymn tune, accompanying himself by strum-
livi~g ~ith tho~e, a~ready acquir~~ l\~~~-~fvl~fSC:hoollng,f~in;}act. · · ' ming a Spanish guitar made in Japan, and;from time t? time r~fresh-
Thts kmd of thmg ts.already being ~pq4f~~som~~PfiouritVocational, Ing himself from.a.''stubby" of the great ·(\ustrallan r1tual beverage, 
centres. It could be extended over •1w11c~t"mdl=r',field, bQth!$1lpJeci,. beer. How pho~ey can ·you get? .. , ,· I ! · • ! 
wise and age-wise. ._ , , 

1 
. '.I !Jht~~ .i.ri '!'. ~ i_bi':)'iiil~;~:·! L l , . •. I have spo~~n of !anguage and re~i~.1on as being essenti~ con-

Such. a system, which, if I 1 hay~: 1Un er toOd·;bmv_corr~tly,,.is ,· stituents of a.culhue;· and it looks as if ll renewed appreciation of 
very much the kind of thing whi~h lv'an~I \cb has l~dv~tC4/'$ould -. Papua New Oulnta's triditionaJ;Janguages is well under way. But 
be operated in the first place alongsi<J~ J~e. prC$ent sy~temi~,l:'restern . , ,: ;i.; what of traditional religion; which) in coa~tal Papua at any rate, was 
style schooling, which i$ only caterijig-'.for~_aboiiti~alfjJ>aj>Q~~New _... .:

1 

,>~:. based on a belief that the influence of the spirits of the dead is still 
Guinea's juvenile: population llllyWay,1~JJY•f·r~g~~t-fr<>itiW1e .· :£rr:~~~:- active in the lives of the living? Is there any likelihood of its survival 
burden of stuffing our pupils with ,lcQoW,ledgciiihey/Jloii'H~ant. and .· . it' or. revival? I rather ·doubt it. '" ' : 
will never.be able to use, it would;~n~b,J+~u4;t;Q~~prea4~,~~.~~~ot1 ' .t~t·: ~i~HThe.Human Rigllts Ordinance, ~~ provid~n~ for f~eedom of 
over a larger proportion of the schoql~age;'.population tblin~we;are \.>":°'. ... religion),specifically includes "the traditional religious beliefs of the 
able to reach at present.: This, in tu{q, )nightJtelpJua ta' folve{.,Spine ) :;i;I~.-,'·Jndigen~us• inhabitants".: But it aeems! to! me likely that fe~er and 
of the social problems which at the1inoip~nt1seemJSO lnaoluble!n:t'.• ~ ;~;;};, fewcr..J>aguineanl•will:"x~rclse ~ir ,righ' to pract;ce the rituals of 

'~! '!,:~:·~]'.!•:.;;; ·)~ ""'""" ;:"·' '~~~~ ,.,. · ~ ,~;:~ ~e~1f0iefathe..S4fhe ~cw genera~cin 110~ growing up will probably 
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J :-11:ft1,.· ': "'r" -~. Tl,·. : '. , · • They lived in a small-scale society in wbict 

:(tY,W b~~~.1 a~d :: tric.iin~i~gy·~ ·:;. '. else-and that's our world too." . . I 
1if~ett1powerrto ·Wfiuen~ 1 ibo ... ~ These words-were 11poken at a servtC4 
~·k<{i;batk'm-'dudgeon1to'theit dedi2ation.of the first complete Bible in M 

1 ~ a~e in Tauru, beyond the. w~~~ ,~ ;~0~{~~1.~~-- the, slo~ pf ·; ; which I have referred ~lier. Bishop, ~w Henao continued, "It 

Dungolo,' among the·peaks o~ th~1·~· .. ~.·~stij .... _ruey .. s/ .. o·r .. ~he_~~ver:;7··.;~·- ... · m.us. t. be very bard !or .~bite people. to .un.derstand the world of the 
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, \ _, .. · · ' :'11 ~F i~l!ff ~1~;/~· :q·j·~ :~~~ ?'11il. • < B1blei:_~ut for us-1t is Just one step and fie are t~er.e." ; 
.· .::. 1, . tJ •tf ,;iJ::'~l;~'Wi.~ ~-\'1? 1 "1y1r.11 .. ,. ,·· His hearers apparently thought so too, for within half-an-hour 

. The . Chief 1 Minister of Papu ":'; ~:f l_(luinea's . ~t ( D!1~~nal . . of tho, ~nclusion. of. th~ service 109. cOfie~ of the 5000 Jditecf bad 

government, the;H~nourable ~i~~ • .. : .!~m.~ ire1J.f:~,ny~~~,!~erca .. t · . beeq .soJdi. and with. in.a couple of:"'.·.ee· ~. s fewer than 1000 were left 
among the eccl.es~as~1cal pigeons ~1)1· . l!~f§fi'ed.to~·.'~''We~te;mcult . ~d an;orderJ9,P~~reprint was on'.}tsj~a)'. 1 , .. • . . 
known as Chnstiantty"._:._ .• . ' I H!l ::: ·:.·llli~~~~·~~~;!'.q n~~~f·;)l;t'. . . ' But au thlS JS pr?ba~ly n~ what ~r. Somare was !h~k~g 

To what el[tent· was this, ~'~r~ 'i·,.' .. ~,etti~pa t:;~.~J~J;\'.:~fr! . about at all! He was thinking rather about institutional Christ~ty, 
The first thing I would say!l ,~1~1.fhatlif'the fouryOalilean as brought to:•Papua, New •. Oµinea ,by

1 
19th century Eurppean 

fisherm~n who becapie Jesus' ,ftrs~l~4~iples•< or;:fQr: that1.tnatter if missionaries; .a?d it is.true thati.their activfties did have a destrpctive 
Jesus himself were tQ re-appear on·eartb:!lJ:iJhis moment1.they,would effect on traditional customs and.values. Some of these were Prrbaps 
find t~emselves far 1more at hpme;JMJa~fagilltieari fisllinsivillage · customs ~d values ~hich the missionaries could hardly be expected 
than m London, New York, Sydne1.•~0rf~ven·iPo~, Morest?y,rAnd to live with, and which the people who embraced them were 

1
better 

if they did turn up in. Port Mores~r.it~~~' }V~uld; pr~ba~l)'ifllak~:· for off without anyway. But others were custopis and values which
1 
could 

one of the shanty settleme~ts i:atbe~ 1tb~~fP~i.th_e,,,Oateway~Hotel. ,: . : have been,' and should have been, prese~ed. 
Naturally so, For the ~tfe-style ~~~f~a~idonal:~alues off:Jalilean ','t~ ., It ~ attractive to speculate ,on Wh~t mi~t have. been if .the 

fishennen and carpenters m the, fir~t1 fC..".~9:(".D;i ha~ •!~·inoreJn {~t early missionaries had been. conten~ ~o. procla~ Chr_istian bebefs 
c~mmon. with the Melanesian llfe-~~~.~\~~d;,tradltl~nali:v.aluea11tllan i;;/'' an~ Christian values, and leave faguln~ans to build their own "cult" 
with those of the 20th century:tecliripl9gi~:culture.~I$y,tbe;same ~:'. around them.:Attractive, but no~ at this stage very useful. 
token, the message, of Jesus I~ .~ordi~readilyiun4erstoodt!bY,iand .y~, .,.Substituting drums ~d conch 1sh~lls for organs and bar-
certainly ?1ore acceptable to, Mela~~~;:.,\~anj,t<>bthe~peoplc(o~•~e · ~;~: • moni~s, translating, western .rites int<>. /Paguin~an languages, and 
technological "west", most of whom;;tiay~:: 1~her re~ouncecl.it:i>rrpay ... ·ij.( . building churches that look like ancest~al spirit houses are poor 
merely lip service to it. ! i1 m,~ji~ :1 ill hi u' bq~ :i·•t~ff ff'·;~ ·. .\~}':. palliatives, but ~rbaps better than Jlothiq.g. We shall probably have 

When we turn, from the worl~I ~W .. lN~w~.Testamerit~tcHbat .. : i4k.;~, to wait 0for~a n~1f gen~ration of indigeno'19 cb~ch ,leaders, cured .of 
~f the ?Id Testa~ent, the resembl.a~~j~1 sµti morc;~arked,_,1~rcery; · ~;j· the habit of look1;ng over their. sh.oulders ro thetr overseas fathers-m-
mter-tnbal feudmg, pay-back ~illW.~ey're, alL~~rea;~41: a ·-if:;.:> God, before the time .will be ripe for .the emergence of a genuinely 
Papuan student, "The Old. Testa~~nf!~i~6ws us1wb~t~~o"~c·t~ke; , }ff Melanesian Christianity, 1 · ;

1 
• / . 

the New Testament shows us wha~ilY~~~~ll~i, t~.:~:lik~J"~~i~'J:: :" ' ~~· '· 
Another Papuan, long ago one 1of :my·pupUs· and•now: l' bishop . -{IC: 

in the United Church of Papua;liNew't'ouinea' and1tbe-Solomon f~F 
Islands, put it this way: "The st0Hes'(m\the 1 Bible))arei'of.events . /:~, 
that occurred long long ago in countrieg-ta'1long•way' ffoiri:here:-iYet 1 ~- • 

we do not feel ourselves strangersitoith~ .l)eople.'about"whom these · .,;,: · 
stories are written. They acted! as we acqTbey thought our thoughts; 
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TOURISM: DOES IT HELP TO 
PRESERVE OUR CULTURE? 
Peter Kros 

It is widely believed that tourism is one of the best 
assets of a SCH:alled underdeveloped country. A wide 
variety of claims are made for tourism: 
it brings foreign exchange into the country which can 

be channelled into other industries; 
it gives employment to the local people; 
it helps to promote the country's image abroad; 
it helps to create international understanding; and 
it gives work to local artists and craftsmen, thus helping 

to preserve traditional cultures. 
Many observers, however, have begun to feel that 

the so-called benefits of tourism hardly offset its dan
gers. Among the evil effects of tourism arc: 
the pollution of the social and physical environment; 
an increase in racial prejudice and tension; and 
a tragic loss of authenticity of local arts and crafts. 
Moreover, it has been pointed out by the German ed
ucator, Heinz G. Schmidt, that the commercial benefits 
of tourism to the underdeveloped country arc much 
less attractive than is usually assumed. Most of the 
profits from tourism usually go into the hands of for
eign companies that are registered abroad. And while 
it is true that foreign exchange is spent by tourists in 
their chosen holiday country, much of this currency 
has to be spent by the developing country to keep the 
holiday-making machinery working smoothly. Luxury 
hotels are built with foreign and imported materials. 
They employ foreign expert staff and consultants, and 
tourists usually insist on various items of imported 
foods and, particularly., drinks. 

There is no doubt that the tourist industry provides 
employment for local people, but most of this employ
ment is provided on the lower, service level: waiters, 
cleaners, taxi drivers, guides, prostitutes. 

The idea that tourism promotes the country's image 
abroad is a very dubious one indeed. Tourist agencies 
advertise developing countries as 'the last unspoilt 
paradise on earth'. In other words, they tend to sell 
an image of innocent backwardness that hardly reflects 
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the ambitions of new nations. The tourist going to the 
West Indies or to Papua New Guinea expects to find 
idyllic beaches and smiling natives willing to please. 
They are led to believe that poverty is romantic and 
that 'primitive' cultures are exotic. They assume that 
'native dances' are primarily being performed for the 
purpose of being photographed by tourists. 

Partly because of the way in which the travel agents 
prepare the tourist for his trip, and partly because of 
his own ingrained attitudes, the courist does not really 
mix with the local population. Most of the time he 
remains cooped up with his fellow tourists in his 'beach 
ghettoes', and his relationship with 'natives' is confined 
to haggling with artefact dealers and brash joking with 
guides and waiters. Far from promoting international 
understanding, therefore, tourism tends to increase 
prejudices. The arrogant tourist is perpetually irritated 
by the lack of technological efficiency in his host 
country. He complains about the lack of certain ser
vices he is used to at home, and which he considers 
essential to civilized living. He gets angry when a 
'native' docs not understand English, and his method 
of making him understand is to shout louder. He does 
not view the population of his host country as people, 
but merely as 'natives' who are either 'friendly' or 
'colourful' or 'lazy'. 

The local people naturally resent the arrogance of 
the tourist, his neocolonialist mannerisms, and his 
assumption that everything in the host country has a 
price, and a price that he should find easy to pay. Con
tact with tourists often causes frustration among the 
local people; hatred of riches, and xenophobia. 

There is some truth in the assertion that tourists 
spend money on local crafts and arts. They pay for 
performances of dances, and they buy artefacts, thus 
giving an income to people who might otherwise not 
have a cash income. On the other hand, th.is financial 
benefit is greatly offset by the loss of authe.nticity of 
local crafts that is the inevitahlc result. In the tourist 



ON NOT BEi NG ALLOWED TO 
PLAY THE FLUTE 
Yauwe Maki 

I want to point out some of the wrong things the 
missions have done in Gomia, my village. 

The worst thing they have done is to prohibit the 
playing of bamboo flutes. The bamboo flute was not 
introduced or brought in from outside. It was a part 
of the traditional culture of my people. It was dis
covered and used by my great, great ancestors of the 
olden times even before white men had come to this 
country. 

When the world was created and man was created 
my great, great ancestors arrived in a place near Mt 
Wilhelm. They then walked across Mt Touna. Depart
ing from this area they went to Gomia, bringing with 
them the bamboo flutes and the sounds of two birds, 
kure and nieri. Both these birds belong solely to the 
Gomia people. They arc sacred to us. These sounds 
were passed on to our grandfathers and our fathers. 
From my father I learnt how to play them. 

We were using the bamboo flutes when the white 
missionaries arrived. As well as the sounds of l·11re and 
nieri we had other bird sounds as well. These were 
given to us by other tribes. When the missionaries 
arrived they forbade us to carry on with many of our 
traditional ceremonies. These included the playing of 
the bamboo flute, boys' initiation ceremonies, girls' 
first menstruation ceremonies, and all death cere
monies, including the feastings and celebrations. 

At that time we did not know what was happening; 
we did not understand, and we obeyed the mission
aries. Nowadays many of our children go to school 
like you yourself, Kopon. I can read and write and 
speak Pidgin and I have read the Bible-God's Word, 
as the missionaries said.· But I have not read or seen 
anything that says we must stop our traditional cere
monies, and I cannot see any reason why we had to 
stop them. 

c :::: 

I now realize these missionaries were wrong. If the 
ceremonies of our cullure had been introduced from 
outside they could have been wiped out and forgotten. 
But they were created for the people who originated 
from here and they belong to our people. These cus
toms were not bad; they were good for us. They helped 
us to grow better food and to make our pigs grow big
ger. They helped the people to enjoy themselves and 
were an important part of our social life. 

Nowadays when I listen to the radio I often hear 
the bamboo flutes being played. I like that, but I ask 
myself why we cannot play ours. I am very happy that 
people like you are concerned about the loss of our 
traditions and I hope so very much that you can help. 
While I am still alive I want to bring back these cere
monies to my people. The bamboo flute playing was 
stopped when I was a young man. I am getting old 
now, and if I die before I can pass on to the young men 
the skill of playing the bamboo flute that skill will die 
too. I am the only one left who knows how to play the 
flute. 

I know that we cannot completely restore all our 
old traditional ceremonies-not as they were done in 
olden timcs---but we can bring them back and relate 
them to our lives today. I beg you to do everything in 
your power to help this to come about. 

These arc my feelings-very strong feelings-but I 
know that I speak on behalf of the people of Gomia 
too. \\'c arc concerned that the younger generation 
receive the knowledge of our traditional village back
ground, and we want to see this happen now. 

Yauwc Maki was a member ofGomia Council, Chimbu District. 
Translation by Kopon Mongomane. 
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singing of the timit songs, we would forget them, or, 
even if we remembered them, they would not be effect
ive. Afcer che singing we had to wash our mouths with 
salt water co stop saliva from being produced for some 
cimc. 

When we all sac round the hole, Saub said: 

Now you have left your mother's womb. 
You have come to this place to receive power. 
Wich this power you must go out and lead-
lead in initiation, lead in fight, lead in peacemaking. 
The strength now has been given to you. 

After these words he began to sing. These songs were 
heard by all, but they were being passed on to me alone. 
Only I would be allowed to use them in the future. One 
of the timit songs goes as follows: 

0 ai oo ma moa gai oo 
o cagao 11011 

ma moa gaz o o. 
Sh sh sh o o. 
Ai o o maJ:uma gao 
o af!,ai o 11 m11J:i11a gai o e e. 
Ai o moa11a gai o agau o 
mil.:uma [;ai o arao. 

0 I am in a pig's canoe, 
I am in a canoe. 
Sh sh shoo. 
I have become 
a new spirit. 
I am in a pig's canoe. 

These incantations refer co the pig, which is my canoe 
head and the magic animal of my clan. The incantation 
is to enable the high-powered gapar spirit to enter the 
pig and act through it. The pig thus possessed becomes 
a symbol of the power ofthe clan. 

When he had finished singing, I came out of the 
men's house and was taken home. Here I was made to 
sit on two bags of galip nuts and was decorated with 
food-yams, coconuts, sweet potatoes and sago were 
hung on me like shells. Those of my uncles who were 
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conducting .the ritual of my initiation then came to 
pick that food off. It was another way of demonstrating 
my debt to them. By taking the food directly off my 
body another spititual link was created between u~. 
They then gave me a leaf containing lime, mustard, and 
ginger to cat. It burnt my tongue severely. It was the 
last of the endurance tests. 

At last I was dressed in all the magnificent ornaments 
of Sana. This beautiful decoration is known asyamdar. 
I wore a crown of birds of paradise feathers on my head, 
and on my forehead I wore the doatal-itz band. This 
was made of human hair and identified me as a senior 
orob, or ritual leader, of the community. Round my 
neck was a farer-a band of dogs' teeth. A numboag 
covered my chest. This was tapa cloth studded with 
large mother of pearl shells. I wore armlets and wrist
lets covered with dogs' teeth. On my forehead and 
shoulders were usif!,s-pairs of pigs' tusks. These rep-· 
resent great wealth among my people. Perhaps the most 
spectacular ornament I wore was the 11emherarz- a ta pa 
cloth apron on which a face had been embroidered with 
cowry shells. This face represented a brag-an ances
tral spirit-and it symbolized the new power that was 
transferred to me in this ceremony. My insignia of 
office were a tall walking stick decorated with birds of 
paradise feathers, usigs and a painted basket. 

People now came to greet me and to celebrate my 
initiation with me. Some of my uncles jokingly stuck 
cockatoo feathers into my hair. These were called l.·and
apan. Each feather was supposed to represent one 
adultery that they had committed. They joked and 
said, 'Look, now that you arc a chief and a dan leader, 
you must show your strength in every way. If you an.: 
really a man, you should be able to seduce four women, 
just a~ I have done.' 

The )'amdar dress was not the only one I wore chac 
day. I am not only the head of my family, I am also the 
head of my wife's family. Because there was no senior 
man in her line, the important title of mil-au was passed 
on to me. After wearingyamdar, I was dressed up again 
with the regalia of onl:au. This showed that I was the 
head of my wife's family. 0111.·au, however, is noc as 
important as _)1amdar. 

Two days later I went to Wotam to he decorated hy 
my mother's family. Herc I was given the shells anJ 
decorations of mi11da111111, another important tide. My 
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The Melanesian Way 

An essay is an analytical, critical or reflective piece of writing in prose. 
The essayist has to express himself clearly and logically as well as with 
imagination and literary style. 

In the preface to his collection of essays titled The Melanesian Way, 
BERNARD NAROKOBI says: 'Some people say this nation of ours will be 
united through parliament, public service, roads, bridges, anned forces 
and the like. I say, maybe, maybe not. The one thing that can unite us 
is ideology, or philosophy.' 

This vision is at the very core of his championing of the 'Melanesian 
Way'. There are some, howeper, who disagree with NAROKOBI and 
one suclz is BERN ARD MINOL. You might agree with 011e or the other, 
or you might lzave a different point of view all together. If you do, make 
sure that you can arg1Je as convincin.r:ly as these men do. 

It's the 'Melanesian Way' ..... but what does it mean? 

Since writing on the rich and beautiful ways of the Melanesians, 
many people have asked me what I mean by that expression and 
whether I am serious in what I say. Many have supported me, 
perhaps through spiritual unity and intuition, with little or no 
understanding of what it is all about. 

It is now time to reflect more on Melanesian ways. My first 
response is - by their actions or omissions, you will know. 

To me, the peaceful, non-violent, person-to-person way in 
which the Bougainville-Papua New Guinea Government conflict 
has been resolved is a proud tribute to the wisdom of Melane
sians. That is a Melanesian way. 

I, perhaps more than anyone else, am proud of the leaders on 
both sides who, w1tl1 initial distrust, but some trust, have come 
together, talked together, developed and created trust in each 
other. This is a Melanesian way. 

This is human development of the highest quality by 
Melanesians. 

Our Melanesian ways stem from the unquestionable fact that 
we arc an ancient people, born to liberty, born to ancient culture 
and civilisation. 

We arc not one year old, nor arc we 200 years old. We arc 
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'Insistence on our way is not racist' 
In defence of the Melanesian Way 

I am often asked, 'What is the Melanesian Way?' but I refuse to 
define the Melanesian way for a variety of reasons. 

First, because the question is often asked by cynics and hypo
crites and I refuse to be serious with such people. They don't ask 
in sincere search for knowledge, but in spiteful arrogance. 

Secondly, because the Melanesian way is a total cosmic vision 
of life, it is not only futile but trite to attempt a definition of it. 

Thirdly, to seek a definition of the Melanesian way is to seek 
to quantify and build the outer and the inner walls of the Melane
sian way of life. This I refuse to do because it is like Moses 
asking the God of Israel to tell him who God was. God did not 
reveal Himself by a definition, but by a statement that I am who 
am. 

I am not the author of the phrase 'Melanesian Way'. I do not 
even know the meaning of Melanesia, although I believe it comes 
from a European language and probably means negroid or black. 
It might even mean native or kanaka. Whatever its original 
meaning, Melanesia has come to include several South-West 
Pacific islands. 

These are: East and West Papua New Guinea and their smaller 
islands, the Solomon Islands, Fiji, Vanuatu or New Hebrides, 
and New Caledonia. 

The popular view of Melanesia was that it consisted of 
thousands of hamlets, villages, clans and tribes which were 
closed to each other, and had no means of contact with each 
other beyond the hill, the valley, the river and the island, except 
through warfare. Our people are believed to be pagans who 
worship idols and live by uncontrolled sexual misconduct, who 
by nature are quarrelsome, belligerent, aggressive and warlike. 

Most Western writers and observers, basing their views on 
ethnographic works, study Melanesia from one angle or another, 
If they are interested in interpersonal relations, they will almost 
inevitably describe sex roles, male domination, tense or hostile 
relations between male and female and child marriages and bride 
price. 

If they are legally minded they will find an absence of courts, 
constables, codes of kings and conclude Melanesians lived by 
anarchy and lawlessness. 
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If they are scientifically minded they will find an absence of ti 
wheel, gunpowder, city skysci:apers, sprawling suspensic 
bridges, and quickly concludL· that Melanesians had no civilis 
tion, no technology, no mathematics and no science. 

If they are men and women of letters they will find the abscn 
of scrolls or written literature and quickly conclude that Melan 
sians lived without knowledge, learning or wisdom. 

Missionaries come to Melanesia and find an absence of churc 
buildings, mitres and rich priestly attire, ordained priests, hie 
archy of bishops and angelic host of brothers, sisters, deacon 
catechists and laiety. They conclude Melanesians lived under ; 
atmosphere of godlessness, or if they are more charitable, tht 
say the people lived under a form of primordial religion callc 
amm1sm. 

Over the centuries, Melanesians have come to see themsc}v. 
as they are understood and written up by foreigners. Melancsia1 
are-. walking ih the shadows of their Western analysts, livir 
under dreams and visions dreamt and seen by Westerners. 

For over one hundred years, we have been subjected to micrc 
scopic study by Western scientists, scholars, and experts only 1 

emerge second rate. Whatever our dreams, our visions, 01 

histories, and our values, we were told our history began whL 
Captain Moresby sailed into our shores or when Germa1 
decided to make plantations out of our land. 

Every experience of our long history was anthropology , 
archaeology for drop-out Western scholars seeking the promis1 
land, in our environment. To the extent that they fall fascinate· 
they \over-idealise Melanesia. To the extent that they des pi 
Melartesia, they disregard its inherent virtues. 

Ha~ing described what is the Melanesian way, I wish now 
briefly offer my reasons for insisting on the inward study of ti 
Melanesian way, in order to develop our true identity. 

For thousands of years we had no written word. In spite ' 
this 'impediment', our people guarded with their lives gre 
truths and virtues and passed them from father to son, ar 
mother to daughter. 

As a result, while the Western world was busy explorin; 
exploiting and conquering, we Melanesians went on with tl 
business of life and living. Without the benefit of the wheel < 

the gun powder we continued to travel and make links with t~ 
peoples of distant islands and mountains. 
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the spirit of self-reliance has always been in Melanesia. 
We are often preached at by missionaries to be charitable and 

to give and not to count the cost. We are often urged by service 
organisations to engage in community work as if we have never 
known community service in our villages. In saying this I do not 
deny that the village 'closeness' is no longer true for towns and 
cities. Wantoks don't live close to each other any more or have 
the time and resources to help each other. There is definitely a 

. need for organisations like St Vincent de Paul, Red Cross, the 
"Port Moresby Development Group and Apex. I cast no asper
sions on the sincerity of their members and am a member myself 
of some of these. I often wonder, however, whether some of 
these organisations exist as elite clubs to propagate themselves 
.and to justify many smart business deals and activities that 
cannot measure up to either Christian or Melanesian standards of 
·care and concern for one's fellow. 

We must be careful not to destroy the Melanesian values of 
self-sacrifice for the benefit or others, or make beggars and 
dependants out of our people by good works and deeds. Let me 
emphasise this point. I am not against charity organisations. 
There is certainly a place for charity organisations like St Vincent 

· de Paul in Port Moresby where for whatever reasons tribal and 
'wantok' links have broken down, and a need for government or 
publicly financed institutions for the aged, the blind, the deaf, the 
dumb, the lame and the disabled throughout Melanesia. Relatives 
and 'wantoks' can no longer look after their physically handi
capped without help, and need the support of all of us. 

Too often we join ·charity organisations for wrong reasons. 
Our foreign brothers and sisters seem to undertake charity or 
welfare work to justify their financially advantageous positions. 
Papua New Guineans are often made to feel that volunteer 
service is something imported to our shores and planted in our 
hearts. How wrong this attitude is. It is nothing more than 
'Euroegocentricity'. Many Papua New Guineans support their 
aged parents, infant school relatives, widowed parents, and 
divorced sisters without ever asking for financial support from 
the Government, the Church, private enterprises or charity 
organisations.· They do this because tradition dictates it. 

Income tax laws hardly help Papua New Guineans because 
they are devised for the foreign so-called nuclear family. Often a 
Papua New Guinean will support ten or more close relatives 
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besides his own immediate family of five or more, and yet our 
income tax laws only entitle a taxpayer to claim four dependants 
for up to a sum of K250. The State does not seem to realise that 
the relatives and wantoks that I, as a taxpayer, support are the 
same people the State has been established to serve. These legal 
limitations upon income tax claims disregard my personal 
support and contributions to my fellow citizens who also happen 
to be my relatives . 

I .realise income tax laws have only been amended recently to 
make them simpler to suit administrative convenience. However, 
I believe any law which has a profound impact on the cultural 
values of our people deserves public scrutiny, comment and 
opinion before it is given to Parliament. Our people are not 
sufficiently politically aware to make any significant impact on 
the bureaucratic control of the Parliament and other government 
institutions. 

BERNARD NAROKOBI 
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Dancing Yet to the Dim Dim's Beat 

'Dancing yet to the Dim Dim's Beat' - say it out aloud and yo11 will 
find it has a reg11lar insistent rhythm to it, like the beat of a drum. Tlie 
whole poem is onomatopoeic. Onomatpoeia in poetry merely means tl1e 
selection and use of words that imitate or recall sound. Read this poem 
aloud and yo11 will notice the predominance of 'd' sounds, the repetition 
of 'yes' in every stanza and tlie line: 'Thud dada thud da thud dada 
thud' are all working togetlier to create the auditory effect of drums. 

Dancing yet to the Dim Dim's Beat 

We are dancing 
Yes, but without leaping 
For the fetters of dominance 
still persist 
Yes, still insist 
On dominating 
Holding us down 

We have been dancing 
Y cs, but not for our own tune 
For we are not immune 
Y cs, for our truly, our own truly 
Music of life is eroding 
Y cs, the mystic tune holds 
Us spellbound 
Our independence abused 

We have been dancing 
Yes, we have our senses throbbing 
Like an adolescent's ignorance 
Yes, we have been misled 
For the throbbing is a mishmash 
the mirth you hear 
Yes, it is about our own 
Mis-shapen rebirth 
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We have been dancing 
Yes, our anklets and 
Amulets now are 
Yes, grinding into our skin 
No longer are they a decor 
Y cs, they arc our chains 

We have been dancing 
Yes, but the euphoria has died 
It is now the dull drumming 
Y cs, of the flat drums 
Thud dada thud da thud dada thud 
Yes, It is signalling, not the bliss, 
But the impending crisis. 

VINCENT w Al~AKAI 

• Onomatopoeic words and usage exists in all languages. Can 
you think of onomatopoeic words, phrases or even songs 
from your own language? 

• Have a look at the other poems in this selection. Can you 
locate other examples of onomatopoeia, whether in single 
words or phrases or lines? 
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The Bush Kanaka Speaks 

!tz this angry outburst, 'Tlze Biish Kanaka Speaks', KUMALAU 

TA w ALI, re_f1ects a later stage in changing social attitudes. The b11sh 
Ka11aka is no 1011gcr overawed by the white man's ways. He questions 
them and _finds them lacking. 

Earlier in tlzis book, we saw how different layers of meaning can be 
fo1111d in a piece of writing. In this poem the figures of the Kanaka and 
the Kiap seem to point to many areas of cot~fiict between old and new -
physical, social, cultural and political. 

TA w ALI uses rhetorical questions i11 this poem. These are 
questions that arc asked for effect rather than to seek information. 
Rhetorical q11cstio11s are often a11su1ered by tlze writers or speakers them
selves. 

The Kiap shouts at us 
forcing the veins to stand out in his neck 
nearly forcing the excreta out of his bottom 
he says: you are ignorant. 

He says: you are ignorant, 
but can he shape a canoe, 
tie a mast, fix an outrigger? 
Can he steer a canoe through the night 
without losing his way? 
Does he know when a turtle comes ashore 
to lay its eggs? 

The Kiap shouts at us 
forcing the veins to stand out in his neck 
nearly forcing the excreta out of his bottom 
he says: you are dirty. 

He says we live in dirty rubbish houses. 
Has he ever lived in one? 
Has he enjoyed the sea breeze 
blowing through the windows? 
and the cool shade under the pandanus thatch? 
Let him keep his iron roof, shining in the sun, 
cooking his inside, bleaching his skin white. 
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The Kiap shouts at us 
forcing the veins to stand out in his neck 
nearly forcing the excreta out of his bottom, 
He says: you'll get sick. 

He says: you'll get sick 
eating that fly-ridden food. 
Haven't I eaten such food all my life, 
and I haven't died yet' 
Maybe his stomach is tender like a child's 
born yesterday. I'm sure he couldn't 
eat our food without getting sick. 

Every white man the garment sends to us 
forces his veins out shouting 
nearly forces the excreta out of his bottom 
shouting you bush Kanaka. 

He says: you ol les man! 
Yet he sits on a soft chair and does nothing 
just shouts, eats, drinks, eats, drinks, 
like a woman with a child in her belly. 
These white men have no bones. 
If they tried to fight us without their musiket 
they'd surely cover their faces like women. 

KuMALAU TAWALI 

• Has this poem made you re-assess your estimate of 'bush 
Kanakas'? 
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Hohola in the Night 

'Ho/10/a i11 the N((!ht' is a startli11,(! poem. P. KAMA KERPI shocks you 
into sitting up and taking notice of what he is saying. Which shock tactics does 
he use? 

Bright western skies die. 
You have waited the anxious hours 
of a woman in her first pregnancy. 
The hour like a wounded soldier, 
struggling to your dismay. 
Now; moments to display your beauty arrive. 

You smile like a titled warrior, 
Pride your mask. 
You transfigure into Helen, 
to capture my admiration. 
You have cast a spell over me. 

l admire you. 
Man created heaven, 
symbolic of progress. 

Yet; 
you; 

a camouflage: 
a deceiver: 
a pregnant woman with a deformed child. 

You whisper the devilish whisper of a harlot, 
of her virginity to an innocent teenage 
male virgin in bed. 

Oho! Hypocrite 
l admire you. 

Hohola infested with hook worms, 
Sick and diseased. 
I smell the dead corpse 
in the still air. 
You breathe out unbearable smell. I 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Though splendid your beauty 
I hear a siren of a police van far to my left 
Scream of a raped female to my right 
Before me in under dim lights 
A woman selling her body to a queue 
And five juvenile delinquents 
Follow me. 

Hohola you send a wave of fear 
Like the fear of death descending on my aged father 
Or the fear to get VD from my high school girl 
While making love. 

Hohola I wish you were a second 
Gomorrah. 

P. KAMA KERPI 

Make a list of the images, similes and metaphors that Kerpi 
uses in this poem. 
What do these relate to? 
Are the images appropriate to the poet's subject matter? 
Did you think poems should always deal with 'beautiful 
things'? What do you think now? 
An allusion is a reference to historical and literary events and 
people with which the reader may be familiar. Does the 
allusion to Gomorrah reinforce Kerpi's point of view? 
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Yupela Meri i senis Hariap pinis 

Not long ago I used to go up the Heklaka hill. 
When I looked below over the green valley 
I could see smoke popping up here and there -
From amongst the jar trees and kunai grass, 
And I could see you young girls 
Working very hard in your gardens, 
In your traditional pulpuls 
With pig grease reflecting in the sun 
From your beautiful skin. 

But now 
When I go up the Heklaka hill 
And look below over the beautiful valley 
I can see grey smoke popping out of mills and factories 
From among the huge ugly lumps of metal 
And I can see you young girls 
In blue jeans and jackets 
With high heel shoes and stinky perfumes 
Purses in one hand and newspapers in the other. 
As you walk from shop to shop gardening 
With your breasts sweating in the breast bags. 

Oh yupcla i senis hariap pinis! 
Not long ago your names used to be Urakume, Mohoe and Ilaie 
You never looked at boys nor talked to them 
Always eyes were on the ground 
With bilums on your heads. 

But now 
All your names have changed 
To Marys, Bettys, Jennys and Roses 
And you go around hand in hand 
With your mangi poroman without bilums 
Oh yupela ol meri i winim 
Pinis misis Queen! 
Na yu Goroka, yu laik winim Tokyo and New York! 

BALUWE UMETRIFO 

I,. 

Ti111s Tilley 
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Mass Media, Mass Mania 

Yummy, sweet marie, tea cake 
KO kraka, PK, KK, 
Tic tac Fanta tango 
Toothache, decoy, decay 
koikoi anyway 
Fall out, pull em out 
Strong teeth? No way! 

Talking about lime fresh 
Blue Omo for brightness 
Palmolive, brighter soap, whitey soap 
Soft soap, dope soap 
Whiter wash, wash wash, brain wash 
Brain blank, blank cheque, blank bank 
Check out! 

Buy now, buy new, buy big, buy bulk 
Buy more, buy me, buy now, Dinau 
Buy! Buy! Goodbye self-reliance 
Sell! Sell! sell self, sell soil 
Sell soul, sell out, sell bottles, 
Sell empty promises, 
SOLD OUT. 

NORA VAGI BRASH 

• What is Nora Vagi Brash parodying in this poem? Why? 

Mass Media, Mass Mania 97 

A1arlon K11e/i11ad 
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ENTERING THE WHITE MAN'S WORLD 
by Albert Maori Kiki 

The first white man I ever saw was a trader called Allen who lived in 
Orokolo and who bought copra, which he paid for in beads and twist 
tobacco. I remember being surprised and even a little disappointed 
because he looked so much like a normal human being and not at all 
like someone come back from the island of the dead. For our people 
had strange notions about Europeans in those days. They were 
supposed to be our dead relatives who had to change their appearance 
when they returned to live with us. Seeing us, their former brothers 
and children, they would often cry in their houses, but they could 
never show their emotion in the open ... for there was a big man 
always watching them. The slightest mistake they ma'de, or any 
attempt on their part to betray their secret, and they were sent back 
to the island of the dead. In fact, whenever Europeans packed up 
their belongings to go on leave or to return to their country, we used 
to say that they had committed an offence and were being sent back 
to the island of the dead by the big man. We further believed that 
whenever one of our people died he would walk under the ground 
until he got to the house of a white man. There his body would be 
washed, and the 'bad' skin would be taken off. Once he was all 
white, he would bC put on the next ship sailing to the island of the 
dead. Such ideas persist among some of our people even to this day. 
I remember when I returned from Fiji in 1957 I was asked whether I 
had seen the factories there. I said I had, and then they asked me: 
'And did you see the people working in those factories?' I said, yes: 
much of the work is done by the machines, but there are some white 
people there working the machines. But they looked at me with a 
superior kind of smile and said: 'Oh well, you just don't know: they 
are our relatives, working there.' 

But there was no air of the supernatural attached to Mr Allen, a 
friendly trader who was very popular in Orokolo. I was much more 
fascinated by his wife, a very thin woman with sharp features. When 
I later learnt about angels I always pictured them like Mrs Allen. 
The thing that excited us most about her, however, was her shoes: 
they were long, pointed things, with very high heels that made deep 
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marks on the beach. We boys followed her and fought for the 
privilege of being the first to step onto her footprints. She was very 
kind to us and allowed us to play with her little daughters, who had 
many wonderful toys. I can remember being so enchanted by a little 
embroidered doll's pillow that I pinched it and never gave it back .... 

However, it was not until they dragged .me to school that I came 
into contact with the hard reality of the white man's world. There 
was only one school in Orokolo then and it belonged to the London 
Mission Society. Though the administration had no policy about 
compulsory schooling, the mission made great efforts to bring all of 
us into school, and since most of us were reluctant to go, they would 
make periodical raids on the village to snatch truants. When I came 
down from my mother's village to Orokolo I was already about ten 
years old and felt reluctant to go and sit on the same bench with 
younger boys. Therefore I avoided school. But one morning I was 
caught. I can remember that day very well. It was a fine morning 
and it was one of those lucky days when fish were very plentiful right 
near the beach. The women had come back with a big catch and one 
of them gave my mother some. She wrapped one up in sago for me 
and I was eating it. Then someone called out from the other i!:nd of 
the village that they were again looking for boys who did not ~o to 
school. I hid under a pile of coconut leaves which1my father had put 
aside. They were going to be burned to provide lighf on one of his 
nightly fishing expeditions. But someone must have betrayed my 
hiding place. I was discovered and carried-screaming and kicking
to the school. Immediately on arrival I was given a sound beating by 
the teacher because I had refused to come earlier. - An English 
missionary, the Reverend Dewdney, was in charge of the mission 
and the school, but his assistants and teachers were Samoans. My 
own teacher was born in Papua, because his father had come to the 
country long ago for the London Mission Society. He spoke our 
language very well. 

The first lesson I attended was given by his wife. She wrote the 
numbers one,to ten on the blackboard and we were asked to copy 
them. I wrote them all very well, except 2 and 7, which I wrote back 
to front. 

1 

I never liked the school. Our' teachers were very ready with the 
cane, and beat us for the slightest mistake or offence. We were 
taught simple English and arithmetic, but by the time I left I could 
not speak much English, except for 'come' and 'go' and such simple, 
basic things. Much of our time was spent cleaning the mission yard, 
making fences and looking after the missionary's cows. I became 
quite an expert in milking them. I was most grateful to the Reverend 
Dewdney, however, when he taught me a little bit of first aid. It 
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his job earlier, I don't know. What he w~s shouting at me as he took 
the letter I did not understand. But he set his dog on me to drive me 
away and the dog bit me, drawing blood from my leg. The scar 
is still faintly visible to this day. 

I must have become very proficient in making tea without spilling 
it on the saucer, or I must have impressed my superiors in some other 
way, because after about a year I was made interpreter to patroi 
officer Bill Maddock, who was to open a new station at Ihu on the 
Vailala River. My English was barely good enough to do this work. 
I could cope well enough with the routine work: the patrol officer 
told the people to keep their village clean, to build their houses 
farther apart because of fire, to build a road, to form a co-operative 
for selling copra. He recruited labour for road building and for work 
on the station. But sometimes I could not understand what he said, 
and fearing to admit it, had to improvise. 

The most interesting experience was an expedition into Kukukuku 
country. It was not very successful because the people ran away 
whenever they got news of our coming and we found nothing but 
deserted villages, with just a few dogs and tame hornbills strolling 
around. However, we did manage to meet the odd small group of 
warriors and were able to give them the message of the.government 
and the good news about the civilized life they would be taught to 
lead. ' r 

The patrol officer told them: you must not run ii way when we 
come to talk to you; you must not fight your next-door neighbours, 
the killing of people is against the law of the people on the coast and 
they don't like it; you must learn to stay together and you must stop 
moving around, you must settle in one place. This last injunction 
must have sounded stranger than any other to the Kukukukus. But 
I did not feel bold enough to explain to the patrol officer that moving 
around is a necessity of life in those parts. That we move, not 
because we are simply restless, but because we have to follow the 
game. 

I worked for the patrol officer for a year, got fed up and ran back 
to Kerema. The idea of doing hospital work had not left me, and 
learning that there was a new medical assistant I applied once more · 
for a doktaboi job. The interview given to me by Mr Albert Speer 
is one of the most memorable events in my life. He was the first 
white man who ever asked me to sit down in his presence. I was 
afraid to accept, but he finally made me do it. I sat there stiffly, with 
my hands clasped rigidly between my knees while he talked to me. 
He asked me whether I knew what it meant to become a medical 
orderly. Would I be prepared to do night duty? Observe the rules? 
Above all he warned me, that I was going to work with women, and 
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that I must respect these women. In those days there were no 
Papuan nurses, only orderlies, and they were all men. Many of the 
women patients were frightened of the men, who treated them 
roughly. Some came down with their husbands, and many ran away 
before their treatment was finished. Mr Speer was greatly worried 
about this. I promised to do all I was told, and was accepted at a 
salary of £1 a month. This was quite a iot in 1947-as tea boy the 
previous year I had earned only half as much. 

I learned a great deal from the medical assistant. Not only did he 
teach me to dress wounds and to look after patients, but he made me 
do office work and sometimes I typed all his correspondence. He 
was the first person to take a serious interest in my_career. Often he 
took me home, showed me pictures of Australia and told me about 
the countryside where he lived and which he loved. I remember · 
seeing a photograph of sheep for the first time in my life-though the 
image of sheep had pursued me through Sunday school class. He 
spoke about the beauty of Sydney and about the cold in Australia, 
but I said I was not frightened of any cold because in my mother's 
village it could become very cold at night and we had no clothes there 
to protect us. We went fishing together and we talked about the 
water, about fish1 about crocodiles and all sorts of things. I told him 
I wanted to go back to my village, to settle down, but he sli.id, no, 
there is something important for you to do: you must go and get 
knowledge and take it back to your people, do not go back empty 
handed. I said: my mother is getting old, I must look after her. And 
I know how to shoot birds. I can spear a pig and build a house. He 
said, these things are very important, but it is also important to learn 
to build the country. Your country will need men, and I think you 
are one of them. I want you to get more training, learn more about 
the white man. These were strange words to me indeed. I had 
never thought about my country. I knew my loyalty to my mother's 
people and again to Orokolo. But it was Albert Speer who first made 
me conscious of Papua New Guinea. Sometimes he spoke to me 
about the future of this country. He told me that in future black men 
will rule this country. I could not believe him. He was the first man 
ever to say such· a thing to me. The missionaries had never said 
anything like it. But he told me that many things he was saying I 
wouldn't understand until later, in years to come. 

The only time he got furious with me was when I wanted to get 
married. There was a girl whose father was a carpent_er in town and 
who took a liking to me and wanted to marry me. She was pretty 
and I liked the idea. But her elder sister also liked me and in the end 
I decided to marry both of them. I thought it would be nice to 
marry sisters because life would be more pleasant. They would not 
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quarrel like women of different families. I could see myself becoming 
respected at home, because although I was a small boy, returning 
with two wives would make people treat me like an important man. 
But when I told Mr Speer he got furious and struck me on the ear, 
and I cried and he shed his own tears. He told me that I was the 
first Papuan he had ever struck. And he said again: ! must make 
sure that you get your education. He told me that I must wait, and 
after training I could get married to an educated girl and have a 
good home. 

The urge in me to go home and settle down was strong. My 
mother had always thought I was learning bad things at school. She 
kept saying: you have forgotten the secret of your people. My 
uncles also wanted me to return. They thought I had become a good 
specimen for a front man. 

I loved my mother more than anybody. But in the end I listened 
to Albert Speer. He had great influence over me. I did not believe 
him when he told me that one day I would lead my people. But he 
was the first white man who ever ate with me; the first white man 
ever to become my friend. I found it impossible to disappoint him 
and so I dropped the idea of marriage. ' 

Some time after that he told me: you can do something better than 
this, I shall send you to my home at Goulbum, where you will 
attend a secondary school. My parents there will look after you. 
He tried very hard to send me to Australia. If the minister for 
territories had given permission I would have been the first Papuan 
to be educated in Australia. But he refused and suggested that I 
should be sent to Sogeri school instead. 

I did not understand until much later that it was then the official 
policy of Australia to educate Papuans and New Guineans only up 
to a certain point and no further. 

So Mr Speer decided that going to Sogeri would be better than 
nothing. In December 1948 we set out for Moresby together and I 
spent a week there with him before going to Sogeri school. Port 
Moresby made a tremendous impression on me. We arrived there 
on the day Prince Charles was born and all the huge ships in the 
harbour (I had never seen such ships in Kerema) were brightly 
decorated with flags and colowed lights. I remember that Mr Speer 
took me shopping in the large Burns Philp store. I looked at this 
huge building with some pride because my father had worked on its 
construction as a labourer. Among the confusion of goods inside 
I was most impressed by the tailors' dummies, and felt a great 
temptation to steal one. As we came out of the building Mr Speer 
stopped a police van to beg a lift, for there were no buses or taxis 
then. He sat in the front next to the white police officer. I hopped 
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on the back with the constables but could feel they didn't like me 
there. When the van stopped the white police officer saw me sitting 
in the back and he shouted 'Catch him!' And immediately I was 
grabbed by the constables and handcuffed. All this happened within 
seconds, before Mr Speer could explain that I was with him. Though 
l was released at once, it made me feel very uncomfortable through
out the rest of my stay in Moresby. 

I spent from 1949 to 1951 in Sogeri school. It was there that I 
learned to speak English properly. All our teachers were Australians 
with the exception of a few Papuan tutors who were ex-students of 
Sogeri themselves. I enjoyed my stay in Sogeri very much. It was 
away from the coast and was real forest, reminiscent of home. There 
were many birds and wallabies. I enjoyed games like baseball and 

. cricket but was most keen on the debating society. I can remember 
a debate on equal rights for women in which I passionately argued 
against equality. I was still very much influenced by our traditional 
thinking on· this matter. I also enjoyed the concerts and can 
remember standing on a platform singing songs in my mother's 
language. Pretty tunes to the others, but a tremendous private joke 
to myself, because I was abusing everybody in the audience. 

Many of the students were restless and troublesome. They argued 
about what they thought was bad food in the institution ahd they 
complained about the low wages awaiting them after training. But 
there was no political consciousness yet, nor did we think at all about 
racial discrimination. This question simply did not arise because our 
Australian teachers were there on one level, and we were on another 
and it did not even occur to us that we might aspire to the same level. 

The biggest thing Sogeri did to me was that it brought me together 
with other boys from all parts of Papua and New Guinea and I 
learned to know and like them. Many of them have remained my 
friends throughout life. 

In the final year at Sogeri we all automatically took a teachers' 
course that would enable us to take a teaching job, though we were 
not yet regarded as qualified teachers. However, I was never to 
become a teacher. When I finished at Sogeri I saw an advertisement 
inviting applications for ex-Sogeri boys to receive medical training 
in Fiji. I applied to the director of medical services, Dr Gunther, 
and as I was supported by Mr Speer, I was accepted. 

I shall never forget what Mr Speer has done for me, and even 
though he is only a few years older than myself, I have come to 
regard him as a father. From Fiji I wrote to him asking whether he 
would allow me to adopt his name as a sign of recognition; and this 
is how Albert came to be added to Maori Kiki. Later on when I 
married and had children, I called my son Percy after Mr Speer's 
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father and I called my daughter Jane after his sister. Albert Speer is 
now in Moresby as Executive Officer in the Community Health 
Division. When I saw him recently I told him: When you retire I 
want you to come and live with me in Orokolo and when you die 
I will bury you with my own hands. But he didn't like it. He said he 
would have to go and die among his own people. 

I 
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I was born in Rabaul on 9 April 1936-one of the first 
children from Karau to be born in a hospital. Had we been 
at home at that time, my mother would have been taken to 
the haus karim, our traditional type of maternity home, where 
she would have given birth with the competent help of some 
elderly women. She would have had to stay there fol- four 
months before presenting me to my fat~er. But my father 
was a policeman living far from home in the Gazelle Penin
sula, and so I was born in Rapidik Hospital. 

I spent my first six years in Rabaul. I learned to speak 
Pidgin at home and when playing with the children of other 
policemen. When I played with the village children in Vuna
mami, I learned to speak Kuanua, the language of the Tolai 
people. It was not until I was six years old, when my father 
went on leave to Karau, that I began to learn tny own lan
guage, which is Murik. 

I consider -myself lucky to have had such a start in lite. 
One of our greatest and most urgent tasks in Papua New 
Guinea today is to forge a new national unity out of the 
multiplicity of cultures. In such a situation it is a distinct 

·advantage to have been exposed to two cultures in one's 
childhood. I always thought of myself as having two homes. 
I grew up understanding that, in spite of so many superficial 
differences, there are many similarities between us. 

Somare, my father, went home to Murik in 1942 in order 
to take up his chieftaincy. I can only vaguely remember the 
feast. Somare had to make a big feast for his Uncle Emang, 
who handed the title to him. When Sana, Somare's father, 
died he left his children in the care of Emang, his cousin. 
Emang had been instructed to hand the chieftaincy to Somare 
when it was time. Now, in the custom of our people, when 
Somare aSsumed the responsibility of the chieftaincy; it w~s 
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not he who was being honoured, but Emang. 
My father had to decorate Emang with pigs' tusks and 

feathers, and Emang had to be placed on a platform like a 
big chief. My father prepared a twelve-pig feast for him. 
This was an expression of respect and gratitude. He thanked 
Emang for having looked after Sana's children all those years, 
for looking after the chieftaincy and preserving its dignity, 
and for now handing it over to his nephew. 

It was during this feast that I was adopted by my Uncle 
Saub. This adoption ceremony was the first really dramatic 
event in my life. At the time, I was not entirely sure what 
was happening, or why. During the height of the festivities, 
when the brag masks were dancing, my father picked me up 
and placed me between the two masks. The masks lifted me 
up and, between them, carried me over to my Uncle Saub. 
They handed me to him. Then Moig, the daughter of the 
deceased brother Naringo, was handed to the brags. The 
brags carried her to my father. 

Such an exchange of children is quite common in Murik. 
It is one way of further cementing the family links. My 
father had now made Saub responsible for handing over the 
chieftaincy to me. After this exchange of children there could 
be no question of jealousy or rivalry over the chieftaincy. 
Saub became my new father and would train me for my 
future responsibilities. I went to live in his house and was to 
take a leading role in Saub's family when I grew up. I would 
have to take responsibility for all the works-the building of 
houses, the preparation of feasts, the organizing of rituals for 
Saub. Most of Saub's traditional wealth, such as shell money 
and ritual objects, would now pass to me. 

After the ceremony my father returned to Rabaul to resume 
his post in the police force. He left me and my sister Maki 
with Uncle Saub. Soon after his departure the Japanese 
bombed Simpson harbour and invaded Rabaul and Wewak. 
I was not to see my father again until the end of the war. 

We were still confused by the news that reached us in 
Murik when one day the Japanese landed in Darapap. They 
quickly made friends with our people. They brought many 
presents of food, clothes and all sorts of good things, and 
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they passed around plenty of whisky. So our people had a 
big celebration on the arrival of the Japanese. 

Next morning, when nobody was bright after all the drink
ing of the previous night, the Australians started bombing. 
They started over Wewak and moved towards the mouth of 
the Sepik river. Everyone was surprised. Nobody had ex
pected that the coming of the Japanese would cause bombing. 
Our people quickly fled the village, but as we lived in the 
swamps and there was no bush to hide in, we had to build 
little huts in the mangrove stumps. Saub took us to live in a 
place called Songar. But the Japanese soon decided to bring 
us back to the village, and so we returned to Karau, Mendam 
and Darapap. 

Since most of our houses in Karau had been destroyed by 
the bombs, our people decided not to build up the old village. 
We built new houses on the beach among the casuarina trees, 
next to the Japanese camp. 

But the Japanese hadn't come only as fighters. They also 
tried to give some simple education to the people. Of course, 
their main aim was to train people for military purposes. 
They took young boys from twelve to fifteen and gave them 
an army training of some sort. The boys were taught to use 
rifles, to dismantle them, and so on. 

At the same time they decided to provide some type of 
school for us younger children. They wanted to give us a 
Japanese type of education so that we would be able to under
stand them and they would be able to understand us. It was 
Captain Sivata who was responsible for the school. He told 
us that he was a Japanese-American, and after the war broke 
out he had made his way to Japan to fight with his people. 
Captain Sivata had taught himself Pidgin-a kind of broken 
Pidgin-and at first he wAs the only one who could speak to 
us. 

None of us was forced to go to the school, but .our parents 
were asked if they .wanted to send their children. I remember 
that at first the other children were frightened of the Japan
ese, but I was not frightened because I had lived in Rabaul, 
and I had seen many white people before. To us the Japanese 
were white people. 
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I remember my first day with them. We children were 
taken to see the Japanese soldiers while they were having 
their meal. They started showing us pictures of Japan; 
Japanese homes, Japanese cars, and things happening in 
Japan; Japanese aeroplanes that were bombing New Guinea, 
and Japanese generals-their big men. 

The first thing I learnt was how to count. Captain Sivata 
said, 'Bango,' which is the Japanese word for 'number'. We 
didn't know what it meant, but we all repeated after him: 
'Bango.' Then he showed us one pawpaw or one stick or 
knife and said, '/chi,' which means one. Then he showed us 
two pawpaws or two sticks or two knives and said, 'Repeat 
after me: ni.' And so we were taught to count from one to 
ten: ichi, ni, san, shi, go, roku, shichi, hachi, ku, ju. Then 
he taught us the vowel sounds and we had to repeat: a, e, i, 
o, u. Then we had to say them with consonants: ka, ke, ki, 
ko, ku, na, ne, ni, no, nu. 

We learned a few Japanese words and we were taught a 
few Japanese songs. I can still remember some of these, but 
I have forgotten what the words mean. The Japanese national 
anthem goes like this: 

Kimi ga yo wa 
Chiyo ni yachiyo ni 
Sazareishi no 
lwao to nari te 
Koke no musu made. 

While the bigger boys were practising with rifles, Captain 
Sivata would take us down to the beach facing the sun. 
Sivata called the sun 'coming summer'. He made us close 
our eyes and bow down. We were not taught to say any 
special prayers to the sun; we just had to bow down and 
think about him. 

In the days when the Japanese still received plenty of 
cargo, they gave us biscuits and lollies, and we were often 
given tinned food in school. The Japanese assigned special 
duties to us children. Some of us were sent out to collect 
special oysters (known as kina in Pidgin), others were sent 
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to collect vegetables. The Japanese used to call out demand
ing two boys for this and three boys for that. That is when 
our knowledge of Japanese numbers was most useful. 

Our parents also worked for the Japanese. They had to 
collect firewood for them; and when their cargo stopped 
coming the Japanese had to get all their food locally: Most 
of their food-such as sago-they got from the Sepik. 

I cannot remember exactly how long I went to their school, 
but it must have been for nine months or maybe a year. In 
any case, I went to their school until they left. This was my 
first education. 

I remember the time came when the Japanese said to us: 
'We are not winning. The Americans are coming;' So we 
had a big goodbye for them, and many of our people ,wept. I 
remember seeing them go. Captain Sivata and the rest had 
all been made prisoners, and they were taken on to the barges 
that the Australians had landed. I remember that my uncle 
and all the other people in the village had prepared some 
smoked fish for them to take along. 

Our people found the Japanese extremely friendly. In 
some other places people got very rough treatment. Maybe 
they would not supply them with food, or maybe the Japan
ese there were just tough, but in Murik we had no complaints 
about them. When our fathers first saw these strange 'white' 
people landing, they thought they were our dead forefathers 
coming to rescue us. That's why they were very well re
ceived to start with. The Japanese whom we saw in Darapap 
and Karau were just t1ormal people. We did not see them 
fight--except, when the Americans or Australians were 
bombing, we saw them firing with their machine guns from 
behind the logs they ,had cut for the purpose. 

The Japanese had to maintain law in the district, and they 
had their own police. Some of our people became policemen 
too. Some even became kempatais, that is, captains in the 
Japanese army, and they did everything except actual fight
ing. 

The Japanese did not plunder our gardens, and they re
spected the local women. I suppose they had to respect the 
women because they were among their chief suppliers of 
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food. They had to go and catch fish. Perhaps another reason 
why the Japanese respected local people in this area was 
that our villages were surrounded by lakes and swamps, and 
the Japanese knew they had no proper escape routes and 
would need the cooperation of the local people. 

I remember only one case of severe punishment. My Uncle 
Karao was an ex-policeman with the Australian police. In 
those days some policemen were quite rough with their own 
people, and Karao was one of the roughest. The people re
ported Karao to the Japanese so that they would do something 
to him. The Japanese got him and beat him with a big 
mangrove stick. They gave him a punishment such as you 
seldom see today. 

But on the whole we had very good relationships with the 
Japanese. We often danred for them, .and they performed 
their sword dances for us. ' 

It was not until after the departure of the Japanese that I 
began to find out what real village life was like in Murik. 
My early school days had now come to an end, for, at that 
time, there was no Australian school in Murik to take the 
place of the Japanese one. For the next few years I lived the 
free life enjoyed by children in our traditional societies in 
every part of Papua New Guinea. 

We lived right on the beach and much of our time was spent 
in the water surfing. We made ourselves surfboards from 
broken canoe sides and marked them with our totem designs. 
These designs were called muntai. There was also a kind of 
cork tree that was occasionally washed up on our shore after 
floating down the Sepik river. We were always watching for 
these trees because they made especially good surfboards. 

Perhaps our favourite occupation was fishing. Our elders 
had taught us how to pick the right reed or soft bamboo and 
how to make it into a fishing spear. We were taught to dry 
it in the sun until it was hard and to make a head of multiple 
prongs with sharpened wood or wire. We learned how to 
find schools of fish and to throw the spear two or three inches 
in front of the fish. If we aimed at the fish directly, it was 
likely to slip away from underneath our spear. If we aimed 
in front of it, the splash of the spear touching the water made 
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it move straight on into the prongs of our spearhead. We 
learned much about the movement and the behaviour of fish. 
We knew that when the sea turned brown and when there 
was a lot of foam on the water it was the time when the 
fish left the lagoon and went back to the sea. 

We spent whole days fishing. We boys went out in groups 
to sit on the beach and roast the fish we had caught. Sitting 
on the beach and resting after our meal we often held draw
ing competitions. Each boy would draw his muntai designs 
into the sand. He might draw his canoe marks or the marks 
his clan used on their paddles and spears. No one had as yet 
taught us how to draw these marks, but we watched the old 
men at work and copied them as best we could. Girls 
would draw their tattoo marks. Then we decided who was 
the best artist. 

Most of the day boys spent among boys.\ But on moonlit 
nights there were games for boys and girls together. Every
one went down to the beach with his special girlfriend. We 
pretended that these girls were our wives to be. When we 
reached the beach boys and girls formed two opposite teams 
to play 'catchmore'. The boys were waiting on one side and 
the girls came running from the other side towards us. They 
had to try and cross a certain line. We tried to catch them 
and make them 'prisoners' before they could cross the line. 
The prisoners were taken to the 'chief', who was sitting under 
a special tree. When all the girls had been taken prisoner 
we changed sides and it was our turn to run. Sometimes we 
called this game 'dogs and pigs'. 

·When we got tired we would sit down and sing. We had 
songs about the moon and songs about beautiful sunsets. 
We knew lots of songs ,from other villages and in other 
languages. Whenever children accompanied their parents on 
canoe trips to Wewak or Angoram or Aitape, they would try 
to learn some songs and games and bring them back to us. 
Children were always proud if they could bring back some
thing new. We performed some of the circle dances that had 
been brought to us from Aitape and Kairuru Island. 

We tried to remember days that were important in our 
lives by marking trees. Usually it was the day and the place 
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where we met a girlfriend that were thus marked. When we 
liked a girl we sent messages to her through one of our 
sisters or cousins. We asked her whether she could meet us 
on a certain day at a certain spot. We had names for all the 
points in the lagoon, and we had names for all the meeting 
places that were farther inland. If the girl agreed, we would 
make our separate ways to the secret meeting place in little 
canoes. When we met we sometimes exchanged presents. 
The boy, perhaps, brought some fish, the girl, a small basket. 
Maybe we exchanged betel nut. If the boy and the girl 
decided to mark the day of their meeting, the boy then 
climbed up a high tree and stripped it of all its branches, 
leaving only a small crown at the top. We always chose trees 
that were higher than the rest so that these trees could be 
picked out easily from a distance. The next day the boy 
would proudly point out the tree to his friends. They then 
knew that this was the spot where he had had an important 
date, but he would not usually tell them whom he had met. 
Even today people paddling through the lagoon can usually 
tell you the names of all the boys who marked the various 
trees. 

These secret meetings between girls and boys were purely 
romantic. No boy could sleep with a girl until he had passed 
his second initiation. Even then sexual relations outside 
marriage were not permitted and seldom occurred. 

Trees were usually marked by boys, but sometimes girls 
too performed the task. Murik girls are bold and indepen
dent. Unlike girls in other parts, they climb trees, and it is 
a common sight to see a girl climb a coconut tree. 

Not all the marked trees commemorate a meeting between 
boy and girl. Sometimes the tree indicates that there was an 
important meeting of a group of boys. When boys had had 
an unusually successful fishing expedition and wanted to 
celebrate with a feast among the mangroves, they sometimes 
marked a tree to remember the day. In such cases they often 
cut signs into the bark--clan symbols indicating who was 
present at the occasion. But when we met girls, we did not 
mark the trees with our clan symbols, for we were anxious 
to keep our identity secret from adults. 
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Trees thus marked were nearly always mangroves, but 
sometimes casuarina trees on the beach were also marked. 
During my school days I marked a tree in Wewak. It can 
still be seen. 

Life in the village was never dull. There were frequent 
feasts. Our people understood life to be a celebration. 
Nothing became a dull routine to them. In this modern age· 
objects are mass-produced in a factory. The naming of things 
has become an impersonal activity. In Murik every human 
act was important and significant. The marking of a canoe, 
for example, became an important event in a person's life. 
Our livelihood depended on canoes and on fishing: When 
our people first settled in Murik, the sandbanks wete large 
enough to allow some planting of sweet potatoes. But since 
then the sea has washed away most of the good soil, and our 
people must either go to the mainland to farm the land there, 
or they must trade the fish for other food stuff. 

In Murik a canoe was usually built jointly by two brothers. 
One of the brothers would own the front and the other the 
back of the canoe. To launch a canoe they had to prepare a 
big feast for the whole village. People might come even from 
Mendam.· Then the owners and their friends sailed the canoe 
far out into the sea until it almost disappeared behind the 
horizon. When the canoe returned and approached the shore 
the people waiting there shot their spears at it. They usually 
aimed at the rangarangan, which is the decorated part on top 
of the mast, and at the sail. The owners had to bring in their 
canbe through a hail of spears. While this was happening 
the conch shells were blown and the drums beaten. When 
the canoe had braved this onslaught, it was considered fit for 
use, and the owners started fishing in it as soon as they had 
repaired any damage. 

Even though we had no formal education, we learned a 
great many things in the village. We absorbed the customs 
and the values of our people. We observed how our elders 
conducted their affairs. We learned, without being formally 
taught, the democratic processes of village government. 
Before the Australians appointed the luluai and the tu/tu/, 
we had no equivalents to these. We had chieftaincies, but 
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the chief's function was mainly to lead the discussion and 
help the village elders to achieve a consensus when decisions 
had to be made. Even after luluais and tultuls had been ap
pointed as go-betweens with the Australian Administration, 
our people still sorted out their problems in the traditional 
manner. 

Disputes and fights in Murik broke out mainly over fishing 
rights, trees, land and women. If a man found someone 
fishing in his waters or reaping his tree, he usually plunged 
a spear at him straight away. But after that the matter had 
to be taken back to the chiefs for settlement. If a woman 
was caught in adultery, there was an immediate fight be
tween her husband and the adulterer. If the man was from 
another village, the case was considered much more serious, 
and a fight could break out between the two villages. But 
soon the fight would be stopped by the leaders of the two 
villages and the man and the woman brought before the 
chiefs in a public hearing. It was considered important that 
everyone have the right to listen to such proceedings. No 
dispute could be solved until it was made fully public. The 
man and the woman were questioned: 'Why did you do such 
a thing? What were your reasons?' In the end a price was 
set for compensation. 

Our people never inflicted capital punishment for adultery. 
They believed that almost any dispute could be settled by 
talk. They believed in reconciliation rather than retribution. 
Even in cases of witchcraft or suspected witchcraft it was 
considered wrong to retaliate. You defended yourself by 
exposing the evildoer. Exposing his machinations to the 
public rendered him helpless. Our people strongly believed 
that, once you had saved yourself from witchcraft in this 
manner, you should not pursue the matter further and should 
not take any punitive action. 

Our people believed that most diseases and death were 
caused by either spirits or witchcraft. There were visionaries 
in the village who saw the culprits in dreams. If a man 
suspected another of making magic against him-suppose it 
was reported to him that someone had picked up his cigarette 
end or a piece of hair from his body-then he would tie 
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tanget leaves to his spear and plant the spear in front of the 
man's house. This was a challenge, and the man had to come 
forward and justify himself. It was believed that, if he had 
been engaged in evil magic, he would now be incapable of 
proceeding with it. 

For those of us who have been exposed to Christianity 
and Western schools it is difficult to believe in divination by 
dreams and similar methods. However, I have had some 
personal experiences that I cannot explain by a~ything that 
I was taught in the white man's school. I remember a time 
in 1966 when my baby daughter, Bertha, was seriously ill. 
We had spent the day on the beach in Wewak. Bertha had 
been placed in the sand, but wherl we came home she cried 
and cried and could not stop. We tried everything to soothe 
her, but she would not stop. We had never seen the baby 
like this before, and we became very worried. In the evening 
Mondai, Uncle Saub's wife, came. She told us that where we 
had sat on the beach was a well-known masalai place-a 
place where spirits moved about. She promised to discover 
the cause of Bertha's sickness. She chewed bark, spoke 
incantations and went to sleep. We knew that we were not 
allowed to disturb her when she went into this type of sleep. 
We waited anxiously for several hours. When she finally 
awoke, Bertha became better immediately. Mondai said that 
a masalai had taken away Bertha's spirit, and in her dream 
she had gone and seized it back. I simply could not believe 
it. But it is a fact that Bertha recovered. 
' When someone dies, various methods are used to try to 
find out who the murderer is. Sometimes people go to the 
cemetery with a piece of bamboo and ask the spirit of the 
dead person to enter1 the bamboo. The bamboo, thus charged 
with the spirit, begins to lead the murderer to the magician 
and forces hitn to speak. 

Another method is to place the dead person on a raft with 
all his decorations. Several men hold up the raft. Another 
places a sacred spear in front of it and says to the dead 
person: 'Tell us who poisoned you. Was he from Darapap or 
Karau? Whose house was it?' If it was a natural death, the 
raft remains quiet. But if the person was murdered, the raft 
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moves with inexorable force in the direction of the killer's 
house. 

I once had this strange and terrifying experience when one 
of my female relatives died. I was among those who carried 
the raft on which she lay. The questions were asked, and 
suddenly the raft began to move. It felt heavy and pressed 
me forward. Again I would not believe it, but I could not 
explain it either. I first thought that the people behind me 
were pushing, but it seemed to me that the very weight of 
the body had increased, and the raft mysteriously forced my 
steps. 

However, even when our people expose an alleged killing 
by witchcraft, they should not make counter magic. Our 
elders believe that it is enough simply to expose the enemy. 

During my childhood I saw little disease in the village. 
Our people were healthy and strong. They had effective 
cures for some of the more common ailments. When a man 
had an ulcer on his foot people would dig a hole about two 
feet deep. A fire was made in it and the waste from betel nut 
chewing, bits of betel nut, lime, and pepper stick burnt. The 
sick foot was wrapped in large leaves such as those of the 
banana or the taro and placed over the hole. The leaves were 
to prevent the smoke from escaping. The ulcer would start 
bleeding, but the heat and the smoke soon dried it up. 
Another method of curing an ulcer was to apply the reddish 
juice from the bark of a certain mangrove to it. 

Our women in particular were knowledgeable about herbs 
and leaves. They had their own methods of preventing con
ception or of blocking the womb forever. Our people be
lieved that a man should not produce more than four or five 
children from all his wives. Even a wealthy man would have 
found it hard to accumulate enough shell money and other 
ritual property to provide for all of them adequately. It was 
considered unfair to bring up a child who was unable to carry 
out his ritual exchange obligations. Most women, therefore, 
stopped giving birth after their second child. Only in recent 
years has this custom broken down. 

The greenish juice of the kep tree was used to block the 
womb. The juice was drunk together with sea water from a 
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coconut shell. Vomiting was one of the side effects. Women 
took this regularly after menstruation and it helped them 
postpone pregnancy for some time. Our people believed that 
a woman should not give birth again until her older child 
was running about. When a woman decided that she would 
have no more children at all, she squeezed the roots of coco
nuts together with the leaves of the kep tree. The drinking 
of this mixture prevented conception permanently. 

I spent only a few years in my village. School soon took 
me away for most of the year. But even in the short time 
I spent at home I learnt to respect our traditional way of life. 
I learnt that a man must stand up on his own feet, that he 
must know how to catch his own fish and plant his own 
food. He must be able to fend for himself in all situations. 
Our fathers used to say to us when we 1 were boys: 'Don't 
follow your mother and your father all the time. If you want 
to grow up a strong man, move with other boys or you will 
lose initiative. Later, when you are a man and you are 
surrounded by enemies, it won't then be a question of what 
your father can do for you. That is the time when only your 
own inventiveness counts.' . 

My people taught me that men are equal and should have 
equal opportunities. Disputes can be solved by discussion, 
and decisions should be arrived at by consensus. A man must 
protect himself against evil attacks, but once he has publicly 
exposed his enemy he need not think of any further revenge. 

The missionaries who tried to destroy our culture never 
properly understood our system of values. They considered 

'all our customs evil and pagan. They forbade the blowing of 
flutes and the dancing of masks. They pushed the haus 
tambaran out of our village squares and built their churches 
there instead. They did not understand that the haus tam
baran contained the very spirits that motivated our people. 

I saw missionaries breaking and burning our sacred flutes. 
Around 1920 a German Father came to Karau from Aitape 
and burnt the haus tamharan containing our people's most 
sacred possessions. Only a few of the most important kakars 
could be rescued from the flame. Later, Father Lehner of the 
Marienberg Mission bought some of the most sacred objects 
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from the haus tambaran in Dara pap. The· councillor, who 
had secretly sold the objects to the missionary without know
ledge of the elders, received six months' gaol sentence from 
the kiap. But the mission returned only two out of the four 
objects they had bought. They never explained what they 
had done with the others. 

Some Murik villages have been completely pillaged. Their 
festivals have ceased, their initiations discontinued, their 
sacred works of art burnt or stolen or sold. In Darapap I 
have consistently encouraged some of the elders to keep up 
the ceremonies, to protect and preserve our artistic heritage. 

We do not wish to become a nation of black Australians. 
Only if we learn to understand the values of our traditional 
cultures will we be able to bring to the task of modern nation 
building that special touch that will allow us to build a 
unique country. 
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VICISSITUDES IN CHRISTIANITY 
by Ahuia Ova 

1 

Goka belonged to another man. But her husband was always too 
jealous of me, and beat her all the time. She said, 'I do not know 
this man; but you are giving him to me yourself all the time. My 
skin is badly paining. So, very good, you give me to that man. I will 
go and marry him, then afterwards you will know.' 

I did not know about her, but on account of the man's jealousy 
and his talking about me to her, that made me to intending to go for 
Goka. And I went with wiseful until we came to court, and I won 
the case and married her. 1 

[Hereupon, it appears, Ahuia was dismissed from Church member
ship; and ceased for the time being his attendance at divine service.] 

Once when I was at home T- M- visited me. He walked irlto my 
house and said, 'The peace of the Lord God is cbme to your house'. 
I replied, 'Very good.' 

I was very glad, because for a long time I was out from Christian 
on account of my marriage to Goka. [Ahuia now resume& his 
attendance at church, though still debarred from communion.] But 
afterwards all the deacons and Christians were grumbling about me. 
They were saying that the men who have double wives are not to go 
into the church. But when I heard this I never stopped going to 
church. 

One evening I was visited by Mr Clark, and I went to him and 
he said, 'You must not be moving about [bothered] until one of your 
wives end. Then you will join the church'. 

And I replied, 'Good'. And I lived with good and also went to 
church with strong and I preached in village too. Before Mr and 
Mrs Clark went for leave in .England, he heard that I had been 
preaching in the village. He was very pleased and wanted me with 
all his means. 

After they had left for England on their furlough, the complaints 
of the deacons were heard by the teacher named P-. When he 
heard these nonsenses, he preached about them at one Sunday after
noon service. This is what he said, 'Don't you all know a. man named 
Abraham? Has he married double wives, or not? We all read the 
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Book and we all know it very well. And how is that?' I was 
reminded by his preaching and I knew it was about me. 

I was living under care of T- M- because he was a best friend of 
mine. And afterwards T- M- said to me, 'This is the best way for 
you to do, to bring out all your dancing ornaments and other adorn
ment things and burn them off.' Therefore I brought out my head
dress and other dancing adornments and heaped them up on the 
beach and I instructed the boys to burn them up. They were all 
properly burnt off. 

One day, later on, Judge Herbert came to me, and he walked into 
my house because he wanted to see that headdress. He asked my 
wife, 'I want to see the headdress.' And my wife Goka answered to 
him, 'T- M- has ordered this man to bum up the headdress and 
the other dancing adornments, and nothing has been kept back at all.' 
When the Judge heard this talk made to him by my wife, he grew 
angry on me for as much as six months' time. But afterwards his 
anger went away, and we had a proper talk together. 

When I was living at home sometime I had a misfortune: I had a 
big sickness. This was after Mr and Mrs Clark left for England, on 
their leave. I nearly died. And at that time som~ of the deacons 
came to see me, and went back and told some of their male friends, 
'That man's head is bad'. And the words came to me, and I was 
very upset. .' 

When Mr Clark was in London he praised my name in front of 
many people. He did not know that after he was gone the deacons 
said my head was bad, and that I was angry and that I made a dance. 
This dance feast was for the 'dead bone' of my adopted son named 
Mataio (Motu call this mase-turiana; in Koita it is ita). 

When Mr and Mrs Clark returned here they also heard this, and 
they came to me and wanted to persuade me to return to church. 
They said, 'Will you come to church?' And I replied to them, 'Wait 
awhile. I must prepare my heart.' But they came to me all the time, 
and kept on persuading me. And I told them that I had not been 
going to church at all: but my mind was waking continually and not 
sleeping at all. 

Of course my body was dancing and making a feast in the village. 
I told them this, and his wife said to him, 'Now you hear what he 1 

says. Do you think he is out of his mind? You have been giving him 
too much talking.' We had a very Jong talk that day, and they left 
me. So from that day they never visited me for some time. 

Some time afterward the Catholic Mission came to me, and they 
took my two granddaughters. And therefore my mind was very . 
doubtful. And some time after that the Governor brought his wife, 
and both came up to my house. 
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It was on one Saturday afternoon: I had invited them to come. 
We had a good talk in the house, and the Governor saw my two 
granddaughters, and he asked me, 'Who do these two girls belong 
to?' And I replied to him and said, 'They are the daughters of my 
adopted son Oata. Their father died and I took them as my adopted 
granddaughters, and they have now been taken by the Catholic 
Mission and put in their school.' . 

And the Governor said, 'Why is that? They must not go unless 
you tell them to go, because you are their guardian.' 

And also I told him that this makes me of a doubtful mind: should 
I go to the L.M.S. or to the Catholic on account of these girls? And 
the Governor answered to me and said, 'You are doubting about 
going to one side or the other. They are just the same. So don't be 
afraid about it. Just stay on. They will not kill you for staying as 
you are. Just please yourself.' So I am now living as the Governor 
told me. 

Therefore the Catholic Mission have now baptized these two girls 
Goka Oala and Vani Oala, and put them in the school. They go to 
their school continually; but sometimes when we hiippen to be at 
Laloki for gardening we take them with us and spend one, month, 
three weeks, or sometimes two weeks time, because we, got a 
permission from Father for this purpose. , \ 

~ But my mind cannot be changed. I do not mind being put off from 
the Church for my trouble sake. But my mirtd is still believing the 
Lord God and cannot be removed from him. The man who 
baptized me was Dr Lawes, and while I am living at present I must 

"' believe both religions, L.M.S. and Catholic-not only one religion 
but two of them. It is because I understand that they are working 
for one God. One is not working for one God and one for another. 
Of course they have different religions, but they are for one God. 
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DISILLUSIONMENT WITH THE PRIESTHOOD 
by Leo Hannet 

When I was five years old, I thought priests were wonderful, because 
they wore trousers. They looked different from anybody else. They 
looked white and wealthy and they wore a variety of beautiful 
garments and everybody paid them special respect.Christianity had a 
lot of prestige on Nissan Island in those days. If there was a service 
at the other end of the island, we would all walk over there and attend 
it. I suppose it was the novelty of being a Christian that excited 
people. My father was one of the first converts in the village and as 
far back as I can remember I wanted to become a catechist like my 
uncle. , 

But it was not until I was ten years old, that I first seriously thought 
of going into the priesthood. That was the time of our first 
communion and it made an overwhelming impression on me. 

We had been trained for this important event for. a year and a half. 
We had learned the prayers by heart, and the formulas and the rituals. 
Again and again we had been repeating them word by word. We 
were told that we would receive Jesus into our body and that we 
would become new types of people. 

Then one day we were made to get up very early. I lined up with 
about thirty others, proudly wearing the new laplap I had forced my 
parents to buy me for this day. To me this was the greatest day of 
my life, on which Jesus was going to enter my body. 

I felt elated, yet I had difficulty even with this my very first con
fession. We were supposed to reveal every little thing that we had 
done. Whether we had hit someone or stolen something; and 
whether we had played up with some girls. 

But in our society there was a lot of boy-girl sex play among the . 
very young. 

Boys of fifteen or sixteen would have to exercise restraint but we 
young ones were merely laughed at when we played around. To our 
people there is nothing better than love and they would not think of 
blaming small children when they played that sort of game. 

I could remember that when I was about five years old, some older 
children had forced me to act this mother and father game-but now 
I was too ashamed to tell the priest about it. My mind had already 
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been spoiled by this new ritual and I had been made to think of it in 
terms of sin. So I had to invent all kinds of little sins which I had 
never committed but which I confessed to the priest instead. 

My real sin worried me for many years, and even in the seminary 
I kept thinking that l was finally going to tell it to the priest-but I . 
never did. · 

After this first communion we had to go to communion every day 
for a whole week and after that we had to make our weekly con
fession. And still I kept making up sins to give the impression that I 
was not hiding anything. I repeated the same thing all the time: I 
stole someone's food; I told a lie to my parents; I was lazy at school; 
I spoke badly of someone else; I talked too much; I didn't say my 
prayers; I didn't pay attention to what the priest was saying. Some 
priests were very hard on us and would make us recite the whole 
rosary. Others were more lenient and asked us to recite an act of 
love, which is a formula for inciting you to love someone. This was . 
always followed by an act of contrition: telling God that you were 
very very sorry for what you had done. 

We had to learn all this in English, even though we knew little more 
English than 'Father'. Much later, I discovered that fot more than a 
year I had repeated, parrot-like, the formula I had learhed with my 
first confession: , . 

'Bless me Father, I have sinned very mubh 
this is my first confession ... .., 
When I finished my primary standard four, I was sent to the Marist 

Brothers at Kieta. During the first week we were given cards to fill in 
to say what we wanted to become, when we left school: priests, 
brothers, catechists, council men, kiaps artd so on. I chose the 

· priesthood without any hesitation. 
Those of us who had chosen the priesthood, were immediately 

given special privileges. The brothers came and talked to us more 
often. They showed us more kindness. I did well at this school and 
after doubling standards five and six I was sent on to the preparatory 
seminary at Chabai on Bougainville Island. Here we were to get used 
to the Idea of priesthood and were to practise obedience. 

We had twenty-eight rules to observe: when to wake up, when to 
keep silent, how never to ;look a woman in the eye and very many 
small little rules, so many you could not avoid breaking them. For 
the first year I was terribly pious, observing everything as best I 
could, but during the second year I became rather lazy, because we 
spent so much time working in the garden. 

There was a convent near the school, but of course we were never 
allowed any contact with the girls. We were never allowed to be alone 
with a woman, not even a close relative, without special permission 
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from the priest. We were taught to keep aloof and that we must 
speak to women only of things that were holy. We were told never to 
look a woman in the eye, lest she might tempt us. We were to look 
past her into space. 

Looking back now, I feel that in the priesthood one feels much 
more tempted by women than outside it. Many priests i knew 
seemed to look on women riot as human beings, but merely as· 
symbols of sex and sin. 

But at the time I was not critical of these things. I worked very 
hard at my Latin in those two years, and my motives for becoming 
a priest became much purer. They were now based on religious ideas, 
and I was not merely seeing the priesthood as a status symbol as in 
my earlier days. 

Becoming a priest now meant that I was to be the servant of no 
man, but that I would serve Christ who is God. I would be able to 
deal directly with God, I would hold him, I would create Him by 
saying mass, I would use words that would make God come! 

At the same time I was filled with some kind of missionary zeal. I 
must help to free my people from their benighted state of super
stition, must save them from the sins in which they had wallowed so 
long. The European missionaries would leave one day,' and we the 
local priests would have to take over the work. I saw my vocation. 

At a certain time of the year we had a retreat. All school was 
stopped. We had to retreat to think about ourselves and to imitate 
the Saints. Some of the students took this very seriously and they 
would castigate themselves. One in particular beat_ his head with his 
fists every time his mind wandered during a service and he would use 
exclamations like 'My God help me!' But the rest of us thought him 
a bit strange . 

At birth I had been given Leo as my patron saint, the Pope who 
had driven the Huns out of Rome. At confirmation I was given the 
patron of Saint Joseph, the husband of Mary, who was chaste and 
who never thought evil bf Mary and who was a model of chastity. 
But I was much more attached to the saints I had picked myself. The 
first was Saint Philomena, whose name was found on a stone in the 
catacombs. The myth says that they tried to force her to marry a man 
she did not love. But she suffered torture in order to remain pure. 
I was very dedicated to her, and it came as a deep shock to me later in 
Rabaul, when I was told that she had been thrown out of the Church! 
I had always prayed to her and had even written off to Europe to get 
some more books on her life. She had been my intercessor with 
God, and now I had to be told, that Pope John had ousted all the 
mythical saints from the Church and would recognize only the 
historical ones. 
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I was left with Saint John Viani the Patron Saint of the hopeless 
ones and the useless ones. Through him, God could still make use of 
those whom others considered utterly useless. But he frustrated me 
often, because I felt he was too high above my reach. 

In 1958, after completing two years in Chabai, I was sent to the 
secondary seminaty in Rabaul. I was to spend five years here till 
matriculation. 

It was in Rabaul that my disillusionment with the Church first 
began. In Rabaul we became more conscious of the enormous 
difference in the standard of living between priests and pupils. In 
Buka we had accepted this as a natural order of things: as a privilege 
towards which one had to rise very slowly. But in Rabaul many of· 
the students felt upset, when on a big feast day, we had to kill a cow 
for the priests, and after doing all the work of the .cutting up we were 
merely given the head and some odd bits and pieces, while the priests 
enjoyed all the good meat. One of the seminarians got so annoyed 
that he sneaked out a letter to the Bishop of Bougainville about it. Of 
course,. according to the rules of the seminary, all our letters got 
censored, but this one found its way out and the Bishop was very kind 
and wrote back asking why they were treating his boys like that? 
Naturally the Father was very wild with us for giving the seminary a 
bad name. 

But these were minor matters. What really _upset me in Rabaul was 
the discovery that the priests themselves were not free from racial 
prejudices. At the time there were two cinemas in Rabaul, one for 
natives and one for Europeans. The Fathers, trying to be liberal, I 
suppose, occasionally took some of the light-skinned students to the 
Europeart cinema: the Gilbertese, some Papuans and one or two 
Tolais. We Solomon Islanders were told that we were too black! 

But we did not only have two different cinemas, we also had two 
different masses: one for Europeans and one for natives. 

I remember that once a Papuan came into the European mass, and 
he was literally chased out of the church by the Australian priest, who, 
incidentally, was a member of the Legislative Council! 

The mission was placed in the middle of a large plantation and 
frequently I was sent to do adult education work among . the 
labourers. But I found it very hard to talk to them about the kind
ness of God, when I saw how badly they were treated and how poorly 
they were paid. In fact the labourers on the mission plantation were 
no better off than the workers on the private plantations. They lived 
in large, rough dormitories and their food was cooked in a forty 
gallon drum cut in half. In those days they received ten shillings a 
month in wages. They had to start work-very early in the morning 
and the brother in charge treated them roughly and would even beat 
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them occasionally. I was deeply shocked to find many homosexual 
practices among the labourers. They were all married men, but the 
Church, that always talked about the holy unity of the family, forced 
them to live in dormitories and did not allow them to bring their 
wives. 

When I returned to the mission station from the labour camp it 
always seemed to me that the Bishop lived like an aristocrat. He kept 
himself very remote from us and didn't even know the names of his 
students. Sometimes when he brought important visitors to the 
school, he had to feign familiarity with us in order to hide the fact 
that he didn't know our names. 

Yet my disillusionment in Rabaul was not really with the Church 
as such. I still knew that our Bi;hop in Bougainville was very kind 
and I simply began to distinguish critically between different 
missions. 

In Rabaul I first became aware of the jealousies between the 
different Mission societies. The seminary was a regional seminary; it 
was not supposed to be attached to any mission but it was directly 
under Rome. It was the Pope's own seminary, yet the different 
missions were all competing. The Sacred Heart Fathers in Rabaul 
would always point out to us that by joining their missi6n we would 
be better off and have less financial worries than if we btcame secular 
priests. The Marists from Bougainville would come from time to 
time and tell us we must become Marists, because it was always best 
to go through Mary; and the Holy Ghost Society would tell us that it 
was better to go through the Holy Spirit because that would bring us 
nearest to the Holy Trinity. 

All this was against the principles of the seminary. They were 
supposed to teach us about religion in general-not about their 
particular brand of devotions. · 

I had always thought of the priests as very very holy men, but now 
I began to see their jealousies and the competition amongst them. 

In 1962, while I was still in Rabaul the famous Hahalis 'affair' blew 
up. I was emotionally involved in the whole thing, because I had 
gone to school with Francis Hagai, who was one of the leaders of the 
Hahalis Welfare Society. At Kieta he had been the prefect in school 
when I was the youngest student there, and he always looked after 
me at the time. · 

The way I saw it, the Hahalis Welfare Society was merely out to 
improve the material lives of the people. The Church had started 
them off on this road with the foundation of the St Joseph's Welfare 
Society, which had collected money to build. better homes. The 
people had been induced to become carpenters in imitation of the 
husband of Mary, 
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Thus it was the Church that had made people conscious of the need 
to better themselves. When the Government came and asked them 
for taxes, they wondered whether they should give away all that 
money (for which they would see little return) when they might in fact 
use it to build themselves better homes. Instead of paying the money 
to some remote government in Port Moresby the people decided to 
use it for something that would change their lives substantially. 

But the Church took a very different view of Hahalis. From the 
pulpit they denounced all the Hahalis women as prostitutes and they 
interpreted the whole movement to be nothing but a cargo cult. 

I felt that the priests had misunderstood the whole thing. I was 
deeply disappointed at the way in which they denounced Hahalis in 
public. It is completely against our custom to put a man to shame in 
public, because of all the family and in-law ties. I could not bring 
myself to believe that my people were as bad as the Church had made 
out. I loved my people too much. I knew that cargo cults existed. 
·My father, Hke the rest of the people, had been involved in such 
activities-in spite of the fact that he was a catechist. Like most 
people of his generatioh he led a kind of double life. But I felt that 
the Church had lost touch with the people-that ifthey had given 
better leadership, instead of rejecting Hahalis outright, thi;y tnight 
have led the people the right way. And so over the Hahalis issue my 
loyalty was split between my people and the Church. 

For the first time also, I became very critical of the Administration; 
· their attempt to solve the whole issue simply by flying in police was 

extremely insulting. 
My awkward position between my people and the Church got 

highlighted every time I went home on leave. Each time the priests 
were giving me a little more resvect, because I had risen a little higher 
towards the priesthood. They would give me special presents and 
invited me to meals at their table, but when I went there with one of 
my brothers they would ask me in and leave him standing outside. 
The better they treated me, the more aware I became of how they 
treated the rest of the people. Eating at their table, I could well 
remember the days when I was a houseboy in the mission. Often the 
priests were feasting when a boat with new goods had come in. I 
would stand there in the background and they would go on talking 
late into the night and wouldn't care a damn whether I was hungry 
or not. 

I was embarrassed, when they told me about the evil ways in which 
my people were living. They would not hesitate to tell me all about 
the sins of my own brother-:to talk like that was completely taboo in 
our own society, but they either didn't under.itand that or they didn't 
care. 
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My senior brother, who was a kukurai and a catechist, got no such 
special treatment. When he had to go and see the priests they made a 
point of keeping him waiting. The Church only paid him ten shillings 
a month and two sticks of tobacco for being a catechist, and the 
government only gave him occasional token gifts for being a kukurai. 
He became very bitter and once he told me: 'Next time I shall go to 
the church naked, because clearly that is expected of me. Next time 
I will go to the government naked! I am forced to stay at home 
doing the work of the church and the government instead of going to 
the plantation to get money to improve my family .... ' 

The more I saw of the attitudes of the priests in Rabaul and at 
home the less I wanted to become one. But I was in a real dilemma, 
because my people trusted me and they thought that I was going to 
the highest secondary school in the Territory and they expected me 
to complete the course. So although I was beginning to have grave 
doubts about my future, I went on to the Higher Seminary in 
Madang. The decision was a hard one and at times I was even thinking 
of escaping it all by becoming a monk. 

The rector of the Madang Seminary had come tQ Rabaul and told 
us about the different life we were going to lead in Madang. We were 
going to live in separate rooms and we were going to ·enjoy better 
food. We were going to be treated like adults and we ~ere going to 
make our own decisions. However, when we got· there, it was 
dormitories once again and we were treated like children once more 
and forced to obey all sorts of regulations. The Bishop explained it 
all away: we had to be modest,. we had to practise the virtue of 
povt:rty and so on and so on. When we complained about the food 
we were told that we were too materialistic. 

The Madang Seminary did one very important thing for me: the 
course in philosophy we were given enabled me to make more critical 
judgments. I became much more aware of the world outside the 
seminary. In Rabaul I only saw the conflict between the Church and 
the village but now in Madang I was first conscious of wider issues. 
This was the time when the Bougainville copper issue first came up. 
It was also the time of Mr Eastman's U.N. Mission. All these things 
made tis think a great deal about New Guinea as a whole, its political 
future, and its social problems. I was then much influenced by 
another student, John Momis, who had received all his secondary 
education in Australia. :Together we formed a group of students to 
discuss these issues. But the priests disapproved of this: they were 
always blessing the status quo. They blamed Momis and me for the 
growing restlessness among the students. Finally we called a meeting 
with the Fathers and the students in order to express some of our 
views. The priests told us to talk openly and to air all our grievances. 
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-We took their word for it and told them exactly what we thought of 
the attitudes of the priests to New Guineans; how they supported the 
principle of double standards etc. etc. But the rector of the seminary 
took offence and he wrote back to the Bishop of Bougainville asking 
him to remove us from the seminary. 

But the strangest part of it all was that though the priests were so 
critical of John Momis and Ignatius Kilage and myself, yet they used 
us as showpieces when important visitors came to the seminary. 
Sometimes they used us to prove that they were providing a liberal 
and progressive education. When the United Nations Mission came 
to Madang, Mr Eastman from Liberia said that we were the only 
elite group in the Territory and the seminary was about the only 
institution in the whole country that he praised. The priests were 
most ambivalent about the whole thing. 

But we took our cue from Pope John, who was a v~ry liberal Pope 
and who wanted dialogue with all other religions and all other 
attitudes to life. So we believed that even as priests we should be 
open and that there was no subject that we should not discuss. 

It was in this spirit that we started the magazine Dialogue as a 
means of communication with other tertiary institutions; like the 
Papuan Medical College and the Teachers Training College. I was 
chosen as the editor. The first issue we broug~t out was a very mild 
one". Our theme was brotherhood. We said that in spite of all the 
difference in the Territory we were all brothers under the skin. We 
also talked about the misuse of 'freedom' in the world today and we 
criticized the corruption and the promiscuity of modern society. 
This went down well with the Administration and with the Church. 
We got many letters of congratulations from the Church and from 
people like J. K. Macarthy, Dr Gunther, Professor Spate and 
Mr Justice Minogue. Even som:e of the planters wrote in to express 
their approval. Several sent us money. 

The second issue was very different in tone. This was the time of 
the Tonolei timber lease on Bougainville. The Administration had 
made the Buin people sell 500,000,000 super feet of standing timber. 
for only !60,000, whereas previously they had paid the same amount 
of £60,000 for only 200,000,000 to the Vanimo people. This seemed 
blatantly unjust. Moreover a ~imple calculation showed that owners 
had in fact received a mere four shillings and sixpence per acre of 
good timber! At the same time the C.R.A. was negotiating for land 
on Bougainville to mine copper; and again the people felt they were 
not being given a fair deal. Only Bishop Lemay spoke up for them as 
usual. 

I tried to express our feelings about all these issues in an article 
~ailed 'Now is the Moment of Truth'. I said it was time we stopped 
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patting each other on the back. We ought to start speaking honestly 
to each other. I was warning the indigenous people-to forestall any 
shock amongst them-that the white men were human after all, that 
they were not demigods or sacred cows, though they might assume 
such postures. · 

I criticized the Administration, who were always playing the role of 
'father', but who in reality were selling us out to the C.R.A. and the 
Bougainville timber company. I pointed out that according to the 
United Nations Charter the Administration should be protecting the 
rights of the people. 

I went on to accuse the planters, who were playing a divide-and
rule policy in the House of Assembly, forcing our people to agree with 
them, yet stabbing them in the back. 

I said that the Church was always talking about the dignity of man 
and about the enhancement of the personality-but how could we 
enhance our personalities when we were left in the mud with no one 
to support us? When the Church was not living up to her own vows, 
must we still believe in Christianity? Or was the crucifixion merely 
a cruci-fiction? , 

I concluded that the Church, the Administration and the planters 
were all birds of a feather. I 

We printed one thousand copies of this issue and we sent it out to 
all the District Commissioners, the important people' in the Adminis
tration, the Bishops and Church people and even to people in 
Australia. 

At the time our rector was away at a conference. One of the priests 
saw a copy of the magazine and he was very upset. He said he had 
been unable to sleep that night and that he was disgusted with us. 
We still had 500 copies left to distribute and he wanted us to burn the 
lot. He spent a long session with us reading a section from St James, 
where Jesus talks about how we ought to be very kind to our fellow 
men. We reminded him that he had himself been very critical of the 
Administration only the previous day-and he felt extremely hurt. 

We sent out the remaining 500 copies and soon we got letters upon 
letters of complaint and disgust. Planters abused us, Administration 
people complained, nuns wrote to say they would pray for us. The 
Bishop of Aitape-who had sent us money after the first issue-now 
expressed his disgust. Only Justice Minogue wrote in to support us. 

I was called before the District Commissioner and I was shown a 
telegram from· the Department of District Administration in Port 
Moresby asking whether I was a Communist and whether this issue 
had been written under any outside influence. Some people blamed 
the American Negro priest for it all-though the poor man was a 
completely harmless and inoffensive man who wouldn't hurt a fly. 
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After this issue of Dialogue we fell very low in the eyes of the 
Church and the Administration and the public. Even in Rabaul, 
seminarians received catcalls of 'Dialogue! Dialogue!' from Euro
peans. Several people were sent up to spy on us, to worm their way 
into our confidence and discover the 'outside influences' that had 
made us produce this issue of the magazine. Needless to say, ail 
future issues of Dialogue were censored. 

Great pressure was brought upon me to resign from the seminary. 
Of course, they could not kick me out, because according to the rules 
we had to resign voluntarily, just as we had joined of our own free 
will. After the Dialogue incident I decided that I would not return to 
Madang after my holidays. But my people persuaded me to go back 
for another year, so I returned and stuck it out until I came to the 
university in 1966. 

However, throughout this last year I was already clear in my mind 
that the Church was not what I had expected it to be and that the 
priesthood was not for me. I knew now that i must lead a different 
life and that I would be able to help my people better outside the 
Church. While I still respected the priesthood as such, the ideal 
priest was nowhere to be seen. Moreover, I felt that too rriany of the 
church rituals had been over-institutionalized and that these things 
forced you to do a lot of acting and they did not help you to become a 
better person. Above all, I felt that the Churcll was not open and not 
frank and that they had rejected the dialogue and wanted to continue 
with their eternal monologue. 

My main criticism of the Church was, and still is, their attitude to 
my people. The very idea of evangelism implies a condemnation of 
our people-it represents an attitude that does not permit us to be 
ourselves. 

Now-several years after I have left the seminary-I am not sure 
whether I can still call myself a Christian. Perhaps I am more of a 
humanist. Of course, certain Christian values still remain with me: 
a sense of dedication; a feeling of obligation towards my people; the 
knowledge that my life is not my own. I still believe that there must 
be cause and effect in creation, that there must be some transcen
dental being-but whether he is the God of Christian worship, I don't 
know. I am also convinced that there is still a great need for religion 
in the world. But I no longer believe that Christianity is the only 
religion. During my seminary studies I have been much moved by 
Hinduism and other religions of the East. And thinking back on my 
very early childhood I gradually begin to see some meaning and 
purpose in the many traditional rituals and formulas my father 
taught me. 
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THE OLD MAN AND THE BALUS 
by John Waiko 

The sun was setting in the west. while I was planting taro tubes in 
our garden. I .hid the digging stick in the grass, lest a magician, 
passing by, would take it away to make magic on it. Many a bad taro 
crop had been caused by such magic. 

Tired, I sat on a log and gazed at the sun. Then I recalled a dream 
I had the night before. My father, Taniambari, who had died a long 
time ago, appeared in our garden: A long onjire vine was tied to his 
hop, the other end of it was tied to a huge taro. Dragging this taro 
across the garden several times, he finally left it standing upright in 
the middle and untied it. 1 

He turned to me and said: 'Worry not your spirit, fear not the 
magician who will come out to this garden to it. That man,'-and he 
pointed his huge taro-'is the father of all taro. He will call his 
children from all lands and they will come and grow in your garden. 
Neither spirits nor magicians will have the power to prevent them. 
Remember that I ... ' But he did not finish his speech. At that· 
very point, Yavita, who was sleeping next to me, kicked me and 
I woke up and lost my lovely dream. If only I could have asked my 
father about the wild boars that came and did damage in my garden, 
he could have given me wisdom to deal with them. 

Now the sun was hidden in the tall trees. The cricket had smelt 
the night before me and began to sing. I picked up my knife from 
the ground and walked a bamboo's length towards a pile of logs. I 
picked up one of the smallest, to be used as firewood and started to 
walk homewards. On my way I picked some pepper leaves, which are 
good to chew with betel nuts. I began to look forward now to the 
evening chewing. 

I reached the village just before dark. I threw down the firewood 
from my shoulder and put away my knife and axe in the joists. I sat 
down on the platform of the house. 

Jimana was making a fire and Yavita came with a huge bunch of 
betel nuts. 

'Father,' Yavita said. 'This tree was so tall that it bent when I 
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climbed up to get the nuts. It cracked under my weight, but I 
managed to slide down so quickly, I reached the ground before it 
actually broke!' , 

'I always warn you to be careful,' I told hii:n. The Gamana 
hospetolo (government hospital) and the misini hospetolo (mission 
hospital) all want moni, and where shall we take moni from? if you 
have an accident, we would just have to let you die.' 

My wife Dane now brought a bowl of cooked taro, bananas and 
sweet potatoes. I invited Yavita to eat, but he seemed uneasy, 
wishing to speak, but not knowing what words to choose. 

Dane came and helped him: 'This morning Ya vita came and asked 
whether he could take you to the white man's village in Pos Mosbi. 
I told him that it was not good: many times the white man has put 
you into his bad house before. The kiaps don't like you. If you go 
to the white man's village, you may never return.' 

There was complete silence. By now the night had fallen and it 
was completely dark. 

Dane said: 'Put some more wood on the fire. This is the time for 
spirits to walk about. The night seems dark to us, but to them it is 
as bright as daylight.' , \ 

'Mother,' Yavita said. 'Do not think that'every white manjs bad. 
They are like ourselves: we too have bad men amongst us.' 

'Yavita,' Dane replied. 'I am not a small girl\ Your father and I 
have Jived many years before you were born. Even before we were 
married and while you were still in our marrow, the kiap treated us 
like small children. Perhaps you, who have gone to school and 
learned their language, have become friends with them. Perhaps you 
are digging their wisdom. But we-there has always been a big stone 
between us and the white man. We have never understood each 
other. Remember our saying: once a banana leaf is torn apart by the 
wind, it will never come together again, until its life is finished. Then 
it dries, falls to the ground and rots. We will never know each other 
until we die. You are a fresh leaf, as yet untorn by the wind. But 
remember that strong winds may yet come to shake you ... ' 

I did not 'want to enter the discussion. I said: 'Yavita, you are 
feeling sleepy. See if you can make some fire under the men's house.' 

Yavita got up and carried a (ew logs with him. Jimana also now 
went to make fire under the women's house. It was a very cold night. 
When Dane saw that the fire had come up, she picked up her mat and 
walked into the house to warm her feet. I could hear her talking to 
her daughter: 'I expected you to be snoring by this time!' 

And Jimana replied: 'I want to say something to you before I go to 
sleep. Why won't you let our father go to the white man's village? 

· He has never left this village, except to go to the white man's bad 
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house. His brothers were taken to the coast as mission boys or they 
went to become plantation labourers. Now is his chance ... ' 

'Jimana,' Dane said, 'I am not trying to stop Dademo from going. 
He can "go well"-but who is going to pay for it? He will have to 
take the bolus and somebody has to pay for it. The bolus is not like 
a canoe which you can paddle along the water. If it breaks, you can 
swim to the river bank. But what if something is wrong with the 
bolus? Will your father avoid death by flying away?' 

I went inside too now, and lay down on the floor where the warmth 
of the fire was coming up from underneath. Yavita came up into the 
room and crossed his legs. 

'Father, why didn't you take part in the discussion?' 
'Your mother is the treasurer. She keeps our moni for us. She is 

worried about our garden: a boar broke through the fence last night 
and ate some taro. That canoe over there needs to be finished and 
we need some vines and sticks to mend our platform.' 

'Father, will you come with me if Mother agrees?' 
'Yes, if you can give me a good reason for going. You must prove 

to your mother that there will be no danger.' 
'I shall tell you the reasons in front of Mother tomorrow. But now 

we must sleep, so we can go to the garden early in the morning. I 
want to mend that broken fence.' 

'Let your words go,' I replied, 'and sleep well.'' 
I withdrew my feet from the place that was becoming very hot. 

supported my head on my hand, my elbow being the 'leg' of my 
headrest. In the dark, I kept thinking about the white man's village 
for a long time. 

Early in the morning I was lying on the black palm floor. My body 
was asleep, but my mind was awake. Hearing footsteps, I peeped 
through the holes of the floor, and I saw Dane who passed under
neath our house to the fireplace. She was carrying a clay pot and 
some uncooked taro. 

It was a foggy morning and I did not want to get up. I was going 
to shut my eyes again, but Dane now called out: 

'Wake up! The sun has already broken! You will have to eat when 
you return from the church service-because tapororo must come 
first.' 

I had completely forgotten that it was Sunday morning. I woke 
up Yavita and we went to the river together. But it was so cold that 
we washed only our faces. 

When we returned a conch shell was blown to ask the people to 
enter the church building. I joined an unbroken line of people who 
were walking towards the church. As we entered, we placed taro, 
potatoes, coconuts, bananas, pumpkins and cucumbers by the door. 
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We had no money to give, so we gave to God the food we eat and 
grow. 

I went and knelt on the right, which was the men's side. The 
women and girls sat on the left. I made the sign of the korose, said 
my prayer and sat down. An evangelist called Nicodemus Kave 
started the service by announcing the hymn 'How sweet the name of 
Jesus sounds in the believer's ear.' The women sang on the top of 
their voices, but the men did not sing well. Probably too much betel 
nut chewing had spoiled our throats. 

After the hymn, the Good News was read by another evangelist. 
It was taken from the letter written by Poul to the Romu people. This 
reading did not win my attention, until towards the end, when the 
evangelist read: 

' ... for I am convinced that nothing can ever separate us from his 
love. Death cannot. Life cannot ... wherever we are, high above 
the sky or in the deepest ocean, nothing will ever be able to separate 
us from the love of God .... ' 

The sermon foil owed, but I was not interested, because my mind 
went out of my skull and I tried to remember my dream. I do not 
know how long the service lasted, because my mind was filled with 
what we had discussed the night before. · · 

When the service was over, the people stood around outside the 
church, shaking hands with their. friends. They were teasing the 
evangelist, because, they said, he had started the last hymn at too 
high a pitch. 

I walked home in the bright hot sun. Dane gave me a bowl of food. 
'This is yours,' she said. 'Eat it before Ya vita and his friends come.' 
Soon I saw Yavita coming with a large crowd of friends. I turned 

to Dane: 'How big is the food?' 
'The cooked food is not enough for all his friends. But there are 

coconuts on the trees, and ripe bananas in the house.' 
When Yavita and his friends sat down, Dane brought three dishes 

with cooked taro and said: 'You are many, and the food is small. 
But if you eat too much, then you will get big stomachs like pigs and 
the girls will not like you .• 

When Yavita's friends had finally returned to their villages, I asked 
him to give me the reason why he wanted to take me to Pos M osbi. 
Yavita said: 

'Our elders are not stones to live always. They'll die and take 
their stories, magic and ceremonies with them. We who go to the 
white man's school are not under the armpit of the elders to hear and 
learn. Therefore, I want to take our father to Pos Mosbi. I want 
him to tell me some of those things and I will write them down, so 
that eventually my own children will be able to read them in a book.' 
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Dane, thinking over it carefully now, had to agree with Yavita: 
'You young ones fly away like a bird from its nest, but when you 

return you cannot tell which is your nest .... ' But then she started 
worrying: 'How will we get moni to pay for the bolus?' 

Ya vita said: 'Not all white men are bad. One of my teachers said, 
that if we manage to bring our father to Pos Mosbi then he will pay 
us back the mvni for bringing him over and for sending him back.' 

I still remained silent. I was afraid of the white man, because I 
still remembered, how he put me into his bad house, when I refused 
to agree that our village should be moved. On the other hand I 
wanted to go to the white man's village and vomit my knowledge for 

Yavita. 
Dane scratched her head and asked Jimana to bring her string bag. 
'There are these things we have to think about,' she said. She 

began to explain on the fingers of her left hand: 'The first finger is 
kainselo takesi (council tax). We do not seem to get any benefit from 
this, but we still have to pay it. Then we have to pay Jioni's school 
takesi. Then this finger is ospere takesi (hospital fees) when we get 
sick. But we should not worry too much about this, because we have 
our own ways of healing sores and sickness. Then the last finger here 
stands for our father's going to Pos Mosbi.' I 

Dane pulled the string bag towards her. She o~ened it and pulled 
out a well-wrapped parcel. She opened it gently and revealed a torn 
old book with many loose pages. She opened·it on the centre pages 
and counted out the money she found there: 'There is one red paper 
moni, one blue paper moni, four green paper moni and two brown 

paper moni.' 
Dane held all these papers in her hand and asked Yavita to count 

them and see how much we had. 
'The first red one is ten pounds. The moni inside the red one is 

equal to the fingers of our two hands. The blue paper moni has five 
pounds inside it: that is equal to the fingers of one hand. Your green 
moni is four pounds. The two brown moni are worth ten shillings 
each. So altogether our moni is twenty pounds. That is all the 
fingers and toes of one person. Will this amount co•1er the cost of all 
the things I mentioned?' Dane asked. '· 

'No,' said Yavita. 
'Then our father cannot go with you.' 
'Don't worry,' Yavita said. 'You see, Mendode is in the army in 

· Pos Mosbi and when he sees our father he will surely give some 
money.' · 

'I think that our father may go, because there are two of you to 
protect him and see. that he returns safely. But one thing I must 
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make clear to you, Ya.vita. If our father does not come back, do not 
expect to find me when you return to this village.' 

The decision that I was to travel with Ya vita was not made known. 
We were afraid that people would be jealous of me and they might 
try to work magic against me. Only on the last evening, before we 
were to leave Tabara did we tell the elders in the village. We were 
not having a feast-Yavita's 'go well' feast had been celebrated two 
weeks before-but we had invited some of our friends and there was 
food more than enough. The food was spread out on banana leaves 
and everyone sat around and ate. The few old men who had no 
teeth were given soup made from soft taro and coconut milk. 

In the middle of the eating, Yavita suddenly said: 'My elders, this 
is not a feast, but an evening meal during which you are going to 
advise me. But I also want to tell you that tomorrow I want to take 
our father away to the white man's village. I know this will surprise 
you .... ' 

There was great excitement and some annoyance. 
'Who told you to take your father away?' said Koioubai, the eldest 

in the group .. 'You cannot do that. How old. are you?' 
Some elders stopped eating. One old woman said: ' 
'We did not gather here to keep quiet and say nothing: Yavita! Are 

your ears hearing me? Shut your one ear and clean the otl1er so that 
our advice may enter your clean ear and nbt flow out of the other. 
Our advice must sink into the holes of your skull. We cannot under
stand why you stay in school for so many years. Many young boys go 
to school and they finish within the fingers of one hand. Then they 
work to get money. But you have been going to school for all the 
fingers of my two hands and all the toes of one foot except for the 
big toe. That is a long time and your name is shooting up like a lizard 
climbing a kamumu tree. Now remember: if you slip, or you do 
something wrong. that wrong will also be visible to all on the top of 
the kamumu tree and bring us shame. Then you will become like 
the ogoto bird that sweeps away to hide its unpleasant feathers. That 
is all I have to say. I have to stop now, because there are others who 
want to give you their advice.' 

Another elder cleared his throat and began: 
'Yavita! Remember that your mother is the bone and your father 

is the flesh of your being. Schooling is only a very thin skin. When 
you were a child, a helpless person, they helped you. They gave you 
food. They brought the biggest portion of the fish they had caught, 
for you to eat and grow. I do not want to go on, but remember it is 
better to cover your own bones and flesh with your own skin.' 

Then a toothless old man joined in: 
'My words are not long, but short. We expect you to come back 
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and help us. White man's words, clothes, food and girls are sweet as 
honey. I wonder whether you will be strong enough to break away 
from the sweet honey, for we are treated badly by the white man in 
this village.' 

A storm wind was blowing from west to east and it seemed that rain 
would fall any time. Now Koioubae hit his lime gourd with the lime 
stick, like a rooster beating his body with his wings before crowing. 
This was a warning that he was going to say something: 

'Yavita! You are going to take your father to the white man's 
village. My blood has touched my bone and my body is cold. Your 
father never went out of this village, but I did. I went and worked on 
the Girigiri plantation. And when I think of those days, my blood 
touches my bone and I become cold. I do not know whether some of 
the things I saw have changed or not. But man is not a snake to shed 
his skin and wear a new one .... ' 

Now the sky was as black as charcoal. There was big lightning and 
a strong thunder. The thunder was like two huge rocks cracking 
together. Everybody ran to their houses and soon heavy rain poured 
down. If anyone were to go out then he would be dead by morning, 
because the rain came down like spears from high above the sky. 

Before going to bed that night, I said to Ya vita: 'The rooster 
crows four times to announce the morning. The first three times it is 
still dark; but the fourth time it is daybreak. So do not sleep too 
much.' 

I was restless all night. At the time of the second cock-crow I 
could hear Dane getting up to prepare the food. At the third crow 
she went back to her house and I could hear her getting the string 
bag and counting the money. When she came to wake us up with 
the cooked food, the cock crowed for the fourth time and all the 
roosters and hens flew down from the trees where they had been 
sleeping. 

While we were eating Dane gave me a last piece of advice: 'Do not 
eat food and drink water given to you by the white man without 
thinking. Do not drink the water that makes people mad and lands 
them in the bad house. Remember that white man's magic is very 
hot.' · 

Koioubae came down from his platform and sat down near our 
fire. He said to me: 

'You are going to the white man's village with your mind in your 
skull. You have not left your mind in the village. Your mind, your 
body and your thoughts are with you. You are not a small boy so 
that I must tell you what to do. You know how to avoid magic.' 

The sun was rising in the east and its rays shot through the leaves 
~r the trees like sparks of fire. We shook hands with everybody and 
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said 'stay well' to the people in the village. Some women began to 
· cry as if someone had died. 

It was a long and tiresome journey. We walked along the Gira 
River as far as Nindewari village. There we crossed the river by 
canoe. Now there were many hills before us. 

No one plants his gardens in the land between Nindewari and 
Ioma. This is the hunting ground for many tribes. I had been in this 
area often, as a carrier for the white man. Those were days when I 
was young and strong and I could walk up and down those hills with 
heavy loads ori my shoulders. But man was born to grow old and die. 
Now my knees had become bad. My legs had once been obedient, 
but now they nearly refused to carry me over those hills. 

All day we walked and in the afternoon we were drenched by very 
heavy rain. Only late in the night we arrived jn Joma. Yavita took 
us to the evangelist's house. I fell asleep there almost immediately 
and woke up only when it was daylight. 

This day was a Trinde. We were told that the bolus came every 
Trinde and Monde and that on Trinde it would come in the afternoon. 

This day seemed longer than other days to me. The sun was rising 
slowly to stand above us. I knew that before long now I would be 
flying in the sky like a bird. My mind was fighting my skull. If only 
I could have spoken to my father about this, when he appeared to me 
in my dream. I could have said to him: 'Do not forsake me, when 
I fly, helpless like a bird in the sky.' 

After eating, we combed our hair and put all our things into 
Yavita's box. The place for the bolus was very very long. There was 
a small house there and we sat down outside it and waited. I still 
could not believe that I was going to fly. My body was heavy, as 
though I was sleeping. 

I said to Yavita: 'You have not taught me how to behave, eat and 
dress in front of the white men.' 

But he said: 'Do not worry. Be what you are. It is better to be 
what you are, than trying to be somebody else and make mistakes.' 

Yavita did not seem to worry about the bolus. He was laughing 
and telling stories and talking to some of his friends whom he met on 
the pies bolus. I wished I could go to sleep and dream about my 
father. If sleep were like .a river I would go and jump into it. I 
wanted to tell him that I was going to the white man's village and ask 
him to protect me. But he must have known, and perhaps he was 
with me already. He knew how the white men had treated me when 
they came to my village. And then I remembered also what the 
evangelist had said on Sunday: 'that nothing could ever separate us 
from the love of God.' I wondered now if the angels would help me, 
if the bolus wings suddenly broke and we came crashing down. 
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Then suddenly somebody shouted: 'I see it, I see it!' l looked at 
the sky but saw nothing. Then everybody rushed out of the little 
house with excitement and the people all pointed at a certain place 
in the sky. 

I looked up again and then I saw the balus coming like a bird out 
of the trees. At first it looked like the smallest suriri bird, but it 
became bigger and bigger. Soon it looked like a hawk. It circled 
twice, then it came down like a hawk to the ground. But hawks dive 
to the ground silently. The balus came with a great noise. It was like 
the noise of all the cockatoos put together plus dunana, the thunder. 

The balus came to where I was standing, turned round and stopped. 
The noise died down. A door was opened and people came out and 
bags of rice and cases of meat were unloaded. The ba/us looked 
exactly like a hawk. It had two wings and two legs. It had a tail and 
a head. But the ba/us had no beak and no eyes, no mouth and no 
claws. 

There was a white man who had brought the balus. He looked tired 
and angry and he shouted: 'Ani pasinja ?' 

Then Yavita stepped forward and said: 'Yes two,' and gave him 
our tiket. We went into the ba/us and I sat on a sia. The white man 
turned round and faced the head of the ba/us. He touched a small 
stick in front of him and the ba/us started to shout. Yavita put the 
berete round my waist. The noise was becoming louder and the 
balus began to move. The white man looked back at us quickly, then 
he turned round again. His hands moved and touched the small 
black and white sticks and the ba/us began to run like lightning on 
the ground. Then it dived away. 

I did not want to see it diving, so I shut my eyes and bowed down. 
The noise was very frightening now and all my intestines, heart and 
everything inside me climbed up into my neck and waited there. 

The balus rose quickly and Yavita said we were over the trees. But 
I still shut my eyes. The noise made by the balus now resembled the 
shrieking of cockatoos when they bite a lizard on a simani tree. 
Yavita did not seem to worry. I knew that he wanted me to open my 
eyes and see things. But worries came to me like waves breaking on 
a rock. I kept myself strong, by forcing the words of the evangelist 
into my skull: 'Our fears for today, our worries about tomorrow: 
wherever we are, high above the sky or in the depth of the ocean
nothing will ever be able to separate us from the love of God that 
is in Jesu Keriso.' 

The balus was like a madman who is shaking his arms and legs. 
My heart did not come down from where it stayed hanging in my 
throat. The more the ba/us climbed, the nearer my heart came to my 
mouth. Then for a moment, the balus acted as if it was falling like a 
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leaf to the ground. And my stomach walked up to join my heart in 
the mouth. 

When the balus was tired of climbing, it put its head straight. Now 
it felt like floating down the Gira River in a canoe, when the waves 
throw you up and down. 

'I want you to see what it is like up in the sky,' Yavita said. r 
opened my eyes for the first time. First I looked to see if Ya vita was 
there with me. Then I looked to the left and saw what Yavita wanted 
me to see. I did not know what to say. The tall trees I see walking 
on the ground were not there. Everything looked very flat, like a 
river. But on the right there was a great fence of mountains that 
closed in the river of land. The sun was about to sink behind that 
mountain fence. 

I wondered how long the balus would take to get to Popondetta. 
It had once taken me a week to walk to Higa Furu, which is near 
Popondetta. 'Will we travel like this days and nights till we reach 
Popondetta ?' I asked Yavita. 'And when is the balus falling to the 
gnund for us to get out?' But Yavita said: 'No, it won't be long 
before we go down to the ground.' And I was amazed at the speed 
with which this balus could run. I saw a black and white cloud in 
front of the ba/us. I always thought that clouds were tied to the sky 
above by some strings. But now this cloud was just floating in the 
sky, no strings. I thought the man would fake the balus from the 
cloud, but he made the balus go straight through it. I closed my eyes 
quickly and the next minute the balus was shaking like a madman. 
It went up and down like a canoe paddling against the waves in the 
sea. I thought that the cloud was something hard that would tear 
the ba/us to pieces. But we soon came out of it and I opened my 
eyes again. 

The balus lowered itself and began to circle the village of 
Popondetta. It was the biggest village I ever saw. The roofs of the 
houses were shining white. On the roads below strange pigs in 
different colours were running up and down. I was looking down at 
the white roofs which became bigger. Then the ba/us bent over to one 
side-all my fear came back to me and then we swooped down like a 
hawk trying to catch a rat. 

The balus touched the grass. It ran madly, but the man touched 
the little black sticks in front of him and it stopped. Then, and only 
then, my heart and my stomach came down from the neck to their 
proper places and I took a deep breath. 

When the door was opened and we came to the ground, I cast my 
eyes here and there. I saw a white pig that came running towards us 
in the distance. But this strange pig had no legs. Its head was blunt, 
there was no nose, no tail. It ran very fast, as if to attack a man. It 
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came with a noise, like a bolus. 'It must be a wild one,' I thought, 
and I looked around for a tree to climb if it should attack me. But 
there was no tree near and I decided to hide in the bolus in case of 
danger. As the pig came near I could see its two white eyes, but I 

could not see the mouth. 
But to my greatest surprise, there was a man inside the head of this 

pig-like thing. I was frightened, but Ya vita came and said: 'Father, 
that is a toroko. The place for the bolus is far away, so the toraka is 
coming to take us to the village.' I bit my finger. As it came nearer 
to us, it stopped running and began to walk and then it stopped. The 
man came out of the head. I was anxious now to have a look at it 
and we walked over and touched it. 

It was exactly like a pig. but it had no hair, no mouth, no flesh 
and in fact it had no intestines. I bit my finger again, because there 
was no string attached to it. Who had made the pig taroko and how, 

I could not tell. 
Then some thought suddenly entered my skull and into my brain. 

I had forgotten to say thank you to God, because he had taken the 
bolus safely through the clouds and down again to the ground. When 
the ba/us stopped and I came down to the ground, 1 was busy looking 
at the pig toroka and I forgot to say thank you. Up in the air, when 
my heart rose to my mouth. I was a frightened baby in the hands of 
God. But once safe on the ground, I felt like a grown man and the 
hands of God seemed remote. Up in the clouds, there was only God 
to ask for help, but here on the ground I felt safe, because my dead 
father and mother were near me. 
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GRANDFATHER'S MAGIC 
by Ka/amend Sukot 

The Second World War reached our little island of Djaul on Sunday, 
January 9, .1943. 

From Sumuna village we could clearly see the warships on Sunday 
morning. Soon the war planes appeared, which our people called 
balus mot mat. · 

Young, old, short, tall, crippled, blind and deaf men and women 
all rushed into the bush, carrying their children on their backs. 
Children and women were crying as they were forcing their way 
through the thick and thorny bush. 

Only my grandfather laughed, saying: 'Of meri, taso/.' He had 
three wives, and six sons and two daughters. Everyone had left the 
village except my grandfather, who relied on his magic. He slowly 
rose from his hard, wooden bed, saying:' Yu ken kam, /apun i stap.' 
He was boasting with his power. 

When the Japanese warships approached, he took his small basket 
and walked down to where he practised the magic: He called to the 
tambaran, saying: 'Batua, sup! sup! sup! supa! sup!' These words 
mean: spirits of my ancestors, jump, jump, jump now, jump! He 
had often used this incantation for fighting and killirig and destroying 
people in the villages, but now nothing happened. The warships 
moved steadily on, and my grandfather realized his first failure. 

My grandfather then called on the spirits to stop the bullets but to 
his great surprise a tree right in front of him was burnt and crashed 
to the ground. Then he realized that the foreign power was more 
powerful than his own. He lost hope and strength and ran off into 
the bush. He was so frightened that he ran into the thick, dense bush, 
where much cane was growing. His dirty red laplap got caught on 
the end of a stick and was pulled off. But he did not bother to turn 
back and left his laplap swinging from the cane. 

The poor old man finally made his way to a group of men and 
women down by a small creek. When they saw him naked they asked 
him what had happened to his cloth and he replied: 'Mi tupela kanda 
i pair; na i winim na i kisim /ap/ap.' The women felt embarrassed 
seeing the naked old man, but he said to them: 'Sem no ia, taim no gut.' 
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They gave him another laplap to wear, but he hui:ig it round his 
neck saying, it was too heavy to wear for an old man during the war. 

The luluai and the missionary worked hard to try and bring the 
people together, saying the Japanese had come to help them. But 
my grandfather said slowly: 'Giaman, tasol. 01 Siapan i laik kilim 
mania.· He called his wives and children and went to look for a cave, 
where the Japanese could not find them. There they made their small 
garden and planted their food. 

Then there came a time when the Japanese wanted to count all the 
people in the village. The Japanese leader ordered the luluai to call 
e·1erybody together. Kminel the missionary and Nomba the /uluai 
went to look for my grandfather and told him to come back to the 
village. 

But instead my grandfather sent his six sons to the village, with 
another magic to put the Japanese to sleep. He was going to follow 
at night with his wives and children to kill them. At midnight he was 
awoken by a thunderstorm, rolling and growling over the dark 
mountain. Lightning flashed in the sky, the cold wind murmured in 
the dark valley below and the owls were hooting in the trees. My 
grandfather said: 'Tapungan, kara siak,' which means: Let's go down. 
The night journey was long and rough and they walked in complete 
silence, the wives and daughters leading the old man. The sons saw 
their father coming and they met him and told him that the magic 
was useless. Japanese guards were still surrounding the place. 

But my grandfather would not give up and he decided to make 
another kind of magic to call a special pig to eat the Japanese. 

He went into the bush and began to call hopefully: 'Mok mok 
ngani Siapan!' which means: Pig, pig eat the Japs. While he was still 
calling out hopefully, his brother's pig came. When he saw it he 
chased it away angrily saying: 'Ian garek manu,' which means: Not 
you! He then called again, but the special pig would not come. 

But when the Japanese learned that this old man was making magic 
that frightened people they decided to have him.flogged with up to 
thirty strokes. Although the unsuccessful grandfather had failed so 
many times, he decided to make another magic which was to protect 
him from the pain of the beating. • , 

When he was given the first stroke he shouted out loud and called 
his sons and daughters. By the fifth stroke his voice faded away. 
The skin began to fall off his body. He stopped moving altogether 
when he received the seventh stroke. Then the Japanese leader 
decided that they had better leave him at that time. So they left him 
and his sons came and carried him away. They washed him with cold 
water, gave him food and put him to bed to rest. 

From that day on he never tried to use the power of magic again, 
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because he realized that it was useless. When he recovered he 
became quite friendly with the Japanese. 

One day a Japanese came up to him and said: 'Man but a sut kaikai 
orai,' thus asking him to shoot one of his pigs to eat. My grandfather 
agreed and said: 'Okay, sut mi buta orai.' The pig was shot and 
eaten by the Japanese. In return they gave him rice, tins of fish and 
bush knives. 

The Japanese did not respect people or their properties. When they 
got to a village they forced the people to work hard, digging tunnels 
and carrying their cargo. Sometimes they took wives away from their 
husbands. They killed anyone who spoke against them and so the 
people kept quiet even when they were badly treated. 

When the Japanese were finally defeated, this poor grandfather 
went to live with his family in the bush, where his life was accom
panied by the singing and crying of wild birds. When he grew old he 
went every morning at six o'clock to see the sun rise over the Kuriku 
hills and in the evening he went to· see it set over the Lakarui hills. 

He loved to hear the 1-irds cry in the morning, when they flew out 
to look for food and in the evening when they returned to their nests. 

In l954, when he was going to die he called us together and said: 
'I am going to die soon, and I wish you a pleasant life in\your own 
time.' He divided his land amongst us and said: 'Look after the land 
well, for it saves men's lives. Work hard bn 1it and use it wisely, for 
it helps men and their lives on earth.' 

/ 
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Betel-nut is Bad Magic for Aeroplanes 

The title, Betel-nut is Bad Magic for Aeroplanes, i111111ediately arrests 
our attrntio11, a11d sets the mood for the story's ironic h11111011r. 

Irony is yet another tool used hy tl'Yiters to make their 111riti11,(! 
forc~f11l. We arefa111iliar 11•ith verbal irony i11 speech - 11 1he11 111e say 
011e thi11«z h11t 111ea11 so111ethi11,1; di[(erc11t hy implication. Situational 
irony is prese11t 11 1hm a11 e1•e11t tl1at ll'C thi11k is .\?<'ill,\; to t11m oiit 011e 
iuay i11 fact t1m1s 011t di[(cre11tly. /ro11y ca11 he tra,(!ic or ro111ir, accordi11,(! 
to the cirrn111sta11rcs 1111d the 111ood of the spcNl1 or 1l'riti11,(!. 

Style refers to the 11•ay 11 ll'riter uses la11x11a,(!C. Style u111 be descrihed 
11Sill,(! rnch 11 1ords as 'si111plc', 'omatc', '.for111al', 'i1!fon11al', 'realistic' 
a11d 'idio111atic '. J OllN KASAI PW ALOY A's 51/ffessjiil recreatio11 of an idio
matic Papua Nc11• C11i11eg11 spoke11 E11xlish adds to the .fr111 of this story . 

One Saturday afternoon in May 22 this year some of we 
university stucknts went to meet our people at Jackson's Airport 
in Seven Mile. They arrived and we har·py \'Cry much. Then we 
all comes to that backyard corner. That one place \\'here Ansctt 
and TAA capsize boxes for native people who go by plane. 

We was standing about thirty o( we. waiti11g to catch our 
things. We was chn,·ing plenty bu\\'a like ci,·ilizcd l'rnplc. We 
was not spitting or making rubbish. Only feeling Ycry good 
from the betel nuts our people had bringed to Moresby. 

Then for nothing somebody in brown uniform ,,·ith cap like 
pilot, and \Vearing boots like dimdim and black belt. he comes 
up to one our people and he gives some Motu and English. That 
one our people didn't understood. So soon that uniform man 
was redding his eyes and rubbing his tccths just like white man's 
puppy dog. Maybe something like five minutes died but still he 
talk. Bloody bastard' He wanted our people to stop chewing 
buwa because TAA and Ansett jets had come a11cl plenty plenty 
white people inside the terminal. They must not be offended to 
sec us chew betel-nut. Anyways, this brown puppy dog of white 
man angried himself for nothing. l-lis anger no\v made big big 
pumpkin inside his throat for because he was 'educated native' 
and he didn't wanted kanaka natives doing like that in front of 
Europeans. 

Soon quickly one native uni. gel student seen what's 
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happening. She goes and she asks why he was giving Motu and 
English to our people. He whyed. She seen quickly that his why 
is no good. So the uni. gel student she says to him to go away. 
Chewing buwa is our custom for many, many civilizations. 
Bloody bastard! Maybe this one first time natives talked him like 
that way, because quickly he becomes more angry. He started 
talking big and making his fingers round like hard cricket ball. 

I seen what's hairpin too and I fright really true. But I walks 
over and I asks. The uni. gel she explains and he talks also. We 
talk loud and many peoples they see us too and he say, 'Stop 
being cheeky. Just shut up and do what I tell you. You are 
breaking the law!' So I says, 'What law are we breaking? Tell me! 
What ordinance are we breaking?' 

The puppy he gets very angry and he say 'Don't be smart! Just 
shut up and stop chewing betel-nut. You are breaking the law!' 

Then my anger really wanted to stand its feet, so I says 
'Bullshit. We are neither spitting nor throwing rubbish. Black 
people never made that law and this is black people's land. 
There's no such law.' 

'All right you think you smart! You want me to report the 
N boss?' 
['.... 'I don't know your boss. Run to him if you want to smell his 
!'. boots. Go on report if you want!' 
' His face smoked and he walked away to get his boss. I says 

good words to our people and we continue chewing our buwa. 
We was really getting tired. Our boxes sleeping somewhere we 
donno. I chewed my buwa but little bit my stomach was frighten 
because the security man will bring his boss. Then maybe big 
trouble! Bloody bastard! 

Not long. Soon the brown puppy dog comes with their white 
papa dog and two other brown puppy dogs too. They was all 
wearing khaki uniforms, caps, boots and black belts. They seen 
us and we seen them too. They come to us. My heart started 
winking and breathing very fast. The white papa dog, his face 
like one man I seen one day near Boroko RSL Club. 

0 sori! I looks at him and truly my chest wanted to run away. 
His bigness, his face red and especially his big big beer stomach, 
they frighten me already. Maybe if you seen him too, ei, you 
will really laugh. Bloody bastard! His stomach was too big for 
him. I can seen how his belt was trying its best to hold the big 
swelling together. His brown shirt was really punished and all of l 
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we can sees how it wanted to break. But no matter, because the 
stomach was trying to fall down over the black belt like one 
full-up bilum bag. 

Me, it was already nearly too much. I straighten my legs 
quickly because something like water was falling down my leg 
inside my long trousers. I dunno what something and maybe 
only my fright trying his luck on me. 13ut l didn't look at my 
long trousers. Too many people watching and also my head was 
boiling sweat from the hotness. 

Anyways, the security guards came to us. 13ut now we three 
university students, we was standing together and looking them 
very proudly. Too late now. We was not going to run any more. 
We decided to defend our rights. At first they didn't know what 
to say and only they talked quietly inside their throats. Then 
their boss, the Australian papa with big stomach, he started 
showing we his teeths. Oi, we was frighten by his hard voice. 
He says to me, 'Listen boy, who gave you permission to chew 
betel-nut here? You are breaking the law, the legal laws of this 
land. And when they (pointing to his puppies) told you to stop, 
you said you didn't believe in the law and will continue to break 
the law!' 

Straightaway my face blooded because many black, white and 
yellow people, they was watching us too and this white papa 
dog, he was talking bad like that way to me. Plenty times I hear 
white people calling black men 'bois' so this time I hear it and 
my mind was already fire. I wanted to give him some. Maybe 
good English or maybe little bit Strine. So I s;iys loudly to him, 
'All right white man, on what moral grounds is it unlawful for 
me to chew betel-nut here? This is a free country of which we 
black people are citizens and unless you can show me the moral 
basis for your "so c1llccl bws" I cannot recognize ;ind therefore 
comply to that law!' 

Well, he was very very angry now because one black man 
answering him in very good English. Maybe he didn't under
stand what I say. 

'Listen boy, don't be smart. You are breaking the law and the 
law is laid down by the lawful government in the book.' 

I knows straightaway that he is another one of those ignorant, 
uneducated white men. I getting very angry too. 

'OK then, show me that ordinance which specifically lays 
down that we natives are not allowed to chew betel-nut within 
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the precincts of an air terminal. in our own country. As a citizen 
I have at least the right to be shown that law before you crassly 
accuse me of breaking the law. Until such times as you do so we 
shall consider you a liar and one using his delegated authority to 

intimidate the bl:ick people of Niugini.' 
'Shut up! You arc nothing more than a cheeky brat!' 
'Your resorting to insults is unwarranted here. All I'm 

demanding from you is the proof for the existence of such a hw. 

Come on show me the exact ordinance.' 
'I don't have to show you the written ordinance. The lawful 

authority is vested in me as an officer to arrest you if I want to. 
It's written in Commonwealth Safety Hcgulations Act. section 

32.' 
'Bullshit. I want to sec it with my own eyes! Listc11 mate. Why 

aren't you arresting those white kids inside the terminal for 
chewing PK 1 What's the difference bctwcrn their PK inside the 

terminal and our betel-nut outside on the road pavement?' 
'Shut up you cheeky brat!' Then he wanted to grab my little 

neck. I was only short so I jumped back and he missed. But his 
face was red fire. 'Si11ce you arc not going to obey. we shall 

arrest you'' 
He was 111aki11g we feel like we was some 'bad cowboys' or 

criminals. 
All we three university students we was already hotted up a11d 

we was arguing with him very loudly. But when he tried th:it 
one on me. that \\'JS finish for evcrytl1ing. I lost my manners. I 
lost my calm11css and also my boili11g a11gcr ;rnd fear. My heart 
was k11ocki11g my chest very hard. Only 011e thi11g I wanted to 
be - a true kanaka. So I threw my voice at him nearly spitting 

his face. 
'Don't you dare lay hands on me white boi. This is black 

man's country and we ha\'e the right to make our laws to suit us. 
Commonwealth Government is not the Nuigini House of 
Assembly. If you think your laws arc justitled, you arc nothing 
more than ;i bloody \\·hite r:icist! A bloody white racist. you 

hear!' 
I \\·as sh:iking. The overseas people who was arrived :ind also 

bLick people. they \\ ;1s w:itching. Our people w:is just w:1iti11g 
for him to hit me .111d thrn they would finish him on the spot. 
M:iski Boman:i. We will only cat rice and have good times there. 
The Australian papa dog. he seen too 111:my black faces around 
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him. Too much for him. I think our argument already full him 
up. He starts walking away and threatening we. 

'We'll fix you, you cheeky brat! Don't you run away. I'm 
going to ring the police.' 

'Ring the police if you want to! Always like you white racists. 
Each time you know you arc wrong or want to bully us black 
people, you have to use the police on us.' 

The brown puppy dogs didn't know what to do so they 
followed their white boss, the papa dog with big stomach. I 
think all the water in my blood was all red now. I breathing very 
fast but maybe that was because I already frighten about the 
coming of the police. I seen many times how they do to protect 
white men's lives or property. Only last week I seen them hitting 
some Chimbu men because they was enjoying life from drinks. I 
wanted to throw some stones at the police cars but they was too 
fast and they took the Chimbu men away to kalabus. 

Then something maybe like five minutes and we hear big siren 
noise. Two blue polis cars and one big lorry. That one had gorilla 
wire all around it and truly big enough to capture maybe twenty 
or thirty natives inside it. The cars and the lorry was all for we 
three university students. They stopped the traffic and about six 
black polis bois jumped down. I was really frighten. But papa 
dog he gets his courage and they march to us. We was st:inding 
calmly, because we w:is ready now. Any time~ The polis bois 
they seen us not making big trouble so they run aw:iy with the 
big lorry. but they stopped the two blue cars. 

They comes m:irching up to we and our people. Also 
university bus already come and we busy loading up the boxes, 
bags of yams and drums. But papa dog he no play now. Bloody 
bastard! His tceths was already making noise to the polis bois. 

'Officer I want you to charge him now.· 
The polis bois they look very stupid because they didn't know 

what's up. Only I cm seen their eyes. They was very hungry and 
truJy wanted to catch us because white man he said to them. My 
anger comes back to my head very quickly. I h:ippy little bit, 
but, bec:iusc the polis bois was bhck men ~111d not white. 

'Officer before you ch:irgc me. I would like to know what you 
;ire charging me for :ind pcrh:1ps. allow me to give my side of the 
story.' 

The officer he st:inds very stupidly. He Ins no words to say. 
So white papa dog he tells him more. 
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'Officer, I want you to charge him with the use of obscene 
language in public and also breach of the Commonwealth Safety 
Regulations Act, section thirty-two.' 

All of we was too surprised and we make one big whistle 
because he was already lying. 

'Obscene language, my foot! All right if you reckon I used 
obscene language, just exactly what words did I use? Go on, tell 
the officer the exact words I use.' 

'Officer charge him. I wouldn't even repeat the words in front 

of the lady, in any case.' 
The lady who papa dog was pointing to, she was the univer

sity gel student with us. So she says, 'Officer I don't mind at all, 
just ask him to prove to us what obscene words we used.' 

The polis bois they says nothing only wanting to take us away 

to kalabus. 
'Officer they have breached the law under section 32 of the 

Commonwealth Safety Regulations Act and he was using very 
insulting language something like "this is bloody black fella's 
country." I have my witnesses here.' He showed them his puppy 

dogs. 
We kncwed fully he was truly telling lie. He only want to 

kalabus we because we was opened our mouths against him. 
'Look officer this man is lying and we have here at least thirty 

witnesses to tell you exactly what I said. I called him a bloody 
white racist which is what he really is. I had simply questioned 
him his rights to force us to stop chewing betel-nut here. We 
weren't throwing rubbish or spitting.' 

The polis bois was getting very annoyed and they wanted to 
catch me. But I was only very small and I jumped back. Then 
one officer he say, 'You have to come to the police station.' 

'What for?' I asks very angry. 'We've done nothing wrong. If 
you are going to believe the word of this white man against our 
thirty witnesses right here, then I suggest that you are nothing 
more than puppet tools for white man.' 

My words hit their shame because many black people was 
watching them too. Quickly they didn't like me. Bloody bas
tards! They want to friend with white man. 

'Just shut up and come to the police station!' 
Truly by now I wanted to give them some. But oi, their size 

and also their big boots! If they give me one, I wi!! really have 
many holes in my bottom. But I says maski. 
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'You can't arrest me without telling me what the charges are. 
Let go my hands! We came to see that our people get to the 
university and I'm not going anywhere until our people are 
comfortably seen back to the university!' 

I run away free and we start our people into the bus. The polis 
bois and the white papa dog, they didn't know what to do, so 
they was standing there like bamboo, all empty. Soon our 
peoples they come back to university in the bus and we three 
university students, we goes and we argue some more. 

In the end, they tells we three to get into the police car. We 
goes in but then we sees how the polis bois was going to leave 
the papa dog behind and take us to Boroko Police Station. So we 
quickly opens the doors and we runs out. They catch us very 
quickly again then I says loudly, 'We are not going to the police 
station unless that white man also comes with us. It's hardly 
justifiable for the police to be his spokesman because this will 
conveniently screen him from any embarrassment.' 

What can they do? They knows they was wrong so they calls 
him back~ They pushed we into the back scat, then they opens 
the front door for the papa dog. So I talks loudly and strong. 

'Get in there white man!' 

He blooded more and we laugh inside. The polis they was all 
very silent. We speeded to Boroko Police Station. I knows that 
place often. 

They bringed us to one big table and many police men behind 
it. The papa dog he didn't waste time. He open one book and he 
;how them. 

'I want you to charge them for trespassing under section 
thirty-Under this regulation I have the authority to arrest or have 
arrested any persons I see to be causing danger to the safety of 
aeroplanes .... ' 

Then I know he was truly telling more lies and I shout 
straightaway, 'What a lot of rubbish. We weren't carrying any
thing inAammablc. We \Vere simply chewing betel-nut on the 
road pavement outside the terminal.' 

The white sergeant police, he turns fastly and like one lion's 
mouth, he yells me, 'Listen boy, keep your mouth shut!' 

His voice was too big for me. His eyes wanted to shoot and 
his blue uniform swelling from his fatness. I wanted to say more. 
But too late! I sees his bigness and ! he~r his voice and that one 
finished me up quick. Anyways we was very tired now and we 
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shut up good. Maybe we let him give us some now and maybe 
later we fight him inside court house. So the papa dog gives 
more lies. 

'I also want to charge him with the use of obscene language in 
a public place. He was using the words and I quote "this is 
fuckin black fellas' country".' 

He tell them more and he shows them more from his book. 
But the police sergeant and his bois didn't knew what means 
'obscene language.' They look for one dictionary and we was 
standing there like five or maybe ten minutes waiting for them. 
They didn't find what means that word. I seen the sergeant pull 
one telephone and talks to it. 

Like two minutes later, we was took to one office inside, near 
the back. That one office, his name CIB office. We walks in, the 
four of we and we seen one man sitting inside. He looks like 
very important man. Long trousers, shoes and tie. We sit down 
and again the papa dog he starts more talking. Ei, he talks very 
long, and this makine me feel like one real 'bad' cowboy or 
something. Finally the important man shut him up. 

'You can either charge him with one or the other. With 
regards to the section thirty-two, a similar case took place in Lae 
last year and I remember clearly the new precedent set then. If 
you want to charge him with that you have to write away for the 
Controller General's permission from Melbourne.' 

The papa dog, he nearly cried because he knewed and we 
knewed that he wronged all the time. Then my turn for explain. 
I told him about the argument and everything. 

'I have my two witnesses here to testify. I didn't use "fuckin 
black fellas' country." I do admit having spoken to him in a firm 
voice but what I called him was a "bloody white racist." As far 
as I'm concerned these are not obscene words. They are political 
terms which I often ascribe to persons committing injustice to 
others, and I would just as readily call a black man a "bloody 
black racist" if I saw him committing an injustice to a man of 
another ethnic origin.' 

The important man held his head for long time and we w.ait 
like sleeping pigs. Then he looks up and writes down the white 
man's name, address and phone. After that he told him to go. I 
wanted to say something but my mouth shut very quickly. The 
important man, he writes our names in his book then he say, 'I 
will notify you on Monday as to what the charge will be. In the 
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meantime you may go.' 

We walk out and we was feeling little bit happy. But I 
remember we have no money for bus to Waigani. The police 
they should pay us. So I walks back to the CIB office. 'Sir the 
police had inconvenienced us in the first place and I think it is 
only right they should take us back to the university.' 

The important man walk out with us to the front office and he 
called on sergeant. 

'Sergeant, arrange for a car to take these students safely to the 
university, will you.' 

That one sergeant same one before. He didn't like it, to treat 
us good. We three university students, we come back to 
Waigani. We was chewing our betel-nut on the way. 

• 

• 
• 

Did you spot any comic irony in the story? Here is one 
instance (there are many others): It is ironic that the story 
ends with the students being transported in style to campus 
when earlier it had looked as if they were in for severe 
punishment! 

Did you enjoy the humour and the style in this story? 
Think of a funny incident and try to write a story around it . 
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Which Way, Big Man? 

B; m~ vAGrr _ !3f2A,$1.i 
Which Way, Big Man? is a satirical play. A satire tl. 4/orm of 
writing that holds 11p aspects of a person or a society to ridin;J~. The aim 
of tlze satirist is not merely to am11se, b11t to make 11s see the Jofly of 011r 
ways. 

NoRA V AG! BRASH shows a keen insight into the foibles of the new 
elite. Sl1e also has a gift for comic characterization, sa11cy dialogue, and 
an instinct for the fimny sit11ation, all of whic/1 make her an e11tertaini11g 
dramatist and a keen satirist. 

The play was adapted for radio by PETER TRIST. 

CAST OF CHARACTERS 

Gov HAIA 
SINOB HAIA 
PETA 
HEGAME 
PRIVATE SECRETARY 
PAPA 

MARIAN 
JAMES 

Public servant 
His wife 
Domestic servant 
Co11 's co11si11 

Co11's father 
Clerk/typist 
Clerk 

Mar/011 K11elit1ad 

CHUCK BRAGGIN-CROWE 
VI BRAGGIN-CROWE 
SAGA 
PROFESSOR NOUAL 
MRS URA KAVA 
DR ILAI KAMAP 
NEWS ANNOUNCER' 

SCENE ONE 
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(PA Pu A- t-JG (J t;; u t tNEAJ 
Businessman 
His wife 
University student 
Linguist 
Reporter 
Academic 

S1NOB: (calling) Gou, darling? Do you prefer the plain or the 
stuffed Spanish olives? I'm just making up the shopping list. 

Gou: (calling) Oh I don't mind, Sinob! Listen, come in here to 
the lounge and have a drink. Vodka and tomato or something 
different? 

SINOB: (sighs) I'll have some Martini vermouth. 
Gou: (Sound of pouring into glass) There you are dear (Pause) Ice? 

(Sound of clinking glasses) Cheers! (Sound of drinkinR) Ah! That's 
better (Siglz) Well, what did you do today? 

SINOB: Have you forgotten already? I've been at the New 
Amengo Embassy, organizing that cocktail party! We're to 
raise funds for the Drop-out Rascals! I'm on the Committee, 
you know! 

Gou: Oh yes, that's right. 
SINOB: It was just heavenly! Carpets wall to wall, air 

conditioning - and a gorgeous indoor swimming pool! Oh 
that reminds me! I had a letter today from Gloria! They've 
moved into our new PNG Embassy residence over there. And 
they have an indoor swimming pool too! (Siglz) Oh Gou, 
perhaps one day we'll be in a position to get one! (Pause) If 
ever you get that promotion! 

Gou: Perhaps ... one day. (Pa11se) Any new faces there -
apart from the usual crowd? 

SINOB: Not really! Just the usual. Mostly nice people though. Oh 
yes! There was someone new! The wife of the managing 
director of 'Nirez'! You know, the new perfume company set 
up by National Promotion? It will be just like the French 
perfume. 
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Gou: I suppose the fashion-conscious ladies of the city will be 
pleased. 

SINOB: There were also some village women there. You know, 
mothers of the Drop-outs, and so on! Goodness knows why 
they asked them to come! They just sat by themselves in a 
corner and didn't say a word. Don't know how to behave at 
such functions! 

Gou: But we must educate our village people! It's our duty to 
help the less fortunate! 

SINOB: Quite frankly, I don't approve of it. Oh! By the way I 
heard at the meeting that the PM is to form a new Ministry. Is 
that true? 

Gou: (whispers) It's not official - so don't say anything yet. 
(Pause) What's the time now? 

SINOB: Nearly six o'clock. If that digital electric clock is correct. 
Gou: I'd like to hear the news, if you don't mind. 
SINOB: Oh you don't want to hear that gibberish in Pidgin and 

Motu! Why not wait till the main news at 7 o'clock in English? 
(Sighs) Gosh! I'm feeling peckish - haven't had a thing since 
afternoon tea. (Calling off) Peta! What's for dinner? Come in 
here. 

(He comes inside) 
PETA: (movi11g on) Yassur missus! Na me workim rice, na kaukau, 

na abika, na pis na coconut. 
SINOB: Yack! You eat that! You make us a salad and grill the 

T-bone steaks. There's plenty of lettuce and tomatoes in the 
fridge. Hurry up now! 

PETA: Yassur missus. Mi go now. 
SINOB: Wait a minute! I haven't finished yet! Now Peta, next 

time you ask first what I want for dinner, before you cook 
native food! I can't stomach it! Now, take these glasses! We'll 
go out on the patio. (Moving off) Come on Gou, darling, let's 
sit on the new white iron chairs. (Fade) They're so gorgeous! 
Bring us new drinks outside, Peta! 

(SINOB and Gou move out) 
(Sound of door ope11ing and closing) 

PETA: (softly) Yes Missus! Yes Missus! (Sigh) Blari shid! Dispela 
em wanem kind meri? Em sindaun na singaut - 'Peta!, Peta!' 
Ahh! Dispela kanaka meri kamap wanpela witpela missus stret! 

(Sl1ort bridge music) 
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SCENE TWO 

Gou: (fade 11p) Oh! I had a very busy day I'm.. afraid. Had a 
meeting with the Admin. StatT at 10. Then coffee. Then the 
Director called me in for a chat and coffee, then we went to a 
long lunch with the minister at the Lakatoi Hotel. We had 
smorgasbord. Nice turkey and ham. 

SINOB: So we've both had a busy day! (Calli11g) Peta! Peta! How's 
the steak? Don't burn them! I want mine medium rare! (Enter 
PETA) Oh there you are. well? 

PETA: (movi11g 011) Kaikai i redi nau. Mi putim long tebel. Nogud 
bai i kol. 

SINOB: Bring the protable table out here on the patio. We'll eat 
here in the cool. Hurry up now Peta. I don't want that steak to 
be spoilt. 

Gou: I'll go and help him. 
SINOB: No! He's the servant. What do we pay him for? He's got 

little enough work to do. Sit down dear. (Pause) Oh I do like 
that rose bush we got from the University garden lady. It's 
going to look lovely when it grows along the railing. Just like 
the one at Professor Noual's place. Oh! Here's the food now, 
at last! 

(Sound of utensils: plates, forks, etc.) 
SINOB: Put them straight, Peta. And don't forget the napkins and 

the finger bowls. 
PETA: Yes, missus! 

Gou: The steak looks good. Like some salad on your plate, dear? 
Thank you Peta, you can go now. 

(So1111d of knocking 011 door) 
Gou: Oh I'd better see who that is. 
SINOB: No! You go, Peta. 
PETA: Yes missus! 
S1NOB: They can wait. It's very bad manners for visitors to come 

at meal times. (Pause) Hmmm! This steak is lovely and tender, 
but I don't think I'd better eat it all. I've had too much! I'm 
not really that hungry after all. 

(PET A comes back) 
Gou: Yes Peta? Who is it at the door? 
PETA: Em cousin brada bilong yu. Hegame. Em i stap ausiait. 
Gou: TelJ him I'm having my dinner. TeH him I'll be with him 

when I finish. 
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PETA: Yes Masta. (PETA goes off) 
S1NoB: Oh! These people! I suppose he's come for money. Man! 

You can't educate these people. You keep telling them we pay 
rent, electricity, food, servants. And they still come here 
begging! Tell him to go away Peta. 

Gou: Maski Peta! I'll go and see him. Besides it's nearly time for 
the news (Fade) Excuse me, dear. 

SINoB: But you haven't finished yet. (Calling off) Money doesn't 
grow on trees! We just paid 400 kina for school fees, and 
besides I don't know where I've put my purse! 

(Pause) 

SCENE THREE 

Gou: (Movin,~ on) Oh hello, cousin Hegame! It's been a long time 
since you have visited me. 

HEGAME: Sorry Gou, for this unusual visit. I know you are a very 
busy man. But I had to come to you because there's no one 
else to go to. My wife's given birth and I need to borrow 10 
kina please. I'll be able to pay you back next fortnight when I 
get overtime pay. 

Gou: Oh, cousin, I can only let you have 2 kina. This month I've 
got a lot of expenses. You know, bills. It's not easy living in 
the city. You village people are lucky because you have your 
own gardens to get food. Here in town we have to buy food. 
Why don't you stay and have some food with us? Here's the 2 
kina before I forget, and I ... 

SINOB: (Calling lo11dly) Peta! Clear the table! Give the rest to the 
dogs. 

HEGAME: (embarrassed) I ... I ... er ... thank you, cousin, for 
offering food. But I ... er ... I ate before I came. I must go 
now. (Fade) Thank you cousin. (Fade) Thank you cousin. 

Gou: Oh. I'm sorry Hegame. I ... er 
(Door closes) 

SINOB: (movillJ! on) Well where is he? 
(Pause) Oh! He's gone. I couldn't help hearing what he asked 
for. I knew he'd come for money! How much did you give 
him? 

Gou: Oniy two kina. Poor man. Remember he is my cousin. 
SINOB: Oh! This wantok business! Look, we can't afford to flash 
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our money around - not even 50 toea. You know how 
expensive things are! Don't be so soft, Gou! 

Gou: Look, it only came out of my cigarette budget. I've never 
felt so embarrassed in my life. Telling Peta to clear the table 
and give the rest of the food to the dogs! I'd asked him to eat 
with us. And he h:idn't gone out of hearing, when you started 
accusing me of giving out too much money. 

SINOB: I'm sick and tired of people coming here for money! This 
is not a Development Bank Loan office! The whole reason we 
have this decent house is because of me. Do you understand? I 
made it possible for us! 

Gou: That's enough, Sinob! One more word about it and I'll be 
out that door to the pub for some peace! Hey it's time for the 
news! Switch on the radio near you please. 

(So1md of radio switclz) 
NEWS ANNOUNCER: (jade up) 

And here are the headlines: 
A new Government Department has been formed and the 

appointment of its first director has been announced. 
An increase in the number of crimes in the city has been 

attributed to unemployed school leavers. 
Now the news in detail. 
The Prime Minister has announced the formation of a new 

Department to be known as the Department of National 
Identity. 

The new minister will be Mr Selep Rilai Ansi. 
The new director will be Mr Gou Haia. The spokesman 

added that this Department will promote the image of the 
Melanesian Way of life both here and overseas. 

The statistician announced to-day that figures for crime 
rates in ... 

(Radio switched off suddenly) 
SINOB: Oh! Congratulations darling! This is terrific news! Just 

what we've been waiting for! 
Gou: Well there you are! That's why I was waiting to hear the 

news. 'Director of the Department of National Identity'! How 
do you like the sound of that? 

SINOB: Let's have some champagne! And we must have a party to 
really celebrate! I can't wait to tell everyone the news! Listen 
Gou? Can you get your Secretary to come here first thing in 
the morning, to help me with preparations? 
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Gou: Sure. She won't mind. 
SINOB: It's her job to assist in every way! Oh! There's so much to 

do. I'm so excited I can hardly think! I hope my new dress will 
be finished from the dressmakers! (Fade) I'll probably need 
new shoes, and of course will have to get my wig set, and then 

there's the food and ... 
(Music bridge to end scene.) 

SCENE FOUR 

PETA: Missus, onpela Kuskus mcri i kam na waitim yu insait. 
SINOB: Tell her to come in here, Peta. I've been expecting her. 

(Pause) It's the secretary woman. (Calling) In this way if you 
don't mind. (Pause) Sit down. 

SECRETARY: Thank you Mrs Haia. I hope I'm not late. It's just 10 
o'clock now. 

SINOB: Oh! I'm only just up from bed. Now get your pad and 
pencil. I want you to take this list down for your boss's 
celebration party. For his promotion you know. 

SECRETARY: Y cs, Mrs Haia. We are all very proud of his success. 
He's worked hard to get it. 

SINOB: Oh yes! But you know the old saying: 'Behind every 
successful man there's a woman'? Anyway, down to business. 

SECRET ARY: I can take shorthand. You just dictate to me, Mrs 

Haia. 
SINOB: First, of course, the Minister for National Identity, - Mr 

and Mrs Selep Rilai Ansi! (I don't really like his wife - she's 
hardly more than a village woman - but still we must invite 
them both - it's only proper.) Oh! Don't write all that down! 

SECRETARY: No, Mrs Haia. I understand. 
SINOB: The Managing Director of Nirez, the Perfume company. 

And his wife - Mr and Mrs Braggin-Crowe! They are terribly 
nice people! Do you know them? 

SECRETARY: No, Mrs Haia. 
SINOB: Oh well! Well, Mr and Mrs Maus Wara - he's in 

Information Uust back from New York). Dr and Mrs Ilai 
Ikamap - the medical people. And, let me sec, we should ask 
some nice academic from the University. Some of those 
Africans are smart. Oh yes, Professor and Mrs Noual of the 
University. And that Mr Saga - the young man who has 
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been getting all that publicity. He's a bit radical, but every
one's talking about him. 

SECRETARY: What about people from your husband's staff? 
SINOB: Oh yes! I suppose they will have to come ... How many 

so far? 
SECRETARY: That will be about 30, including the office staff. 

Now, this party is to be on this Sat';Jrday night. Is that right? 
SINOB: Yes. Now you get in touch with the catering people. I 

want the best of everything! Just like the Embassy parties. Hot 
and cold savouries, wines, beer, everything! Order good 
glasses for the important people and plastic cups for the office 
staff. 

SECRETARY: Betel-nuts, Mrs Haia? 
SINOB: Of course not! There are never any at the Embassy 

parties! Make all those invitations out to be sent today. And 
show me the catering list this afternoon. Now, I'll have to ask 
you to go. I have an appointment at the hairdresser's. 

SECRETARY: Yes Mrs Haia. Good morning. 
(M11sic bridge) 

SCENE FIVE 

Gou: (Calling) Hurry up in the bathroom dear, it's almost 7 
o'clock. The first guests will be arriving about eight. 

SINOB: (calling o..ff) I'm just fixing my make up. Don't rush me, 
Gou! These false eyelashes are hard to set. 

(Door bell rin,qs) 
Gou: Oh! Gosh! There's someone already! I haven't even got 

my shirt on! (Calling) Peta! Leave what you're doing in the 
kitchen and answer the door! I'm going to the bedroom. 

PETA: OK! Mi lukim husat i stap. (Pa11se) 
(Sound of door opening) 

PETA: Ahh! Papa! Yu kam insait! Kam insait! (Calling) Masta! 
Missus! Papa i kam. 

SINOB: (whispers) Gou! It's your father! Why has he turned up 
now? Just as we're flat out getting ready for the party! What a 
time to come! Make it clear that we're having important 
people tonight. 

Gou: Shh! Sinob, he will hear you! (Calling) OK, Papa! Come 
inside. I'll be out in a minute. 
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FATHER: Eh! Peta! Pren bilong mi. Man! Mi kam Ion wei, na mi 

Jez lik lik. 
PETA: Eh! Papa. Na yu sit dawn Ion dis pela sia. Pikinini bilong 

yu ikam nau. 
FATHER: Man! Mi no sid daun long sia mi sid daun long graon 

tasol. (Parise) (Sigl1s) Ahh! Em nau! 
Gou: (Mo11i11c~ 011) Father! How are you? We ... er ... weren't 

expecting you. 
FATHER: Eh! Pikinini bilong mi! Yu tok Inglis. Na mi trim tok 

olsame. Your house here, is too far up hill and road. My bones 
tired from walk. Now I find you is good. 

Gou: Father, I have been promoted. I'm to be the Director of the 
Department of National Identity. Do you understand? 

FATHER: Pikinini, yu tok wanem long dispela? Mi no save. Yu 
tok Ingles, na mi no kisim as long tok bilong yu. 

Gou: It means I'm to be the boss of a big office. The number one 

boss. 
FATHER: Number one, eh? 
Gou: Yes! Tonight, Sinob and I are having a party to celebrate. 

(Calling) Peta? Bring some food for Papa, please. 
PETA: (OJJ) Yassur! 
FATHER: Ahh! Mi hamamas tru long dispela tok. Na yu bairn pik 

bilong wokim dispela sing-sing? 
Gou: No Papa! It's not a sing-sing! It's ... well - a party, where 

people come to drink, eat biscuits, olives, peanuts, and talk. 
Then maybe dance a little bit. In town this is called a 'cocktail 

party'. 
FATHER: Ahh! 'Kockitale Parti'? Olgeta taim mi save harim 

dispela 'Kockitale parti'. Mi ting em pullim tail bilong 
kakarok! Tasol em wan kain sing-sing ah! (Pause) Na, dispela 
opis bilong yu - oli kolim Nasem Andenti - en wanem 

samting? 
Gou: You mean National Identity? Yes ... well it means ... er 

... something like knowing ourselves ... what we really are. 

Samting bilong yu mi yet. 
FATHER: Son, na bilong wanam yu no salem pas i kam long pies? 

Na mama na line bilong yu kisim plenti kai kai. Mi kilim 
plenti pik na kisim buai. Mi hamamas tru long mekim bikpela 

pati bilong yu! 
Gou: Tenk yu tru papa! but ... I ... I must now do things in 

the way of the town. This is the way things are done here. It 
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would not be right if we had a feast here in town. 
FATHER: Ah! Pikinini bilong mi! Oloman bilong peles bai oli lap 

long yu, sopos yu no wokim sing-sing. Oli bai i tinkim yumi 
rabis man. 

Gou: This party is the town's way. My friends come from 
Australia, England and America and we must do things to 
please them. 

FATHER: Maski pikinini! E, i tingting bilong mi tasol! Yu wokim 
long lait bilong yu, na waintaim prend bilong yu. 

Gou: Papa. You go with Peta to the bathroom and wash. Peta 
will give you some clean clothes of mine. Then you come and 
see the party. But papa, my wife doesn't want us to chew buai 
here. But there's plenty of beer and cigars. Peta will look after 
you. 

FATHER: (o..ff) Tenk yu, Tenk yu tru. 
(Door closes) 

Gou: (calling) Sinob! Come out here please. 
SINOB: (o.ff) Where is your father? Did you tell him? 
Gou: He's gone with Peta to clean up, and change clothes. Then 

come to the party. 
SINOB: To the party? The last thing I wanted was for your father 

to stay for the party! What will the people think? You better 
introduce him - and say he doesn't speak English. Tell him 
not to smile either. His teeth are as black as the bottom of a 
village cooking pot! 

Gou: That's enough, Sinob! Tonight is supposed to be happy. 
And besides, I didn't ask the old man to come. Besides you 
had better make believe that we still have a bond between us 
and the village people. Despite the fact we rarely visit them. 
It's only the proper thing to do. 

SINOB: All right. But I'll hold you responsible for any disasters 
that might happen tonight. Don't forget that. 

Gou: What about Papa's things here on the table? 
SINOB: Peta! Peta! Quick time! Gou, you go to the bedroom and 

finish getting dressed. 
Gou: (moving o.ff) All right Sinob. But don't forget what I said. 

(Door slam) 
PETA: (calling) Yes missus? 
SINOB: Take these things outside! Bring a can of air freshener, 

and spray this room out! It smeiis like Koki market! Use aii 
the spray if you have to. (Fade) Just get rid of the smell -
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understand? Hurry up now ... 
(Door slam) 

PETA: Yes missus. (Pause) (To himselj) Ah! Man! Dispela meri 
olgeta taim tok kilin, kilin, wok, wok! Wanem kain ia? Mi Jes 
long dispela kanaka misis. Em winim misus Quin pinis! 

(Sound of spray can) 
PETA: Ah! Papa yu cam? (Laughing) Ah! Man yu !uk namba wan! 

Klin tru! 
FATHER: (happy) Tenk yu, Peta! Ah! Yu wok long pikinini bilong 

mi, a? Yu ting wanem? Em gutpela man, laka? 
PETA: Ah! Papa! Masta Gou - em gutpela man. Meri bilongen 

ino gut! Mi no laikim em. Olgeta taim i laik koros tasol! 
FATHER: Mi no laikim em tu! Olgeta taim, i save koros long 

pikinini bilong mi na i save toktok planti! 
(Distant sound of door closin~) 

PETA: (wl1isper) Eh, Papa. Maski! Tupela i kam nau Nogut tambu 
bilong yu rausim mi. (Fade) Mi go insait long haus kuk? 

Gou: How are you feeling, now, Papa? 
FATHER: Very good. Good waswas. Mi hamamas tru. 
S1NOB: (Calling) Gou? Come out here on the patio please. 
FATHER: Yu lukim meri bilong yu. 
Gou: You sit down there, Papa, and rest for a while. (Mo11in,~ 

off) Yes dear I'm coming. (Pause) Well, what is it now? 
SINOB: Look, why did you give the old man one of your good 

white shirts? He'll only put betel stain on it. And why has he 
put those flowers in his hair? It's stupid. 

Gou: Shh! He'll hear you. He looks all right! He's creating a 
party mood. 

SINOB: He's creating a mood in me all right. Remember it's you 
they'll laugh at, not me! (Pa11se) (Hard) He's yo11r father! 

(Bridge music) 

SCENE SIX 

SINOB: Gou! Quickly someone's arrived! I can hear the door bell. 
Does my hair look all right? Quickly! Come to the door! 

Gou: All right. Take it easy! Relax. 
(Pause) (Door opening) 

Gou: (off) Oh! Weicome! Do come in. i'm Gou Haia - (Moving 
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on) Do you both know my wife, Sinob? 
V1: Of course! We're on committees together! 
S!NOB: Gou, this is Vi Braggin-Crowe - and her husband, 

Chuck. (Wliispers) The manager of the Nirez perfume 
company! 

BRAGGIN-CROWE: Great to see you. Hey! You folks have a really 
nice house here! It's like the one we moved from at Boroko. 
We're on Touaguba Hill, now, you know. 

Gou: Now let's get you both some drinks. Come this way 
please. (Pause) 

MRS BRAGGIN-CROWE: (off) Why thanks a lot, Gou. It's real good 
to meet you. 

Gou: (off) There's some more guests coming Sinob. 
MARIAN: (mo11i11g on) Oh hi! Sinob! How are you? Haven't seen 

you for ages. It seems years since we both worked in Admin 
typing pool. Gosh you look really beautiful tonight. 

SINOB: Hello, Marian. I didn't know you were working in my 
husband's office. (Pause) Listen, come over here - there's 
something I have to tell you, it's rather important. 

MARIAN: Oh, sure. By the way these are my friends from the 
office - Tau and James. 

jAMES: Hello Mrs Haia. Good evening, Mr Haia. 
SINOB: How do you do? You both go inside. I want to talk to 

Marian for a minute (Calling) Oh there's Professor and Mrs 
Noual! Good evening Professor! Glad you could come. 

PROFESSOR: Ah my dear Sinob, I'm glad I could come. 
S!NOB: Go on inside, my husband will get you drinks! 
MARIAN: Now, what is it, Sinob? 
S!NOB: (whisper) I'd like you to know that now I'm the wife of 

the Director of National Identity - and with due respect to 
my husband, I'd appreciate your calling• me Mrs Gou Haia. 
After all, you 're orily a typist. 

MARIAN: (rnrprised) Well! (Pause) I beg your pardon, then Mrs 
Gou Haia. I'll go in to join my friends now - that is, if you 
don't mind? 

(Sound of party music: distant) 
MARIAN: I hear the music's started! This promises to be a very 

interesting party. (Fade) See you later then - Mrs Gou Haia. 
SINOB: (mutters to herself) Ohhh! You'd better just watch your 

step, young lady! (Pause) Oh! There you are, Vi! Hope Gou 
got you a drink? 
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VI: Thanks, honey. I've got a bourbon. Who was that girl you 
were talking to? She's a pretty little thing. 

SINOB: She's a cheeky devil! someone ought to teach her 
manners. Or I should have her fired. Calling me by my first 
name! 

V1: Good for you! I don't even let my husband's secretary call me 
by my first name! 

SINOB: You're so right Vi! People have to realize where they 
belong! Otherwise we'll have everyone crawling around for 
everything they can get out of us. 

(Music up sliglitly) 
V1: I'd keep an eye on her if I were you. Just look at the way 

she's dancing with that boy! The hip movements! By the way, 
who's that young fellow in the Toana outfit? 

SINoB: He's a Kiwi - you know, New· Zealand? Incidentally, 
my husband wants him to join the staff - as an adviser. He 
was in Welfare in Auckland. I don't think much of his wife -
mousey little thing. Oh! Have you met Mrs Ura Kava from 
the newspaper. This is Mrs Braggin-Crowe, Ura! You know, 
of Nirez Perfume? 

(Crowd chatter. M11sic stops: crowd chatter up) 
MRS URA: Hello there! We must have a feature from you for our 

women's section. Hey, Sinob it looks a lovely party. All credit 
to you. Tell me, how does it feel to be a Director's wife? 

SINOB: Heavenly! I might even be able to go abroad on an 
overseas trip with Gou! 

SINoB: I'd love to go to Switzerland. 
V1: What about an overseas appointment? 
MRS URA: I don't see much relevance between PNG and the 

Swiss! Why not Africa or another third world country. At 
least we've a lot in common with them? 

SINOB: We can learn a lot from the Swiss. Anyway they're the 
bankers. You never know the future. Come on girls - inside 
and join the fun. (Fade) I'll just go and check on the hot 
savouries. 

(Crowd chatter up, tlien under) 
Gou: Oh! Hello there, Marian. I saw you enjoying that dance 

with young Tau. 
MARIAN: Yes! I'm enjoying the party. Now you should let your 

hair down, as the Aussies say - and enjoy yourself too! It's 
your big celebration night. 
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(Music over crowd: the11 under) 
Gou: That sounds like an invitation! Come on, let's dance. 
MARIAN: OK! (Lar1gl1ing) Hey you're not bad! I've never thought 

of you as a dancer! 
Gou: Perhaps because I never had time! (La11.1?ht-er) 

(M11sic and crot11d 11p, tlzcn 11ndcr) 
S1NOB: Oh the;e you a;c, Professor! Hope Gou got you a drink! 
PROFESSOR: Thanks, yes! It's a good party. By the why who's 

that pretty young thing dancing with your husband? 
SINOB: She's just a typist. I don't know why Gou is wasting time 

with her! 
PROF. NouAL: Quite a bouncy little thing, isn't she? 
SINOB: Bouncy, all right! She should go on a diet! She's that 

type, you know Professor, without any real educational 
qualifications. Not University material. 

PROF. NoUAL: She used to go around with one of the students. 
Saga - he's over there with Dr Ilai Kamap. 

SINOB: Oh yes! I haven't really met him - but of course I've 
read about all his statements. Very radical, isn't he? 

PROF. NOUAL: Well that's a matter of opinion. Let me introduce 
you to him. (Calling) Saga! Over here a minute, will you. 
(Pause) Saga, this is our charming hostess, Mrs Sinob Haia. 

SINOB: How do you do! Hope you arc being taken care of. You 
too, Dr Ilai Kamap . 

SAGA: I'm looking after myself quite well. (Fade) Think I'll have 
another drink. 

SINOB: Oh! He's gone back to the bar! Oh! Er . . . have a 
savoury, doctor? They're imported smoked salmon .... 

DR KAMAP: Thank you. Delicious! Did you notice in the paper 
today about the national language question? 

PROFESSOR: A bit presumptuous, don't you think? 
SINOB: I don't think there should be any change in language. It's 

only the village people who speak Pidgin and Motu. All the 
school children are taught English and it would cost a lot more 
to rewrite the texts. I mean everyone should speak English. Er 
. .. will you excuse me for a moment? 

DR KAMAP: of course! (Pause) My theory. is that, because there 
are 700-plus languages here - I propose a new language 
which would include elements from each basic dialectical area. 
From this a new language would be created. It \1Ji!! be a first 
language creole. 
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PROFESSOR: Pidgin is already a national language. 
DR KAMAP: Anyway, there should be another committee set up 

to discuss the linguistic issues, the lexical and semantical 
dimensions most appropriate to the registers of discourse 
needed for particular occupations. 

(Party music 11p) 
PROFESSOR: Well yes ... ! think you have a reasonably valid 

point, old chap. (Fade) Now what I believe is necessary is that 
the whole language question should be in the control of 

experts and ... 
(M11sic 11p and 11nder) 

URA: That's a lovely dress, Sinob. It really suits you! 
S1NOB: I had it specially made, Ura! You know, that lovely shop 

in Lawes Road! It's based on traditional PNG patterns. My 
private dressmaker is so artistic! 

URA: It's really attractive, Sinob! And the colours arc so sophisti
cated! (Fade) Those full sleeves are so flattering - I always like 
sleeves more than a dress without any arms and .... 

(Music up and under) 
MARIAN: Hey Saga! Did you hear those two talking about 

dresses? I saw some dresses just the same as the one Sinob's 
wearing in a Trade Store yesterday! I thought she was too high 
class now for the Trade Stores! 

(La11ghs) 
SAGA: Well what a load of maus wara they go on with! Hey I 

wonder if they've got any buai at this party' 
MARIAN: I doubt it, Saga! I'm sure Sinob wouldn't want to upset 

the whities with buai! But let's go over and ask Gou's father. 

He might have some. 
SAGA: Yeahl He looks a good old guy. But out of place at this 

phony party! 
(M11sic 011t, crowd 1111der) 

MARIAN: He's lonely over there! It looks like he could do with 
some company. Hey Saga, haven't you had enough to drink' 

SAGA: No, I can take plenty more yet! (Parise) It's ridiculous our 
people just aping the expatriates! Why not have our traditional 
sing-sing? (Fade) Isn't that good enough for them? 

(Crowd noise distant: l1old 1mder) 
MARIAN: (Fade 11p) Hello there Papa! You all right, ah? 

SAGA: Hey Papa! You got buai? 
PAPA: Yes! Mi gat! Tasol nogud oli korosim mi. 
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SAGA: No ken wari. Em pcles bilong yumi tasol. Man, this our 
country! 

PAPA: Plis! Noken meknais! Tambu bilong mi koros tru. 
MARIAN: Ah! Papa! Em i orait. Mipcla sidaon waintem yu, na 

tok tok. 
PAPA: Em, ya! Plis, noken larim meri bilong pikinini bilong mi, i 

lukim! Mi no !aik bai i korosim mi! 
SAGA: Ah! That's good kambang! 
MARIAN: Shh! Saga! Here come Sinob! 
S!NOB: (111011i11g 011) Look here! If you people want to chew that 

stuff - get outside! I don't want that in my house! Now go! 
SAGA: You've gone really crazy! Look at your imitating these 

neo-colonials! This party - the atmosphere - everything! 
You're just bloody crawlers! The lot of you! 

S1N011: (11cry angry) You 're a fine one to talk about imitating the 
colonials! Just look at you - with the white man's beer in one 
hand and cigarettes in the other! You 're drunk and disgusting! 
(Calling) Peta! Come and sweep up this mess! 

PETA: (111011ing on) Yassur! Man! Dispela pati i givim planti wok 
long me! 

MARIAN: Saga! Let's go - come on! You've had too much to 
drink! I'll drive you and ... 

SAGA: (i11terr11pti11g) No! I'll say what I have to! 
(Callin,\?) Listen all you people' Come here and listen! 

( Cro11•d noise 11p and 11nder) 
SAGA: You lot arc exploiting our taxpayers! Living high and 

draining public funds! 
SrNOB: Shut up! Get out before I call the police! Get out! 
Gou: Sinob please! Calm down! Everyone's watching! I'll get the 

driver to take them home. · 
SINOB: (half cryi11,1?) I don't care! They can all go to hell! You take 

that pa11111k typist away too. 
MARIAN: Are you calling me a pan111k? How dare you speak like 

that to me 1 

SrNOB: (screa111i11g) I saw the way you were dancing with my 
husband! I've got eyes! (Crr111ti11g) There! (Slap) That's for you! 

MARIAN: Don't you hit me Sinob! (Cr1111t) I can fight too! 
(Slap) 
(Cro!l'd, excited, up) 

Gou: Stop this at once, Sinob! You're drunk! I'm sorry everyone 
terribly sorry this has happened I really .... 
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SINOB: (shoutin"~) Shut up! You brought her here to humiliate me! 
I know now why you, come home so late! Saying you've been 
working! You've been with lier! 

(Excited crowd n11mnur up and under) 
MARIAN: That's not true, Sinob! 
Gou: Sinob! That's enough! Marian, you and Saga should leave 

now. Please .... 
S1NOB: (very slimed) It's not enough! Not enough! (Crying) Why 

can't you all get out! And get your father out too! (Crying) 
(Move off) I ... don't ever want to see them again. (Door slam) 

PROF. NoUAL: Well, Gou. This was all most unfortunate. I'll say 
goodnight. 

Gou: Thank you. Good night ... er ... everyone ... I ... I'm 
... I .... 

V1: (sarcastic) Goodnight! And thanks ... a lotl 
(Crowd: Voice: 'Good night Mr Haiai'. Then fade: doors 
slamming off) 

PAPA: Pikinini, noken wari long mi! Bai mi go na silip long haus 
bilong Hegame. Mi bringim planti trabel long yu, waintaim 
meri bilong yu. Ehh! Planti trabel! 

Gou: Nogat, Papa. Mi sori tru, yu bin lukim dispela samting i 
kamap. Em ino rong bilong yu! Em i pasin bilong taon! 
Dispela taon i bin bringim dispela long mipela. 

PAPA: Tru! 01 pasin bilong taon i nara kaen. Tasol pikinini, mi 
papa bilong yu! Mi mas tokim yu wanpela samting. I luk 
olsem meri bilong yu i bosim yu. Yu noken mekim olsem! 
Kamna lukim mi, na Mama bilong yu - long Kristmas. Na 
bai mipela mekim bikpela kaikai long yu. Long pasim yet 
bilong ol tumbuna. 

Gou: Tasol bei yu westim planti moni tumas Papa! Yu noken 
westim moni long mi. 

PAPA: Tasol yu pikinini bilong mipela! 01 pipal bilong pies bai 
lukluk long mipela. Mama na mi i sem, sopos yu no laikim 
kaikai bilong mipela. (Pa1m) Nau bai mi silip. 

Gou: Papa .... bet i stap long narapela rum. Bai yu slip gut 
insaed. 

PAPA: Ah! Flo i nap long mi! (Sigl1s) Bet i malmalum tumas! 
(Pause) Gut nait. Mi silip ... nau .... 

Gou: (softly) Gut nait, Papa bilong mi. Em ya. Putim dispela pilo 
anainit long het bilong yu, Papa. (Pause) There! (Pa1m) Ah ... 
h ... h ... already you are asleep. (Sig/is) And so ... here I 
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am, your son ... the Director of National Identity .... ' 
(Theme: 'Which Way, Big Man?' fades up) 

Read the play aloud in class . 
The names of the characters are puns. Thus Sinob is a pun on 
'snob'. Can you find the other puns? 
There is much verbal and situational irony in this play. For 
example, it is ironic that Gou Haia is appointed Director of 
the Ministry of National Identity and celebrates by having a 
Western-style cocktail party. Can you spot other ironies? 
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From the earliest times of exploration by the wandering men of the 
Western world, the peoples of the Pacific have been imbued with 
romance and fascination. The early explorers who sailed the world's 
oceans believed there was an island, rich in gold, to the east. That 
island was New Guinea. But, because the navigators made a number 
of stupid mistakes. New Guinea was not actually explored until 
relatively late. The early maps show Papua as a separate land mass. 
A study of Mr Quinlivan's independence display of the old maps 
gives a fascinating account of these mistakes by the world's greatest 
navigators of the time. Alan Moorehead's "Fatal Impact" that took 
the lives of many Pacific peoples did not take its toll in Papua New 
Guinea until some time later. 

In one of the reports of these early explorers. this rich island of 
gold was believed to have four kingdoms. The kings lived inland and 
were very powerful. It is possible that the very early explorers who 
went to the Philippines. to the Spice Islands. and later to the 
Americas. might have heard the story and been afraid of the 
rowerful kings. 

Whatever it was. the present country of Papua New Guinea was 
left untouched. Other South Pacific islands, - I lawaii. Tonga. 
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Samoa. and Fiji - were visited more frequently. Luckily. much of 
our art and culture remains intact. even todav. 

There developed a fantasv that on these ·sweet and enchanted 
islands lived simple, primitive. and uncultured natives. We fell into 
that same romance when we were eventually uncovered. Even today 
our full humanity, and our view of the universe. is understood in 
terms of anthropology and not in terms of beings with a valid view 
of the cosmos. 

Today, some people continue to cherish this myth. Not only do 
these people hold this belief. but they go further and say that our 
people lived by hunting each other. They say this as if hunting 
humankind has never been a trait of all men everywhere. They 
judge our people primitive, pagan, uncivilized, and needful of all the 
great and sophisticated techniques and values of Western 
civilization. 

This philosophy has resulted in mass murder of the Pacific 
peoples. This death is now firmly established in Papua New Guinea 
and is spreading like fire on Waigani grass lands. Living was an art or 
a skill our people learned well, long before contact. Our people knew 
well that living in small interdependent communities offered the 
best security. But this is not the art, the subject for this talk. 

More and more people are now realizing that in fact the natives of 
these dreamed-of lands inhabit a world of complex human relation
ships. complex trade partnerships, and a vast wealth of knowledge 
and experience sufficient for their needs. Some of this wealth is 
manifested through the myths, symbolism and legends of our 
people. The supernatural symbolism. and legends of our people. 
The supernatural powers and the forces prevailing upon life are not 
only mystical and divine, but also very real and as earthly as the 
human beings, the animals. the fish, and the plants. 

The finest art of our people symbolizes the best man can do to 
merge his humanity with the divine. It expresses the mystical reality 
of our people, who live and die and still live on the one plane. Some 
art is believed to be divine in origin, while other arts could not be 
traced to a source. The study of the art of Papua New Guinea is 
central to the discovery and the proper understanding of the rich
ness of our souls. In the past. our art was seen in the context of 
simple carvings or intricate weavings of the primitive peoples. 
Hence we find static museums in the Western world. storing the 
primitive art objects. 

Today, no true student of our art would deny that a glimpse into 
the enchantment of our lives can be got by an awareness of the life 
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and the power of even a single work of art. A finely carved piece of 
wood becomes a being, the guardian spirit of an entire clan. A mask 
becomes the power behind all the great deeds of a tribe. A figure 
with varying colours from the mother earth becomes the centre 
place for meditation and serenitv. 

Papua New Guinea is a land of rich originality in art. It is also a 
complex mixture of rich variety in art. No one who has lived in a 
village for even a week will come out unconvinced that Papua New 
Guineans live in a world of two or three dimensions at once. 
Through their fine art they can. and do, communicate with the 
divine. Through their art they realize their humanity. 

Recently, during the independence celebrations week, the 
Creative Arts Centre put on a display of what they called the "seized 
collections". While I was there, watching every piece of' fine work of 
art of our people, I became deeply moved. There in that display 
room the atmosphere vibrated and became alive with the life of 
these living figures. They seemed to be saying to me, "We are your 
souls. Take care of us." 

Those figures, whether they were hanging down on nylon strings 
or standing up on cement blocks, vividly conveyed messages to me. 
They were saying, "We are on trial. We are so very heavily 
dependent on the Western man now for our survival. Take us to 
your hearts and protect us." And yet I felt they had enough power 
within themselves to protect themselves, and that. whatever 
happens. they will survive the trial of time. 

There is nothing more devastating in a nation's life than having 
its finest works of art on trial. There is nothing more harmful to a 
nation and its people than having its men and women of creative 
talent condemned by ignorance and omission, or not recognized for 
the spirit they inject into their nation. 

We, Papua New Guineans of today, inherit one of the richest 
artistic heritages of all people. Our people had, through difficult 
terrain, developed distinct stylistic expressions. peculiar to their 
communities. They went further than that. Each family, and in 
some cases each person, was the heir or the proprietor of a particular 
style or motif. It is important to know that. while technical 
knowledge of the art of creating a human figure, a snake, a bird. or a 
fly was individualized, our art forms were still open to exchange, 
either internallv or between different communities. Contrarv to 
what many people believe, our art forms were distinct and pers~nal. 
but at the same time they were quite open to movement among 
different groups. Even before the Western influence our artists were 
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already at work uniting our people, not as a mass of human 
numbers, but in recognition of what each artist and his people 
enhancing the power and the quality of their own lives. It was an 
individualized unity that recognized the distinct quality of the artist 
in his community. 

It would be a mistake to believe that art in Papua New Guinea 
was entirely the expression of the supernatural entities of life. Art 
was functional too, in that various objects were often carved for no 
other reason than to do a job or for decoration. In other words, there 
was popular as well as sacred art. Sacred art is often translated into 
popular art, but not all of it can be. Likewise, certain popular art is 
never an art for the sacred objects, although some can be. 

To my knowledge, no careful studies have yet been made of the 
scope of our art. The records we have come from foreign explorers. 
foreign missionaries, and foreign anthropologists. One thing that 
stands out in all of these reocrds is the generalizations they give. 
Virtually no one has tried to study or even record art in the context 
of individual artists, their sensitivities, their visions of life, and their 
hopes and fears. 

With the establishment of our political independence. our first 
task is to restore our self-respect, pride. and dignity. There is no 
better way to do this than to recognize our living and our dead artists 
whose works symbolize our true selves. That. then. is our first task: 
to recognize our artists in their own right as men and women of 
creativity. These people should be resurrected and studied in 
schools and universities. To this extent, but not beyond, we should 
popularize our artists and their works. 

Our second task is to establish shrines and monuments dedicated 
to these men and women of art. Our nation is a nation of divided 
unitv. In other words, there is a remarkable sense of the oneness of 
ma~ and the universe. revealed by individualistic carvings and 
paintings. We have to make a history out of that reality. There is no 
greater way of doing this than to recognize that the Trobriand artist. 
the New Ireland artist. the Orokolo painter, the Sepik mask maker, 
to mention but a few, are equally relevant and valid to their 
communities and to all of us, both todav and tomorrow. 

Today we have little to be proud of and much to be ashamed of 
when we realize that we know more about foreign artists than we 
know about our own. True, the appreciation of art is universal 
quality and we should be free to appreciate other art. But our art 
must be, at the verv least. as meaningful to us as the foreign art. It 
should mean more .to us. And we should do everything possible to 
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protect what we have and promote it without debasing its quality. 
The point is that our art is often presented to us as the grotesque 
markings of a primitive people, which the passing of time will 
exterminate. 

At this historical vantage point, I can sec all our forms of art 
converted into cheap, popular. and bare artistic styles. There is a 
danger that in our desperate search for political and constitutional 
unity we might create cheap theories, base paperbacks, and dramatic 
expressions as true representations of our rich, varied, and unique 
art forms. Nothing could hasten our spiritual death more than to 
embark upon a popular cowboy-and-Indian or the more recent kung 
fu culture. 

The movies. liquor. and the shotgun have been introduced into 
our country. In other communities these items have killed off 
millions. These instruments have resulted in the gradual death of 
our lives. The Western cloth, the camera, the pen. and the art of 
writing are now part of our lives. Either we use them to give 
recognition to our art or we use them to debase and eventually 
destroy our art. 

Our people are slowly becoming awake to the death of their true 
culture with the introduction of liquor and other items. Will it be too 
late to salvage our sinking souls? 

Art can be a basis for pride in our rich heritage. But it should not 
be a cheap and popular art that tries to say that all artists are the same 
anyway. True art should be enjoyed by all. But it is not true art that 
copies people ·s masterpieces on to cheap cloth or poor paper. Our art 
must recognize the uniqueness of each artist. New political or 
religious movements create an incentive for new art forms. But that 
art has to be genuine and non-commerical if it is to be worthwhile. 
Papua New Guinea's political unity has offered, as it will continue to 
offer, an inspiration for new forms of art. But again it is my hope 
that this kind of art will be counted for its quality and not for its 
ready response to political demands. 

We have a lot to do. There is still time to do it, but I am afraid too 
many of us give lip service to this burning cry. We are yet to build 
our national museum. let alone provincial or communal museums. 
But we must not rely on the museum to be the caretaker of our art. 
Ours should be a living and mobile museum 

The Creative Arts~ Centre needs greater· support. It should 
become the true centre for learning, where old and young artists can 
meet and communicate through art. It should be the living centre 
for all the artists of different communities of our country to meet 
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and teach us all about our past. We can no longer be content simply 
with the idea that the old man will hand down his skills to his sons 
and daughters. The fact is that the old men and women are dying. 
The young have other priorities. 

Today's generations, today's government. and today's people 
have an obligation to support genuine efforts to rreserve and 
rromote the true art of our peorle. 

The Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies also needs surport. 
There is a burning need to record the dying sounds of our people. 
There is a great need to photograph and record our architectural 
styles. Stories, myths. histories. the views of the cosmos, and the 
entire mystery or knowledge of our lives as our reorle knew them 
should be carefully recorded. 

In the long run we will be remembered as a people not for how 
well we mastered the Western or the foreign institutions: nor will we 
be remembered for how well we consume the seasonal art the 
Western man is producing and promoting everywhere through 
radio, television, books, and other printed material. 

Our myths, legends, and histories are enough to provide material 
for millions of novels, comic strips, and cheap films that will make 
cowboy-and-Indian and kung fu films look unimportant. 

However, in my view, the future generations of this country, and 
of the world, will remember our people for the genuine art they 
produced and for how well the succeeding generations cared for it 
and tried to use new forms of expression to give life and meaning to 
it. 
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TOWARDS A MELANESIAN 
CHURCH 

Is it unreal to hold the view that in Papua New Guinea we should 
work towards a truly indigenous Church? Is it un-Christian to clain 
that Papua New Guinea does have a view about life that is special, 
unique. and particularly ours, which the Church should accept in its 
work of redemption? Is it irrelevant for Papua New Guinea to now 
claim that some of our cultural practices should become acceptable 
practices of the Church? And what of theology. that awareness of 
the Infinite Being? Haven't we Papua New Guineans a view of God 
that should be preserved and promoted together with the revealed 
messages of God through Jesus Christ and the prophets? 

These are questions I have thought about for many years. My 
ideas are always growing and developing. In some areas my ideas are 
always changing. In this article I want to talk about the Christian 
Church: its past. its present and its future. What has the Church 
done to our people? What has it done for our people') What have we 
done for the Church. and what can we do for the Church? 

I must make this point very clear. When I talk of the Church in 
the past I am referring to the priests. brothers. sisters. bishops and 
the pope in the Catholic Church. and the pastors or ministers in the 
other Christian churches. Even today, in spite of much propaganda. 
I still do not feel I am part of the Catholic Church. though I profess 
all its major doctrines. I will never feel part of the Christian 
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community of believers until there is more honesty and democracy 
in the Church. 

I feel a personal relationship with God and with Christ. But when 
it comes to feeling part of the bishops' college or part of the papal 
parish. I am afraid I feel very far away from them all. At times I feel 
the priests and the bishops are obstacles to my relationship with God 
and Christ. I feel they often worry more about building roads, 
schools. airstrips and hospitals than they worry about the humanity 
and the dignity of my culture. 

I feel they often worry more anout the number of persons who 
attend mass and church than they worry about the quality of 
Christians and Christian communities. I believe the missionaries 
worry more about words and sounds than they worry about whether 
these have any relevance or meaning to my people. With some 
notable exceptions. bishops appear to me to be more concerned with 
authority and diplomacy than with actually taking risks supporting 
those who struggle for peace and justice. 

I am always praying to God and to Jesus that nothing will happen 
to change my faith in his infinite love, mercy and good judgement. 
However. I am coming more and more to believe that at lea5t the 
Catholic Church is more legalistic than it is fair to its faithful 
followers. I am coming more and more to believe that the Catholic 
Church is more concerned with its universality in the exterior than it 
is with the universality of the brotherhood and sisterhood of all 
people. 

I am prepared to say that there was a time in history when the 
Catholic Church was legitimately worried about its survival. I 
believe that era is gone forever. We must more and more trust in the 
infinite power of God and Jesus. We must more and more be willing 
to put on new shirts. different shirts. for different times and 
different people. 

In Papua New Guinea we are burdened with the decisions that 
were made in Europe. I see no useful purpose in our accepting these 
decisions. I see the need for diversity in the forms of worship. but I 
see no need for too many Christian churches in Papua New Guinea. 

The Catholic Church throughout the ages has promoted 
uniformity in forms of worship. In my view this undue emphasis on 
the external symbolism has resulted in outright subjugation of our 
traditional forms of worship. It further prevents us from exploring 
new methods of worship. Today, for example. many Catholics in the 
East Sepik area feel it's a great shame to sing hymns in the style of 
their traditional chants. 
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Far too much is being assumed by the Christian churches. Many 
of these assumptions have little, if any, relevance to the cultural 
background of our times. Some, for example, assume Christianity is 
a culture that is universal and equally applicable in China, New 
York, England, or Papua New Guinea. I believe this is an erroneous 
assumption leading to arrogance, imposition, and lack of the 
necessary dialogue that must exist between all persons, especially 
the missioners and the "missionized". 

Many missionaries assume they are wanted. Some set up parishes 
and administer them as if they are not living on foreign land. The 
courage of Christ is being used to spread the good news, but very 
often it is done with the least possible awareness of the changing 
needs of our people. It is no wonder that some priests are amazed at 
the lack of initiative and spontaneity of the people. 

The Church, and in particular the Catholic Church, has arrived at 
a point where no foreign missionary should stay on in a community 
or parish unless the parish requests his stay. This will necessitate 
structural changes in some places. No longer should the bishop have 
all the control. The parish should have a council that takes an active 
interest in the pastors. 

The pastor must. to some extent, depend on the people he or she 
is serving. The bishop should help believers find new ministers. He 
should offer counsel and guidance in spiritual matters to ensure that 
these communities do not depart substantially from the basic 
doctrines of the faith. Some parishioners should be involved in the 
recruitment of missionaries from lands that can still supply us with 
missionaries. Parishes should be organized to enable parishioners to 
plan how funds are to be raised, to plan priorities, and to spend 
according to these plans. Our people will not feel the structural 
Church is their Church until they share in its anxieties, its 
dimculties, its hopes, and finally its vision for all mankind. 

Unless the missionaries readjust their thinking they will find 
themselves continually in conflict with Papua New Guineans and 
their changing needs, real or apparent. The missionaries must be 
able to enter into dialogue with the thinkers, not merely by offering 
blanket answers such as. "Call in and have a chat with me", but by 
going out to meet the thinkers, thinking ideas through and being 
prepared to admit that certain practices of the churches are not 
essential for human growth. 

Papua New Guinea is not a desert without people with cultural 
beliefs. Papua New Guinea has people who are deeply committed to 
their own cultural ethics. It follows that, as the Christian Church 
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presses on with its eternal mission of bringing all people to God, it 
must develop a body of rules enabling it to accept the traditional 
social behaviour of the local people. 

Some examples shouid highiight my poini. When we are baptized 
at infancy most of us take on a European name. I was given the 
name of Bernard. Among some people this has resulted in the 
rejection of traditional names. I see no reason why reople should not 
use their traditional names as baptismal names. It should also be 
possible for confirmation or baptism to take place at the age of 
twelve, thirteen, or fourteen to coincide with the traditional age of 
initiation. 

Polygamy and polyandry are acceptable social practices. The 
practice of having two wives is contrary to Christian ethics. But it 
should not, in my view, be a basis for preventing peorle from 
attending church services or receiving some sacraments such as 
baptism, extreme unction, and confirmation. I would even go so far 
as to permit Holy Communion and confession for some people. 

The Church could teach one-man-one-wife as the ideal for a 
perfect Christian in the same way that it teaches that one should not 
steal. But we know many people do steal. The Church teaches that 
murder is wrong. But the Church condones killing in a justified war. 
The Church should accert its progressive role. It is dealing with 
weak human beings. 

We Papua New Guineans traditionally believe in man's totality. 
Man is body and spirit. Man and woman have spirits. Trees. rocks. 
animals all have spirits. In some communities there are hierarchies 
of deities or gods. In my village each clan has a spirit deity. or 
Waren. The whole village also owns a Waren. There is a feminine 
creator called the Chokek and the "Above All" called the /run in. 

I see no conflict in my professing the divinity of Christ. his 
sonship to God, and his equality with the Holy Spirit and at the same 
time believing in my ancestral link with the spirits of the old through 
all times. I do not think that it is in any way less Christian if I offer a 
sacrifice of, for example, a hen to my ancestral deity, the Kravan, in 
the hope that he might take it and give it to the Lord Jesus, than if I 
ask St Bernard or the Blessed Virgin to intercede for me. 

Sanctity cannot be exclusive to one race of people alone or to one 
age or era alone. Among God's saints must be some of our 
ancestors. It follows that if we do not even concede their presence 
we are killing our ancestral spirits. In this way we kill our earth. 

Christianity is two thousand years old. Its divine origin is 
acknowledged. Christ's guarantee that he will be with the Church 
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until the end of time is recognized. The time has arrived for the 
Church in Papua New Guinea and elsewhere to concentrate less on 
legalistic structures and more on democratic approaches. Above all, 
it must be fully engaged in humanizing and divinizing the earth and 
its people. 

The church and its servants must recapture the vision of its 
founder. It must outgrow its European historical backgrounds. 
Certainly for us in Papua New Guinea the Church has no 
justification in hiding behind the results of the power struggles that 
went on in Europe and elsewhere. 

The present Melanesian Council of Churches (MCC) should 
develop into the most important national body for Church matters. 
For the member churches that do not depend on any other outside 
body for their ultimate authority the MCC should be the final 
authority. Those churches that surrender decision-making to 
another authority outside Papua New Guinea should still refer 
decisions that affect our country to the MCC. The accompanying 
plan shows the structure. 
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If the Christian Church is to be aliving symbol of human unity 
then it must begin to live that unity. At the moment it presents itself 
as an instrument of contradition and connict. Those who profess 
faith in Christ must organize themselves and off er hope through the 
way they live their lives. Today's world is suffering from the 
schisms, divisions and materialism that were a legacy of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. There is no reason to accept 
these as inevitable. 

Papua New Guinea offers a hope, perhaps the last hope, that we 
can do something new, build something new out of the collection of 
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errors and achievements of all the earth since historv was recorded. 
Unless Christianity is able to off er a new hope, ma~ is doomed to 
place his hope in little men and women who promise, for political 
gain, iO bring peace, justice, and humanity to ali men and women 
already troubled by the released energy on earth. 

The future of man should not be placed too much in the hands of 
a few pious bishops and popes. The future of man must be in the 
hands of men and women everywhere. Leaders of men and women 
should first and foremost be men and women of practical vision. 
They should lead by living with the people, working with them, and 
slowly leading them to total freedom. 

Whilst I am hopeful, I believe God must be getting impatient 
with men and women on whom He is relying for his radical 
revolution. 
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